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IBE AUIBOR'S BIOGRAPHY
The full name of the famous Imam Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar Al-'Asqalaru is Abul-Facll,
Shihabuddin Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad AlKinaru Ash-Shafi'i. Ibn Hajar Al-'Asqalaru was born on the 10th of Sha'ban, 773
H. in Egypt, where he grew up also. He memorized the Qur'an at t:Qe age of
nine years. He also memorized Al-Hawi, the book Mukhtasar of Ibn Al-Hajib,
and other books. He traveled to Makkah and listened to the teaching of its
'Ulama. He admired the knowledge of Hadith and began to acquire it from
the great Shaykhs in Hijaz, Ash-Sham, Egypt and stayed with Az-Zain Al-'Iraqi
for ten years. He also studied under Al-Balqini, Ibn Al-Mulaqqin and others.
Many eminent Shaykhs of his time approved his knowledge and allowed him
to give religious verdicts and teach.
He had learned the two sources (Qur'an and Haditb) from Al-'Izz bin Jama'a,
the language from Al-Majd Al-Fairuzabadi, the Arabic from Al-'Amari, literature
and poetry from Al-Badr Al-Mushtaki and writing from a group of professors.
He also recited some parts of the Qur'an in all the seven styles of recitation
before At-Tanukhi.
He occupied himself with the promotion of the knowledge of Hadith, so he
dwelt in its study, teaching, writing and giving Fatawa (religious verdicts). He
also taught Ta/sir (interpretation of the Qur'an), Hadith, Fiqh (jurisprudence)
and preached at many places like Al-Azhar, Jami' 'Amr and others. He also
dictated to his students from his memory. Many highly educated people and
distinguished scholars traveled to him to acquire from his vast knowledge.
Ibn Hajar Al-'Asqalani authored more than 150 books - most of them being in
the studies of Hadith - which flourished during his lifetime, and the kings and
princes exchanged them as gifts. His book most worthy of mentioning is Fath
Al-Bari - the commentary of Sahib Al-Bukhari, which he started in the
beginning of 817 H., after finishing its introductory part in 813 H., and
completed the whole commentary in Rajah 842 H. After the completion of the
commentary, he had a gathering attended by the Muslim dignitaries and spent
500 Dinar on it. Then some kings requested it and paid 300 Dinar.
Ibn Hajar became the Qadi of Egypt, and then Ash-Sham was also added to
his jurisdiction which he held for more than twenty-one years. He was against
holding the office of the Qadi at first, until the Sultan assigned to him a
special case. Then, he accepted to represent Al-Balqini, when he begged him
very much to preside for him as Qadi. Then, he presided for others until he
was assigned to hold the office of Chief Qadi on 12 Muharram, 827 H. He
then left, but had to take the office of the Chief Qadi seven times until he left
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it finally in 852 H. which is the year in which he died.
As concerns his personality, Al-'Asqalani was humble, tolerant, patient and
enduring. He was also described as being steadfast, prudent, ascetic, selfless,
generous, charitable and a person praying and fasting voluntarily. On the
other hand, he was said to be used to ma.king light jokes and telling of
humorous anecdotes. He also had good manners in dealing with all the
Imams, of the earlier generations and later generations, and with all those
who sat with him, whether old or young.
Ibn Hajar died after the 'Jsba prayer on Saturday, 8th Dhul-Hijja, 852 H. May
Allah reward him generously.
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INTRODUCTION
Praise is to Allah for his apparent and concealed bounties at all times, and
peace and blessings be upon His Prophet and Messenger Muhammad, his
family and companions who strove steadfastly in the path of serving Allah's
religion, and their followers who inherited the knowledge - for the 'Ulama
are the heirs of the Prophets - and may they be honored, whether they be
Wiirith (those who inherit) or Mawroth (those who are inherited from).
To proceed; this is a concise book comprising the Hadith evidence sources of
the Shariah Rulings, which I have compiled meticulously, so that the one who
memorizes it excels among his peers, it may assist the beginner student and
the learned one seeking more knowledge may find it indispensable.
I have indicated at the end of every Hadith the Imam who collected it, in
order to be honest to the (Muslim) Ummah. Therefore, As-Sab'a (the Seven)
stands for Ahmad, Al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i, At-Tirmidhi and
Ibn Majah. As-Sitta (the Six)[IJ stands for the rest excluding Ahmad. AlKhamsa (the Five)[ 2 1 stands for the rest except Al-Bukhari and Muslim, or I
may say Al-Arba'a (the Four)[ 3 1 and Ahmad. I mean by Al-Arba'a (the Four)
all except the first three (i.e. Ahmad, Al-Bukhari and Muslim), and by AthThalatha (the Three)[ 4 J I mean all except the first three and the last one. I
mean by Al-Muttafaq 'alaih (the Agreed upon)[SJ Al-Bukhari and Muslim, and
I might not mention with them anyone else; and whatever is besides these
(seven collectors) is clear [i.e. clearly mentioned by name].
I have named it (this book) Bulugh Al-Mariim min Adillat Al-Ahkiim
(Attainment of the Objective according to Evidence of the Ordinances); and I
pray to Allah not to render, what we have learned, a calamity against us; but
may He guide us to act according to what pleases Him - the Glorified and
Exalted One.

[IJ

By Six he means: Al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i, At-Tinnidhi and Ibn Majah.

r2 1 By Five he means: Ahmad, Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i, At-Tinnidhi and Ibn Majah.
r3 1 By Four he means: Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i, At-Tinnidhi, and Ibn Majah.
r4 1 By Three he means: Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and At-Tinnidhi.
[SJ By 'the Agreed upon' he means: Ahadith accepted and agreed
and Imam Muslim.

to

by both Imam Bukhari

The Most reliable Hadith is that one which has been narrated by Bukhari and Muslim.
Secondly is the Hadith which has been narrated only by Bukhari. Third in reliability is that
which has been narrated by Muslim alone. Ahadith narrated by An-Nasa'i, At-Tinnidhi, Abu
Da'ud, Ibn Majah and Muwatta' of Imam Malik are graded thereafter in the line of reliability,
and then comes the place of Ahadtth mentioned in other books. This established order of
reliability should be followed where there is a contention.
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A NOTE FROM IBE PUBLISHER
In line with our main object of propagating the pure teachings of Qur'an and
Sunnah, we are presenting the English translation of the book Bu/ugh AfMaram based upon the Ahadith of our Prophet~· There are many authentic
books of Ahadith, in all of these collections, Bu/ugh Af-Maram holds a
distinction in the respect that it is based on such Ahadith of the Prophet ~

which have been the sources of Islamic Jurisprudence. Allama Hafiz Ibn Hajar
Asqalani has also recorded the true significance of almost each Hadith, thus
making it more valuable .and useful in many respects. He has also mentioned
the origins of the Abadith and made a comparison of the versions in case the
sources are more than one. One more distinctive feature, along with others, is
that the versions have also been shortened to present just the main purpose
of the Hadith according to its classification under the chapter. Because of
these preferential qualities, Bu/ugh Af-Maram has been accepted widely and is
among the most sought-after books of Ahadith.
We hope that like its other translations, this English translation will also
acclaim popularity and people will get benefited from it.
We want to point out that the publishing of Islamic books in non-Arabic
language is not an easy task as it needs a colossal work and a great deal so
that it can be saved from lingual, creedal and methodical errors.
All praise is due to Allah that all of us in Darussalam have great enthusiasm
regarding the propagation of the teachings of Qur'an and Sunnah. The
members of Darussalam put their each and every effort and worked very hard
all year round to present this book in such a good form. I am thankful to Allah
that the task has been completed in the desired way with His help only.
My gratitudes and thanks are for the members of the team who provided
their great efforts and fulfilled their tasks assigned to them in computerization,
editing, compilation and correction of manuscripts:
I ask Allah ~J/' to accept this humble task from us, which we have done purely
for His pleasure and put it in the balances of all those who participated in this
presentation.
Finally, we should admit that being a human task, it may be that any mistake
in composing or translation has been overlooked so if any mistake is observed
by any reader, it should be sent to us for correction in the next edition. We
will be thankful for any such correction indicated.
May peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet Muhammad, his family,
Companions and all who follow him.
Abdul Malik Mujahid
General Manager
Darussalam Publications,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES OF THE EMINENT IMAMS
OF HADITHWHOSE NAMES ARE MENTIONED IN
THIS BOOK THE SEVEN GREAT IMAMS OF HADITH
1. AHMAD (Ibn Hanbal):
He is Abu 'Abdullah, Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal Ash-Shaiblini, known
by the name Ibn Hanbal. He was a celebrated theologian, jurist and a Haditb
scholar. He is also one of the four Fiqb Imams and the founder of what later
came to be known as Madbbab Al-Hanbaliya (The Hanbal's juristic school).
Ahmad was born at Baghdad in Rabi'-ul-Awwal, 164 H. He studied the Haditb
and Fiqb together with other Islamic disciplines in Baghdad, then traveled to
Ash-Sham and Hijaz for further studies. He was persecuted during the rule of
Al-Ma'mun bin Hamn Ar-Rashid for refusing to acknowledge the Bid'a of
claiming 'the creation of the Qur'an' introduced by the Mu'tazila. He,
however, stood firm against all the trials and saved the Sunnab from the
innovation of the wretched Mu'tazila thoughts. He was the mostly persecuted
and most firm amongst all the Imams. He is most famous for collecting the
Ahaditb of the Prophet ~ compiled in the Musnad Ahmad bin Hanbal, which
contains 28 to 29 thousand Ahaditb. It was said that Ibn Hanbal memorized
one million Abaditb.
Ibn Hanbal died in Baghdad on Friday, 12 Rabi'-ul-Awwal 241 H.
2. AL-BUKHARI, Muhammad bin Isma'il:
He is the Amir-ul-Mu'minin in the knowledge of Haditb, and his full name is
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin Isma'il bin Ibrahim bin Al-Mughira bin
Bardizbah Al-Ju'fi Al-Bukhari. He was born in Shawwal 194 H. in Bukhara in
what is now Uzbekistan. Al-Bukhari studied Ahaditb at an early age and
traveled widely around the Muslim world collecting Ahaditb and compiled the
most authentic ones in his book Al-Jami' As-Sahib, which later became known
as Sahib Al-Bukhari and contains 2602 Ahaditb which he selected from the
thousands of Abaditb that he had memorized.
Al-Bukhari studied under many famous Haditb Imams like 'Ali bin Al-Madini
and Yahya bin Ma'in. He died in Samarqand, the present day capital of
Uzbekistan!11 , the night of 'Eid-ul-Fitr, 256 H. Al-Bukhari was unique in the
science of the methodology of Haditb and his book Al-Jami' As-Sahib is
considered to be the most authentic book after the Qur'an.
3. MUSLIM bin Hajjaj:
Muslim's full name is Muslim bin Al-Hajjaj Al-Qushairi An-Nishapuri. He was
born in 204 H., in the city of Nishapur near the city of Mashhad in present
Iran. Muslim is considered second only to Al-Bukhari in the science of the
methodology of Haditb. He started the study of Haditb at an early age and
[lJ

Nowadays the capital is Tashkent.
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traveled to 'Iraq, Hijaz, Ash-Sham and Egypt and studied under the scholars of
Haditb at that time like Al-Bukhari, Ahmad bin Hanbal and Ibn Abu Shaiba.
He also taught the famous Haditb scholars like At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Abu
Hatim.
Muslim compiled the Haditb book Al-Musnad As-Sahib, which became known
as Sahib Muslim. This book, which is considered by the Muslim 'Ulama as the
second most authentic Haditb book after Al-Bukhari, contains 9,200 Ahaditb.
Imam Muslim died at his birthplace in Rajah 261 H.
4. ABU DA'UD, Sulaiman bin Al-Ash'ath:
Abu Da'ud, Sulaiman bin Al-Ash'ath bin Ishaq Al-Azdi As-Sijistani, who was one
of the eminent Imams of Haditb, was born in 202 H. He studied Ahaditb
under Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal along with Al-Bukhari and taught many of the
later scholars of Haditb, like At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i.
Though Abu Da'ud collected 500,000 Ahaditb, he only compiled 4,800
Ahaditb in his book entitled As-Sunan, which he taught in Baghdad and other
major cities at that time. He died at Basra on Friday in the month of Shawwal
275 H.
5. A T-TIRMIDHI, Abu 'Isa Muhammad bin 'Isa:
Abu 'Isa, Muhammad bin 'Isa bin Sura At-Tirmidhi was born in 209 H. in a
town called Tirmidh in Uzbekistan near the northern border of Afghanistan.
He was a student of Al-Bukhari, and compiled 4,000 Ahaditb in his book
called Al-Jami' which later came to be known as Sunan At-Tirmidbi. He also
contributed tremendously to the methodology of Haditb and composed a
book on it calledAl-'Ilal (the discrepancies). He was famous for his piousness
and asceticism. He became blind and finally died on 13 Rajah 279 H.
6. AN-NASA'I, Abu 'Abdur-Rahman Ahmad bin Shu'aib:
Abu 'Abdur-Rahman, Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Shu'aib bin 'Ali Al-Hafiz was born in
215 H. in Nisa', a city in Khucisan. He became famous for the study of the
method·.llogy of Haditb, memorizing and mastering it. His book known as
Sunan ,\n-Nasa'i is third to Sahib Al-Bukhari in terms of containing the least
weak Abaditb. He lived in Egypt then moved to Damascus, Syria and died in
Makkah in the year 303 H.
,
7. IBN MAJAH, Muhammad bin Yazid:
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin Yazid bin Majah Al-Qizwini was born in 207 H.
He studied under many scholars of Hadith, and many people narrated
Ahaditb from him. He was one of the eminent scholars of Haditb, but his
Sunan contains many weak and even Munkar Ahaditb. Ibn Majah died in
Ramadan in 273 H.
OTHER HAD/TH SCHOLARS
8. IBN RAHUW AIH, Ishaq bin Ibrahim:
Abu Ya'qub, Ishaq bin Ibrahim At-Tamimi Al-Hanzali Al-Marwazi was an
eminent and great Hafiz, who was a resident and the 'Aalim of Nishapur. He
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was also considered as the Shaykh of the east of his time and was known as
Ibn Rahuwaih. Imam Ahmad said, "I don't know an 'Aalim equal to Ishaq in
Iraq. Abu Zar'a said, "There was nobody so good at memorizing the Hadith
than Ishaq." Abu Hatim said, "His mastery (of the Hadith), accuracy and
memorization were very surprising."
Ibn Rahuwaih was born in the year 166 H. or 161 H. and died on 15th
Sha'ban 238 H.
9. AL-ISMA'ILI, Ahmad bin Ibrahim:
Abu Bakr, Ahmad bin Ibrahim bin Isma'il bin Al-'Abbas Al-Isma'ili Al-Jutjani
was born in 277 H. He was considered as an Imam and a Hafiz, and was
given the title Shaykh-ul-Islam due to his wide knowledge and because he was
the leader of the Shafi'iya Madhhab in his region.
10. AL-BAZZAR, Ahmad bin 'Amr:
Abu Bakr, Ahmad bin 'Amr bin 'Abdul-Khfiliq Al-Basri was one of the eminent
and learned Hadith scholars who had attained the rank of Hafiz in the
memorization of Hadith. He authored two books on Hadith which are AlMusnad Al-Kabir and Al-'Ilal. He studied under At-Tabacini and others. AlBazzar died in 292 H.
11. AL-BAIHAQI, Ahmad bin Al-Husain:
Abu Bakr, Ahmad bin Al-Husain was born in Sha'ban in the year 374 H. He
was considered a learned Hafiz among the eminent Imams of Hadith and a
scholar of jurisprudence, specializing in Ash-Shafi'i Madhhab. He wrote many
books like As-Sunan Al-Kubra and As-Sunan As-Sughra. Adh-Dhahabi said, "His
books exceed one thousand volumes." Al-Baihaq, which he is named after, is a
town near Nishapur. Al-Baihaqi died in 458 H.
12. ABU HATIM AR-RAZI, Muhammad bin Idris:
Abu Hatim, Muhammad bin Idris bin Al-Mundhir Al-Hanzali Ar-Razi was born
in the year 195 H. He was an eminent Hafiz and an Imam and one of the
prominent scholars who excelled in the methodology of Hadith. He was also
one of the most respected scholars in the knowledge Al-jarh wat-Ta'dil
(verifying the reliability and unreliability of the narrators of the Hadith).
13. IBN AL-JARUD, 'Abdullah bin 'Ali:
Abu Muhammad, 'Abdullah bin 'Ali bin Al-Jarud An-Nishapuri, who lived near
Makkah, was an Imam and a Hafiz who was among those 'Ulama who
mastered the recitation of the Qur'an. He authoredA/-Muntaqafil-Ahkam and
was among the pious 'Ulama of his time. Ibn Al-Jarud died in 307 H.
14. AL-HARITH bin Abu Usama:
Imam Abu Muhammad, Al-Hiirith bin Abu Usama Muhammad bin Diihir AtTamimi Al-Baghdadi was a Hafiz and authored Al-Musnad which he did not
arrange. Ibrahim Al-Harbi and Abu Hatim verified him as reliable, and AdDaraqutni said, "He is truthful." Al-Hiirith was born in 186 H. and died on the
Day of 'Ara/a 282 H.
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15. AL-HAKIM, Abu Abdullah:
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin 'Abdullah An-Nishapuri Al-Hakim known as
Ibn Al-Baiyi' was born in 321 H. He was a celebrated Imam in the verification
of Haditb. He authored Al-Mustadrak. It is said that he studied under one
thousand professors and authored some valuable books. Al-Hakim was pious
and religious. He died in Safar 405 H.
16. IBN HIBBAN, Abu Hatim lbn Hibban:
Abu Hatim, Muhammad bin Hibban bin Ahmad bin Hibban Al-Busti was born
in Bust in Sijistan. He was one of the celebrities in the knowledge of Haditb,
pious, Faqib, learned and one of the students of Ibn Khuzaima. He died in
Samarqand in 354 H., while in his eighties.
17. IBN KHUZAIMA, Muhammad bin Ishaq:
Ibn Khuzaima, Muhammad bin Ishaq was born in 223 H. in Nishapur. He was
considered as a Sbaykb-ul-Islam (the most learned 'Aalim of Islam) and one
of the eminent and senior Hafiz. He was the Imam and Hafiz of Khurasan
during his time. He also authored more than 140 books. Ibn Khuzaima died in
Nishapur in 311 H.
18. IBN ABU KHAYTHAMA:
Abu Baler, Ahmad bin Abu Khaythama Zuhair bin Harb An-Nasa'i Al-Baghdadi
was a celebrated Imam, Hafiz and an authority. He authored At-Tarikb A/Kabir. Ad-Daraqutni said about him, "He was reliable and trustworthy." AlKhatib said, "He was reliable 'Aa/im (learned), accurate Hafiz, knowledgeable
in the history of people, and the narration of poetry." He studied Abaditb
under Ahmad bin Hanbal and Ibn Ma'in. Ibn Abu Khaythama died in Jumadaul-Ula 289 H., at the age of 94 years.
19. AD-DARAQUTNI, 'Ali bin 'Umar:
Abul-Hasan, 'Ali bin 'Umar bin Ahmad bin Mahdi Al-Baghdadi. He was
nicknamed after a big store called Dar Al-Qutn in Baghdad. He was a great
Hafiz and a unique Imam who was born in the year 306 H. He was the
authority in the methodology of Haditb, the knowledge of the weaknesses of
the Haditb narrations and names of the Hadith narrators of his time. AdDaraqutni died on 8th Dhul-Qa'da 385 H.
20. AD-DARIMI, 'Abdullah bin 'Abdur-Rahman:
Abu Muhammad, 'Abdullah bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin Al-Fadl bin Bahcim AtTamimi Ad-Darimi As-Samarqandi was born in the year 181 H. He was a
celebrated Imam, Hafiz and Sbaykb-ul-Islam of Samarqand and the author of
Al-Musnad Al-'Aali. He heard Abaditb at Al-Haramain, Khurasan, Ash-Sham,
Iraq and Egypt. Muslim, Abu Da'Od, At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and others
transmitted Abaditb from him. He was described to be very intelligent and
very virtuous and was considered to be an exemplary person in piousness,
patience, hard work, worship and abstinence. Ad-Darimi died on 8th DhulHijja 255 H.
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21. ABU DA'UD, Sulaiman bin Da'ud At-Tayalisi:
Sulaiman bin Da'ud bin Al-Jarud Al-Basri was a Persian by origin and the freed
slave of Az-Zubair. He was a great Hafiz and one of the eminent 'Ulama. AlQallas and Ibn Al-Madini both said about him, "I have not seen anyone who is
more versed with the Hadith than him." Ibn Mahdi said, "He is a most
truthful person." He recorded Ahadith from more than one thousand
Shaykhs. Abu Da'ud died in the year 204 H. while in his eighties.
22. IBN ABU AD-DUNYA, 'Abdullah bin Muhammad bin 'Ubaid:
Abu Bakr, 'Abdullah bin Muhammad bin 'Ubaid bin Sufyan bin Abu Ad-Dunya
Al-Qurashi Al-Baghdadi, the freed slave of Banu Umaiya, was born in 208 H.
He was a Mubaddith and truthful 'Aalim. He wrote some books and educated
more than one of the caliphs' sons like Al-Mu'tadid. Ibn Abu Ad-Dunya died in
Jumada Al-Ula, 281 H.
23. ADH-DHUHLI, Muhammad bin Yahya:
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin Yahya bin 'Abdullah bin Khalid bin Faris,
the freed slave of Banu Dhuhl was born in 170 of the Hijra. He was a
Shaykh-ul-lslam and Amir-ul-Mu'minin in the knowledge of Hadith and the
Hafiz of Nishapur. He acquired Ahadith from many professors in AlHaramain, Ash-Sham, Egypt, Iraq, Ar-Ray, Khurasan, Yemen and Al-Jazira and
became very competent in this field and became the authority of knowledge
in Khurasan. Ahmad said, "I never saw anyone who knows the Ahadith of
Az-Zuhri from Muhammad bin Yahya more than Adh-Dhuhli. He died in
Rabi'-ul-Awwal, 258 H.
24. ABU ZUR'A AR-RAZI, 'Ubaidullah bin Abdul-Karim:
'Ubaidullah bin 'Abdul-Karim bin Yazid bin Faroukh, Abu Zur'a Ar-R:izi AlQurashi by clientship was a Hafiz and an eminent scholar of the Hadith. He
was also considered among the Imams of 'Al-jarh wat-Ta'dil (the critical
study of the Hadith narrators). Muslim, At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and
others narrated Ahadith from him. Adh-Dhahabi said, "Many people heard
Ahadith from him in Al-Haramain, 'Iraq, Ash-Sham, Al-Jazira, Khurasan, and
Egypt." He was also well acclaimed for his memorization, brightness,
piousness, sincerity, knowledge and the good application of his knowledge.
Abu Zur'a Ar-R:izi died towards the end of 264 H. at the age of 64 years.
25. IBN AS-SAKAN, Sa'id bin 'Uthman:
Abu 'Ali Sa'id bin As-Sakan Al-Baghdadi was born in 294 H. He was a
celebrated Hafiz and an authoritative Imam. He paid much attention to the
study of Hadith, and collected and wrote books on Ahadith, thus becoming
very famous in this field. Ibn As-Sakan died in the year 353 H.
26. SA'ID bin Mansur:
Sa'id bin Mansur bin Shu'ba Al-Marwazi or At-Tfiliqini then Al-Balkhi lived
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near Makkah. He authored the book As-Sunan. Ahmad bin Hanbal praised him
immensely. Harb Al-Karmani said, "He (Sa'id) dictated to me about ten
thousand Abaditb from his memory." Sa'id bin Mansur died in Makkah in
Ramadan 227 H. while in his nineties.
27. ASH-SHAFI'I, Muhammad bin Idris:
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin Idris bin Al-'Abbas bin 'Uthman bin Shafi' bin
As-Sa'ib bin 'Ubaid bin 'Abd Yazid bin Hashim bin 'Abdul-Muttalib bin 'Abd
Manaf Al-Qurashi Al-Makki was born in 150 H. in Ghaza and was taken to
Makka while a baby. He lived in Egypt where he died in 204 H. He was
considered to be one of the most learned persons amongst the Muslim
Ummab, unique, learned and the founder of the science of Usu/ Al-Fiqb (the
principles of jurisprudence) and the Sbiifi'i Madbbab. His grandfather Shafi'i
was a Sababi who met the Prophet ~ while a young man.
28. IBN ABU SHAIBA, Abu Bakr:
Abu Bakr 'Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Abu Shaiba Ibrahim bin 'Uthman bin
Hawasi Al-'Ansi (by dientship) was a unique Hafiz. He authored Al-Musnad
and Al-Musannaf and other books. He was a leader in the knowledge of
Haditb and Abu Zur'a, Al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Da'ud and Khalaf narrated
from him. Abu Bakr died in Muharram, 235 H.
29. AT-T ABARANI, Sulaiman bin Ahmad:
Abul-Qasim, Sulaiman bin Ahmad bin Ayyub bin Mutair Al-Lakhmi At-Tabarani
was born in 260 H. in Tabariya As-Sham. He was an authoritative Imam and
narrated Abaditb from more than one thousand Sbaykbs (professors). He left
Ash-Sham to acquire the knowledge of Abaditb and spent thirty-three years
travelling in its pursuance.
He authored many interesting and amusing books, among them are Al-Mu'jam
Al-Kabir, Al-Mu'jam Al-Awsat, and Al-Mu'jam As-Sagbir. At-Tabarani lived in
Asfahan and died there on 27th Dhul-Qa'da, 360 H.
30. AT-TAHAWI, Ahmad bin Muhammad:
Abu Ja'far, Ahmad bin Muhammad Salama bin Salama Al-Azdi Al-Misri AtTahawi Al-Hanafi was born in the year 228 H. or 227 H. He was nicknamed
after a village called Taha in Egypt. He was a follower of the Sbiifi'i Madbbab
(school of jurisprudence) and a student of Al-Muzni, his nephew until the
latter one day told him, "By Allah, you will never became anything." At-Tahawi
then became angry and moved to Abu 'Imran Al-Hanafi and not only became a
Hanafi (a follower of the Hanafi Madbbab) but very enthusiastic in proving
the Hanafi Madbbab by strengthening the reports, citing the Haditb
weakened by others, as evidence to support his Madbbab. Al-Baihaqi also said
that he used to weaken the Haditb unfavorable to his Madbbab through
methods not approved of by the scholars of Haditb. Among his most famous
books is Sbarb Ma'iini Al-Atbiir. At-Tahawi died in the beginning of DhulQa'da, 321 H.
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31. IBN 'ABDUL-BARR, Yusuf bin 'Abdullah:
Abu 'Umar, Yusuf bin 'Abdullah bin Muhammad bin 'Abdul-Barr bin 'Asim AnNamari Al-Qurtubi was born in Rabi'-uth-Thani, 368 H. He was a celebrated
learned Imam and was the Shaykh-ul-Islam and Hafiz of Al-Maghrib (North
West Africa). He was considered as the master of his time in the memorization
and accurate rendering of the Hadith. He. was also skilled in the science of
genealogy and history. Ibo Hazm said, "I can not talk about the knowledge of
the Hadith like Ibo 'Abdul-Barr, so how can I do better than him?" He has
authored many books, the most famous of which is Al-Isti'ab. Ibo 'Abdul-Barr
died on a Friday in Rabi'-uth-Thani, 463 H. at the age of 95 years.
32. 'ABDUL-HAQQ bin 'Abdur-Rahman:
Abu Muhammad, 'Abdul-Haqq bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Abdullah bin Husain
bin Sa'id Al-Azdi Al-Ishbili was born in 510 H. He was a Hafiz and an authority
in the knowledge of Hadith. He resided in Bijaya in Spain where he spread
his knowledge and authored books. He was famous and a celebrated 'Aalim
and was appointed as the Khatib of Bijaya. He was a Faqih and
knowledgeable in the methodology of the Hadith, its weak ones and the
history of the Hadith narrators. He was also described to be virtuous, pious,
ascetic, and a strict follower of the Sunna. He also took interest in the arts and
recited poetry. 'Abdul-Haqq died in Bijaya in Rabi'-uth-Thani, 581 H.
33. 'ABDUR-RAZZAQ bin Humam:
Abu Bakr, 'Abdur-Razzaq bin Humam bin Nati' Al-Himyari (by clientship) AsSan'ani was considered as one of the strongholds of knowledge. Ahmad,
Ishaq, Ibo Ma'in and Adh-Dhuhli narrated Ahadith from him. He became blind
in his old age and became senile. 'Abdur-Razzaq died in 211 H. at the age of
85 years.
34. IBN 'ADI, 'Abdullah:

Abu Ahmad, 'Abdullah bin 'Adi Al-Jurjani was born in 279 H. He was a famous
Imam, an eminent Hafiz and one of the celebrated 'Ulama. He was also
nicknamed Ibo Al-Qis<ir. Ibo 'Adi died in Jumada-ul-Akhir, 365 H.
35. AL-'UQAILI, Muhammad bin 'Amr:
Abu Ja'far, Muhammad bin 'Amr bin Musa bin Hamad Al-'Uqaili was a Hafiz,
an Imam and the author of Kitab Ad-Du'afa' Al-Kabir. He was a celebrated
scholar, and the author of many books. Al-'Uqaili lived in Al-Haramain and
died in 322 H.
36. 'ALI bin Al-Mad1ru:
Abut-Hasan, 'Ali bin 'Abdulfa i bin Ja'far bin Najih As-Sa'di (by clientship) AlMadini was born in 161 H. and was considered to be the most knowledgeable
person regarding the Ahadith of the Prophet ~· Al-Bukhari said in this
context, "I never belittled myself before anyone except 'Ali ibn Al-Madini." He
was considered to be the Imam of Al-jarh wat-Ta'dil, the Hafiz of his time
and the exemplary of Ahl Al-Hadith (the scholars of the Hadith). 'Ali ibn AlMadini died at Samira in present Iraq at a place called Katibata Al-Qa'qa in the
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year 234 H.
37. IBN AL-QATTAN, 'Ali bin Muhammad:

Abul-Hasan, 'Ali bin Muhammad bin 'Abdul-Malik Al-Fasi was born in Qurtuba
in Spain in 562 H. and lived in Fas in Morocco. He was a Hafiz, an Imam and
a learned critic of the Hadith methodology. Moreover, he was more
knowledgeable about the Hadith methodology and the mastery of the names
and history of the narrators of the Hadith than anyone else of his time. He
also authored many books and died in Rabi'-ul-Awwal, 628 H.
38. IMAM MALIK, Malik bin Anas:
Abu 'Abdullah, Mfilik bin Anas bin Mfilik bin Abu 'Aamir Al-Asbahi (Dhi Asbah,
his ninth grandfather was from one of the noblest tribes of Yemen) was born
in 93 H. or 94 H. and is one of the four Imams whose Madhhab are followed
regarding jurisprudence matters. He was the Imam of Dar Al-Hijra (AlMadinah), the Faqih of the Ummah and the leader of Ahl Al-Hadith. He
studied under more than nine hundred professors and an uncountable
number of people learned from him, among them being Imam Ash-Shafi'i, the
founder of Al-Madhbab Ash-Shafi'iya.
39. IBN MANDA, Muhammad bin Ishaq:
Abu 'Abdullah, Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Muhammad bin Yahya bin Manda
was born in 310 H. and was a Hafiz, an Imam and a traveler. He was also one
of the eminent Huffiiz who mastered many Ahadith. It is said that he traveled
all over the Muslim world of his time and returned with about forty loads of
books and his professors were one thousand seven hundred. Ibn Manda died
in Dhul-Hijja 395 H.
40. ABU NU'AIM, Al-Asfahani:
Ahmad bin 'Abdullah bin Ahmed bin Ishaq bin Musa bin Mahran Al-Asfahani
was born in Rajah 334 H. He was a famous Hafiz, one of the eminent
Muhaddithin and one of the great Huffiiz. He studied under the celebrated
scholars and himself taught many virtuous 'Ulama. He authored many books,
among them Al-Mustakhraj 'Ala Al-Bukhari, and Al-Mustakhraj 'Ala Muslim
and Huliyat-ul-Awliya, which is one of the best books. It is said that when he
took it to Nishapur, it sold for four hundred Dinar. Al-Asfahani died in Safar or
20th Muharram, 430 H. at Asfahan.
41. ABU YA'LA, Ahmad bin 'Ali:
Al-Hafiz Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Al-Muthanna bin Yahya bin 'Isa bin Hilfil At-Tamimi
was born in Shawwfil, 210 H. He authored Al-Musnad Al-Kabir and was
considered as the Muhaddith of Al-Jazira. He was truthful, trustworthy,
tolerant and religious. As-Sam'ani said, "I heard Isma'il bin Muhammad bin AlFadl Al-Hafiz say: 'I read the Musnad of Al-'Adani, the Musnad of Ibn Mani'
and other Masanid, which are like rivers, but the Musnad of Abu Ya'la is like
the sea into which all the rivers flow.' "Abu Ya'la died in the year 307 H.
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Chapter 1.
WATER
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1. Narrated Abo Hurairal 11
Allah's :J~ ~ J~ ill1 (,ri') ~~; ~i ~ (\)
Messenger
said regarding the sea,
p.1 ~ ~ 41 J.J"'J Jli
"Its water is Tahoor (purifying) and its ~~I
dead (animals) are lawful (to eat)". [Al1
~'I'
~·\11
'.\ . ((~
~1-11 ~{t,;;
<./- .:.ru .J ~.y>
- r..r;"'J J
Arba'al2l and Ibn Abi Shaiba reported
~·1 ~-J ,D t.HwJ b. . ,
•.;> ...r.
it. The wording is from the latter. Ibn L..:~~
,
,,..
'::i
.,,.
,
..
Khuzaima and At-Tirmidhi graded it
.~lj ~L!Jlj ~t,;; ~lj)j ·~~_:,:JIJ
Sahib (authentic). Malik, Ash-Shafi'i and
Ahmad (also) reported it].

*

.:;;» :

•=

2. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri1 3 1
J~ ill1 (,ri') ~JW1 ;.~-· ~i ~J (Y)
Allah's Messenger
said, "Water is
;:WI ~p1 :~ 41 J.r"J Jli :J~ ,~
Taboor (purifying)l 4 l and nothing can
make it impure." [Reported by Ath- ~:; ~*11 ~_).i . «t~ ~ ~ ~Ji1.
Thalatba, 151 and Ahmad graded it Sahib
.~f
(authentic)].

*

•=

3. Narrated Abo Umama Al-Bahilil 1
J~ ill1 (,ri') ~t;JI tt..f ~i ~J (1")
Allah's Messenger •"": said, "Water •
,
- , - ,
~
cannot be rendered impure
by anything '1 ;:W\ .J.I» :~ 41 J.,,......J Jli :Jli ~
except something which changes its ,,
~-J ,<>.>...'
\; ..:.J1
t,;; ~I; t ..,,.,.
· ~ ~!_.3_
, u .._,.
smell, taste and colorl 7 l ". [Ibn Majah
6

Ill His real name is 'Abdullah or 'Abdur-Rahman bin Sakhr Ad-Dausi. He was one of the
greatest Sababa (Companions of the Prophet ~ ) and reported the largest number of
Ahilditb. More than 800 men narrated from him. He became a Muslim in the year of Khaibar
(7 H.) and stayed in the company of the Prophet ~ until he (the Prophet ~) died. He was
appointed a Mufti (scholar of Islamic verdicts) during the caliphate of 'Umar and later
became the governor of Al-Madinah during the reign of Marwiin bin Al-Hakam. He died in 59
H. and was buried at Al-Baqi'.
12 1 The collectors of Haditb: Abu lli'ud, At-Tinnidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah.
13 1 His name is Sa'd bin M:ilik bin Sinan Al-Khairaji Al-Ansari. He was one of the learned
Saba.ha, reported many Ahilditb and gave religious opinions for some time. He died at the
beginning of74 H. at the age of86 years.

14 1 It is reported by Ahmad, At-Tinnidhi and Abu Da'ud that the Prophet~ said these words

answering a question about the well of Buda'a (<;~ _;.,,),which is located in the vicinity of
Al-Madina, and was always filled with filth. This well was situated in a low lying area and the
rain mter would carry all the din and filth into it. These words are certainly about this well.
! 5 1 The collectors of Haditb: Abu Da'ud, At-Tinnidhi, and An-Nasa'i.
161 His name is Suday bin 'Ajlan, one of the Sababa who reported many Ahilditb. He lived in

Egypt then moved to Hims (now in Syria) and died there at the age of 81 or 86 years.
17 1 There are two opinions of the scholars concerning the purity of water if something
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reported it and Abu Hatim graded it
'-~[;. ;f ~J ,~[; 0;1 ~_;.f .«~_J}j
Da'if (weak)]. Al-Baihaqi reported:
"Water is purifying, unless any impure J\ ~-! _;;,.3 0l ':1t ~~ {WI : ~~&::il.J
thing is added to it which changes its
.~.!..~~~~))\~
smell or taste or color."
, ·, .rs, " ,._r.
· ' ..ii
l..l..i : ,
( t)
4. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'UmarPl ~: J,~ j_] I :..r;'.)
, ,. er- J
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "If there is
01.5 1;;» :~ .&I J_,......; J~ :J~ ~
enough water to fill two pots !2 1 , it
·
.«~I
1.-: :I .·~H ~WI
carries no impurity." A narration has: "it :~
• ,_/J
.
-~ r -~
does not become impure". [Al-Arba'a
~.;.1 ~J- 'i.;;.·.\f
1 ~_,>
',, '. f • «.~
':- \:Iii
~
reported it. Ibn Khuzaima, Ibn Hibban and V•
. :_.,-1.;..w
0~
~ ·1 t.:~ ~
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
r
J
., ._r.J
-?
5. Narrated Abu Huraira .t;,: Allah's ~ J'~ j_]I, ·' ~--'
:--J (o)
:..r;'.) .T-./' <-!:- f erMessenger ~ said, "None of you
'J11 :~~I J_,......; J~ :J~
should take a bath in stagnant water (J~f
.l...
•
,,,
,,
~.
,,,
while he is sexually impure." [Muslim . ,
- ~_,>-I . «~ J;.J -~l..ul ~\A.JI <)
reported it). Al-Bukhari has: "None of
you should urinate in stagnant water -~IJJI ~WI J ;J~f J~ '1» :L?.;l>..,llJ
that is not flowing, then take a bath in 11-.;..11 . l'..~ I . «.W '1 ~~: ~; , ' ' '1 JJI
.,,...-J ,_, ~ I""' L?.r- L?
it.1 3 1 " Muslim has the words: "from it
.11~G;.J1
~
'1311 ~11; <..j.\rJ
(i.e. from the water)". Abu Da'ud has:
"One should not take bath in it from
sexual impurity."

µ

:r

µ

unclean or impure has been mixed with it. (A) That it remains pure - whether in a small
amount or large amount - if neither its color, taste nor smell is changed. (B) If a small
amount of water is mixed with impurities it becomes impure, even if none of these qualities
(color, taste or small) are changed. However, if it is a large amount of water, it remains pure,
unless one of these three qualities are changed by being mixed with impurities. This second
opinion is the opinion of the Hanafiya and Sbafi'iya. The first opinion is the opinion of
Malik, Ahmad (in one of his sayings), Az-Zahiriyyah, a group of Sahabah [including: 'Umar,
Ibn Abbas, lbn Mas'Od, Aa'isha, Abu Hurairah and Hudhaifah], as well as a group of Tilbi'in
[including: Ibn Al-Musayyib, Sa'id binJubair, Mujahid, 'Ikrimah and Al-Hasan Al-Basri].
[IJ He was among the most ascetic and most knowledgeable Sahilba. He became a Muslim at
Makkah while a small boy, and migrated to Al-Madinah. He first participated in the battle of
Al-Khandaq, died in 73 A.H., and was buried at DhI Tuwa.

l2 l Qulla (:W) is a large earthen pot, which may contain water up to two and a half waterskins, viz., one hundred and thirteen kilograms. Ibn Al-TurkumanI in Al-jawhar An-Naqi said:
There is such a great difference of opinion as to what a Qulla is equal to, until it is
impossible to act upon it.
3
! l This refers to a small quantity of water. If water is in abundance, it will be regarded as
flowing water, which is not impure and is good for bathing. It is prohibited to urinate in the
stagnant water because the water may become polluted if one does so habitually. The
condition of stagnant water is only because flowing water is always clean and never becomes
impure, not even from dirt and filth. The prohibition here of bathing or urinating in stagnant
water indicates that it is Haram (forbidden) when the water is in a small amoUJlt and
MakrU'h (detestable) when it is a large amount.
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6. A man[ll who accompanied the
Prophet* narrated: Allah's Messenger
* forbade a woman from bathing with
the water left over by a man, and a man
from bathing with the water left over by
a woman. (Instead) they should both
scoop up handfuls of the water
together. [Reported by Abu Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i and its chain of narrators is
Sahib (authentic)].
7. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~1z1 : The
Prophet
used to bath with the water
left over by Maimuna ~- [Muslim
reported it]. And Ashab As-Sunan (here
meaning Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi and Ibn
Majah) reported that one of the wives
of the Prophet * took a bath from a
vessel, then the Prophet * came and
when he wanted to take a bath from
that (vessel), she said to him, "I was
sexually impure." He said, 'Water does
not become sexually impure."1 3 1 [AtTirmidhi and Ibn Khuzaima graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
8. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger * said, "The purification of
the utensil belonging to one of you, if it
has been licked by a dog, is to wash it
sevenl 4 l times, using surface soil for
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This man is one of the Sahaba, and failure to mention his name is of no consequence
(harm) because the Sahaba are all trustworthy (acceptable narrators).

[lJ

r2 1 He is 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas bin 'Abdul-Muttalib, the Prophet's cousin and the scholar of the
Muslim Ummah. He was born 3 years beforeAl-Hijra and died at Ta'if in 67 A.H.

r3 1 This Hadith appears to be in contradiction to the first. However, it is not, because the
order is not of absolute prohibition (._....,_,,...:; ~), but is only of suggestive prohibition (i.e.
something undesirable (......,.._,...:; ~) to avoid ariy trace of impurity.

r4 1 It must be clear that -just to- clean a thing from impurity, it is not necessary to wash it
seven times. The idea behind cleaning a thing seven times is different from that of simple
purification. Physicians of today say that mostly in the intestines of dogs there are germs and
small worms approximately 4 mm. in length, and these move out from intestines with the
excrement and stick to the hair around the anus. When dogs clean this place with the tongue,
it gets soiled with these organisms. If a dog licks a pot or someone kisses the dog, as the
European and American ladies do, these are transferred from the dog to the pot or to the
mouth of the woman and then to the stomach. These organisms keep on moving, and
penetrate into blood cells causing many fatal diseases. As the detection of these germs is not
possible without microscopic tests, the Shari'a (~_,..:. - Islamic law) declared the dog's saliva
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the first cleaning." (Muslim reported it.
Another narration of Muslim has: "He
should pour out the contents"]. AtTirmidhi has: " ...using surface soil for
the first or last (cleaning)".
9. Narrated Abo Qatada[ 1 l
Allah's
Messenger ~ said about the cat: "It is
not unclean, but is one of those who
intermingle with you." [Reported by AlA r ba 'a. [lJ At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
10. Narrated Anas bin Miilik[ 3 1
A
Bedouin came and urinated in one
corner of the mosque. The people
shouted at him, but Allah's Messenger
~ stopped them. When he (the man)
finished urinating, the Prophet ~
ordered for a bucket of water which
was pouredl 4 1 over it. [Agreed
upon].[ 51
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11. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's 1;,+:.;
;lJ1 ~)~,JI ,,Y-J (\ \)
Messenger ~ said, "Two types of dead
:~ 41 j_,...J J~ :J~
animals and two types of bloods have ,.:i~ 8
been made lawful for us. The two types ,.;.,_,;.i1j ;1_;..i\j : ,.J~I L!ti ',.J\;~j
of dead animals are locusts and fish,
while the two types of bloods are the ~'.).\ . cJt;.l.Jlj :y:.i\j : ,.:ii.;J.J1 l!fj
liver and the spleen." (Reported by
Ahmad and Ibn Majah, and this Hadith
has some Da1 (weakness).]
12. Narrated Abo Huraira
Allah's ~
;li1 ~) ~_;._;; '::'!\ :Y,J (\Y)

41:

•=

Jt,;i

an inherently impure thing by a general command, and whenever a thing is polluted with
dog's saliva, it must be cleaned seven times (one time - preferably the first - should be with
soil) to be sure of its purity. For more details please see the footnotes of the book Ahkam-ulAhsan, Sharh Umdat-ul-Abkam].
[IJ He is Al-Harith bin Rib'i Al-Ansari, the Prophet's horseman. He fought the battle of Uhud
and those which followed. It is said that he died at Al-Madinalt or Kiifa in 54 H.

r21 Abu Da'ud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i and Ibn Majalt. This Hadith indicates the purity of the cat and
its leftover (food or drink) as long as there isn't any apparent impurities on its mouth.
r3 J He was the Prophet's servant from the time he came to Al-Madinalt till his death. He is
known as Abii Hamia and was a Khazraji. He lived in Basra during 'Umar's Caliphate and
died there at the age of 99 or 103 years in 91 or 92 or 93 H.

r4 1 This Hadith proves that earth is purified by pouring water over the place soiled with
impurities. Ibn Abi Shaiba has narrated - as Mawqflf (a saying of a Companion) - that the
earth is purified when it is dried up.
r5 1 Al-Bukhari and Muslim.
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Messenger ~ said, "If a fly fa.Us in the
11t» :~~I J_,....J Jli :Jti
drink of one of you, he should fully ._j, ~~iii
-::; . . . >
-" .>
,
o,,.
,
(
.....
immerse it and then throw it away ._j, .J~ .J.j:J,
,~ ts'~I ';'I~
because there is disease (poison) in
~)-\ .((•l4 ;')1 ..j,J •• 1~ ~~-~~
one of its wings and cure in the
1
other."1 1 [Reported by Al-Bukhari and ~~
~l)» :;lj.J ,;J1; ;f:, &,1~1
Abu Da'ud who added: "It (the fly)
. «~i.l.Ji ~ i.,?~I
protects itself with the diseased wing
(by dipping it first in a drink)).
13. Narrated Abu Waqid Al-Laithil 2 l ~=
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Whatever
(portion) is cut off from an animal while it is alive - is dead (meat).
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and AtTirmidhi who graded it Hasan (good),
and this wording is At-Tirmidhi's).

2J

?

0

"*-

Chapter 2
UTENSILS
14. Narrated Hudhaifa bin Al-Yaman1 3 l
~: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Do not
drink in silver or gold utensils, and do
not eat in plates (trays) made from such
metals. 14 1 Indeed such things are for
them (the disbelievers) in this world
and for you (the believers) in the
Hereafter." [Agreed upon).1 5 1
[IJ It is evident from this Hadith that water or syrup does not become impure if a fly falls
into it. likewise, the creatures of this family - whose blood does not flow - like the mosquito,
wasp and spider, etc. do not make the water impure if they have fallen into it or died in it.

12 1 His name is Al-H3rith bin 'Auf and is a descendant of Banii 'Aanlir bin Laith. He became a
Muslim very early and is counted among the people of Al-Madinah. It is said that he fought at
Badr, lived in Makkah and died there in 65 H. or 68 H. at the age of 57 and was buried at Funj.
His Hadith indicates that the cut-off portion of a live animal is forbidden (to eat) and unclean
(to touch) like any mayyit (animal which dies by itself, not being slaughtered properly).
C3 l He is nicknamed Abii 'Abdullah, both him and his father were Sahiiba and he became
famous for being the confidant of the Prophet ~ . He died at Midian (Maclain) forty nights
after the killing of 'Uthman in the year 35 H. or 36 H.
C4 l This Hadith is mentioned here to show that if it is prohibited to eat and drink in gold and
silver utensils, then using gold and silver utensils for ablution is also prohibited. Otherwise,
this Hadith would have been placed in the chapter of eating and drinking. However, other
scholars limit the application of the prohibition in this Hadith to eating and drinking - as
mentioned in the text. Eating, drinking and performing ablution in utensils studded with
rubies and diamonds is permissible, according to the rule of things being permissible unless
prohibited by a text.
C5 J Al-Bukhari and Muslim.
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15. Narrated Umm Salamal 1 l ~: Allah's
~I Cri''J ;j_-;.
Messenger ~ said, "He who drinks in a ~
silver utensil is only swallowing the fire .) ~~ 1.f~U1» :~ 41
of Hell in his stomach." (Agreed upon). . «':" -~ .J.;' . , • ,,
~ .)
,, . -.I f;"ft'-!.

JW

16. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When the animal
hide is tanned it becomes purified. 1z1 "
(Reported by Muslim]. Al-Arba'a have
the words: "Any animal hide that is
tanned ... "
17. Narrated Salama binAl-Muhabbiq1 31
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The
tanning of a dead animal's hide is its
purification." [Ibn Hibban [reported it
and) graded it Sahib (authentic)].
18. Narrated MaimOna ~: The Prophet
~ passed by a (dead) sheep which
some people were dragging. He told
them, "If you had taken its hide (it
would be better)." They said, "It is
dead". He said, 'Water and the leaves
of the Acacia tree will purify it."
(Reported by Abo Da'ud and AnNasa'i).
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Ill She is Hind hint Abii 'Umaiya. She was married to Abii Salama, and migrated with him to
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and then to Al-Madinah. When Abii Salama died from an injury he had
sustained during the battle of Uhud, the Prophet ~ married her in Shawwal 4 H. It is said
that she died in 59 H. or 62 H. at the age of 84 years and was buried at Al-Baqi'.

12 1 This Hadith proves that a hide, after tanning becomes pure and clean, whether the hide is
of an animal which is (ii_,,..) prohibited to eat or (J~) lawful to eat and whether the animal
is slaughtered or died. However, some scholars hold that the skins of human beings and
some animals are unlawful and not permitted for use. The skin of the human being is
unlawful due to his sacredness and reverence, while the skins of animals like the dog and pig
are unlawful, and not permitted for use, because they are inherently impure and unclean.
Some scholars hold that tanning only purifies the hides of animals that are lawful to eat. It
should also be remembered that the hair, teeth and horns of lawful animals are also lawful
for use and trade.
13 1 He is nicknamed Abii Sinan of Hudhali tribe. He is considered as a resident of Basra and
Al-Hasan Al-Basri learned Hadith from him.
14 1 He is a Sahiibi (Companion of the Prophet ~) descending from Khushain bin An-Nimir
of Quda'a tribe. He was one of the Ashiib Asb-Shajara who entered a covenant with the
Prophet ~ on the day of Al-Hudaibiya. He was sent to his people and they accepted Islam.
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Messenger! We are living in a land
inhabited by the people of the
Scriptures, can we eat from their
utensils?" He said, "Do not eat from their
utensils unless you cannot find utensils
other than theirs. ftl [Hyou cannot find
other than theirs,] wash them and eat
· from them." [Agreed upon].
2

•=

20. Narrated 'Imcin bin Husain1 1
ti .:.,,-i') ~ ,J. ;)1~ ;/.J (Y •)
The Prophet ~ and his Companions
performed Wudu' (ablution) from an 1.Jµ_,; ~L-.,;,f.J ~ ~I 0f : ~ .)W
animal-hide water container1 3 1 -~~ ..j 4i j.2 .
~f;1 ~;1; ~
belonging to a polytheist woman.
-..}.}
[Agreed upon]. (It is an extract of a long
Haditb)

¥;.;

•=

21. Narrated Anas bin Malik
When
the cup of the Prophet ~ was broken,
he fixed it with a silver wire1 4 l at the
crack. [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

Chapter 3
The Nature and Cleansing of
An-Najasah (The Impurities)

•=

22. Narrated Anas bin Malik
Allah's
Messenger ~ was asked about making
vinegar out of alcohol. He said, "No (it
is prohibited)". 15 l [Reported by

; Jij
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._,.;>J ~ ~

,J. ..,.Jf ;}- (YY)
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He settled in Sham and died there in 75 H.
Ill This Haditb makes it cleac dut the utensils of AbluJ..KJt4b (People of the Book) are
unclean, and if the utensils from a Muslim are available then the utensils of a non-Muslim
should not be used for eating, drinking or cooking. H it is certain about .a non-Muslim dut he
does not eat something unlawful or prohibited such as pork and alcohol [as mentioned in
the Hadftb of Ahmad and Abu Dawud), then ms utensils may be used; even then, one should
be careful and wash them.
l2 l He is nicknamed Ahli Nujeid and is from the Khuz.a'a tribe. He a£Cepted Islam in the ~
of Khaibar. He settled in Basra and died there in 52 H. or 53 H.
l3l This Haditb clarIDe5 dut utensils of the polytheists - about which there is oo probability
of being polluted by impure substances, such as pork or alcohol - may be used without my
hesitations.
l4 l This Hadfth proves dut the use of a small amount of silver to fix the crack: of a utensil is
allowed, and eating and drinking in it it; not prohibited.
l5 l Making of vinegar from alcohol by adding something to it is prohibited according to the
Shaft'i Madhhab; it will oot be pw-e to touch, nor lawful to conmme. The stronger opinjon
is dut it is lawful once it is ttansfunned inro vinegac. A third opinion considers the intention
of the one who made it.
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Muslim and At-Tirmidhi and the latter
graded it Hasan-Sahib (good and
authentic)].
23. Narrated (Anas bin Malik) .;gi,: On the
day of Khaibar, Allah's Messenger ~
commanded Abu TaJhal 1 l to announce:
"Allah and His Messenger have
prohibited for you (eating of) the flesh
of the domesticated donkeys, for it is
unclean." 121 [Agreed upon.)

rs-

• ·' ~.~~
24. Narrated 'Amr bin Kh:irijal 31 .;gi,: ill1 :.r:')
.
,,J. .)
,y.) (H)
Allah's Messenger~ delivered a Khutba
~ ~ 41
Q.; :Jti ~ J~
(religious talk) to us at Mina, while
mounted on his camel, and its saliva .:)=} ~ ~ ~W_) ,~\) ~ ~J
was dripping on myl 4 1 shoulder(s).
.~_, &~J.li_j k;.f ~).l
[Reported by Ahmad and At-Trimidhi
and the latter graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
'Aishal 5 l
25. Narrated
~:
Allah's ~ J~ ill1 :rf') ~~ ;}-.J (Yo)
Messenfier ~ used to wash the
~ 41 j_,..J 0l5 :.:.Jti
semen! I and then go out for prayer in ~ ~I

J_,..)

M

111 He is Zaid bin Sahl bin Al-Aswad bin Haram Al-Ansari An-Najan who was one of the senior
Sababa. He attended the 'Aqaba Covenant and all the battles. He fought bravely during the
battle of Uhud and defended the Prophet ~ till his hand got paralyied. He also killed 20
men in the battle of Hunain. He died in the year 34 H. or 51 H.
121 This Hadith is a proof that the flesh of domesticated donkey is unlawful to eat. According
to some scholars it is also Najis (impure) to touch, as indicated by the Prophet's use of the
word Rijs (dirty, filthy) to describe this animal. Otherwise, the prohibition of consuming
something does not necessarily mean that it is also unclean, while the opposite holds true,
i.e. the ruling that something is unclean necessitates it being unlawful for consumption, since
it is not permissible to touch it. Some hold that the leftover water of a donkey is pure and
usable.
131 He is 'Amr bin Khanja bin Al-Muntafiq Al-Asadi. He was an ally of Abii Sufyan. He is
regarded as being from the clan of Al-Ash'ar. -He is among the Sahaba who -settled in Sham
and this Hadith was reported by the people of Basra.
141 From this Hadith we come to know that the saliva of a Halal [lawful to eat] animal is also
pure. This ruling rests upon establishing that the Prophet ~ knew that the saliva of his
camel was dripping on Ame's shoulder, in which case it would be considered as his Taqreer
(tacit approval).
151 She is the daughter of Abii Bakr As-Siddiq and the Prophet ~ married her 2 years before

the Hijra in the month of Shawwfil, but wedded her in I H. at the age of 9 years. She was
very learned and reported many Abildith. She died on 17 Ramadan 57 H. or 58 H. Abii
Huraira • offered her Funeral prayer and she was buried at Al-Baqi'.
161 There is a difference of opinion concerning human semen, whether it is impure or not.

Some scholars consider it like saliva or nasal secretion, and according to others it is necessary
to wash it. The first group [Al-Hanaftya, Malikiya and in a saying of Ahmad] gives as its proof
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that (very) garment, and I could still
see the trace of the washing on it.
(Agreed upon]. Muslim has: "I used to
scrape it (the semen) off the garment of
the Alla.h's Messenger(~) and then he
offered prayer wearing it." In yet
another narration of Muslim: "Verily! I
('Aisha) used to scrape it (the semen)
off his garment with my fingernail while
it was dry".
26. Narrated Abo As-Samh[lJ .t;: Alla.h's ~
ilJ1 :,ri>) ~1 <.t;l c/-J (Yi)
Messenger ~ said, "The urine of a baby
•' : '1-~~)) ~ ,41 _,.,,) J'\j :J'\j
girl should be washed off and the urine , JY. iX r..r-:
2
of a baby boy should be sprinkled[ 1 ;I ~).I . «,(>WI ,JY. ~
,~L;JI
(by pouring water over it completely)."
. t?\;J\ ..;:.;._;,:; ,~LJ.!1:; ;~1;
(Reported by Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i,
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
27. Narrated 'Asma' bint Abo Bakr[ 31
~: The Prophet ~ said regarding
menstruation blood that soils a
garment, "She should scrape it, rub it
with water (using her fingers), then
sprinkle [or wash it (with water)). Then
she may pray in it". [Agreed upon).

Jt;;

:"':i

J ,
J.;.J

28. Narrated
Abo
Huraira
•: ..;; Jt;i ~\ :,ri') ;_;._;. <./.\ ~ J (YA)
Khaula[ 41 said, "O Messenger of Allah,
,
:I .:i~- !~1 J_y.j l; :.tl_;. ..:J'\j :Jli
suppose the (traces of) blood does not r
the Hadith of scraping it when dry; while the latter group [Ash..Shafi'iya and in a saying of
Ahmad] argues from the Hadith of washing the semen. In .fact, if it is moist it should be
cleaned by washing; and if it is dry it should be cleaned by scraping, rubbing or wiping. (See
the bookNatlu/-Autar by Imam Shaukani and Subu/us-Sa/am by Imam As-San'ani)
[IJ His name is Iyyad. He was a manumitted slave and servant of the Prophet ~ . Ibn AbdulBar said that he was reponed to be lost and nobody knew where he died.

l2 l It means that there is a difference in the urine of a boy and girl. In the suckling period,
the girl's urine requires washing, while the boy's urine only requires pouring water over the
spot soiled by the urine. Most of the scholars hold that the urine of the suckling boy is
impure, but the Shari'ah has lightened the burden in its cleaning process.
l3 l She is the mother of 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair ~d the elder sister of 'Aisha. She became a
Muslim very early in Makkah and migrated to Al-Madinah. She died less than a month after
the killing of her son Ibn Az-Zubair in 73 H. at the age of about 100 years, yet she neither lost
a tooth nor suffered from senility. This Hadith shows the great care that must be taken to
wash and remove the traces of the blood from menses.
l4 l Khaula bint Yasar was a Sahabiya and Abu Salama bin 'Abdur-Rahman narrated the Hadith
from her.
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go?" He said, "(Washing it with) water
will suffice you, and its traces won't harm
you." {Reported by At-Tirmidhi, and its
Sanad (chain of narrators) is weak].

Chapter 4
WUDU' (ABLUTION)
29. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's i f .i.:.s. J~ 41 ~.J ; ; . ; ~f ~ (Y~)
Messenger~ said, "If it were not that I J;- :;_;.f 0f ~j3 1 : Jli ~i ~ ~I J
would burden my Ummah (followers),
,J"".J
I would have commanded them to use ;_;.'"J u'1< C:
" .!JI"
• '~"'1
-"f
. ? '. \ . «.. .J-"'
• )'-'IL; !*'
r 'E°
SiwaJPl (stick toothbrush) along with ,t_;). .J.I ~) •&._·l.:.J\) :i_:.;\) ~~
every ablution." {Reported by Malik,
Ahmad and An-Nasa'i. Ibn Khuzaima
graded it Sahib (authentic) and AlBukhari mentioned as a Mu'allaq
(broken chain from the side of the
collector, i.e. Al-Bukhari)].
30. Narrated Humran12l , the manumitted slave of 'Uthmanl 3 l : 'Uthman
~ called for water to perform ablution.
He washed the palms of his hands three
times, then rinsed his mouth and
sniffed water in his nose and then blew
it out. He then washed his face three
times. Thereafter he washed his right
hand up to Jand including) his elbow
three times, l l then the left one in the
Siwiik (tooth cleaning stick from the Araak tree) with every
ablution is Sunnah (the way of the noble Prophet ~ ]. The Hadith reported by Muslim
mentions that Siwiik should be used before every prayer. Thus, if someone is going to offer
prayers having previously performed ablution, even then he should use Siwiik. These
Ahadith show the emphasis on constant use of Siwak for the cleaning of teeth. However, it is
$unnah (supererogatory) and not Wiljib (compulsory). Other times when Siwiik is
encouraged is when reading the Qur'an, awakening from sleep and whenever there is any
change in the condition of the mouth (i.e. odors).
Ill It means that the use of

12 1 Humcin bin AOOn was caught by Khalid bin Al-W:Utd in a war during Abii Bakr's caliphate.
He was purchased by 'Uthman who freed him. He is trustworthy of the 2nd grade in the
reporting of Ahdditb. He died in 75 H.
13 1 The third of the Rightly Guided Caliphs. He accepted Islam early and married Ruqaiya and
then Umm Kulthum, daughters of the Prophet ~ and was therefore nicknamed DbanNurain (the possessor of the two lights, i.e. the daughters of the Prophet ~). He was killed
as a martyr on Friday, 18th Dhul Hijja, 35 H.
14 1 In this Hadilb washing of face, hands and feet is stated to be done three times each,
whereas in others, two times and one time washing is regarded as enough. Imam Nawawi has
written the consensus of opinions that washing once is Fard (obligatory).
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same manner, then he wiped his head
(with wet hands). Then he washed his
right foot, up to [and including) the
ankle three times, then the left one in
the same manner. He then said, "I saw
Allah's Messenger 3l!
performing
ablution like this ablution of mine."
(Agreed upon).
31. Narrated 'Ali(ll ~ regarding the J - ~ J~ ;Ji,~)~ ~.J (1"\)
description of the ablution of the
l· .... ·J'li - ~
,il)Z • ~I\
'.> -~
'-E" ~.J4' .J ~
Prophet 3l!: He (the Prophet 3i!) wiped ~ .,-; ~ .J .
his head (with wet hands) one timeYl ~L::!JI ~).ij , ;j1; ;i ~).\ .;~\_)
(Reported by Abo Da'ud. An-Nasa'i and
~.I : .~_, ~ ·~i I J Li ·1~. ,
' ~ i;_:.1, ~ l. ·~I\'
. .... .. .r
<.r. ~ •
~; '-?--r .J
At-Tirmidhi reported it with a Sahib
Sanad (authentic chain of narrators).
. ,':"'QI J ~.) ~f
At-Tirmidhi said, "It's the most
authentic Hadith on this subject"].
32. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin
'Aasim1 3 1 ~ regarding the description
of ablution: Allah's Messenger 3i! wiped
his head from the forehead back (up to,
but not including the nape of the neck]
and then back to the foreheadl 4 1 with
his two (wet) hands. [Agreed upon).
And in another narration of theirs: "He
began from the front of his head and
took them (his wet hands) to the back
of his head and then returned them to
the place he had started from."
33. Narrated Abdullah bin 'Amrl 5 l ~
regarding the description of the

,rf ~
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Ill The fourth of the Rightly Guided Caliphs. He fought all the battles except Tabuk, for the
Prophet ~ had left him as in-charge in Al-Madinah. An evildoer called 'Abdur-Rahman bin
Muljam killed him as a martyr on Friday morning 17th Ramadan 40 H. at Kufa.

I2 J It is legislated to wipe the head (Mash) only one time. Some scholars hold that wiping the
head three times is also legislated.
131 He was an Ansari belonging to Bani Mazin from An-Najar clan. He fought at Uhud and
killed Musailima Al-Kadhdhab together with Wahshi on Al-Yamama Day. He was killed on the
day of Al-Harrah in 63 H.
14 1 This Hadith tells us that Mash (wiping) of head should be started from the front -

covering the whole head - and then returning to the starting point.
151 He is the son of 'Amr bin Al'-Aas Al-Qurashi. He became a Muslim before his father who
was older than him by 13 years. He was an 'Aalim (learned), memorized Abadith and was
very pious. He died in the 63 H. or 70 H.
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ablution: "Then he (Allah's Messenger
wiped his head, inserted his index
fingers in his ears and wiped the
exterior of his ears with his
thumbs." 11 1 [Reported by Abii Da'ud
and An-Nasa'i. Ibn Khuzaima graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
34. Narrated Abii Huraira
Allah's ~ Ji.,,; 41 ~.J ;_;.). ':'ii ~.J (,.t)
Messenger ~'"" said, "When one of vou
,, , ,
,
,
, , , ,
1
'.:.5..i;.\ 1;~;:·.11~1,11 :~ ~1 J..:..~ Jli :Jli
wakes up from his sleep, he must clean r
.
· "
his nose (with water, by sniffing it in L.,'. ~11._·~11 ~Li , ~~ ~.:~·-ij .,_,.t:; :
.
'"'·~
,
. ,, ~
and then blowing it out) three times,
for Satan spends the night inside one's
nostrils."1 2 1 [Agreed upon].
~)

""°

•=
•=

35. Narrated (Abii Huraira)
(Allah's
Messenger ~ said,) "When one of you
wakes up from his sleep, he must not
put his hand in a utensil till he has
washed it three times, 13 l for he does
not know where his hand was (while he
slept)." [Agreed upon, and this is
Muslim's wording].

..,,---1.·.:

•=

36. Narrated Laqit bin Sabra
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Perform a perfect
Wudu' (ablution), run (your fingers)
through the fingers (of the hands) as
well as between the toes,1 4 1 and sniff

Jli :Jli ~
ji.;.J ' <_,..;;Jl 1

Ill It means that the ears are to be wiped internally and externally, with the same water used
for wiping the head. The side close to the head is external and near the face is internal. At·
Tirmidhi - after narrating the Hadith concerning wiping of the ears internally and externally
- says: The religious scholars act in accordance with this Hadith.
[ZJ Satan's spending the night inside the nostrils of a man is plausible. However, its actual
state is better known to Allah. It may be that this is a figurative expression, because bad
excretions gather in the nose and cause laziness, indolence, slackness and negligence. And all
these states are satanic dispositions. Blowing water out of the nose upon awakening from
sleep might be performed as an individual act, or along with ablution. It is considered
obligatory by Ahmad, while the majority of scholars consider it Sunnab.

13 1 It means that hands should not be dipped in the ablution water container, as the word
'ablution' is present in some of the Ahadith narrated by Bukhari. Allaniah lbn Hajar, in his
book Fath Al-Bari, says: Although this Hadith apparently seems to be related to the utensils
of ablution, it includes all other utensils and bathing water containers. However, if there is a
big pool or tank of water then it is permissible to immerse hands in it. This is applicable
whether one awakens from the sleep during the night or day. However, Ahmad views it as
obligatory upon awakening from sleep of the night.
14 1 It means that both fingers and toes should be washed completely and carefully. It also
shows the obligation of performing ablution perfectly, washing every member required in
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water up well inside the nose, unless
you are fasting." [Reported by AlArba'a, [IJ and Ibn Khuzaima graded it
Sahib (authentic)). In another
narration, Abu Da'ud has: "If you
perform ablution, then rinse your
mouth."
37. Narrated
'Uthman
~:
While
performing Wudu', the Prophet ~
would run (his) fingers through his
beardYl [Reported by At-Tirmidhi, and
Ibn Khuzaima graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
38. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid ~:
Two-thirds of a Muddl 3 l (of water) was
brought to the Prophet ~ (for
ablution) so he was rubbing his
forearms (between the wrist and the
elbow). [Reported by Ahmad, and Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
-39. Narrated ('Abdullah bin Zaid) ~: He
saw the Prophet ~ talcing some water
to wipe his ears, other than the water
he had taken to wipe his head.
[Reported by Al-Baihaqi, who said that
its lsnad (chain of narrators) is
authentic, At-Tirmidhi also graded it
Sahib (authentic)).
It has been reported by Muslim,
through the same chain as Al-Baihaqi's,
with the wording: "he wiped his head
with water other than the water
remaining from the washing of the
hands," and this narration (of Muslim)
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ablution, and washing the mouth and nose thoroughly except the fasting person.
C•l Abu D:i'ud, Tinnidhi, Nas:i'i and Ibn M:ijah.
2
C l During the performance of ablution, combing of beard with the fingers is Sunnah
(supererogatory) and not Wiijib (compulsory) according to most of the Companions, as
reported by Al-Bukhari.

c3 1 This is the least quantity of water mentioned for ablution. In some Ahiidith [Muslim
reported from Safina], a full Mudd (.i...) has been mentioned. One Mudd is about six hundred

grams. No maximum limit of water has been fixed. Therefore, any amount of water may be
used for ablution and bath. However, one must avoid waste. This hadith also shows that it is
legislated to rub the parts of the body which are washed in ablution. Some scholars hold that
it is obligatory.
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is Al-Mahfuz (i.e. the correct narration which is acted upon; not the one
reported by Al-Baihaqi).
40. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= I heard ~ J~ ji\ Crl''J ~;.; ~' ;;.:, (t.)
Allah's Messenger* saying, "My people
~1 0p :J~-~ ~\ J.?'J ,! ~~~· ;J\j
will come on the Day of Resurrection
~1 :
: \~.::_~ \~~ ;.;l:il\ iY-'-'Y,,, :, !t
with radiant faces, hands and feet from f'~~/,.,
the traces of Wudu' (ablution). If any of
you can extend his brightness, Ill let ~:; ~ 01 ~ t_t1.:..:.1 ~ ,~_,..;;J.l1
him do so." [Agreed upon and this is
Muslim's wording].
41. Narrated 'Aisha ~:Allah's Messenger
* loved to begin with the right while
putting on his shoes, combing his hair,
in his purification and in all his
affairs.121 [Agreed upon].
42. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's ~
Messenger * said, "When you perform
ablution, begin with your right limbs."
[Reported by Al-Arba'al 3 I and graded
Sahib (authentic) by lbn Khuzaima].
43. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba1 4 l
~= The Prophet * performed ablution
and passed wet hands on his forelock,
over the turban and over the two
leather socks. 151 [Reported by Muslim].
44. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~16 1

JL.u

.&1 ~.J ~;.). ~f

;;.J

(t'I')

11 l It may have more than one meaning. It may mean washing of limbs more than the minimum
limits, for example, washing of hands up to the shoulders and washing of feet up to the knees,
as was understood by Abu Huraira .f;,. It may also mean that every limb should be washed
three times, instead of washing it one time - the minimum limit for washing. It may also mean
to perform ablution again and again or to remain with ablution all the time.
C2 l This mode of action of the noble Prophet ~ was for noble actions, for other actions like
coming out of mosque and entering a toilet etc.; one should proceed with the left foot first.
C3 J Abu Da'ud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i and Ibn Majah.
C4 l Abu 'Abdullah or Abu 'Isa, Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba bin Mas'ud Ath-Thaqafi was a prominent
Sahabi. He became a Muslim in the year of the Kbandaq (trench) and migrated. He first
participated in Al-Hudaibiya. He died in 50 H. in Kufa.
C5 l This Hadith makes it clear that wiping over a turban is legislated. There are two forms of
it. First, to wipe partly on the turban and partly on the forelock. There is no difference of
opinion on this form of action. Secondly, to wipe over the tueba.n alone. 'Ihere is a difference
of opinion on this, but it is supponed by a Sahib Hadith narrated by Tirmidhi, and it is the
opinion of Ahmad and Ibn Al-Qayyim.
C61 Jabir was an Ansari from Sulami clan and he was nicknamed Abii 'Abdullah. He was
among the eminent Sahaba. He fought at Badr though some said that he witnessed neither
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regarding the description of the Hajj
(pilgrimage) of the Prophet~: He (~)
said, "Begin with what Allah had begun
with. "r 1 1 [Reported by An-Nasa'i in this
way - in the command form (al-amr)
while Muslim has reported it in the
informative form (al-khabar)[ZJ ].
45. Narrated (Jabir bin 'Abdullah) ~:
The Prophet ~ used to run the water
down his elbows while performing
ablution. [Reported by Ad-Daraqutni
with a Da'if (weak) chain of narrators).
46. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger~ said, "There is no Wudu'
(ablution) for one who does not
mention Allah's Name upon
it! 3 1 ."[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud
and Ibn Majah with a weak chain of
narrators]. At-Tirmidhi reported
something similar to the above from
Sa'id bin Zaid[ 4 J and Abu Sa'id. Ahmad
said: There is nothing authenticated
concerning this matter.]
47. Narrated Talha bin Musarrif,r 5 1
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Badr nor Uhud, but took part in those banles that followed them. He was also at Siffin. He
was among the memorizers of many Ahiiditb. He became blind towards the end of his life,
and died in 74 H. at the age of 94 years. It is reported that he was the last Sahiibi to die at AlMadinah.
[IJ The Noble Qur'an has mentioned As-Safa in the first place among As-Safa and Al-Marwa.
The noble Prophet ~ started Sa'i (running between Safa and Marwa during Hajj and
'Umrah) from the Safa side. Hence, one should start ablution in the same manner, starting
from washing of the face, then hands up to elbows; then wipe the head and wash the feet following the order mentioned in the Qur'an.
r2 1 In Muslim's narration the word I~ has been used in the Arabic text, in the sense of giving
information (i.e. I begin with ... ) instead of the command form (i.e. Begin with ... ), as in the
narration of An-Nasa'i.
f3 l

In this regard, there exist supporting Ahiidith (though weak) which strengthen one
another concerning the pronouncement of .iii r before performing ablution. The correct
position is that the pronouncement of .!I I r is Sunnah, according to the Hanafiya and
Shaft'iya schools. Altmad holds that it is obligatory for the one who remembers to do so,
while the one who forgets is pardoned.
4
f l He is Sa'id bin Zaid bin 'Amr Al-Qurashi, nicknamed Abii Al-A'war and is one of the ten
who were promised Paradise. He accepted Islam very early and was married to Fatima, the
sister of 'Umar, and they were both instrumental in 'Umar becoming a Muslim. He fought all
the battles except Bade, because he was away looking for the caravan. He died in 51 H. and
was buried at Al-Baqi'.

f 5l

He is Abo Muhammad or Abo 'Abdullah Talha bin Musarrif. He was a reliable Tiibi'i (see
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quoting his father on the authority of
his grandfather[ 1 l : "I saw Allah's
Messenger ~ rinsing his mouth and
sniffing water up his nose and then
blowing it out with separate scoops12 l
of water." [Reported by Abu Da'ud with
a Da'if (weak) chain of narrators].
48. Narrated 'Ali •
regarding the ..j - ~
description of Wudu' (ablution): The
Prophet ~ rinsed (his mouth) and
cleaned (his nose) sniffing up the water
and then blowing it out three times. He
sniffed up and blew his nose with the
same hand from which he took the
water. [Reported by Abu Da'ud and AnNasa'i].

J ~ ~I ::ri''_; :.)}- z;.J

49. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid • _)W .&1 ~J ~_j
regarding Wudu' (ablution): The
Prophet ~ put his hand (in the utensil)
rinsed (his mouth) and cleaned (his
nose) from one scoop (of water)
(sniffing it up and blowing it out). He
did that three times. [Agreed upon].
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50. Narrated Anas
The Prophet ~ :Jl.9 o:..&- .)W 41 ~J ._,..I\ z_;j (o-)
saw a man on whose foot appeared a
~\ :t.11 r..r;
'1: ...... .:ii
:, · ) ~ '-E"'
~~II ..s l')
,,
~J
portion like the size of a fingernail r
which was not touched by water. He .«i'J;:_,.;;j ~t 2;-jl» :Jili ,:-w1 ~
then said, "Go back and pedorm your
. ~L.:!J1:; ;_;15 ;f ~:,;f
Wudu' (ablution) properly.[ 3 1 "
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i].

r

'-Ji, "'.""

glossary) of the 5th grade. He was a righteous reciter of the Qur'an, and died in 112 H. His
father Musarrif is Majbalu-Hiil (i.e. uncertified as a reliable reporter) and this is one of the
causes of this Hadith being considered Da 'if(weak).
[lJ He is called Ka'b bin 'Amr or 'Amr bin Ka'b bin Juhdub Al-Y-ami - descending from a Yamani
tribe called Yam of Hamadan. Ibn 'Abdul-Bar said he (Ka'b) settled in Kufa and is a Sababi.

12 1 This Hadith suggests that the noble Prophet ~ used to take water separately for cleaning
the nose and rinsing the mouth. According to the author, this Hadith is Da'if (weak).
According to Al-Bukhari and Muslim [see the following Hadith, no. 49], the noble Prophet
~ used a single handful of water for rinsing the mouth and cleaning the nose. Imam
Nawawi has described five manners of rinsing the mouth and cleaning the nose and
considered as correct the manner recorded by Al-Bukhari and Muslim.
13 1 This Hadith makes it clear that Gbusl (washing) of the whole foot is obligatory. In a
Hadith recorded by Muslim, it is stated that the Fire is for that part of the foot that is dry. In
this Hadith, there is repudiation for those who consider the Mash (wiping) of foot as proper
and acceptable; or those who. consider the Mash (wiping) and Ghusl (washing) both
compulsory; or those who consider Mash and Ghusl both permissible.
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51. Narrated (Anas) 4$;: Allah's Messenger
~ used to perform ablution with one
Mudd[IJ (of water) and perform Ghusl
(bath) with one Sa'r 2 J to five Mudd (of
water). [Agreed upon).
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52. Narrated
Allah's :Jli ,~
~I~~ /J. :_;.J (oY)
Messenger ~ said, "If one of you
<' .,t;.
: r-:o
' (-: • t;-ii : ~
.;i~ .ii
r;.
• f~
, I .J""".J J li
performs ablution thoroughly, then
"~~l :JY'-!.
!, ·~ ,;: "'Ii~,,~
recites (the following supplication): ~I~ 4.ll~ '1 ~l .,......
r"" _,...,, y c-.:9
(Ash-hadu an la ilaha ill-Allahu
1.4;.; ~l ~l.J '~
.q ~J..;._J , ~I
wahdabu la sharika lahu, wa ashhadu anna Muhammadan 'Abduhu wa . t1l;J1
~x·1
, .
. Y. ~ ..:..;J
, ,'11~ .~L.~.~~ ~~
Rasilluhu) 'I testify that there is no one
worthy of worship but Allah, He is ~I ~In :~lj) '~*)I) rl'~ ~_).f
Alone and has no partner and I testify
. «cr.:!&J.~~11 Zr ~1.J ~l~I Zr
that Muhammad is His slave and His
Messenger,' - all the eight gates of
Paradise will be opened for him and he
may enter through any gate he wishes."
[Reported by Muslim and At-Tirmidhi
who added (the following words to the
supplication): (Allahumma aj'alni
minat-tawwabina waj'alni min Almutatahhirina) "Oh Allah! Include me
among those who repent often and
those who keep themselves pure"].
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Chapter 5
Mash (Wiping) over Khuffain
(Two Leather Socks)
53. Narrated Mughira bin Shu'ba 4$;· cs'It;; ~I '-,!'O
,_;,'.) t;j
·' ;'
:'11 ..;. (or)
•
,<.T.
,~ ,v
Once I was in the company of the ~.).Ali
,~&Ji
2.5' :Jli ~
Prophet ~. He then performed
'ablution and I reached down to take off l~~t.:;f
~~)) :Jili '~ u~

t:,.;;:;

;.,;;

JP

[lJ One Mudd (..v.) is equal to six hundred grams approx., and one Sa' (cl.>) is equal to a
little more than two and a half kilograms, and this is the least quantity to be used. It means
that one should be very careful in the use of water.

r2 1 One Sa' is equivalent to 4 Mudd or 2660 grams.
r31 The second Guided Caliph who was unique throughout history. He filled the world with
wisdom, justice and conquests. He was Quraish's ambassador during thejahiliya (ignorance)
period. He accepted Islam in Dhul Hijja, the 6th year of the Prophethood and fought all the
battles. He made conquests in Iraq, Persia, Sham, Egypt and other places. He was killed by
Abii Lu'lu'a, a slave of Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba and died as a martyr on 1st Muharram 24 H.
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his socks (Khuffain). He said, "Leave
them for I have put them on in a state
of purificationYl " So he wiped over
them. [Agreed upon].
54. Al-Arba'a except An-Nasa'i reported
from (Al-Mughira): The Prophet ~
wiped over the upper part of the
leather socks and the under part of it.
{There is DaJ (weakness) in its chain of
narrators].
55. Narrated 'Ali 4';,: If the religion were ;Jt_; ~ J~ ~\ ~) ~ ~J (oo)
based on opinion, 12 1 it would be more
fitting to wipe the under parts of the J_;f ..:J.Ji j;.:1 0l5:3 ,-?I~~ .:r.J.J1 0t5 .;1
leather socks rather than the upper. ~ ~\ J_,:.) ~1) _li.J ,~")(;f ~ /~~
However, I have seen Allah's Messenger )C;,t., ;'1; 'I.;..,· I . ..:...;.,,;. U; 1;_ ' , .,
~; -' Y.
.r
,. ~ ~ ~
~ wiping over the upper parts of his ,
leather socks. [Reported by Abu Da'ud
·-~
with a Hasan (good) Isnad (chain of
narrators)].
56. Narrated Safwan bin 'Assfill 3 l ~:
When we were on a journey, l4 l the
Prophet ~ used to command us not to
remove our leather socks (for washing
our feet in ablution) for three days and
three nights, l 5 l even if we had to
,,.

o(

~,

_,

,,.

Mash (wiping) over the upper side of socks is allowed by the general body of Muslim
scholars with its conditions. One of those conditions is that one should have put on the socks
after performing ablution. Hence, if socks have been worn without performing an ablution
then wiping over the socks is not permissible. Also, it should be known that the Hadith,
which indicates wiping the bottom of socks, is not authentic.
[lJ

[ZJ It means that the religious commands and prohibitions are based on Revelation (Qur'an
and Sunnah) and not on the opinions of men. Hence, one cannot accept or reject the
Shari'ah rulings based on ones comprehension of them or lack of it. Nonetheless, this does
not mean that the commands and prohibitions of religion are necessarily against the intellect
and wisdom. This Hadith also proves that giving a verdict against a Sahib (authentic) Hadith
is not allowed. This has been clarified in Islamic Jurisprudence and its principles.

! 3 l Safwan bin 'Assa! Al-Muradi Al-Jumali was a well-known

Sababi who had accompanied the
in twelve Ghazwat (expeditions). He settled at Kufa and it is said that among the
Sahaba, only 'Abdullah bin Mas 'ud reported Hadith from him.
Prophet~

4
[ l Mash (wiping) over the socks is proper and legally proven by Ahadith. There are more
than eighty (80) Companions of the noble Prophet ~ who have narrated and reported
about this topic. 'Ashra-e-Mubashshara (;__,.:.,.. i_? - ten pious companions of the noble
Prophet ~ who were given the glad tiding of Paradise in this world) are also included in the
list of reporters. Ibn 'Abdul-Barr has related the consensus of opinion concerning this issue.

151 It means that Mash (wiping) is allowed for a traveler up to three days and nights, and for a

resident up to twenty-four hours. This time period allowed for Mash starts when someone
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answer the call of nature (urination or
defecation) or slept. However, in case
of ]anaabah (ejaculation or sexual
impurity), [he commanded us to
remove the leather socks] (in order to
take a complete Ghusl). [Reported by
An-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi, and the
wording is At-Tirmidhi's. He and Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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57. Narrated 'Ali .t;,: The Prophet ~
fixed the period of Mash (wiping) over
the leather socks (Khifiif - plural of
Khu.ff) for three days and nights for a
traveler and one day and a night for the
resident person (in a town). [Reported
by Muslim].
58. Narrated Thawbanl11 .t;,: Allah's :Jij ~ Jl..u 41 ~J ~~j ~.J (oi\)
Messenger~ sent out a Sariah (a small
group of soldiers) on a military I~ ~f ~_;[j ~r ~ ~I Jr) ~
expedition and commanded them to ,~L:ili_J -~~I ~ , -~WI _fa
wipe over the turbansl 2 l and leather
~J ,;_J1; ;t3 J..:;.f ~I)) . ..'..;~1 ~
socks. [Reported by Ahmad and Abii
Da'ud. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
-~[;JI
(authentic)].
59. Narrated 'Umar

.t;,

in a Mawquf , \.;)_;; ~ J~ ;li1 ~)

;:J-

~.J

(o'\)

renews their ablution - using the penmss10n of wiping over their socks - after having
nullified their previous ablution; not from the time of wearing the socks, nor from the time
of nullification of ablution. [See: Rahmat Al-Ummah, Shaykh Muhammad Abdur-Rahman AdDimashqi, pg. 21; Fiqh Al-'Ibildat, Shaykh Al-Uthaimin, pg. 117, Question no. 73; Taysir Al'Allam, Shaykh Abdullah Al Bassam, Hadith no. 22]. The way of canying out Mash
wiping) is by wetting the hands with water and wiping the upper surface of the foot. Al-Imam
As-San'ani says: There are no authentic Hadith concerning the exact manner of wiping,
except the (previously mentioned) Hadith of 'Ali (no. 55). After the completion of the
permitted time or by passing of wind, urine, etc., Mash nullifies, and similarly, it is cancelled
by all those things that cancel or nullify ablution. Mash is resorted to with ablution only, and
is not allowed with the performance of Ghusl (bath).

<e:-- -

Ill He is Thauban bin Bujdud bin Jahdar, who was nicknamed Abu 'Abdullah. He was an
inhabitant of As-Surat which is a place between Makkah and Al-Madinah. It was also said that
he was from Himyar. He stayed with the Prophet ~ throughout his life, then settled in Sham
and later on moved to Hims, in which he died in 54 H.
l2 l In the Arabic text the word 'Asa'ib (...,..;~) is used - meaning a bandage which is used for
dressing of wounds; or in case of a broken leg or arm, the wrapping over the wooden strips
around the broken bone. Here, however, it refers to the turban. This Hadith is a proof that
wiping over the turban is allowed just as wiping over socks is allowed, as held by Ahmad and
others. However, the majority disallows wiping over the turban (contrary to this Hadith).
Some said: ... except for some need, such as in cold weather.
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report (saying of a companion), and
Anas in a Marfu' (attributed to the
Prophet) Haditb: "If one of you
performs ablution and puts on his two
leather socks, let him perform Mash
(wipe) over them (with water) and pray
in them, and he may not take them off
during washing for ablution, if he so
wishes, Ill except (in case of bathing)
for janabab (ejaculation or sexual
impurity). [Reported by Ad-Daraqutni
and Al-Hakim and the latter graded it
Sahib (authentic)).
60. Narrated Abo Bakra12 l ~= The
Prophet ~ gave permission for the
traveler to perform Mash (wiping) over
his leather socks for three days and
nights and for a non-traveler (resident)
for a day and a night, if he had purified
himself (by performing ablution) and
then put them on (i.e. in a state of
purity). [Reported by Ad-Daraqutni,
and graded Sahib (authentic) by Ibn
Khuzaima).
61. Narrated Ubai bin 'Imaral 3 l
I
asked, "O Messenger of Allah, may I
wipe over the Khu/fain (leather
socks)?" The Prophet~ replied, "Yes".
I asked, "For one day?" He replied, "Yes
(for one day)". I again asked, "And for
two days?" He replied, "Yes (for two
days too)". I again asked, "And for
three days?" He replied, "Yes, and as
long as you wish". [Reported by Abu
Da'ud, who said, "It is not strong. "l4 l )
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[lJ 'If he so wishes' is applicable within the permitted time for Mash (wiping). After
completion of the time allowed for Mash, it is a must to take off the socks and perform
ablution afresh including washing the feet, and then one may put the socks on again.

l 2 l His name is Nufai' bin Al-Harith or bin Al-Masruh. He descended from Ta'if Fort together
with a group of slaves and became a Muslim, whereupon the Prophet ~ freed him. He was
among the virtuous Sahaba and died at Basra in 51 H. ·or 5 2 H.

l3 l Ubai bin Imara was a Sahabi from the Ansar of Al-Madinah. He settled in Egypt. Ibn
Hibban said, He prayed to the two Qiblahs, but I do not rely upon the chain of narrators for
his Hadith."
l4 J The Sanad (.i.:.... - chain of transmission) of this Hadith is not authentic - according to
many scholars including Al-Bukhari, Ahmad, Ad-Daraqutni, Ibn Hibban, lbn Abdul-Barr, etc. -
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Chapter 6
The Nullificationl 1 J of Wudu'
(Ablution)
62. Narrated Anas •=The Companions
of Allah's Messenger * in his lifetime
used to wait for the 'Ishii! (night)
prayer, so much so that their heads
were lowered down (by dozing).1 2 1
They would then pray without
performing ablution. 131 [Reported by
Abu Da'ud, and Ad-Daraqutni graded it
Sahib (authentic). Its basic meaning is
in Muslim].
63. Narrated 'Aisha~: Fatima bint Abu
Hubaishl4 J came to the Prophet* and
said, "O Messenger of Allah, I am a
woman whose blood keeps flowing
(even after the menstruation
period).1 5 1 I am never purified. Should
I, therefore, abandon the prayers?" He
(the Prophet) said, "No, for that is only
(blood from) a vein, and is not
menstruation. So, when the
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whereas the Haditb in which the period of one day (twenty-four hours) for a resident and
three days (seventy-two hours) for a traveler is granted is authentic. This Haditb was not
taken as an evidence for these two reasons, i.e. its weakness and its contradicting the
authentic Haditb that fixed the allowed duration for wiping. An-Nawawi has mentioned in
Sbarb Al-Mubadbdbab that the Imams have agreed on the weakness of this Haditb, and
Ahmad said, Its narrators are unknown.
[lJ All those causes which invalidate the Wudu' (ablution) also invalidate the Tayammum
(purification with clean soil in case water is not available), since Tayammum is a substitute
for ablution.

l 2 J It proves that ablution is not cancelled by dozing.

l3 l Whether or not sleep nullifies ablution is a controversial issue. The reconciliation between
the Haditb of Safwan (no. 56) which indicates nullification, and the present Haditb of Anas
(no. 62) which indicate that it does not nullify ablution, is that with a sound sleep ablution is
nullified, otherwise it is not.

r4 1 Fatima hint Abu Hubaish is a Sababiya from Quraish and then Asad. Her father is Qais bin
'Abdul-Muttalib bin Asad bin 'Abdul-'Uzza bin Qusai. She was a renowned Mubajira and was
married to 'Abdullah bin Jahsh.
l5 l Vaginal bleeding is of three types: 1) Haid (~) - Blood of the regular monthly
menstrual course which starts at the age of puberty. This type of blood ceases during the
period of pregnancy. 2) Nifils (._,...L.;;) - Puerperal blood coming after childbirth, which lasts
maximum for forty days. 3) Istibiida (Wb.::-1) -The blood which may happen to come from
other than the above two types. The blood referred to here is the last mentioned.
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menstruation comes, abstain from
prayers, and when it ends, wash the
blood from your self and then pray."
[Agreed upon].
Al-Bukhari has: "Then perform ablution
for every prayer."l 1 l Muslim indicated
that he dropped this addition
deliberately.
64. Narrated 'Ali bin Abi Talib •: I was
one whose Madbi (urethral
discharge) 121 flowed readily. Hence, I
asked Miqdad 131 to ask the Prophet ~
(about it). He (the Prophet) said: "One
should perform Wudu' (ablution) in
this case." [Agreed upon. The wording
is Al-Bukhari's].
65. Narrated 'Aisha io: The Prophet ~
kissedl 4 l one of his wives and went to
pray without performing (fresh)
ablution. [Reported by Ahmad. AlBukhari graded it Da'if (weak)].
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66. Narrated Abu Huraira •: Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "If one of you feels
(J~i ~j l~t» :~ ~1 J_,....) Jli : Jti
disturbance in his stomach and doubts
whether he has released some air or fit:)-~
.~ ~t ~ ~ c),

r:_;.1

111 It means that the Istihiida (;,.,.;.L-:....\) blood invalidates the ablution, and that is why the
noble Prophet ~ ordered her to perform a fresh ablution for every prayer. In some of the
authentic narrations, it is mentioned that the woman in this condition - after completing her
menstrual course - must wash the blood from her body, perform a Ghusl (complete bath) and
then return to the pedormance of her daily prayers. This is because Istihilda (;,.,.;. L-:....1) blood unlike Haid (~) (menstrual bleeding) - does not prevent the woman from prayers.
2
1 1 Madbi (c>..i...) is a white water like lubricant which oozes out involuntarily at the time of

sexual desire or foreplay. This urethral discharge invalidates the ablution, but is not a cause
for obligatory bath.
13 1 Miqdad bin 'Amr bin Tha'laba Al-Bahrani was nicknamed Abul-Aswad or Abo 'Amr and is
known as Al-Miqdad bin Al-Aswad. Al-Aswad bin Yaghuth Az-Zuhri had fostered and entered
into a derense agreement with Miqdad in the]ahiliya days. He was among the virtuous, wise
and eminent Sababa. He was the sixth Muslim, made the two migrations and attended all the
major battles. He was a horseman during Badr and participated in the conquest of Egypt. He
died at the age of 70 in 33 H. at Al-Jauf, three miles from Al-Madina so he was carried to AlMadina. 'Uthman offered the Funeral prayer, and he was buried at Al-Baqi'.
141 This Hadith confirms that ablution is not cancelled by touching a woman with or without

lust. This is supported by a report of Imam Bukhari narrated by 'Aisha 1": The Prophet ~
was praying in the darkness and I was laying at rest while my feet were at the place where the
Prophet~ prostrated (on his prayer-mat). At the time of prostration he would touch my feet
and I would remove them.
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not, then he must not leave the
mosque unless he hears (its) sound or
smells (its) odor."1 1 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
67. Narrated Talq bin 'Afi1 2 1 ~: A man
said: "I touched my penis" or he said,
"Must a man who touched his penis
during the prayer perform Wudu'
(ablution)?" The Prophet
replied,
"No, it is only a part of your body."
(Reported by Al-Khamsa. 13 1 Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic) and Ibn AlMadini said, "It is better than the
Hadith of Busra" (which follows)].
68. Narrated Busra hint Safwanl 4 l ~:
Allah's Messenger
said, "He who
touches his penis must perform
ablution. " 151 [Reported by Al-Khamsa.
and At-Tinnidhi and Ibn Hibban graded
it Sahib (authentic). Al-Bukhari said, "It
is the most authentic (Hadith)
concerning this issue"].
69. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Allah's Messenger
~
said, "Whoever vomits, bleeds
through the nose, 16 1 or releases Madhi
(urethral discharge) should go away,
perform ablution and then complete
his Sa/at (prayer)l 7 l (by continuing
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111 This Hadith points out an important principle: That everything remains in its original
condition until there is a cenain change in it. And that suspicion carries no weight after
cenainty. This Hadith is equally applicable to one in prayer as well as one not praying.
121 He is Abu 'Ali Talq bin 'Ali bin Talq bin 'Amr Al-Hanafi As-Siheimi Al-Yamami. He visited
the Prophet ~ as soon as he arrived at Al-Madinah and worked with him in building the
Prophet's Mosque.

13 1 Ahmad, Abu Da'ud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i and Ibn Majah.
141 Busra bint Safwan bin Naufal bin Asad bin 'Abdul-'Uzza Al-Qurashiya Al-Asadiya was a
Sahabiya, among the first Muslims, migrated early and lived till the caliphate of Mu'awiya.
l5l The foregoing Hadith of Talq bin 'Ali seems to be contradictory to this one, but in fact it ~
is not. H the organ is touched uncovered or with lustful intention, then the ablution is
nullified, otherwise it is not.
16 1 This Hadith is Da'if (weak), and there is no Sahib (authentic) Hadith concerning this
issue.
7

1 It means that if a man prayed two Rak'a with the Imam (leader of prayer) and it happens
that his ablution is cancelled, he should leave the prayer. Then, after making a fresh ablution
he joins again with the Imam in the same part of prayer where he left, then he should finish
!
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from where he had stopped at) on
condition that he does not speak in the
process." (Reported by Ibn Maj ah.
Ahmad and others graded it Da 'if
(weak)].
70. Narrated Jabir bin Samural 1 l ~: A J~ jil Cr!') ~~ _J .r.~ :_;:, (V.)
man asked the Prophet ~' "Should I
: t.-:(:
"'"" i.r.· ~11
St;.y
~
.) ~r ~
perform ablution after eating mutton?" ~
He replied, "If you wish so". He then
:Jli -~ ~l :Jli ~-~I _p;J
asked, "Should I perform ablution after
·r!': ~).f -~ :Jli ~-J;~I -i.,;j ~
eating camel meat?" 121 He (~) said,
"Yes." [Reported by Muslim].

JL

U.;f

71. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: The
Prophet ~ said: "Whoever washes a
dead person1 3 1 should take a bath
....
,...
t,,,
,,... ,.>
(thereafter); and whoever carries it ~1
~).I .«W.hli ~ ~:,
should perform ablution." [Reported
by Ahmad, An-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi '1 :~i Jti:, .~~·.::.:, ·&~?1:, .:;t..:1.!1:,
who graded it Hasan (good). Ahmad
. ' ~ ~ '
·:-:'.l.::J I 1l;, ~·...,,...~
said that there is no authentic Hadith
in this chapter].
fol ¥- ,f'.J (VY)
72. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abi Bakr!4 l 41 ..,-PJ f_ ~\
~:
The book written by Allah's J_,....) ~ l?.ij1 ,'-:'~1 .j ~f ~ .:,iw
Messenger ~ for 'Amr bin Hazm1 5 l
• "~ ~i : .i?
~- ,...r.
. · .J.r·:1 ~
"~ -41
r ~
also contained: "None except a Tahir ~T·~q

.J_:•:u
0

,,...

0

the prayer with the Imam. This is the opinion of Hanafiya and Miiltkiya. However, the
Haditb is both wea~ as well as contradictory to authentic Haditb, and therefore can not be
used as a proof to st.pport this opinion.
[lJ He is a famous Sababi and the son of Sa'd binAbi Waqqas' sister. He settled at Kufa and
built a house there. He died in 74 H. or 66 H. His father Samura bin Junada As-Sawai Al'Aamiri is also a Sababi.

12 l Some understand this to refer to the complete ablution, while others understand it to refer to
the rinsing of the mouth (only) since the noble Prophet ~ pointed out fat as its cause and fat
always sticks to the mouth only. This Haditb is a proof that eating camel meat nullifies ablution.
This is the opinion of the scholars ofHaditb including Ahmad, Ash-Shafi'i andAl-Baihaqi.

l3 l There are no authentic Ahiiditb concerning this issue. Hence, the scholars differed widely.
Some say that bath is compulsory on one who washes the dead body; others are of the
opinion that bath is only desirable; still others view ablution as compulsory; and still others
consider even ablution as unnecessary.
14 1 'Abdullah bin Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin 'Amr bin Hazm Al-Ansari Al-Madani Al-Qadi
was a Tabi'i of the 5th grade. He died in 135 H. at the age of 70 years.

l5 l He is a Khazraji, a Najari and is nicknamed Abu Ad-Dahhak. He first took pan in AlKhandaq and the Prophet~ sent him to Najcin to teach the people about the religion and
collect their Sadaqat. He wrote for them a book containing the obligatory and voluntary acts,
the Sadaqilt and the bloodwit, and this is the book mentioned in the Haditb. He died in AlMadinah after the fifties.
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(pure) person should touch the
Qur'an."Pl [Reported by M:ilik as a
Mursa/ (missing link in the chain after
the Tabi'i) and by An-Nasa'i and Ibn
Hibban as Mawsul (unbroken chain).
/
And it is graded as Ma' /ul (defective)].
73. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ used to mention Allah's Name
(praise Him) at all times. [ZJ [Reported
by Muslim. Al-Bukhari recorded it as
Mu 'a//aq (broken chain from the side
of the Haditb collector)].
74. Narrated Anas bin M:ilik .;t\\.: The
Prophet ~ had blood extracted from
his bodyl 3 J and offered the prayer and
did not perform (a new) ablution.
[Reported by Ad-Daraqutni who graded
it Layyin (weak)].
75. Narrated Mu'awiyal 41 .;t\\.: Allah's Jli :Jli ~ ;li1 0') ~~ ~J (Vo)
Messenger ~ said, "The eye (when _~G 1 ~~ ,~1 :\SJ ~111 :~~I Jr.)
awake) is the tie-string of the anus (to
,
,
stop air escaping), and if the two eyes ~i ~l_J) . «:LS-t11 J.S L: ·.i ,.:i~I
151
sleep the string is untied."
.«W~ fG .:r;;_;n :;1j_; ,~1:)..i1_;
[Reported by Ahmad and At-Tabarani
!•I Hadatb Akbar (.,,Si .!.>.1.> - sexual discharge) and Hadatb Asghar (_,A...>\ .!..>.!.> - passing
wind, urine or defecation) both necessitate purification. If the Hadatb (state of impurity) is
that which requires Gbusl (e.g. sexual intercourse) then it is almost unanimously agreed not
to touch the noble Qur'an (/tfusbaf). However, there is a difference of opinion about
touching the Musbaf if the Hadatb (state of impurity) is that which only requires ablution
(e.g. passing wind). In any case, there is no clear (sarib) and authentic (sahib) Haditb that
distinguishes between the major and minor states of impurity - in reference to this issue of
touching the Musbaf
2
£ 1 This is not applicable to one engaged in the act of sexual intercourse, answering the call
of nature, urinating etc. However, while one is in the state of impurity due to sexual
intercourse, remembrance and pronouncing the Name of Alliih is permissible, but touching
and reciting the noble Qur'an is prohibited - according ro the majority of scholars.

13 1 This Haditb shows that blood - except from the two openings (i.e. vagina and anus) does not invalidate ablution. Ahiiditb of similar meaning have also been narrated by lbn
'Umar, lbn 'Abbas and lbn Abi Aufa ~. This is the opinion of Malik Asb-Shaft'i and a group
of Sababab and Tabi'in.
141 Both him and his father Abu Sufyan Sakhr bin Harb became Muslims at the conquest of
Makkah. 'Umar appointed him as the governor of Sham after the death of his brother Yazid
bin Abu Sufy:ln and he remained so until 'Ali was appointed as Caliph. Later, he was
appointed as the caliph when Al-Hasan stepped down in his favor in the year 40 H. He died
in Rajah 60 H. at the age of 78 years.
151 This means that sleep is a way which leads to Hadatb (nullification of the state of purity),
but it is not, in and of itself, the actual Hadatb (nullification of one's state of purity).
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who added, "Whoever sleeps must
perform ablution.]"
This additional wording is also reported
by Abu Da'ud, in the Hadith of 'Ali,
without the words "the string is
untied". Both chains of narration
contain (Da'/) weakness.
And Ibn 'Abbas ~ narrated in a Maifu'
(attributed to the Prophet) Hadith that:
"Ablution is necessary for one who
sleeps while he is lying down (flat). [IJ "
[Reported by Abu Da'ud, and there is
(Da'f) weakness in its chain of
narrators].
76. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Satan comes to one
of you in Salat (prayer) and blows air
in his bottom. Consequently, he
imagines that he has passed wind, yet
he did not (do so). So, if he gets that
feeling he should not leave (his prayer)
unless he hears the sound (of passing
wind) or smells (its) odor." [Reported
by Al-Bazzar].
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Its basic meaning is in the Sahihain ~\
(Bukhari and Muslim) from the Hadith
of 'Abdullah bin Zaid.
Muslim has also reported from Abu
Huraira -., similar narration.
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And Abu Sa'id narrated in a Maifu'
(attributed to the Prophet) Hadith: "If
Satan comes to one of you and says: .
'You have nullified your ablution (e.g_
by passing wind)', let him say: 'You
have lied."' [Reported by Al-Hakim].
Ibn Hibban also reported the above
Hadith with the wording: "Let him say
within himself... "
11 1 It means that sleeping in the flat position (mudtaji'an) results in the invalidation of
ablution, whereas in the foregoing Hadith mere sleep is described as the factor of
invalidation. In fact, sleeping in the flat position is an indication of sound sleep, where all the
organs of body are at rest. This state enhances the possibility of uncontrolled passing of
wind, while in a light sleep or napping one will not be completely unconscious.
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Chapter 7
Manners Related to Answer-

ing the Call of Nature

•=

77. Narrated Anas bin Malik
Allah's
Messenger ~ used to remove his
ring[ 1 l when entering the Kbalaa'
(place of answering the call of nature).
[Reported by Al-Arba'a[2 l , and it is
Ma'/Ul (defective)].
78. Narrated (Anas) •=The Prophet~
on entering the Khalaa' (lavatory) used
to say:r 3 1 [Alliibumma inni a'udhu
bika minal khubthi wal kbabii'ith] "O
Allah, I seek refuge with You from devils
- males and females (or all offensive and
wicked things, evil deeds and evil spirits,
etc.)." (Reported byAs-Sab'a].
79. Narrated (Anas) ~: Whenever Allah's
Messenger~ went to the Khalaa' (to
answer the call of nature), I and a small
boy used to carry a leather (hide)
container full of water and a spearheaded stick, and he (the Prophet)
would clean his private parts with the
water.l 41 [Agreed upon}.
80. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ told me, "Take the
leather (hide) water container". He
then went forward till he
disappeared[ 5 J from me and then
relieved himself. [Agreed upon].
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llJ On that ring [.iii J_,...,y .i-...J 'Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah' was carved in three
lines. This indicates that the Names of Allah and the Verses of the noble Qur'an in the written
form should not be carried to unclean places (such as the toilet), or while going out to
answer the call of nature.

l2 1 Abu Da'ud, Tirmidhi, Nas:i'i and Ibn Majah.
l31 Usually jinns live in such filthy places, and for this reason the noble Prophet ~ sought
the refuge of Allah. Before entering the lavatory one should recite this prayer in an audible
voice. According to the narration of Anas ~ .ii I ~ J if one is out in an open field, one
should recite this prayer before sining to answer the call of nature. While answering the call
of nature one should he careful to avoid soiling one's body or clothing with impurities.
l4 J Most of the scholars prefer to purify with both pebbles (solid substance) and water.
l5 l This action of the noble Prophet ~ teaches us that while going out for the call of nature,
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81. Narrated Abu Huraira 4,;· Allah's
~
said,
"Safeguard ...:.s. JLA; 41 ~J ;_;.; '::'ij ~J (A')
Messenger
yourselves from the two matters that :,~Jlil 1);1» :~~I J,?) J\.i :J\.i
cause cursing (that befalls) the one who
i.,?~1
relieves himself on the people's path- .j j1 ',._,..81 ,J.!} .j
~L·~
I"
1°
.il:.
ways111 and under their (places of)
.,,_.. •JJ. ~
shade." [Reported by Muslim].

µ

Abu Da'ud added, on the authority of .«~-:!1~1:,» :~W...: ~ ;_J1; ~1 ;1j:,
Mu'adh! 2 l ( 4,;): ' ... and the watering
.j, jl;JI : ~)\!J1 ~JI.JI i);i>> : ..hlJ:,
places.' His wording is: [He (the
Prophet ~) said:] "Guard against the ..1...>- \JJ . uj1.i1J , -~f-11 ~-:!Li:, , ~-:!l_r..11
three things which cause curse (i.e.) j\» :~J-~;11, ·'
[&. · 1 .'
~; ........ . ,.:r. ,:/"
defecating at the watering places, on
the main roads and in the (places of)
.~ ~J .«;~
shade."! 3 l Ahmad reported from Ibn
Abbas ~ [that defecation is prohibited
also] at the place where water collects.
[And both (chains of narration) (i.e. for
this Hadith and the previous one) have
Daf (weakness)].
Ibn 'Umar's Hadith (~) has: The
prohibition of relieving oneself under
fruit-bearing trees and on the bank of a
flowing river. [Reported by At-Tabarani
with a Da 'if (weak) chain of narrators].
0

,c!-

82. Narrated Jabir 4,;: Allah's Messenger
said, "When two people go together
to relieve themselves each one of them
should conceal himself from the other
and do not talk, for Allah detests that."
[Reported by Ahmad. Ibn As-Sakan and

~

it is necessary to arrange some kind of privacy and to be out of the sight of others. In a Da'if
Hadith [Da'if Abu Dawud, pg. 8, no. 9 (35)], it is stated that in an open field, a mound or
heap of sand should be made for the purpose of screening oneself.
'"
[IJ It is prohibited to answer the call of nature near pathways or near the ways in the vicinity
of populated areas. Sites of abandoned road or deserted places can be used for this purpose.

r2 1 Mu'adh is an Ansari of Al-Khazraj tribe and was one of the virtuous, noble and most
learned Sahiiba. He attended Al-'Aqaba, Sadr and other major battles. The Prophet ~
appointed him as his representative in Yemen. Then 'Umar appointed him as the governor of
Sham after Abu 'Ubaida bin Al-Jarriih. He died in the plague of 'Amwas in 17 H. or 18 H. at
the age of 38.
r31 Altogether these are six places. It is forbidden in a Hadith Mursal (missing link in the
chain after the Tabi't) to urinate near the gates of the mosques.
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Ibn Al-Qattan graded 1it Sahib
(authentic) but it is defectivel l ).
83. Narrated Abo Qatada 4;;,: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "No one should
touch his penis with his right handl 2 l
when urinating, nor clean himself
(from defecation or urine) using his
right hand, nor breathe in the utensil
(he is drinking from)." (Agreed upon.
The wording is Muslim's).
84. Narrated
Salmanl 3 l 4;;,:
Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade us to face the
Qiblab when defecating or urinating, or
to clean ourselves (Istinjaa') using the
right hand, or to clean ourselves with
less than three stones, or to clean
ourselves with dung or a bone.
[Reported by Muslim].
85. Narrated Abo Ayubl 4 l ( 4;;,): (Allah's
Messenger ~ said,) "Neither face nor
tum your back to the Qiblabl 5 l while
defecating or urinating, but turn
towards the east or the west.''
[Reported by the As-Sab'a].
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[IJ It is said: This is confirmed by other authentic Ahaditb, so it is correct. (However, AlAlbaru graded it Da'if (weak) in Da'if A}.:fami' no. 6336, Da'if Ibn Majab no. 76 (342), AlMishkat 1/115, no. 356 and Tamam Al-Mannah, pg. 58)
2
C l Handling the male sex organ with right hand during urination, or while deaning oneself
after urinating or defecating, and breathing in the utensils during drinking are all prohibited.
Breathing in the utensil is harmful because this is the cause of transmission of germs from
one to another, and the Hadith which informs about three pauses while drinking is an
indication that drink should be taken slowly and not in one gulp.

3

l He was known as "Salman the benevolent" and was nicknamed Abu 'Abdullah. His origin
is from Persia. He traveled in search of the true religion and became a Christian. Then he
moved to Al-Madinah, and believed in the Prophet ~ as soon as he arrived at Al-Madinah.
He was a leader in Islam and died in Al-Madinah in 50 H. or 32 H. It is reported that he lived
a very long life of either 250 or 350 years.
C

4
C l His name is Khalid bin Zaid bin Kulaib. He hosted the Prophet~ when he first arrived in
Al-Madinah. He was one of the senior and most great of the Sabiiba. He attended Badr and
was martyred while taking part in an expedition against the Byzantinians in 50 H. His grave,
situated at the walls of Constantinople (presently Istanbul), is well-known.
5
C l In this issue the 'Forbiddance' is in open places, while it is not forbidden inside the
building where there are walls around. This may be understood from the Hadith narrated by
'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~. He narrates: "In the house of my sister Hafsa, I went upstairs on the
roof and saw the noble Prophet ~ answering the call of nature while he was facing towards
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86. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
said, "Whoever goes to relieve himself,
he must conceal himself." [Reported by
Abu Da'ud).
87. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: Whenever the
Prophet ~ came out from Al-Ghaa'it
(place of answering the call of nature),
he used to say, "Ghufranaka (0 Allah!
Grant me Your forgiveness)."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa. [IJ Abii Hatim
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
88. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~: The·~ J~ ill1 ,J.i>~ ;;..:.:. ,JI ,;fJ (M)
Prophet ~ went out to answer the call , , . t
t- • , _,
. ,
•
,(
, ,
of nature- and asked me to bring three ~I .JI ~;L; ,~WI ~ ~I JI :Jl.i
stones. I found two stones but did not ~f (Jj ',J_ft;- .;~; ·-l;;.f ~~
find a third one. So I took a dried piece
of dung and brought it to him. He took .~.J~I ._)ifj ~l;.t; ,~_)~ ~t; ,
the two stones and threw away the ~ljj -&/~I ~).f .«~} ~l» :J~j
dung! 2 J and said, "This is a filthy
.«\...~~I» ~~1.illj ~I
thing". [Reported by Al-Bukhari. Ahmad
and Ad-Daraqutni has the addition:
"Bring me something other than
dung"! 3 J ).
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89. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's ,,,
4:.s......, <UJ ~J •;..yA ~ ifJ
""'
Messenger ~ forbade us to use a bone
or dung for lstinjaa' (deaning the -~ ~ ~l ~~~I J_?~ ~l :Jij
private parts) and said, "These two ~1.J~ .«,.JI~ '] ~iii :J~j •,.!..>.}~ .Jf
things do not purify." [Reported by Ad-~.J~~1il1
D araqu tni who graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
,. ,
;: .... ..,.,,
90. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's 4:.s- J~ ill1 ~~ •_r..yA ..t-1 ifJ (~ o)
,
Messenger ~ said, "Beware of
1_,;p.:.111 :~ 41 J_,....~ Jij : Jij
~
(smearing yourselves with) urine,
because it is the main cause of
punishment in the grave." [Reported by
(

Sham." This Hadith is in Sahib Muslim.
11 1 The Collectors of Hadith: Ahmad, Abii Da'ud, An-Nasa'i, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah.
2
£ 1 It is known from this Hadith that one should not clean the private parts with dung or
excrement of animals. Likewise, it is forbidden to clean oneself with bones.

13 1 The mentioned addition proves that for cleanliness three clods of mud are needed. Even
though two may suffice, the condition of three is a must. More than three may be used if
needed, but the number should be odd.
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Ad-Daraqutni]. Al-Hakim has: "Most of
the punishment in the grave is from
(negligence in allowing oneself to
become soiled with) urine." [Its chain
of narrators is Sahib (authentic)].
91. Narrated Suraqa bin M:ilil1PI 4J;,: <..s'It.;; ~I ~J
, -~ ~~ ,<..T.
.• i;\''
! ,
(~\)
.r" (/J
Allah's Messenger ~ taught us
concerning (manners of) Al-Khalaa' ~f ~{;Ji .; ~;iii J_?.J ~ :J~ ~
(place of answering the call of nature) ~1.J.J . ~I ~J -.s_r:.;ll
:w_;
that we should sit on our left footl 2 1
and keep erect our right foot.
[Reported by Al-Baihaqi through a Da'if
(weak) chain of narrators]l 3 J .
92. Narrated 'Isa bin Yazdadl 4 l from his ~f ~ c;i;_:;.) ;1;.:;;, _;,. ~ ifJ c~n
father ( 4J;,): Allah's Messenger ~ said,
J~ :J~
"When one of you passes urine, he rJl;.f J~ i~p :~ .&1
should forcefully push out (any urine
:.,;.~
~l.J.J . iip\~ ~~ ~}~ ~
remaining in) his penis - three times."
[Reported by Ibn Majah through a Da'if
(weak) chain of narrators].
,

,

Ji

J_,...J

p

93. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet
~ asked the residents of Quba' [what
had earned them the Praise of Allah]?
He ~ said: 'Indeed, Allah praises you.'
They replied, "We use water after
(cleaning the private parts with)
stones." [Reported by Al-Bazzar with a
Da'if (weak) chain of narrators. Its As/
(basic meaning) is in Abii Da'ud and AtTirmidhi. Ibn Khuzaima graded it Sahib
(authentic) from the Haditb of Abu
Huraira 4J;, without mentioning "the
stones."]

.:;1

J1....; .&1 '-!""') ,i..r'~ ,.;1 ,YJ <~,.)
~! :JW ;9 ~l Jl:. ~~I ~l •l..#
;.:;~1 Cf ~~ :1)w -~ ~ Ji1
·~' '1- . · ~ - ';. .~, '1«-11 '.1-- 'WI
<.i'1 <.E. 'U..P
J
-~-;:--;Jr
JJ · ~

-ii -~~

:r

~_;

}~ 9J~ ,8 J~

.:;1

~.J ,;_Ji;

;lJ1

c.r'J ;~:;

111 Suraqa bin Malik bin Ju'shum Al-Mudlaji Al-Kinini, nicknamed Abu Sufyan was a
prominent Sababi. He was the one who pursued Allah's Messenger ~ on his way to

migration whereupon the forelegs of his horse sunk into the ground up to the knees. He
died in 24 H.
12 1 We are advised to follow every ommand of Islam, whether we comprehend it or nor. The
noble Prophet ~ instructed us t· sit on the left foot (to put the weight of the body on the

left foot) while sitting for answering the call of nature. This is because the stomach is on the
left side, and thus the action of relieving oneself is made easy in this posture. Likewise,
constipation - the mother of diseases - is also eradicated.
l3 l This Hadith is weak because some of the narrators in its chain are Majhul (Le. whose
credibility has not been certified).
!4 l 'Isa and his father Yazdad are both Majhul (not certified as being reliable reporters). lbn
Ma'in said," 'Isa and his father are Majbul."
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Chapter 8
GHUSL (BATH) AND THE
RULING REGARDING THE
SEXUALLY IMPURE

•=

94. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
J,~ ;li1,er;'·'J ~~
' :JJ1 ..i.......::.
(0.t)
,.,
~f:'
:./'
Allah's Messenger
said: "The water
(of the Ghusl) is due to the water (of ~ H.JI» :~ 41 JrJ J~ :J~ ~
• ~I
"'. L·-~ 'I"
. «~WI
sexual emission)" _Pl [Reported by
. '-?~
. ...,F· j_;.\-J ',,....-' JJ
•
Muslim and its Ast (basic meaning) is in
Al-Bukhari].

*

•=

95. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's ~ J~ ;iii :.rf>) ~;.} ~f ~ 3 (O,o)
said: "If one of you sits
Messenger
J~ :J~
between the four parts (of a woman) ~ ~ 11t» :~ 41
and has sexual intercourse with her ~.'. : Ll 'LAI~.;:,.. • !
: "·
.;
..,.-; r ,c:.J"~I I~~
(penetration),1 2 1 Ghusl (bath) is
0µ11 :;~·~ ;1jj
j-2 .«pl
obligatory." [Agreed upon]. Muslim
added: "Even if he does not ejaculate."
«J' .:>

*

J_,...j

rJ

·*

. .r'-

95. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Umm
Sulaim, 131 the wife of Abu Talha said,
"O Allah's Messenger! Allah is not
ashamed of the truth. Is a Ghusl (bath)
compulsory for a w-oman when she has
a sexual dream?"1 41 He ~) replied,
"Yes! If she sees (signs of) the liquid
(i.e. sexual discharge)." [Agreed upon.]

0f ~ J~ ;li1 :.rf>) ; j -. rf ~j (O,'\)
L :..:..1~ - ;.;:.U,
f H-·1 ~J
, , - -~
_·I:. •f
.
~ f
i
~ ,j;JI ~ ~ '1 41J1 0t !~I J_,...J
,~II :J~ ~,!;\:;.I 11t

Pl ~l,;.JI J.s.

..;li j_2 ~.WI ,«;.wl

.;.if)

111

l1 l It means after seminal discharge, taking a bath is essential and obligatory. This Haditb is
related to sexual intercourse. Ubai bin K'ab said that in the early period of Islam, in case of
sexual intercourse, taking a bath was not obligatory unless seminal discharge occurred.
Afterwards this condition [i.e. the occurrence of seminal discharge] was abrogated, and some
of the research scholars have reported the consensus of Muslims on this issue, that if the
male sexual organ penetrates the female sex.organ, the Gbusl (bath) becomes obligatory whether seminal discharge occurs or not.
[ZJ It means that the penetration of the female sex organ by the male sex organ makes the
taking of a Gbusl (bath) obligatory. This Haditb cancels the ruling [i.e. the condition of
seminal discharge] of the previous Haditb.

l3 J Her name is Ar-Rumaisa' or Al-Ghumaisa' bint Milhan, Anas bin Mal.ik's mother. She was
among the virtuous Sababiyilt. She was married to Malik bin An-Nasr. Then she became a
Muslim and invited him to Islam, but he became angry and went to Sham where he died. She
was then proposed to by Abu Talha while he was still a Musbrik, but she made a condition
that he should become a Muslim. He then embraced Islam and married her. She died during
the caliphate of 'Uthman.
l4 l As men, women also have 'wet dreams'. Hence, taking a bath in this situation is obligatory
for them too.
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97. Narrated Anas ~: Allah's Messenger
:J~ ~ J~ ili1 ~J
~-' (W)
~ - concerning the matter of a woman
I.
-8;
.
-~
of
:
I\
.
,~
41
J~
experiencing ejaculation during sleep ~ -I ISJ' , _,..... -I _. ,
.>-" J
like a man - said: "She should take a
~ -~ :Jli <}:;-~1 i.S). ~
Gbusl (bath)". (Agreed upon]. Muslim
added: Umm Salamah said, "Does this ~l..LA
~_) :t.L -.:.lw» :~ ;1j_J
happen (to a woman)?" He ~) said,
.u~~;.:.ll
.;.f ~ , ~» : J~
"Yes, otherwise where does the
resemblance (of a child to its mother)
come from?"[lJ

..;f

'*

J ',

0fa-

rl
Sfa-

98. Narrated 'Aisha i;,: Allah's Messenger
~ used to take a bath from four things:
Al-Janaba (after sexual intercourse), AlJumu'a (on Fridays), Al-Hijama (after
extracting blood from his body) and
Gbusl Al-Mayyit (after washing a dead
body). 1z1 (Reported by Abu Da'ud. lbn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic).]

-

99. Narrated Abu Huraira ~ regarding
~ J~ ili1 :s-PJ ~;.~ .s.f ~J (~~)
the story of Thumama bin Uthfill 3 J
~--f- - ~ L·.f ~~,,J~l ,..r.
~
, --1
when he embraced Islam: The Prophet J"J r-4
~ ordered him to take a bath.1 1 j;,f_J «Jlj~I
;1_)) .
~f ~ ~I
(Narrated by Abdur-Razzaq and its basic
-~~
meaning is in Al-Bukhari and Muslim].
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100. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: illl ~) i..?::'.i>JI ).~ ', <.f.I (.f J (I • o)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Taking a
bath on Friday is a must for every :J~ ~ ~I J_?) J~ :J~ ~ J~
Ill It means that women also have seminal discharge. Otherwise, how does a child take after
the mother? Resemblance of children to their parents is on account of potency of semen.

12 1 Among these four, taking bath after sexual intercourse is Fard (obligatory) by consensus;
on Friday it is Sunna (the way of noble Prophet~) according to the majority, while some
hold it to be obligatory based upon the more authentic Ahiidith; after Al-Hijamah (bloodletting) some hold that it is Mustahab (desirable) based on this Hadith, however it is weak
[Da'if Abu Dawud, no. 751348, Al-Albani]; after washing the dead, there are many opinions:
obligatory, desirable, or that ablution is sufficient.
13 1 Thumamah bin Uthfil was from Banu Hanifa and the chief of Al-Ya.mama people. He went
to perform 'Umrah while still a Mushrik and was captured by some horsemen of the Prophet
~ . They brought him to Al-Madinah and tied him to one of the mosque's pillars. The
Prophet ~ released him after three days. He then became a devoted Muslim and stood firm
- during the Ridda (apostasy) days - against his people who were deceived by Musailimah AlKadhdhab (the liar).
141 When a non-Muslim embraces Islam, it is obligatory for him to take a bath. Abii Da'iid
[Sahib Sunan Abu Da'ud, 1172, no. 342 (355)] reported that the noble Prophet~ ordered
Qais ibn 'Aasim to take a bath, when he embraced Islam.
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adult". [Reported by As-Sab 'a(l l ] .

101.Narrated Samural 2 l ~=
Allah's ill1 Crf') ';'.t:;...). ;~ ~J ('•\)
Messenger~ said, "Whoever performs _:;n :~ ~I Jr) Jl.i :Jl.i ~
ablution on the day of jumu'ab has
done a good thing and whoever takes a
,:/J ,,! ;;(, ~ ~~I fY.:
bath, taking a bath is better (for him)." , ~ • ,, ~ 1 , 1,, <! ' 1 ;, H '1 • ~ 1ij
[Reported by Al-Kbamsal 3 l and At- ~J '
'JJ · ~
...rTirmidhi graded it Hasan (good).]
. &~)1

Jt,;;
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102. Narrated 'Ali ~: The Prophet ~
used to teach us the Qur'in except
when he was in a state of sexual
impurity.l 4 l [Reported by Ahmad and
Al-Arba'a. This is the wording of AtTirmidhi who graded it Hasan (good).
And Ibn Hibbin graded it Sahib
(authentic) J.
103.Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri J;;:
Allah's Messenger ~.. said, "If one of
.
you has sexual intercourse
with his wife
and wishes to repeat, he must perform
ablutionl 5 l between them." [Reported
"'·' a dd e d : "Ablution
b y Mus lim.] Al-Hd.Um
makes one more active for repeating
(the sexual act)."
Narrated 'Aisha ~: Allah's Messenger
used to sleep in the state of sexual
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[lJ Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Da'ud, Tinnidhi, Nisa'i, Ibn Majah and Musnad Ahmad. This Haditb
is a proof for those scholars who say that the Gbusl of]umu 'ab is obligatory.

C2 J Saniura bin Jundub is a well-known Sabilbi nicknanied Abu 'Abdullah. He was a Fazan
and an ally of the Ansar. He was also one of the Huffiidb (memorizers) who narrated many
Abiiditb. He settled at Basra and was very stern with Al-Harur:iya (i.e. A/-Khawiirij, a deviant
sect of the Muslims ) . He died towards the end of the year 59 H.
C3 l Abu Da'ud, Tinnidhi, Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and Musnad Ahmad.

c41 From this Haditb and from others it is proven that reading the Qur'an is not pennissible
for a person in a state of major impurity (e.g. after sexual relations) which requires Gbusl
{bath). (However, this Hadith is weak. See: Da'if Ibn Majab no. 129 (594), pg. 46; Misbkat l/
143, no. 460; lrwaa' Al-Gbaleel 1/206, no. 192}
5
C J This ablution is desirable and not essential, it also brings about a pleasure and freshness
in mood. It is reported that if the noble Prophet ~ went to his different wives in one night,

he used to take a Gbusl {bath) after going to each of them. It is also reported that he
performed ablmion in between and sometimes he did not. So, in this matter one can choose
any mode.
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impurity without touching waterYl
[Reported by Al-Arba'a. This Hadith is
defective.)
104. Narrated 'Aisha ct,: Whenever
Allah's Messenger ~ took a Ghusl
(bath) after sexual intercourse, he
would begin by washing his hands,
then pour water with his right hand on
his left hand and wash his sexual organ.
He would then perform ablution, then
take some water and run his (wet)
fingers through the roots of his hair.
Then he would pour three handfuls (of
water) on his head, then pour water
over the rest of his body and
subsequently wash his feet. [Agreed
upon and the wording is Muslim's).
Al-Bukhari and Muslim reported from
MaimOna (ct,): Allah's Messenger ~
poured water over his private parts and
washed them with his left hand. He
then struck his hand against the earth.

Js. t)1

In another narration: 'He rubbed it (his
left hand) with the surface soil.' And in
the end of this narration: 'Then I
brought him a towel 12 l but he returned
it and began wiping off the water with
his hand.' [Agreed upon).
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105. Narrated Umm Salama ct,: I said,
"O Messenger of Allah, I am a woman
with tightly plaited hair on my head;
should I undo it for taking a bath from
sexual intercourse?" Another narration
has: "from menstruation?" He ~) said,
"No, it is enough for you to throw three
l•J This Haditb suggests that before going to sleep, ablution is not essential for a]unubi (a
person in the post-discharge state). However, a Haditb reported by Al-Bukhari and Muslim
states that "Umar asked the Prophet: Can one of us sleep while he is in a state of major
sexual impurity? The Prophet said: 'Yes, if he performs ablution."' In another narration, the
Prophet said: " ... make ablution and wash your private parts, then sleep." [Al-Bukhari no. 287,
288; Muslim no. 600, 602].

17 1 The issue of drying the limbs after performing ablution is discretionary. Therefore, it
depends on ones choice whether to dry or not. However, drying with a towel is disliked
(according to some scholars), while shaking off the water with ones hand is not disputed.
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1

handfuls of waterl l on your head".
[Reported by Muslim.]
~:
Allah's
106. Narrated
'Aishah
Messenger ~ said, "I do not permit a
menstruating woman 121 or anyone in a
state of sexual impurity to (enter) the
mosque".1 31 [Reported by Abu Da'ud.
Ibn Khuzaimah graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
107. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: I and Allah's
Messenger ~ used to take a Ghusl
(bath) due to sexual impurity from the
same vessel and our hands alternated
in (scooping water from) it. [Agreed
upon.) Ibn Hibban added "and (our
hands) used to meet."
108. Narrated Abii Hurairah ~:Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "There is sexual
impurity under every hair14l, so wash
the hair and cleanse the skin."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and AtTirmidhi who both graded it Da 'if
(weak). Ahmad has something similar
from the Haditb of 'Aisha ~ and in the
chain is one narrator who is Majhul
(someone whose credibility is not
confirmed)].
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[IJ This Hadith makes it clear that it is not essential for a woman to unravel her hair when
performing a Ghusl (bath) after menses or sexual intercourse. There is another Hadith from
'Aisha .t;, in which untying of hair is reported. Some scholars understand this present Hadith
(of Umm Salama ii.) to mean that it is not Wajtb (obligatory) to untie the hair, while the
Hadith of 'Aisha~ indicates that untying of hair is only Mustahab (preferable).
[ZJ A menstruating woman is not allowed to enter (and sit in) a mosque, circumambulate the
Sacred Ka'ba, nor is she allowed to pray or fast in this period. Prayers of this period are
pardoned, whereas missed days of fasting must be fulfilled later on. Reading from - and
touching - the noble Qur':iin is also prohibited (according to the majority of scholars).
Remembrance of Allah is allowed to her. She is also allowed to go to the place of 'Eid prayers
and participate in supplicating Allah along with the other Muslims.

l3 l It means that neither a menstruating woman nor anyone in a state of]ani'lbah (state of
major impurity after seminal emission) is allowed to stay in a mosque, though passing
through is allowed. If somebody experiences seminal discharge as a result of a wet dream,
while sleeping in a mosque, it is essential for him to go out and take a Ghusl. This is
unanimously agreed upon.
l4 l We come to know by this Hadith that it is obligatory- by consensus - to wash the whole
body after having sexual intercourse. The exception to this is rinsing of the mouth and
putting water in the nose. There is difference of opinion about these two. Some hold washing
the mouth and nose to be obligatory, while the others hold it to be Sunnah.
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Chapter 9
TAYAMMUM (PURIFICATION
WITH SOIL)

•=

109. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah
The Prophet ~ said, "I have been given
five things which were not given to
anyone else before me. Allah made me
victorious by awe (of frightening my
enemies) for a distance of one month's
journey. The earth has been made for
me (and my followers) a place for
praying and (means of) purification (i.e.
by performing Tayammum). Therefore,
anyone (of my followers) must pray
wherev~r the time of Sa/at (prayer)1 1 1
becomes due. " 121
In the Hadith of Hudhaifa, Muslim has:
"The soil13 1 of the earth has been made
for us as a means of purification if!
when we do not find water."

:.~ ~ ~J.;. -~~ ..j,J
. «>Wt~ (.3 t~t ,\)~ 8 Lt~

•=

Ahmad has, on the authority of 'Ali
''The soil has been made for me (and
my followers) a means of purification."

•=

110. Narrated 'Ammar bin Yasir1 4 1
The Prophet ~ sent me on an errand,
then I became ]unub (from seminal
emission in my sleep). I did not find
water, so I rolled on the soil like an
animal does (to perform tayammum).
[lJ It means that if water is not readily available, one should not miss the first part of prayer
time in search of water. However, Malik, Ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad (according to one narration
from him) require that one search for water before performing Tayammum.

C2 l The other three things are: a) Booty (spoils of war) has been made lawful; b) The Great
Intercession on the Day of Judgement, when all of humanity will be awaiting the start of the
Judgement; c) His Messengership is for all of the inhabitants of the earth.
C3 l Soil and all other things from the same class (type) are regarded as equal and Tayammum
is permissible with them, according to Abu Hanifah and Malik (with the exception of such
things like lime, antimony and arsenic, etc. which are not considered as one with soil]. AshShafi'i and Ahmad only allow the use of surface soil or the dust upon the surface of things.
C4 l 'Ammar was nicknamed Abul-Yaqzan, and was among the most senior and early Muslims,
and was tortured in Makkah for his Faith. He made the two migrations and took part in Badr
and all the other important battles. The Prophet ~ told him, "O 'Ammar, the party of
transgressors will kill you." He was indeed killed at Siffin in the year 36 H. - when he was
with 'Ali - at the age of 73 years.
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Then, I returned to the Prophet ~ and
mentioned that to him. He ~) said, "It
would have been sufficient for you to
do with your hands this way". He then
struck his hands once on the soil, and
then rubbed the left hand on the right
and the exterior part of his palms and
his face. (Agreed upon. The wording is
Muslim's).
In a narration of Al-Bukhari: 'He
(Allah's Messenger ~ ) struck t4e earth
with his palms (both hands)l 1 l and
then blew off the dust and rubbed both
of his palms over his face and hands.'
111. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
said, "Tayammum
Messenger ~
(purifying with the soil) consists of two
strikingsl 2 l of the soil, one for the face
and one for the hands up to the
elbows." [Reported by Ad-Daraqutni,
and the Imams graded it Sahib as
Mawquf(saying ofa Companion)].
112. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The soil is a means
of ablution for the Muslim believer,
even if he does not find water for ten
years1 3 1 ; but when he finds water he
should guard against disobeying Allah
and let it touch his skin (i.e. use it for
purification)." (Reported by Al-Bazzar,
and Al-Qattan graded it Sahib
(authentic). But Ad-Daraqutni
considered the correct opinion is that it
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111 This Haditb explains Tayammum (purification with soil). Some scholars (e.g. Ahmad, AlAwza'i, Ishiiq and Ahl Al-Haditb... ) are of the opinion that one stroke on earth is enough for
the face and both hands. Others (e.g. Abu Hanifah, Malik and Ash-Shafi'i) say that two strokes
are essential, one for the face and the other for the hands as is mentioned in the next Haditb.
However, the Abaditb which mention 'two strokes' are all Da'if (weak) or Mawquf (saying of
a Companion).
[ZJ The scholars of Abaditb have regarded this Haditb as Da'if (weak), and all its chains of
narrators are also weak. Hence, it cannot stand as a proof in opposition to the Haditb of
'Ammar which proves the performance of Tayammum as one stroke upon the earth.

131 It means that at the time of necessity soil is a complete substitute for water and fulfills all

purposes of purification whether it concerns ablution or Gbusl (bath) - until water is
available. With one Tayammum many obligatory acts can be performed, if there is no factor
that nullifies it.
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is Mursal (missing link in the chain
after the Tabi'i. At-Tirmidhi reported a
similar narration on the authority of
Abo Dhar,1 1 1 which he authenticated
and so did Al-Hakim].
113. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri 4i>:
Two men set out on a journey and
when the time of Sa/at (prayer) came
they had no water. They performed
Tayammum with clean earth and
prayed. Later on they found water
within the time of the prayer. One of
them repeated the prayer and ablution
but the other did not repeat. Then they
came to Allah's Messenger ~ and
related the matter to him. Addressing
himself to the one who did not repeat,
he said, "You followed the Sunnab and
your prayer was sufficient (accredited)
for you."1 2 1 He said to the other (who
performed ablution and repeated): "For
you there is a double reward".1 3 1
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and AnNasa'i).
114. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ..,t, regarding
the explanation of the Words of Allah :
"And if you are m1 4 J or on a journey
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Ill Abii Dhar's name was Jundub bin Junada, and he was among the most prominent Sahaba
and an ascetic (Zahid). He became a Muslim very early at Makkah, then went back to his
people. He came to the Prophet ~ at Al-Madinah and later settled and died at Rabdha in 32

H.
[ZJ It means that if somebody has already prayed a certain prayer by performing Tayammum,
then there is no need to repeat the prayer, even if water is found afterwards and there is still
time for the prayer.

13 1 It was not necessary to pray again if the prayer had been offered by performing
Tayammum. The second person got double reward for praying twice, once with Tayammum
and once with ablution. It might also be due the reward of the prayer and the reward of
exercising judgement (ljtthad) regarding the problem, since there is one reward for the
Mujtahid (scholar) even when he reached the wrong opinion.
l4 l It means that when someone intends to perform the prayer and there is some hindrance
to performing ablution or taking a Gbusl (bath), then Tayammum is essential. Here illness
means the sickness which would be aggravated by the use of water [according to Malik, the
Hanafi school and one of the two saying of Ash-Shafi'i). Others [Alimad, and in one of the
two sayings of Ash-Shafi'i) hold that Tayammum is not allowed unless the sick person fears
that the use of water would cause death. Daw'ud holds that Tayammum is allowed for every
sick person - without the condition of fear of harm or death due to the use of water.
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... ": If a man sustains a wound in the
cause of Allah and an injury, then i>.1~1 _Jf.'~ ..:ilS' 11t : ju ~~ .¥
,.:.:.;.,j
, C}r
' '~WJ ,.dJI AP;
I 'becomes ]unub (sexually impure) and <J· l ~~
•
., ..
..;.
fears death if he takes Ghusl (bath), he
~l .;.,~
should perform Tayammum. [Reported ~Jilli ~l.JJ -~
by Ad-Daraqutni as Mawqiif (a saying of ~). &;1 ~.J .~1j;J1 ~JJ L;).;;
a Companion) and Al-Bazzar as Maifu'
(attributed to the Prophet). lbn
Khuzaima and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

,µ1

•=

115. Narrated 'Ali
One of the bones :Jti ~
ili1 :.ri'".J ~ ~J ("o)
(ulna) in my forearm was broken, so I
asked Allah's Messenger~ [concerning ~ ~1,J_,...".; .LlG .~~j 1.5.'.i;.l .;.,~1
~~.I ~I~.)1~ ~
, , ·1 ~f '-1-f
.,,~
purification in this condition] and he ~- t; ...,.
.; . !-•t:;JI
. . ..rordered me to wipe over the
,
,
.I~ ~l.J ~
bandages. III [Reported by lbn Majah
with chain of narrators that is Wabin
jiddan (very weak)).

Jt,._;

.

116. Narrated Jabir • concerning the
man who had sustained a wound in his
head and took a bath and died: (Allah's
Messenger ~ said) "It would have been
sufficient for him to perform
Tayammum, then bind a bandage over
the wound and wipe over it (with wet
hands) and then wash the rest of his
body." [Reported by Abu Da'ud with a
chain containing Da1 (weakness), and
there is (also) disagreement concerning
its narrator].
117. Narrated Ibn Abbas ~: It is the
Sunnah that a person should not pray
more than one prayer1 21 with a (one)
Tayammum, then he should perform
Tayammum for the next Sa/at (prayer).
[Reported by Ad-Daraqutni with a chain
The word in Arabic isjaba'ir ()~) used for the cloth strips - or wooden sticks - which
are placed around the broken arm or leg for covering and support and to keep it straight.

[lJ

r2 1 Since Tayammum (purification with soil) is a substitute for ablution, it works th~ same.
Just as many prayers can be offered with one ablution, in the same way many prayers can be
offered with one Tayammum. Some people - after performing Tayammum for sexual
intercourse or a wet dream - hesitate to enter the mosque or to recite the Qur'an. This is
only an evil apprehension and a satanic distraction and should not be cared for. The chain of
narrators for this Hadith is weak. likewise, there are two other Abadith on the same issue
and both of them are also Da'if (weak).
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of narrators that is Da'if jiddan (very
weak)JYI

Chapter 10
MENSTRUATION
118. Narrated 'Aisha~: Fatima hint Abu 01 ~
jil :r3') Ll.[~ ~ ( "")
Hubaish had a prolonged flow of
Iii
',.
1..::.~·:
..:.3\5 -~cl:.
•"' 1..:.;..; t.k~
,
12
blood 1 and Allah's Messenger ~ told J
vP
,
her, "The menstruation blood is a dark ~r-1
_µ1 f; :ip :~~I J_?) ~
recognizable blood, so if that comes
then avoid prayer. And if it is the other ,~Jl;..J1 ,J- ~t; 4I~ 0\5 I~~ .~fi
(light colored blood) then perform
~lj) . «~j ~:P ~~I 0\5 I~~
Wudu' (ablution) and offer Sa/at
(prayer) [for that is blood of a vein]." ,~t;Jlj ;:,~ ~\ ~j "~l.:!Jlj ;_J1;
(Reported by Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i.
. -t,;. 'l ~-~~°\'
-r-o Y. ..!""--' .J
Ibo Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic). Abo Hitim
considered it Munkar (rejected)].
And in the Hadith of Asma' hint
'Umaisl 31 (~) reported by Abo Da'ud,
(the Prophet~ said:) "She should sit in
a tub, and when she sees a yellowish
color on the surface of the water, she
,\~lj
should take a bath once for the Zuhr
and 'Asr prayers, and take another bath
,\~1j
for the Magbrib and 'Isba' prayers, and
take a bath once for the Fajr prayer,
and in between these times she should
perform ablution [before performing
any act of worship which requires
purification]."

Jt;;

r;

;1

[lJ This Hadith is weak because it was narrated by Al-Hasan bin 'Umiirah who is weak, and
for this reason the Hadith scholars did not rely on it. They said: "Allah has permitted for us
the use of soil in the absence of water and since ablution only becomes obligatory after its
nullification (i.e. due to urination, defecation or passing wind), so is the case with

Tayammum."
[ZJ
lsttbada (L.,,;L>.....::......1) may be either prolonged post-natal bleeding or prolonged
menstruation period (and is regarded as bleeding between the periods). The period of
menstruation, according to some scholars is from one to fifteen days; and according to
others, its duration is from three to ten days. Experience confirms the later assertion. Every
woman knows her period, if bleeding exceeds the normal tinle, then it would be lstihada.
l3 J She was the wife of Ja'far bin Abu Talib. She had migrated with him to Abyssinia (Ethiopia)
and bore him there children, among them was 'Abdullah. Then Abu Bakr As-Siddiq married
her after the martyrdom of Ja'far at the battle of Mu'ta, and she bore him Muhammad. 'Ali bin
Abu Talib also married her after the death of Abu Bakr and she bore him Yallya. 'Umar used
to ask her the interpretation of dreams. She died after the death of 'Ali.
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119. Narrated Hamna hint Jahshl l ~:
My prolonged bleeding flowed
abundantly and severely. So I came to
the Prophet~ to ask for his (religious)
opinion. He said, "This is [the result of)
a stroke/stab by the devil. Therefore,
you must observe your menses for six
or seven days, then take a bath and
when you see that you are purified and
quite clean, pray for twenty-three or
twenty-four days, and fast and pray, for
that will indeed suffice you. And do like
this every month - just as the other
women menstruate (and are purified).
But if you are strong enough[ 2 l to
delay the Zuhr prayer and advance the
'Asr prayer, then take a bath and
combine the Zuhr and the 'Asr prayer;
then delay the Maghrib prayer and
advance the 'Isba' prayer then take a
bath and combine the two prayers, do
so; and take a bath at Fajr (dawn) and
perform the (dawn) prayer." Allah's
Messenger ~ said of these two options:
"This one appeals more to my liking
(i.e. taking a bath at these three times
daily)". [Reported by Al-Khamsa except
An-Nasa'i. At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic) and Al-Bukhari graded it
Hasan (good)].
120. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Umm Habiba 0\ ~ J~ jj1 ~~ ~~ y3 (\Yo}
hint Jahshl 3 l compl~ined to Allah's
.WI J '' J,1 ~ ~
'
C.:.,; t..;.
·-;
i
Messenger ~ about the blood (which , , r".) ~
flows beyond the menstruation period). ..:._;[:5 ~ ~Ji ~In :JL.ii ·flll ~
1

0

'

"l

[IJ Hamna bint Jahsh is the sister of the 'Mother of the Believers' Zainab bint Jahsh. She was
married to Mus'ab bin 'Umair, who was martyred during the battle of Uhud after which she
was married by Talha bin 'Ubaidullah.

!'l In this Haditb, Hamna was ordered to take a'bath three times a day. One bath for Zubr

(ftl;) and 'Asr (;....os) prayers and a second for Magbrib (...,.,_,;...) and 'Ishii'(·~) and a third
for Fajr (;~). In the preceding Haditb Fatima bint Abii Hubaish was ordered merely to
perform ablution before every prayer. It means in case of lstibiida (<.,.;l>.::....I) taking a bath is
not compulsory but performing ablution is obligatory for every prayer. Taking a bath is
preferable if weather conditions and health allows. Otherwise, ablution suffices.
! 3 l Habiba bint Jahsh was another sister of Zainab bint Jahsh, 'the Mother of the Believers'
and she was married to 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf. Muslim narrated that she had a prolonged
flow of blood for seven years. She died in 44 H.
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He said, "Keep away (from prayer) the ..:,j L5:j
,«._,.L:~1 ~ ,<1!;.:;. <1' ;;..;
length of time that your menses
prevented you, then take a bath (and
.1)) • ~)\..;;, JSq
:~;
offer prayers)". And she used to take a
bath for every prayerYl [Reported by
Muslim.)
The narration of Al-Bukhari has:
"Perform ablution for every Salat
(prayer)". It has (also) been reported
by Abo Da'ud and others through
another chain of narrators.
121. Narrated Umm 'Atiyal 2 l ~: We did
not consider brown (muddy colored)
and yellow discharges after purification
,
(from menstruation)l 3 l as anything
·~
(impure). [Reported by Al-Bukhari and
Abo Da'ud and the wording is his (Abu
Da'ud's)].
122. Narrated Anas ~: The Jews used
(HY)
not to eat with a woman during her
:1 ~ H•'\\ .;...j.~ \~\;. l~L~
;.~'i\
...
..)"'!":
menstruation period, so the Prophet ~ r ,- ~ . -- ..r- ,,
said, "Do every thing else apart from ;.;?
1;;..;,1>1 :~~I Jlii di,~\~
sexual intercourse (with your wives)".
.rl.: ~lj) . lit.\581 ':1l
{Reported by Muslim.)
'Aisha
Allah's ~
~·
123. Narrated
1J1 ~) i!{~ (_J-3 (Hf)
Messenger ~ used to order me to put
on an Izitrl 4 l and then caressl 5 l me -~;t ~~~ ~ ~\ J_.?) ~\5 :..:.lti

.r1--

J,

.

JS

Jt_;;

[lJ It was only a precautionary or voluntary act of Umm Habiba to take a bath for every
prayer. The correct ruling regarding this issue is to take a post-menstruation Gbusl (bath)
and purify oneself. Concerning prolonged bleeding, what is required is to wash away the
blood and perform ablution for every prayer.

12 1 Her name was Nusaiba hint Ka'b or bint Al-Harith Al-Ansariya. She was among the
prominent Sabii.biya women, and she used to accompany Allah's Messenger~ to battles,
nursing the sick and treating the injured. She fought during the battle of Uhud like the
heroes fought. She witnessed the washing of the -body of the daughter of the Prophet ~
which she perfected and narrated, and a number of Sababa and Tabi'i 'Ulama at Basra
recorded that from her. Her Hadith is considered to be the basic (reference) for washing the
dead. She was counted to be among the Sahabtya who settled at Basra.
131 In the narration of 'Aisha ~. yellow and muddy colored discharge is considered as
menses. However, this Hadith states: "We considered it nothing." The two Ahaditb appear to
be opposing each other, but actually both are correct in their context. If the yellow or muddy
colored discharge oozes out in the menstruation period, it will be considered as 'menses';
and if it come out after the period, it is 'nothing' as the word Ba'd At-Tuhr (+kll ~) gives
the clue.
4
1 1 Izar

is a piece of doth worn from the waistline downwards like a skin.

151 Those who do not believe in the Ahadith (i.e. the deniers of Sunnab), create ambiguity
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while menstruating. (Agreed upon].

. ?ti_',,
.

124. Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said regarding a husband
who has sexual intercourse with his
wife during her menstruation period,
"He should give out (as atonement)
one Dinar or 1/2 Dinar in charity."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa. Al-Hakim and
lbn Al-Qattan graded it Sahib
(authentic). Others held that the
stronger view is that it is Mawquf
(saying of a Companion)]Yl
125. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Is it not the
case that a woman in her menstruation
period neither prays nor fasts?"[ 2 J
[Agreed upon. It is part of a long
Haditb.]
126. Narrated 'Aisha i;.: When we came
to a place called Sarif, I menstruated
and the Prophet ~ said (to me), "Do
what a pilgrim does [i.e. regarding the
rites of Hajj and 'Umrab] except that
you don't circumambulate the Ka'ba
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and doubt at this point, and make the people suspicious about the Ahadith. They assert that
sexual intercourse during the menstruation period is prohibited by the noble Qur'an.
However, according to this Hadith the Prophet would engage in sexual relations with his
wife during that period. Hence, Hadith is not true. The literal meaning of Mubasharah
(;.,.-!L,.-) is to touch and rub the body with the body, and speaking metaphorically it means
sexual intercourse. In other Ahadith it has been clarified that sexual intercourse is strictly
forbidden during menstruation. Thus, it is quite a dishonesty to translate the word
Mubasharah (iy-!1.,.-) as sexual intercourse instead of 'fondling' and thereby create suspicion.
Some of the scholars (e.g. Ash-Shafi'i and Ibn Abdul-Barr] consider this Hadith to be Da'if
(weak), and therefore, most of the scholars do not deem it necessary to expiate. Other
scholars (e.g. Ibn Qattan and Ibn Daqiq Al-Eid] consider the Hadith to be Sahib (authentic)
and require that it be implemented. However, they hold that the command here [to give
charity] is meant to indicate that it is commendable (Mustahah), not obligatory (Wiljib). In
any case, the person who engages in sexual relations with his wife during menses must at
least seek Allah's forgiveness and repent from such behavior.
[IJ

C2 J This is a small portion of a long Hadith. The noble Prophet~ while delivering a Khutba
(religious talk) to the women, told them that their Deen (i.e. acts of worship) was Niiqis
(incomplete). They asked, "How?" In the answer to their question, he spoke these words
which indicate the prohibition of the menstruating women of performing prayers and fasting.
However, this is in no way meant to be a criticism of women, since their abandonment of
these acts of worship- during menses - is in obedience to Allah, not disobedience.
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until you are purified". [Agreed upon
and it is part of a long Hadith.]
127. Narrated Mu'adh 4$i>: He asked the
Prophet ~ , "What is lawful for a man
regarding his wife when she is
menstruating?"
He
~
replied,
"Whatever is above the Izar (waist
wrapper) (is lawful)."(11 (Reported by
Abu Da'ud and he graded it Da'if
(weak).]
128. Narrated Umm Salama ~: During
the time of the Prophet ~ the women
having bleeding after delivery (postnatal or puerperal blood) would refrain
(from prayer) for forty days. 12 1
[Reported by Al-Khamsa except AnNasa'i. The wording is that of Abu
Da'ud].
And in another narration of Abu Da'ud
it has: "The Prophet ~ did not
command her to make up for the
prayers (abandoned) during the period
of bleeding." Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic).
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Ill "Everything above the Jzar (dress worn below the waist)" [.;lj'>;I ..;_,; t..] may have two
meanings: First, the Izilr may be a figurative speech for 'sexual intercourse'. In other

words, everything is permitted except sexual intercourse. Secondly, it may metaphorically
mean the portion of body related to Jzar. But this meaning will contradict the stronger and
more authentic Hadith stating: "Do everything except intercourse." [ct>::JI 'll •...? JS \~\).
Therefore, applying the first meaning is preferable, in order to eliminate any contradiction
between the two Hadith.
12 1 It means the maximum period of post-natal blood is forty days, while the minimum time
for it is not fixed. If it continues more than forty days, it will be regarded as lstihiida
(bleeding between periods) which is not a hindrance for prayer, fasting and having sexual
intercourse. The commands and prohibitions related to post-natal bleeding are the same as
those related to menstruation.
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2. lliEBOOK
OF PRAYER

Chapter 1
THE TIMES OF SALAT
(PRAYERS)
129. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr ~: 41 ~) J;.;. ,J ~\ ~ i f (\Y~)
The Prophet ~ said, "The time of the
.:J.J» .:Jt.i ~~I Z,t 1;.+:;.
Zuhr (noon) prayerr 11 is when the sun
u l~. "1\ ~l\:. 0t5~-' ·~:~I\
.:.31~J \~\!;
passes the meridian and a man's ,.J
,,,..y-- ...~ J" tfl'
,..
shadow is of the same length as his
t; ~I .:J.J.J ,~\ ~
t;
height. It lasts until the time of the 'Asr
t; ;-:->j.;JI pl;, .:J.J.J ,~ :~11 ~
(afternoon) prayer. The time of the 'Asr
,,,
,...
,.,
>
prayer is as long as the sun has not -~ Jt
~~\ §Jl;, ..:..;_J_J <;.~1 -~
become yellow (during its setting). The
'.
-·.::.11 ,;J\._;, _:j"
, .k..:;.
'\11 ,r.r--'
I'll\
,c-:-JJ
, J
time of the Maghrib (sunset) prayer[2l ~
3
is as long as the twilightl l has not ~\.)) .«~ : ~I\ -~
t; ~I
disappeared. The time of the 'Ishii'
(night) prayer is up to midnight. And
-~
the time of the Fajr (morning) prayer is
from the appearance of dawn as long as
the sun has not risen; (but when the
sun rises abstain from prayer; for it
rises between the two horns of Satan)."
[Reported by Muslim].
Narrated Buraidal4 l ( ~) in another
version of the above Hadith regarding

fa;

JW

r3
r3

r3

0

r3

.,, .., :;

,tfo

[IJ It means that the time for Zubr ~) prayer is up to the same size shadow [from the start
of the sun's decline up to the time when a man's height and the size of his shadow are equal
in length]; and after that, the time of 'Asr (,...a.P) prayer starts. Some of the religious scholars
consider the time of Zubr prayer up to double-size shadow, but this is not proven by any
authentic Haditb.
2
£ 1 This Haditb tells that Maghrib (..,_,j..... ) prayer also has two timings, early and late. In the
Haditb offibril only one time is mentioned for Maghrib prayer on both days, but this was an
affair of the early period of Islam. Later on, in Al-Madinah, the time for the Magbrib prayer
was extended.

£3 1 Sbafaq (~) - twilight is a redness on the western horizon at evening after sunset, as its
description is given in the narration of Ad-Daraqutni.
4
f l He is Abu 'Abdullah Buraida bin Al-Husaib Al-Aslami. He embraced Islam together with
eighty of his colleagues when the Prophet ~ passed him on his way to the migration to AlMadinah. He then came to the Prophet ~ after the banle of Uhud and then took part in the
other battles. He also attended Al-Hudaibiya and Bai'at-ur-Ridwan. He senled at Basra then
went with an expedition to Khurasan senling at Marw where he died and was buried in 62 H.
or63 H.
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'.Asr (afternoon prayer): "When the sun
is white[IJ and clear." [Reported by
Muslim]. And Abu Musa[ 2 J ( .$)
narrated regarding the time of 'Asr
prayer: "While the sun is high. [3 J "
[Reported by Muslim in another
narration of the former Hadith].
130. Narrated Abo Barza Al-Aslami[ 4 J
•: Allih's Messenger ~ used to offer
the '.Asr prayer (and after the prayer)
one of us would return to his house at
the furthest end of Al-Madinah and
arrive while the sun was still hot and
bright. And he (~) loved to delay the
'Isba' ~r, and he disliked sleeping
before it and conversation after it. [5 J
After the Fajr prayer he used to leave
when a man could recognize the one
sitting beside him and he used to recite
between 60 to 100 Verses of the Qur'an
in the Fajr prayer. [Agreed upon].
Narrated Jibir, in the version of Al- G~f
:
~~. .~1-»
, ,J : !:- t,;.. ,..!,...,~
., ~
,,J
Bukhiri and Muslim: (The Prophet ~ )
used to advance the 'Ishii' prayer 1_,;;:.;1 (J.Tj l;l d;)..~ fa;.;.\.:.; , ~~
sometimes and delay it at other times. Z,\S ~1.:.; ,_).\ 1,Jjl.;f (J-Tj 1;µ ,~
Whenever he saw the people assembled
~1
(for the 'Ishii' prayer) he would pray
, .... t+.L.~
..,...

-A

m

[lJ It means that '.Asr (,...=) prayer should be offered in its early time. After the same size
shadow, there is time for four Rak'at only which is common between Zubr and '.Asr prayers.
After that, time for '.Asr begins.
[iJ 'Abdullah bin Qais Al-Ash'ari was one of the most eminent Sahaba. He migrated to
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and then came to the Prophet ~ at Khaibar. He was assigned to
administer Zabid and 'Aden and then became 'Umar's governor for Kufa and Basra. He was
instrumental in the conquest of Tastar and several other towns. He probably died in 42 H. or
in another year.

l3 l All the mentioned narrations confirm that every Saltlt (prayer) has its 'early time' and 'late
time' [time of prayer to be offered], but every Sa/at (prayer) should be offered in its early
time.
l4 l He is Nadia bin 'Ubaid. He became a Muslim very early and witnessed the conquest of
Makkah and the other important battles. He settled at Basra, then Khurasan and died at Marw
or Basra in 60 H. or 64 H.
l5 l After 'Isha' prayer it has been prohibited to talk. The motive behind this prevention is that
the sins of a believer are pardoned after his offering the prayer, and it is better to go to bed
than to talk and indulge oneself in worldly affairs. After offering '/sha' prayer, going to bed
earns double benefit: first, to save oneself from sins and, secondly, that the prayer will be
regarded his last action before sleep.
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early and if the people delayed, he
would delay the prayer. And the
Prophet ~ used to offer the Fajr prayer
when it was still dark. [IJ
Narrated Abu Musa ( •) in another
version of Muslim: He ~) offered the
Fajr prayer at daybreak when the
people could hardly recognize one
another.
131. Narrated Rafi' bin KhadijC 2 l .t;,: We
used to offer the Magbrib prayer with
Allah's Messenger ~ and then one of
us would go (out of the mosque) and
be able to see the spot his arro'w would
fall at. [Agreed upon].
132. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet~
delayed (the 'Isba' prayer) one night till
a great part of the night passed, then he
went out and offered the prayer, and
said, "This is the proper time for it; C3 l
were it not that I would impose a
burden on my followers." [Reported by
Muslim].
133. Narrated Abo Huraira •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When it is hot,
delay the (Zubr) prayer till it cools
down, C4 l for the intensity of heat is
from the exhalation of Hell." [Agreed
upon].
134. Narrated Rafi' bin Khadij •:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Offer the
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flJ Regarding the time of Fajr (morning) prayer, there are various opinions and conjectures
of the Companions of the Prophet~. In this Haditb, the Arabic word Gbalas µ) means
when dawn appears in the darkness of night.
fZJ He is an Ansari nicknamed Abii 'Abdullah. He missed Badr due to young age, but took
part in Uhud and the battles that followed. He died in the year 73 H. or 74 H. at the age of
86years.
!3 l

It is preferable to offer the 'lsba' prayer as late as possible. This order is exclusively for
'lsba' prayer only and not for any other prayer. The Prophet~ used to wait for and delay
this prayer.
! 4 1 In

summer, whether the Zubr prayer be offered in its early time or late, there is a
difference of opinion regarding this issue. But it is appropriate to make a little delay, until
one could walk in the shade of walls. According to Abii Da'ud and Nasa'i, the noble Prophet
~ used to delay the Zubr prayer till the shadow becomes three to five footsteps long.
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\~

morning prayer at dawn,[ 1 1 for it is
greater for your rewards." [Reported by
Al-Khamsa. At-Tirmidhi and lbn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
135. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: The ti J~ lli1 ~~ g1_; ~I :_;3
Prophet ~ said, "He who prays a Rak'a
of the Fajr prayer before the sun rises, W"~ ,~1 ~ !J~;\ .:;'' : Jl.i ~ ~1 ~I
has offered the dawn prayer in its time,
,~\ !J)l ~~I
~l
and he who prays a Rak'a of the 'Asr
? I ~ W"~ !J~;I
prayer before the sun sets has offered ~1 .:;.,j.; ~I
the afternoon prayer." [Agreed upon].
~ !!:;..;..JI !J~;I ~

n,..o>

.;3

(:iLl

Ji

Ji

.* .

t~ lli1 , ·' G°'~ : , _l'.~I'
Muslim reported the same above 1~:~
<..s'
r..r;'.)
,
~ -r--',J
Haditb in another version narrated by
:Jl.i
~
ui;S~ll
J~
!!~~11
:Jli3 ••;..:.3
'Aisha ~ who
narrated
'Sajda
(prostration)' instead of 'Rak'a (prayer
. w-,1 0 ~l ~.:i;..:J13
unit)' and then he (Muslim) said, "A
Sajda implies a Rak'a."

136. Narrated Abii Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: I lli1 ~~ ~.,ilLi1 ;_:, ~I :_;3 C\Y'i>
heard Allah's Messenger~ saying: "No
:J~ ~~I J_,...~ ~ :J\.i ti J~
Sa/at (prayer) is to be offered after the
J;_ ,~I ~ gJ\.p -j,,
morning prayer until the sun rises[ZJ , ,~\
or after the afternoon prayer until the
• (!~\
-~; J;_
~ gJ\.p "13
sun sets." [Agreed upon]. And in the
narration of Muslim: "There is no Sa/at §'.>LP~ bl.;. ']11 :.~ hll3 .~ ~
(prayer) after the Fajr (morning)
.u~i
prayer."
'Uqba bin 'Aamir[ 31
"" narrated: ·ti
, ·, r ~ ,d.
·' ill
""'
·
<.JI~ lli1 r...r;'.J
.
v:_;. ~,.J
"There are three times at which Allah's ~l (~ ~ ~\- jj,~ ~lS p~L.::. ~'}.5
Messenger ~ used to forbid us to pray

(:iLl

<

?\

[IJ It only means that morning light should appear clearly and there should be no doubt in it,
therefore, this Hadith is not contrary to the Hadith of "darkness" (Ghalas (~). Another
aspect is that the prayer should be started in the darkness and the recitation should be
prolonged until the light of morning appears clearly..

r2 l It means that from dawn to sunrise and from '.Asr to sunset, voluntary prayers (Nawafil
j>ly) are impermissible. Two Rak'at before obligatory morning prayer (Fajr~) are excluded
from this command, as it is proven from the noble Prophet ~ . Though these two Rak'at are
offered before obligatory prayer but if these are missed, they can be offered after the
obligatory prayer as it is reported in Tinnidhi.

r3 J 'Uqba bin 'Aamir was a Juhani nicknamed Abu Hammad or Abu 'Aamir. He became a
Muslim, migrated and accompanied the Prophet ~ very early. He read the Qur'an a lot, was
knowledgeable in inheritance and jurisprudence and was learned and a poet. He was
allocated a land in Basra, and took part in Siffin with Mu'awiya. He later governed Egypt for
Mu'awiya for three years and became incharge of the sea expeditions. He died in 58 H. in
Egypt and was buried at Al-Muqtam.
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or bury!11 our dead: (a) when the sun
begins to rise till it is fully up, (b) when
the sun is at its height at midday till it
passes the meridian, and (c) when the
sun draws near to setting till it sets."
(Reported by Muslim].
Ash-Shafi'i viewed the second ruling1 2 1 J~ jil ~) ~L.!.J1 ~ ~t!J1 (.Qi:;
from a Hadith narrated by Abo Huraira
( •) through a weak Sanad with the
addition: "Except on Friday". Abo
Da'ud reported something similar from
Abo Qatada ( •).
137. Narrated Jubair bin Mut'iml 3 1 •· jil :.rf') -~ ,,J. ;;;. if"J (l,.V)
Allah's
Messenger
~
said,
"O
\;ll :~.iii J ,, jt:; :Jt:i ti. J,~
descendants of Abd Manaf! You must .j'. ·
-' ,
J-'J
not prevent anyone who goes round ',4.1 I~ ..JU. L;.\ 1fa:5 'i ...J~ .µ
this House (Ka'ba) and prays [here] at ;i_:;j _11 ~ ·\ 1•\ : ;:G ~\...:;. Zl i ,_,
any hour of the night or day that he
~ J "-·r- <f
'
- ...s-- J
wishes." [Reported by Al-Khamsa, At-~~~I) ~+.Jl1 ~_:; ,L:- ~I
Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
138. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The J~ ai1 :.rf') ~ ,;1 ,ifJ (I,. A)
Prophet ~ said, "The twilight is the . «~:;.:;..i1 ~I» : Jt:i ~ ~I 01
redness." (Reported by Ad-Daraqutni.
Ibn Khuzaimah graded it Sahib
(authentic) and others graded it
Mawquf (a saying of a Companion)].
139. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's 1~:~ WI :.rf') ,i...!"'~ ,;1 ,if"J (\,.\)
Messenger ~ said that, "Dawn is of two :~I~ ~I» :~ .iii Jr-) Jt:i :Jli
types; the dawn in which eating is
forbidden (for the fasting person) and
prayer is permitted and the dawn in
[IJ Here "burial" means Funeral prayers. Fu~eral prayers should not be offered in these
times, but the burial of a dead body is permissible. According to cenain scholars, even burial
is not allowed. TherefO£e, in such a situation it means that burial should not be deliberated
at this time, but if time happens while performing the rites of funeral or there is no other
way, then burial is permissible.
[ZJ

The second ruling means noon time, no prayer should be offered at this time, but Friday

is excluded from this order. On Friday it is permitted to pray at decline, as it is evident from

a Hadith reponed by Abu Huraira.
13 1 Jfe is Abu Muhammad or Abu 'Umaiya Jubair bin Mut'im bin 'Adi bin Naufal Al-Qurashi.
He was very tolerant, sober and knowledgeable in the lineage of Quraish. He became a
Muslim before the Fath (conquest of Makkah) and settled at Al-Madinah and died there in 54
H. or57H. or 59 H.
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which prayer is forbidden i.e. the
morning prayer and eating is
permitted." [Reported by Ibn Khuzaima
and Al-Hakim who (both) graded it
Sahib]. Al-Hakim reported something
similar to the above Hadith from Jabir
and added to the type of dawn in
which eating is forbidden: "it is spread
widely in the horizon," and to the
other type: "it has the shape of a wolfs
tail."
140. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud ~= Allah's J, ~ ill1 ~.)
, ·, ,,__,.........
", -~
"I ,er)
·,, ( \t •)
Messenger ~ said, "One of the best
J_.;:Jf,) :~ ~I Jr.) JlJ :JlJ ~
deeds is to offer Sa/at (prayer) in its
111
early time. "
[Reported by At- ~IJ"• .«1~:;J,
J"f
~
,J i..F. ;~I ,Jw~I
Tirmidhi and Al-Hakim who (both)
graded it Sahib. Its basic meaning is in ~ J.;,\j .~~) ,~wlj ~~;i1
the Sahihain of Al-Bukhari and
·,~I
Muslim].
J

141. Narrated Abu Mahdhura ~= The J~ ill1 ~) g)J.i,:.; cl;\ ~) (It I)
Prophet ~ said, "The earliest time of
$1-.rP}
•. , .:J_;i1 j•f
:J~ ~
• :I\ .~
)
-" '...£"
prayer is what pleases Allah, the
midtime is for the mercy of Allah and .«~Ip ~?I) ,~I ~) :.Ja...:...)i) ,~I
the latest time is what Allah pardons."
~)IJJI ~_)..f
(Reported by Ad-Daraqutni with a very (?~_:,;J.Jj \~ -~
' ,J• 'i.1 I ~.J{ ', ,.,:_; , _;i,
weak Sanad (chain)], At-Tirmidhi has J-~J, .la-..
,
v ~
J,.:r.!• ,..:_..,_~ ~
reported something similar, narrated by
. La.;L\~:.
Ibn 'Umar, without mentioning the
midtime. (It is Da'if (weak) too].
•' r,,, ,J.'\ ,crJ (\ty)
142. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J,~ ill1 ~.)
Messenger ~ said, "There is no Sa/at
(i.e. voluntary prayer) after the break of ~ g~ '}n :J~ ~~I J_?j 0f , \~c
dawn except sajdatain [Sunnah of
L~1 ~_)..\ . «~:i.;.:..
Fajr]."1 2 1 [Reported by Al-Khamsa
. ~L:iJI
except An-Nasa'i].
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In another narration: 'Abdur-Razzaq .1..:7""
.>- It. J,;..;. g~
'.
/'-P
also narrated: "There is no Sa/at

'ln · ~·1:•11
.JJ'
.

.;:.,;.
·T
,. ~ J}

·'
._/.J

[lJ In this Haditb a prayer offered at its eady time is regacded as a superior act. In some
other Abaditb, Iman (belief - .Jl..;!) Sadaqa (charity - <.;..1..p) and jihad (fighting in Allah's
cause - >lp.-) ace described as the superior acts. These Abaditb ace accordant in the way that
belief is an action of credence, prayer is an action of body, charity is an action of wealth, and
jihad is an action of youth and health. Therefore, these are all superioc acts in their own way
and place, and there is no contradiction among them.
llJ It means that after the appearance of dawn, voluntary (Nawafil) prayecs are undesirable;
but the two Sunnab Rak'at of Fajr ace excepted and can be offered after the break of dawn.
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(voluntary prayer) after the break of . , , .U-i.'.'ill j;_.- « :_ ;
;:(- ~\ :_ ;
dawn except the two (Sunnah) Rak'a ,'-/' ~_; , ,.J ~11 ,...,..--_; ~ ~11
of Fajr. "1 1 1
. <..!""\;JI ,J _,_;.;. ,JI

fl 0&-j

143. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's ~ J~ jil ~J ;j;,
Messenger ~ came to my house after -1 ~; j , ~I ~ ~I
offering 'Asr prayer and offered two i.r '
Rak'a, then I asked him about that and .!\;.{.
jLj , ~_)
· ·;:('
.
.

.Jr..J

<iw

(\t"')

j ,_ : .;Jli

~

i ,_;: , ·"

i..r-'

~

hereplied,"Iwaskeptbusy(andfailed :.qr; .~\lit;&!·j~ .t. 11 ~ .•;:(--:~
to pray) the two (Sunnah) Rak'a after
!'6""""
· -~_; v
Zuhr prayer, so I offered them now." I ,~\ ~).\ .d» :Jli 6\.i l~l 1;§_f'r-if
, ~~
asked him, "Should we offer them if we i::; I~ ji 1
,, ,
'J'
miss them?" He (~) replied, "No."1 2 1 <.S'
~_; • '-/' ~_,b <../;, ,.J
[Reported by Ahmad; the narration of
. ~G.;,,
Abu Da'ud from 'Aisha ~ has the same
meaning].

Chapter 2
AL-ADJIAN31
(THE CALL TO PRAYER)
144. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin
Abd-Rabbihil 4 l ~= A man appeared to
me while I was asleepl 5 l and told me
[IJ The two Rak'a are the Sunnah ones before the obligatory Fajr prayer which the Prophet
;\1!ii never used to leave even after the break of dawn, as indicated by this Hadith and others.

2

l This Hadith gives the information that after 'Asr prayer, offering of the missed supererogatory prayers was only for the noble Prophet ;\1!ii , while others are not allowed to offer
the supererogatory or the voluntary prayers at this time. The Prophet ;\1!ii prayed because
some people of the tribe of Abdul-Qais came to him and some goods of charity were also
brought, so their visit and distribution of goods made him late.
C

r31 The words of Adhan (.Jl;i - call to prayer) are Divinely fixed. These words cannot be
lessened or added to, changed or interchanged. These words were inspired to 'Abdullah bin
Zaid Ansari and 'Umar bin Khatt:lb by an angel in a dream and were affirmed by the Prophet
;\1!ii and obtained the status of Revelation. There is also an indication in the noble Qur'an
about it.
r4 1 'Abdullah is an Ansari, a Khazraji and was nicknamed Abo Muhammad. He witnessed Al'Aqaba, Badr and the imponant battles. He was shown how to call for prayers in a dream
during the first year of the migration, after the building of the Prophet's Mosque. He died in
the year 32 H. at the age of 64 years.
5
C l It happened that when the Muslims increased in number, the problem of calling for prayer
arose. Different suggestions were forwarded. Some suggested to ring a bell. The Prophet ~
answered that this was the way of Christians. Some suggested to blow a horn, the Prophet ;\1!ii
answered tltat this was the way of Jews. Some others suggested to light a fire. The Prophet
;\1!ii answered that this was the practice of the Magians. No decision was made. Same night
'Abdullah bin Zaid dreamed that a man was standing with bell in his hand. 'Abdullah asked
him whether he would sell it? The man asked 'Abdullah about the purpose of the purchase.
'Abdullah told him that he would call the Muslims for prayer by blowing it. He asked him
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to say, "Allabu Akbar, Alliibu Akbar «''.<.i\ '~'\ ''.<.i\ '~'\• , ,, , ,, ~,
(Allah is the Most Great, Allah is the .r.- -..u .r.- -..u. :J_,z :Jw •-F.:I
·= :r-"i
.~
<=11 --C::i.rl
•: Z, 11\r I .r
-<,ll
Most Great)" and he mentioned the , ,Cf';J'
r-r-'
,, "" , ,,..
,,, """
'
, ,,, ,
Adban with Allabu Akbar four times
:Jl.i «;JL:4.ll _..;.;1,; .Ii» 'it .1..5;\) ;;1,;11.J
without Tarji', 111 and the Iqama once
2
except Qad qamat-is-Salabl J (the :Jw ,~ ~I J_,:.:; ~1 L:.;.;.1 L!ii
prayer stood ready to begin), (he
~t»
repeated it twice). He ('Abdullah) said ;\j ~f ~).f . ~.WI , aj,..
when it was morning I went to Allah's
. ~). .);lj &~Jll ~j ;~1;
Messenger ~ and he said, "It is a true
vision... " [Reported by Ahmad and Abu
Da'ud; At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Khuzaima
graded it Sahib (authentic)).
Ahmad added to the end of the above
Haditb, the story of Bilal's 131 statement
in the Fajr Adban (morning-prayer
call): As-Salatu kbairun minan-nawm "Prayer is better than sleep".
Ibn Khuzaima reported from Anas •: 111 ~1 ~ :Jli _;\ :.f ~_; ,.:f.\lj
"It is from the Sunnah that when the
:j-» -:~\ .j 0l~1 Jli
Mu'adbdhin says [in the first Adhan of] ·-~~\
Fajr (prayer time): 'Haiya 'alal-Faliih
·'-rJ.!1 ~:,;;. ~~1>> :Jli
(Come to the success)', he says (also)
'As-Salatu kbairun minan-nawm
(Prayer is better than sleep)."'
145. Narrated Abu Mahdhura •: The J~ jil ~:I ;:;_,.i.:.; '!if :.f j (\to)
Prophet~ taught him the Adban (call
to prayer) and he (the narrator) ~ }.ii ,Z,11\r1 ~ ~ ~I 0f .~
mentioned the Tarji' in it. [Muslim .) ~\ J~ ~j
~;.1 .~Ji1
..-_

IJ'

Js.

·rr;

about telling a better way than that, and recited the words of Adban (call to the prayer). In
the morning 'Abdullah told this dream to the Prophet ~ and he testified the dream to be
true.
Pl Tarji' (doubling, repeating or getting back) is to utter the words of testimony
(Sbabiidatain i.e. Asb-badu an la ilaba ill-Allah, Asb-badu anna Mubamadan Rasulullab)
twice with a low voice, then utter them with a loud voice.
2
£ l In Iqama (call to the start of prayer) all the other words of Takbir (glorification of Alliih but here means Iqama) are uttered once except the words '(i'.>\....JI -::....\; .ti)' (meaning: The
prayer stood ready to begin) which are to be repeated twice.

3
£ 1 He is Bila.I bin Rabah, a manumitted slave of Banu Taim. He became a Muslim very early
and was tortured in the cause of Allah. He fought in Badr and in all the other major battles.
He was the Mu'adbdbin of Allah's Messenger ~ and never announced the Adban for
anyone else, except one time when he came back from Damascus, where he had settled at, to
Al-Madinah. It is said that he did not finish it due to the noise made by the weeping Sababa
out of nostalgia. He died in Sham in 17 H. or 18 H. or 20 H. at the age of sixty and something
years and did not leave behind any children.
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reported it, but mentioned the phrase
(Takbir) "Allah is the Most Great" at its
beginning just twice. Ill Al-Kbamsa
reported it, but mentioned the Takbir
four times].
.;t,: Bilal was :Jt.i~J~~l:s-f)~l~j (\ti)
146. Narrated Anas
commanded to announce the Adban
'11; tli':11; .r,yJ
-- ,, , u~ ;~~1 ~
:~ ~· u· 1 j-i.; ~
,t
(each phrase) twicel 2 l and the Iqama
(each phrase) oncel 3 l except "The ~ . «;~\ -~Li .:J» '1t ~ .tli11
prayer stood ready to begin" (to be
"l :._.,•_.,·LI~,_, ,.fu)'I
~\·-~
·~.i.; ~\- .~
,
~ _,.., - rJ
,.
pronounced twice). [Agreed upon; but r
Muslim did not mention the
.~~ .;..f1
exception]. A narration of An-Nasa'i
has: "Bilal was ordered by the Prophet

*

~."

147. Narrated Abu Juhaifal 4 l .;t,: I saw
Bilal calling for prayer and I would
follow (looking at) his mouth (as he
turned it) this (right) side and that
(left) sidel 5 l with his fingers in his ears.
[Reported by Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi
who graded it Sahib (authentic)].
In a narration of Ibn Majah - 'and he
put his fingers in his ears'; and also a
narration of Abo Da'ud - 'he turned his
neck to the right and left when he
reached Haiya 'alas-Sa/ab (Come to
the prayer) and did not tum his body';
and its basic meaning is in Sabibain
(Al-Bukhari and Muslim).
tiJ At the start of Adhan (call to prayer) the words Allabu Akbar (Allah is the Most Great - .iii
_.,5'1) should be repeated four times, repeating them twice is not correct as the Five (Al·
Khamsa - Abu Da'ud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and Ahmad) have narrated it.
2

1 Adban (the call to prayer) with Tarjt' and without Tarjt' is allowed, in the same way
lqama is also allowed in single or double. But it is preferable to announce the Adban with
Tarji' and the lqama without repetition.
131 It means that the words ;')L..J\ -:...Li .Ii (prayer stood ready to begin) should be repeated
twice and the rest of the words be uttered only once.
I4 l Abii Juhaifa's name is Wahab bin 'Abdullah As-Suwa'i Al-'Aamiri who was among the young
Sababa. He settled at Kufa. 'Ali made him the incharge of Baitul-Ma/ and he witnessed with
him all the battles. He died at Kufa in 74 H.
151 While pronouncing the words ;')L..)1 .)s ..? and c'.>\..ill .)s ..? turning the face to the
right and left is Sunnab. Turning of the whole body is not allowed. The Ahaditb which
disallow turning mean the turning of whole body and not the face.
!
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148. Narrated Abu Mahdhura •: The

J~ jjl ~~ ;~_,J...:..:; .s.f 2f_J (\ti\)
~ l~\,I ;;j;; '"'J-P~~~'-'·~
!. ' '-- '~I :;llZ • '=11 ':~I ''·
• <..).)J
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Prophet ~ liked his voice, Ill so he
taught him the Adhiin (call to prayer) .
[Reported by Ibn Khuzaima].

.~)- .:;.1 ~l_J~

149. Narrated Jabir bin Samura •: I
prayed with the Prophet ~ the two
'Bids, not only once or twice, 12 1
without an Adhiin or an Iqiima.
(Reported by Muslim; a similar
narration is in Al-Bukhari and Muslim
narrated by 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas (~)
and others].

150. Narrated Abu Qatada • in a long
Hadith about their (Sahiiba) sleeping
late past the time of Saliit (prayer):
Then Bilal proclaimed the Adhiin and
the Prophet ~ offered the prayer
(while leading the Companions) as he
used to do every day.1 3 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
Muslim also reported from Jabir •:
4
The Prophet~ came to Al-Muzdalifal l
and offered at it both the Maghrib and
'Ishii' prayers with one Adhiin and two

Iqiima.

" •1<
. ".1.•.:
r-- '!"
' J.J . -iYc.r

.;ii;:;

~

--_.'=:11
...r.-
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jil '-r!'.)
- ·'

~_r. \,;.
• :f'

.-0..,.i1_; .:;,r1 ~ ~ :·~;~1

;}·-'

Jf

._.;:;ti~ ~l_J ~11~

Muslim also reported from lbn 'Umar
~: The Prophet ~ combined the
Maghrib and 'Ishii' prayers with one
[IJ It means that a Mu'adbdhin (the caller to prayer) should be appointed having a melodious
voice.
2
C J It means that prayer of the two 'Eid are offered without Adhan and Iqama (calls to the
prayer).
3
C l If a Qada (missed prayer) is intended to be offered in congregation then Adhan (call to
prayer) for it is also Sunnab. Once it happened that the Prophet ~ and his Companions
~ .lit ._..;,_;travelled late night. When they stopped and were going to sleep, they were not
certain about waking up in the morning at prayer time, therefore, they asked Bilal to remain
awake and watchful. Sleep overwhelmed him and he too went to sleep. The Prophet ~ was
the first to wake up after sunrise and asked the Companions ~ .Ji I ~ _; to rise. They moved
from the place a little and prayed after calling to the prayer.
4
C l Muzdalifa (.UJ, _;..) is a place between Makkali and 'Arafat. The night between 9th and 10th
of Dhul-Hijja, after returning from 'Arafat, is spent here during Hajj. 'Maghrib (sunset) and
'Isha' (night) prayers are offered together here with one Adban but the Iqama for each
prayer is pronounced separately. It means that whenever congregational prayer is offered,
Iqama should be pronounced for it.
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Iqama. Abo Da'ud added the words:
"for each prayer." And in another
narration he reported: the Adban was
not announced for any one of
them".111
151. Narrated Ibn 'Umar and 'Aisha ~:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Bilal 121 calls
for prayer when it is still night, so eat
and drink till Ibn Umm Makt0ml 3 I calls
for prayer." And he (Ibn Umm
MaktOm) was a blind man who did not
call for prayer until he was told: "It is
morning time, it is morning time".
[Agreed upon. There is an Idraf- 4 1 in
its last part].
152. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Bilal called
for prayer before dawn and the Prophet
~ told him to return1 51 and announce:
"Lo! the slave of Allah (i.e. Bilal) had
slept (hence this mistake)". [Reported
by Abo Da'ud, and graded as Da'if
(weak)].
153. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=
Allah's Messenger ~ sai~, "When you
hear the Adban repeat1 6 1 what the
Mu'adbdbin (the call-maker) says."
[Agreed upon].
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[IJ This Hadith is in contradiction with the Hadith narrated by Jabir -:s ..!ii _,.;. _; in which one
Adhan and two Iqilma are mentioned; the hadith of Jabir is to be acted upon because
affirmation supersedes negation.
2
£ 1 The Prophet~ had appointed two M11'adhdhin (call-makers) one for pronouncing the
call to manifest the time of eating Sahur (predawn meals for fasting) etc., and the other to
make the call indicating the beginning of the time for the dawn prayer.

£3 1 He is 'Amr or 'Abdullah bin Qais Al-Qurashi Al-'Aamiri, the blind man mentioned in Surat
'Abasa. He became a Muslim long ago and made the Htjra (migration). The Prophet ~
placed him in charge of Al-Madinab 13 times leading the people in prayers. He was martyred
at Al-Qadisiya while holding the flag that day.
4
£ 1 Idraj (insertion- i:,1.J>l) means that the sentence ... ~I~_; .JIS_, ... ( .. .And he was a blind
man ...) was not spoken by the Prophet ~ but the reporter has added this from himself.
£5 1 It informs that, by any reason, if Adhan is announced before its time than it should be
repeated at its proper time.
[GJ It is an order that, on hearing it, one should repeat the words of Adhan in response - in
all cases, whether one is with ablution or not, is in a pure state or in a post-discharge or
menstruation state; but while engaged in sexual intercourse or in the toilet, it is not proper
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And Al-Bukhari has reported similarly in
a narration by Mu'awiya •·
And Muslim reported a narration by
'Umar •
regarding the virtue of
repeating what the Mu 'adbdhin
pronounces word by word except when
the Mu'adbdhin says: "Haiya 'a/asSalab, Haiya 'a/al-Falah (Come to the
prayer and come to the success)'', one
should say: "La haw/a wa la quwwata
ilia bi/lab (there is no might and no
power except with (the help of)
Allah]."
154. Narrated 'Uthman bin Abul-'Aasl1 1
He said, "O Messenger of Allah,
appoint me as the Imam (leader) of my
people (in prayers). He (~) said, ''You
are their Imam, but you should follow
(observe the strength of) the
weakestl 2 l among them and appoint a
Mu'adbdhin who does not charge1 3 1
for the call of Adhan. " (Reported by AlKhamsa, At-Tirmidhi graded it Hasan
(good) and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
155. Narrated Malik bin AlHuwairith141
The Prophet ~ said
to us, "When the time of Sa/at (prayer)
comes, one of you should announce
the Adban. "1 5 1 [Report.!d by As-Sab'a].
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to answer.
Ill He is nicknamed Abii Abdullah and was the youngest among the Ta'if'delegation of Banu
Thaqif. The Prophet ~ appointed him incharge of Ta'if, and he stopped his people from
aposcating so they remained in Islam. Umar appointed him as the governor of Bahrain and
'Oman. He died at Basra in 51 H.

12 1 Imam (leader of the prayer) should consider the weak and old people by not extending
the prayer so long, as to cause them to leave the congregational prayer.
13 1 It means that aMu'adbdhin (call-maker) should not receive a salary for the job, but this is
not a prohibition but only a desirable suggestion.

14 1 He belonged to Banii Laith and was nicknamed Abu Salman. He visited the Prophet ~
and stayed with him for twenty nights. He settled at Basra and died there in 74 H.
15 1 It means that during a journey also, announcing Adhan (call to prayer) and praying in

congregation is Sunnab.
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156. NarratedJabir ~:Allah's Messenger
said to Bilal, "When you announce
the Adhiin, utter deliberately and when
you pronounce the Iqiima utter
quickly, and leave between your Adhiin
and your Iqiima time for one who is
eating to finish[lJ his food." [Reported
by At-Tirmidhi who graded it Da'if
(weak)].
He also reported from Abu Huraira ~:
The Prophet ~ said, "No one should
announce Adhiin except the one who
has performed the ablution [2 J ".
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi who graded it
Da'if (weak)].
He also reported from Ziyad bin AlHarith[3 l ~ : Allah's Messenger ~
said, "The one who announces the
Adhiin should also[ 4 l pronounce the
Iqiima." [Reported by At-Tirmidhi who
graded itDa'if (weak)].
Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid in another
narration of the Hadith reported by
Abii Da'ud: I saw it, i.e. the Adhiin (in a
vision) and I wanted to announce it.
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "You
pronounce the Iqiima." [This Hadith is
also Da'if (weak)].
157. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The Mu 'adhdhin
has more right to [determine the time
to] announce the Adbiin and the Imiim
~
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[IJ Some issues are known with this Hadith: (i) Adhan (call for the prayer) should be
announced in a loud voice with short pauses in between. (ii) Iqama (call for the start of
congregational prayer) should be pronounced quickly. (iii) There should be enough time
between Adhan and Sa/at, so that a man can join the congregation after finishing his meals
or after answering the call of nature, and performing the ablution. Some religious scholars
have measured the time up to four Rak'at prayer.

r2 1 The supererogatory way is to announce Adhan after performing ablution, but if there is
no other way, it can be announced without ablution. This would be a suggestive prohibition
and not an absolute one [if the hadith is accepted as a proof].

r3 J He was a Sahllbi from Suda' in Yemen. He entered into a covenant with the Prophet ~
and pronounced the Adhan before him. He is considered to have settled at Basra.
r4 J This indicates that the same person should pronounce Iqama who has announced the
Adhan, but if he permits, another person can also pronounce Iqama.
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has more right to [determine when to]
pronounce the Iqama." [Reported by
Ibn 'Adi who graded it Da'if (weak)].
Al-Baihaqi has reported a similar
narration from the saying of 'Ali ~ .
158. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "A supplication
made between the Adhan and Iqama is
not rejected." [Reported by An-Nasa'i
and Ibn Khuzaima graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
159. Narrated
Jabir
~=
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone says
when he hears the Adhan: 'O Allah!
Lord of this perfect call 111 and of the
regular prayer which is going to be
established! Kindly give Muhammad
(~) the right of intercession and
superiority, 121 and send him (on the
Day of Judgement) to the best and the
highest place in Paradise which You
promised him', he will be assured of
my intercession on the Day of
Judgement." [Reported by Al-Arba'a].

Chapter 3
THE CONDITIONS OF SALAT
(PRAYER)
160. Narrated 'Ali bin Talq1 3 1 ~:Allah's

,, ,
.:.s.
.:,; :~iJI ;;.

.:_,;1 ~.J

'Ji

:~~I

Jr.)

J~ :J~

.iL.:.Ji ~I_,) . «~~'l(l.J

,011\11

Jt,;;

ill1 0f') ,..;11 ,J ~ :J- (\i.)
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you ~ rsJ.;.f L:;j 11~)) :~Jr.; J~ :J~ ~
releases air (through his anus) during
Sa/at (prayer), he should break the . «~'.>l.;.Ji ~J W._:;.:;i.:; '~! a.::j; ,~'.>l.;.Ji
Sa/at (prayer) then perform ablution
and repeat the prayer."1 4 1 [Reported
[IJ Perfect call (4..l::ll i_y.ill) means the luminosity of the Oneness of Allah and the light of
Prophethood.

121 Besides meaning right of intercession and superiority, (;;J,,..._,) is also the name of a place.
The Prophet ~ said that only one person, among the creation of Allah, will reach there and
hoped by the grace of Allah that this would be he (~ ).

C3 l He is 'Ali bin Talq bin Al-Mundhir bin Qais Al-Hanafi, from Banu Hanifa, As-Sahimi and AlYamami. He was a Sahabi and it was said that he was the father of Talq bin 'Ali, but it was
also said that these two names belong to the same person.
C4 l It means that if ablution is nullified during prayer, it should be made afresh and prayer
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by Al-Khamsa and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
161. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet~ ·~ J~ ill1 ~J i.41i ~J (\i\)
said, "The Saliit (prayer) of a woman,
··[.;. ;J\..;o jil ~
'1+ "1» :J~ ~
"~ '-!;'
'~I\ ~i
who has reached puberty, is not .<.J""-:.
accepted unless she is wearing a ~j .:.fl.::!Ji
~-~I~\)) . «-:~ '1t
Khimar 111 ." [Reported by Al-Khamsa
.~;. .);!
except An-Nasa'i. And Ibn Khuzaima
graded it Sahib (authentic)).

•h

•=

162. Narrated Jabir
The Prophet ~ ~i ~ J~ ill1 ~J -/;~ ~J (\iY)
said, "If the garment is ample, wrap it
round your body i.e. during the Sa/at ~lj ~j_li .)tS' 0t» : ;j' J~ ~ ~I
(prayer)." A narration by Muslim has: :,µ,:-, .((~ill\ .) ~ ·~ ~~
''you should cross the two ends, and if
.~j ~ ~~
it is tight, you should wrap it round .((~ _;;~ ~ .)tS'
your waist." [Agreed upon).
-~~
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Narrated Abu Huraira
(The Prophet
"1>> : ;;.; ~' -~~ ~ ~J
said:) None of you should offer
~Ii );. .:,..;1 ,~\:;JI ,'":"')ii .) rs~i
Sa/at (prayer) in a single garment with
no part of it on his shoulders. [Agreed
upon].
163. Narrated Umm Salama ~: She ~ J~ ill1 ~) ~j-. fl~:, (\ir>
,:
,, . ,.., ....,
asked the Prophet ~, "Can a woman
I'-'\ :~ •~I\ ..;.JL., t:'.\
0 \'~I\
.(;!.
~
.r~
-" '-!;' •
~
pray in a long dress and a veil without
wearing a lower garment?" He replied, ~L.. t__;:u1 Zi\S' 11t» :J~ ~/it
-:~1
"If the long dress is ample and covers
,;J1; ;i ~).i . «~:J j_,+lo ~
the surface of her feet." 121 [Reported
by Abu Da'ud and the Imams graded it
-~J~~l~j
Mawqiif (a saying ofUmm Salama)].
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164. Narrated 'Aamir bin Rabi'a
We J~ ill1 ~J ~J .J. ~Ii ~J (\it)
were with the Prophet ~ during a dark
,;;11.~ j j . ~ • ~I\
~ :J~ ~
night and we became uncertain about
• •
• . ~ -" '-!;' t:
the Qiblab (the direction of Makkah) ..:;._j1, \.!ii , d ai , ibJ I ~ ..:...K:. t
"'
..
.,,,
..
we then prayed [without be certain).
,,. ,
,..
,,.
,,
...
,,. ....
'
..:.J:~· , :il:A.JI •·
I\ eJ_;;, ~ '· \~\ ' ' •I\
. ..
l..S'~ •
C;><J
~ ...rWhen the sun rose, we discovered that . ?
we had prayed towards a direction ~·
$.;'
. ? '. i --':ti
''C
. ,j :~~ i~·~
'J"J" cii.P·
• 1' t~1
•
other than the Qiblab. So this Verse
.~j ·~~)\
was revealed: " ... so wherever you tum
u

r-

r

should be offered again. This is preferable.
[IJ AKhimar is a piece of cloth with which a woman covers her head and neck area. It means
that the whole body of a woman should be covered including head hair.

C2 l It is included in the conditions of prayer that a woman should also cover her feet up to
heels otherwise her prayer will not be accepted.
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yourselves or your faces, there is the
Face of Allah ... "1 11 (Reported by AtTirmidhi who graded it Da'if (weak)].
165. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The direction
between the east and west is a
Qiblab."1 2 1 (Reported by At-Tirmidhi,
and Al-Bukhari considered it Qawi
(strong)].
166. Narrated 'Aamir bin Rabi'a1 31 ~: I
saw Allah's Messenger~ praying while
mounted on his riding animal facing
whatever direction it faced. (Agreed
upon). Al-Bukhari added: "Making
gestures with his head and he did not
do that (pray while mounted) with
obligatory prayers."
Narrated Anas in another narration of
the Haditb reported by Abu Da'ud:
When (he ~) traveled, and intended to
pray a voluntary prayer, he used to
directl 4 l his riding camel towards the
Qib/ab, say, "Al/abu Akbar" and pray
facing whatever direction it faced. [Its
chain is Hasan (good)].
167. Narrated Aho Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
The Prophet ~ said, "The whole earth
is a mosque (to pray on) except a
graveyard and a toilet." [Reported by
At-Tirmidhi and it has an 'Illa (a
defect)].
[tJ

.. I'
rI'.r--11 tr

~

Jt;; ill I :.ri'J ;;.; ':'if ~J

,Jpl z_.;

\;»

( \ '\O)

:~~I J_?) Jli :Jti

;1?_-; ,~~)JI ~_).f .II~ ,'-;-'µIJ
-'5.;~I
., .

ill1,~·'J -?-!
':J.l1 ~
:--J
,., ':'i f ,y

(\W)

~ ~ji':JI» :Jti ~~I ~f .~
·~~?1 ;1_-;) . «f l!.;Jlj ;;_W1

Jt;;

'h ~~. ~

-~~_,

AJ-Baqarah 2: Verse 115.

C2 l In these words the Prophet ~ has explained the direction of Qiblah .J.,.; - Ka'ba
direction) to the whole world. The people who reside in east or west of Qiblah take the
meaning of this Hadith that Qiblab is located in between the places of rising and setting of
the sun in winter and summer, and those living in north and south locations of Qiblah take
the meaning that if they stand keeping east and west at their right and left, then their Qiblah
is between these.
C3 l 'Aamir was one of the sons of 'Anz bin Wa'il who was brother to Bakr and Taghlib, sons of
Wa'il. He was a Sahabi who became Muslim very early and made the two Hijra. He
participated in Badr and all the other battles and died in 32 H. or 33 H. or 35 H.
C4 J It means that Nafl JA; - voluntary) prayer can be offered while riding, on the condition
that at the time of beginning the prayer, one should turn the mount or vehicle towards
Qiblah, afterward change in direction does not affect the prayer. However, obligatory prayers
should not be offered while riding, but ships, boats and planes are excepted.
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168. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade! l J prayer at
seven places; a dump, a slaughter
house, a graveyard, the middle of the
path, a bathroom, and where camels sit
at a watering place and the top (roof)
of the Ka'ba. [Reported by At-Tirmidhi
who graded it Da 'if (weak)].
169. Narrated Abii Marthad AlGhanawil2l .$: I heard Allah's Messenger
~ say, "Don't pray towards gravesl 3 l
and don't sit on them.1 4 1 " [Reported
by Muslim].
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170. Narrated Abu Sa'id .$: Allah's ~
Jlt ~) ).:'· ~\ ~J (\V•)
Messenger ~ said: "When any of you
comes to the mosque he should look rs.J.;.\ ;:~ 1;t11 :~ ~I J_?) J\i :J\i
and if he sees impurity or filth on his J·\ ..s~
- ~1 ~
,. <./,. ..s \-J 0~?" ·.~k-_ii ~\
.
't , • ,. .
•
>
...... ,,. ..........
sandals (shoes) he should wipe them
and then pray in them". [Reported by ; ~/-1 .«y ~J ·~ \Jli
Abu Da'ud, and Ibn Khuzaima graded it
.~;. &;1 ~J .;J1;
Sahib (authentic)).
171. Narrated Abii Huraira .$: Allah's ~
Ji1 ~) ;;._:;.;. ~\ ~) (\V\}
Messenger~ said, "If one of you steps rs.J.;.I •.),>) t1t>> :~ ~I J_?) Jli : Jli

Jt;_;

~

Jt;.;

[lJ This Haditb is a proof that offering of a prayer in a graveyard is not permissible, whether
offered over the graves or amidst the graves, and no matter if the graves are of Muslims or
non-Muslims. Offering of a prayer in a graveyard gives an impression of worship of other
than Alliih, which is major polytheism. It is prohibited to offer a prayer in a toilet because of
its impurity and filthiness, moreover toilet is a place of Satan as it is narrated in the Haditb.

r2 1 His name is Kannaz bin Husain bin Yarbii' Al-Ghanawi a descendant of Ghani bin Ya'sur, a
tribe of Ghat:af.in. He was a Sababi who witnessed Badr and was an ally of Hamza bin AbdulMuttalib and also of his age. He attended all the battles and died in 12 H. at the age of 66
years.
13 1 It means that it is prohibited to offer a prayer facing the graves. Some people built
mosques near the graves of saints to seek the favours of deceased soul. This is also
prohibited. In a Haditb by 'Aisha ~. it is clearly worded that 'May Allah curse Jews and
Christians as they made the graves of their Prophets their prayer places'. It may also mean
that acts liable to be performed before Allah in mosques, should not be enacted upon graves;
or it may also mean that one should not pray at a place facing graves.
14 1 Sitting on graves has two meanings, one to rest or to lean against the graves and, secondly,
to take over the graves as Mujawtr (_;_, ~ - custodian of graves, who also collects alms and
charity in the form of money and other things from people who visit the graves to get the
favour of buried souls). In both the respects, it is strictly prohibited. There may be another
meaning that one should not sit on graves for answering the call of nature or urination, etc.
It is also prohibited.
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on filth with his two leather socks then
the earth [1 l is their purification."
(Reported by Abu Da'ud, and lbn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)).

*

172. Narrated Mu 'awiya bin AlAlliih's Messenger
Hakam[2J
said, "Talking is not befitting during the
Sa/at (prayer), for it (prayer) consists
only of glorifying Allah, declaring His
Greatness and the recitation of the
Qur'iin". [Reported by Muslim].

•=

•=

173. Narrated Zaid bin Arqam[ 3 1
We used to talk while engaged in Sa/at
(prayer) during the lifetime of Allah's
Messenger ~ and one would talk with
his companion regarding his needs in
prayer till (this verse) was revealed:
"Guard strictly the prayers, especially
the middle prayer; and stand before
Allah with obedience,"[ 4 1 then we were
commanded to observe silence (in
prayer) and were forbidden to talk. [5 1
(Agreed upon. This wording is from
Muslim].

*

•=

174. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger
said, "Glorification of
Allah (i.e. saying is for men and
clapping of hands is for women."[ 6 1
(Agreed upon. Muslim added: "during
Abaditb indicate that offering of a prayer with socks and shoes on is
permissible. These also tell that, if shoes get smeared with any kind of filth, dirt, dung and
feces, etc., and whatever its nature may be, it is enough to rub it with dust and there is no
need to wash with water.
Ill These two

121 He was a Sababi counted among the inhabitants of Hijaz. He used to visit Al-Madinah and
stay at Banu Sulaim. He died in 11-r H.
131 He was nicknamed Abu 'Amr , d was an Ansari and a KhazraF. He first took part in the
battle of Al-Khandaq and accomp ;tied the Prophet ~ in 17 expeditions. He attended the
battle of Si/fin with 'Ali because I ' was one of his close associates. He settled at Kufa and
died there in 66 H.
!4 1 Al-Baqarab (2); Verse 238.

151 It means that talking during prayer is not allowed. In the early period of Islam people
used to talk in the prayer which was prohibited later on.
161 In means that if Imiim (leader of the prayer) makes an unintentional mistake in the
prayer, men following him are supposed to say Ji I .:it_,..,..... to draw his attention and women
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Sa/at (prayer)"]. I11

.«§~I

l_~q ,d.
·' ,41..L.S.
·' , ,_/i..~:,,
(Wo)
175. Narrated Mutarrif bin Abdullah bin r---. ,;f.
_,...... i fJ
Shikhkhirl 2 l •from his father 13 l , who
., i ,_, "'"" 41 J_,.,.',J ..:...:f,
:J' Li ...-·;J i: f,
• J
said, "I saw Allah's Messenger~ when <!J ~ ~ ,
1 ;:.-''
'
, _ 1..:.. ' : 11
'LS' _;..~I
, < ~!..L;,
'
he was engaged in prayer, and heard a . ;~I
~
.i..r-.n-- {'~
sound from his chest, like the bubbling
&;1 ~:; ,~L; .:,;1 ~l ;, ~1 ~).I
of a pot, from weeping. 141 " [Reported
by Al-Kbamsa except Ibo Majah, and
.0~
Ibo Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
176. Narrated 'Ali .t;: "I had the permission
of Allah's Messenger~ to see him in his
house at two times, and whenever I
entered to him while he was praying he
would clear his throat1 5 l as a sign to
me." (Reported by An-Nasa'i and Ibn
Majah].
177. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: I asked
Bilal •· "How did you observe the
Prophet ~ replying to their (the
Companions) salutation while he was
engaged in prayer?" He (Bilal) said, "He
used to do this way," and he (Bilal)
demonstrated by spreading his patm1 6 l .
(Reported by Abo Da'ud and AtTirmidhi. The latter graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
are ordered to clap for this purpose, so that their voice may not be heard by men.
[IJ That is, if one wants to draw the attention of the Imam if he forgets something in the
prayer, he should say, 'Subbiln Allah'. But if it is a woman she claps by beating two fingers of
her right hand on her left palm.

C2 l He is Mutarrif bin 'Abdullah bin Ash-Shikhkhir Al-Harashi Al-'Aamiri Al-Basri, among the
elder Tabi'in. He was reliable, virtuous and a lot of praiseworthy deeds are· attributed to him.
He died in 95 H.
C3 l He is 'Abdullah bin Ash-Shikhkhir bin 'Aµf bin Ka'b Al-Harashi Al-'Aamiri, the latter being a
Sabilhi. He was a member of the delegation of Banu 'Aamir and is considered to have settled
at Basra.
c4 1 According to this Hadith weeping in prayer due to the fear of Allah is allowed. While some
hold the view that crying with some ailment or adversity invalidates the prayer.

C5 l It means that hemming or deliberate coughing.once or twice does not disrupt the prayer.
The book Musaffa, a commentary of Mwatta ('U._,..), explains that continuous hemming,
crying, weeping or laughing, though not a speech, invalidates the prayer.
16 1 It means that a little movement does not disrupt the prayer.
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178. Narrated Ab-u Qata"da •. : Allah's ~ J~ ji Cr:'_;) ;;6 .s._,f ~J (\VA)
1
Messenger ~ was (one time) offering
.
prayer while he was carrying Umama,
~ ~I J~) 0l5 : J\j
daughter of Zainab, Pl when he
11!.)
'~J -~ 11~,.. ·~3 ~,, ~d
I
,,
prostratedl 2 l he put her down and ;\j
when he stood up he lifted her up . .:,.81 r~ ~:;11 :,~__:; '~ j2 . ~;.;.
[Agreed upon]. Muslim has: ''While he
~ led the people in the prayer in the
masjid... "

11,;. :;;:, ,µ

179. Narrated Abo Huraira •= Allah's ~ J~ ill1 0') ;~;. ~\ ~:; ( \V\)
Messenger ~ said, "Kill the two black
ones during Sa/at (prayer)l 3 l , the _J;:;:.\r1 lfal>> :~~I J~) j(j :J\j
snake and the scorpion." [Reported by ~~\ .«_:;.,~IJ ~I :~ilJI ~
Al-Arba'a, and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].

Chapter 4
SUTRA £41 (SCREEN)
IN PRAYER
180. Narrated Abo Juhaim bin AlHanth15l •=Allah's Messenger~ said,
"If the person who passes in front of
another person in prayer knew the
magnitude of his sin, it would have
[IJ

Umama was the grand daughter of the Prophet ~ born to his daughter Zainab and Abul-

'Aas bin Ar-Rabi'. She was married by 'Ali after the death of Fatima ~ due to her advice, and

when 'Ali was killed, she was married by Al-Mughira bin Naufal, and she died while still
under him.
ci1 Shah Waliullah of Dellti wrote in his book Hujjatullabil-Baligha WL,ll .iii ~ that the
Prophet ~ deliberately did some small deeds during the prayer to make the people
understand that prayer is not disrupted by such. Ahadith confirm that, if need arises, the
following do not affect or disrupt the prayer: i) A little utterance. ii) Small movement, small
deeds. iii) A little change of place, forward or backward. iv) To make a gesture or indicate a
thing with foot. v) To open the door with a small move. vi) To move back, if another person
comes to join the prayer. vii) To weep with fear of Allah. viii) To make a gesture to make
something understood. ix) To kill a scorpion or snake. x) To look to either side without
moving the neck.

C3 J This Hadith proves two things: a) Prayer is not disrupted by killing these, and b) One
should not take pity on them. These must be killed and should not be spared as these are
harmful.
C4 l Sutra (•;:.-) is something which a person offering the prayer puts in front of him as a
barrier between him and others.
C5 l It is said that his name was 'Abdullah bin Al-Hanth bin As-Simma Al-Ansari Al-Khazraji. He
was a well-known Sahabi who lived up to the caliphate of Mu'awiya.
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been better for him to wait for forty[ t J
than pass in front of him. [ZJ (Agreed
upon. This wording is from Al-Bukhari].
It is mentioned in Al-Bazzar through
another chain with the addition: "forty
years."
181. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ was asked in the expedition of
Tabiik about the Sutra of the person
who is offering the prayer; he said, "It
is (something) like the back of a
saddle."r 3 1 (Reported by Muslim].
182. Narrated Sabra bin Ma'bad Al- ~) ~\ ~ ,Ji~ ~J (\AY)
Juhanif4l ~:Allah's Messenger~ said, :~ ~\ Jr.) Jl.i :Jl.i ~ J~ ill1
"Let one of you who is in Sa/at (prayer)
', J-'
'l'J ,;Jl.;J\ cF. I:_~J.;.f ~-:'
'l»
put a Sutraf 5 l in front of him even if it . ( -~
, .,
is an arrow." [Reported by Al-Hakim].
.~i.;J\ ~;.f
183. Narrated Abu Dhar Al-Ghif.iri ~: J~ <lJ1 ~) ~.,?l4Ji ~~ c/;f ~J (\A,.)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "In case
there is not before him (an object) like bl,, ~» :~ ~\ Jr.) Jl.i :Jl.i ~
the back of a saddle, a Muslim's Sa/at u:
'1: • ,.
...;.:i; ~,, ~ <': :\ \~\ - . L'.~ll •''!\
. ~ i..J""'! r
~
-r:-- ,.r(prayer) would be cut oftl 6 l by (the
~kw
'~1H"11
1.:..•11
_) _) , _)
.r,uY' ,,
,.r;·-'
Y'
passing of) a woman, a donkey and a .
Ill It means that passing in front of a person in prayer is prohibited. The reporter of this
Haditb Abu An-Nasr stated that he does not know what is meant by forty, it may be days,
months or years. But in another Haditb the word 'year' is given.

12 1 Up to the place of prostration is the 'frontage' of a person offering the prayers. Crossing
beyond the frontage is no offence. This warning is for the person who crosses, and not for
the person who is already sitting or praying in front of him, and he makes any movement.
131 The height of Sutra should be at least equal to the rear part of a camel's saddle. Its
approximate measure is about one foot. If nothing is available, a mace (rod or staff) can serve
the purpose of Sutra; and if even that is not available, some scholars say that a line can be
drawn on the ground as given in the (Da'if) narration of Abu Da'ud.
14 1 Sabra was a Sababi from Al-Madinah who settled at Dhi Marwa. He was nicknamed Abu
Thuraiya. He first took part in Al-Kbandaq (battle of the Trench). He was 'Ali's messenger to
Mu'awiya - when he was appointed as Kba/ifa to ask him to take the pledge of loyalty of the
people of Sham for 'Ali. He died towards the end of Mu'awiya's caliphate.
! 51 When one prays, the Blessing of Allah faces him. Sutra serves as a screen and the Blessing
of Allah remains within the limits of the screened area. Anyone who crosses beyond the
screen (Sutra) does not confront the Blessing of Allah and the prayer is not affected. In the
absence of the screen (Sutra) there is no boundary for the Blessing of Allah and a passer-by
clashes with it and the concentration towards Allah is perturbed. For this reason Sutra was
made compulsory.

16 1 It means that it only affects the fear of Allah and humility (concentration) and not the
prayer.
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black dog." And it concludes: "the
black dog is a devil." 11 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
Muslim also reported through Abu
Huraira ( ~) a similar Hadith without
the mention of Kalb (dog). In another
narration Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i
reported through Ibn 'Abbas (~) a
similar report without its end and
connected the prohibition of a woman
passing in front of a praying person to
the state of being in her menstruation
period.
184. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "If one of
you prays towards an object separating
him from the people and someone tries
to pass (between him and the object) in
front of him, let him turn him away but
if he refuses he should fight! 2 J him for
he is a devil." [Agreed upon]. In
another narration: "for there is a Satan
with him."
185. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, ''When one of you
prays, he should put something in front
of him, and if he cannot find something
he should set up a stick; but if he has
no stick with him he should draw a
line, then what passes in front of him
will not harm him." [Reported by
Ahmad and Ibn Majah. And Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)... ].
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[IJ In this Hadith there is a proof that without Sutra if one of those mentioned above cross in
front of a worshipper, his prayer is discontinued. But there is an agreed upon and authentic
Hadith which mentions that Ibn 'Abbas ~ .& I ~ ~' riding on a donkey, passed before the
row of congregation and the Prophet ~ was also offering the prayer but he did not repeat
his prayer nor asked the Companions~ 41 ~~to repeat.
2
! 1 Passing before the praying person is regarded an aversion unanimously. If a person is
praying having Sutra before him and someone tries to pass from inside it, he should be
stopped by a sign and if he insists, he should be stopped by force. Fight means to stop with
force and not the actual fight. If a worshipper is praying without having a Sutra before him, it
is his fault and not the fault of the passer-by. It also indicates that prayer is not discontinued
with this small action, but it does affect the concentration.

I'
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186. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~·
~I Cs-i>J
;'.'s_;:G..JI
).~-· .s.f
..
..,,,
.. ,,, ~J (\Ai)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Nothing
11
interrupts l Sa/at (prayer), but avert ~ '1» :~~I J~J J\.i :J\.i ~ J~
as much as you can (things that cut off
~;.f «i...!:1:..:.1 ~ 1J:J;1:, .t~ ;~1
prayer)." [Reported by Abo Da'ud and
there is weakness in its chain].
.~ ~+,.:;. .j:J ,;3i; ;f

.

Chapter 5
KHUSHfJ'£ 2 J (HUMILITY)

J~l~~,~~-0
~':>Wall

IN SALA.T (PRAYER)

187. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's ~ J~ ~I 0'J ;_;._; "/if ~ (\AV)
Messenger ~ forbade keeping one's 'i.:.• 11 -.·1 _.~. ~f "'iz. ~I J ~~ ~ :Jl.i
hands on one's waist while prayingl 3 l . ~ J' ~
~ .[Agreed upon]. The wording is that of
Muslim, and its meaning is to put
(one's) hands on his waist.
And in the narration of AJ-Bukhari J, ~ ~I ~_)
, ·' G~
~ ' • ~I
,
,f' i.?~ .
narrated by 'Aisha ~ is: "This is a
. «' ·')\.;;, . .) .~'II 'i:• 21~ ~\»
practice of the Jews."
~
<.! ,ft:! u: ,
.J

188. Narrated Anas ~: Allah's Messenger
said, "If supper is brought (and the
prayer is ready) start with it (the food)
before you pray the Magbrib
(prayer)."l 4 l [Agreed upon].
189. Narrated Abo Dhar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you is
praying he must not remove pebbles
(from his face)l 5 l for the mercy is
facing him." [Reported by Al-Kbamsa
with a Sahib (authentic) chain]. And
Ahmad added to the above Haditb:

~

....-

~f .~ J~ ~I Cs-i>J ~f ~J (\M)
~ IJ::i;U :L!.;J1 f~-l~t» :J\.i ~~I J~J

·~ ~ .«._;,~11_,L; ~f Ji
~ J-~ ~I,·'·~
~-- (\M)
~_) _)
"Iil ,f'J

_j iJl.;_f f l.i l~p : ~ ~I J~J J\.i :J\.i
t..;..JI ~p

,._r;.;..l I

-~ ".>U ~~I

;1j:, ·-~ ~8.g !-:.;.ii ;1:,J .«~I)
,

,

~ -~' .j:J .«~_ii ~~l:J» ::'4;.I

It indicates that prayer is not discontinued by the passing of somebody, but it does affect
the concentration.

[IJ

l2 J Kbushu' (u-:..>) means calmness, comfon and concentration of the whole body and the
mind towards Allah.
l3 l Placing the hands on flanks (hips) is an arrogant action whereas humility and meekness is
required in prayer. The other point explained in the next Hadith is that this action resembled
that of the Jews, and their imitation is forbidden.
l4 l If food is served then eating of food is preferable even if there is no hunger for it. The
philosophy behind it is that one should stand before Allah with complete concentration
being above all worldly needs. On the other hand, it is not permitted to go for eating at the
time of prayer, if the food has not been served.
l5l Removing stones from the place of prostration is prohibited when stones are small and
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"(remove the pebbles) once or leave
(them)." It is also reported in As-Sahib
on the authority of Mu'aiqibl 1 l without
mention of the reason.
190. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I asked Allah's
Messenger ~ about looking around
during prayer and he said, "It is
something which the devil snatches
from a person's prayer." [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].
At-Tirmidhi has reported and graded as
Sahil:J (authentic) the narration of
Anas
"Avoid looking around when
you are engaged in prayer, for looking
around is destruction. And if you must
do it, do sol 2 l in the voluntary
prayers." 131
,
.,,.,.
191. Narrated
Allah's
Anas
Messenger ~ said, ''When anyone of
you is engaged in Saliit (prayer), he is
holding intimate conversation with his
Rabb so he should not spit in front of
him1 4 1 , nor to his right side, but to his
left side, under his foot". [Agreed
upon). A narration has: "or under his
foot".

•=

....

192. Narrated (Anas) •:'Aisha~ had a

Qiraml 5 l with which she had screened
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harmless. If stones are big and troublesome and hamper concentration, then there is no
harm in removing them.
111 Mu'aiqib bin Abu Fatima Ad-Dausi became a Muslim long ago in Makkah, and migrated to
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) during the second Hijra. He witnessed Badr. He kept the Prophet's ~
seal, and Abu Bakr and then 'Umar put him in charge of the Baitul-Miil. He died during
'Uthman's caliphate.

12 1 If at all, it is necessary, could be moved in Nawafil (voluntary) prayers, but not in the
Fard (obligatory) prayers, because there is less harm of this act in voluntary prayers. At the
time of dire need, it is permissible as is evident from the last illness event of the noble
Prophet ~ , when he came out of his house for prayer, Abu Bakr Siddiq, who was leading
the prayer, wanted to draw back but apprehending the gesture of the Prophet ~ , kept on
leading the prayer, and the noble Prophet ~ did not object Abu Bakr for this act.
13 1 During the voluntary prayer also if face is moved away from Qiblab, then the prayer is
discontinued.
14 1 It is to be remembered that one should never spit in the direction of Qtblab, or to one's
right side whether in a prayer or not.
15 1 A soft piece nf clot~ with colours.
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one side of her house. The Prophet ~
.Jw , ~ ~~ ~ .:.,-;.:,. , ~
said, "Take awayPl this Qiram of
yours, for its pictures are still displayed -q ~~ ,1J; ~I]~ ~f, :~~I
"
..
..,,.
in front of me during my prayer."
olJJ . «._;,-;J..;,, ~ ._) ~? ~~-!L.aJ Ji)
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].

Jt;;

43

-~~Qi
Al-Bukhari and Muslim have also
reported a Haditb narrated by her
('Aisha ~) in which is mentioned the
story of Abu Jahm'sl 2 J Ambijania1 3 1
with the addition: "it (the Khamisa)1 4 1
has distracted mel 5 l from my prayer."

.,,;l ~~\ ~ ~ ~~,);. ~1:;
. «._.,·-;J..;,, '..&._ . :~:-'1\ 1:~~»
......

i..r

~

~r

.'

=~.J'.~

193. Narrated Jabir bin Samura 4l!>:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Those
people who raise their eyes to heaven
while in Salat (prayer) should stop
(doing so) or else their sight will not
return 16 1 to them." [Reported by
Muslim].
Narrated 'Aisha~ in another narration
of it from Muslim: I heard Allah's
Messenger ~ say, "No Sa/at (prayer)
can be (rightly offered) with food
brought (before the worshipper) or
when he is resisting the urge to relieve
himself of the two filthsl 7 l (i.e. urine

:.:_.fo ~ Jt;; ~I ~J ~1&, ~ ~J
;">Lo -q» :J~ ~ ~I J_?) ~
. i .:.,\!::;. \f 1 ~l.:i: ,, ' -q- , i~I ;-~
'
.
' • .Y".J . J '
,J~-;

[IJ It means that anything which diverts the attention should be removed from the place of
prayer. If not possible, one should move away and avoid the place.
[ZJ He is lbn Hudhaifa bin Ghanim Al-Qurashi Al-'Adawi. His name is 'Aamir or 'Ubaid. He
became a Muslim in the year of the conquest of Makkah. He was among the Sahaba enjoying
longevity, for he attended the building of the Ka'ba by Quraish before the advent of the
Prophet ~ and witnessed its reconstruction by 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair during whose early
days of caliphate he died.

r31 A plain woolen garment.
r41 A soft piece of clothe with designs and colors.
r51 It means that mosques should not be decorated with designs and ornaments, etc. as they
are impediments for concentration. Imam An-Nawawi has quoted the consensus of Muslim
scholars in this regard and considered it as absolute prohibition.
6
[ 1 Imam An-Nawawi has reponed consensus of Muslim scholars that this prohibition is an
absolute one. lbn Hazm says that the prayer is invalidated.

r7 J If someone feels a strong need of answering the call of nature, urination or passing wind,
and has enough time, one should do it before going to prayer. Otherwise, prayer will be
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;li1 :r!') ;;._;~I:_;.:-, n~t>
194. Narrated Abu Huraira
The .~
Prophet ~ said, ''Yawning is caused by ,_.:,,1\.:~11 ~~)@I» :Jl.i ~~I ~f
the devill 1 l , so when one of you yawns
he must repress it as much as he can." ~\j) . cct_.tl2.1 \; ~ iJ~f ..:;,•8 I~~
[Reported by Muslim and At-Tirmidhi.
.1pl;.J1 J» :5\jj ·&~_?1:-, ~
The latter added: "during Saliit
2
(prayers)"]. l l

Chapter 6
MOSQUES
195. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger

~

Jt;;

;li1 ~) ~"(i :r- (' ~o)
. J..>.l.:..JI ;c... .,;ilii' .dil j , , --f :..:Jl.i
residential districtsl 3 1 and that it be ../- - ;
- ;; ~ '
Y"'J f'
cleaned and perfumed. [Reported by ;f:, l.;.;.f ~lj) . ~1.7:-, ,';j;:; ~f:, •.:/>.li
Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi.
.~L'.:.~l ;..;..;;,,:-, ,.;_~_?i:, 5; 15
The latter considered it Mursal (mising
· 'link in the chain after the Tabi'i
(student of a Companion)].
196. Narrated Abu Huraira •: Allah's ~
;lJ1 :r!') ;;._; ~f :.fj n~·I)
Messenger~ said, "May Allah curse the , 5.*-JI ;JJ 1 -1:Li» :~~I Jr.) Jl.i :Jli
Jews! they have turned the graves of
c..r
their Prophets into mosques." [Agreed , .~-·-' ~
·~ . «J..,..; t.:;.; ~
' ·t:.Jf
' >! I~.Ll1
-; J.J':'
upon]. Muslim added: "and Christians."
' I --~'\'
·.~I_': ~,J~J~ ordered that the mosques be built in

<

Jt;;

• ((I.SJ..,,.;_,

J»

.

-

Narrated 'Aisha ~ in Al-Bukhari and
Muslim (that Allah's Messenger ~
said), ''When a pious person amongst
them (the Jews and Christians) died
they used to build a place of worship
and prostration on his grave." In the
same Hadith is: "Those are the worst of
creatures. "1 4 1
aversive. According to some it will not be regarded a prayer at all because of lack of
concentration, fear of All:ih, and humility. If time is short and need is not very urgent, one
should offer the prayer rather than delay it.
[lJ Yawning is a result of filled stomach and laziness. Both these things are of the things loved
by Satan, so it is as though the yawning is from Satan.

[ZJ Suppressing a yawn, during a prayer or at any other time is Sunnah. During prayer, one
should be more careful about yawning as it affects the concentration.

l3 l So that one could pray in the vicinity of his home.
l4 l "Turning graves into mosques" has two meanings. First, actions and deeds which are
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197. Narrated Abu Hucaica
The ~ J~ ji 1 ~-_-:; ~;.} __,,l :~j (, ~V)
Prophet ~ sent an expedition of
'-": <..r
horsemen who came back with a man,
they then tiedl 1 l him to one of the
pillars of the mosquel 2 J • (Agreed
upon].

•=

198. Narrated (Abu Hucaica)
'Umac ~ /J- ~t ~ J~ ai1 :r!':i ~j (\~,\)
came over Hassan! 31 while reciting
poetry inside the mosque and looked at :Jili ·~t 1;.li ,~\.) ~ ~~
,,,
,...
,
,
111l , · '
him sternly, then he (Hassan) said, "I . & ? y. .:.,;; ~j .....; ~\ .::.;;s ..l.i
used to recite poetry inside it (the
mosque)l 4 l in the presence of one who
is more pious than you (i.e. the
Prophet~)." (Agreed upon].
Ill"'

•=

199. Narrated (Abu Hucaica)
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever hears a
man crying out in the mosque about
something he has lost, he should say,
'May Allah not restore it to youl 5 l ', foe
the mosques were not built for this."
[Reported by Muslim].

Jl.i :Jl.i ~ J~ ai1 :r!':i ~j (\~~)
~w ~ ~:; C7- .:_,;;» :~ ~1 .J~:;
~~ .. ;,:r~ ai1 I.A~:; '1 : ~ ~1 J
·r!°; ~\JJ .R\~.;.; r-3 ~~\

•=

200. Narrated (Abu Hucaica)
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If you see someone
buying or selling inside the mosque,
say: May Allah not make your trading
profitable!" 161 [Reported by An-Nasa'i
supposed to be done before Allah in the mosques, are performed near or upon the graves,
such as prostration, bowing, sitting, or standing with folded hands as a sign of respect; and
secondly, to build the mosques near the graves. Whatever the meaning may be, it is
prohibited in any way.
111 It means that temporarily a mosque can be used for detention of prisoners.
121 This Hadith shows that a polytheist can enter a mosque if there is a need for such.

However, some scholars make an exception for the Sacred Masjid (Al-Ka'ba) in Makkah,
saying that a disbeliever can not enter it, just as they cannot perform the pilgrimage.
13 1 He is Hassan bin Thabit Al-Ansari Al-Khazraji who was the poet of Allah's Messenger ~ .
Abii 'Ubaida said, 'Arabs have agreed that Hassan bin Thabit was the best poet among them.'
He died before 40 H. during the caliphate of 'Ali. It is also said that he died in 50 H. at the
age of 120 years of which he lived sixty years in thejabiliya (Ignorance) and sixty in Islam.
14 1 This is a proof that good moral and elevated poetry can be recited in the mosque. Hassan
bin Thabit used to recite poems of significance in response to satirical poetry of the infidels
and the noble Prophet ~ always praised him by saying, "Gabriel helps you.''
l5l This is by way of condemnation so that people should not discuss that which is not
allowed in the mosques. For example, in case of the lost cattle one should not inquire about
it inside the mosque, thus disturbing and interrupting the people in their concentration
towards Allah. Instead one may stand at the gate of the mosque and ask the people.
16 1 It means that mosques should not be treated as markets, because it will affect the dignity
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and At-Tinnidhi and the latter graded it
Hasan (good)JYI
201. Narrated Hakim bin Hizam[ZJ ( ~):
(Y • \)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Neither the
. , WI i'li..5 '1» ·~
·"'~ ~"I J....:...),
_,
prescribed punishments nor retaliations ,_,..! ~_,
should be executed inside the ;fj k;_f ~IJ~ . Ill+.:! ~~ -Jj ,~L::..JI
mosque." [Reported by Ahmad and
·-~~;J1;
Abo Da'ud through a weak Sanad
(chain)].
202. Narrated 'Aisha ~: On the day of ~ J~ ;11 0'~ i!.[\i ~J (Y • Y)
Al-Khandaq (battle of the Trench),
..;,~ ',J~\ fY. :i;..;. ~\ :..:31.i
Sa'd1 3 1 was injured and Allah's
~,_,_ ,~\ . ~ ~ .&\
~
Messenger ~ pitched a tent for him in ~;r-:::.
-~
• -" ,
_,.....) ,.
the mosque to visit him from a close
~"".. -::-'
::;o
·,.
~ ·,'-:-'../ ~
distance.[ 4 1 [Agreed upon).

J ,,

203. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: I saw Allah's ~~I J_,:.~ ~f~ :..:J\.i ~J (Y•Y')
Messenger ~ at the door of my house
J Zi~ ~<;.]\
ja;f G'f:; ,.;,'J.:..s_
screening me while I watched some
5
·~ J2 .-!..,.b.J1
.~1
Abyssinians (Ethiopians)l l who were
--,, ;
playing in the mosque. 161 [Agreed
upon].
204. Narrated ('Aisha) ~ : One black
~J (Y • t)
slave-girl had a tent in the mosque and
t~ 43 0\5
she used to come to me and talk (with
me) in my house[71 . [Agreed upon).

Jl

of mosque and prayers.
!•I Doing business in mosques is prohibited. Whoever trades there, will be regarded as sinful
but the deal will be considered as valid.

12 1 He is Abu Khalid Al-Qurashi Al-Asadi, the son of the brother of Khadija 'Mother of the
Believers.' He was among the noble men of Quraish and was born in the Ka'ba 13 years
before the incident of the elephant. He became a Muslim during the year of the conquest of
Makkah and died at Al-Madinah in 54 H. at the age of 120 years.
13 1 Sa'd bin Mu'adh was the leader of Al-Aus and one of the greatest Sababa. He became a
Muslim between the first and second 'Aqaba, and Banu 'Abdul-Ashhal became Muslims due
to his Islamic faith. He was bold, noble and obeyed by his people. He was hit by an arrow on
his arm during the battle of Khandaq (battle of Trench) and after the battle of Banu Quraiza,
in Dhul Hijja 5 H., he died of that injury.
14 1 This Haditb is a proof that erecting a tent in the mosque, sleeping there and residing of a
sick or wounded person is permissible.
15 1 It means that woman can look at a group of men without singling out any individual.
161 The games, helpful in]ibild (fighting in Allah's cause) are permissible to be played in the
mosque, as the Abyssinian were playing war games.
17 1 The complete Haditb is narrated in Sahib Al-Bukhari. The object of giving it here is to
show that a woman also can stay in the mosque and that erecting a tent is also permissible.
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~: Allah's Messenger
: J~ ~
;lJ1 ~) ~f :y:, (Y • o)
said, "Spitting in the mosque is a sin
~I
.
'.,
,,,ll; .,;,;_ 'I J' ,, J' ~
and its expiation is burying it." [Agreed -;
cl '-'~ -~ ~ .J-'.J 1"
upon).

205. Narrated Anas

Jt.;;

~

·~ ~ .11~; ~)t.k:, ,!::~

206. Narrated (Anas) •: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "The Hour Oudgement Day)
will not come until people boast (to
each other) with (the construction and
decoration of) mosques.111 " [Reported
by Al-Kbamsa except At-Tirmidhi, and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic).)
207. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "I was not
commanded to build beautified [ZJ
mosques". [Reported by Abu Da'ud,
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
208. Narrated Anas ~:Allah's Messenger
~ said, "The rewards of my Ummah
(followers) were shown to me, even a
peck of dust a man takes out of the
mosque." [Reported by Abu Da'ud and
At-Tirmidhi. The latter graded it Gharib
(having a single narrator), and Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)).
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209. Narrated Abu Qatada ~: Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you rsl;.I ~; 1~p)
~1 JY.,) J~ : J~
enters the mosque, he must not sit
until he prays two Rak'a." £3 1 [Agreed · 1,P) ~ J;.. ~ -;.; ~1
upon]
.~~

:m

It means that they will proudly com~te with each other and will boast about the
embellishment and beautification of their mosques. It may also mean that they will boast
about their superiority and eminence in mosques whereas these are the places of showing
humility and humbleness before Allah.
[ti

12 1 This Haditb indicates that being a Jewish custom, making of designs and ornaments in
mosques is forbidden.
13 1 This is evident that these two Rak'at are Tabiyatal-Masjid (salutation to the mosque).
Some of the religious scholars consider these as compulsory whereas most of others regard
them only desirable. Looking at the evident meanings of the Hadith some scholars have
allowed to offer even at the prohibited (odious) time, whereas other scholars forbid in these
times.
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Chapter 7
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
SALAT (PRAYER)
210. Narrated Abu Huraira ~- The
Prophet ~ said, "When you get up to
pray, perform the ablution perfectly,
then face the Qiblah and say: 'Allahu
Akbar' (Allah is the Most Great). Then
recite a convenient portion of the
Qur'anPl then bow and remain calmly
in that position for a moment, then rise
up and stand erect; then prostrate and
remain calmly in that position for a
moment, then rise up and sit calmlyl 2 l ,
then prostrate and remain calmly in
that position for a moment; then do
that throughout your prayer."
[Reported by As-Sab'a and the wording
is that of Al-Bukhari].
The narration of Ibn Majah through a
chain of Muslim has: "then rise up and
stand erect calmly." And in the
narration of Ibn Hibban and Ahmad the
hadith of Rilli'a bin Rafi' bin Matikl 3 l is
similar to the above. And Ahmad has:
"keep your back straight till the bones
return (to their positions)."
And in the narration of An-Nasa'i and
Abu Da'ud from the Hadith of Rifa'a
bin Rafi': "The Sa/at (prayer) of one of
you will not be complete until he
performs Wudu' (ablution) properly as
[lJ It is obvious that the recitation of the noble Qur'an is compulsory. There is a Haditb
which reads (.:iT_,AJI
i;1 ~). "Then read Umm al-Qur'an". It is evident that it means Surat

r4

Al-Fatiba.
[ZJ Those who are careless in the performance of bowing, prostrations, sining, etc. in their
prayer should ponder over this Haditb; careless and hasty actions are inaccurate. These
careless actions destroy their prayers. The noble Prophet ~ named this kind of prayer as the
"prayer of hypocrite" and the performers as "thieves of the worst type."

131 He is nicknamed Abu Mu'iidh and was Az-Zurqi Al-Ansari Al-Madani, - a great Sabiibi who
attef!ded Al-'Aqaba with his father who was the first Ansari to become a Muslim. rufa'a
parJ;icipated in Badr and all the latter battles and was with 'Ali during the battles of Al;famal
and Sifftn. He d~d during the beginning of Mu'awiya's caliphate in 41 H.
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Allah commanded him, then he says :~»
: 4-:,i_, .cc~ ~.J ' • ..1...>,.,_, .J~
Allahu Akbar and Alhamdu Ii/lab and u~
I • ,
~- >
•
•
praises Him." It is also mentioned in '4.UI ~~ '1!.) 'i}L; 01.:,; ~ ;)L5
the same Hadith, "If you know any
portion of the Qur'an, read it or else
say: Alhamdu Iii/ah, Allahu Akbar and
La ilaha ill-Allah." And Abo Da'ud has:
.((~
"Then read the Ummul-Qur'an 111 (i.e.
Surat Al-Fatiha) and whatever Allah
wishes". Ibn Hibban also has: "and
then (read) whatever you wish."
211. Narrated Abo Humaid As-Sa'idi 121
~:"I saw Allah's Messenger1 3 l
when
he uttered the Takbir, he placed his
hands parallel to his shoulders; 141 and
when he bowed down, he rested his
hands on his knees, then bent his back.
When he raised his head up, he stood
erect until the bones of his spine
became straight. When he prostrated,
he placed his arms such that they were
neither spread out nor drawn in, and
the tips of his toes were facing the
Qiblah; when he sat up, at the end of
two Rak'a, he sat on his left foot and
put erect the right one; and when he
sat up after the last Rak'a he put
forward the left foot, put erect the
other one and sat on his buttock."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
,

....

0 ,., ..

m

212. Narrated 'Ali bin Abi Talib ~: jjl Cr!'~ .~U. ~\
Whenever Allah's Messenger
stood

m

,J

~ ~J (Y \ Y)

[tJ Ummul-Qur'an (.:.if_;Jt r1) is a name used for Surat Al-Fatiha. This Hadith indicates that
the recitation of Al-Fiitiha and some other chapter or Verses of the noble Qur'an is essential.
According to some religious scholars, after the recitation of Al-Fiitiha a little more recitation
is essential, but to others it is only preferable or desired. For more detail see books of
Ahadith.
[lJ Abu Humaid is called 'Amr or Mundhir bin Sa'd bin Al-Mundhir or Malik Al-Ansari AlKhazraji Al-Madani. He descended from Sa'ida who is the father of Al-Khazraj. He participated
in Uhud and the battles that followed and died either towards the end of Mu'awiya's
caliphate or at the beginning ofYazid's rule in 61 H.

[31 The Muslim Ummah ought to offer their prayers like the prayer of the noble Prophet ~ .

He used to pray with peace of mind and perfection. Hasty performance is disapproved.
4
[ 1 In this Hadith, Raf yadain (raising of hands) is mentioned up to the shoulders. In the
narration ofWa'il bin Hujr it is mentioned up to the ears.
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for Sa/at (prayer), he used to say:fll "I
11~ Z,\S ~\ ,~~I ,Jr.) CJ- ,~ J~
have turned my face (as a monotheist)
towards Him who created the heavens i.?+iJ ~:_;~:.ill :J\i ·~~I J~
and the earth and I am not from the : - ..i·~ 11 - , . •\r1 ..:.in.~1 -\...~
,,~ <.S'~
<f'J J , J
~
polytheists. My prayer and my devotion, ~
1'i
.,..
,,,.
.,
...,
'
my life and my death belong to Allah, \fl .J[ \I '~I ~I (.+Lil . Z,..~! ·:II
the Lord of the universe, Who has no
~1:;:; . «•._.>-T .J! , .!JJ;&. ~\:;
.:JI ,.:JI
partner. That is what I have been
1·i11 ,0..I'
. .!lJ~ ~l :~ .i;'\'
·' ,"'..L·~
commanded, and I am a Muslim. 0 . ,<.J.'
~ ..,!
,
-- J-] ..,!J
,,-Allah, You are the King. There is
nothing which deserves to be
worshipped but You. You are my Rabb
(Lord) and I am Your slave. 1z1 I have
wronged myself, but I acknowledge my
sin, so forgive me all my sins, You
alone can forgive sins; and guide me to
the best qualities, You alone can guide
to the best of them: and turn me from
evil ones, You alone can turn from evil
qualities. I come to serve and please
You. All good is in Your Hands and evil
does not pertain to You. I seek refuge
in You and turn to You, You are the
Blessed and the Exalted. I ask Your
forgiveness and turn to You in
repentance." [Reported by Muslim].
And in another narration of Muslim:
"he used to say that in the night
prayer ... ''
213. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ used to keep silent between the opening Takbir of the
prayer and the recitation of the Qur'an
- for a short while. Then, I asked him
(about that) and he replied, "I say, 'O
Allah! Keep· rrie apart from· rri'y sins
(faults) as you have kept apart the east
and west. 0 Allah dean me from my
sins as a white garment is deaned from

fli

o~

J.:;

[lJ In the end of this Haditb it is mentioned that the noble Prophet~ used to recite this
supplication in Tabajjud (~) a prayer offered after midnight). The author in his book
Talkbis has reported from Imam Sha.fi'i and lbn Khuzaima that the noble Prophet ~ recited
it in obligatory prayers. Possibility of recitation of this supplication is there in both the
prayers, in the narration of 'Ali o:.s- 41 ._...;, J •
[ZJ In these hallowed words, a Muslim. is instructed to ask forgiveness from Allah for his sins,
known and unknown, even though he may be the most obedient and pious.
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dirt. 0 Allah wash me of my sins with
water, snow and hail." [Agreed upon].

•=

214. Narrated 'Umar
He ~) used j\ , ~ J~ ;_Lil :.ri') /J- Cf) (Y '1)
to say, "How perfect You are 0 Allah,
and Praise is for You, Blessed is Your ,I.l+4j .~1 .!li~· :J~ ~LS
Name and Exalted is Your Majesty and Jt .q:, , I.l4 .)w:, , ~1 I.l)W:,
there is nothi118 which deserves to be
~- .:\_;!)-1~1J- , •ds~
.f..::..
l~ ;1,,
. a!l"~
,
• ~ ~...,..-J)
..r.?
worshipped besides You." [Reported by ..s::-_,.
.
Muslim with a Munqati' (broken)
. ...;.,;_,; ,_;;:, ''l~y
chain. And in the version of AdDaraqutni, it is Mawsul (unbroken
chain), and it is Mawquf (saying of a
companion ('Umar)].
~

-

•=

narrated a
Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
similar report Marfu' (reaching back to
the Prophet) collected by al-Khamsa,
containing the words: He (~) used to
say after the (opening) Takbir (for
prayer), "I seek refuge in Allah, the AllHearing and the All-Knowing from the
accursed devil, from his madness or evil
suggestion (Hamz), from his puffing up
(Nafkh), and from his witchcraft
(Nafth)."
215. Narrated
'Aisha
Allah's ~ J~ ;11
"-°·
Messenger ~ used to begin the Sa/at
(prayer) with Takbir (Altahu Akbar Allah is the Most Great) and the
recitation with Alhamdu lillahi Rabbil'alamin (praise is to Allah, the Rabb of
the universe)."[ll And when he bowed
down, he neither kept his head up nor
bent it down, but kept it between that
(two positions). When he raised his
head from the bowing position, he did
not prostrate till he had stood erect;
and when he raised his head after a
prostration, he did not prostrate again
till he had sat up. And at the end of
every two Rak'a he said the Tahiyya,
and he used to sit on his left foot and
position the right one vertically, and he

.•..

11 1 Surat Al-Fatiha.

:.ri')

t!{~ Cf) (Y \o)

I' -11 . ,,
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prohibited the devil's way of sittingC l
on the buttocks. He forbade people to
spread out their arms like a wild beast.
And he used to finish the prayer with
the Tas/im (i.e. saying As-Sa/amu
'a/aikum) [Reported by Muslim and it
has an 'ilia (defect)].
216. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet * used to raise his hands
parallel to his shouldersC 2 l when he
started the prayer (by saying A//ahu
Akbar), when he uttered the Takbir to
bow and when he raised his head from
the Ruku' (bowing posture). [Agreed
upon].
Abu Da'ud reported a Hadith narrated
by Abo Humaid ( ~) to the effect that
he (Allah's Messenger*) used to raise
his hands and bring them parallel to his
shoulders, and then utter the Takbir.
Muslim has a Hadith narrated by Malik
bin Huwairith ~ similar to the Hadith
narrated by Ibn 'Umar (~). But he
(Malik bin Huwairith) mentioned: "He
(the Prophet ~) raised his hands
parallel to the end of his ears."
217. Narrated Wa'il bin Hujrc 3 1 ~= I

tr
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!lJ Uqbatisb-Sbaytan (the devil's way of sitting) is to put the buttocks on the ground while
propping up the calves and thighs (and knees), with the hands on ground on both sides.
lftiriisb as-Sabu't (spreading the arms like a wild beast) is to stretch the forearms forward,
laying them flat on the ground, while in Sajdab (prostration).

1 This narration of 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~ .iii ._...;.J is clear enough to prove that at the
start of a prayer, at the time of bowing and at rising from bowing, the raising of hands up to
the shoulders is Sunnab. The words
.JlS "he used to raise his hands" indicate that it was
his regular practice. It proves that raising of hands was not cancelled or given up. All the
Abaditb against the 'raising of hands' are Da'if (weak) or Maudu' (forged). Among the weak
Abaditb, weaknesses of some are unanimously agreed and some are controversial. From all
of them, the narration of 'Abdullah bin Mas'iid ~ .iii ~J is regarded as better. Imam
Bukhari quoted his teacher 'Ali bin al-Madini's legal opinion on the basis of 'Abdullah bin
'Umar's narration that it becomes essential for all Muslims to raise hands. The controversy of
this issue is too lengthy to be discussed here.
!

2

e.r..

! 3 1 Abu Hunaida or Abu Hinda, Wa'il bin Hujr was a great Sahilbi and his father was one of
the kings of Hadramout. He visited the Prophet ~ who spread out his upper cloth for him
to sit on and asked blessings for him and his children. He then appointed him incharge of
the Aqyfil ofHadramout. He settled at Kufa and died during Mu'awiya's caliphate.
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prayed with the Prophet ~ and he put
his right hand on his left (and then ~~
placed them) on his chest.111 ~;.t
[Reported by Ibn Khuzaima].

2) ,~~I C3' ,! :L :Jt.i ~
.~:?j_;, J;. '5~1 ~.f J;. ~I
.~-~
~·1
•J
er.

218. Narrated 'Ubada bin As-Samit1 2 1
~:Allah's Messenger~

said, "There is
no Sa/at (prayer) for him who does not
recite Ummul-Qur'an1 3 1 (Surat AlFatiba)". (Agreed upon].
In the narration of Ibn Hibban and AdDaraqutni is mentioned: "The Sa/at
(prayer) is not complete if one does
not recite (Surat) Fatiba a/-Kitab."
And in another narration of Ahmad,
Abii Da'ud, At-Tirmidhi, and Ibn
Hibban is: "Perhaps you recite behind
your Imam?" We replied, ''Yes." He
(the Prophet ~) said, "Do not do so

'1 »

: ~.)
• •U, 1lwJ Zi G..
· •'l ~'\'
., ,d.
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. « ~~I
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~~ '1t 1);~~ '1» :JIJ ·~ :till

rJil» :

[lJ This Haditb makes clear two things. First, folding of hands during prayer is Sunnab and
not the opposite. Some people attribute it to 'Ali .;s, ..iii~-;, but it is not correct. Secondly,
hands are to be folded on chest, not under the navel, as some people do. The narration on
the basis of which they argue is also incorrect.
[ZJ He was one of Al-Ansar group leaders to the first and second 'Aqaba agreements. He also
attended Badr and the other battles. 'Umar sent him to Sham as a Qiidi and a teacher. So he
settled at Hims then moved to Palestine and died there at Ramla or Bait-ul-Maqdis in 34 H. at
the age of 72 years.

3
£ l The above mentioned Haditb is a clear proof that without reciting Surat Al-Fattba, prayer
is not valid. The companions of the noble Prophet ~ and the followers of the Companions
and most of the scholars believed in this practice. In the Haditb known as (•~I •._,.....) the
words are: ...,...t:s:J1 r~ ljl. The noble Prophet ~ ordered to pray with the recitatio"n of AlFatiba, in every Rak'at. The Imam Qeader) and Maqtadi (follower) both have to recite AlFatiba. No one is an exception, and similarly in every prayer Sirran (I_,..... - secret, silent) or
jebran (I~ - loud voice), it is necessary to recite Al-Fatiba. Muslim has narrated a Haditb
from Abu Huraira .;s, .ii I ~.;, in which he was ·asked about the recitation of Al-Fatiba, if the
prayer is being offered behind the Imam. Abu Huraira answered that it should be recited
secretly (in low voice). Tirmidhi, Abu Da'ud, and Nasa'i have reported a Haditb from 'Ubada
.;s, .ii I ~.;: The noble Prophet ~ asked, "Do you recite anything behind the Imam?"
Companions r+-" .&I~.; answered in positive then the noble Prophet~ told them to recite
Al-Fatiba only and nothing else, because without the recitation of Al-Fatiba, prayer is not
valid. There are many other Ahaditb which prove that recitation of Al-Fatiba is essential
behind the Imam also. As regards the Haditb, which mentions that the recitation of the
Imam is enough for the followers, it is Da'if (weak). Among those who admit this view
(recitation of Fatiba), some are of the opinion that Al-Fatiba should be recited in between
the pauses of the recitation of the Imam, and others say that it should be recited at the
completion of Al-Fatiba by the Imam.

. I~
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except when it is (Surat) Fatiha alKitab, for the Sa/at (prayer) of the one
who does not recite it, is not
accepted.''

•=

Jt_;;

"The Prophet 01 .~
~I :ri>J _;1 ~J (Y\\)
Bakr and 'Umar used to begin ~,-~-I ~LS,,;, <: Gl' "iJ<;; •~I\
.r-s-J r
.J ~ <..!'!"'
the Sa/at (prayer) with Al-hamdu <..)~ _,,
lil/ahi Rabbi/-'a/amin." [Agreed upon]. j_2 . cc~wl ~J ~ ~I»~ b\.~1
219. Narrated Anas
~'Abu

-~
And Muslim added: "They would not
recite Bismillahir-Rahmanir-Rahim,
neither in the beginning of the
recitation nor at the end I l J of it."
~
. 'I' , ·L.:::wJ :i;.;.. 'J, ~r
·,
In another narration from Ahmad, An- ·. ~~
-? ,,__r. J ct- J} r../,J
Nasa'i and Ibn Khuzaima: "They never
. cc,~:,JI ,~:,JI ~I -~ ~lJ~ 'J>>
used to recite Bismillahir-RahmanirRahim aloud."
: ~).. ,J'l .s).l r../,J
And in another report from Ibn
Khuzaima: "They used to recite
.j ~I ~ 11;
Bismi/lahir-Rahmanir-Rahim silent.~1~\.t~
ly."121 The negation (of recitation of
the Bismillah) in the report of Muslim
can be understood in light of this
report (i.e. it was recited silently), as
opposed to those who declared
Muslim's report as being defective.
220. Narrated Nu'aim Mujmirl 3 l ( • ):
"I prayed behind Abu Huraira ~ and
he recited Bismi/lahir-RahmanirRahim, and then recited Umm-ulQur'an (Al-Fatiha) and when he
reached walad-dallin, he said Amin1 4 1 ;
and then said Allabu Akbar, when he

Ji:,

r1 l 1t means that they did not recite it aloud but did it silently as mentioned in the next
Hadith.
r2 1 One can do either way, it is correct.
r3 1 He is Abu 'Abdullah Nu'aim bin 'Abdullah Al-Mujmir, manumitted slave of 'Umar bin AlKhattab. He used to burn scents at the Prophet's Mosque every Friday at mid-day, and was
thus nicknamed Al-Mujmir. He was a Tabi'i and was verified as reliable by Abu Hatim, Ibn
Ma'in, Ibn Sa'd and An-Nasa'i.
r4 1 After the recitation of Surat Al-Fatiha saying Amin is Sunnah. Whether one is Imam or
follower, everyone should say Amin. (Amin means: 0 Allah accept this invocation).
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prostrated and when he stood up from
his sitting position. And when he
uttered the Taslim (i.e. As-Salamu
'Alaikum), he said, "I swear by the One
(i.e. Allah) in Whose Hand my soul is,
my Salat (prayer) resembles most that
of Allah's Messenger ~ than that of
anyone among you." [Reported by AnNasa'i and lbn Khuzaima].
221. Narrated Abo Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, ''Whenever you
recite Surat Al-Fatiha, recite
Bismillahir-Rahmanir-Rahim, foe it is
one of its Ayat (Verses)." [Reported by
Ad-Daraqutni who verified it as Mawqiif
(the saying of Abu Huraira ~).
222. Narrated (Abo Huraira) ~= When
Allah's Messenger ~ completed the
recitation of Surat Al-Fatiha, he raised
his voice and said Aminl 1 l. [Reported
by Ad-Daraqutni who graded it Hasan
(good) and Al-Hakim who graded it
Sahib (authentic)). The narrations of
Abo Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi from the
Hadith of Wa'il bin Hujr ( ~) are
similar to this one.
223. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abi Autal 2 J
~: A man came to the Prophet ~ and
said, "I cannot memorize anything from
the Qur' an, so teach me something
which can be a substitute for me." He
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Ill Should Amin be pronounced aloud or secretly? There is a difference of ·opinion on this
issue. Hanafi say it secretly and Sbafi'i and Ah/..Jladitb say it in a loud voice. Loud voice
k) means that the person beside you could hear it. Saying of Amin in a loud voice is
supported by many other Ahaditb. The noble Prophet ~ said Amin in a loud voice and
prolonged his voice. Tirmidhi graded this Haditb as Hasan (fair) and Ad-Daraqutni as Sahib
(sound). Moulana Abdul-Hai Lucknowi stated that impartiality demands one to accept that
saying Amin in a loud voice is more accurate. As regards the saying of Amin in a low voice,
Imam Tirmidhi has narrated a Haditb in which the noble Prophet ~ pronounced Amin, and
kept his voice low. Some Hanafi argue on the basis of this Haditb although Imam Tirmidhi
himself has challenged this Haditb with four different points of view. However, everyone is
free and responsible for his own conduct and deeds.

12 1 He was nicknamed Abu Muhammad or Abu Mu'awiya and his father's name is 'Alqama bin
Al-Hiirith Al-Aslami. His father and him were both Companions of the Prophet ~ . He
witnessed Al-Hudaibiya, Khaibar and the latter battles. He settled at Kufa after the death of
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said, "Say Subhiin Alliih (Allah is Free of
Imperfections) walhamdu lilliih (and
praise is to Allah), wa la iliiha illaAlliih (and there is nothing worthy of
worship except Allah), walliihu akbar
(and Allah is the Most Great), wa la
haw/a wa la quwwata ii/ii billiih al'Ali al-'Adheem (and there is no might
and no strength but in Allah, the Most
High, the Supreme)Pl " [Reported by
Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i; and
Ibn Hibbiin, Ad-Diiraqutni and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
224. Narrated Abu Qatada ~: Allah's ~ JL.;3 ~\ eri>) ;~t;; ..) ~3 (Ht)
Messenger • used to led us in prayer
s (,_~ "~ .&1 .jJ-", J, ZM :Jli
and recite in the first two Rak'a of the ..;, .P. ; ...,,--.. ~ ,
\ii ,~,\ ~ ~13 fa1
Zuhr and 'Asr prayers Surat Al-Fiitiha ~~
and two (other) Sitrah. And he would
.tt;;-1 ~':ii 1:~~ ·~ ';P.)Y,3 ,'-:-'~\
sometimes recite loud enough for us to
J~..J
hear the Verses. (ZJ He would prolong ,.:,;;.\11 ~ 1);..J ,J3~~\
the first Rak'a, and would recite in the
. ,~
·-~~,
.......
t:>:.11
~Ll.,
.cJ""",.,,,;
last two Rak'a Surat Al-Fiitiha
(only)_l31 [Agreed upon].
225. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
We used to estimate the length of the
standing position of Allah's Messenger
~ in the Zuhr and 'Asr prayers, and we
estimated that he stood in the first two
Rak'a of the Zubr prayer as long as it

· 1,:,:

dJ

w-,i

the Prophet and died there towards the end of 87 H. He became blind and was the last
Sahiibi to die at Kufa.
l•l Some people argue on the basis of this Hadith that the recitation of Surat Al-Fatiha is not
essential in the prayer, because the noble Prophet ~ did not say that he had to learn AlFiltiha. It must be remembered that there is a consideration for disabled in the Shari'at
(Divine law). Prohibitions and commands do not change with such exceptions. U someone
says that due to some unavoidable circumstances he cannot perform Wudu' (ablution), he is
told to perform Tayammum (purification with soil); it does not mean that ablution is not
obligatory.
l2 l It is unanimously agreed that the recitation in Zuhr and 'Asr prayers is done silently (1_,....)
- in a low voice).
l3 l Apparently it seems from this Hadith that the noble Prophet ~ did not recite anything
except Al-Fatiha in the last two Rak'at, but the Hadith of Abu Sa'id in Sahib Muslim reports
that they estimated the length of the last Rak'at as up to fifteen Verses, while Surat Al-Fatiha
is only seven Verses. It seems that the Prophet ~ sometimes recited some Verses, and
sometimes he did not. Therefore, in the last two Rak'at, the recitation (after Al-Fatiha) is
Sunnah.
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takes to recite Alif-Lam-Mim, Tanzi/
(Surat As-Sajdah)l 1 l and in the last two
Rak'a, half the time of that. And in the
first two Rak'a of '.Asr, he used to stand
as long as the last two of the Zuhr. And
the last two Rak'a of '.Asr used to be of
about half the time of the first two."
[Reported by Muslim).
226. Narrated Sulaiman bin YasarYl
So-and-so used to prolong the first two
Rak'a of the Zuhr prayer and shorten
the '.Asr prayer, and recite the short
Surah of Mufassa/1 3 1 at Maghrib
prayer, its medium Surah at the 'Ishii'
prayer, and its long ones at the Fajr
prayer. Then Abu Huraira 4$; said, "I
never prayed behind anyone whose
prayer more closely resembles that of
Allah's Messenger~ than this person."
[Reported by An-Nasa'i with a Sahib
(authentic) Jsniid].
227. Narrated Jubair bin Mut'im 4$;: I
heard Allah's Messenger ~ reciting AtTur (the Mountain - Surat No. 52)14 1
in the Maghrib (sunset) prayer. [Agreed
upon).
228. Narrated Abu Huraira 4$;: Allah's
Messenger ~ used to recite during the
Fajr prayer of Friday Alif-Lam-Mim,
[IJ
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Surat no. 32, which contains thirty (30) Verses.

2

f l He was one of the seven Fiqb scholars and among the eminent Tabi'in. He was reliable,
pious, very learned and mastered many Abilditb. He was nicknamed Abii Ayub and was the
manumitted slave of Maimuna 'the Mother of the Believers'. He died in 107 H. at the age of
73 years.

r3 l From Surat Al-Hujurat to the end, all Surab are called Mufassal (J.a.4.- - detailed) because
of the long span between two r::>-)1 ~)1 .iii !'"'--!From Al-Hujurilt to Al-Burnj are called
Tiwal Mufassal (~ Jl_,1- long detailed). From Al-Burnj to Al-Baiyinab are called Ausat
Mufassal (J.a.4.- .1. L.. .J 1- middle detailed) and from Al-Baiyinab to the end are called Qisar
Mufassal (J.a.4.- _;~ - short detailed). Recitation of Tiwal in the Fajr (morning) prayers,
Ausat in 'Isba' (night) prayers and Qisar in Magbrib (sunset) prayers is Sunna. Zubr (noon)
prayer is linked with Fajr (morning) prayer and 'Asr (afternoon) prayer is linked with 'Isba'
(night) prayer. Sometimes it is not in accord with this, as is given in the next Haditb.
r4 l Some Ahaditb report that Surat Al-A'raf, As-Saffat and Ad-Dukban were also recited in
Magbrib (sunset) prayers. It means that long Surab have also been recited in Magbrib
(sunset) prayers, and Mu'awwidbatain (Surat Al-Falaq and An-Nils) were recited in the Fajr
(morning) prayers, but the usual practice was as has been given a.Qove.
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Tanzi/... (As-Sajdab - Surat no. 32) and
Hal ata 'a/al-Insani... (/\1-Insan - Surat
no. 76), which is also called Surat AdDabr)11I (Agreed upon). At-Tabarani
narrated the Haditb of Ibn Mas'ud
which has the addition " ... he (the
Prophet~) did that constantly."1 2 1
229. Narrated Hudhaifa -*'= I prayed
with the Prophet ~ and (noticed that)
whenever he came to a verse which
spoke of mercy, he stopped and made
supplication, and whenever he came to
a verse which spoke of punishment, he
stopped and sought refuge in Allah
against it." [Reported by Al-Kbamsa,
and At-Tirmidhi graded it Hasan
(good)).
230. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "I have been
forbidden to recite the Qur'an1 3 1 while
bowing or prostrating; so while in the
bowing (position) glorify (the
Perfection of) the Rabb (Lord), and
while in the prostrating (position) be
earnest in supplication, for it is fitting
that your supplications may be
answered." (Reported by Muslim].
231. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ used to say while bowing and
prostrating Subbanaka Allahumma
Rabbana wa bibamdika, Al/ahumma
igbfir Ii (How Perfect You are, 0 Allah,
Our Rabb, and praise is to You, 0
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Ill The creation of Adam, mysteries of creation and the Day of Gathering are mentioned in

these chapters; and the Resurrection will happen on Friday. Due to this reason and relevancy,
the noble Prophet ~ used to recite these chapters on Friday, so that the people may think
that something is going to happen today and fear Allah.
12 1 It means that these Surah are to be recited every Friday in Fajr (morning) prayer. Any
particular Surah which the noble Prophet ~ recited in any particular prayer with fixation
and consistency, it is preferable to recite them in the same manner for that specific prayer as
it is Sunnab. Recitation of other Surah is also permissible.
13 1 In prostration and bowing, recitation of the noble Qur'an is illegal and odious. The parts
of prayer vary and every part has its own look and manner, and every part has special
supplications and invocations. In bowing ~I ,_.u .Jb..,.- and in prostration~~\ ._s..1 .Jb..,.should be repeated. In prostration invocation is also permissible.
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Allah, forgive me)." (Agreed upon].
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232. Narrated Abu Huraira
When
Allah's Messenger ~ got up to pray, he
would say the Takbir[IJ when standing
up, then would say the Takbir when
bowing, then he would say Sami'Allahu
liman hamidah . (Allah listens to him
who praises Him) when rising up from
the bowing position, then he would say
while standing Rabbana wa lakalhamd (our Rabb, the praise is Yours),
then he would say the Takbir when
going down for prostration, then when
raising his head up, then when he
prostrated again, then when raising his
head up. He would then do that
throughout the whole Sa/at (prayer)
and he would say the Takbir when he
got up - at the end of two Rak'a - from
the sitting position." [Agreed upon].

•=

233. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
Allah's Messenger~ used to say while
raising his head after bowing:
"Al/ahumma Rabbana lakal-hamdu
mil'as-samawati wal-ardi, wa mil'a
ma shi'ta min shai'in ba'du,
ah/aththana'i wal-majdi, ahaqqu ma
qal-a/'abdu, wa kulluna /aka 'abdun.
Allahumma la mani'a lima a'taita, wa
la mu 'tiya lima man 'ata, wa la
yanfa'u dhaljaddi minka-ljaddu (0
Allah, our Rabb (Lord), to You is praise
in all the heavens and all the earth, and
all that You Will (to create) afterwards,
0 You, Who are worthy of praise and
glory, the most worthy of what a slave
says - and we are all Your slaves: no
one can withhold what You give, or
give what You withhold, and richesf 2 J
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£ll First Takbir (saying Al/ahu Akbar) is called Takbir At-Tahrimah (forbidding other things
than prayer) or Takbir Al-Iftitab (opening) or Takbir Uu/a (initial), and the remaining Takbir
are called Takbirat lntiqa/, meaning the change in posture during prayer, as from standing
to bowing and from bowing to prostration, etc. The first Takbir is a strict obligation and the
rest are Sunnab, and according to some are Wajib (compulsory).

l2 l The wordjadd ~, used in Arabic, has

two

meanings: first, grandfather and ancestors and
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cannot avail a wealthy person against
You."1 11 (Reported by Muslim].
234. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "I have been
commanded to prostrate on seven
bones; on the forehead - and he
pointed at his nosef 2 l , the hands (the
palms), the knees and the tips (toes) of
the feet." (Agreed upon).
235. Narrated Ibn Buhaina1 31 ~: When J~ rtJ1 :.ri''J ~;:.~ ,JI ,.Y.j (YY'o)
the Prophet ~ prostrated while praying,
,1;:.j ~ 11t ;)LS'~ ~I 01 .~
he used to spread out his arms so that
the whiteness of his armpits would be
visible. (Agreed upon].
236. Narrated Al-Bara' bin 'Azib1 4 1 ~: rtl1 Cri''J .'-:-'~~ ,J ~1;.i1 ,,:fj (YY'i)
Allah's Messenger~ said, ''When you 11p :~ ~I J_?'J Jli :Jli ~ J~
prostrate, place the palms of your ; .J,.J, u,; .~;· .~. - ,,; 1_.k ~ ..:.,l;..:.,_,
hands on the ground and raise your 1 · 1 - ~ C: .J 1 J
1.....
elbows." [Reported by Muslim).

U

-~

•=

237. Narrated Wa'il bin Hujr
Whenever the Prophet ~ bowed, he
would spread out his fingers and when

J~

z_;.

rtJ1

U

:.ri''J ;..;- ,J -~lj :_fj (YY'V)
°C!'J 11t ;)LS' ~ ~I 0f ,~

secondly, glory, respect, wealth or good fortune. Both meanings are correct in this context
because wealth, nobility of birth and dignity have no value before Allah. Only good deeds
[coupled with correct belief] are a means to escape from Allah's punishment. The noble
Prophet i!!ll told his daughter Fatima ii. to do good deeds to save herself from punishment,
and should not depend on her father or geneology. Salvation depends on good deeds and
faith. If the Prophet i!!ll has notified his own daughter in such words, then who else can be
proud of his nobility.
[lJ This supplication of the noble Prophet i!!ll is an ample proof to refute the assumptjpn of
those who just get straight in Qauma (standing up in prayer after bowing) and consider that
the delay up to three Tasbib (saying Subban Allah) will make compensatory prostration
compulsory. When something is proven from the Prophet i!!ll then a believer should not
follow one's opinion.
2
l l The Haditb makes it clear that nose and forehead, both are regarded as one organ. If
these are counted separately, the number of organs will become eight.

l3 l He is Abo Muhammad 'Abdullah bin Malik bin AJ-Qishb AJ-Azdi and Buhaina is the name
of his mother. He became a Muslim early on and was a hermit (loner), virtuous and used to
fast very often. He died at the bottom of Rim valley, three miles from AJ-Madinah, between 54
H. and 58 H.

r41 He is Abu 'Amara Al-Bara' bin 'Azib bin AJ-Hanth bin 'Adi Al-Ansari AJ-Ausi who was a
Sababi and son of a Sabilbi. He was left out at Badr due to young age and his first
participation was at Uhud or AJ-Khandaq. He conquered Ar-Ray and tex>k part in the battles of
Al-Jamal, Siffin and Naharwan with 'Ali. He died at KOfa in 72 H.
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he prostrated he would bring his ,0 1,, . ~ :,.• ,_,1 :...;:, ~ :_ .,
fingers together. [Reported by Al- .J.J --:''-P 1
.......__.
Hakim).
238. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I saw Allah's
Messenger ~ praying while he sat
cross-Iegged111 . [Reported by An-Nasa'i,
and Ibn Khuzaima graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

~ J~ <lJ1

, --'I
1 .)~LJ~-- ·~....:O

Cri') ~~ ~j

i --~ ,;1iz "I
. ~<'
..r"~~~

J'_,....)~)
, , ! •\'

. ~\;JI
(H'A)
. ! I~

·"---'

.t.;;. .);1 ~j ·~t.:::!1 ~lj.)

239. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas.,: The Prophet
~ used to say between the two
prostrations: "Allahumma ighfir Ii

warhamni, wahdini, wa 'afini
warzuqni (0 Allah, forgive me, have
mercy on me, guide me, grant me
health and well-being, and provide
sustenance for me)." (Reported by AlArba'a except An-Nasa'i, and this is the
wording of Abu Da'ud. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
240. Narrated Malik bin Al-Huwairith
He saw the Prophet ~ praying and
when he had prayed an odd number of
Rak'a, he did not stand up till he had
sat up properly. 121 [Reported by AlBukhari).

•=

•=

241. Narrated Anas bin Malik
The
Prophet~ recited Qunut (supplication
in the prayer) for one month after
(rising up from the) bowing (position),
invoking curse on some Arab tribes. 13 1
Afterwards, he gave it up. (Agreed
upon].
Ahmad and Ad-Daraqutni narrated , ?I ~.J ~ ~~ ~.:;1ll1j ~ ~j
something similar, addingthathe (~)
~j~- :.Ii -·~ 11 . \.!t :~\~'
c o n t i n u e d t o re c it e Q u n a t <?
- .r. r
,c._--:-- ~
J.J

..:..:z

[IJ This was due to a legitimate excuse concerning disability as he had fallen down from a
horse and suffered the dislocation of a joint in his leg.

C2 J It means in the first and third Rak'a, and tliis is known .as ]alsatal-Istirilhat (resting
posture). According to a narration, the Prophet~ used to sit in this posture for such a long
time that people began to think it is due to his forgetfulness. It was not because of his old
age as he never ever lightened any of his obligations due to old age.
C3 J These tribes were Ri'l (.Y.;), Dhakwiin (.:i1_,s;), and Usaiya (~).They entered a covenant
with the Prophet ~ but betrayed it and killed seventy preachers of Islam, after treacherously
inviting them. This incident is known as Bt'r Ma'una.
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(supplication in prayer) in the Fajr
prayer till he separated from this world.

. i;il1

:;:;~

•~I\ 0f ~-.J (yt Y)
242. Narrated (Anas) •= The Prophet ~I~ ..:._;z.. '1 0\5' ~
- ~ '£'""
[i.e. ~·1 ~
.~
I~ ·f
•:1 ~; 1~1
·-CY ....r- J -r~
~
Qunut in the prayer) except when he er.
prayed for a people or when he prayed
.~).
against a people. [Ibn Khuzaima graded
it Sahib (authentic)).
243. Narrated Sa'dl 2 l bin Tanq1 3 1 Al- 0') ~;.~\rt ~~U, ,J ~ ~J (HY')
Ashja'i •=I said to my father, ''You have .!11 ! .:..,;\ t;: ~.;.] :J~ ~ I~ <lJ1
~---~<.J'
prayed behind Allah's Messenger i!, Abu
<~ iJ. \'J ~
.iii
J
,
'
.::.J;.
,:
·L. i;
Bakr, 'Umar, Uthman, and 'Ali. Did they ~
-" '
,.J-'J
•
supplicate (with Qunut while standing)
~ ;~ 1)\Sjf ·~J 01.8.:-, ~J
in the Fajr prayer?" He replied, "O my
son, it is an innovation." [Reported by L:.Ui ~1:-,:; . .;:i.::.; :;. ~\ :J~ \'~I
Al-Khamsa, except Abu Da'ud].
. ;J1; ~1 ~t

i! never used to supplicatePI

....

244. Narrated Al-Hasan bin 'Alil 4 l '<t'!iO·
Allah's Messenger i! taught me some
words to say when standing in
supplication during the Witr, they
were: "O Allah, guide me among those
You have guided, grant me well-being
among those You have granted wellbeing, take me into Your charge among
those You have taken into Your charge,

tlJ I .:ri') ~ ,J _.:_r:.;J I ~J ( yt t)
~~I J;) ~ :J~ ~( 1;+:~ J~

r+ti1» )i'

pfi .; ~)1 pqS
•..:..i~
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··~- ,..:...;:;; : '.
·...u.1
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,:.,-! ..j::! J
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,:.,-! <./-'
": •'k~l L;...;., ..,,:.I !J~ \;'.J ,.:..:'.Y
.!-: ,:.,-!
: '. <..p'YJ
.i-:-

A

'1:-, ~ .!1~ .. =::.; ~ ~ ~:-,

[IJ Apparently, there seems to be a contradiction between these Ahaditb. The first one states
that the Prophet ~ always recited Qunut in the morning prayer; whereas according to the
second Haditb, he recited the same whenever he prayed - either for the welfare of a nation
or for their destruction. The third Haditb states that its recitation in the morning prayer is an
innovation (see the next Haditb no. 243). Hence it becomes clear to us that the Prophet~
and his caliphs used to recite Qunut in their morning prayers. As to the occurrence of the
word 'innovation' in the Haditb, it implies that it was not really taken to be imperative in
those days like what the people continually practice,during present times. This is only like
clinging to the innovation, which in tum means that one should not recite Qunut in the
morning prayers unless there is a compelling need for it. In the first Haditb the words "he
(~) recited Qunut always in the Fajr prayer," denote that its recitation was not nullified and
whenever he stood in need of the same, he kept reciting it.

l2 J He is Abo Malik Sa'd bin Tariq bin Ashyam bin Mas'Od Al-Ashja'i Al-Kufi. He was among
the reliable Tabt'tn, he died around 140 H.
l3 J Tiiriq is a Saba.bi who only narrated a few Ahiiditb. Only fourteen Ahiiditb were narrated
from him, all by his aforementioned son Sa'd. He settled at Kofa.
l4 J He was the beloved grandson of Allah's Messenger ~ and one of the youth of Paradise.
He was born in Ramadan 3 H. and was sworn as the Kbalifa after the killing of his father 'Ali.
He handed over the caliphate to Mu'awiya in Jamada Al-Ula 41 H. after seven months, as he
hated to spill the Muslim blood. He died in 49 H. and was buried at Al-Baqi'.
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bless me in what You have given, guard
..:.S'D ,.;.ji• ~ --J ;!1 ,.~i·\c.
me from the evil of what You have
.J
J ·
• J '-"°
-~
decreed, for You decree and none can ~1:;.;k.i1 51j.J .~1 ~l.J) . «.:...;Jw:;
decree over You. He whom You
befriend is not humbled. Blessed and
Exalted are You, our Rabb (Lord)."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa). At-Tabarani
and Al-Baihaqi added: "He whom You
hold as enemy is not honoured." AnNasa'i reported through another chain
of narrators, adding at its end: "May
Allah the Most High send His Sa/at on
the Prophet (praising him in the highest
assemblies of the angels)."[lJ
Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ used to teach us a
supplication to say in the Quniit of the
morning prayer. [Al-Baihaqi reported it
and there is a weakness in its chain of
narrators].
245. Narrated Abo Huraira •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
prostrates, he should not kneel in the
manner of a camel, but should put
down his hands before his knees."
[Reported by Ath-1balatba).
This Hadith is more authentic 12 l than
the Hadith narrated by Wa'il bin Hujr
•: I saw the Prophet ~ placing his
knees (on the ground) before his hands
when he prostrated. [Reported by AlArba'a). The first Hadith has a Shahid
(supporting evidence) in the Hadith of
Ibn 'Umar ~ (coming next), which is
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111 It may be clarified that some of the people recite Quniit with their hands open, before
going into the state of Ruku' (bowing), but the right procedure is that one should recite
Qunut with raised hands after standing upright from the state of Ruku'. Some people always
recite Quniit in their Witr (odd prayer), whereas some recite it only in the last ten nights of
Ramadan. Some consider Qunut as Wajib (compulsory), whereas some regard it Sunnah.
Some regard the Witr prayers as Wajib; and some take them to be Sunnah. The fact is that
they are Sunnab.
12 1 The book Fatbul-Uloom states that both of the Abaditb are strong ones and are acted
upon on an equal footing. However, the action of the Mubadditbin (narrators of the
Abaditb) and Hanilhela is based on the Haditb narrated by Abu Huraira. The action of
Shafi'iya and Hanaftya and (according to a narration) Malikiya is based on the reference of

fiU

,
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authenticated by Ibn Khuzaima. AlBukhari mentioned it as a Haditb
Mu'al/aq (missing links from the side of
the Haditb collector) and Mawquf
(saying of a companion).
246. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: When
Allah's Messenger ~ sat for AtTasbabbud, he placed his left hand on
his left knee, and his right hand on his
right knee, folded its fingers[IJ and
pointed with his right index finger.
[Reported by Muslim].
In another narration of Muslim: 'and he
clenched all his (right hand) fingers
and pointed with the index finger.'
247. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'Od '3;,·
Allah's Messenger~ looked at us and
said, "When one of you is (sitting) in
prayer, he should say, 'All services
reported by words, by prayers (acts of
worship), and all good things are due
to Allah, peace be upon you, 0
Prophet,l2l and Allah's mercy and
blessings, peace be upon us and upon
Allah's upright slaves. I testify that
nothing deserves to be worshipped
except Allah and I testify that
Muhammad is His slave and
Messenger.' Then he may choose any
supplication[ 3 J which pleases him most
and recite it." [Agreed upon, and this
wording is from Al-Bukhari].

:ri') ;;...:..; ,J ~I~ z;.:, ('I' tV)
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[lJ It should be done in such a manner that one should keep thumb clung to the bottom of
his forefinger while keeping the rest of the three fingers closed. Then he should raise his
forefinger and lower it while reciting Lil i/aba ill-Allah. Some scholars hold that one should
point with the forefinger - without moving it - during At-Tashabbud. Still others hold that
the forefinger should be in motion from the beginning of At-Tashahhud until the end of the
prayer [or until standing for the next Rak'ab, if it is not the final sitting].

l At first, the Prophet~ taught us to send Sa/at (greetings, blessings) on him because his
right on his Ummah (nation) is more than anyone, more than the believer himself.
!

2

!3 l This Hadith explains that invocation for something during the prayer is keeping in line
with the tradition of the Prophet ~ . This also clarifies that there is no specification as to
what one can ask for during the prayer. One can ask for anything he likes whether it
concerns this world or the Hereafter.
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In the narration of An-Nasa'i: 'we used
to say before At-TasbahhmJl 1 l become
obligatory on us'; and in the narration
of Ahmad: 'The Prophet ~ taught him
At-Tasbabbud and ordered him to
teach it to the people.'
In Muslim's narration from Ibn 'Abbas
~: Allah's Messenger~ used to teach
us At-Tashabhud: "All services
expressed by words, increase in good,
acts of worship and all good things are
due to Allah ... " till the end.
248. Narrated Fadala bin 'Ubaidl 2 J ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ heard a man
supplicating during his prayer. He did
not praise Allah, nor did he invoke
blessings on the Prophet ~. He ~)
said, "He made haste." He then called
him and said, "When any of you prays,
he should begin with the glorification
of his Rabb (Lord) and praise Him; he
should then invoke blessings on the
Prophet ~); thereafter he should
supplicate Allah for anything he
wishes." [Ahmad and Atb-Tbalatha
reported it; At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
249. Narrated Abu Mas'iid Al-Ansanl 3 1
~: Bashir bin Sa'dl 4 l said, "Allah has
commanded us to invoke blessings on
you, 0 Messenger of Allah! But how
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[lJ What the people used to recite before At-Tashahbud became obligatory, has not been
mentioned by the narrator, but according to some other Ahaditb they used to say: "Blessings
of Allah be upon Gabriel and Michael." The Prophet~ instructed people to refrain from
saying this and then taught them At-Tashabbud.

C2 J Fadfila bin 'Ubaid bin Nafidh bin Qais is nicknamed Abu Muhammad Al-Ansari Al-Awsi. He
first fought in Uhud and the rest of the latter battles. He pledged allegiance (to the Prophet)
at Bai'atur-Ridwan. He went to Sham and settled at Damascus and became its Qadi
appointed by Mu'awiya when he was going to the battle of As-Sifftn. He died in the year 56
H.
c3 1 He is 'Uqba bin 'Amr bin Tha'laba Al-Ansari Al-Badri who was one of the eminent Sababa.
He took part in the second 'Aqaba while young. He settled in Kufa and died there or in AlMadinah after the fonies of Al-Hijra.

C4 J He is Abu An-Nu'man Bashir bin Sa'd bin Tha'laba bin Al-Julias or Al-Khallas Al-Ansari Al-
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should we bless you?" Allah's
kept quiet (a while) and
then said, "Say:l 1 l 'O Allah, bless
Muhammad and the members of his
family as You have blessed Ibrahim, and
grant favours to Muhammad and the
members of his family as You have
granted favours to Ibrahim. In the
worlds You are indeed Praiseworthy
and Glorious.' And the Taslim is as you
know."1 2 1 [Reported by Muslim]. Ibn
Khuzaima added to it: "How should we
invoke blessings on you, whenever we
invoke blessing on you in our prayers?"
Messenger~

•=

250. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
finishes the (last) Tasbahhud, he
should seek refuge in Allah from four
things by saying: 'O Allah I seek refuge
in You against the punishment of
Jahannam (Hell-fire), the punishment
of the grave,131 the trial of life and
death and the evil of the trial of Masih
Ad-Dajja/1 4 1 (Antichrist)."' [Agreed
upon]. In the narration of Muslim:
KhazrajL He is a Badri (fought at Al-Badr) and an 'Aqabi (attended the 'Aqaba agreement).
He also attended the battles of Uhud, Al-Khandaq, and the rest of the other important battles.
He was killed at 'Ein At-Tamr in the year 13 H.
[lJ The words of the Saliit (sending peace and the blessings of Allah on the Prophet ~) are
mentioned differently in different Ahadith. There is a word more in a Hadith while there is a
word less in another one.
[ZJ This clarifies that Saliit (peace and the blessings of Allah on the Prophet ~ ) should be
recited after At-Tashahhud in the prayers and that invocation should be made in the last
Tashahhud only. We are further informed that the_ recitation of Sa/at on the noble Prophet
~ during prayers is Wdjib (compulsory).

l3l This Hadith tells us that the dead person will face the torment in the grave. Similarly, a
true believer is all at ease there. This substance is proven by several Ahadith.
4

(Antichrist) will be a disbeliever appearing prior to the Judgement Day
to test the Faith of the believers. The faithful persons will adhere to their Faith steadfastly
despite extreme adversities, whereas the people having a shaky and weak Belief, disbelievers
and hypocrites will fall under his command. The Antichrist will be known as Messiah. Prophet
Jesus is also called Messiah. Although the pronunciation of the two is the same but the
meanings purported therewith are different. Prophet Jesus is known as Messiah because the
sick people were cured if he touched them. The meaning of Messiah is touching. The
Antichrist will be known as Messiah because one of his eyes will be a distorted on« .. Hence,
the expression Mamsuhul-Ain (the one whose eyes has been touched or tampered with and
l J Al-Masih Ad-Dajjdl
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"when any of you finishes the last
Tasbabbud. 111 "
251. Narrated Abu Bakr As-Siddiql 2 J
ill1
He said to Allah's Messenger~. "Teach
me a supplication to use in my prayer."
He (~) said, "Say: 0 Allah, I have
greatly wronged myself, and no one
forgives sins except You, so grant me
forgiveness from You and have mercy
on me, You are the Forgiving and the
Merciful One."1 3 1 (Agreed upon].

•=

•=

252. Narrated Wa'il bin Hujr
I
prayed with the Prophet ~ and he
would give the Tas/im (salutatiJJn) to
his right sidel 4 J (saying), "Peace be
upon you and the mercy and blessings
of Allah"; and to his left side (saying),
"Peace be upon you and mercy and the
blessings of Allah." [Reported by Abu
Da'ud, with a Sahib (authentic) chain].
~~I ,\fJ (YoY')
253. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba ill1 Cri'~
The Prophet ~ used to say after j5 ;.; ~ J~ 0\5 ~~I 0\ ,~ J~
every obligatory prayer: "There is
~<: ;")\.:;,
nothing worthy of worship except Allah '] ~.:i;..J , ill1 ~Ie. j1e. '1» : ~
,,,.J-""""
Alone, Who has no partner. To Him
,~\ j.:; ,~\ j ,j 4}
belongs the kingdom, to Him praise is
'1 ~\ ·~~ :.;? j5
due, and He has power over every "~:I.;.\ ~

W ,.}.

•=
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Js. .:;.:,.:;

d\;

thus distorted) applies on him.
!•J In some of the Ahadith, the words ~Wl.J r_,A..JI </ (from debts and sin) are also included.
It is reported in Al-Bukhari that the Prophet ~ was asked as to why does he seek protection
from indebtedness to such a degree? He answered that the person in debt not only tells lies,
but also breaks his promises. The calamity of life lies in the ill-fated ending of it (without
Faith) and the calamity of death lies in the severity of questioning in the grave.
rz1 He is 'Abdullah bin 'Uthman Abu Quhafa bin 'Aamir At-Taimi, the Kbalifa (successor) of
Allah's Messenger ~ and his companion in the cave, the best of this Ummah other than the
Prophet ~ . He was white with curly hair, pleasant and thin. He is well known and needs no
elaboration. He died in Jumada Al-Ukhra of the year 13 H.

r31 This Hadith shows that a man should always be apologetic of his delinquencies even if he
acquires the uppermost level of truthfulness and sincerity.
!4 1 There are narrations from fifteen Companions of the Prophet ~

concerning Salam
(Taslim - Salutation). Some of them may be graded as "sound", some are "fair" and some
are "weak". None of those contains the words "wa barakatubu" except this hadith ofWa'il
bin Hujr. This is the only narration in this regard which is regarded as trustworthy and is
acceptable.
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thing. O Allah no one can withhold
what You have given, or give what You
have withheld and riches cannot avail a
wealthy person Pl against You."
[Agreed upon].
254. Narrated Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas1 2 l
Allah's Messenger ~ used to seek
Allah's protection by invoking this
supplication (Du'a) at the end of every
Salat (prayer): "O Allah, I seek refuge
in You from stinginess, I seek refuge in
You from cowardice, I seek refuge in
You from old age (and senility),13 1 I
seek refuge in You from the temptation
of the world and I seek refuge in You
from the punishment in the grave."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
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255. Narrated Thauban
Whenever : J~ ~
ill1 Crf') ~~) :;,_; (Yoo)
Allah's Messenger ~ finished his
,
,
.. :_ .,,_~-~. j, J' .:,,J- \i<'
prayer, he used to say after asking ~-y..,;, ~ J~I 1~,1 ~ :w 1 _,
...,...,
Allah's forgiveness three times: 141 "O , i:.JI ~f ~111 : J~_J , l;)G JJ1 )>.1
Allah,YouareAs-Sa/am(OneFreefrom _J'i..;JI i1 LS_ .:..S'G ,'-i.:JI .!.L;_.every defect), and As-Salam (safety .
J ·
L
,.J
from every evil) is (sought) from You.
:
L'..~
'I"
cc
I'<')'
I'.J
. ,,-- • .JJ .
~
Blessed are You, 0 Possessor of glory
and honour." 151 [Reported by Muslim].

f

-r ;

[IJ The Arabic words ~I .!).;.. ~I 1; mean: UYour approval and intimacy is not there, then
all the grandeur, pomp and worldly possessions are useless. In another words: Whatever
mundane things (i.e., wealth, progeny, honour and power) are acquired, shall not serve in
the matter of salvation. Salvation will be achieved by Your mercy and blessing alone.
[ZJ He is nicknamed Abu Ishaq bin Malik and was a Zuhri and a Qurashi. He was the fifth or
the seventh Muslim and one of the ten to whom the entry of Paradise was promised. He is
the first man to shoot in the cause of Allah and participated in all the important battles. He
opened 'Iraq for Islam and his supplications were accepted. He was short, stout and hairy.
He died at Al-'Aqiq which is ten tniles from Al-Madinah and was carried on the people's
shoulders up to Al-Madinah and wa" buried at Al-Baqi' in the year 55 H.

[3 1 In Arabic, the words _,..JI J;) 'enote that part of age wherein either all or some of the
internal and external capabilities o a man get weakened.
4
[ 1 Showing repentance and asking for the forgiveness of Allah right after the completion of a
prayer is an indication of the fact that the prayer offered is not quite worth presenting to the
Lord as long as the slave has committed innumerable trespasses and delinquencies.
[SJ The Prophet ~ showed repentance and asked for the forgiveness of Allah as an
expression of offering thanks to Him as well as imparting an ethical insight to the people,
whereas a commoner (an ordinary believer) does the same to atone for the wandering and
distracting thoughts he is plagued with during his prayer.
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256. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever glorifies
Allah (by saying Subhan-Allab) after
every Sa/at (prayer)l 1 l thirty-three
times, and praises Allah (by saying Alhamdu /illiih) thirty-three times, and
exalts Allah (by saying Allabu Akbar)
thirty-three times, those are ninety-nine
in all, and says to complete a hundred:
La i/aba ill-Allabu, wahdabu la
sbarika labu, lahul-mulku wa labulbamdu, wa Huwa 'ala kulli sbai'in
Qadir (There is nothing which deserves
to be worshipped except Allah Alone
Who has no partner; to Him belongs
the kingdom, to Him praise is due, and
He has power over everything), his sins
will be forgiven, even if they are as
abundant as the foam of the sea."
[Reported by Muslim]. In another
narration it is mentioned: ''At-Takbir
(Allah is the Most Great) is thirty-four
times."
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(YoV)
257. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal
r..s'
,.J, ,
(/' .J
Allah's Messenger ~ told me, "O t; ~ i»- :;J Jt.i ~ .&1 J ,, ~f .~
-",
.J-'.)
Mu'adh, I will give you some advice - - .,.J
'Never leave the recitation of this
.J); ~f 2~
'1 : ~~
supplication after every prayer: 0 Allah,
~f
help me to remember You, thank You, ,.:,-:...;.:, ,!J~:, ,!J~~
and worship You perfectly." [Ahmad, p ~l.:!Jij ;j1; ;1:, :'.4;.f ;1:;~ . u~;~
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i reported it
·~.t
through a strong chain of narrators] .
2
258. Narrated Abu Umamal l
Allah's ~ J~ <lJ1 Cr!'~ tt;l ~f ~J (YoA)
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever recites
Ayat Al-Kur;;1 31 at the end of evecy ~~I~ fj .:_.;;» :~~I J~~ Jt.i :Jt.i

r+ti1 :

JS_;.; V-:i

fi

.

~
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[tJ These words represent and epitomize all the good things of this world and the Hereafter.
It appears that one should make an utterance of these Adhkar (words of remembrance) after
each obligatory and non-obligatory prayer, but some scholars have recommended the
observance of these Adhkar after obligatory prayers. Therefore, the propriety of Du'a
(supplication) after the obligatory prayer is a proven one. What the Ahadith do not prove is
the observance of a collective and congregational supplication with raised hands. One should
only do the same individually by uttering the prescribed Adhkar.

ci1 He is Iyas bin Tha'laba Al-Balawi and an ally of Banu Haritha of the Ansar. He is a Sahabt
and narrated Ahadith. He did not take part in Badr for he was nursing his mother.

C3 J Surat Al-Baqarab (2); Verse no. 255.
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obligatocy prayer, nothing but deathl 1 l
will prevent him from entering
Paradise."1 2 1 An-Nasa'i reported it, and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic). At-Tabarani has the
addition: "And (Surat Al-lkhlas) _,,,. Ji
.J.>1 41 ."1 3 1
259. Narrated Malik bin Al-Huwairith ;11 ~) -~-f.~1 ,J ~~ ~j ('l'o'\)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Pray as 1_,L,» : ~ ~I J_,:.j J\.i : J\.i ~
you have seen me praying1 4 1
(Reported by Al-Bukhari].

•=

Jt;_;

260. Narrated 'lmran bin Husain ~:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Pray standing
and if you are unable, pray sitting and if
you cannot, pray lying on your side,
[otherwise pray by signs]."1 5 1
(Reported by Al-Bukhari, (without the
final words)].

:1!1 ~J -~ ,.; ~I~ ~J

('I''\-}

, ~\.i J_;,» : J\.i ~ ~I ~l ~

Jj

c,1.~·:

;J

~~ ,\~w c,1.~·:

.~_<-! 1 :'.•1'.1~),
. ...,_........,,,
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261. Narrated Jabir
the saying of the ~f .~ <.s'It;; :1!1 ~)
, ·, J. t;.. ;f'.)
! , , ('I''\ n
. •'
Prophet ~ to a sick person who prayed
, ; i..:;.
I;: i ,_ - .<J"-'
· ...r
~ 1 JLi "IJii; • ~ 11
on a cushion: The Prophet ~ threw it •0 -? ~ <.s'"""
~ <.£"'
away and said, "Pray on the ground, if ~! ,_,,;:.j'11 .fa J;,» :Jl.i.J - ·~ _;.)
,
you are able to do so; otherwise, pray , ,

!);~ ~lj ,a~t

r.Jt

~bJ

•. ~ :J..~'.I

[lJ It means that the only thing preventing him from entering Paradise is his presence in this
world, i.e. he shall enter Paradise immediately after his death.
[ZJ The precedence accorded to Ayatal-Kursi is due to the fact that it contains the
Foundations of the Divine Names and Qualities (of Allah) and that it is descriptive of His
Oneness and Uniqueness, which He loves the most. Surat Al-Ikblas also carries the same
attributes.
r3 1 Surat Al-Ikhlas; no. 112.

4
f l This authentic and great Haditb tells us that all the actions and sayings of the Prophet ~
are explanations aiming at directing and ordering us to observe prayers according to the
orders given in Qur'an and Abaditb about the performance of Saliit. This further proves that
one should meticulously follow and thoroughly pursue the ways of the Prophet ~
concerning prayers and each of his actions and utterances as an obligation on him. Therefore,
all the actions carried out by the Prophet ~ and all the speech uttered by him during and
regarding his prayers are obligatory on us except the ones that are proven to be otherwise by
a clear-cut evidence.
5
f l In case someone - even if for a reason other than illness - may not stand upright, it is
permissible for him to pray in a sitting posture as one does sometimes during a train journey
provided he thoroughly completes the postures of bowing and prostration. H he is not
capable to do so due to sickness, he should perform it by way of gestural inclinations. H he
intends to prostrate, he should bow his head further (a few degrees lower) than he does with
the intention of bowing. Such is reported in the next Haditb narrated by Jabir = 41 ._,,..;. J.
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by gesturing signs and make your
prostration lower than your bowing."
[Al-Baihaqi reported it through a strong
chain of narrators, but Abu Hatim
regarded it as Mauquf (saying of a
Companion)).

Chapter 8
SUJUD AS-SAHW11 AND
OTHER MATTERS
262. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Buhaina
~: The Prophet ~ led them in the
Zuhr prayer, and when he stood up at
the end of the first two Rak'at and did
not sitc 2 1 , the people stood up with
him. When he finished the Sa/at
(prayer) and the people expected him
to do the Taslim (salutation), he
uttered the Takbir while sitting and
made two prostrations before saying
the TaslimC 3 I (salutation), then he
uttered the Tas/im (salutation).
[Reported by As-Sab'a and this is AlBukhan's wording]. In the narration of
Muslim it is mentioned that, "He (~)
uttered the Takbir for each prostration
while sitting and the people prostrated
with him to make up for the sitting he
had forgotten."
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llJ Sajdatus-Sahw (prostration due to forgetfulness) becomes compulsory if someone who is
offering a prayer either adds or deletes something in it mistakenly.
2
! 1 We must know that the translation of Sabw and Nisyan is 'forgetfulness' but Sahw usually
implies to actions, whereas Nisyan usually refers to a piece of information. But both of these
words are also taken as synonyms of each other. Among the scholars, no one approves of
using the word Nisyan for the Prophet ~ . Hence the Prophet ~ never ever suffered from
confusion in the maners related to preaching and propagation of the Islamic Message. How
could he possibly suffer from it while Allah Almighty is saying: ~ )li .!.ll,;:...... "We shall make
you to recite (the Qur'an) and you will not forget." (V. 87:6)
The righteous scholars maintain that the usage of the word Sahw for the Prophet ~ is
permissible as there are references from several Ahadith in this regard. All of the four famous
Imams agree that the simations concerning forgetfulness (Sahw) for the Prophet ~ are the
proven ones. There is no objection to it; in fact, they carry several good intentions in their
fold (i.e. the forgetfulness of the Prophet~).

! 3 1 This Hadith tells us that one can atone for leaving the first Tashabbud by performing
Sajdatus-Sahw. Some of the scholars advocate that it should be performed before Salam,
whereas some prefer it to be done after Salam. Both of these simations are proved from the
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263. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= The
Prophet~ led us in two Rak'at of one
of the two, Zubr or J:lsr prayers, and
said the Taslim (salutation). He then
got up and went towards a piece of
wood which was at the front part of the
mosque and placed his hands upon it.
Abu Bakr and 'Umar were among the
people, but they were afraid to speak to
him. Then some of the hasty type of
people came out and said, "Has the
Sa/at (prayer) been shortened?" A man
whom the Prophet ~ called Dbul
Yadainlll (the long armed) asked:
"Have you forgotten, 0 Allah's
Messenger or has the prayer been
shortened?" He said, "I have neither
forgotten l2l nor has it been
shortened." He said, "Indeed you have
forgotten.l 3 l " He (the Prophet ~ )
then prayed the remaining two Rak'at,
then said the Taslim (salutation). He
then uttered the Takbir and prostrated
similar to his normal prostration or
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Prophet ~ . The Prophet ~ never specified any hard and fast rule concerning it all through
his life. It is mentioned in the book Nailul-Autar that if some omission occurs in the prayer
the prostration should be performed before Saliim. In case of any addition, it should be
performed after Saliim. Some of the scholars are of the opinion that in view of the
documented evidence, the reports concerning prostration before Saliim are more sound and
proper.
[tJ He is Al-Khirbaq bin 'Amr As-Sulami of Banu Sulaim tribe. He died during the caliphate of
Mu'awiya .:.s- ..isl ._,.;..;. It is also said that he died at Dhi Khashab during the caliphate of 'Umar
.:.s- ..isl ~.;. He had unusually longer hands, hence he was nicknamed Dbul-Yadain.
[ZJ According to my knowledge, neither I have suffered from any forgetfulness nor has there
been any Divine instruction for the prayer to be shortened.

13 1 The forgetfulness of the Prophet ~ while being in the prayer, despite the fact that he was
completely and utterly steeped in a profound state of meditation while supplicating to Allah
the Almighty, may be construed as a prudently befitting measure and was in fact meant all for
the good. First of all, it had an educational purpose to instruct the Ummab (nation)
practically on the matters related to Sabw (forgetfulness) as to what its directives are and
how to rectify it in case someone is faced with such a situation. Secondly, he wanted to
instruct the Ummab that despite his honour, dignity and his exalted position of being
superior to all the creation, he is still a human being and inherits all the human instincts
such as eating, drinking, sleeping, waking up, walking around, responding to the call of
nature, getting sick and becoming cured, etc. All the above human qualities are to be found
in his person. He himself made a mention of this act of prudence, as the same shall follow in
the Haditb narrated by lbn Mas'ud .:.s- ..isl~.;-
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longer, then raised up his head and
uttered the Takbir. Pl He then
prostrated and uttered the Takbir, and
the prostration was similar to his
normal prostration or longer. He then
raised his head and uttered the Takbir.
[Agreed upon, and it is Bukhari's
wording].
And in the narration of Muslim: "~r
prayer"; and in Abu Da'ud: "He said,
'Has Dbul-Yadain spoken the truth?'
Then they said 'Yes' with gesture". This
is found in Sabibain, but with the word
"Faqalu \)w"; and in another narration:
"and he did not prostrate till Allah made
him certain of this (i.e. As-Sahw)."
264. Narrated 'Imran bin Husain~: The
Prophet~ led them (the Companions
~) in prayer and forgot (something).
He then made two prostrations and
then said the Tashabbud and uttered
the Taslim (salutation). [Reported by
Abu Da'ud, and At-Tirmidhi who
graded it Hasan (good), and Al-Hakim
who graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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265. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
Allah's Messenger~ said, "When anyone
of you is in doubt about his Sa/at
(prayer) and does not know how many
he has prayed, three or four (Rak'at),
he should cast aside his doubt and base
his prayer on what he is sure of. £2 1
Then, he should perform two_
prostrations before Taslim (salutation).
If he has prayed five Rak'at, they will
make his Sa/at (prayer) an even
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c.11 This Hadith clarifies that in case someone feels certain that he has completed his prayer,
performs Salam, gets engaged in a conversation and then suddenly reallies his fault by
recollection or someone else makes him remember about it, his prayer still remains valid
provided he completes it right away.
It has two meanings. Firstly, in case of doubt, one should _base it on the least number, i.e.,
in case of being uncertain as to whether one has prayed three or four Rak'at, he should
count it as three as this is nearest to certainty. Secondly, one should act according to what he
is predominantly sure about.
[ZJ
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numberl 1 l for him and if he has prayed
exactly four, they (i.e. two prostrations)
will be humiliation for the devil."
(Reported by Muslim].

•= Allah's
offered prayer and when

266. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud

Messenger ~
he said Taslim (salutation), he was
asked, "O Allah's Messenger! has
something new happened to the Sa/at
(prayer)?" He asked, "What is that?"
They said, "You have prayed so many
and so many (Rak'at)." He (lbn
Mas'ud •) said, "He then bent his
legs, faced the Qiblab, and made two
prostrations and then said the Taslim
(salutations). Then he faced us and
said, "If something new is introduced
to the Sa/at (prayer), I shall inform you
but I am a human being like you, 1z1 I
forget just as you forget; so if I forget
remind me and if any of you is in doubt
about his Saliit (prayer) he should act
upon what he thinks is correct and
complete his prayer in that respect and
then he should make two prostrations."
(Agreed upon].
And in the narration of Al-Bukhari: 'he
should complete (the prayer) then he
should say Taslim and then perform
the prostration'; and in the narration of
Muslim: 'the Prophet ~ performed two
Sajdatus-Sabw after Taslim and
talking'.
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In the narration of Ahmad, Abo Da'ud -~~ ~ ~L:i!l.J ~JG ~\.:; ~ Y,
and An-Nasa'i from the Haditb of .;;-}...;, . .!.G : , :~ ~" ~., .. .&l..i.:&.
'Abdullah bin Ja'farl 3 l ( •) Marfu' --t
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[IJ It means that if one has prayed five Rak'at, it will become six including Sajdatus-Sabw. It
appears from the Hadith that one should base it on the least number as that is nearer to
certainty.

l2 J According to this reference the Prophet ~ had used the words " ~ A i.;i - I am a
human being like you." What a surprise to the people who do not see him as a human being
and postulate that the statement "I am a human being like you" made in the Qur'an aims
only at silencing the polytheists; whereas the fact is that the people in question here are the
believers and not the polytheists.
l3 l He is Abii Ja'far 'Abdullah bin Ja'far bin Abii Talib, his mother is Asma' bint 'Umais. He is
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(attributed to the Prophet): 'Whoever
doubts about his Sa/at (prayer), should
make two prostrations after the Taslim
(salutations).' [Ibn Khuzaima graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
- .- ~
·• ,.r.;-.- :'1\ ,v·~·..; (YiV)
267. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba ill1 ~.)
.
,._r.
,.: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "When .!.G 1~p :Jli .~ ~1 J_,.:..~ ~T .~ J~
one of you doubts and stands at the
end of two Rak'at, if he remembers •~ti ~~ •-~'' -!
while having stood up completely he
~~ ',.;.;~ ;.;..:.;j.J .~~ ~.J , ....,..._::U
should continuePI and should not
return (to the sitting position) and he
~ ~j ·~ ~ti ~:=·::
should make two prostrations, but if he 1.lli1j ·~~1.ll1j ~~ .j;lj ;_;1; ;t ~lj~
did not stand up straight he should sit
down and there is no forgetfulness
·-~~'~
(prostration) upon him." (Reported
Abu Da'ud, Ibn Majah, and AdDaraqutni, with a weak Sanad (chain);
the wording is Ad-Daraqutni's).
268. Narrated 'Umar ,.: The Prophet ~
said, "There is no (prostrations of)
forgetfulness for one 12 1 who is led (in
prayer) by an Imam, but when the
Imam forgets, both should then make
prostrations due to forgetfulness." [AlBazzar and Al-Baihaqi reported it
through a weak chain of narrators].
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269. Narrated Thawban
The Prophet
~ J~ ill1 Cr!'~ ~~J :.;.J (Yi~)
said, "There are two prostrations
~ _.:ii;~
~)) Jti ;.!\ ~
after the Taslim (salutation) for each
3
.i.:..,
~~
~~lj
;_;1;
;\ ;,J~ .• \--=
~ i::~ ~
forgetfulnessl 1 ." [Abu Da'ud and Ibn , ;
V•
Majah reported it through a weak chain
of narrators].
~

-:+:-

:

0J1

the first Muslim to be born in Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and his father came with him to AlMadinah in 7 H. He was amusing, pious and generous. He was the most generous among the
Muslims. He died in Al-Madinah in 80 H. at the age of 80 years.
[IJ In case someone forgets to observe the first Tashahbud and stands up, he must go ahead
and continue his prayer; and if he does not stand up straight fully, he should observe
whether he is closer to the standing posture or sitting posture. If he is closer to standing
posture, he should stand up and perform Sajdatus-Sahw. While if he is closer to the sitting
posture, he must sit down, observe Tashabhud and need not make Sajdatus-Sahw.

[lJ This Hadith tells us that the observance of Sajdatus-Sahw becomes compulsory on a
Muqtadi (the one who is being led in the prayer) only if the Imam forgets, and not if he
himself forgets.
C3 J The Hadith does not imply that if one commits two or four lapses, he must observe two
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270. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: We
~ J~ ~I ~) ;;.; ~f :_;.-:, (YV •)
prostrated with Allah's Messenger ~
1
(as he recited these Surah)l 1 "When l~b» ._) ~ ~I _J~J C3 ~l;.;. :Jli
the heaven split asunder"l 2 J and "Read
~l.J'J' .«.!.J:.J' -r-" ; f-!I»
«,! ~~:1' H.~I
~ .J
in the Name of your Lord."1 3 1
[Reported by Muslim).
·~

·t

271. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: A prostration
while reciting Surat Sat:Jl 4 1 is not one of
the 'Azaa'im (those which are always
required)l 51 , but I have seen Allah's
Messenger ~ prostrating while reciting
it. [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

(Ibn 'Abbas) ~: The
Prophet ~ prostrated in Surat An-Najm
(Chapter 53). [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

272. Narrated

273. Narrated Zaid bin Th:ibitl 6 1 ~: I
recited to the Prophet~ "An-Najm"l 7 l
but he did not prostrate in it. !BJ
[Agreed upon).

;1.;_; . lf:::! .J.;..:_;: ~ ~I J~.J ~t.) .li.J

.:i;.::, ~~I 0f ~ ~I ~) ~.J

(YVY)

.&/·~I ~l.J.J . -~~
J~ ~I ~) •..::..;~ ,J ~ :_;.:; (YVf)
~ ,~\~~I .fa ~f) :Jli ~

Sajdatus-Sabw for each one of his lapses. It only implies that irrespective of the number and
nature of the lapses one has committed, just two prostrations suffice to atone for all of them.
[Some scholars hold this Hadith to be acceptable. See: Subulus-Salam, 1/418-419, no. 319,
and lnJJaa' Al-Ghaleel, 2/47-48, no. 339).
[lJ Whether Sajdatut-Ttlawa (prostration during the Qur'anic recitation) falls within the
category of Mashru' (legislated act), Sunnah (supererogatory) or Wajib (compulsory); the
majority of the scholars state it as Sunnah, whereas Imam Abu Hanifa maintains that the same
is Wajib. There is also a difference of opinion among the scholars as to whether or not one
needs to be in a state of ritual purity to observe this prostration.

C2 l Surat no. 84.
C3 l

sarat no. 96.

4

Surat no. 38.

Cl
5
Cl

According to some of the Imams, this is compulsory just like other prostrations. This
Hadtth only implies that this has not been required as an act of worship, but the same is
acted upon as a reminder of the deed practiced by the Prophet Da'ud (David) .
6
C l Zaid bin Thabit is an Ansari, a Najjan and was nicknamed Abu Sa'id or Abu Kharija. He was
the best Qur'an scribe and most knowledgeable in the science of inheritance. He first fought in
the battle of Al-Khandaq. He compiled the Qur'an during the caliphate of Abu Bakr and copied
it during the caliphate of 'Uthman. He learnt the Jewish writing in half a month by the order of
the Prophet ~ and used to write for him in it, and he used to write and then read it. He died
in Al-Madinah in the year 45 H. It was also said that he died in a different year.

7

Cl

Surat No. 53.

This is why the majority of the scholars have regarded Sajdatut-Tt/awa (prostration made
during the Qur'an recitation) as a Sunnab (supererogatory) because the Prophet~ did not
observe the said prostrations regularly on all occasions. Sometimes he did, and other times
he did not.
[SJ
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274. Narrated Khalid bin Ma'danl I .t;:
Surat Al-HaiJf. 2 1 has been distinguished
by two prostrations. [Abu Da'ud
reported it among Al-Marasil (a broken
chain after the Tabi'i)). Ahmad and AtTirmidhi reported the above Haditb
through a full chain of narrators from
'Uqba bin 'Aamir. It has the addition: "ff
anyone does not make two prostrations
(when reciting Surat Al-HajJ), he
should not recite it." [The chain of this
Haditb is Da'if (weak)].
275. Narrated 'Umar .t;: He said, "O
people! We pass (in our recitation)
verses to be prostrated at, so whoever
prostrates has done the right thing, and
there is no sin upon the one who does
not prostrate.1 3 1 " [Al-Bukhari reported
it) It also contains the words: 'Allah the
Most High has not made the prostration
(of recitation) compulsory, unless one
wishes (to do so).' [This Haditb is in
the Muwatta' of Imam Malik).
276. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet~ used to recite the Qur'an to
us, and when he came to a place where
a prostration should be made, he
uttered the Takbir and prostrated and
we prostrated with him. 14 1 [Reported
by Abu Da'ud through a chain
containing some weakness].
277. Narrated Abu Bakra .t;: Whenever
the Prophet ~ received a matter which
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He is Abu 'Abdullah Al-Kala'i from Hims (in Syria). He was among the prominent and most
knowledgeable Tabi'i generation (who came after the Sababa). He said that he met seventy
Companions of the Prophet ~ . He died in the year 103 H. or 104 H. or 108 H.
Ill

12 1 Surat no. 22
131 This Haditb

is a clear evidence that Sajdatut-Tili'lwa is not a compulsory act. 'Umar _,..;..;
.:.s. .&I said so while addressing a gathering of the Companions of the Prophet~ and none
of them uttered a word about it, which in turn proved that they maintained a collective
silence in regard to this matter.
14 1 This tells us that the prostration is obligatory on both the reciter and the listener, on the
condition that they are offering a prayer. The same also applies to Sajdatut-Tili'lwa
(prostration during the recitation) and Sajdatusb-Sbukr (prostration to express thanks).
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pleased him he used to prostrate to
Allah [out of thankfulness]. [Reported
by Al-Kbamsa except An-Nasa'i].
278. Narrated
'Abdur-Rahman
bin
1
'Aufl l
The Prophet
prostrated
and prolonged the Sajda, he then
raised his head and said, "Jibrael
(Gabriel) had come and given me glad
tidings, thereafter I prostrated in
gratitude to Allah." [Ahmad reported it
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
· 279. Narrated Al-Bara' bin 'Azib ~: The
Prophet
sent 'Ali to Yemen. The
narrator mentioned the complete
Haditb 121 • He said, "Ali sent a letter
regarding their (the people of Yemen)
acceptance of Islam. When Allah's
Messenger
read the letter, he
prostrated in gratitude 131 to Allah the
Most High for that." [Reported by AlBaihaqi and its basic meaning is found
in Sahib Al-Bukhari].
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Ill He is called Abu Muhammad Az-Zuhri Al-Qurashi. He became a Muslim early and migrated
twice to Abyssinia (Ethiopia). He took part in Badr and all the major battles. He is one of the
ten promised to enter Paradise, and one of the six 'Umar ~ 41 ._,.l>.; had selected to appoint
a Khalifa (caliph) after him. He gave four thousand and then forty thousand Dinar, and then
five hundred loaded horses, and then five hundred camels as Sadaqa, during the lifetime of
the Prophet ~ . He left a will of a garden valued at four hundred thousand for 'the Mothers
of the Believers'. He died in the year 34 H. and was buried in Al-Baqi'.

12 1 It is so reported that 'Ali ~ 41 ~.; came to Yemen along with 300 of his men. He invited
them (the Yemenites) to Islam. In response to his invitation, the Yemenites attacked them
with arrows. 'Ali~ 41 ~.; also delivered a counterattack on them and as a result of it, 20 of
their eminent activists were killed. There ensued a rift among the later, and they ran away
from the battlefield. They were invited to Islam once again which they accepted. 'Ali 41 ~.;
~ met the Prophet ~ in Makkah during Hajj days, the same year, after his safe return from
this mission.
13 1 It comprises an answer to those who do not recognize the proven validity of SajdatushShukr (prostration to express thanks).
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Chapter9
VOLUNTARY PRAYER
280. Narrated Rabi'a bin Ka'b AlAslami111 4Jo: The Prophet ~ said to
me, "Ask." I said, "I ask your company
in Paradise." He replied, "Or something .;.;ii ..) .'l:•;1_::,... ..!.Llt..:.1 :..:..J..4; .«j.:;.»
else?" I said, "That is it (i.e. that is what :Jli ,!J1; ~ :.!i~; «~\!.LJ; ~ .Jh :Jw
I desire)." He said, "Then help me to
achieve this for you by devoting ~l.J~ . «,?}...!JI r,~ ,;l )i );. 0t»
yoursetf1 2 l often to .rirostration. 13 1 "
! ~
[Reported by Muslim) .1 I
281. Narrated lbn 'Umac ~: I memorized
from the Prophet ~ ten (voluntary)
Rak'at - two Rak'at before the Zuhr
prayer and two after it; two Rak'at after
Magbrib prayer in his house, and two
Rak'at after 'Ishii' prayer in his house,
and two Rak'at before the Fajr prayer.
[Agreed upon). Another narration of
both (Al-Bukhliri. and Muslim) has: 'two
Rak'at after fumu'a prayer in his
house.'
,,
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Muslim has: 'He never prayed after the
break of dawn except two light Rak'at.'
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282. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet~

never left four Rak'at before the Zuhr
prayer, and two Rak'at before the Fajr
prayer1 5 1 . [Reported by Al-Bukhari].
[IJ His Kunya is Abu Firiis Al-Madani. He was a Sahabi and from the Companions of Suffa. He
was a servant of Allah's Messenger and used to serve and accompany him in journeys and at

the home. He died in the year 63 H.

·

l2 J This tells us that if someone intends to acquire close proximity to Allah and his Prophet
is imperative on him to offer Nawafil (voluntary prayers) in abundance.

~, it
3

l l This Ht!Ulitb contains an evidence for those who deem the prostration to be the very best
amongst the rest of the constituents of the Sa/at. .
l4 l The tneanil'lg of the Hadith is, "I pray

to

Allah to give you what you're asking for, and I

will ask llim to give you, but since it is a big thing to ask for, you have to offer a lot of

voluntary prayers so that my prayer becomes acceptllble".
c51 This Hadlth tells us about four Rak'at which are to be performed as Sunnah (supererogatocy) before the Fard (obligatory) ones in the Zuhr (noon prayer). It has earlier been
mentioned through the reference of 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~ 41 .._,..;,.; that there are two
Rak'at to 'be offered prior to the obligatory prayer. As an elaboration "concerning the applied

·i
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283. Narrated ('Aisha) i;,: The Prophet
~ was more particular about offering
the two (optional) Rak'at at dawn than
he was about offering any of the other
optional prayers. (Agreed upon].
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Muslim has: "The two Rak'at at dawn L;'.j t;.iJ1
are better than this world and what it
contains."
284. Narrated Umm Habiba[ 1 l ~ the
Mother of the Believers: She heard
Allah's Messenger ~ say, "Whoever
prays twelve (voluntary) Rak'at in a day
and a night, a house will be built for
him in Paradise due to them (the
Rak'at)." (Reported by Muslim]. In
another narration, it is mentioned:
"Voluntarily".

'J

And in the narration of Al-Kbamsa, by
her (Umm Habiba i;, ): "Whoever prays
regularly four Rak'at before and four
Rak'at after the Zuhr prayer, Allah will
forbid for him (from entering) the Hellfire."
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At-Tirmidhi reported it similarly and
added: "four Rak'at before Zuhr and
two Rak'at after it and two Ra'kat after
Maghrib and two after 'Ishii' and two
Rak'at before the Fajr prayer."

~J

~~J.llj
_pj)
-~):;

.fa Ja:;t;. ~)) : ~ ~j

Js. Jt;; ill1

~? '~.:;.;.,;- .cij\:; 'fa1
.cc~GI

situation, it is stated that he (~) used to pray four Rak'at at home as an act of deference to
the opening of the gates of the heavens, and two Rak'at Sunnah in the mosque. Some
maintain that he 00\j) prayed four Rak'at at home and as to the two Rak'at, which he used
to offer in the mosque, these were none other than the Tabiyatul-Masjid (mosque greeting
prayer). Some of them observe that both of them are Sunnab of the Zuhr (noon) prayer and
that the Prophet ~ sometimes prayed four and sometimes prayed two only. Both are
correct, but however, the four are preferable to the two. There is no difference of opinion
regarding the two Rak'at of Fajr (morning) prayer as they are graded as Sunnat Mu'akkada
(a Sunnab offered regularly by the Prophet ~ ). The Prophet ~ is not reported to have left
them even during his journeys. Therefore, it is binding on a traveler to never ever shun the
Witr of night and likewise the Sunnab of the morning prayer.
[IJ She is called Ramla hint Abu Sufyan and is the sister of Mu'awiya. She become a Muslim
long ago, migrated to Abyssinia (Ethiopia), and her husband 'Ubaidullah bin Jahsh becanie a
Christian and died there. Then, Alli.h's Messenger~ married her in the year 7 H. while she
was there. Then, 5he came to Al-Madinah with the migrants to Abyssinia (Ethiopia). She died
in the year 42 H. or 44 H. or 50 H.
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285. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
;:;i...
ha"e
Messenger ~ said, "May All .....
•
mercy on a person who prays four
111
Rak'at before the 'Asr prayer. "
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and
At-Tirmidhi and the latter graded it
Hasan (good). Also reported by Ibn
Khuzaima who graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
286. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mughaffal
Al-MuzaniC 2 1 ~: The Prophet ~ said,
"Pray before Maghrib, pray before
Maghrib"C 3 I then he said at the third
time, "Whoever wishes (to)". He said
so, because he did not like the people
to take it as a Sunnab.C 41 [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].
And in the narration of Ibn Hibban:
"The Prophet ~ prayed two Rak'at
before the Maghrib (prayer).''
Muslim has reported from Anas ~ that
he said, "We used to pray two Rak'at
after sunset and the Prophet ~ used to
see us, but he neither commanded nor
forbade us."

'

J~ ill1 ~-,') ~ -'-"
-·~I -'-'
:~.J (YAo)
;li1 ~)» :~ ~I J_?) .Jt,; :Jt,; 1;+:~
;tj .J..;.;.\ ~lj) . cc~\ Ji ~~l t -- 1 ~_;i
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C•l This Hadith tells us that the practice of the four Rak'at being offered before 'Asr
(afternoon) prayer also existed. If someone offers them, he shall earn reward and virtue to
his credit, and if not, there is no blame on him.
[lJ He was among Ashab Ash-Shajara (who took oath to defend the religion against Quraish
at Al-Hudaibiya). He settled at Al-Madinah and then at Basra. He was among the ten sent by
'Umar <:s ..iii ~.J to Basra to teach the people the religion. He died in the year 60 H.

C3l There is a- difference of opinion among the scholars concerning the preferability of the
two Rak'at prior to the Maghrib (evening) prayer. The ones who are affirmative about the
validity, infer their evidence from Sahihain ·(Bukhari and Muslim); and and the ones who
reject them, refer to the Hadith of Abu Da'ud to the effect that when 'Abdullah bin 'Umar
~ 41 ~.;was asked about the two Rak'at before the Maghrib prayer, he answered that he
never saw anyone offering them during the lifetime of the Prophet ~ . The fact is that their
authenticity is proven but they are not to be considerated as Sunnat Mu'akkada (regularly
performed). This is because Anas <:s ..ii I ~.;, the narrator of the Prophet's Ahadith reported:
"Whene"Ver the Prophet ~ saw us offering them, he neither ordered us to offer them nor did
he instruct us to refrain from them." It is thus deduced that one can offer them as long as
there is still some time left for the congregational prayer, but it is improper to delay prayers
because of them.
C4 l This Hadith tells us that the validity and propriety of those two Rak'at prior to Maghrib
prayer is proven.
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287. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet~
used to make the two (voluntary)
Rak'at before the Fajr prayer so short
that I would wonder whether he
recited Al-Fatiba (or not). [Agreed
upon).

•=

288. Narrated Abu Huraira
The
Prophet ~ recited Surat Al-Kilfirnn, 111
and Surat Al-Ikhlasl 2 l in the two
(voluntary) Rak'at of the Fajr (prayer).
[Reported by Muslim).
289. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
used to lie down on his right sidel 3 l ,
after praying the two (voluntary) Rak'at
of the Fajr (prayer). [Reported by AlBukhari].

•=

Allah's
290. Narrated Abu Huraira
Messenger ~ said, "If any of you prays
the two Rak'at before the dawn prayer,
he should lie on his right side."
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and
At-Tirmidhi, the latter graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
- ·' _,-.:.;_ -"-"
·'I .<.F
.·_$.J (Y°'\)
291. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J-~ ;lJ1 ~J
Messenger ~ said, "The (voluntary) _j;U1 ;{.;.,11 :~~I J~j Jti : Jti I~:;;
night prayers are two Rak'at, two
Rak'at (in pairs), and if one fears that
~I rs~' ~ ,~~
the dawn prayer is due, he should then ~ .«j.P .li ~ ;} ';,) ,;~1_-; W')
offer one Ra,k'at which will make what
- ;)G..
~·1 ~- - ~ '~
he has prayed an odd number." ~
- ;
. - ....r.
J
~ -[Agreed upon). The Khamsa reported it
Jli.J . «_;!; _;!; J4!J1_-; ,J;li1 bl;,» .
- graded Sahib (authentic) by Ibn
t- - ~•
. lb:. l..u. :~t..::.::.ll
Hibban - with the wording: "the

J.P

llJ Surat

,.);. ..?

no. 109.

l 2 l Surat no. 112.
l3 l

There is a difference of opinion among the scholars concerning this, which is of a unique
kind. Some regard the act of lying down as Wajib (compulsory) some see it as Sunnah
(supererogatory), whereas others observe the same as Mustabab (desirable or preferable).
According to Imam Nawawi's view, it is Sunnab which does stand to reason too. As to the
report stating the non-compliance of Ibn 'Umar ~ 41 ._...;,.; with the said Sunnab, it is due
to its being related to the mosque. The Prophet ~ used to lie down in his house only. Both
the acts of offering the two Rak'at in the mosque and lying down there on the part of the
Prophet~ are not approved.
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(voluntary) day and night prayers are
Rak'at, two Rak'at (in pairs)." AnNasa'i said, "This is a mistake(ll . "1 2 1
two
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292. Narrated Abii Huraira
Allah's ~ J~ ;11 :.ri') ~_:;.} cf;\ ~J (Y'\Y)
Messenger ~ said, "The most excellent
prayer after that which is obligatory is ~ ~'i.::JI J_;Jfii :~~I J_,:.j J~ :J~
the (voluntary) late night prayer."
-~
;")\..p .~)11
'
,
[Reported by Muslim].
;11 c.r;'
, ·'J ~-3
' ~\11 .:_,
'.".J (Y'\r')
293. Narrated Abii Ayiib Al-Ansari
. Y-~\ cf;l ~
Allah's Messenger ~ said, ''Al-Witr
j;_ )_fl>> : J~ ~~I J_,:.j ~f ,~ J~
prayer is a duty upon every Muslim,131
'~ ,_ ' ~f ..:.;_\ : , , _1.·.~ '1< I;:
so whoever likes to offer it with five ~
J:.Y.
rJ" -r:--- r..r ~
Rak'at let him do so and whoever likes :J;;~ .:,£ '• > ~\ .:._;.\ '.
.J;Vij
- ; ..r,.y.
.
,J".J
•
to offer it with three let him do so, and
«j;~'~
·'
I'
'·
'
:
f
~.
,
f
:,;~
whoever likes to offer it with one let '1°
• .JJ .
~..!.:;- -":. J:.Y- <)
'-'
him do so."1 4 1 [Reported by Al-Arba'a
,Z,~
~I
~J
,~~_?1
':it
~)~I
except At-Tirmidhi. And Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic) and An. ~J ~i..::!JI C}:-1:,
Nasa'i held that the stronger view is
that it is Mawquf (saying of a
companion)].

;..,;.._;\ .«,J;iil

•=

0

J

294. Narrated 'Ali bin Abii Talib •: The
Witr prayer is not obligatory as the
prescribed prayer is [i.e. the five daily
An-Nasa'i states that the words ._;:.. ._;:.. Sa/at-ul-Lail matbna, matbna (the night prayer is
J:lll ;':)L... (the prayer of the
night time and day time are two Rak'at two Rak'at) are incorrect, i.e. the addition of the
word .;4-:JIJ (wan-Nabar) is considered to be an excess and thus erroneous (according to the
view of Imam An-Nasa'i).
[lJ

two Rak'at two Rak'at) are correct, but the words ._;:.. ._;:.. .}f.:.liJ

[ZJ The point of view of Imam An-Nasa'i concerning this narration and declaring it to be
incorrect is insubstantial and lacking authenticity since Al-Baihaqi declares it as correct.
Furthermore, Imam Muslim, by drawing on the authority of 'Ali bin 'Abdullah Bariqi, (the
narrator of the Ahaditb of the Prophet ~ ) accorded it more of the credibility and
trustworthiness by approving it. Imam Bukhari has reponed eight Ahaditb in this regard, all
of which are supponive of it. However, irrespective of the fact whether they are to be offered
during the day or night, it is preferable to offer the Nawaftl in two Rak'at prayers and it is
also. permissible to offer in four Rak'at prayers.

3
£ l This Haditb informs us that the offering of Witr is compulsory. The Alma/ (followers of
Imam Abu Hanifa) follow the same school of thought. The rest of the Imams and majority of
the scholars regard the same as Sunnab. Hence the next Haditb, which is stronger in terms
of chain of transmitters, approves it.
4
£ 1 According to repons, the number of Rak'at in Witr vary from one to eleven. Some
scholars accord their preference to three Rak'at. Majority of the Companions (of the Prophet
~ ), their followers, Imam Shafi'i, Imam Ahmad and Imam Malik recognise and prefer only
oneRak'a.
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prayers], but it is a Sunnab which was
established by the practice of Allah's
Messenger ~· (At-Tirmidhi and An- -:q;
r: ...w
J
Nasa'i reported it, who graded it Hasan
(good). Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
295. Narrated Jabir 4": Allah's Messenger
~
prayed during the month of
Ramadan. Then they (the Sahaba)
waited for him on the following night,
but he did not come out and he said, "I
feared that!11 the Witr (prayer) might
be prescribed 121 for you." (Reported by
Ibn Hibban].
296. Narrated Kharija bin Hudhiifa1 3 1
4;,: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Allah the
Exalted has given you an extra prayer
which is better for you than the red
camels (high breed camels)." We asked,
"What is it 0 Allah's Messenger." He
said, "The Witr between the 'Ishii'
prayer and up till the break of
dawn."[ 4 1 (Reported by Al-Khamsa
except An-Nasa'i and Al-Hakim graded
it Sahib (authentic)].

: <I-

i..r:;--J

~

!<-i'1

·~_,.:.,.......

(IJ According to Hadith, the Prophet~ led the Tarawih prayer in congregation three nights
in his whole life and the regular observance of the same during the whole month started
later on in the time of the Caliph 'Umac u. 41 ._...;,.;.
2
C J This Hadith describes the prayer of Tarawth as Witr and the maximum number of Witr
Rak'at is eleven. Be it known that the number of Tarawih is also eleven Rak'at. It is reported
from 'Aisha ~ that the Prophet ~ did not offer more than eleven Rak'at during Ramadan
and as well as in regular days. 'Umac u. 41 -r2'.; ordered Ubai bin Ka'b to lead eight Rak'at.
It can thus, at the most, be said that people offered 20 Rak'at also during the days of 'Umar
u. 41 -r2'.; - provided that it is proven by an authentic chain of transmitters. However, there
is no traceable sound Hadith verifying the validity of twenty Rak'at of Tarawib.

131 He is a Qucashi, and an 'Adawi, who was equal to one thousand horsemen. 'Ame bin Al'Aas u. 41
appealed to 'Umar bin Al-Khattab u. 41
to send him three thousand

-r2'.;

-r2'.;

horsemen, but he sent him three men who are: Az-Zubaic bin Al-'Awwam, Al-Miqdiid bin AlAswad and Kharija. He became a Qadi in Egypt foe 'Ame bin Al-'Aas and was killed there in
Ramadan 40 H. by one of the Kbawarij who mistook him foe 'Ame bin Al-'Aas. This was when
the Khawarij had conspired to kill 'Ame, 'Ali and Mu'awiya.
141 According to this Hadith, the time of Witr stretches from 'Ishii' and goes on until the first
streak of dawn. The preferable time is the later pact of the night. However, in case one is not
sure whether or not he/she may be able to get up from sleep, one should offer Witr right
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Ahmad reported something similar to
the above Hadith from 'Amr 11 l bin
Shu'aibl 2 J on the authority of his father
who reported it on the authority of
'Amr's grandfather.
297. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Buraida1 31
~from his father: Allah's Messenger~
said, "The Witr is a duty, so he who
does not offer it, is not one of us."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud with a Laiyin
(weak) chain of narrators and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)]. The above
mentioned Hadith has a Shahid
(supporting narration) which is weak,
reported by Ahmad from Abu Huraira
~-

298. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ did not offer more than eleven
(voluntary) Rak'at during Ramadan nor
during other than Ramadan. He offered
four Rak'at - Do not ask about their
beauty and length! (It is beyond
description or imitation]. Again he
would pray four Rak'at - Do not ask
about their beauty and length! [It is
beyond description or imitation]. Then
he would pray three (Rak'at of Witr).
'Aisha ~ said, "I said, 0 Allah's
Messenger will you sleep before you
pray Witr?" He said, "O 'Aisha my eyes
sleep, but my heart does not sleep."
[Agreed upon].
And in another narration of Al-Bukhari
and Muslim, ('Aisha) ~ narrated: "He
used to pray ten Rak'at (of prayer), and
· making it Witr by one Rak'at, and he
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after the 'Ishii' prayer.
[lJ He is Abii Ibrahim 'Amr bin Shu'aib bin 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin Al-'Aas As-Sahmi Al-Qurashi
Al-Madani who settled at Ta'if. An-Nasa'i confirmed him reliable. He died in the year 118 H.

l2 J One of the reliable Tabi'in. It has been said that his father Muhammad died in his
childhood, so his grandfather 'Abdullah bin 'Amr, the famous Sahabi brought him up. And it
has been established that he actually heard the Hadith from him, so it is neither Munqati'
nor Mursal, but a Muttasil which does not go below the grade of Hasan (good).
l3 l He is Abii Sahl the Qadi of Marw who was one of the most reliable and prominent Tabi'in
of the third grade. He died in Marw in the year 115 H.
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used to pray the two (Sunnah) Rak'at
of Fajr, so that it became thirteen[IJ
Rak'at."
299. Narrated ('Aisha)~: Allah's Messenger
~ used to pray thirteen Rak'at during
the night, offering a Witr out of that
with five and sitting only during the last
of them. (Agreed upon].

. Li~T .j ~t !~ .j

Jt,;;

300. Narrated
('Aisha)
~:
Allah's :-0~ ~
;li1 0'~ ~.J ('*")
Messenger ~ offered Witr prayer (on
different nights) at various hours, ~~ ,~ ~I J_?~ ).jf:.; ,j;U1 j5 ~
extending (from the Ishii: prayer) up to
. ~ Z;2
~J-!
the last hour of the night. [Agreed
upon].
301. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin Al- ifl.JI ,J J_;.;, ,J ~\ µ .:f.J ('*• ')
'Aas ~: Allah's Messenger ~ told me,
J_?~ J J~-: J~ 1~c
;li1 0'~
"O 'Abdullah! Do not be like so-and-so
who used to be awake in the night for ZJLS •.Ci~~~ '1 !~\ ~ ~>> :~~I
prayer and then gave it up." [Agreed ~~=> ee I'll\ 'w .ij<:
I'll\ :
> !,
~ . ,if.:'"'
i ., ? . ,if.:'"'
~ i JA1.
upon].

.p1 Jt

Jt,;;

·~
('" "0

302. Narrated 'Ali bin Abi Talib 4\;· ji\ :.r'.)
' . , •.
,_ill.
·' .,p•I~ ,y
: "
, ~ f ,._r.
J
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "O people of
"'~ .~I .,,._:~.,, J~ : J~ ~ <..s'It;;
the Qur'an! offer Witr (prayer), because IJ'.;~\»
_,,.., : ~
2
Allah is Witr (One)[ J and loves Witr." .ee)jl ~ ,')-! Ji1 ~~ !9T)l1 jAf ~
(Reported by Al-Kbamsa and Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
303. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet <..s'It;; ;lJ1 ~.)
·' r
,,, ,iY.'I ,.YJ
"
('*•'*)
~ said, "Make the last of your prayer at
night Witr (an odd number)[ 3 l " ~ ifol» :J~ ~ ~I ,<_f ,l~c
[Agreed upon].
. ~ Z;2 . eel)-! ,J;Li~ ~')(.p

J

[IJ There is a difference of opinion as to whether the Tahajjud (night prayer) comprises of
eleven or thirteen Rak'at. Eleven are agreed upon and thirteen are in disagreement. The fact
is that the Prophet ;ll!!i sometimes offered eleven Rak'at prayer of Tahajjud including the
Witr and sometimes thirteenRak'at.

21 It alludes to the Qualities of Allah the Almighty, i.e. He is Unique in His Qualities . .J:..s

£

~"There

crJ

is nothing like (equal to) Him."

! According to some narrations, the Prophet~ used to offer two Rak'at of Nafl after Witr
prayers and hence is exempted from repeating the Witr. Some observe that one should offer
two Rak 'at of the Nafl prayer in the later part of night in case he offers his Witr during the
earlier part of it. If he does the Witr in the later part of the night, he need not offer that Nafl
prayer.
3

£
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304. Narrated Talq bin 'Ali 4>: I heard J-~ ji , .- , 1;: •• J,i1:,, (Y'•t)
Allah's Messenger ~ saying, "There are .... , >1 ~ .J c,P',, ,d. , , ,y-.J ,, ....
no two Witr (prayers) during one "1 :J~ ;)! ~I J_r..~ ~ :Jli ~
night." (Reported by Ahmad and Ath- ~) ,~j!Jl.J .J.:;.f ~l~.J, j j . 01 ,:
Thalatha and Ibn Hibban graded it
_, · • - -I , J'-!
Sahib (authentic)].
305.Narrated Ubai bin Ka'bl 1 l -·""':
Allah's Messenger ~ recited in Witr
prayer Surat Al-A '/al 2 l (in the first
Rak'at), Surat Al-Kafirun (in the
second Rak'at) and Surat Al-Jkh/as (in
the third Rak'at). (Reported by Ahmad,
Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i]. The latter
added, "And he did not say the Tasltm
(salutation) except in the last (Rak'at)
of them."
Abo Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi report
something similar from 'Aisha ~ that
Allah's Messenger ~ used to recite a
Surat in every Rak'at and in the last
(third) Rak'at he would recite Qui
Huwa Allahu Abad (Surat Al-Ikhlas)
andAl-Mu'awwidbatainl 3 l.

J'~jil,~.)
·' • ..__;s
·' •'l
.
,c,."! cl•, »

-C:- ;'

,_ , ~ ' I

J!,Y-

~, ~

J_,_.,.)
,,

:.;.-

v .J (Y'•o)
~

u

\5 .. J t,; ':,
o;.s.

«~.J~L(J1 ~\ ~ ~») «fi~1 ~~ (.-:-1
5)1; ;fJ .J.:;.f ~l.J~ ((.:;.. \ jil .:;..:.
.J

Ji»

.~~ J ~l ~ .q.:; :;1j.J ~L::.~.!i.J

306. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri 4>: jil ~~ ~}Lll ).~-· ..) :_;..:; (Y'•i)
The Prophet ~ said, "Offer Witr prayer
before it is morning." (Reported by 0\ ~ 1 3 ~,Jh :Jt,; ~ ~1 ~T ~ J~
Muslim].
~L·-~ 'I" ttl ' ' !
·,,,....--'.J.J·~

Ibn Hibbin has: 'whosoever reaches the
dawn, and he did not offer Witr, then
there is no Witr for him.'l 4 l

·- , \-'
:\~
'J!,Y-

~-~I !J.J';\ v:_; .. ~G,
. ,

. '"}'

,d,, .J

_;j )-!

-ii

[IJ He is an Ansari a Najjari and Khazraji and was nicknamed Abu Al-Mundhir. He was the
master of the Qur'an scholars and one of the .scribes of the Walry (the Qur'anic revelation).
He was also one of those who had collected the Qur'an and gave Fatwa (legal verdict) during
the lifetime of Allah's Messenger ~ . He participated in the second 'Aqaba, Badr and the
battles that followed. The year of his death has been disagreed on as being 19 H., 20 H., 22
H., 30 H., 32 H., or 33 H.
[lJ Siirat no. 87.

£31 Siirat
4

no. 113, 114.

£ l This Haditb tells us that the time of Witr ends at the beginning of dawn and as long the
time is gone, they have not been offered in accordance with the Prophet's Sunnab and this is
what this Haditb implies. It does not mean that if one could not incidentally offer the Witr
until morning, he should not offer it at all. An incident concerning one of the Companions of
the Prophet ~ is reported in a Haditb stating that once he slept and got up very late. He
sent out his slave to ascertain whether or not the congregational prayer had been offered by
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307. Narrated (Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri) ~·
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Whoever
oversleeps and misses the Witr, or
forgets it, should pray (when he
awakens) in the momingl 1 l or when
he remembers." (Reported by AlKhamsa except An-Nasa'i).
308. Narrated Jabir ~:Allah's Messenger
~ said, "If anyone is afraid that he may
not get up in the latter part of the
night, he should offer Witr in the first
part of it; and if anyone expects to get
up in the last part of it, he should offer
Witr at the end of the night, for prayer
at the end of the night is witnessed (by
the angels) and that is preferable."
[Reported by Muslim).
309. Narrated lbn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
~ said, "When the dawn breaks, then
the time of all night prayers including
the Witr is over, so observe the Witr
before dawn." [Reported by AtTirmidhi).
310. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ used to pray four[ 2 l Rak'at in Duba
prayer and increase (the number of
Rak'at) as much as Allah willed."
[Reported by Muslim].

c,;;ii :~~I J_?) Jij :J\i ~.J (~·V)
jl ~l l~l J~\; ';_;.; j\ ) f I ,c}- f\j
. ~t..::.J1 ':1t L..;.;..i1 ~l.J) . «}~
:Jti ~

Jt;; ;11 :.ri') f.~ ~.:;

~ f~ ':1 ~\ _j~

j»

:·~~I

f~ ~1 ~ c,;;.:; ,j~1 ~ffi
1·i11

(~·,\)
J_?) Jij

,Jii1

~I

·\ ;-1..,p ~(;~ ' ,(j::"'~Y:,r.-~
1·i11, ·i ·- 'i~ ~- ·\

,(j::"'~
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,\f.J
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(~·~)

:Jti ~ .:.f1 ,c}- ,1;+:c
·)}1.J •,J.ll1 §'.>LP JS ..:J.:; ~~ :iii
. &~J:ll ;1:;) . ((~\ ,t)1 J;; l.J_~;)~
~ Jt;; ;11 ~) ~~ ~.:; (~'-)
~I J-:d_ ~ ~I J_?) 0l5 : _;jij
~1·.: 'I"

• ,,.--- • ) )

,;,I .,_,,
-1~ ~ ,j,,."
-.(--.J ,fuu-.J'l

• 4.J..J

that time. The slave came back answering in affirmative. Upon knowing this, he offered Witr
first, then Sunnah, and then the Fard (obligatory) prayer of the morning. It is thus known
that if someone could not offer Witr during the specified time limit, he may offer them as
Qada (missed) prayers later on. The Prophet ~ vigorously emphasized that one must offer
Witr prayer at the specified time without fail, and the ones whom he thought may not get up
early enough in the morning, he used to instruct them that they should offer Witr at night.
Hence he instructed Abu Huraira ~ 41 ._...;, J, that he must offer his Witr at night.
l•J One should know that should some;ne miss a prayer out of a sincere oblivion or due to
having fallen asleep, he shall not be brought to account in both these cases; and also that he
shall get an equal amount of reward as if he had offered a prayer on time. However, it is
prohibited to go to sleep at such a time when the time of a cenain prayer is about to
approach. In case such a thing happens inadvenently and beyond one's capability and
control, one shall not be blamed for it.
[ZJ Let it be known that Isbraq, Saliitul-Awwabin and Duba are different names that stand for
identically the same forenoon prayer. The time of this prayer stans with the sunrise and goes
on until one-founh of the day. The least number of Rak'at of Duba prayer are two and the
maximum ace twelve. The preferable among them are four which is supponed and approved
by the Abadith of the Prophet ~ . It may also be remembered that this prayer is a Sunnah of
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In another narration of Muslim from
her: ('Aisha) ~ was asked, "Did Allah's
Messenger • use to offer the Duba
prayer?" She replied, "No, unless he
-~
came back from a journey."
In yet another narration of Muslim ~ ~ ;ti1 J~~ ~I~ t; : ~ j.J
from her: ('Aisha)~ said, "I have never
~·~
,i;
;~
seen Allah's Messenger •
offering
Duba prayer, yet I offer it.1 1 1 "

.

•=

Jµ

µ1

<,., ,>

Jt;;

311. Narrated Zaid bin Arqam
ill1 :.ri'~ ;J~I ,J. ·*3 ~.J
Allah's Messenger • said, "The prayer
of those who are penitent is offered ~1~\r1 ;")\_;,}) : J~ ~ ;'iii J~~ 01 '~
when the young weaned camels feel the
.'5_~·~11
.1~~
«JL:aA.11
, ·"~:
. J'"'
_,
•
,
<J"'-'
J' ~
heat of the sandl 2 l . " [Reported by AtTirmidhi].
312. Narrated Anas • : Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Whoever prays twelve Rak'at
of Duba, Allah will build a castle for
him in Paradise." [Reported by AtTirmidhi who graded it Gharib
(reported by a single narrator)).
313. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ entered my house and prayed eight
Rak'at of Duba prayer. [Reported by
Ibn Hibban in his Sahib).
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Chapter 10
PRAYER IN CONGREGATION
AND mE IMAMATE
314. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~:
Allah's Messenger• said, "The prayer
offered in congregation is twenty~
sevenl 3 l degrees more rewardable than

Jt;; ai1 :.ri'~ ~ ,J ;'iii +;- ~

(1"\t)

former Messengers as they used to offer it during their times. Hence, this prayer is a Sunnab
as well as being Mustabab (desirable). As to the matter of this prayer being called a Bid'a
(innovation) by 'Umar -:.s. 41 ~ J, it only alludes to the fact that if someone develops a habit
of continually offering it, it may be regarded as an innovation, as the Prophet ~ did not
always offer it.
[lJ Though this Haditb and the two preceding it seem to contradict one another, they
however indicate that Duba is a voluntary prayer as confirmed by the Haditb scholars.

C2 l This Haditb indicates that the best time of Duba prayer is just before noon.
C3 l In the forthcoming narrations, the reward is reported to be as great as 25 times. It
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a prayer offered by a single person."
(Agreed upon].
Both Al-Bukhari and Muslim have also
reported through Abu Huraira ( •):
"Twenty-five degrees (more)." Likewise,
Al-Bukhari reported from Abu Sa'id AlKhudri: "He ~) said (the word)
Daraja (degree)."

~ ~J
1Js_1 «I'-?.

··~.:;;1

•=

315. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "By Him in Whose
Hand my soul is, I have thought of
giving orders for fuel wood to be
gathered, then giving orders for Salflt
(prayer) and having the Adban called,
then ordering a man to lead the people
(in prayer), then going off to some
people (men) who are not present at
the prayer and burning downl 1 l their
houses upon them. By Him in Whose
Hand my soul is, if one of them knew
he would find a fat meaty bone or two
fine sheep hooves he would attend the
'Jsba' (evening prayer)." (Agreed upon,
and the wording is that of Al-Bukhari].

•=

Allah's .Jij : .Jij ~ J~ ji, ~.:; ~J (Y'\i)
316. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
Messenger ~ said, "The most burden- ~ .. t::ll \;: •illl ,,~;\, : .;!Iii; .&1 J , ,
.._r-,
u~j-"J
some prayers for hypocritesl 2 l are the ~
_j]_1 ,~\ ~j;,_1 ~~I ~j;,
'Isba' and the Fajr prayers and if they
knew what (rewards) these (prayers)
~ •I;;. ;J.1 ~_;;~ ~
contain, they would have come to them
(in the mosques), even though they had
to crawl on their knees." (Agreed
upon].

\; S'A
-4i

.

depends on the caliber of the one offering the prayer. The one who is highly graded acquires
it 27 times more and the one who is comparatively lower-graded, is only eligible for 25 times
more. [The scholars have offered a number of explanations for this difference in number).
111 We are informed through this Haditb that offering of a prayer in congregation is Fard '.A.in
(individual duty)." Had it been merely Fard Kifaya (collective duty) or Sunnat Mu'akkada

(regularly practiced), the Prophet~ would not have used such harsh words for the people
who shun attending congregational prayers.
l2 l All of the prayers are a burden upon the hypocrite, except that the 'Isha and Fajr prayers
are the most difficult. This is because the hypocrite attends the mosque merely for the
purpose of being seen, while he does not believe in the promised reward for the worship of
Allah. Hence, the prayer at these two times of darkness, when he will not be seen - 'Isha,
when one normally rests, and Fajr, when one normally is enjoying sleep - is the most difficult
to attend in the mosque.
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317. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~: A
blindl 1 l man came to the Prophet ~ ~f j;.~ ~~I Jl :J\i ~.J (l"W)
and said, "O Messenger of Allah, I have .j~~ ~ti
~ ~t !~I J_?~ ~ :Jili
no guide to take me to the mosque."
He
(the Prophet ~)
therefore ~ti~ J.J L,jj '~ ~j ,~1
permitted him (to pray at his house), ,~ :Jli «~r>1..;.1~ .11.11 ~ j.t.» :.Jili
then when the man turned away the
;1_-;~ .«~t» :.Jli
Prophet ~ called him and asked, "Can
you hear the Adhan (call) for prayer?"
He answered, "Yes". He (the Prophet
~)
said, "Then respond to it."
[Reported by Muslim].

J

Jt

.;:r;

318. Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever hearsl 2 l
the call for prayer and and does not
come (to the mosque for prayer), his
prayer will not be accepted from him,
unless he has a (legitimate) excuse."
[Reported by lbn Majah, Ad-Daraqutni,
lbn Hibban and Al-Hakim. Its chain of
narration meets Muslim's conditions,
but some Hadith scholars held that the
stronger view is that it is Mawquf
(saying of a Companion)].
319. Narrated Yazid bin Al-Aswadl 3 1 ~:
He offered the morning prayer with
Allah's Messenger ~ and when Allah's
Messenger ~ finished his prayer, he
saw two men who had not prayed with
him. He ordered them to be brought
and they were brought trembling1 4 l
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[lJ This blind person was none other than 'Abdullah bin Umm Maktum. After the instructions
of the Prophet ~ , he attended the mosque with such a constant regularity that he was at last
appointed a Mu'adhdbin (the call-maker for prayer). As long as a handicapped person is
ordered strictly to attend the congregational prayer, what about those who fail to attend
congregational prayers without any excuse? The prayer of a handicapped person is acceptable
at home, but he too does not get the reward of congregation.

This Hadith shows that it is obligatory for one who hears the Adhan (call to prayer) to
respond, by attending the prayer in the mosque. As long as one has heard it, there is no
excuse to be absent. Other excuses are: a hurricane, a rainfall, an extreme hunger, defecation,
urination and suffering from sickness, etc., which are acceptable excuses for not joining the
congregational prayer.
[ZJ

l 3 l He is Abu Jabir As-Sawai Al-'Aamiri who

was an ally of Quraish. He was a Sahiihi who
settled at Ta' if and this is the only Hadith from him by his son Jabir.
r4 l Their bodies started quivering (a tremor seized them) due to a tremendous amount of
awe and fear inspired by the personality of the Prophet ~ as the same normally happens
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with fear. He asked them what had
prevented you from praying with us?"
They said, "We had already prayed at
our homes." He said, "Don't do so! If
you pray at your homes and then you
come while the Imam has not yet
performed the prayer, you must pray
with him, and it will be an voluntary
prayer for you." [Reported by Ahmad with his wording - and Ath-lbalatha.
At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
320. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The Imam has
been appointed to be followed (in the
congregational prayers). So, when he
utters the Takbir, utter the Takbir too,
and do not utter the Takbir until he
utters it. When he bows, you should
bow, and do not bow until he bows.
When he says, "Allah listens to him who
praises him," say, "O Allah, our Rabb,
to you is the praise." When he
prostrates, you prostrate; and do not
prostrate until he prostrates. If he prays
standing, pray standing, and if he prays
sitting, all of you pray sitting. "!11
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and the
wording is his; and its basic meaning is
in the Sahihain (of Al-Bukhari and
Muslim)].
321. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
When Allah's Messenger ~ saw a
tendency among his Companions of
going to the back he said, "Come
forward and follow my lead and let
those behind you follow you."1 2 1
[Reported by Muslim).
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due to a shocking fright.
[IJ This ruling now stands cancelled. The Prophet~ did lead the prayer in a sitting posture
when he suffered from the fatal illness pursuant to which he passed away, while those
following him offered the prayer in the normal standing position.

l2 I This Haditb may be cited as an evidence concerning the Muqtadi (followers in a prayer)
who may see an Imam, but cannot possibly hear him. Such followers must pursue other
followers (who are ahead of them in line). We are also enlightened about the fact that the
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322. Narrated Zaid bin Thabit
Allah's
Messenger ~ made a small room of a
mat (i.e. he used it to designate a space
for prayer) and prayed inside it. The
people followed him, and they came to
pray behind himYl The narrator
mentioned the rest of the Hadith, and
it contains the words: "The most
excellent prayer of a person is (that
which he prays) in his house except
that which is prescribed (the five
congregational prayers)." (Agreed
upon).
323. Narrated Jiibir $: Mu'adh bin
Jabal $ led his companions in the Al'Isha (night prayer) and prolonged it
for them. Upon this the Prophet~ said
to him, "O Mu'adh, do you want to
become a Fattanl 2 l ? When you lead
people in prayers1 31 , recite Ash-Shamsi
wa duhaha,1 4 1, Sabbihisma RabbikalA'/a151, Iqra' Bismi Rabbika1 6 1 and
Wal-Laili idha yaghsha1 7 1." (Agreed
upon. And the wording is from
Muslim). 181

J,~
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front row is the most preferable one and one should eagerly strive for its occupancy, and that
the second row should not be distant from the first row, and similarly that the first row
should not be distant from the Imam.
[lJ This Hadith specifies that if there exists a wall or partition or some other distance between
the Imam and his followers, the prayer still remains valid. Some people do not subscribe to
the contents of this Hadith but it's validity should suffice to convince them.

r2 1 Meaning: "By lengthening the recitation, do you want to inflict pain upon the people who
are being led by you, thereby weaning them off the habit of attending congregational
prayers?"
£3l This Hadith informs us that an Imam, during his prayer, should not lengthen his recitation
to such an extent that it should get on the nerves of the followers causing them to shun the
congregational prayers. Another Hadith following this one states the reason for not
lengthening the recitation. However, it should not be shortened to such a degree wherein one
could not even complete the constituents of a prayer. The proper method is that the prayer
should be led in a light and moderate way according to the Sunnah of the Prophet ~ .

r4 1 Surat Ash-Shams, no. 91.
r5 1 Surat Al-A'la, no. 87
[GJ Surat Al-'Alaq, no. 96.
r7 1 Surat Al-Lail, no. 92.
rs1 Another Hadith reports that Mu'adh .;.so .iii ._,.;.J first used to offer his prayers behind the
Prophet ~ , then offered his Nafl (voluntary prayers) and then used to lead the prayer in
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324. Narrated 'Aisha ~ regarding Allah's
~ J~ ;lJ1 :.ri') ~~ !_;j (,-y t)
Messenger
leading the people in
Sa/at (prayer) during his illness. She ;.:, ,._,,,8~ ~ ~I ,J.r-'J ~{.P ~ ._j
said, "He came and sat on the left side
of Abu Bakr ( <t;,). So he (~) was )~ ;_; ~ J;_ ·~ :.:31.i .~;
, '\- , 'L.J[;.
81... i --~ ~~ ,r<./:.
<~ , i
leading the people in prayer while .JU
, . ,V" ;~
sitting and Abu Bakr standing. Abu Bakr
, .. ~ • ~11 ;)\..;.,; <- Y. I t.j,,£t.. , ,.
<~
was following the prayer of the Prophet ~ '-Ir-' -.~ ~~·, . <~ '-1:.I ;)\..;.,
, 81 £tand the people were following the
- ; ..r t..?, u
prayer of Abu Bakr." [Agreed upon].
325. Narrated Abu Huraira .:t;,: The ,ti. J~ 1J1 :.ri') ;;.). <../;\ ;_;:, (,-Yo)
Prophet
said, "When one of you
l~l» :Jl.i ~ ~1 ~\
leads the people in prayer he should be .::,,.81 rs~\
~I
'C'i'
':"-Ii'
·~I~ .. ·~
brief, for among them are the young
-,
.J .r.:;' .J r.:-- . rt::! ?:"
and the old, the weak and those who
~ j~j; ~~J ~ I~~ ,~\;.JI l~j
have needs to attend to. But if he prays
by himself he may pray as he wishes."
.j2 .a;;G
[Agreed upon].
326. Narrated 'Amr bin Salimal 1 l ( .:t;,)
My father said, "I have come from the
true Prophet
so when the time of
Sa/at (prayer) comes one of you should
announce the Adban and the one of
you who knows the Qur'an most
should be your Imam." He ('Amr) said,
"They looked around and there was no
one who knew the Qur'an more than
I. C2 J So they put me forward in front of
them and I was only six or seven 13 l
years old." [Reported by Al-Bukhari,
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasfil'].
327. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud .:t;,: Allah's J~ ;li1 :.ri') ~;.:..; ,JI ,:;.:, (,.YV)
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said, "The one who
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another mosque. This explains that one could offer his Fard (obligatory prayers) behind the
Imam who is offering the Nafl (voluntary prayers).
Ill He is Abu Yazid or Abu Buraid. He came with his father to the Prophet ~ . It is also said
that he did not come with his father. He belonged to the tribe ofJurum and settled in Basra.

12 1 This Haditb explains that the most eligible person to be an Imam is the one who
possesses more knowledge of Shari'a (Islamic law). If two people posses the same amount of
knowledge, then the more pious one should lead the prayer. Similar criteria have also been
mentioned in the narration of Ibn Mas'ud.
13 1 This explains that a boy, who has not yet reached his puberty, may lead the prayer of an
adult, or a group of adults, in case he happens to be more knowledgeable than those adults
in the maner concerning and related to StJari'a (Islamic law).
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knows [by recitation and
memorization] the Book of Allah most
should be the Imam of the people. If
they are equal in the recitation, then
the one who knows the Sunnab most
and if they are equal in the Sunnab
then the earliest of them to emigrate
(to Al-Madinah) and if they are equal in
the emigration then the oldest among
them in Islam. In another narration it
has "agewise". And no man should lead
another in prayer in his domain or sit
in his place of honor without his
permission.'' [Reported by Muslim].
328. Ibn Majah reported the following
from Jabir's narration, "A woman is
never to lead a man in prayer, neither a
bedouin (desert Arab) to lead an
emigrant, nor a sinner to lead a
believer." [Its chain of narrators is
Wahin (extremely weak)].
329. Narrated Anas ~: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Stand close together in your
rowsl 1 l , bring them (the rows) near
one another, and stand neck to neck
(in straight lines)." [Reported by Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i. And Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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330. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "The best of the ,--t).;, ~» :~ ~I J_?) Jti :Jti
men's rows is the first and the worst is
~ > r.>
">.J d.i'~·\ \A~-;.,
'I :t•\ JI_;.' I\
.r".J ~ .J , . J'
the last; and the best of the women's , J .JA-P
rows is the last and the worst is the
-~ ~lj) .«lf.)~l l.A~J ,\.A~\ ;L.:1ll
first." 121 [Reported by Muslim].
[lJ It is reported in Sahihain that the Prophet ~ addressed people (with his race facing
them) and directed them to straighten their rows or Allah will create discord within your
hearts. The narrator tells us that he has obseIVed people during congregational prayers to the
effect that they used to join their ankles and arms close to each other. The Prophet ~ has
said, swearing by Allah the Almighty, that if the prayer rows become sparsely spread, he can
visuali2e Satan therein. In addition to this, there are many Ahadith related to the proper
decorum of the rows for the prayer.
2
f l The last row of men is bad since they have been deprived of the priority and benefit
belonging to the first row. The last row of women is better as they are farthest away from the
possibility of mixing with men. In case it is an all female gathering and the congregational
prayer is also led by a woman, then the same ruling applies on them. (The first row of
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331. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: "I prayed J't;i ~ 1 _ .e; .. _..;.:, <rrn
(the night Tabajjud prayer) with Allah's
<.,r;>J .<f · .er.,1 .v
Messenger~ one night and I stood on .SI~~ ,iii ,J_?) C3 ,: :i.;. :Jij 1;~:,;
his left side, whereupon he took me by .;1Jil; • 1 J' , - : : f:
, , , - , • ~: ,1.1
'.2!!; .w
..,.) .l>-\.9 '"J'-' ·.; .:.......u 4-.W
the back of my head and made me go -" ·
-'
·- · v
• ·
round to his right side. [Agreed upon). ~ ,~ :_;. j:;j •.JI)~ ~ ~I~

-~

Jt;;

- ._;1
. :_;.:,

332. Narrated Anas ~= Allah's Messenger : Ji; ~
~1 ~;
<rrn
~ prayed and an orphan and 1! 1 J
,Ll;. ~ Lll ,! :~; ·~,iii J_,.:.:; .)_;,
prayed behind him and Umm Sulaim ~
2
was behind usl J • [Agreed upon and h;i11:, .0 ~ _,:~j;. -~ rl:,
the wording is Al-Bukhiiri's).
-~)~
..... ,..
333. Narrated Abu Bakra ( ~): He
reached the Prophet ~ while he was
bowing, so he (Abu Bakra) bowed
before reaching the row. He mentioned
that to the Prophet ~ and the Prophet
~ said to him, "May Allah increase your
eagerness! But do not repeat1 3 1 . "
[Reported by Al-Bukhari). And Abu
Da'ud added: "He bowed before
reaching the row then walked and
joined the row."
- .<rro
334. Narrated Wabisa bin Ma'badl 4 l 41;· <li1 <.,r;'J
Allah's Messenger~ saw a man praying ~) '51) ~ ,iii J_,.:.:; 01 :~
alone behind the row so he ordered
him to repeat the Sa/at (prayer). ~ .'.il ~;t ,~:b.) ~I :.J;.
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and
At-Tirmidhi. The latter graded it Hasan,
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
Ibn Hibban reported this from Talq ..::.J;. ;.) ~ 1 bl;. '1 :
0S- j:,

Jt;;

.µ_

.J.1

women then gets better than their last row, exactly like men).
[tJ The rule is that the men should form a row first, then the children and then the women.
In case there is only one adult and one child, both of them may stand together.

C2 J A lone woman is allowed to pray behind a men's row in the absence of another woman
join her.

to

13 1 May Allah increase your enthusiasm in performing virtuous deeds but one should not
exceed the limits, for example, by racing to enter the prayer. One should proceed to the
prayer calmly. (See Hadith no. 335)
14 1 He is an Ansari from the clan of Asad bin Khuzaima. He was nicknamed Abii Qirsafa. He
first settled at Kiifa then moved to Al-Irrra and died about 90 H.
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(bin 'Ali ~): "The prayer of a person
~1j._i1 )ljj . ~I
who prays alone behind the row is not : ~l_'i -~~
acceptedPI ".And At-Tabariini added to
~~J .S):;;.,;..1 -:f ~ ..:.i;.:; )If
the narration of Wabisa, "Why did you
not join them or pull back a man (to
your position)?"
335. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "If you hear the
Iqama, you must walk to the prayer
(place) with tranquillity and dignity,
and do not hasten; and whatever
portion of the prayer you getl 2 J (along
with the Imam) offer it, and complete
afterwards whatever you missed.
[Agreed upon, and the wording is AlBukhiiri's).
336. Narrated 'Ubai bin Ka'b ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "A man's prayer
offered with another man is purer than
his prayer which he offers alone, and
his prayer with two men is purer than
his prayer with one and if they are
more (in number), it is more beloved
to Allah, the Mighty the Majestic."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i.
And Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
~ J~ <li1 :rf':! ~:;_-; ~-' c,-,-v)
337. Narrated Umm Waraqa1 3 1 ~: The
Prophet ~ commanded her to lead the ~\j) . L-,,il; jAf y Z,f t..>_:;f ~ ~I 0f
members of her household1 4 1 (in
.~). 0;1 ~j ,;j1; ;f
prayer). [Reported by Abu Da'ud; Ibn
Khiizaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].

..i

ff

,

f

Ill Whether or not a single person behind a row qualifies for the prayer (whether his prayer
could be recognized as valid), is a disputed point about which there are differences in
opinions. The fact is that one should not offer it by standing alone while a congregational
prayer is in progress.

12 1 The remainder of the prayer which one joins behind an Imam in a congregation, whether
it should be considered as a former part of the prayer or as a latter part of it, is again a
disputed point.
13 1 She is Bint Naufal or Bint 'Abdullah bin Al-Harith bin 'Uwaimr Al-Ansariya. She compiled
the Qur'an and requested the Prophet ~ to allow her to take part in the battle of Badr. The
Prophet ~ used to visit her and call her "the Martyr". She was killed by her male and female
slaves who covered her with a sheet of cloth, thus suffocating her. They then ran away, but
were caught and crucified by the orders of 'Umar ;.;s- .&! ._,..;..J.
141 This Hadith states that it is permissible and proper f~r a woman to lead the prayer. It is a
proven fact that 'Aisha and Umm Salma L..+:..- 41 ~.J did lead prayers. Imam Ash-Shaukani
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338. Narrated Anas ~= The Prophet ~
appointed Ibn Umm Maktiim ( ~) to
lead the people in prayer in his absence
and he (lbn Umm Maktiim ~) was
blind. Pl [Reported by Ahmad and Abu
Da'ud). Ibn Hibban also reported
something similar from 'Aisha(~).
339. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Pray (funeral
prayers) over him who said (believed):
'Nothing deserves to be worshipped
except Allah'; and pray behind him who
says: 'Nothing deserves to be
worshipped except Allah'l 2 l ." [Ad·,~
Daraqutni reported it through a weak
chain of narrators).
340. Narrated 'Ali bin Abi Talib ~ ;li1 :,ri') -~ti, ~' ,.; ~ ~J (Y't.)
Allah's Messenger ~ said: "If one of
you comes to Salat (prayer) and the Jl 1~p1 :~~I J_,:.j jij :Jij ~ J~
Imam is at a certain position, he must 2~1; ,_Jt;.
fi;11:; ,;~1 r51.:.1
do as the Imam is doing." [Reported by
es_~?1 ~1:;) . "r'i;-x1
?:! ~
,
At-Tirmidhi with a weak chain of )t::..:..L
narrators).
·,~

Js.

2

~;

Chapter 11
THE PRAYER OF
A TRAVELER AND
A SICK PERSON
341. Narrated 'Aisha ~ that when the
Sa/at (prayer) was first prescribed, it

~ J~ ;iii :,ri')

i41S-

~J

, -~) ;~ 1 -~) i; J~l

(ft\)

:..:Jij

said that a woman, if leading a prayer, must not stand alone ahead of the row but should
stand within it. If her followers include males also, then they should be none other than their
Mahram (the persons so closely related to her that she can not marry them). She cannot lead
a prayer of a cenain gathering that includes either strangers or Ghair Mahram (the persons
allowed to enter a marriage contract with her).
[lJ This Hadith clarifies that a blind person can lead the prayer. Some scholars reluctantly
approve of it, but this is against propriety. Some maintain that in the presence of a scholar
who enjoys a perfect faculty of sight, it is improper to ask a blind scholar to lead a prayer,
and this view is erroneous too. The Prophet~ deputed 'Abdullah bin Umm Maktum .&1 ~J
~ in his absence to lead the prayer thirteen times.

r21 The only point which is intended here

is that it is permissible to offer a prayer behind a
praying person who neglects the offering of Wajtbilt. However, such a person must never be
appointed an Imam (i.e., such a person should never be assigned the duties to lead prayers.). '
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consisted of two Rak'at. ftl Afterwards,
the prayer during travelling was
confirmed (as two Rak'at), while the
prayer at the place of residence was
completed (as four Rak'at). [Agreed
upon].
Al-Bukhari has: 'Then (Allah's .~jl ..:....:;;~ ·?.~
:-5)~,J
Messenger ~) emigrated and it was
.~~\r1 J;. p1 ;')\j, .;.,~IJ
prescribed as four, but prayer while
travelling was left according to the
original prescription (of two Rak'at).'
')J"" Lf1~....
µ1
~,,.. : ~1 ;1jJ
Ahmad added, 'Except the Maghrib ')Lti1
,..
,..
(prayer) for it is the Witr (prayer) of the
.;;:ifii ~ JjW lf1~ ·~I ~tJ
day; and except the Fajr (prayer), since
the recitation (of the Qur'an). is
prolonged in it.'
342. Narrated 'Aisha ~: While on a 0\ ~ J~ ~I :rf) ~~ ~J (f'fY)
journey, the Prophet ~ used to
shorten the prayer (sometimes) and ~~_J ,~ p1 .j ~ Z,t5 ~ ~I
offer it completely (sometimes). fZJ ~1
.~Li\ .;13~.J ·~)1jj1 ~1.J) .~:,
Similarly, he used to observe fast
(sometimes) and break it (sometimes). ·Li-!~ ~ ~~ ~ Jo~l.J ,j);;
. ~::"II ;_;,- '. \ .• \; ~- !· 'j ~I : ..:.Jti·
[Ad-Daraqutni reported it, and its
~
. ..;>
....r-~
~
J
narrators are reliable, but it is a
defective Hadith]. The Mahfudh
(correct) narration from 'Aisha
(concering this matter) is that it was
her practice (that she~ offered prayers
in the complete form during travelling)
[and not the practice of the Prophet).
She said: 'It is not hard for me.' [AlBaihaqi reported it). £3 l

rJ

'.:;,

'h

111 This tells us that, in the beginning, only two Rak'at were specified to be offered as an
obligatory prayer (like the prayer during a journey). Later on, an addition was made in the
prayer of residents, whereas the prayer of a traveller remained as it was, which is now known
as Rak'atain (two Rak'at). It has not been narrated authentically that the Prophet~ offered
the full form of prayer during a journey.
121 The chain of narrators for this Haditb includes 'Ala bin Zuhair, who has been criticized by
some (including lbn Hibban and lbn Hazm) and accredited by others (including Ibn Ma'in,
lbn Hajar and Ath-Thahabi). See: Tabdbeeb At-Tabdbeeb 8/161, no 326. Imam lbn Taimiyah
maintains that this Haditb is nothing but a lie against the Prophet ~ . It is stated in Sabibain
on the authority of 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~ 41 ~J that the Prophet~ never offered more
than two Rak'at of a four Rak'at prayer during a journey.
131 This Haditb cannot be used as an evidence because in its chain of narrators is 'Ala bin
Zuhair about whom the scholars differ. It also contradicts the Haditb narrated by Ibn 'Umar
~ 41 ~J reported by Al-Bukhari and Muslim to the effect that the Prophet ~ never
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343. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's

J. t;; ji 1

•

.,

.

~.; ~ .J. 1 ,,;/'J (ftf)
loves that His permissions be practiced, Ji1 ~111 :~ ~I J_,;:.,j Jli :Jli 1;_;;,
Messenger~ said, "Allah the Most High

just as he dislikes that disobediencePI
, ;•
to Him be committed." [Ahmad Jj; .:,,\ ~~ LS
reported it. Ibn Khuzaima and Ibn ~). .);1 ~j
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)). A J:) Zif~ L:S»
narration has, "As He loves that His
duties be observed."

,, .,

•-.......>.; Ji)
,~f ~\.))

·

~\ ~
. «~~: !'::

:~l.J,1 ~.:.J ,0~ ~~IJ
.

....,.
. «~lj.'-

344. Narrated Anas ~= When Allah's
Messenger ~ went out on a journey of
three milesl 2 J or three Farasikbl 3 1 , he
(~)
used to pray two Rak'at.
[Reported by Muslim].

Messenger ~ and he prayed two
Rak'at at each time of prayer till we
returned to Al-Madinah. [Agreed upon,
and the wording is Al-Bukh:iri's).
346. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ (made a journey during
which) he had a stop of nineteen days,
during which he shortened his prayers.
In a narration of Al-Bukh:iri: "(he ~
stayed) Nineteen days in Makkah." In a
prayed more than two Rak'at of a four-Rak'at prayer while traveling.
11 1 This Haditb tells us that it is much better to offer two-Rak'at prayer, while performing the
same in full is a violation.
[ZJ A doubt lies in this Haditb as to whether it is three miles or three Farsakb. The original
Haditb does not state it, but it is the doubt of a reporter in the chain of narrators, as to
whether Anas -:.s- .iii ...rP.; used the words 'three miles' or 'three Farsakb'. We must know that
in order to be eligibie to offer 'a two-Rak'at prayer', no distance has been specified in any
Haditb. In fact, this concession, like performing Tayammum (purification with soil) during a
journey, has been kept wide ope'l to the effect that it is permissible to offer a 'two-Rak'at
prayer' during any trip which is c. sidered as 'traveling'.
It appears from the Haditb that a ihree-mile trip' is indeed a journey. But as long as Sbu'ba
doubts it, the scholars have given a ruling that the distance should be three Farsakb (i.e.,
nine miles). Some scholars have specified 36 miles, some 48 miles whereas some other
suggested 52 miles. The reference concerning 48 miles is better and stronger, as Ahniif and
the scholars of Haditb accord their preference to it. However, these are merely surmises and
conjectures and are not substantiated by any conclusive evidence.

131 Farasikb (plural of Farsakb) is Persian unit of distance. Farsakb is equal to about three
miles.
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narration of Abu Da'ud: "seventeen
days. "1 1 1 And in another: "fifteen
days."
,

.

,

,

,

,,

The narration of Abu Da'ud from . «o? .:;~» :-~ _J. .JI~ ~ ;.J_J
'Imcin bin Husain ~ has: "eighteen , , :, t.,, ~ ~ .!l ~ , ~f . t;. : , j,
~ i
· 1: . er- J
days." His narration from Jabir • has: .r'2k YAllah's Messenger ~ stayed at Tabuk -i ,';f:1 ~f '1t ,.::,~ ;.;,_:;~.:; .b\..;.Jt
for twenty days, and he shortened the
-~J
prayers (during his stay). [Its narrators
are reliable, except that there is
difference about whether or not it is
Mawsu/ (unbroken chain of narrators)].

J!.r

•=

347. Narrated Anas
When Allah's
Messenge~
(while on a journey)
proceeded before the sun had declined
from the centre of the sky, he ~)
delayed the Zuhr prayer till the time of
the 'Asr prayer; he ~ would then alight
and combine the two prayers. If the
sun declined before he ~ moved off,
he (~) would offer the Zuhr prayer
and ride (i.e. travel). [Agreed upon].
In the narration of Al-Hakim quoted in ~i;.:.\IL
~ "~\ '-P_. ,,,
~l>JI ;\;\'
~J
• ; ~J
- J~ '-P
the Al-Arba'in with a Sahib Isnad, "He
. ..:...S' -. ! _:;...:.;.w ~\ .).:,,, : __ -:., 11
~ prayed Zuhr and 'Asr then rode (his
· ,J r'
J
-c----~
beast, to continue his journey.)"
Abu Nu'aim has in his Mustakhraj of
Muslim, "While on a journey, if the sun
declined he ~ used to pray Zuhr and
'Asr together and then continue his
journey."

•=

348. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal
We
went out with Allah's Messenger~ on
the Tabuk expedition, and he would
offer Zuhr and 'Asr prayers togetherl 2 l
There is also a difference of opinion penaining to the duration of one's stop-over (during
a journey). Some have specified four days, others eighteen. In fact it is only a misunderstanding. In case someone has to dwell at a cenain place without knowing when they will leave
that place, no duration is specified in relation to it and he can go on praying 'two Rak'at'
indefinately.
[IJ

2
£ l This Haditb tells us that it is permissible to join Zubr, 'Asr, as well as Magbrib and 'Ishii.'
prayers during a journey, irrespective of whether this joining is done at the time of the
validity of a former prayer or the latter one. Both of these situations are proven ones by the
actions and practice of the Prophet ~ . The followers of the Hanaft school of thought do not
approve of this practice which amounts to the negation of this Haditb.
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and Magbrib and 'Isba' prayers
together. [Reported by Muslim).

tr1'

-~

•' •..r.G. ,.:r,'\ ,(fJ (Y'tO.)
349. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's J,~ ill1 ~_)
Messenger ~ said, "Do not shorten the
1/,..;,z .q11 :~~I J_?J J~ :J~ ~
prayer (while travelling) for a distance
of less than four BurudPI ; from
~ ~ ·~~ ~~\ ~ j;f ~ ;~1
Makkah to 'Usfan." [Ad-Daraqutni
, ....
~
~~L
~ · LhlJ1 ~I"
. «~Li:..;
,,.
..
~; ~_)
J.)
u
reported it through a weak chain of
narrators, and the right opinion is that
.~;. .:;.1~;.t1.15 ,.:J)y ~f ~l_J
it is Mawquf (saying of a companion,
i.e. Ibn 'Abbas). Ibn Khuzaima reported
it as such].

Jt

•=

350. Narrated Jabir
Allah's Messenger : J~ ~ J~ ill1 ~J .r.~ ~J (Y'o o)
~ said: "The best of my followers are
111~ <.fl,
~ J.i1 ~.•\ J:.>
,.~,~ :,,;;
.&I J.)-"_)
,, J'~
~ ,
those who, having done evil, ask for
forgiveness (from Allah); and when on 1/,....aJ 1/,jL.:. 11!,J , IJ~,l;: =·I IJ~L.:.f
a journey, shorten (the prayer) and ~e:.1,, .la..:;. ·\;1 . ~ ·1"LI\ ~,: f . II\ >Uf'
cl <./-- .r.-- . ?
.)~ J
break the fast." [At-Tabarani reported it • ~; , J
~I
•
,
I .\ ,
. ,,,
. '.
in Ai- 'Awsat through a weak chain of ,..
,.J. ~ ~./' ~ Y'J ·-~
narrators. Al-Baihaqi reported it in brief
.i~,;.:,~\~
as a Mursal (missing link after the
Tabi'i) from Sa'id bin Al-Musaiyab].
351. Narrated 'Imran bin Husain ~: I
suffered from piles. So I asked the
Prophet ~ about the prayers. He said:
"Pray standing; and if you are unable,
(pray) sitting; and if you are unable,
(pray) lying on your side." Reported by
Al-Bukhari].

ill1 ~J -~ ,J. ~I~ ~J

352. Narrated Jabir
The Prophet ~
visited a sick man and saw him praying
on a cushion, he threw it away and said,
"Pray on the ground, if you can, or else
pray by gesturesl 2 l and make your
prostration lower than your bowing." [AlBaihaqi reported it and Abu Hatim graded
it Sahib (authentic) in Mawquf form (as a
saying of a companion, i.e. Jabir).

:J~ ~ J~ ill1 ~J -/;~ ~J (Y'oY)
~;L:;.-? .fa J-:a:._ .Tj , 4; ~ ~1 ;ti

•=

(Y'o \)

..:JG ,'.r.:' I"
~:; J'~
Y. '!i .;.ilS :J~ I~
,w;~ J_;,11 :Jw ,~~1 ,c_f ~ ~1
jj
~ ~~ ,i~w (:t.:·: ~ ~~

cv·:

.~_;QI
~\JJ .« ~
.. ,,

...

.JI

··\11

,~,<./".)

.fa

'1-:..n :J~'J ,~;d'~
,,~

<.}"""

':!µ ,,: :J..:·.1
&,y--_;~~
.<' : , .~ '. f

!i;;..: ~1:, ,a~t ,i.Jt
'\ ' • ' ' , ~:~"I\ ~I"
Y. ~J ~
J_).

.~_) -~\;.

[lJ Burud: Plural of Barld, which means three Farsakb, and one Farsakb is equal to three
miles.

C2 l In case one is not strong enough even to gesticulate, momentarily he is excused. But as
soon as he recovers and gets his strength back, he must offer all of them as an obligation. If
someone faints and is unconscious, he is excused from his prayers as long as he is in that
condition.
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353. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I saw the
Prophet ~ praying while sitted in a
cross-legged positionl11 . [Reported by
An-Nasa'i; and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

('I" o'I")

: ..:.Jt.9

Chapter 12
AL-JUMU'A.£21 PRAYER
354. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar and
Abu Huraira ~: They heard Allah's
Messenger ~ say (while standing)
upon the planks of his pulpit: "People
must cease to neglect the Friday
prayers, or else Allah will seal their
hearts and then they will be among the
unmindful." [Reported by Muslim].
355. Narrated SalamaC 3 l bin Al-Akwa'
~: We used to offer the Friday prayer
with Allah's Messenger ~ and return
(to our homes) while the walls had no
shadeC 4 l for us to go under (at that
time)C 5 J • [Agreed upon. This is the
wording of Al-Bukhari].
And in a narration of Muslim: "We used
to offer the Friday prayers with him

~I
,,..

.

,,

,..:JI~)

,,

,

o'){.p
,,..

,

\.)I ....;; ,. , ·
~

~

..:,t;
.. - \ Y

,.. ,

,.

0 ....

Gs : -r-::-.1·~1 .1Ul
"
• <.l.J

. <~IC?

•e) ~ ,~I

[IJ The Prophet~ resorted to a sitting posture during a prayer due to a legitimate excuse. A
Hadith states that the Prophet ~ suffered from an abscess in his thigh and as long as one
suffers from a disease or an injury, he can offer his prayers in whatever posture he can,
without any blanie. This is a favor from Allah.

C2 l The day ofjumu'a (Friday) was known as Al-'ATUba during]ahiliya times (the pre-Islamic
period). Islam named it]umu'a as the Muslims of a city gather at one place in congregation
to offer prayers to Allah the All-Mighty. In addition to this, there are a few other reasons also.
c31 He is Abu Muslim, Salama bin 'Amr bin Al-Akwa' Sinan bin 'Abdullah Al-Aslami Al-Madani.
He was one of the bravest Sahaba, and used to run faster than a horse with his feet. He was
good, pious and generous. He died at Al-Madinah in 74 H.
4
c 1 This Hadith clearly states that the Prophet~ used to end his]umu'a prayer at a time
while the shades of the walls were insufficient to cover the people i.e., the]umu'a prayer was
pedormed at an early time.

C5 l According to Imiinl Alimad bin Hanbal, it is permissible to start pedorming Friday's prayer
, before Zawal (the declining of the sun). The rest of the Imams and the majority of scholars
observe that the Friday prayer must be pedormed immediately after Zawal. During present
times, it has become a practice to delay the]umu'a prayer much more, even later than the
Zuhr prayer itself, which is against the tradition of the Prophet ~ .
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(Allah's Messenger *) when the sun
passed the meridian. We would then
return and try to find the afternoon
shadow.
356. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd[lJ ~: We
would not have a siesta (mid-day nap)
nor lunch till after the Friday prayer. [ZJ
(Agreed upon; and the wording is
Muslim's]. Another narration his:
"during the life time of Allah's
Messenger *.
357. Narrated Jabir ~: Allah's Messenger
* was standing while delivering the
Khutba (religious talk, sermon) on
Friday when a caravan from Syria
arrived. The people flocked towards it
till no one was left (with the Prophet
*) except twelve men. [Reported by
Muslim].
358. Narrated Ibo 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger* said, "Whoever is in time
for a Rak'a of the Friday prayer, or any
other prayer,l 3 1 should add another
(Rak'a) to it and his prayer will then be
complete."l 4 l An-Nasa'i, Ibo Majah and
Ad-Daraqutni reported it; the wording
is from Ad-Daraqutni. Its chain of
narrators is Sahib (authentic), but Abu
Hatirn confirmed it as Mursal (missing
link after the Tabi'i].

. -'~
r \'r-'-1\ tr

Ji;;

ji,

:r!') -:;.; ,JI ;f'.J ('°oA)
~I J_,.:..'j Jli : Jli ~

.!.l)l i:;» :~

Ill He is Abul-'Abbas Al-Khazraji As-Sa'idi Al-Ansari. He reported one hundred Abaditb and
died in 91 H. at the age of about hundred years. It is said that he is the last Sababi to die in
Al-Madinah.
2

1 1 It does not mean that he used to perform the Friday prayer even prior to the time of

Zawiil (the declining of the sun), since they would only take their lunch and mid-day nap
after the time of Zuhr. The Friday prayer takes the place of the Zuhr prayer, and as long as it
involves a Kbutba (religious sermon), it is imperative that it be performed early, so that the
prayer is completed within the earlier part of the time for Zubr.
13 1 The narration which is ascribed to Abii Huraira in Sabtbatn, does not specify and single
out Friday prayer, it is only a generalisation in relation to all the prayers. As long as one
could pursue one Rak'at with Imam, he accrues the reward of congregation to his credit.
The same holds true in relation to Friday prayers. Then, one may stand up and complete the
remainder of his prayer.

l4 l This Haditb refutes the view of those who maintain that unless one listens to a part of the
Kbutba (religious talk), his Friday prayer is not acceptable.
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359. Narrated Jiibir bin Samura ~: The
Prophet ~ used to deliver the Khutba
(religious talk, sermon) while
standing. Ill He ~) would then sit
down and then stand up and deliver
the Khutba in a standing posture. So,
whoever informs you that he (the
Prophet ~) delivered the Khutba
(religious talk, sermon) while sitting
has definitely told a lie. [Reported by
Muslim].
360. Narrated Jiibir bin 'Abdullah ~: jjl ::rf'J ~I ~ ,J. !;~ Y,j (Y'i •)
Whenever
Alliih's
Messenger
~
l~I~ ~
,;!!;i; 41
~\S :J\.i 1~:;
1i;3
,
J-.)
~ <..s'
delivered a Khutba (religious talk), his
1,.;.
eyes would become red, his voice ~1:; .~y;, ~:; ,;~ .:...~i
rosel 2 l and his anger would become
intensified, as if he ~) was like one
warning an army and saying, "The
enemy has made a morning attack on
you. The enemy has made an evening
attack on you." He ~ would also say
"Amma ba'du,1 3 1 the best of speech is
embodied in the Book of Allah, and the
best of guidance is the guidance of
Muhammad. And the most evil of affairs
are their innovations and every
innovation is misguidance. "1 4 1
[Reported by Muslim].
And in a narration of Muslim: "In the
Prophet's Khutba on Friday: He would
praise Allah and extol Him.Then,
following that, he would say - and he
had raised his voice ... "

J ,,

<

[IJ This Hadith informs us that the Prophet~· used to address people (deliver Kbutba) in a
standing posture. It further informs us that during a Friday prayer, delivering a Kbutba in
two parts is in accordance with Sunnah, and that a brief sitting in between the said parts also
conforms to the tradition of the Prophet ~ and a violation of any of the above is regarded as
an innovation.
[ZJ This Hadith enjoins upon us that the Kbutba should be delivered loudly (i.e., with a
higher pitch of sound) and it should represent such a style which may be effective enough to
move the audience.

£3 1 An opening phrase for Islamic speeches meaning "to proceed."
4
£ 1 Bid'a (innovation), according to Shari'a (Divine law) stands

for any action, speech or
belief which is neither established nor authenticated either by the Qur'an or Sunnah, nor is it
derived or deduced from it. The words ~~ JS all innovations allude to the fact that .no
innovation upholds any goodness. For details, refer to the book Al-I'tisilm of Asb-Shatibi.
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And in another narration from Muslim:
"Whoever Allah guides, no one can lead
astray; and whoever Allah leads astray,
no one can guide him." An-Nasa'i has:
"Every misguidance is (a cause to enter)
the Fire."
361. Narrated 'Ammar bin Yasir ~= He J~ ai1 :rf) r,'~ ,.;. )t!i ~J (f,,)
heard Allah's Messenger ~ say : "The
~l» :J~-~ ~I Jr.),~ :Jli ~
length of a man's prayer and the
shortness of his Khutba (religious talk) ~
are a sign of his understandingl 1 l (of
~ L'..~ ' I " « :.
·,,---OJ) • ~
the religion)." [Reported by Muslim].
362. Umm Hishaml 2 l ~ daughter of
Haritha said : I learnt Surat Qaf 3 1
from no other source than the tongue
of Allah's Messenger ~ who used to
recite it every Friday on the pulpit1 4 1
when he delivered the Kbutba
(religious talk) to the people."
·~
[Reported by Muslim].
363. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "Whoever speaks on
Friday while the Imam is giving the
Khutba (religious talk), he is like a
donkey which carries books;l 5 l and he
who tells him to be quiet has no
]umu•a1 6 1 ." [Reported by Ahmad with
an acceptable chain of narrators].
[tJ This tells us that one should lengthen the prayer and shorten the Khutba. Some of the
Kbatibs (the Imams who lead the Friday prayers and deliver the Kbutba) during the present
times lengthen their Kbutba to such an extent that it encroaches upon the actual prayer time
and then they try to finish the prayer in a hurried manner. This practice is against the
tradition of the Prophet ~ .
2
[ 1 She is Umm Hishiim hint Haritha bin Nu'man, maternal sister of 'Umra hint 'AbdurRahman. She is Ansii:riya from the Najjar clan. It is said that she participated in Bat'aturRidwii:n.
[3 J Surat no. 50.
4
[ 1 It

is a lesson for the Khatib (speaker) that while addressing people prior to conducting a
Friday prayer, one should recite the Qur'an and interpret its meanings to the people.
5
[ 1 Such a person resembles a donkey (Le., a beast of burden) in that it derives no benefit out
of carrying a loadful of books onto its back. Similarly, this person does not accrue any reward
to his credit out of performing a Friday prayer.

6
[ 1 It is worth noticing that the Prophet ~ never said that his prayer will not be accepted,
but he is deprived of the reward of a Friday prayer. Hence, the scholars have stated, by
deduction, that whoever engages himself in a conversation, shall indeed get credit for the
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This Hadith interprets the Marfu'
Hadith (attributed to the Prophet) of
Abu Huraira reported in the Sahihain:
On Friday, when the Imam is delivering
the Kbutba (religious talk), if you say to
your companion to keep quiet, then
indeed you have committed a sin
(error/something senseless).

•=

364. Narrated Jabir
A man entered
the mosque on a Friday when the
Prophet * was delivering the Kbutba
(religious talk, sermon) and he (the
Prophet *) said, "Have you prayed? He
replied, "No." He (the Prophet*) said,
"Stand and pray two Rak'atYI "
[Agreed upon].
365. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet ~
used to recite in ]umu'a prayer Surat
A/:fumu'a 121 and Al-Munafiqun 131 .
[Reported by Muslim].
Narrated Nu'man bin Bashir14 1 {~: He
(Allah's Messenger*) used to recite in
the two 'Bids and in the Friday
prayerl 5 l : "Sabbih isma Rabbika/A '/a1 6 1 " and "Hal ataka hadithul
ghashiyab 171 ''. [Reported by Muslim].

•=

366. Narrated Zaid bin Arqam
The
Prophet* prayed the 'Eid prayer (on a
Friday); and granted a permission (to
be excused) from the praying of Friday

Ji;_; ~1 :ri'J rJ,;\ ,_;. ~ 0&-J
~

_,,.;.:;

(1"ii)

~ ,~1 ~ ~1 ~ :J~ ~

··J~ii ~.'.if{\..!.:;>> :Jlii ,~;~1

prayer, but shall be deprived of the reward associated with the Friday prayer.
Ill The narration of Al-Bukhari comprises the "!{>rd ~

:r.--s_;

Khaftfatain, after
Rak'atatn,
which means that he should offer two light ones such as to economise time to the maximum
in order listen to the Khutba.
12 1 Surat no. 62.
13 1 Surat no. 63.
4
! 1 He is Abu 'Abdullah Al-Ansari Al-Madani, and was the first Ansari child to be born after the
Hfjra of the Prophet il!lj . He was born in the fourteenth month of the Hfjra. He settled in
Sham and later became the governor of Kufa and then Hims. Khalid bin Khali Al-Kilii'i killed
him on Marj-ar-Rahit day in the year 64 H.
! 5 1 Among these Surab, he used to recite different ones on different occasions.
161 Surat Al-A 'la. no. 87.
! 7 1 Surat Al-Gbii.sbiyah. no. 88.
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prayer and said, "Whoever wants to
pray it, he may pray."1 11 [Reported by ~I ~J ·~~~\ \fl i.::...:hJt ~lj_J
Al-Kbamsa excluding At-Tirmidhi. Ibn
.~).
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
367. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When anyone of
you prays thejumu'a prayer, he should
pray four (optional) Rak'at after it."1 2 1
[Reported by Muslim].
368. Narrated As-Sfilb bin Yazidl 3 1 ( ~) ~~ ~l ~f. ,J -~t..:.ll ,<.J-J (,-iA)
that Mu'awiya ~told him, "If you offer
<L 1~1~ :;.J Jt.i ~ J-~ ill1 !.,r!'
- ·-J
the Friday prayer, do not connect it with
~- •)i..;Q..; 1~i
-~ ".>(:; ;~\
another prayer, till you talk or go out. J·1
...,.,. •
~
•
Allah's Messenger~ had commanded
us accordingly: that we should not ~ ~f :~; ~/l ~~I J_,!._J ~p 'C~
connect a prayer to another prayer till ·t~ jl ~ J;. pl4 bl.;, ~;
we talk or go outl 4 l (in between
L~.~ 't"
.~
,,--• JJ
them)." [Reported by Muslim]

rk

369. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever takes a
bath, then comes to Al:fumu'a prayer,
then prays what was fixed for him, 15 1
then keeps silent till the Imam finishes
the Khutba (religious talk - sermon),
and then prays along with him - his
[lJ This comprises an evidence that in case 'Eid falls on Friday, it is not obligatory to perform
the Friday prayer but it is better to perform it.
2
f l There is difference in opinion as to how many Rak'at one should offer as Sunnah after the
Friday prayer. Some recognise it to be just two Rak'at, whereas the others prefer to offer
four. Imam Shafi'i, Imam Ahmad and the majority of the scholars hold this opinion, and it is
the preferable one. The Hadith of four Rak'at, is a saying of the Prophet ~ himself and one
should indeed act upon it accordingly.

f3 l

He is Abii Yazid Al-Kindi. He was born in the year 2 H. and attended Hajjatul-Wada' with
his father. He died in 80 H.

r41 This Hadith tells us that in case someone offers a certain prayer at a certain place, he
should not offer another prayer at the same spot and at the same time. There must be a
distance in between the two prayers - either by way of change in the place or by way of
Dhikr (the recitation of the Qur'an, mentioning Allah's Names or the utterance of different
prescribed supplications). The well-intended motive behind it is that either his record of
actions and deeds must either reflect that he has offered his prayers in that many places, or
the same must prove that he has offered it that many times.

r51 There is no specified limit to the number of Nawaftl (voluntary prayers) one can offer
while waiting for the Friday prayer. Likewise, there is no specified time limit either. But as
the other Hadith clearly states that there is no prohibition on the offering of Nafl (voluntary
prayer) on Friday even at the very time of Zawal - until the Imam ascends the Minbar to
offer the Kbutbah.
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sins (committed) between that time
and the next Friday will be forgiven,
with an addition of three days
more."l 1 l [Reported by Muslim].
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370. Narrated (Abu Huraira) $: Allah's
Messenger ~ mentioned the day of
]umu'a and then said, "There is a time
in it (Friday) at which no Muslim would
stand up while praying and beg Allah,
Who is Great and Glorious, for
something except that He would give it
to him. l2 l He ~ indicated with his
hand that it (this time) is short . "
[Agreed upon]. A narration of Muslim
has: "this time is brief."
371. Narrated Abu Burda $ from his
father's: I heard Allah's Messenger ~
say, "That time is between the time
when the Imam sits down and the end
of the prayer." [Reported by Muslim].
Ad-Daraqutni held that the stronger
view is that it is the saying of Abu
Burda.
Ibn Majah reported from 'Abdullah bin
Salam, and Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i
reported from Jabir: "It is between the
~ prayer and sunset."
More than forty different sayings were
narrated about this (special fortune
time on Friday), and I have detailed
them in (my book) 'Sbarb Al-Bukhari'.
372. Narrated Jabir $: It is decided in
the Sunnabl 3 1 that the Friday prayer
(established/recognized) when fort}'
[lJ Taking a bath on Friday is a Sunnab (supererogatory) act according to the majority of
scholars, and it is the most correct opinion. Others, however, view it as Wajib (compulsory).

C2 J There is a certain time recurring on Friday in which a Muslim's invocation is definitely
accepted. The Prophet ~ has not specified any particular moment for it. This moment has
also been kept secret, similar to Lai/atul-Qadr (the Night of Decree), so that the people spend
more time looking for it, and accrue more reward to their account. There are two popular
quotations related to it. The first one advocates that this opportune moment occurs between
'Asr and sunset. The second one postulates that such a moment occurs while the Imam
delivers his Kbutba to the public. Muslims ought to look for it during both of these timings.
c31 The question of how many people should gather at a certain place so as to necessitate the
obligation of offering a Friday prayer, is also a disputed one among the scholars. Different
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praying persons or more attend it. [AdDaraqutni reported it through a weak
chain of narrators. III )

•=

373. Narrated Samura bin Jundub
The Prophet ~ used to ask for (Allah's)
forgiveness for the believing men and
believing women, every ]umu'a (Friday
prayer). [Al-Bazzar reported it through
a weak chain of narrators].
374. Narrated Jabir bin Samura *:The
Prophet ~ used to recite some verses
from the Qur'an in the Friday Khutba
(religious talk - sermon), reminding1 2 1
the people. [Abu Da'ud reported, and
its basic meaning is in Muslim].
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375. Narrated Tariq bin ShihaJJl 3 1 •· ~I :rf') )-:·'~ ,.:r. ,J-:!li. 2J-3 (,-Vo)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The Friday ~~\» :J~ ~ ~I J_?) 0f ,~ J~
prayer in congregation is an obligatory
· .L·.: '1(- f; ..:,_\'
t_,
duty upon every Muslim, with the -J1~ .~~
• . <-1-~r.r~
.;J<Y
""'
•
..
..
~
....
.,,,,,
""
>
"
exception of four: a slave, a woman, a .1JJ «~.f'J ~J .1;13 .!l_,i.:.;; :~jl;
child and a sick person." [Reported by
:J\,;J ~Jb y,\
Abo Da'ud, who said that Tariq did not '~ (s}.11 ~ j-:!U. ?..
hear (any Haditb) from the Prophet*· :.f -:?)Ll1 .J.,?U. ~13-:? ~ ~\;.]\ ~_-;;\3
Al-Hakim also reported it from the
,
. ._;;.Y' ct- I
narration of the aforementioned Tariq,
who narrated from Abo Musa).
376. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger * said, 'Jumu 'a prayer is
not obligatory on a traveller. "1 4 1

r3

.

people have mentioned the numbers - three, four, seven, nine, twelve, twenty, forty, fifty and
seventy. The fact is that no such number is supported by any Haditb. Both a congregational
prayer and a Friday prayer stand valid even if there are just two persons to offer these. This
Haditb which states the number as forty is a weak one. It is reported in a Haditb that the
first and foremost Friday prayer in Islam was conducted in the village Juwatha.
[IJ This Haditb has been reported by 'Abdul 'Aziz bin 'Abdur-Rahman whose Ahaditb have
been described by Haditb scholars as 'false', 'fabricated' and himself as 'unreliable'. Therefore
this condition for AJ.fumu'a prayer does not hold.

C2 J He used to instruct people about the fundamentals of Islam, indispensable essentials of
religion; and try to dissuade them from the flashy charms of this world, and persuade them
to seek the life of the Hereafter.
c3 1 He is an Ahmusi, a Bajali, a Kufi and lived long both in the]abiliya and Islamic eras. He
saw the Prophet ~ but did not hear a Haditb from him. He took part in 33 or 34 military
expeditions during the caliphate of Abu Bakr and 'Umar. He died in 82 H.

C4 l All these Ahaditb go to explain that there are six kinds of people upon whom the Friday
prayer is not obligatory, they are: slaves, women, children, travellers, sick persons and the
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[Reported by At-Tabarani through a
. , .....o....j,
~ rtq :1" «!,,, ·L:;.;
., J(:.L
, ~, <./.r.-'
).) . ~ /weak chain of narrators).
, . , J__,,._.
, ',
. ' 41 ·~ : "
377. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud 4': jj 1 :..r;')
,<J.
,
,. (./" .J ('r'VV)
Whenever Allah's Messenger~ ascended
15j:.I I;! ~ ~I Jr) ~[5 : Jti ~ J~
the Minbar (to give the Friday Khutba),
~ .l.'~I\ :r- . G. "
;\'.\-~~.,, , -: 11 I;
we used to face him. [At-Tirmidhi ~-,.;-·
).)
-~Y;
.
r ~
reported it through a weak chain of
narrators. It has a Shahid (supporting -4 ;!_;JI -~~ (.r ~G J_J . -~ ~C.:..~
narration) in the Hadith of Al-Bara',
.~;.,JI
reported by Ibn Khuzaima).
378. Narrated Al-Hakam bin Hazn1 1 1
jjl ~) ,CJ_;;. ,J , p 1 ,c}-J ('r'VI\)
~: We attended the Friday prayer with
the Prophet ~ and he (~) stood ,~~it:~'~~ :Jti~J~
leaning on a staff or a bow .. 12 1 ;\ :1_;) . ·'-"'Ji .J\ L.; J;. \dp f ili
Reported by Abu Da'ud].
. ;_J1;

Chapter 13
SALAT-UL-KHAUF
(PRAYER IN TIME OF FEAR)
379. Narrated Salih bin Khawwat1 3l on
the authority of one who offered the
Fear prayer with Allah's Messenger ;\!
at the battle of Dhatur-Riqa'l 4 l that a
group (of the army) formed a line
along with him and a group faced the
enemy. He (~) led the group which
was with him in a Rak'a, and then
remained standing while they finished
their prayer by themselves. They then
departed and lined up facing the
enemy, and the other party came. He
nomads. Two more categories, i.e. the blind and the lame are mentioned in the Qur'an. If
they perform the Friday prayer, they shall be exempted from praying the noon prayer.
[IJ Al-Hakam bin Hazrt bin Abu Wahab Al-Makhzumi became a Muslim during the year of the
conquest of Makkah and thus attended a]umu'a with the Prophet~.
[ZJ This confirms that a person, while delivering the Kbutba may take the support of some
object, to avoid tiredness from a lengthy stl6nding position, or some other reason.

131 He is Salih bin Khawwat bin Jubair bin An-Nu'man Al-Ansari Al-Madani. He was one of the
prominent Sahilba and his Ahadith are very authentic.
14 1 Dbatur-Riqa' may be translated as 'the one having strips (rags)'. Muslims were suffering
from an extreme poverty, and they Vlrere bare-footed without shoes. When their feet blistered,
they wrapped them with rags and tattered clothes. Thus, this battle came to be known as
Dhatur-Riqa'.
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led them in the remaining Rak'a (of his
prayer), after which he remained sitting :oX... ,,;.;; ¥p1 ~ eJJ ·-~ hll 1.:i;.J
while they finished their prayer by
.~i ~ •yl~ ,J ,di..;.~
themselves. He then led them in
uttering the Taslim (salutation).1 1 1
[Agreed upon); and this is the wording
of Muslim. This (Hadith) has been
reported in Al-Ma'rifah of Ibn Mundah:
from Salih ibn Khawwat, from his
father.
380. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: I went on
an expedition with Allah's Messenger
~ to Najd, 12 1 and when we came in
front of the enemy we lined up in ranks
facing them. Allah's Messenger~ then
stood up and led us in prayer. One
,,
....... ..
.. .;;
• ,,
>
group stood up with him while the ,.;..
' ~ EJJ ,_,i.JI .fa ~~ ,! l,;;IJ
other faced the enemy. He prayed a
Rak'a with those who were with him ~lhi1 ~~ 1)~1 r-5 '-~i.;_ 'i_;.:;.:;
and made two prostrations.Then, they ,W')
,1_,:~ ·~ ~J .)1
changed places with those who had not
r-1:- r-5 '-~~ ~:;
prayed. When they came Allah's ~lj j5 f
Messenger~ prayed a Rak'a with them . ~~ ~:; W') ~- ;:l
·~
and made two prostrations. He then
• ~Jilli!'
·~~
. ,
J ·~ jZ
uttered the Taslim (salutation) and
each of them got up and prayed a
Rak 'a alone and made two
prostrations.1 31 [Agreed upon, and the
wording if from Al-Bukhari].

rt E!)
w

E!)

[IJ This Hadith states that the Prophet ~ led a prayer consisting of two Rak'at and a second
Hadith states that he led two prayers consisting of two Rak'at each for two different groups
of fighters. In as much as the leading of two prayers is mentioned, there is no difference of
opinion regarding it. The crux of the matter is that during such a 'prayer of fear', the wartactics have been taken into consideration. Different methods of praying are authentically
proven to have been adopted by the Prophet ~ .
Ibn Hazm has referred to fourteen different methods (styles) of praying depending on what a
certain situation calls for. Sometimes it was a lengthy prayer and sometimes a short one.
Sometimes it was with one manner and sometime with another. The name of the Companion
of the Prophet ~ from whom this Hadith has been narrated, is not mentioned. According to
another reference, his name has been stated as Sahl bin Abi Hathma.
2
£ 1 Najd is the name of that part of the Arabian Peninsula where highlands and hills are
situated.
13 1 It appears from this Hadith that the Prophet ~ led one Rak'at each to two different
groups while each group offered the other Rak'at by itself. Apparently, this situation
coincides with the Qur'an.
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381. Narrated Jabir ~= I witnessed
Salat-al-Kbauf with Allah's Messenger
~and we lined up in two rows behind
him with the enemy between us and
the Qiblah. The Prophet ~ uttered the
Takbir and we all uttered it; then he
bowed and we all bowed; then he
raised his head after bowing and we all
raised ours; then he and the row
immediately behind him went down in
prostration while the rear row stood
facing the enemy. Then, when Allah's
Messenger ~ finished the prostration
and the row immediately behind him
stood up, the rear row went down in
prostration; then they stood up. Then,
the rear row went to the front and the
front row to the rear. Then, the
Prophet ~ bowed and we all bowed;
then he raised his head after bowing
and we all raised ours; then he and the
row immediately following him - which
had been in the rear in the first Rak'a went down in prostration while the
rear row stood up facing the enemy.
Then, when the Prophet ~ and the
row immediately following him finished
the prostration, the rear row went
down and prostrated. Finally, the
Prophet ~
uttered the Taslim
(salutation) and we all did soYl
[Reported by Muslim].
Abu Da'ud has reported from Abu
121
'Aiyash Az-Zuraqi
~similarly, and
he added: "it was in Usfan."! 31
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[tJ The mode (of the prayer) in this Hadith appears to be contrary to the Qur'anic Verse.
However, the Fear prayer (Salatal-Kbauf) has been performed in different modes keeping in
view the gravity of differing circumstances." Salatal-Kbauf is two Rak'at for the Imam.
According to Nasa'i, it is mentioned in a Hadith narrated by Jabir .:.s- 41 ~.; that the Prophet
~ led two Rak'at each for each of the two groups. In this situation, the Imam prayed four
Rak'at, out of which two of them are his Fard and the other two are his Nafl.
[ZJ His name is Zaid bin Thabit who is an Ansari and a Zuraqi. A group of Muslims reported
Hadith from him and he died after 40 H.

3
[ 1 Usf.i.n is the name of a place which is located at a distance of two Manzi! (about two-days
journey) from Makkah.
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An-Nasa'i reported this narration through another chain of narrators from Jabir
The Prophet
led a
group of his Companions in two Rak'at
after which he uttered the Taslim
(salutation). Then he led another group
in two Rak'at after which he uttered
the Taslim (salutation)." Abo Da'ud has
reported similarly from Abo Bakra •
382. Narrated Hudhaifa •=The Prophet
pedormed Salatal-Kbauf leading
these (Companions) in one Rak'a and
those (other Companions) in one
Rak'a, and they did not make up the
second Rak'a. [Reported by Ahmad,
Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)]. Ibn
Khuzaima has reported it similarly from
Ibn 'Abbas ~ .
383. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger
said, "The prayer in time
of danger is one Rak'a, in whatever
manner it is (pedormed)."1 1 1 [Al-Bazzar
reported it through a weak chain of
narrators].
384. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~ [This
Hadith is) attributed to the Prophet
"There is no Sahw (prostration for
forgetfulness) in the prayer in time of
danger." [Ad-Daraqutni reported it
through a weak chain of narrators].
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!•I From this Haditb some people deduce and conclude that there is one Rak'a each, both
on the follower and Imam. Sufyan also follows the same view.
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Chapter 14

THEPRAYERSOFTHETWO
'E/Dl11 (FESTIVALS)

385. Narrated
'Aisha
io: Allah's ~ J~ ;li1 ~~ ~~ ;_r- (,..Ao)
Messenger ~ said : "('Eid) Al-Fitr is the
.
.
,
day on which the people break the fast, ~ Y. ~\» : ~ ~I J.P~ Jli : ..:.Jij
and ('Eid) Al-Adha is the day the ~l.J) . «./~JI
fY. ~\11:; •./81
21
P eople offer sacrifices. "! [Reported by
·~-~·~11
At-Tirmidhi].
· . .r

f

.µ

?-

386. Narrated Abu 'Umair bin Anas bin ~ _;J. ~ ,~f ,J,
.,..;f ~J (,..Ai)
Mfilik! 3 J ( ~) on the authority of some
~f
lj'~~;
'1_,:l;l.=5~
0f
.fi.;...;.Ji ~ j
of his paternal uncles who were among
the Companions, that some riders came Zif ~ ~I ~;t ,~\r~ J~\ 1Jf~
and testified that they had seen the new
~
1_,~ 0f 1_,;.:;..,:,f 11tJ '1_,~
moon the previous day. The Prophet ~
therefore commanded the people to ~~t:.:..µ ,jili 11;:, ,;_j1; ;\.:; ~f ~1.J)
break the fast and go out to their place
of prayer in the morning. 141 [Reported
by Ahmad and Abu Da'ud. This is Abu
Da'ud's wording and its Isni'ld is Sahib
(authentic)] ...
387. Narrated
.t;.:
Allah's :J\.i ~ J~ ;lJ1 ~~ ~f ~J (,..AV)
Anas
Messenger ~ would not go out on the
~, L:q , , ~ ':} .;'"" ~I J' ..:.,-; \IS
~ .
..; ..; '"'
- - day of the breaking of the fast till he ate ~ ~ iY- J some dates, which he used to eat in ~jf <s--1)~ ~~) ,..:.-1~ JS~

.µ,

Jt

.

The prayer of 'Eidain (two 'Eid) is Sunnat Mu'akkada (offered regularly by the Prophet
- hence a definite Sunnah). Some scholars consider it Fard Kifaya (a collective duty- an
obligation which, if performed by some, suffices for the rest, as it is not essential that it be
performed by all). Others maintain that it is Fard 'Ain (an individual duty - an obligation
essential to be performed by each individual). The first position is more correct.
[IJ

~

l2 l This Hadith implies that in order to observe 'Eidul-Fitr and 'Eidul-Adha prayers, it is
necessary to act along with the masses of people - under the authority of the Muslim Ruler.
If someone sights the crescent of Shawwfil and. his testimony is not accepted, he can neither
break his fast nor can be celebrate 'Eid alone. Similarly, he can neither offer a sacrifice nor
offer a prayer on the other 'Eid. He can do so only on the condition that the general body of
Muslims also do so.
l3 l His name is 'Abdullah bin Anas bin Malik Al-Ansari and he was the eldest of Anas' children.
He was a reliable narrator of the 4th grade and was one of the young Tabi'in. He lived for a
long time after his father.
4
£ 1 This clarifies that in case the moon is not sighted on the 29th of Ramadan, but the next
day an authentic news of a confirmed sighting of the moon arrives that the same has been
sighted at such and such place, the fasting should be broken in general then and there. If the
confirmation arrives prior to Zawal time (decline of the sun), 'Eid prayer should be offered
the same day. If the same is confirmed after Zawal time, it should be offered the following
day.
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odd numbers. [Al-Bukhari reported it].
A Mu 'allaq narration (broken chain
from the side of the Hadith collector,
i.e. Al-Bukhari) - but connected by
Ahmad - Has: "and he used to them
one by one."
388. Narrated Ibn Buraida on the
authority of his father: Allah's
Messenger ~ would not go out on the
day of breaking of the fast till he had
some food, and he would not to take
any food on the day of sacrifice[IJ till
he had prayed (the 'Eid prayer).
[Reported by Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi;
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
389. Narrated Umm 'Atiya ~: We were
commanded[ 2 l to bring out on 'EidulFitr and 'Eidul-Adha, the young women
and the menstruating women to
participate in the goodness and
supplications of the Muslims. However,
the menstruating women would refrain
from the (actual) place of prayer . [3 J
[Agreed upon].
390. Narrated Jbn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger~. Abii Bakr and 'Umar (~)
used to offer the 'Eid prayer before the
Khutba (religious talk - sermon)J 4 1
[Agreed upon].

5l5
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This Hadith informs us that it is in accordance with Sunnab to eat something before
'Eidul-Fitr prayer, and after 'Eidul-Adha prayer. Keeping in view the tradition of the Prophet
~ dates are preferable.
[tJ

121 This Hadith tells us that it is preferable to women to go to Musallal-'Eid (praying place
for offering 'Eid prayer) and pray there along with men. Such a preferance is given to them
so that they too may panicipate in supplication and its accompanying blessings.
! 3 1 Some people interpret this Hadith maintaining the view that it was allowed during the
early days of Islam so that the volume of the Muslim populace may appear to be seemingly
abundant. But the permission for the women to come out was revoked later on. To answer
their argument effectively, it is sufficient to quote a Hadith narrated by 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas
~ ..iii ~J which states that even after the conquest of Makkah, he has seen the women
going to the Musallal-'Eid.
4
! 1 According to Sunnab, the Kbutba is to be delivered after the prayer, and there is no
difference of opinion about it. During the era of Bani Umaiya, Marwan put an innovation into
effect that the Kbutba should precede the prayer, but this practice has no value in Islam.
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391. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ offered two Rak'atl11 on
the day of 'Eid, and did not pray before
or after them. CZI (Reported by AsSab'a).

392. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: The
Prophet ~ offered the 'Eid prayer
without an Adhan or an Iqama.
[Reported by Abo Da'ud; and its basic
meaning is in Al-Bukhari).
- .-_) ~
393. Narrated Aho Sa'id
$:
The ~ J-~ jil '-rf
,., ..,,;f:,,
<?'J (Y-4.Y')
Prophet ~ never used to offer any 't:;.:. ~I
.q ~ ~I ~IS : J~
prayer before the 'Eid prayer. But when
he went back home, he used to pray .);1 ~l.J~ . -~~ )_:,, ~? J~ Ci:"~ I~~
two Rak'at. (Reported by Ibn Majah
..
- - ..~i;;.L.~;.
:.;.~
..~
through a Hasan (good) chain of
narrators].
394. Narrated (Abo Sa'id) $· The
Prophet ~ used to go out on the day
of the breaking of the fast and the day
of sacrifice to the place of prayer, and
the first thing he would start with was
the prayer. When he finished he would
stand facing the people, who were
seated in their rows, and he would then
preach to them and command them.
[Agreed upon].
(Y-4.o)
395. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib from his , ~f :_;. , : . :; '~ _.;
father on the authority of his grand
.} ~I» :~~I & J~ :J~ ~~ :.;.
father: The Prophet of Allah ~ said,
. ·\11 -F·•·>.,J'\11
"The Takbir in ('Eid) Al-Fitr prayer are •r..>..r>
~J ,
J
-F·'··
c::-" L:q
seven in the first Rak'a1 3 1 and five in
,;j1; ;I~).\ .«1~t:~r5 ~~ ~•1fi1.J

Ji µ

J? :_;..:;

r

[lJ U a person fails to join the 'Eid prayer behind the Imam, and prays alone, Ahmad and AthThawri hold that he should offer four Rak'at. Other scholars hold that he may offer it as two
Rak'ah, while Abu Hanifa holds that one may choose between offering the missed 'Eid prayer
as two or four Rak'ah. (Refer toFathul-'Allam 2/521).

C2 l No Nafl (voluntary prayer) is to be offered before or after 'Eid prayer in the Musa/la ('Eid
praying place). However, after returning to one's home, it is permissible to offer two Rak'ah
of Nafl prayer.
C3 l There is a difference of opinion among scholars about the reports related to the number
of Takbiriitul-'Eidain and their situations, the more correct manner among them is the one
mentioned in this Hadith. Some people act upon the Hadith narrated by Ibn Mas'ud ..!ii crl' _;
~ in which besides Takbir Iftitah and Takbir Ruku', there are six extra Takbirilt, three of
which are to be pronounced in the first Rak'a prior to the recitation and the remaining three
in the second Rak'a after the recitation. In the matter of correctness and propriety, the
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the second, and the recitation of the
Qur'an in both is after the Takbir."
[Reported by Abo Da'ud. At-Tirmidhi
transmitted its Tashih (grading of
authenticity) from Al-Bukhari].
396. Narrated Abo Waqid Al-1.aithi 4;.:
The Prophet -~ used to recite on ('Eid)
Al-Adha and ('Eid) Al-Fitr, Surat Qaf
(No. 50) and Surat Al-Qamar (No. 54)
[Reported by Muslim].
397. Narrated Jabir 4;. : On an 'Eid day,
Allah's Messenger~ would return by a
different road[IJ from the one he had
taken when going out (for the 'Eid
prayer.) [Reported by Al-Bukhari]. Abo
Da'ud has a similar report from Ibn
'Umar ("3J,).
398. Narrated Anas 4h that when Allah's
Messenger ~ came to Al-Madinah, the
people had two days on which they
engaged in games. He (~) said, "Allah
has substituted for you something
better than them: the day of sacrifice
and the day of breaking the fast."
[Reported by Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i;
with a Sahib Isnad (authentic chain)].
399. Narrated 'Ali 4;.: It is Sunnah to go
to the 'Eid (prayer) walking. [Reported
by At-Tirmidhi who graded it Hasan
(good)].
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400. Narrated Abo Huraira 4;.: It rained
on an 'Eid day, so the Prophet ~ led
them (the people) in the 'Eid prayer in
the mosque. [2 J [Reported by Abo
Da'ud with a Laiyin (weak) Isnad].

Haditb narrated by Ibn Mas'iid stands nowhere.
[IJ That is, while going toMusallal-'Eid, he adopted a certain route. Then, while coming back
from there he chose a different one, for the reason that different places may testify to the
worship and the splendour of Islam may become prominent.

r2 l This Haditb clarifies that in case it becomes difficult to perform a prayer in a Musallal'Eid, due to an excuse, it is permissible to perform the same in a mosque.
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Chapter 15
SALAT AL-KUSUFl11
(PRAYER AT AN ECLIPSE)
401. Narrated Mughira bin Shu'ba ~:
That there was a solar eclipse in the
time of Allah's Messenger~ on the day
his son Ibrahim 12 l died. The people
said, "The eclipse of the sun has
happened due to the death of
Ibrahim." Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"The sun and the moon are two of
Allah's signs; they are not eclipsed due
to the death or the life 131 of anyone. So
when you see them (the eclipse of the
moon or sun) supplicate to Allah and
offer prayers until the eclipse is
over.1 41" [Agreed upon). In a narration
of Al-Bukhari it has: "till it becomes
bright."
Al-Bukhari's narration from Abu Bakra
~ has: Pray and supplicate (to Allah)
till (the eclipse) is over."
402. Narrated
'Aisha
~:
Allah's
Messenger~ recited (from the Qur'an)
in an audible voicel 5 l in the prayer at
an eclipse, and prayed two Rak'at in
111 The meaning of the words Kusiif and Khusuf (the solar and lunar eclipse) is "to become
changed". The word Khusuf is usually applied to a lunar eclipse, whereas Kusuf is applied to
a solar one; but these are also used interchangably.
2
! 1 His mother was Maria, the Egyptian, wife of Allah's Messenger ~ and a former slave,given
to him as a gift by Al-Muqawqis the ruler of Alexandria and Egypt. Ibrahim was born in
Jumada-al-Ula 9 H. and died on 29 Shawwfil l l H. at the age of 18 months. He was buried at
Al-Baqi' and he(~) said, "He has someone to complete his suckling period-in Paradise."

! 3 l In the days of]abiliya (pre-Islamic period), people used to believe that whenever a person
of eminence is either born or passes away, a solar or lunar eclipse takes place. The Prophet
~ refuted this idea.
4
1 This prayer is unanimously regarded as Sunnab. It consists of two Rak'at, with two Ruku'
(bowing) in each Rak'a. As this prayer has been instructed to be offered at the sighting of an
eclipse, the majority of the scholars have maintained that it be performed even during those
hours during which prayers are normally not performed. Furthermore, there are various
other modes also related to the offering of this prayer but they are all faulty.

!

f 5 l Whether the lunar and solar Eclipse prayers be offered in an audible voice or an inaudible
one is again a disputed point. However, offering it in an audible voice ls proven from a
Marfu' Haditb (attributed to the Prophet).
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which he bowed four timeslll and
prostrated four times." [Agreed upon.
This is the wording of Muslim). In
another narration of Muslim: "He ~
sent an announcer to announce: The
prayer is (to be offered) in
congregation". [ZJ

_)) ·-~ 1li 1.i;.:; '~ ~ .pl~
.«~t.:;.. b\...:..li» ~?G ~?C ,; ;) :j ~t)-!

403. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: There was
an eclipse of the sun in the life-time of
Allah's Messenger ~ and then he
prayed and stood for a long time, about
as long as it would take to recite Surat
AJ-Baqarah. Then, he bowed for a long
time, and then he raised his head and
stood for a long time, which was less
than the first standing. Then, he bowed
again for a long time, which was less
than the first bowing. Then, he
prostrated (twice) and then he stood
for a long time, which was less than the
first time standing. Then, he bowed for
a long time, which was less than the
first bowing. Then, he raised his head
and stood up for a long time, which
was less than the first standing. Then,
he bowed for a loQg time, which was
less than the first bowing. Then he
prostrated (twice), and then he finished
(the prayer), and the sun had become
bright. He then delivered a Khutba
(religious talk, sermon).!31 [Agreed
upon). And the wording is Al-Bukhiiri's.
In a narration of Muslim: "When there
was an eclipse of the sun, Allah's
Messenger ~ performed eight bowings
with four prostrations [in a two Rak'ah
prayer for Eclipse)"
Muslim reported from 'Ali ~ similarly.
He also reported from }abir ~: "He
[tJ

Contrary to other prayers, this prayer is with

two

Ruku' (bowings) in each Rak'a.

According to the sound Hadith this manner of calling - for any other prayer except the
Eclipse prayer - is not approved.
(ZJ

13 1 It is known from this Hadith that Khutba (religious talk, sermon) is also delivered with
the Eclipse prayer.
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(Allah's Messenger •) performed six
bowings with four prostrations [in a
two Rak'ah prayer for Eclipse)."

Narrated Ubai bin Ka'b •: "He (the
Prophet •) prayed (the Eclipse prayer)
and bowed five times and prostrated
twice (in the first Rak'ab), and in the
second Rak'a he also did the same."
[Abu Da'ud]
404. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: No wind J~ ai1 :r!') .'1"~ ,JI .j:J (t • t)
ever blew without the Prophet •
~~Ii\!;. ~I ,iJ l::fJ"'
'•q , ~
• ~ :Jli 1;.+:c.
getting down on his knees and saying, i..,f;'" • ~
"O Allah, make it a mercy and do not ,L;_j ~I ~I» :Jlij ,9~ )&. ~
make it a punishment." (Reported by
. ~1;.iai1j ~t..!J1 ~lj) . «~Iii lfi;.;_; ~j
Ash-Shafi'i and At-Tabacini).
405. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: He (the ~ ~r .~ J~ ai1 :r!') ~:J <t •o>
Prophet •)
prayed
during
an , "l' , ..::.iW' .:.___. fr i~
· i ,_
•
)
, • ..r') ~ ~
earthquake six bowings and four t:.J J
prostrations, and said, "This is the way ~i.J) -p~\rib\...o 1ill :Jlij •p1•.;.:.
the Prayer of the Signs (of Allah)[lJ
t .. ; I; : , ~ . t..!J I }"S,J ' ~
~ ~ ~ -q
<./; ,<J'....p-<f~
(~~~\ ;')\..,,,) is offered. (Reported by Al- •. ,
Baihaqi. Ash-Shafi'i reported a similar
. ~j'3-T 0.J~ , ~ ~ jt.;; JJI ~)
Hadith without its end through 'Ali bin
Abu Talib ~-

.._ju.

Chapter 16
SALAT-UL-ISTISQA cz1
(PRAYER FOR RAIN)
406. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger• went out (of Al-Madinah,
to pray for rain) humbling (himself),
wearing rough clothes, submissive,
walking slowly, supplicating (Allah).
Then, he offered two Rak'at in the

J~

-'-"'~ ,.;1 ,J- ( t. '\)
,~~ ,~Ip~ .:;_i1 E_')- : Jli 1;.+:c.
l "-~ i ':..t .--'> j ~-;::JI
•

0

ai1

:::('"

',...r.--J

p;

:r!')

!j

". " '

'!

i...r-- '"'~ •;....,._;... ·~

-'.k; (J ,~1

.)

µ_

~

Ill This Hadith tells us that in the event of an untoward occurrence, whether an earthly
disaster (i.e. an earthquake, an avalanche, etc.) or a catastrophe descending from the sky (i.e.
a hurricane, sand-storm, snow-storm, etc.) which inflicts pain and grief on the creatures,
people must immediately take upon themselves to offer this prayer which is known as
Salatul-Ayat.
IZJ The lexical meaning of Istisqa' is "to demand or to ask for water". In the terminology of
Shari'a (Islamic law), it is typically used for conducting a special prayer gathering wherein
supplications are offered to invoke rain. Istisqa' is of three kinds: 1) Adna (the least one). 2)
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same way he prayed 'Eid, Ill but did
not deliver your kind of Khutbal 2 I
(religious talk, sermon). [Reported by
Al-Khamsa; and At-Tirmidhi, Abu
'Awana and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
407. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The people
complained to Allah's Messenger~ of
the lack of rain. So, he gave orders for a
minbar, which was put for him at the
prayer place. He then fixed a day for
the people to come out. And he (~)
came out when the edge of the sun
appeared, sat down on the Minbar
pronounced the greatness of Allah and
expressed His praise. Then, he said,
"You have complained of drought in
your abodes. Allah has ordered you to
supplicate Him, and promised that He
would answer (your supplications)."
Then he ~ said: All Praise is due to
Allah, the Rabb (Lord) of the universe,
the Compassionate, the Merciful, the
Master of the Day of Judgement;
nothing deserves to be worshipped
except Allah, Who does what He wills.
0 Allah! You are Allah, nothing
deserves to be worshipped except You;
You are the Rich, and we are the poor;

;t;

&*Jl1 ~.J .L~1 ;1.J:; -~~
.z,~ .);1.J ~lji-

Awsat (the middle one). 3) A'la (the superior one). Adna implies a verbal supplication only.
Awsat stands for a verbal supplication (in congregation) after offering an obligatory (Fard)
prayer. A'la calls for conducting a special congregational prayer to invoke rain. The correct
form of Istisqa' prayer is that two Rak'at are offered. The recitation is made in an audible
voice followed by two Khutba (religious talk, sermon), and after it, a verbal supplication is
made facing the Qiblab.
There is a sequential and numerical difference in the pronouncing of Takbir between an
'Etd prayer and an Istisqa' prayer. As for the Khutba, it should follow the main course of
prayer in Istisqa' as it does in the 'Eid prayer.
[IJ

[ZJ The words "did not deliver your kind of Khutba" allude to the fact that it was not a
tiresome and lengthy Kbutba like yours. Shah Waliullah, in his book Hujjatul/iihi/-Ba/igba,
writes that there are many ways of Istisqa' which are ascribed to the Prophet ~ . The best
method which the people may adopt according to Sunnab is that all the people must form a
gathering in a forest with the Imam. Then, they should put on ragged clothes and supplicate
to Allah the Almighty, tearfully with a heavy heart. Then, the Imam should lead the prayer
consisting of two Rak'at, with audible recitation. After the prayer, the Imam should deliver
the Khutba, making supplications to Allah, while his face should be in the direction of the
Qiblab, and then he should tum his cloak inside out.
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send down rain upon us and make
~
what You send down strength and , ~~ J_,._-; ,Jj_-; , ,-.r-81 ~
satisfaction for a time." He ~ then •..;.J;.:; •..:...~; .~i;..;. J~ ;.ii, t.!3u
raised his hands!ll and kept rising
.~; :Jli:; ,;J1; ;I ;1.J1 . ..:...).;f ~
them till the whiteness of his armpits
~-,.. ,, 1-: .,,
was visible. He then turned his back to
. ~ ·~..:......µ
the people and inverted his cloak while
keeping his hands raised. He ~ then
faced the people, descended and
prayed two Rak'at. Then, Allah
produced a cloud and storms of
thunder and lightning came and the
rain fell. [Reported by Abo Da'ud who
graded it Gharib (transmitted through a
single narrator), but its chain is fayyid
(good)).
The story of how the Prophet ~
inverted his cloak is mentioned in
Sahib Al-Bukhari from the narration of
'Abdullah bin Zaid. And it contains (the
words): "He ~ faced the Qiblah
making supplication. Then, he prayed
two Rak'at, reciting (the Qur'an) in
them audibly."

:F.if

Ad-Daraqutni reported from the Mursal :jt;JI
Hadith of Abo Ja'far Al-Baqirl 2 J : "He ~
turned his cloak round, so that the
drought may tum [from dry land to
rained land).
408. Narrated Anas ~: The Prophet ~
was delivering the Khutba (religious
talk, sermon) while standing on a
Friday when a man came into the
mosque and said, "O Messenger of,
Allah! the livestock have died and the
roads are cut off, so supplicate Allah to

r

~f

,J.::./ ~ ~jlilJ,J
..k:..il1 J~ ;.,~:! Jj;._';

[IJ In this way it is known to us that in Istisqa' prayer, supplications should be made with
raised hands. Imam An-Nawawi has collected twenty Ahaditb to this effect. Anas .:.s. .iii ,_,.)>,;
narrates that he never saw the Prophet ~ ever raising his hands in any of his supplications
other than the one made for Istisqa'. This points to the fact that he never saw the Prophet~
raising his hands so high in any prayer other than lstisqa'.

fZJ He is Muhammad Al-Baqir bin 'Ali Zainul-'Ab:idin bin Husain bin 'Ali bin Abu Talib, the 5th
Imam of the 12 Imilms claimed by the Itbna 'Asbariya Sbi'a. He was called Baqir for his
wide knowledge. He was bom in 56 H. and died in 117 at 63 years and was buried at AlBaqi'.
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I~

send us down rain." Allah's Messenger
~ raised his hands and then said, "O
Allah! send us down rain, 0 Allah! send
us down rain, 0 Allah! send us down
rain." And the reporter mentioned the
complete Hadith, which contains
supplication to stop the rain. (Agreed
upon].
409. Narrated (Anas)

•: When they
experienced drought 'Umar bin AlKhattab • used to seek rain by
asking111 Al-'Abbas
bin
'Abdul
Muttalibl 2 l • to supplicate Allah for
rain. He ('Umar) would say: 'O Allah,
we used to ask our Prophet ~ to
supplicate to You for rain, aqd You
would give us rain. We are now asking
our Prophet's uncle to supplicate to
You for rain, so give us rain." They
would then be given rain. [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].
410. Narrated (Anas) •: Rain fell upon
us while we were with Allah's
Messenger ~. He opened his garment
till some of the rain fell upon him. He
then said, "It has only recently been
created by its Rabb1 3 1 ." (Reported by
Muslim].
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fIJ This Hadith teaches us that we should ask the living pious people supplicate for lstisqa'

and not the dead ones. Many people believe that according to this Hadith, supplicaitons may
be made through the dead, making them a medium, which is an erroneous view. Had it been
proper and permissible to use the dead as intermediaries, 'Umar o:.s- .!ii ._,.;.J would not have
requested 'Abbas o:.s- .!ii ~ J to conduct supplicationS instead of the Prophet~.
12 1 He is the uncle of the Prophet ~ and was nicknamed Abul-Fadl. He was responsible for
supplying water to the pilgrims at Makkah and the construction of the Ka'ba. He attended Al'Aqaba agreement to make sure that the Ansar were sincere in their promises even though
he had not yet become a Muslim. He was captured in the battle of Badr with the polytheists.
He became a Muslim just before the conquest of Makkah and took part in it. He stood firm
during the battle of Hunain. He died during Rajab or Ramadan in 32 H. and was buried at AJ.
Baqi'.
13 1 It means that the rain is directly descending from the heavens. It has not yet touched any
vice, and has not yet come down to any place wherein people commit sinful acts. The idea is
to teach us to seek Allah's blessing by utilising the blessed and good things provided to us by
Allah the All-Mighty and then offer our thanks to Him alone.
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411. Narrated 'Aisha ~: When the
~
ji1 :..ri':i ~~ ~:, (t " )
Prophet ~ saw rain he said, "O Allah,
.... "
.... ,..
,...
' .... ....
""
" ....
(send down) a beneficial downpour." r-+1JI» : J\.i ~I -sl) l.ll .JlS ~ ~I .:,\
[Agreed upon].
. ~~).f . «
t;;.

,

JW

4G"

•=

JW

412. Narrated Sa'd
The Prophet ~ ~f ~
ji1 :..ri':i ~ ~J (t H)
supplicated (Allah) for rain saying111 ,
di;.
:~lli»
:.l~'-'.'YI
_. ~; ~
• ~11
•
~
...
,,
~
-'1~
"O Allah, cover all the land with
accumulated, thundering, plunging and \;~,rs_,;..;, ,t;); ,\•_:; ·~ ~t;:..:..
lightening clouds from which You
,J)\.;JI I~ ~ , ~ , tb~L! , t.ll~~ ~
would send us down a showery,
drizzly, and pouring rain. 0 Possessor
_. ~I'~
. ,~
, •,
'-:f"
.T Y.'f '1"
• .JJ . «(l'<'Y.l.J'
• .r
of Glory and Honour." [Reported by
Abu 'Awana in his Sahib).

•=

413. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger~ said, Sulaiman (Solomon
) went out to pray for rain, and he saw
an ant lying on its back, raising its legs
to the sky saying, [ZJ "O Allah, we are
creatures among your creatures, we
cannot live without your water." He
said (to his companions), "Go back, for
you have been given water through the
supplication of others." [Reported by
Ahmad and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

•=

414. Narrated Anas
The Prophet ~
prayed for rain pointing the back of his
palms1 3 1 to the sky. [Reported by
Muslim].

[lJ Many supplications concerning lstisqa' are reported from the Prophet~ and this is one
of them.
2
£ 1 The practice of carrying animals to the lstisqa' prayer is proven through this Haditb as
Alliih may perhaps accept their supplications.

c3 1 The religious scholars state that if a supplication is to be made to invoke Alliih's blessing,
one should raise his hands in the usual way (palms facing the praying person). If the same is

done to ward off an evil, the situation of hands should be reversed (i.e., raised hands, with
palms facing out). It is meant as a sign, that may Allah effect a change in the situation. The
same applies to turning the cloak inside out. Likewise, the gesture of keeping one's palms
facing outwards denotes and highlights the good omen - that may Allah put the clouds lower
(being filled with water).
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Chapter 17
THE MANNERS OF CLOTHING
415. Narrated Abii 'Aamir Al-Ash'aril 1 J

•=

jjl <Ji') :s.;..;,~1 ~~ ,_)

If'

(t 'o)

Allah's Messenger ~ said: "There
will be among my followers some
people who will consider adultery (alHir) and the use of silk (Al-Harir)
lawful."1 2 1 [Reported by Abu Da'ud,
and its basic meaning is in Al-Bukhari).

~);}» :~~I J;) J~--:J~ ~ J~
~1J) . «~fJi-' ~i z,~ f1)1 ~r ~

416. Narrated Hudhaifa
Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade us from eating
and drinking from gold and silver
vessels, and from wearing or siting
upon silk or brocade. [Reported by AlBukhari].

~ J~ <l.11 :r!') ~.1;. If'J ( t 'i)
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417. Narrated
'Umar
Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade the wearing of
silk except the space of two or three or
four fingers.1 3 1 [Agreed upon, and the
wording is from Muslim].

•=

418. Narrated Anas
The Prophet~ 01 '~ J~ <l.11 <Ji') _;-1 ~J ( t ',\)
. '
gave permission to 'Abdur-Rahman bin
.....;•' .' ·''"'1..1.'..;J, ~- ~ •'=11
'Auf and Az-Zubair1 4 l to wear silk ' y ,.:r. ,;.r>J' ,. , <J"'>.) ~ " ~
during the journey because of an ~ ~ ·~ .j '!-/JI S"""-~; .j
itching which they suffered from.
-~ ;;2. ~ ~lS'
[Agreed upon].

;.Ji)

11 1 He is called 'Abdulliih bin Ham' or 'Ubaid bin Wahab. He was a Sahiibi who settled at
Sham and died during the rule of 'Abdul Malik bin Marwan.

12 1 It means that they shall be wearing silken cloth 'and committing fornication to such an
excess as if these things are not forbidden at all.
131 The wearing of silk clothing is forbidden for men. However, it is permissible for a man to
wear, at the most, a garment that comprises a silken stripe not measuring more than five to
ten centimeters. likewise, it is permissible for a man to wear silk clothing if he either suffers
from itching of the skin (i.e., eczema, etc.) or he gets infested with lice. Since the silk clothing
benefits the ones suffering from these conditions, they are allowed to keep using them as a
supportive measure until they get cured.

14 1 Az-Zubair bin Al-'Awwam bin Khuwailid bin Asad Al-Qurashi Al-Asadi was the disciple of
Alliih's Messenger ~, the son of Safiya, his paternal aunt and one of the ten who were
promised to enter Paradise. He was also one of the Muslim heroes in the battles. He was
killed in 36 H. after returning from the battle of Al-Jamal.
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419. Narrated 'Ali bin Abi Talib •= The illi ~; ~ .~U. ...r._,f ·~ :);__ - :.&..:; ( t \ ~)
Prophet
presented me a silk suit of
. ,._,.
'-'
clothing.Pl I went out wearing it, but , ;:1~ rt;_ ~ .;i1 ..,,.;L..::.S : Jli ~ J~
on noticing anger on his face, I cut it
''
. ~I '·f-~
1:~ , ·-~~
·~J ~ .
~~ ·~ ~J"'d
up (and divided it) among the women >o,..
"\
,,.
,.,..,..,..
of my household. (Agreed upon, and .lUl \.i,._J ,~ JA;.. ·~~ .:.,; l@-;;4•;
this is the wording of Muslim].

*

,.,.,..~>

·-~

420. Narrated Abo Musa •= Allah's J~ ill1 :ri'~ ._..:;.; ':'if :/'J (tyo)
Messenger
said, "Gold and silk are ~.1J1 ~{» :J\.i ~ ~I J.,.:.~ ~f .~
lawful for the females among my
f?.J .
_.!.>~'{ ~jJl.J
followers, but prohibited to the males". . «~1)i
Reported by Ahmad, An-Nasa'i and At. ~J ~~~1.J ~t.:!li.J ~f ~1.J~
Tirmidhi, who graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
421. Narrated 'Imcin bin Husain~: The ill1 :ri'~ ~ ,.; ~\~ .Y-.J (ty\)
Prophet
said, "When Allah grants His Ji1 ~l» :J\.i ~ ~I ~f ,~ J~
blessings to His servant, He loves to see
the traces of His favour upon him. "l 2 l JI ..s;._ iJI
[Reported by Al-Baihaqi].

*

Ji>

.;t

*

.-;:

0

'

422. Narrated 'Ali •=Allah's Messenger
forbade wearing of silk and clothes
dyed with safflower (a red dye).
[Reported by Muslim]

~

*

The Prophet
saw me in two clothes
dyed in safflower (a red dye),
whereupon he said: "Did your mother
order y~u to do this? 131 " [Reported by
·~
Muslim].
-_-J>_• .)- !""- <~. ·-_,,f _. -:,. ·~' :_&.~
424. Narrated Asma' bint Abu Bakr ~: ill1 '-",
'-': .-:
v _, ( ty t)
She brought out the mantle (over- ~\ _J.,.:.~ ~ ~_).f ~i , 1~;; J~
[lJ This garment was presented to the Prophet ~ by the King of Aila region. It contained
embroidery of golden and silken threads.
2
! 1 This clarifies that wearing good clothes and eating nice foods is not against piety.
According to a Haditb, Allih loves beauty and cleanliness. Malik bin Murara once asked the
Prophet ~ whether nice food, decent dress, good housing and a good mode of transpon
are a sign of pride and vanity? He answered in the negative, saying that pride is in considering
others inferior to oneseH, and is in not accepting the truth.

13 1 The whole Hadith goes that 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~ Ji\ ._rPJ asked the Prophet's
permission to wash that garment. His answer was in the negative instructing him to burn it
instead, which was ostensibly a punitive measure.
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garment) of Allah's Messenger~ -with . '"~I\' . ·•<-11
.__:;.j\ ~ :<:-:
.,;!lil;;
Y""" '~
it's collar, sleeves, front and back -~ r J ,...r.:-"' J - . - .
hemmed with brocade (silk)l 1 J • [Abu ·-~ -i .i.;.f,; ,;~1; ;f ~1,J~ . ,.c_t;:U~
Da'ud reported it]. Its basic meaning is
in Muslim's Sahib with the addition: "It ~ J~ :li1 ~~ ~li ~ ..:.i\S :;1j3
was with 'Aisha io till she died, then I , 1-6.'J:! ~~I ~lS,J , \@! '.(~i ": 2.) J;_
took possession of it. The Prophet ~
;1j3 . ~ '-:'~ ~;.; ·~ril ~
~
used to wear it, and we wash it for the
L?;i;
~IS-J : ~).:11
._,;\'I ~· ~.]
~ ~I
sick, seeking cure by means of it." Al- .i.i)J
. ,
- .
.
Bukhiiri added in Adah Al-Mufrad121 :
·~;~13
"He (the Prophet ~ ) used to wear it
on the visit of a delegation 13 l and on
Fridays."

);

[IJ Dtbaj is basically an Arabised word. Diba is the original word which can be translated as
"a thick silken cloth."

C2 J This is the name of a book written by Imam Bukhari .
C3l This clarifies that the wearing of nice clothing is permissible on the occasion of Friday, on
the 'Eid, or to have an audience with an honourable person.
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425. Narrated Abu Huraira .:ti;,: Allah's ~ J~ jil ~) ;_:;.;. '::'if ~ (tyo)
Messenger ~ said: "Remember a lot the ,i?LA }? 1/,;sf» :~~I J_?) Jl.i :Jl.i
cutter (remover) of delights i.e.,
deathYI (Reported by At-Tirmidhi and ,~L.:ili.J ~~Ji! ~l.J~ . «pr-11 : p1.ill1
An-Nasa'i; Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
-~~&;1~.J
(authentic)].

•=

426. Narrated Anas
Allah's Messenger :Jl.i ~ J~ jil ~)~I ~j (tY'\)
~ said: None of you should wish for
death121 due to being afilicted by harm. .Sr.11 rs~f ~ -'J» :~~I J_?) Jl.i
But, if he must wish (for death) he : 1Hi: ,\~;:: ~ ~ ~L5 .)~ "'' .::i~~ • '~1
~
.
~
'; J' r-;
should say: "O Allah, give me life as
•J
I·~
;i.::;..i1
-.:.iL5
t;
· • f :r-~lii
_, ~ ,
~
long as it is good for me, and give me
3
death if death is better for me.1 1 " -~~.«JI_;.;. ;~}I ,-.:.ilS' \;
(Agreed upon].

.)J.J

•=

427. Narrated Buraida
The Prophet
~ said, "A believer dies with sweatl 4 l

~I .~ J~ ;li1 ~) ;~_:;. ~j (tyv)
• ,, _;., , , ·~ ~ , 11
J lJ ~
"'!"" <.,?;-'
• ~ Ii·
,'-'~
.,..-0 ~.r->>

:

on the brow." (Reported by Atb~ ,• ' 'I ' , • ' , !;.:.;,I 'I" 11 • .::..11
Tbalatba]. And Ibn Hibban graded it
,<..)~ .:r. ~J "''JW OJ.)•,~
Sahib (authentic).
428. Narrated Abu Sa'id and Abu ;li1 ~J ;_;.;. '::'ilj :.~-·'::'ii ~j (tyA)
Huraira ~: Allah's Messenger ~ said,
1_,lli» :~~I J_?) Jl.i : 'Jij 1;,+:~ J~
"Prompt those of you who are dying to
repeat after you, "Nothing deserves to
. ~~~l.J ~ ~1.J~ . cc;li1 ~t jt 'I r5Gy
be worshipped except Allah."
[Reported by Muslim andAl-Arba'a).

Ill The mention of death often provokes a feeling of abstinence, self-introspection concerning
one's own deeds, and the dreadfulness of the Judgement Day. This, in turn, motivates one to
perform good deeds, and molds one's psyche in such a condition so as to be prepared for
the Day of Judgement.

12 1 It is forbidden to be desirous of death out of mundane afflictions, poverty and diseases,
etc. To wish to meet Allah the All-Mighty, is indeed an indication of the perfection of one's
Faith. It is also permissible for one to wish for death out of fear that one might be led astray
from the Right Path.
l3 l Life is a blessing to the believer. A Haditb states that a believer, if pious, shall accrue more
piety to his credit. Life is also a blessing to the sinner, as he may shun his sins and bad deeds
out of repentance, at any point during the course of his life.
!41 It has been construed in many ways. The correct version is that one's forehead perspires

as the agony of death becomes too difficult; and a believer's agony is made a bit severe as an
atonement of whatever sins he has committed in this world and their being forgiven here
itself. This too is a favor of Allah to the believer.
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429. Narrated Ma'qil bin YasarPl ..,.,.
,...,. dll
•
. , L.::.; • 1:;::
(ty~)
The Prophet ~ said, "Recite Surat
~ J -: - ,.:.r. ~ <f"J
Yiisin over your dead.121" (Abu Da'ud J;. 1.J::;fo :Jli ~~I ~f .~ J~
and An-Nasa'i reported it and Ibn'0L..:JJ1j ;j1; ;f ~lj~ . «~ r-5li~
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)).
.0~.);l~j
430. Narrated Umm SalamaC3 l ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ came in to Abu Salama
(when he died). His eyes were fixedly
open. Closing them he said, "When the
soul is taken, the sight[ 4 l follows it."
Some of his family wept and wailed, so
he (~) said, "Do not supplicate for
yourselves anything but good, for the
angels say Amin to what you say." He
then said, "O Allah, forgive Abu Salama,
raise his degree among those who are
rightly guided, make his grave spacious
for him, grant him light in it, and grant
him a successor in his descendants who
remain." [Reported by Muslim].
431. Narrated 'Aisha ~ that when the
Prophet ~ died, he was covered with a
striped (Yemeni) garment. (Agreed
upon].
[IJ Ma'quil is a Sababi of Muzaina tribe. He became a Muslim before Hudaibiya expedition
and participated in Bai'atur-Ridwan. A river he had dug at Basra by the orders of 'Umar was
named after him. And since then a proverb goes: "ff Allah's river comes flowing, the river of
Ma'quil becomes useless." It is said that he died at Basra towards the end of Mu'awiya's rule
in 60 H. or during the rule of Yazid.

C2 J This mitigates the perdition and one's soul is released out of his_ body with smoothness
and ease. As this Surab contains a mentioning of Allah's blessing on his s1aves, the same gives
strength and predominance to his element of hope and thus his soul effortlessly passes away.
[Al-Albani declared it da'eef (weak) in lrwaa' 3/150, no. 688]
C3 J He is 'Abdullah bin 'Abdul-Asad Al-Makhzumi Al-Qurashi, the son of the paternal aunt of
Allah's Messenger ~ and his brother, together with Hamza, in suckling. They were all
suckled by Thuwaiba the manumitted slave-woman of Abu Lahab. Abu Salama had migrated
to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) with his wife Umm Salama. He attended the battle of Badr and was_
wounded in the battle of Uhud. His wound healed, then recurred and he finally died on 3rd
Jumad-al-Ula 4 H., leaving behind Umm Salama who was married after him by the Prophet
~ in Shaww:il 4 H.
C4 l This informs us that the eyes of a dying person become opened wide as they observe the
beloved departing soul. The eyes of the deceased should be closed immediately because they
do not close after the body loses its warmth, and instinctively strike terror and instill fear in
one's mind.
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432. Narrated ('Aisha) ~ that Abu Bakr
kissed 111 the Prophet ~ when he

.:ti;

was dead. [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

·~~~I
433. Narrated Abu

Huraira .:ti;: The
Prophet ~ said, "A believer's soul is
attached to his debt! 2 J till it is paidl 3 l
on his behalf." [Reported by Ahmad
and At-Tirmidhi who graded it Hasan
(good)].
434. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet
~ said concerning the man who fell
down from his camel and died, "Wash
him with water and lotus leaves1 4 l , and
shroud him 151 in his two garments."
[Agreed upon].
435. Narrated 'Aisha ~: When the people
intended to wash the Prophet ~ they
said; "By Allah, we do not know
whether we should take off the clothes
of Allah's Messenger~ as we take off
the clothes of our dead ... 16 1 " [Reported
by Ahmad and Abu Da'ud].
436. Narrated Umm 'Atiya ~: The Prophet
~ came in when we were washing his
daughter and said, "Wash her with

.~ J~ JJ1 0') ~~} ':'i\ ~J (t~~)
!~I;: . _µ1 , ~~» :J\j
~I\ . ,
-~
er"'
- " <.£" ,,Y

*' .

~I ~1.J:;

. «~
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''•,,
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~~ '-?~ji ~ ~IJ

.~11~ ;.f.J ~I ~1.J:; . ~~i ~~ fl t_;\;y;
(t~i)

: ..:..3 \j

[IJ This explains that it is permissible to kiss a dead body provided the same belongs to a
Muslim.
2
£ l According to this Hadith, a person shall remain under his indebtedness even after his
death, as long his loans are not paid off.

3
£ l

This is on the condition that the deceased person, despite possessing wealth and being
solvent enough to pay off his debts, died withoµt paying it. If someone dies an accidental
death and has little time to pay it off, or a person who does not have the solvency but
harbors a good intention of paying it off, is however exempted from it. One of the items
related to Zakat expenditure is that the debts of the indebted people be paid off.
4

£

1 The blending of Sidr leaves (Nabiq tree) washes the dirt and filth away just like soap.

person was standing in 'Ara/ah with the Prophet~. He fell down from the mount
and passed away as he was kicked by the she-camel. The Prophet ~ asked the people
around neither to cover his head nor to apply scent on his body as Allah will raise him on the
Day of Resurrection in the state of pronouncing Talbiya.
5
£ 1 This

l6 1 The Hadith goes that when the Prophet ~ expired, the people were undecided about
whether or not to undress him (to perform the ritual bathing of the dead body). Suddenly
the people were overwhelmed by a feeling of drowsiness and an unknown voice from one of
the comers of the house was heard saying that his body should not be undressed, and hence
the instruction was duly compiled with and the ritual bathing was done accordingly.
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water and lotus leaves three or five
times, III or more than that if you see
fit; and put camphor, or some camphor
in the last washing." When we had
finished we informed him, and he
threw us his lower garment saying, "Put
it next to (i.e. directly upon) her body."
[Agreed upon]. And in another
narration: "Begin with her right side
and the places of the ablution." And in
a narration of Al-Bukhari: "We braided
her hair in three plaits and placed them
behind her back."
437. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ was shrouded in three pieces of
white, cotton, Sahuliyah 121 cloth among
which was neither a shirt nor a turban.
[Agreed upon].
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438. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: When
'Abdullah bin 'Ubail 3 1 died, his son1 4 1
came to Allah's Messenger~ and said,
"Give me your shirt to shroud him in
it," so he (~) gave it to him. [Agreed
upon].
439. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ said: ''Wear your white
garments, for they are among your best
garments, and shroud your dead in
Ill It clarifies that Ghusl (ritual bathing of the dead body) should be done at least three times
irtvariably. If required more than that, it could be done five times or even seven times, but
the consensus among the scholars is that one washing suffices.

12 1 Sahiil is the name of a village in Yemen and this fabric is from there.
13 1 He was the chief of Al-Khazraj tribe during the]abiliya (ignorance) period and head of the
hypocrites after the Prophet ~ migrated to Al-Madinah. He retreated with 300 men from the
battle of Badr and was responsib ' for the major part of the falsehood against 'Aisha ~ He is
also the one who said, "If we retu 1 to Al-Madinah the honorable man (meaning himsell) will
evict the disgraceful one (meanin the Prophet~)." He also said, "Do not feed those with
Allah's Messenger~ till they disperse." He died in Dhul Qa'da 9 H. His mother was called
Salul.
141 He is 'Abdullah bin 'Abdullah bin Ubai bin Salul. He was one of the virtuous and
benevolent Sabiiba, and was martyred in the battle of Al-Yamama. He was the toughest man
against his father to the extent that he asked to be permitted to chop his head off when he
said that 'the honorable man will evict the disgraceful one.' His name was Hubab during the
fabiliya days, but the Prophet ~ renamed him 'Abdullah.
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them." [Reported by Al-Khamsa except , , • , ,
An-Nasa'i. At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib ~J ,~L::.:JI
(authentic)].

440. NarratedJabir ..t;,: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "When one of you shrouds his
brother, he should use a good
shroud."1 11 (Reported by Muslim].
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441. Narrated (Tahir) 41>: The Prophet ~
had each pair of those killed at Uhud,
wrapped in a single garment. 12 1 He
then asked, "Which of them knew more
of the Qur'an?" Then he would have
him put first in the niche inside of the
grave. They were neither washed nor
prayed upon. (Reported by Al-Bukhari].
442. Narrated 'Ali tt;,: I heard the Prophet
~ say, "Do not be extravagant in
shrouding, for it will quickly decay."
[Reported by Abo Da'ud].
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443. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~ ,~ J~ ;!J1 .:r;;J ~~ 0&-.J (tH")
told her, "I would have washed you,1 3 1
JL.i ~ ~I ~l
if you died before me." [Reported by ~ ~ _;3» :
Ahmad and Ibo Majah. Ibo Hibban .~t; .);1.J ~1 ~1.J:; -~~T ,«.~1!i•~1
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
.0~.);1~.J

4J

444. Narrated Asma hint 'Umais ~:
Fatimal 4 l ~willed that 'Alil 5 l tt;, should
[lJ It only means that the shroud should be neat and clean and not an expensive one as there
is a prohibition regarding the same in Haditb.
[ZJ This was only due to a constraint, as there were not enough clothes to go round at that
time. The proper procedure is that the Funeral prayer of the martyrs should not be performed.

c3 1 It implies an evidence that a man can give Ghusl (bath) to the dead body of his wife and
hence the majority follow this rule. Some people oppose it, but the demeanor of the
Companions of the Prophet ~ disqualifies this persuasion of theirs. 'Ali o:.s ..iii ~.;
performed Ghusl for Fatima Az-Zallra i;. and likewise 'Asma hint 'Umais i;. performed Ghusl
for Abo Baler .u. ..iii ~.J· These occurrences prove that a husband can give Ghus/ to his wife
and a woman can do the same to her husband and it is agreed upon by consensus that the
Companions of the Prophet ~ maintained silence on both of the above cited occasions.
4
C J Fatima i;. was the youngest among the daughters of the Prophet~ and she is the most
important lady of this Ummah. 'Ali bin Abu Talib .u. ..iii ~.; married her in Ramadan 2 H.
and wedded her in Dhul Hijja. She was then 15 years 5 months old. She died in Ramadan 11
H. 6 months after the death of her father.
5

C

l 'Ali .u. ..ii I ~.; carried out her will.
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~h her .(dead body). [Reported by Ad-

Daraqutnt].
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445. Narrated Buraida ~ concerning cj - ~ J~ ai1 ~) ~~;. 0&-.J (tto)
the woman of (the tribe of) Ghamid
· 1: -', ,;~ ~~I\ "l -~\ ~..1..oWI ""
~
that the Prophet ~ commanded to be ~ ~Ji ~ c,!;' y" ..p ,.,,
~ ;f ~ :J~ - ~)I
stoned because of fornication. He said: ~
"He(~) then gave command regarding
(stoning) her, then prayed over her [or
she was prayed over]l 1 l and buried."
[Reported by Muslim].

µ ,

446. Narrated Jabir bin Samura ~: The
dead body of a man who had killed
himself with a broad headed arrow was
brought before the Prophet~' but he
did not offer prayerl 2 l on him.
[Reported by Muslim].
447. Narrated Abu Huraira ~=Regarding
the story of a woman who used to sweep
the mosque. The Prophet ~ asked
about her and they (the Companions)
told him she had died. He (~) then
said, "Why did you not inform me?"
and it appeared as if they had
considered her as of little importance.
He (~) said, "Show me her grave", and
wben they did so, he prayed131 on her.
[Agreed upon].
Ill In some narrations, the word Fasulliya µ
is used which is Majhul J~ (unknown)
and imply that the Prophet ~ himself did not perform the Funeral prayer, but that it was
offered by his Companions. The truth of the matter is _that the Prophet ~ himself offered her
Funeral prayer.

l2 l There is a difference of opinion among scholars about the Funeral prayer of the one who
. has died as a result of committing suicide. The majority among them agree that such a
person's Funeral prayer must be offered. Qadi 'Ayadh has transmitted from a cenain source
that all the scholars agree on Funeral prayers of such persons who have been either punished
or stoned to death (on a Shari'a ruling), the ones having committed suicide, and illegitimate
children (born out of wedlock). The Prophet ~ would not attend some of the Funeral
prayers but used to instruct people to attend them.
13 1 This proves that offering a Funeral prayer at someone's grave is also permissible. It funher
proves that no time limit is specified in regard to a Funeral prayer. The Prophet ~ offered
the Funeral prayer of the Uhud manyrs after eight years of their passing away. It also proves
that a Funeral prayer may also be offered as many as two or three times.
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And Muslim added: He (~) then said,
"These graves are full of darkness for
their occupants, but Allah will
illuminate them (the graves) for them
(the occupants) because of my prayer
on them."
448. Narrated Hudhaifa ~= The Prophet
~ used to forbid the announcing(ll of
death. [Reported by Ahmad, and AtTirmidhi who graded it Hasan (good)].
449. Narrated Abo

Huraira .t;,: The
Prophet ~ announced the death of AnNajashi (Negus)[ZJ on the day he died,
took them out to the Musalla (the
place of prayer) and drew them up in
rows and uttered the Takbfr four
times.1 3 1 [Agreed upon).
450. Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: I have
heard the Prophet ~ say: If any Muslim
dies and forty men who associate
nothing with Allah offer prayer on him,
Allah will accept them as
intercessors 141 for him. [Reported by
Muslim].
451. Narrated Samura bin Jundub .t;,: I
prayed behind the Prophet ~ and he
prayed on a woman who had died in
child birth and he stood opposite the
Ill The meaning of ..,...; Na'y is 'to convey the news of someone's death'. It was a custom in
the days of ]ahiliya "(pre-Islamic period) that whenever a person of eminence and repute
died, the news about his death was announced all over the city. This practice is forbidden.
However, one can inform his relatives and pious people to participate in the funeral.

121 An-Najashi (Negus) was the title of the Abyssinian (Ethiopian) ruler whose real name was

Ashama bin Al-Abjar. The Muslims migrated to him fleeing with their Faith from the
suppression of the infidels at Makkah. The Prophet jl$ sent him a letter calling him to Islam
with 'Amr bin Umaiya Ad-Damari towards the end of 6 H. or in Muharram 7 H. He received
the letter, put it against his eyes, descended from his throne and became a Muslim at the
haftds of Ja'far bin Abu Talib who wrote to the Prophet j1$ to that effect. An-Najashi died in
Rajah 9 H. after the expedition of Tabuk and the Prophet j1$ offered Sa/atul-]anilza on him
in absentia. The Prophet j1$ then wrote to his successor calling him to Islam.
l3 l This informs us that offering someone's Funeral prayer in the absence of his dead body is
permissible.
141 This explains that the intercession of a Muslim for another Muslim (by way of invocating
for his salvation) is acceptable to Allah.
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middle partl11 of her body. (Agreed
upon].
452. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I swear by
Allah, that Allah's Messenger~ prayed
on (the dead bodies of) the two sons of
Baidal 2 J in the mosque.131 [Reported
by Muslim].
453. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin Abu
Laila1 4 1 : Zaid bin Arqam used ro utter
the Takbir four times on their dead,
but once he uttered it five times, 151 on
a dead body, and I asked him about it.
He said, "Allah's Messenger ~ used to
utter those Takbirat." (Reported by
Muslim and Al-Arba'a].
454. Narrated 'Ali • that he uttered
Takbir six times on Sahl bin Hunaif1 6 1
and said, "He was one of the
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[ll If the dead body belongs to a male, the Imam should stand by his head, and if it belongs
to a female, the Imam should stand besides the middle part of her body.

Baida' is the nickname of the mother called Da'ad bint Al-Juhdum Al-Fihriya, and her two
sons are Sahl and Suhail whom she bore to Wahab bin Rabi'a Al-Qurashi Al-Fihri. Sahl was
the one who ve~oed the Sabifa (see glossary) written by Quraish to boycott Banu Hashim and
the Muslims. It was said that he became a Muslim openly in Makkah. It was also reported that
he concealed his Islamic faith and was forced to join the Quraish army to fight at Badr. He
was then captured by the Muslims and 'Abdullah bin Mas'iid wimessed for him that he had
seen him praying at Makkah. So he was released and died at Al-Madinah. But Suhail had
become a Muslim very early, participated in the Hijratain (two migrations) and attended
Badr and all the important battles. He died at Al-Madinali in 9 H. after the expedition of
Tabuk. A third son of Al-Baida' is called Safwan who was martyred at Badr, it was also said
that he died long after the death of the Prophet ~ .
[ZI

13 1 Some people deem it improper to conduct Funeral prayer in a mosque, but there is no
evidence confirming their viewpoint. It is reported through lbn Abi Shaiba that the Funeral
prayer of Abii Bakr ...s .iii ~J was led by 'Umar ...s .iii ~J in the mosque. It has been
reported in Musnad Sa'id bin Mansur that the Funeral prarer of 'Umar ...s 41 ~J was led
by Suhaib ...s .iii ~J in the mosque and that the Funeral prayer of Sa'd bin Abi-Waqqas was
offered in the mosque.
141 He is an Ansari and a Madani and a Kuti. He was one of the reliable elder Tabt'in in terms
of HadUb reporting. He is nicknamed Abu 'Isa and reported Abaditb from a group of the
Sababa. He was born at the beginning of the last six years of 'Umar's caliphate. He died in 86
H. at the battle of Al-Jamajlm, and it was said that he drowned in Basra river.
! 5 1 The Prophet ~ is reported to have pronounced

four, five, six, seven and as many as eight
Takbir. 'Umar ...s .iii ~J unified people on four by a common consensus and the same is
acted upon to this day.
16 1 Sabal bin Hunaif is an Ansari, an Ausi (from the tribe of Aus) and a Madani. He attended
Badr and all the following battles. He stood firm with the Prophet ~ in the battle of Uhud.
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companions who attended the battle of .
Badr." [Reported by Sa'id bin Mansur. -I
Its basic meaning is in Al-Bukhari].
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455. Narrated Jabir
Allah's Messenger
used to utter four Takbir on our
dead, and recite the opening of the
Book (Surat Al-Fatiba)ltl after the first
Takbir. [Reported by Ash-Shafi'i
through a weak chain of narrators].
456. Narrated Tallia bin 'Abdullah bin , ,w~ ,J. ~I~ ,J. ~U, :_;.:, ( t oi)
'Auf1 2 l (•):I prayed behind Ibn 'Abbas ,;:G;. I::.
~ . ·1 ~ ,! ·L
: J~
,) . i..s- • ..r . ,.J.
(,t,) on ajanaza (dead person) and he
recited Fatibat-ul Kitab. He then said, . 2, ~f 1.,.:J;~l J\£ 'H~I ~~ l}i
"(I did that) so that you may know it is
·&,?~I ~1.J)
a Sunnah."l 3 l [Reported by AlBukhari).
;li1 ~) '71!t.;; ,.; Yr ifJ (tov)
457. Narrated 'Auf bin Mfilikl 4 l
Allah's Messenger~ prayed on a dead
);. ~~I Jr.) ~ :J~ ~ J~
body and I memorized from his
5
·~1 •rir~lll» ,,
4'~~ (,,,./,,.
:_. ,! i;;;.j 40J:G;.'
supplication, l l "O Allah, forgive him, ,j J7
,,.
"'
.
show him mercy, grant him well-being,
,jj ji:, .~ ~lj ·~~J .~jlj
pardon him, grant him a noble
provision and a spacious lodging, wash '-~lj ,~L.;j~ ~t..;.1:, ,a;.:i.; 2-JJ
him with water, snow, and ice and hail, ~·!11 %> ~ 't;\kJ1 :
~--w
~ , J
,_r. J
purify him from sins as the white . .r ~
:• 1·~
11;
j~j-'
:l.!1:
'·-·\r1
garment is purified from filth, give him (J"
~
)
,.J
'::'--'
~ ...r'2::!
~
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Later, 'Ali appointed him to govern Basra, and he participated with him in the battle of Siffin.
There was a brotherhood bond between 'Ali and him after the Hijra. He died in 38 H.
This Haditb stands as an evidence that the recitation of Surat Al-Fatiba during a Funeral
prayer is a legislated Sunnab - or compulsory according to some of the scholars - since it is
confirmed in the authentic Hadith which follows.
Ill

2
! 1 Talha was a Zuhri, a Qurashi and a Madani and son of 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Aufs brother~
He is nicknamed Talha An-Nada and was reliable, learned and memorized many Ahadith. He
was among the middle Tabi'in and died in 97 H. at the age of 72 years.

! 3 1 In

a Funeral prayer, Surat Al-Fattba should be recited with a subdued voice. The reason
why Ibn Abbas ~ .ii I ~ ..J recited the same with a loud voice was explained by himself as
he said, "I recited it aloud so that it becomes known to you all that the observance of the
same is Sunnah."
141 'Aufwas a Sahabi from the clan of Ashja' and he first took part in the battle of Khaibar. He

carried the flag of Ashja' during the conquest of Makkah. He settled in Sham and died there
in 73H.
!51 The possibility exists that the Prophet ~ might have uttered this invocation aloud, from

which he could have memorized it. Likewise, there is the possibility that 'Auf
might himself have enquired of the Prophet ~ regarding the same.

.;s.
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a better abode in place of his present
, ~1 4;;\:; , ;.µI ~ i_;.:;. Sul:; , ~1;
one, a better family/spouse in place of
his present one, admit him to Paradise
.~ ~1:;; .«~81 ._:;,1.ii.:; .;.iJ1 ~ ~J
and save him from the trial in the grave
and the punishment of Hell-Fire."l 1 l
[Reported by Muslim].

•=

458. Narrated Abu Huraira
When
Allah's Messenger ~ prayed over a
dead body, he ~) said, "O Allah,
forgive those of us who are living and
those of us who are dead, those of us
who are present and those of us who
are absent, our young and our old, our
male and our female. 0 Allah, to
whomsoever of us You give life, keep
him faithful to Islam, and whomsoever
of us You take in death take him as a
believer. 0 Allah, do not withhold from
us the reward of our deeds (because)
of him, nor try us [or cause us to go
astray] after his death. 12 1 " [Reported by
Muslim andAl-Arba'a).

,~ J~ ~I~);;.} ~f (.;-:;

J:,,

_fa

11t ~ ~I
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459. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
The ~ ~I ~f ~ ~I ~) ~:; (to~)
Prophet ~ said, ''When you pray over
j 1~t ·::;11
11t" :Jti
the dead, make a sincere supplication for
3
.~~ .:;.1 ~J ,;_J1; ;f ~1:;; .«;:~iii
him."1 1 [Abu Da'ud reported it. And
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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460. Narrated Abu Huraira
The ,~ J~ ~I~);;.} ~f (.;-J (ti-)
Prophet ~ said, "Hasten when carrying
~U ,.~WI.. I , ·\ii :J\i ,.oilii' •~I\ ·,
~
,J.,
~<..!;' ,<.r
a ]aniiza, for if the dead person was
righteous, then it is good that you will .!.G .Jl) ' ;;lt lf; _,.J.Z ~ ' ~LP .!.G
sending him on to. And if he was
otherwise, then it is an evil of which ~ .«~tiJ (.;- ;:;_µ ~ .~1 '5~
you are ridding yourselves."1 4 1 [Agreed
.~
upon].
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Ill Different supplications relating to the Funeral prayer have been ascribed to the Prophet
~ . One is free to recite any of them he likes. In case the dead body belongs to a non-adult,

he should say: "Alli'lhumma ij'alhu lana salafan wa ajran." (0 Allah! Make hirn;her a
forerunner for us and a source of reward (in the Hereafter)).
121 Many supplications of the Funeral prayer are from the Prophet ~ , this one is also one of
them and being a short one, is more well-known.
131 This makes it clear too that even if the dead body belongs to a sinner, one should be
earnest in supplicating to Allah in the matter of his forgiveness. Some people maintain that
such a person should be cursed. This view point is absolutely erroneous and detestable.

14 1 We are thus informed that we must not delay in burying the dead. Some people nowadays
delay the burial proceedings which is against Islamic law.
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461. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "He who attends a
funeral till the prayer is offered for (the
dead), for him is the reward of one
Qiriit, and he who attends (and stays)
till it is buried, for him is the reward of
two Qiriit." It was asked, "What are the
two Qiriit?" He said, "Like two huge
mountains." [Agreed upon]. Muslim
has: "till it (the dead) is placed in the
niche inside the grave."
Al-Bukhari has: "If anyone attends the
funeral of a Muslim, out of faith and
seeking reward from Allah, and stays till
prayer is offered and the burial is
complete, he will retum with a reward
of two Qiriit, each Qiriit being similar
to the Mountain of Uhud."
462. Narrated Saliml 1 J on the authority
of his father: He saw the Prophet ~,
Abu Bakr and 'Umar walking in front of
the funeral (procession). 121 (Reported
by Al-Kbamsa; Ibn Hibbiin graded it
Sahib (authentic) and An-Nasa'i and
others termed it as Mursal (missing link
after the Tiibi'i)].
463. Narrated Umm 'Atiya ~:We (women)
were forbidden to accompany the
funerals, but it (i.e. the prohibition) was
notstressedl 31 upon us. (Agreed upon].
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[lJ He is- Abu 'Abdullah or Abu 'Umar Siilim bin 'Abdullah bin 'Umar bin Al-Khattab, one of
the leading Tiibi'in and among their eminent 'Ulama'. He was one of the seven Fiqb
scholars, and was a reliable Haditk reporter, knowledgeable and virtuous_ He resembled his
father in his religious applicationS and knowledge. He died in Dhul Qa'da 106 H.

rii During a funeral procession, whether one should be ahead of the dead body or behind it,
and whether one should be on the right or the left side of it, is in general an optional matter.
What is better, is again a disputed point as there exists a difference of opinion among the
scholars. Bin Mansur, on the authority of Hasan bin 'Ali ~ .Iii ~_;has narrated that the
reward which one gains out of walking behind the dead body (in a funeral procession) is
greater than the one walking ahead of it, the difference may be compared to the reward of
individual prayer in comparison to the congregational prayer.
! 3 l There is a difference of opinions among the scholars concerning whether or not it is
permissible for women to accompany a funeral procession or to go to the graveyard to visit
graves. The applicable ruling is that in case there is a possibility of their wailing, lamenting
and bemoaning the dead, it should be disallowed. In case such a possibility does not exist,
they may be allowed to go.
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464. Narrated Abu Sa'id ~= Allah's •' ,, , •
,
.JI.~ ~I~_:)..;_,_:. c.f._,i :~_:; (t'H)
Messenger ~ said, "When you see a
.. i.r
funeral, stand up and whoever follows ~~J t.:.;.J1
,('""'!
!•\'J l~I»~ : J' Li ~
,;'!" ..411 J'J-J
,'
•
1
it should not sitl l down until it is put . «~; J;. .J.-H·:! ')\j
~
down." [Agreed upon).
..._
..

Lt4

,1;..Ji

465. Narrated Abu lshaql 2 l : 'Abdullah _:;. ~I ~ ~l ,jt;..:.~ '-Af ~J (£io)
bin Yazidl 3 1 ~ put the dead body in
~ .= :;11 ~;i ~
ili1 tr!1 ~~
the grave from the side where his legs
.
l!.11
~
11;.
:
jli'
,
·~q
I.:.. ,.,;:-;
1:a
will be placed in it. He said, "This is a
..
~
J
r ~..J
Sunnah." [Reported by Abu Da'ud].
. ;31;
~:)of

Jw

;f

lw

ill1
" ·"
'I
,, (£'\'\)
466. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet " '
~J rs . i:.r. ..d'J
~ said, "When you place your dead in
j.!;;,_; l~l» :J\i ,~~I .J- ,~
the grave say, 'In the Name of Allah,
,..
J ,,,,.
,,
> ,..
1;· , .ful
' : 1 I •.
'~I\
. '._ {\;"
artd following the religion of Allah's i.f""
J
-r---! Y _,.., . J.r.- ~ r r
Messenger.l 4 l '" [Reported by Ahmad, ;31; ;f.:; ~f ~~f . «~1 ,J~) ~
Abu Da'ud and An·Nasa'i; Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic) and Ad- ~)1ll1 ~i.:; .~~ .:;.1 ~~J ..~t.::1J13
Daraqutni termed it as Mawquf (saying
. ,ui_,i~
of a Companion)].
467. Narrated 'Aisha '\lb: Allah's Messertger '~ J~ WI ~) ~~ lfJ (tW)
~said, "Breaking a dead person's bone
-~ :,.:.S» :Jli ~~I J~~ ~\
is like breaking it when he is alive."
\; ~8.L
'f ;!'•
.«G;.
o ·?<
[Reported by Abu Da'ud through a .1''
.. r ~
. ;; ;'b
J
Y.
JJ
·r"'
chain of narrators conforming with the
:~ -~~~~\;~I ;1jj ,~
conditions laid down by Muslim]. Ibn
•«
.j,»
Majah had the addition - from the
Haditb of Umm Salama (~): "as
regards the sin."

_.-:;lJ
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[IJ The word 'sit' might also imply that all the people must make their respective efforts in
burying the dead. It should not follow that only the relatives of the dead carry out everyiliitig
whereas the rest of the people sit idly being silent spectators.

C2 J 'Amr bin 'Abdulliih As-Sabi'i Al-Hamdani Al-Kuft was a prominent tabi'i, narrated matiy
Ahaditb, but was a Mudallts who became senile towards his last years. He was born two
years before the end of 'Uthman's caliphate and died in 129 H.
l3 J 'Abdullah bin Yazid was a Khutami, an Ansari and an Ausi. He attended Al·Hudaibiya at the
age of 17 years and was with 'Ali at Al-Jamal and Siffin battles. He settled at Kiifa, became its
governor during the time of Ibn Az-Zubair and died In it during his time.
l4 J Imam Baihaqi reported with a weak evidence (in terms of chain of narrators) that while
Umm Kulthiim ~, the daughter of the Prophet ~ was being put in the gtave, the Prophet
i! recited the following supplication:
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468. Narrated Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas .:t.:
He said, "Make a niche for me in the ill1 .:r!') -'-'""'~-' '-Ill ,.;. ~ V--' ( t '\,\)
side of the grave, and set up unbaked 1;;1j l..b..l
1_,Ll1 :Jli .~ J~
bricks over me (my grave) as it was
.~
"'~ ,.dJI ,J _,..,."J! ~
'-' W' , \....::.;_
' · ..r:
~,'II I ..s,_'1;.
done with Allah's Messenger ~-"(ll
L"-~ 'I"
[Reported by Muslim].
• ~,..,.-• .J.J

J

Al-Baihaqi reported something similar
to the above on the authority of Jabir
and added: "And his grave was raised
about one spanl 2 l from the ground."
[Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
Narrated (Jabir) .:t.: Allah's Messenger Z,f ,~ ~I J_,.:.j ~ :~ -~j
forbade graves to be plastered with
~ Z,fj .;iJ1 ~
gypsum, to be sat upon, or any .;:;. Z,fj
structure to be built over them.131
[Reported by Muslim].
, _, ~. . /: ~ (f'
: ,,J (t'\4\)
469. Narrated 'Aamir bin Rabi'a .:t.: The 4..s'1~ ill1 <..r!'.)
•..J ,.:r.
Prophet ~ prayed on the body of
'Uthman bin Maz'iin, 14 1 then went to ; 0~- Ji, ~ ~ ~I 0f '~
~

'*

·*

"There of (the eanh) We created you, and into it We shall return you, and from it We
shall bring you out once again. (y. 20:55). In the Name of Allah, in the cause of Allah
and following the religion of the Messenger of Alliih (is hereby this dead body being
buried)."
There are also many other supplications mentioned in Abaditb, which one may recite
according to his liking.
[lJ This Haditb carries an evidence that the grave prepared for the Prophet~ was a "Lahd''.
The Companions of the Prophet ~ differed in their opinions whether his grave should be a
Lahd or a Sbiq. There were two undenakers (grave-diggers) in Al-Macllnah those days, one
specializing in digging Lahd and the other one specializing in digging Sbiq. It was agreed
among the Companions of the Prophet ~ that ':Vhosoever (among the grave-diggers) comes
first, should start his work. Hence the one specializing in digging Lahd came first and
prepared the grave accordingly.
12 1 It is against Shari'a (Islamic law) to raise the stature of a grave more than a Sbibr (the
span of a hand). The grave of the Prophet~ was of the same stature. At first, it was in a fiat
shape but once the walls of Prophet's r~m had fallen down (out of disrepair or decay)~
Walid bin 'Abdul-Malik had the walls repaired and had the grave re-built in the shape of a
camel-hump. The graves of Abu Bakr and 'Umar Farooq ~ .iii ~ .J are also hump-shaped.
131 At-Tirmidhi also includes the words that the graves should not bear any inscription, no
construction be made on them and they should not be trampled upon. This Haditb has _been
declared Sahib (sound) by Tirmidhi. An-Nasa'i reports that no soil should be thrown over it
except the one that has been excavated out of it.
14 1 'Uthman was a Jumahi and a Qurashi. He was one of the virtuous and ascetic Sabiiba and
had prohibited alcohol to himself during the]abiliya days. He was the 14th man to become a
Muslim, made the two migrations and fought at Badr. He was the first person to die in Al-
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his grave and threw three handfuls of .!,">li
earth over it while standing. [Reported
by Ad-Daraqutni).
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470. Narrated 'Uthman (bin 'Affii.n)
When Allah's Messenger ~ finished
burying the dead, he stood by the grave
and said, "Ask forgiveness for your
brother, and ask that he be made
firm (1 J for he is now being
questioned." [Abu Da'ud reported it
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
471. Narrated Damra bin Habibl 2 l - one
of the Tabi'in: They (the Companions)
used to consider it commendable to say
after the grave is leveled and the people
had left; "O so-and-so say: La ilaba illA ll ab (Nothing deserves to be
worshipped except Allah) three times, 0
so-and-so say: My Rabb is Allah, my
religion is Islam and my Prophet is
Muhammad~." [Reported by Sa'id bin
Mansur as a Mawquf (saying of a
Companion). At-Tabarani reported the
same by Abu Umama as Marfu'
(attributed to the Prophet)].
472. Narrated Buraida bin Husaib AlAslami
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "I
had forbidden you to visit the graves,
but you may now visit them.l 3 1 "
[Reported by Muslim). At-Tirmidhi
added to the above: "For it reminds
one about the Hereafter." Ibn Majah
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Madinah among the Muhajirin. His death occurred in Sha'ban, in the second year after the
Hijra and he was buried at Al-Baqi'. The Prophet
kissed his face after his death and said
after he was buried, "He is a righteous predecessor for us."

m

111 It thus becomes known to us that after the burial, making an invocation for the forgiveness
of a dead man's sins and to pray for his steadfastness while facing the questioning in the
grave isMustahab (desirable) andMasnun (from the practice ofthe Prophet).

l2 l Abu 'Utba Damra bin Habib bin Suhaib Az-Zubaidi Al-Himsi is a reliable Tabi'i of the
fourth grade.
! 31 The visiting of graves falls within the category of that which is desirable and not that which
is compulsory. However, visiting the graves--0f one's parents is certainly stressed upon. One
should visit their graves and make supplications to Allah for them.
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added, from the Hadith of Ibn Mas'Od:
"and it makes one overlook the worldly
pleasures."
473. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's ,~ J~ ;li1 ~) ;;.~ ~l ;_;.:; (tV'I")
Messenger~ cursed[IJ the women who
visit the graves. [At-Tirmidhi reported it ~).l . !;ill ,0121j z;.l ~ ~I Jr) ~l
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
.0~ &;1 ~_, ·&~.?1
(authentic)].
474. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: ;li1 ~J ~!lLJI .'-~- ~l (_j-_"i (tVt)
Allah's Messenger~ cursed the wailing
woman and the woman who listens to ~GI ~ ~I Jr) z;.l :Jti ~ J~
.;j1; ;1 ~:;.\ . ~;~~· ~11_-;
her. [Reported by Abo Da'ud).
475. Narrated Umm 'Atiya ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ took a promise from us
that we would not wail (if bereaved). IZJ
[Agreed upon].

~ J~ jjl ~) ~

.t_J, '1

~l ~ ~I

Jr)

rl ;_;._-;
~

(tvo)

j;\ :.:.J\i
-~~

476. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
~ said: "The dead is punished in the
gravel 3 l because of wailing on it."
[Agreed upon]. Al-Bukhari and Muslim
reported a similar Hadith from AlMughira bin Shu'ba.
477. Narrated Anas ~: I witnessed the
burial of a daughter of the Prophet ~
and Allah's Messenger ~ was sitting
beside the grave and I saw his eyes
shedding tears. [4 1 [Reported by AlBukhiri].
[lJ There is a difference of opinion among the scholars whether or not women should go to
visit graves. It is better that the women do not go there.

l2 l This Hadith tells us that the wailing, bemoaning and lamenting over the dead is
forbidden. An emotional outburst of tears due to the feeling of sorrow is not prohibited as it
only alludes to the tenderness of one's heart, which means that the prohibition does not
apply to the actions of one's eyes. It only involves the actions of one's hands and tongue.
l3 l A dead man incurring torment due to the people's mourning apparently contravenes the
Qur'anic Verse c>_.>i .;j.J i.;j\.J .;_'} 'i (No one laden with burdens can bear another's burden).
It alludes to certain situation whereby the mourning is observed in the houses of some rich
people as a matter of pride and pomp. Some people leave their will to the effect that their
death be mourned over, whereas somi;. of them merely express their willingness to be
mourned over. In these situations, the dead shall have to bear the torment. In case the' dead
person forbids his funeral to be mourned (in his lifetime), he will not be subjected to
torment. Therefore, a man should disallow and forbid others from conducting such
mourning after his death.
141 This tells us that the weeping and shedding of one's tears out of sorrow is not forbidden.
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478. Narrated Jabir ~= The Prophet ~
~t .~ J~ <ll1 ~~ ~~ (.;-:; (tVA)
said: "Do not bury your dead at
1·Y11... :((;·· 1~.:0 'i» :Jli "~ .~,,
night[lJ unless you are forced to." [Ibn ~I~~;.\Y..r-;,
~~
!
, ,,,
Majah reported it]. Its basic meaning is
<) ;u,.;,\:; , ~\; .s;1 .,;./-I . «I_,~ .:;\
in Muslim, but he said: "He (~)
prohibited that a man be buried at ,J;U~
~ ~f ft-j :Jti ~ '-~
night until prayer is offered on him."
...:is. y --~ ~ ,,,
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479. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Ja'farl J
<ll1 ~~
.J. ~I _µ (.J-J (tV~)
~= When the news of Ja'far's death
came - at the time when he was killed - ~ '~ :;:-. ·~ L!3 : Jti ~ J~
I ,~··I» :~.&I
j[i , '1.;
Allah's Messenger ~ said: "Prepare ~.'
~ - - J"-P
-" J"".)
c..P"
food for Ja'far's family, for that which
~_).\
.1<r+\~~!
L; ~Gf l.ii ,l..W.
has come to them (i.e. the news of his
death) preoccupies[ 3 l them." [Reported
.•I.I-·L.::.J1 ~I~ L:.;J1
by Al-Khamsa except An-Nasa'i].
2

J'J

J ,.

480. Narrated Sulaiman bin Buraidal4 l
( ~) on the authority of his father:
When the son of the Prophet ~ , Ibrahim passed away, the tears were streaming from his
eyes. Upon seeing this, 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf o:.s- .iii ~_; said, "O Messenger of Allah, do
you weep too?" The Prophet~ answered, "This is out of affection and not lack of patience."
[tJ This has many reasons. One of the reasons is that not many people can participate in a
funeral at night. Another reason is to protect the people from the harm of earthly insects that
usually frequent such places like graveyards at night.

l2 J He is Ja'far bin Abu Talib, the elder brother of 'Ali, who was older than him by ten years.
He migrated to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and stayed there whereby An-Najashi and those who
followed him became Muslims through him. Then he migrated to Al-Madinah and reached
Khaibar after its conquest. The Prophet ~ kissed him between his eyes and said, "I don't
know whether I am more happy with the arrival of Ja'far or with the conquest of Khaibar?"
Ja'far was one of the most generous people. He was martyri;:d in the battle of Mu'ta in 8 H.
while he was the army commander. Both of his hands were cut off, and the Prophet ~ said,
"Allah gave him - in the place of his two hands - two wings with which he flies wherever he
wishes in Paradise." And from that he was called "Ja'far the flier" and "Ja'far the twowinged".
l3 l This Haditb is an evidence that feeding the relatives of the deceased person is Sunnab
(supererogatory). In terms of rights concerning this, neighbors are the foremost. Offering
food on the first day is Sunnab (supererogatory); on the second day, it is Makrub
(undesirable), whereas the same is forbidden on the third day. In case the women belonging
to a house in which the food is being prepared are themselves the mourners, then the
viewpoints of the scholars concerning this food are different. The practice of gathering into
the deceased person's house on the part of the relatives and thereby making themselves to
be an unnecessary burdert upon the family of the deceased person, which is very much in
vogue nowadays, is extremely bad.
l4 l He is Ibn Al-Husaib and is an Aslami and a Marwazi. He was a Tabi'i whose reliability was
verified by Ibrt Ma'in and Abu Hatim. Al-Hakim said, "He did not mention having heard a
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Allah's Messenger ~ used to teach
them (his Companions) to say - when _JAf ,fl "i:.ll : 1)~ ~f -:0~1
-'''W:
· ~'11:
lSJJI
they went out to the cemeteries: "Peace ;:G ~I~ ~1µ ,:~
J ~.r-' ~ .J be upon you, inhabitants of the
rJj:; d Ji1 jt:..; ,~_,.4 ~ ~ ill1
dwellings, who are of the believers and
the Muslims. If Alliih wills, we shall join
·r!'~~13~ .~wl
you. We ask Allah to grant us and you
well being". [Reported by Muslim].
- .- ...r.G 4·'I.-481. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's J-~<li1 ~_)
i/J (tA')
Messenger ~ passed by some graves in ~~I '! ~ .&1
:Jti ~
.J..r.Ai -" J-'_) r
Al-Madinah, turned his face towards - -:Jlii' ~·->; ~
:.·\.; -..r.·i-;t
them and then said, "Peace be upon ,:<:'·l.;'-i:J111
r-=-- i
you, inhabitants of the graves. May
'~J 8 <li1 ~ !.};ill JAl ~
Allah forgive us and you, you have gone
before us and we are corning after :Jli,J '&~?1~1,J~ .«_/~~~:;,di:.
you.[11 " [At-Tirrnidhi reported and
-~
graded it Hasan (good)].
482. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger ~ J~ <lJ1 ~J ~~ ~J (tA'I')
~ said: "Do not revile the dead, for
1/':: ~)) :~ ~1 j_,..:.,J Ju :..:Ju
they have reached what they have sent
1_,_;Jf ,l; ~~ ,.;.,1y\'1
before them." [Al-Bukhari reported it]. . «lyli ~
At-Tirrnidhi reported something similar
§~I _(.} &~j.11 '5J~J '&.JQI ~1,J~
from Al-Mughira, but he said: "lest you
.11;:i;;.\t11J;~ll :Jli ~ '~~
hurt the livingJ21 "

f

Jt

J ,. •·

µ;f

Jt

Hadith from his father." Al-Khazraji said, "The Hadith that he narrated from his father are in
a number of places in Muslim."
[IJ Going to the graveyard and making supplications to Allah for the forgiveness of the dead
is Sunnah and proven by several Ahadith. One can go to the graveyard keeping in view just
two purposes: a) Making supplications to Allah in favor of the dead, b) To remember death.
Whoever goes to the graveyard pursuing a purpose other than the ones mentioned above,
(i.e., lamenting, seeking redress, making bowings and prostrations and asking for the
fulfillment of their wishes, etc.), his visiting of the graveyard is forbidden and unlawful.
[iJ This Hadith tells us that it is prohibited to mention the deceased person with bad things
or vices and disseminating the same among people, but this ruling relates to the Muslims and
pious people.
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•' •..r.G ,.:,r.'\ (./J
,, (tA'")
483. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas 'It'-"· The J'i;3 ;li1 ~J
Prophet ~ sent Mu'adh *' to Yemen ...
- [here he mentioned the rest of the ;,li1 ~) \;t;; ~ ~ ~I ~\ , 1~'Haditb which has]: "Allah has made : ~.J ·~~\}.ii ',.:;;JI
~ )i;5
obligatory for them, in their wealth, a
Sadaqa to be taken from their rich and ,~1;i .j ~J_p i·t'.''- .::,..:.:;:;1 ~ Ji1 ~t»
..M-:~, ((0 ~,--~~
0 ~--:. '0 ~cif ~ i;_i!
returned to their poor."l 2 l [Agreed ~.
r-f,_,4.9~?
r-f-- ~
y
upon, and the wording is from Al-·~Ja.aw.~
<-?-1 . ,
J ,.
Bukhari].
484. Narrated Anas *' that Abu Bakr As- ~i ~i ~ )i;5 ;li1 ~J _,.ii Zf.J (tAt)
.
Siddiq *'wrote him (this letter): 'This
is the obligatory Sadaqa which Allah's
Messenger ~
imposed on the
Muslimsl 3 1 which Allah commanded
him to impose. l4 l For every twentyfour camels or less, a sheep is to be
given for every five. When they reach
twenty-five to thirty-five, a she-camel in
her second yearl 5 l is to be given; if
there is no she-camel, a he-camel in his
third year is to be given. When they
reach thirty-six to forty-five, a she-camel
in her third year is to be given. When
they reach forty-six to sixty, a she-camel
in her fourth yearl 6 1 which is ready to

Jt

.

Ill The meaning of Zakat is "to increase and to become pure". Because the payment of
Zakat leads to an increase in wealth and considered to be a reason for its cleansing, this
obligation has been named Zakat by the Shari'a (Islamic law). Zakat was declared an
obligation in the year 2 H., prior to the proclamation of the ruling concerning fasting.

12 1 It becomes thus known to us that Zakat is obligatory on the rich among the Muslims. This
is meant to provide a financial assistance to the poor Muslims and that the same cannot be
given to the disbelievers. We are further informed that the Zakat originating from a cenain
city should be distributed among the poor belonging to the same city itself.
13 1 When Abu Baler Siddiq ..:.s- .ii I ._,..;,.; sent Anas ..:.s- .ii I ._,..;,.; deputing him as the Governor of
Bahrain, he gave him these instru~tions regarding Zakat in a written form.
14 1 This narration, in terms of its authenticity (i.e., in the context of the chain of narrators), is
absolutely authentic. In terms of text, it is conspicuously clear and there is a consensus of the
Companions of the Prophet ~ on its validity. None of the Companions of the Prophet ~ is
reponed to have refuted it.
15 1 Bint Makbad c?l>... ~is a term used for a she-camel which is of one year and is in the
second year of its age.
161 Hiqqa ;;,;,.. is a term used for a she-camel which is three-year-old, running in its fourth year
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be mated with by a stallion-camel is to
be given. When they reach sixty-one to
seventy-five, a she-camel in her fifth
year is to be given. When they reach
seventy-six to ninety, two she-camels in
their third year are to be given. When
they reach ninety-one to a hundred and
twenty, two she-camels in their fourth
year which are ready to be mated with
by a stallion-camel are to be given.
When they exceed a hundred and
twenty, a she-camel in her third year is
to be given for every forty and a shecamel in her fourth year for every fifty.
If anyone has only four camels, no
Sadaqa is payable on them, unless
their owner wishes. Concerning the
Sadaqa on sheep which are pasturing,
when they number from forty to a
hundred and twenty, a sheep is to be
given. On over a hundred and twenty,
up to two hundred, two sheep are to
be given. On over two hundred, up to
three hundred, three sheep are to be
given. If they exceed three hundred, a
sheep is to be given for every hundred.
If a man's pasturing sheep are one less
than forty, no Sadaqa is due on them
unless their owner wishes. Those which
are separate flocks are not to be
brought together and those which are
in one flock are not to be separated[IJ
from fear of Sadaqa. Regarding what
and is capable of mating.
l'I 'To separate cases of Zakar' may be exemplified as follows:
There are two persons owning a flock of fifty goats each. Hence they are required to give one
goat each out of their respective shares. If both of these persons merge their flocks into one,
they can save one goat collectively as the Zakiit payable on 100 goats will still be one goat.
'To separate a unified case of Zakiit' may be exemplified as follows:
Two persons own a flock of fifty goats (on an equal partnership basis). Therefore one goat
among these shall be payable as Zakar. If they split the flock into 25 goats each, they may
avoid the Zakiit, as there is no Zakar payable if their number is less than forty. Similarly, a
person who is authorized to collect Zakiit payment, should not either split or gather the
belonging of people, i.e., in ca5e two people own a herd of 30 goats each, and are exempted
from Zakiit, he should not gather these goats and treat them as one single flock to claim one
goat out of it.
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belongs to two partners, they can make
claims for restitution from one another
with equity. [IJ An old sheep, one with
a defect in the eye, or a male goat is
not to be brought forth as Sadaqa
unless the collector wishesYl On
silver: For two hundred Dirhams,1 3 1 a
fortieth is payable, but if there are only
a hundred and ninety nothing is
payable, unless their owner wishes. If
anyone, whose camels reach the
number for which a she-camel in her
fifth year is payable, does not possess
one but possesses one in her fourth
year, 14 1 that will be accepted from him
along with two sheep if he can
conveniently give them, or else twenty
Dirhams. If anyone whose camels reach
the number for which a she-camel in
her fourth yearl 5 l is payable does not
possess one but possesses one !_n her
fifth year, that will be accepted from
him, and the collector must give him
twenty Dir hams or two sheep.'
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
485. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal ~= The
Prophet ~ sent him to Yemen, and
ordered him to take a one-year-old
male or female calf for every thirty
cattle, and a cow in its third year1 6 l for
Pl For instance, two person own 140 goats. One of them owns forty and another one a
hundred. Therefore, two of these goats are to be given away as Zakat. Now, if the owner of
forty goats addresses the other person and says, "You'd better make a payment of one goat
and a half, whereas I shall pay for the rest of the half goat", this is a wrong demand. The
ruling is that the owner of 40 goats will have to pay one full goat and the owner of 100 goats
will also have to give away one goat only as Zakii.t.
2

l It means that the one who is giving Zakat should not try to pay his Zakat from his
defective property. Similarly, the receiving person should not exen himself in taking the best
of the person's property. The goods given away as such should be of a moderate quality.
I

l3 l I/12th of one Uqiya of gold (in value).
l4 l jadha'a ~~ is a term used for a she-camel which is four-year-old and entering its fifth
year.
! 5 1 Hiqqa <A,.. is a term tised for a she-camel which is three-year-old and entering its fourth.
161 Cows and buffaloes are the same species. All of them, of different sexes and ages, shall be

included in the head count. No Zakiit is obligatory if someone owns less than thirty cows.
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every forty, and one Dinar f9r every
adult (disbeliever as]izya)l 1 J 01" clothes
of equivalent value manufactured in
Yemen. [Reported by Al-Khamsa, and
the wording is Ahmad's. At-Tirmidhi
graded it Hasan (good), but pointed to
the difference about whether or not it
is Mawsul (unbroken chain). Ibn
Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
486. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grand father .l;.~ii :~ ~\ .Jr.~ Jli : Jli ~~
( ~): Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The
I; ~ . I.~ I\ ..:...li.:i..;;,
Sadaqat of the Muslims are to be . ~l ~\.)) . «:..U.t.
\"~"' .. ,,.. i_r- ~
received at their watering points." ~ ~! ~lii.;, ~y "iii : ;j1; <.,!';'1j
[Reported by Ahmad]. Abo Da'ud also
.«~p~
has: "Their Sadaqat are to be received
only at their dwellings."

z;

•=

Jt;;

<lJ1 ~~ ;;.} ~l zjj (ti\V)
487. Narrated Abo Huraira
Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "No Sadaqa is due . I' ~I I I; , 'l» : ~ .& I
_,,
J-.) J ti : J ti
from a Muslim on his slave or his -~ ~ r..r::'
~ ~1 'r--~ 1,, .
horse." [Reported by Al-Bukhari). . '-?J
. ' J.J • <<t~-,
o..i....., ~ ~
J ~~ <../,.
Muslim has: "There is no Sadaqa on a il.:i..;, ~I ,~.:i..;, ~I _. ' 'tii : .\'~\'
'
,.
...,,, r..r::'
-~,J
slave except Sadaqatul-Fitr."

J ''

.uµ1

488. Narrated Bahz 121 bin Hakim on his If' ,~i zj '-~
father'sl 3 l authority from his
grandfather1 4 1 ( ~): Allah's Messenger
~ said, "For forty pasturing camels, 15 1
one she-camel in her third year is to be

,J ~

zj.J

(tM)

Upon the ownership of 30 cows, one has to pay one-year-old calf. H the number of cows
owned is between 40 and 69, the Zakat shall be a tw0-year-old calf. H the number of the
cattle owned is 70, the same shall be the Zakat i.e. a one-year-old calf in addition to a twOyear-old calf.
1

1 1 A head tax paid by a non-Muslim living in an Islamic state.
121 Abu 'Abdul Malik Bah2 bin Hakim bin Mu'awiya bin Haida Al-Qushairi

Al-Basri was a Tabi't
of the sixth grade. His reliability has been disputed. Abu Da'ud said, "His Ahadith are
authentic."Also Ibn Ma' in, Ibn Al-Madini and An-Nasa'i approved of him. But Abu Hatim said,
He is not an authority (in Hadith)." lbn Hibban also said, "He used to err a lot in the
Hadith." He died after the one hundred forties of Hijra or before the sixties.
131

He is also a Tabi'i and Ibn Hibban included him among the reliable Hadith reporters.

14 1 Mu'awiya bin Haida bin Mu'awiya bin Qushair bin Ka'b Al-Qushairi was a Sahabi who
settled at Basra and he has narrated some Ahadith.
151 The condition of Zakat concerning the cattle is that they should be authentic and robust
enough to graie for themselves. This condition has been specifically mentioned with regard

-
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given. The camels are not to be
separated during the counting process.
He who pays Zakat with the intention
of getting reward will be rewarded. If
anyone evades Zakat, we shall take it
together with half (or some) of his
property, this being a duty from that
which has been made obligatory by our
Rabb, the Exalted. There is no share in
it (Zakat) for the family of
Muhammad." [Reported by Ahmad,
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)]. AshShafi'i[IJ held that acceptance of the
ruling derived . from this Hadith
depends upon ..Jts. authenticity being
confirmed.
489. Narrated 'Ali ~:Allah's Messenger
said, "If you possess two hundred
Dirhams till one year passes, five
Dirhams are payable on them; and you
are not liable to pay anything till you
possess twenty Dinars for one year,
thereupon half a Dinar£ 2 l is payable on
them. Whatever exceeds that, will be
counted likewise. And no Zakat ·is
payable on wealth, till a year passes
(from the time of its possession)."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud. It is Hasan
(good), but they disagreed on its
Marfil' status (i.e. being attributed to
the Prophet)].
At-Tirmidhi has this from Ibn 'Umar
( ~): "He who acquires wealth is not
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to goats and camels. However, the same ruling has been presumed to be applicable to cows
and buffaloes also.
[IJ This Hadith specifies that if a person does not pay the Zakat voluntarily, an Islamic
Government may impose a fine on him amounting to the value of half of his goods and may
do so forcibly. Collecting the Zakat by force shall indeed fulfill the obligation binding on
such a person, but he shall be deprived of the reward.
2
£ 1 This Hadith contains a statement concerning Zakiit to be levied on gold and silver. The
ruling about the silver is that no Zakiit is payable on it if it is less than 200 Dirhams in its
worth. The quantity of silver subject to Zakiit is fifty-two and a half to/as (611.5 grams) and
the Zakiit thus levied on it shall be @ one-fortieth. Similarly, the quantity of gold subject to
Zakiit is seven and a half to/as (87 grams) and Zakiit payable on it shall also be @ one
fortieth. An identical one-fortieth ruling is applicable on currency notes also.
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liable for Zakat on it, till a year
passes." [The stronger view is that this
Hadith is Mawquf (saying of a
Companion)).
490. Narrated 'Ali 4': There is no
Sadaqa on the working cattle.[11
[Reported by Abo Da'ud and AdDaraqutni. The stronger view is that
this Hadith is Mawqiif (saying of a
Companion)).
491. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
'Abdullah bin 'Amr ( ~): Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever is the
guardian of an orphan who has wealth,
he must trade with it and not leave it
till the Sadaqa consumes it."[ 2 1
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi and AdDaraqutni, and its Isnad (chain) is
weak. It has a supporting narration
which is Mursal (missing link in the
chain after the Tabi't) reported by AshShafi'i].
492. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abo 'Aufa
~: Whenever people used to bring
their Sadaqat to Allah's Messenger ~
he would say, "O Allah, bless them."
[Agreed upon).
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493. Narrated 'Ali 4': Al-'Abbas ( 4') ~f .~ J~ ;11 :rf') ~
(t\Y')
asked the Prophet~ about paying his
'1•i ci:t.P _.v::;1_:: i.1-· ~
"~ ~
• ~11 J'L <.)""
, GJI
•
Sadaqa in advance before it became u-:- ,,
3
due, and he gave him permissionl l to ~*~\ ~\)) ..!.u1 ~ j ~j ·~.:it,
do that. [Reported by At-Tirmidhi and
. ~i.;J\j
Al-Hakim].

:;3

.

494. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: ill1 :rf'J, .~I ~..
Allah's Messenger~ said, "No Sadaqa
Ill

,.:.r.

'.~j
.,!'; t_;..• <..T

(t\t)

The cattle used for fanning, watering or transportation, etc.

t21 There is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to whether or not an orphan's

wealth is subject to Zakat, there is a difference of opinions among the scholars regarding it.
There is a lengthy discussion about it. However, it is better to pay Zakat on it.
13 1 The days and timings of Hajj, Saltlt, and Saum (fasting) are all specified. As far as Zakat is
concemed, it's payment can be made in advance, even though it only becomes an obligation
after it has been in the person's possession for a period of one year.
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is payable on less than five Uqiya[lJ
(595 grams) of silver, nor on less than
five heads of camels, nor on less than
five Awsuql 2 l (652.8 Kilograms) of
dates." 131 [Reported by Muslim].

He (Muslim) reported from the Hadith
of Abu Sa'id ( .;t:;,): Allah's Messenger~
said, "No Sadaqa (Zakat) is payable on
less than five Awsuq of dates or
grains. ,,[ 4 J [The basic meaning of the
Hadith is reported by al-Bukhari and
Muslim].
:_;. ,.&I ~ ,i..f.,(""
·' .IL;. ,_,J
:_;.' (t~o)
495. Narrated Salim bin 'Abdullah on ,~\
·.'-'.,.
the authority of his father: The Prophet :~1 .-~'.W:J~~~I ·'
_,
_, _;
,C;S'
~· said, "A tenth is payable on what is
~.) ,~\ ~? ~L5 jl ,~_,;;JI.)
watered by rain or springs or by
underground water, and a twentieth on
c/;~j ·&,/;.;ii ~ljd .;.;.ii ~ ,~~
what is watered by irrigation [through
,-> W' .'~~iT~~.15 ·f ::;'1:;
human efforts]." [Reported by Al- cl·1'"tL.
.)-" ; 0"'
_,J .r-"'
. v
J
J
Bukhari]. Abu Da'ud has: "When it
.p1~,~1.Jf
(farm produce) is watered by
underground water, a tenth is payable;
but a twentieth is payable on what is
watered by irrigation, [water-wheels or
that which is drawn up from a well by a
farm animal].''

:;;.

,

[IJ Since the value of an Uqiya is forty Dirhams (or 119 grams), five Awaqin shall be
equivalent to 200 Dirhams or 595 grams of silver.
2
[ J One Wasq is equivalent to 60 Saa' or 135 Kilograms; five Awsuq being equivalent to 675
Kilograms.

13 1 According to the present day measurement, the amount of Zakiit payable on every twenty
maund of grain (8 quintals) shall amount to the value of one maund of grain (40 kilograms
approx.) In case the quantity of grain happens to be less than 8 quintals, no Zakiit is obligatory
on it. (8 quintals is equal to 5 Wasq which is stated in the Haditb). In case someone owns
more than 85 grams of gold, Zakiit becomes obligatory on him. In case someone owns silver
exceeding 595 grams in quantity, it is an obligation on him to pay Zakat.
14 1 Any grain which can be stored for a year, is liable to Zakiit payment. Wheat, barley, rice,
millet, Indian com, maize, pulses and grams, etc., fall in this category. The amount of Zakiit
payable on these may differ according to the varying amount of labor and exenion spent on
the produce. The produce of a land that is irrigated by floodwater, rain or a natural affluent
or rivulet will be subject to the one-tenth of its production to be paid off as Zakat. In case a
land is irrigated by well-water or against a monetary payment like canal water, then its
produce will be subjected to one-twentieth Zakiit payment only on the total.
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496. Narrated Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari and
Mu'adh ~: The Prophet ~ said to ~~_, ~?\11 ._;:,.; ~\ (f'J (t~i)
,;i.:; ":I\ 0f , I;,+:~ J' ~ ~I ,
them, "Collect Sadaqa only on these Jti ~
'£"'
~.)
four kinds: barley, wheat, raisins and
!_.
'
1
1
~~I
j
1.J;t
~
:
1-~1
~....
~
~
dates." [Reported by At-Tabarani and ,.,.,...
,;;.1.:.>L.w
,
-~I\
:~·\11
.....;•~
·\11
Al-Hakim].
,
,J~
, ..)
, ..........

•.u

(,,../,....

.~w1j ~1j.J1 ~1_-,~ .p1_-, , -~ji1_-,
:t.4J1 ~Ll :J~ ~~ ~ ~).i.uj

Ad-Daraqutni has, on the authority of
Mu'adh: He said, "But cucumber, water
melon, pomegranate and sugarcane ~ ~ .Ll .~1_-, 0G~1_-,
~~
were exempted (from Sadaqa) by
. "--"*"' d:..:. l,J . ~ ;»I J _,.....;
Allah's Messenger ~-" (Its chain of
narrators is weak].
~I ~.)
, . ' t.!;_
f ·' I:~. : " ( t ~V)
497. Narrated Sahl bin Abu Hathma[lJ
~ ,,J. ,u-r- (f'J
~= Allah's Messenger ~ ordered us,
1~p1 :~ ~I J_,:..~ G;f :Jti ~ J~
"When you estimate (the Sadaqa of
fruits like dates) take them leaving a 1.;x
~~ .ill1 1,;;_-, , 1Jlli ~;.
third; and if you do not leave a third,
z,il
L.~1 ~lj~ . «ci~I 1y_~ ,ill1
leave a quarter (of the estimated
121
.~w1'
~·1 ~-J ,~t;
Sadaqa for the owners)" . (Reported
,,
J ~G..
.,<f.
by Al-Kbamsa except Ibn Majah. Ibn
Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
498. Narrated 'Attab bin Asid1 3 1 ~·
Allah's Messenger ~ ordered to
estimate Zakiit on grapevines just as it
is done with palm trees, then the Zakiit
is to be paid in raisins (as the Zakiit on
palm trees is paid in dried dates).

t\11_-,

.,. •

.....

,,

,... 0

,.,.

.:.

'

,

,...

rJ
'h

111 Sahl bin Abii Hathma's real name was 'Abdullah or 'Aamir bin Sa'ida bin 'Aamir Al-Ansari
Al-Khazraji Al-Madani. He was a young Sababi born in 3 H. He settled at Kufa and is
considered as an inhabitant of Al-Madinah where he died during the governorship of Mus'ab
bin Az-Zubair.

12 1 The meaning of Arabic word Khars '-"'? is to guess or estimate; an expen's estimation by
looking at the grape-vines or date-palms about the quantity of its produce after maturing and
ripening. Such a person must perform his duty with the utmost sincerity. The ruling for a
Zakilt collector is that he should leave one-third of the amount so speculated. In case he
does not approve of it, he must leave one-founh of the amount, as sometimes a traveler or a
wayfarer may eat out of it (the fruits) or at times the owner may present some of it to his
neighbors, etc.
13 1 'Anab bin Asid bin Abii Al-'Ais bin Umaiya bin 'Abd Shams Al-Umawi Al-Makki was a
Sababi. The Prophet ~ appointed him over Makkah in the year of its conquest, as he was
proceeding to Hunain. He continued to govern it until Abii Baler died. It is said that he died
on the same day that Abu Baler died. It is also said that he lived until the end of 'Umar's
Caliphate.

[Reported by Al-Khamsa. It has Inqita'
(missing links in the chain of
narrators)].
499. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grand father
(~):A woman came to the Prophet~.
and she was accompanied by her
daughter who wore two gold bangles in
her hands. He asked her "Do you pay
their Zakat?" She said, "No." He then
said, "Will you be pleased 111 if Allah
puts two bangles of fire on you, in their
place, on the Day of Resurrection?"
Thereupon she threw them away.
[Reported by Ath-Tbalatba, and its
chain of narrators is strong. It is
authenticated by Hakim from 'Aisha's
Haditb].
500. Narrated Umm Salama ~ that she
was wearing gold banglesl 2 l and she
said, "O Messenger of Allah! Is this a
treasure?" He replied, "It is not a
treasure if you pay the Zakat due on
it." [Reported by Abu Da'ud and AdDaraqutni Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
501. Narrated Samura bin Jundub ~=
Allah's Messenger ~ used to order us
to pay the Sadaqa from what we have
set aside for trade.131 [Abu Da'ud
reported it aad its chain is weak).
502. Narrated Abu Huraira
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Allah's

[lJ Whether or not Zakiit is payable on gold jewelry is a disputed matter, but the
preponderant view is that the same is obligatory, and this Hadith is an affirmative evidence
regarding it.

ci1 Awdah CW.JI is plural of Wadh. c:!'J This was a kind of jewelry that was originally
manufactured out of silver. Owing to its glitteringly white appearance, it was called Awdab.
Later the same was also being manufactured out of gold. This Hadith is also an evidence that
gold and silver jewelry are subjected to the payment of Zakiit. There are other types of
jewelry, excluding the ones made of gold and silver, which are not liable to be subjected to a
Zakiit payment. These are the jewelry made of pearls, emerald, sapphire, ruby, coral and
other precious jewels.

C3 J It thus becomes known to us that all commercial merchandise is subject to the obligation
of Zakiit payment.
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Messenger~ said, "A fifth is payable on ~L..S· I\

buried treasure."!1 1 (Agreed upon].

503. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grand father
( ai;,): Allah's Messenger~ said, regarding
a treasure which was found by a man at
the site of ruins - "If you find it in an
inhabited village you must make the
matter known; but if you find it in an
uninhabited village, a fifth is payable on
it and on buried treasure." [Ibn Majah
reported it through a Hasan (good)
chain of narrators].
504. Narrated Bilal bin Al-Harithl 2 1 •:
Allah's Messenger ~ received the
Sadaqa on the mines of Al-Qabaliya. 13 l
(Reported by Abo Da'ud].

-

: JL..i ~ ~I

.,

.r ~J»

_,

J .....:.J- 0\

-

_, ·

.

,, ,

',,.~

;iii :rf) ,.!.Jl;JI ,.fo .,,!':>I; ;_;:, (o • t)
~ J;.f ~ ~I J_,.:..j 0\ ,~ )~
. ;31; ;I ;13) . ilJ..;..11 ~~,\;ill J.>~~1

Chapter 1 ·
SADAQAT-UL-FITR
505. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ made compulsory - as
the Zakatul-Fitr - upon a slave, a
freeman, a male and a female, the
young and the old among the Muslims
[on breaking the fast of Ramadan] a Sa'
(about 21/2 kilograms) of dried dates,
or a Sa' of barley. He ordered that this
should be distributed before the people
went out to the ('Eidul-Fitr) prayer.
(Agreed upon].
Ibn 'Adi and Ad-Daraqutni reported·
[from Ibn 'Umar] through a weak chain

:, ~
.,

~e1
, t;

··LhlwJ <?•JS.

~J

"'l'J
,V'!,

11 1 Any wealth excavated from earth is Rikii.z jl5.; (a hidden treasure) provided the same
belongs to an era of non-Muslims. It is a must to pay one-fifth of its contents to the Islamic
treasury. It does not involve the condition that the deposit be made after the lapse of one
year period.
121 He is nicknamed Abu 'Abdur-Rahman and was among the first delegation to visit the
Prophet ~ at Al-Madinah from the tribe of Muzaina in 5 H. He held Muzaina's flag during
the conquest of Makkah. He lived at the outskins of Al-Madinah then moved to Basra. He
died in 60 H. at the age of 80 years.

l3 l Qabaliya is the name of a place located on the seacoast at a distance of about five-days
journey by camel riding from Al-Madinah.
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of narrators: "Relieve them (the poor)
of the need to go around (begging)
during this day (of 'Eidul-Fitr.) [by
distributing the Zakatul-Fitr on time)."

•=

;i]1 :r!'~ ~~~1 ) .. : "· ~f ~J (o • \)
506. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
At the time of Allah's Messenger ~ we ~·'=11 .< ·1:L~!t.S-:Jli~ I~
<.5'
used to give out (as the Zakatul-Fitr) a _, '-!':- ,<JI'.!~~
Sa' of grain,111 or of dried dates, or of ~LP jl
~~LP jl '.Ct;k ~'(;.LP

barley, or of raisins. [Agreed upon]. In
another narration: "a Sa' of sun baked
yogurt." Abu Sa'id said, "As for me, I
am still distributing it (a Sa' in Sadaqa)
as I used to distribute it (a Sa') in the
lifetime of Allah's Messenger ~." Abu
Da'ud has: "I will never give out (as
Sadaqa) anything except a Sa'."
507. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ prescribed Zakatul-Fitr
as a purification of the fasting person
from senseless and obscene talk, and as
food for the poor. Whoever fulfills it
before the ('Eid) prayer, it will be an
acceptable Zakat, and whoever fulfills
it after the prayer,£21 it will be counted
as a Sadaqa (voluntary alms). [Abu
Da'ud and Ibn Majah reported it, and
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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Chapter 2
VOLUNTARY ALMS
508. Narrated Abu Huraira 4;,: The Prophet
~ said, "There are seven whom Allah
will cover with His shade on a day
when there will be no shade but His
shade (and he mentioned among them)
[IJ The Arabic word Ta'am rW. is applicable to all kind of grain. It may be used for wheat,
barley and even dates. In general, it can be used for any agricultural produce.

[ZJ This implies that if someone pays Sadaqatul-Fitr (fast breaking charity) after the prayer, it
does not absolve him from the obligation, nor does he get the reward associated with such a
payment. However, his act shall not go in vain as he will get the reward of an ordinary act of
charity. It is better to give one Sa' (2.6 kilogram) as Sadaqatul-Fttr, since the narration
reporting it to be a half Sa' is incorrect.
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- a man111 who gives charity so secretly
that his left hand does not know what
his right hand has spent." (Agreed
upon].
509. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir •= I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ say, "Everyone will
be under the shade 121 of his Sadaqa
till the judgement between the people
is finished." (Reported by Ibn Hibban
and Al-Hakim).
510. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri •=
The Prophet ~ said: If any Muslim
clothes a Muslim when he. is naked,
Allah will clothe him with some of the
green garments of Paradise; if any
Muslim feeds a Muslim when he is
hui<Jry, Allah will feed him with the
fruits of Paradise; and if any Muslim
gives a Muslim a drink when he is
thirsty, Allah will give him a drink from
the sealed nectar." (Abo D:i'ud
reported; in its chain of narrators there
is weakness).
511. Narrated Hakim bin Hiz:im •=The
Prophet ~ said, "The upper hand is
better than the lower hand; and start
giving charity first to your
dependents.! 3 1 And the best (object of)
charity is that which is given by a
wealthy person; and whoever abstains
from asking others (for charity), Allah
will help him to be self-sufficient; and
whosoever is satisfied with what Allah
has given him, Allah will make him
content (with what he has)." (Agreed
Ill In this Hadith, the mention of males is incidental and includes both sexes. If a woman
gives away the charity, she will get the same reward too.
[ZJ "The shade" implies that the charity given away by a person in this world shall turn into a
canopy for him and save him from the scorching heat on the Day of Judgement. One of the
benefits of voluntary charity is that it makes up for any shortcoming in the obligatory Zakiit.

13 1 It is forbidden to give charity to others while ones family members are in a dire need of
money. According to Muslim, it is reported by Thauban that the better part of money is that
which is either spent on one's family members, or spent on a horse used for jihad (Fighting
for the Cause of Allall), or the one spent on friends.
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upon, and the wording is Al-Bukhan's].

•=

Allah's ~ J~ ill1 ~J ;~~ ,) ~) (o\'I')
512. Narrated Abo Huraira
Messenger ~ was asked, "What kind of
:Jl.i
Sadaqa is the most preferable?" He ~J.;Jt ~J..!..11 ~\ !;bl J..?J ~
replied, "What a man with little ~;.1 .J;J ~ 1~i:; .~1 ~ :Jl.i
property can afford to give, and begin
~[:...!'I'~~~
!'1 ~-J ,;1'b :..11' ~1
., ..r. J -? <.f.
with your dependents." [Reported by
Ahmad and Abo Da'ud. Ibn Khuzaima
and Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)].

:JJ
J•

•=

<i<JZ
'I J> ...:..)' J' I~ •• J' I~ ~:;_), ( 0 'f)
513. Narrated (Abo Huraira)
Allah's :~
~
.>-r;
,..
Messenger ~ said, "Spend Sadaqa
-?~ !;bl J_?J ~ :~J JW ,«1_;...i...;.;»
(charity)." Then a man said, "O
Messenger of Allah! I have a Dinar (gold : J\.i , «,;I }i ,js. ~ j.)_;;.;ii : J\.i ,~~~
coin)." He said, "Spend it on yourself."
,«.!J~:;
~ jl.;;.;i1 :Jl.i .~T -?~
He said, "I have another one." He said,
"Spend it on your children." He said, "I
~ j.Lai» :Jl.i .~T -?~ :Jl.i
have another one." He said, "Spend it
~ jl.;;.;» :Jl.i .~T -?~ :Jl.i ,«~jj
on your wife." He said, "I have another
one." He said, "Spend it on your .:Jh :Jl.i ,~T -?~ : Jl.i , «~~~
servant." He said, "I have another one."
&;! ~) ~L:1JI) ;_J1; ~\)J . «~ ~f
He said, ''You know best (what to do
. :..,-t;J\' ~[:...
with it)." [Reported by Abu Da'ud and
"
J
.,
An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
J
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514. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
said: "If a woman gives (for charity)
some of the food in her house, without
being wasteful,P 1 she will have her
reward for what she has given out, her
husband will have his for what he has
earned and the storekeeper will get the
same. Yet nobody's rewardl 2 l will be
reduced due to the other." [Agreed
upon].
515. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri

•=

~ J~ <lJ1 :.rfJ ~~ ~) (o \ t)
:... H.:,..J1 ,- ~~;\\~\II~ :~
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[lJ It means that so long as the housewife does not nurse an ulterior motive of bringing harm
and destruction to her husband's house, she may offer charity as is usually given away
according to the prevalent customs. She may give away either bread or flour to a beggar. In
case an increased amount of charity is required, then she must obtain permission from her
husband.

C2 J It means that Allah the Most Exalted will give full reward to everybody by His kindness. It
is not that He divides a single reward and distributes the same among all. This clarifies that
one should assist everybody in his act of performing a good deed so that he may also be
rewarded.
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Zainab, [tJ the wife of Ibn Mas'Od ( ~)
'\ ~t\''\ ''•' ' I' ·.J'1~
~:;: <.S'......,
l!'~
... came and said, "O Allah's Messenger, ,.:.r. '.r ~j ...::..•~
today you have commanded that .:..;1 ~t !~\ j_,.:.~ ~ :..:.Jili ,~_,:..:.;
Sadaqa be given out. And I had some
jewelry of mine, so I wanted to give it ..:.,;)~ ".) ~ '-?~ ~\S_J .~J...;.J~ f_,;11
as Sadaqa. However, Ibn Mas'Od ;.:J_J_J ~1 ~_,:..:.; &;1 ~) ·~ JLl1 ~1
claimed that he and his children have
more right for my Sadaqa to be spent :~ ~1 .Jili 'r~:lp ~ .:JLl _:; J;.1
~-, 1 !l.lJ"
~.:.1 ,'•:i..;.»
on them." The Prophet ~ said, "Ibn l..J.... <.»
, .J.J ~.
, . .J.J~ q_..r~
-- - l..J• '-'
Mas'Od told the truth; your husband
, &lQ1 ;1_J~ , «1: ~'.lP ~ ,.:.JLl
and children have more right to be the
beneficiaries of your Sadaqa. ,,[zJ
[Reported by Al-Bukh:iri).
516. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J~ ;lJ1 ~~ /J. ,JI ,:f.J (o \ i)
Messenger ~ said: "A person will
continue asking people (for charity) JI). ~» :~ ~I J_?~ J\i :J\i l~P
until he comes on the Day of
Resurrection without even a piece of
flesh on his face." [Agreed upon].
517. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "He who begs for
the property of others - to increase his
own - is (in fact) asking for burning
charcoals. So, let him ask for little or
much."[ 3 J [Reported by Muslim].
,,
"
"~I\ · " (o\A)
518. Narrated Zubair bin Al-'Awwam ~: jjl,"rf'.)
-i 1•:11
Y"' ,er. :0J' ,:f.J
The Prophet ~ said, "It is better for
one of you to take his rope, bring a J;.~ ~\.; :Jli ~ ~\ ,c; .~ J~
\;: ,,
--1.;J1 ~'.,
-·Ll• .~ I:_~~1
load of firewood on his back and sell it, ..s, /<-', <.f!thereby preserving his self-respect, than
'~J ~ ~ ·~ .. ) ·~~
to beg i.;eople whether they give him or ~

j::.;;.

11 1 She was from Banu Thaqif and her father was called Mu'awiya, or 'Abdullah bin Mu'awiya
or Abu Mu'awiya, She narrated from the Prophet~, her husband and 'Umar bin Al-Khattab.
Her son, her nephew and others narrated from her,

12 1 The word Sadaqa (charity) is applicable on all, whether it is a voluntary act of charity, or
the obligatory payment of Zakilt or the Sadaqatul-Fitr. The glorious Qur'an has used the
word Sadaqa only while elaborating on the matters concerning the disbursement and
distribution of Zakilt funds. In case the voluntary charity is not considerable, it generally
denotes and signifies the obligatory act of charity (Zakilt). Here it seems to be the obligatory
payment of charity, as one does not have to ask anybody's permission concerning a voluntary
charity payment. Majority of the scholars subscribe to the view that a woman can give the
Zakilt to her husband. Similarly, there is an agreement of opinion among scholars to the
effect that a man cannot give a Zakilt payment to his wife.
•
l3 l If a non-deserving person gathers money by begging, he will incur ignominy and disgrace
on the Day of Judgement and will have to face an infernal torment. There are three categories
of people who deserve the Zakilt money:
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refuse him." [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

~ljJ -~~ jf ~~f ,.:r-81 J~ ~\
·&}~1

519. Narrated Samura bin Jundub ~: jil ~J .'-:"'~ .). ;;..:., ,f'J (o\\)
Allah's Messenger ~ said: "Acts of
ri\. :..~ll> :~~I J_?J J(i :Jli ti. J~
begging are scratches with which a man
disfigures his face, unless one begs a y.:,i1 J~ ~i ~~ .~:; y.:,i1 ~ ~ ~
ruler, [IJ or a situation in which begging
<.i- ji uw.~
is a must." [Reported by At-Tirmidhi, , &~?1 ~11J . «~ ~ ~
who graded it Sahib (authentic)].

;1

Chapter 3
THE DIVISION OF SADAQAT
520. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Sadaqa
cannot lawfully be given to a wealthy
person except of the five categories:
one who collects it, or a man who buys
it with his money, or one in debt, or
one who fights in Allah's Cause, or a
poor man who after getting a Sadaqa
gives part of it to a rich man as a
gift. "! 2 1 [Reported by Ahmad, Abu

~J ~llLJ1 )_,' ~l ,y- (oY >)
~ ~» :~~I J_?J J\i :Jli ti. J~
jil

·j ,1~·\~
t.t,;J :~ ~1 .. :.1 ~.:i..::Jl
~-tJ;-,,,
~~

J

L,>1<~1 I~'
-1. ~·l1 J•f , .rl l1 J•f ,.JL,;.,
,, ;
r"' .r..r-.J
'!
..:I&.
'-~
•
·f
41
,
~ ,. "'
-~ J ', ,~
Llij ;j1; _;f:; :'4;.f ~ljJ . «~ ~ (.$~t

. ,JL:..~':{~ ~lj ,~\;JI ~j ,~I,;

a) The one whose wealth gets utterly destroyed by a sudden and unexpected calamity to such
an extent that he has nothing to eat. Such a person may ask for Zakat to make ends meet.
b) The one who has been unjustifiably penalized or has been unfairly involved into signing a
bond of guarantee or liability for someone else and is now being subjugated to making a
payment for the same even though he does not have enough financial resources to pay for it.
Such a person is eligible to Zakat so that he may be solvent enough to pay off his liability.
c) The one who works, or intends to work sincerely and in the earnest but does not find
work, or has less income than his required minimum expenditure and thus forced to face
starvation.
It becomes known to us that approaching a ruler and asking him for financial aid is
permissible. A ruler is permitted either to give someone charity out of Zakat payment or
from Khumus ._r..> (one-fifth of the wealth realized out of the spoils of war and allocated to
be deposited in the government treasury). In case the asking person is really poor, he can
take out of Zakat payment. In case he is rich, he should not take money out of Zakat, but he
may take it from the funds belonging to Khumus (specific funds from the government
treasury).
[IJ

2
£ 1 It is forbidden for a wealthy person to take any money out of Zakat, but if a poor person
receives a Zakat money, purchases something out of this money and presents the same to
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Da'ud and Ibn Majah. Al-Hakim graded
it Sahib (authentic), while it has been
declared Mursal (missing link after the
Tabi'i) by others].
521. Narrated 'Ubaidull:ih bin 'Adi bin •,i~I ,J ~~ ,J ;iii 4 ;_;.:, (oY \)
Al-Khiyarl 1 l ( ~): Two men informed
~ ~I J_?) L)l ~\ :~t:l;. .:,;.L;.) ~\
him that they went to Allah's Messenger
I I'.
~ ,'. j~; ';.i~1
~ ..,;.qt:.;~ asking for Sadaqa. He then looked ','-'.I
.r-:-'
~
,
~ ,,
at them up and down, and seeing that d.~\ I~~:~ ~I :Jw , -..:~ ~-j
..
,..
,..!,..I'..
•
...r
they were strong, said, "If you wish I
•
)!
.q'
•.
:::1
~
.la;.
.qwill give you something, but there is no ~lj~ . • ~
·'
'-?,,.J<,F"'.--.J
share in it for a rich man or for one
.~t..::J13 ;j1; ;I ~1ji3 ,J..;.;.f
who is strong and able to earn a
living."1 2 1 [Reported by Ahmad. Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i considered its
chain of narrators to be strong].
522. Narrated Qabisa bin Mukhanq AlHilali131 ~= Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"Begging is not allowed except for one
of three people: A man who has
become a guarantor for a payment, due
to which he is allowed to beg till he
gets it, after which he must stop
begging; a man whose property has
been destroyed by a calamity which has
befallen him, to him begging is allowed
till he gets what will provide him a
reasonable sustenance; and a man who
has been stricken by poverty, the
genuineness of which is confirmed by
three intelligent members of his
,
,
,
,-, I
,
'i' ~L·.~
... W, ;JS\;_
people, to him begging is allowed till Y..J
~ 'I"
•.J.) . «~ ~
·~
he gets what will provide him a
~

~

.

the rich person, the same becomes permissible for him.
[lJ He was a Qurashi from Banu Naufal. He was born during the life of Allah's Messenger ~ ,
but is counted among the Tabi'in. He narrated Ahadith from 'Umar, 'Uthman and others. It
is said that his father was killed at Badr as a Kafir. 'Ubaidullah is said to have been a grown
up child at the time of the conquest of Makkah, and was therefore a Sahabt. He was among
the Fiqh scholars and learned Quraishis. He died towards the end of the caliphate of Al-Walid
bin 'Abdul M:ii.lik in 90 H.

121 Some people infer from this Hadith that a person, who is capable of earning, even though
poor, must not accept charity, which is incorrect. Another Hadith clarifies that a person who
is on the brink.of starving may ask for charity.

l3 l Abu Bishr Qabisa bin Al-Mukhariq bin 'Abdullah bin Shaddad Al-'Aamiri Al-Hiliili was a
Sahabi who settled at Basra. He visited the Prophet ~ and narrated Ahadith from him. He is
a narrator of six.Ahadtth.
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reasonable sustenance. Any begging
besides these, 0 Qabisa is ill-gotten
wealth, and one who engages in such,
consumes it as a thing which is
unlawful." [Reported by Muslim, Abu
Da'ud; lbn Khuzaima and lbn Hibban).
523. Narrated 'Abdul-Muttalib bin Rab'a
bin Al-Hanthl 1 l
Allah's Messenger
~ said, "These Sadaqat are only
people's impurities, and are not
befitting for Muhammad's family. "1 2 1
Another narration has: "It is not lawful
for Muhammad and Muhammad's
family." [Reported by Muslim]

•=

•=

524. Narrated Jubair bin Mut'im
'Uthman bin 'Affiin
and I went to
the Prophet ~ and said, "O Allah's
Messenger, You gave from Al-Khumus
(the fifth) of the war booty of Khaibar
to sons of Al-Muttalib and did not give
us, although we are (all) of the same
rank.1 31 Allah's Messenger~ then said,
"Indeed, the sons of Al-Muttalib and the
sons of Hashim are one (and the
same)l 4 l ." [Reported by Al-Bukhari).

*

Ill Great grandson of 'Abdul-Muttalib bin Hashim Al-Qurashi. He settled at Al-Madinah then
moved to Damascus where he died in 62 H.

12 1 It is forbidden on any of the descendants of Muhammad ~ to accept Zakat payments, a
ruling that is agreed upon. However, there is a difference of opinion among scholars
regarding the status of voluntary charity. These are not the only descendants of Muh3.1IlDlid
~ who are forbidden to accept a Zakat payment, but they also include the descendants of
'Ali, 'Abbas, Ja'far, 'Aqeel, 'Abdul-Muttalib bin Abel Munaf - which means that they are all
included in the family of the Prophet ~ .
13 1 The statement of Jubair bin Muti'm and Uthman ~ .iii ._..;,.J that they and Bani Muttalib
(progeny of Muttalib) are equals has two meanings. The first"one is that they gave allegiance
to the Prophet ~ , exactly in the same manner as done by the progeny of Muttalib. The
second purported meaning is that Banu Muttalib does not exceed them in the matter of
eligibility in terms of the bonds of affinity or relationship to the Prophet ~ . 'Othman .ii I ._,,.;,.J
.:.s. in addition to being bestowed with the honour of being a son-in-law to the Prophet ~ ,
also belonged to Banu Umaiya. Banu Umaiya and Banu Hashim were considered to be tribe
who were equal to each other in terms of status within the descendants of Quraish.
14 1 The Prophet ~ stated: "There is no denying the fact that in terms of rank and lineage,
Banu Hashim and Banu Umaiya are on an equal footing, but Banu Muttalib sided with Islam
during adverse circumstances, whereas Banu Naufal and Banu Abdush-Shams stood against
it. From this point of view, Banu Hashim and Banu Muttalib are the same, and when the time
came, they were given out of Kbumus money, whereas, you were given nothing out of it."
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525. Narrated Abu Rafi'l 1 l
The
Prophet ~ sent a man of the Banu
Makhzum to collect Sadaqa and he
asked Abu Rafi' to accompany him so
that he might get some of it. Abu Rafi'
replied, "No, till I go to the Prophet~
and ask him." He then went to him and
asked him and he said, "It (the Sadaqa)
is not lawful for us [family of
Muhammad], and the slavel 2 l of a
people is (considered) one of them."
[Reported by Atb-Jbalatba, Ahmad, Ibn
Khuzaima and Ibn Habbiin).
526. Narrated Salim bin 'Abdullah bin
'Umar on the authority of his father that
Allah's Messenger~ would offer a gift
to 'Umar. And 'Umar would say: "Give
it to one who is poorer than me."
Upon this Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"Take it, keep it with your property or
give it as charity. Take what comes to
you from this wealth when you are
neither seeking it nor begging, but in
other circumstances do not make your
heart subordinate to it." [Reported by
Muslim].

Ill He was a slave of Allah's Messenger ~ and his name is Aslam or Hunnuz or Thabit or
Ibrahim. He was an Egyptian Copt and was owned by Al-'Abblis who gifted him to the
Prophet ~ . He became a Muslim before Badr and did not witness it. He witnessed Uhud
and the battles that followed. When Al-'Abblis became a Muslim, Abii Rafi' gave the good
news to the Prophet ~ who freed him. He died at the beginning of Ali's Caliphate in 36 H.
at Al-Madinah.

12 1 A person who is forbidden from partaking of Zakat, the same ruling applies on his slave.
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15. TIIE BOOK OF SJYAMf 1
1

-~'};aJI ~~ -

(FASTING)
527. Narrated Abu Huraira .$: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not fast for a
day or two daysl 2 J ahead of Ramadan
except a person1 3 1 who is in the habit
of observing a particular fast; he may
fast on that day." [Agreed upon].
528. Narrated 'Ammar bin Yasir ~: He
who fasts on a day about which there is
doubt (concerning the start of
Ramadan)l 4 l has disobeyed Abul-Qasim
~ [Al-Bukhari reported it Mu'allaq
(broken chain from his side), while AlKbamsa reported it Mawsul (unbroken
chain) and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
529. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ saying, "Fast when
you see the new moon, and break your
fast when you see it; but if the sky is
cloudy, calculate (the month as 30
days)." [Agreed upon]. Muslim has: "If
it is cloudy, calculate (the month as)
thirty days." Al-Bukhari has: "Complete
the number (of days) as thirty." AlBukhari reported the Hadith of Abu
Huraira .;$;> : "Complete the number of
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[IJ The meaning of Siyiim and Saum is to "stop" and "refrain from". According to Shari'a
terminology, it implies abstinence from eating, drinking and sexual intercourse, etc. starting
from dawn till sunset, with a firm intention of carrying out the orders of Allah. Fasting is one
of the five pillars in Islam. One who rejects it, is a disbeliever; and who shuns it, is a
disobedient Muslim. Fasting was prescribed as an· obligation in the 2nd year of the Hijra
calendar.

C2 J This Hadith tells us that the 'bserving of fast one day prior to the advent of Ramadan,
which is a practice among some i; orant and irreligious people, is forbidden.
l3 l In case, someone is in the hab of fasting on a particular day which incidentally happens
to fall on the day just prior to the commencement of Ramadan, it is permissible for him to

fast on that day.
l4 l In case the moon of Ramadan is not sighted on the 29th of Sha'ban due to the sky vision
being blurred by dust or clouds, one should complete the 30 days of Sha'ban first and then
observe fasting. The observance of fast merely on the basis of suspicion or assumption that
the moon of Ramadan might possibly have been sighted on the 29th of Sha'ban itself, is
forbidden.
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(the month of) Sha'ban as thirty
daysl•l ."
530. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The people
-_;.;. ,JI ,,f"J (of" )
tried to sight the new moon, so I
.f.81 ..s•IJ : Jij I;_;.;
informed the Prophet ~ that I had
.-...
81
-~L
,
'
r
'
-_::
"·f- ~t1 ~
.,;Qi\;
• ~,
seen it, so he fasted and commanded ...,
_, _,
...,.... '~ .J <./
~I
the people to fast.121 [Abo Da'ud ~~_1-:. ~·-·1 ~.::...:-_-:, ''1' ,ti 'I"
I' reported it and Al-Hakim and lbn ..., . .., f"'-"<J ~-- '~J~Y. •J.J -~~
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
..:>~
531. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~:A bedouin
came to the Prophet ~ and said, "I
have seen the new moon (of
Ramadan)." He asked, "Do you testify
that nothing is worthy of worship
except Allah?" He replied, "Yes." He
then asked, "Do you testify that
Muhammad is Allah's Messenger?" He
replied, "Yes." He then said, "Bilal,
announce to the people that they
should fast tomorrow." [Reported by
Al-Kbamsa. Ibn Khuzaima and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic); AnNasa'i held that the stronger view is
that it is Mursa/ (missing link after the
Tiibi't) ].
532. Narrated Hafsa13-l ~. Mother of the
Believers: The Prophet ~ said, "The
fast of one who does not make
intentionl 4 l to fast before dawn is not
accepted"l 5 l [Reported by Al-Khamsa.
At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i are inclined
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[IJ This tells us that we should commence and terminate our fasting on the sighting of the
moon.

[lJ We are thus informed that one witness suffices to herald the commencement of fasting
where as to announce the sighting of the 'Eid crescent, twO witnesses are required, according
to the majority of the scholars of jurisprudence.

C3l She was the daughter of 'Umar bin Al-Khanab and was married to Khunais bin Hudhafa
As-Sahm! whom she migrated with to Al-Madinah. When he died after Badr, Allah's Messenger
~ married her in the year 3 H. She died in Sha'biin, 45 H. at the age of 60 years.
C4 l One of the elements of fasting is Niyah (intention). Hence one must make an intention of
fasting prior to dawn.
C5 l One must make an intention of fasting before morning in case he is observing the
obligatory (Fard) fast. But in case he is observing voluntary (Nafl) fasts, it is all right to do
the same before noon.
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toward the opinion that it is Mauquf (a
saying of a Companion, i.e. Hafsa). Ibn
Khuzaima and Ibn Hibban
authenticated it as Marfu' (attributed to
the Prophet)].
Ad-Diiraqutni has: "There is no fast for
the one who does not make the
intention to fast during the night."
533. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
came to visit me one day and asked,
"Do you have anything (to eat)?" I said,
"No." He said, "Then I am fasting."lll
Then he came to me another day and I
said, "I had been given a present of
some Haisl 2 J • He said, "Show it to me,
for I had began the day fasting." Then
he ate.131 [Reported by Muslim].
534. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd JtJi,: Allah's J~ jil ~~ ~ ,J ~ ~) (oft)
Messenger ~ said, "The people will
JI~ .q» : J\.i ~ ;u1 J~~ 0\ , 1;+:~
continue to be on the right path as
. .:li ·-~~, . cc'LI\ I \.:_~ ~ .~ , 81
long as they hasten in the breaking of
-- '-"""" ~ ~ -f""";<J"
the fast." [Agreed upon].
At-Tirmidhi reports from the Hadith of
Abu Huraira ( JtJi,) from the Prophet~,
who said that Allah said, "The most
beloved to Me of my slaves is the one
who hastens most in breaking the
fast." 141
535. Narrated Anas bin Malik JtJi,: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Take a meal (just)
before dawn, for there is a blessing in
Subur (taking a meat)l 5 l at that time."
[Agreed upon].

[lJ This Haditb is an evidence that the intention of a voluntary observance of fasting does not
have to be made necessarily before dawn, but the same could be done during daytime also.

l2 l A mixture of dates and ghee.
l3 l This Haditb states that a voluntary fast may be terminated without an excuse.
l4 l As long as one is absolutely sure about the setting of the sun, he must not delay breaking
his fast, as a delayed breaking of fast is the practice of Jews and Christians.
l5 l The Jews and Christians do not observe partaking of Subur. It is reported by Muslim that
the eating of Subur is the difference between us and the people of the Scriptures. This
facilitates fasting and one gets an increased amount of reward.
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536. Narrated Salman bin 'Aamir AdDabbi[IJ ~: The Prophet ~ said,
"When one of you breaks his fast, he
should do so with some dates; but if he
can not get any, he should break his
fast with water,!21 for it is purifying."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa. Ibn
Khuzaima, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
537. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's ~ J~ j_i\ .:rf) ~;.; ~l .:,;_-; (o,-y)
Messenger ~ forbade continuous
fasting.[ 3 1 A man from among the JW , _Ji..:;. _,,.JI ,(}- ~ ~I J_,.:.) ~ :J~
'1 ~ \ '! d~ : : . I ' 'I\ : ' \~.'
Muslims said, "You fast continuously, 0 J.r"',J \;- (.JO'
.J'
,
~ ~ iJ" J
Messenger of Allah!" He replied,
~
~i
\J~
~l_'i» :J~ ~~\
"Which one of you is like me? During
the night my Rabb (Allah) gives me ,.;. I~ .'.if lyl l!il '\FX
food and drink." When they refused to 1'\-•!,t,..-•:,t..·-·
'1:..1' JL.;;.I\
Y-('"'
Y-l't;v--.J,
!'
stop the continuous fasting, he fasted .JJ('"'
with them for a day and then another.
)-t _,]» :Jw ,.JJ1f1
Then, they saw the moon. He then said, . ...:l;. •.::, . I ,~, i:ii 1·-\:
~~I 1<':'1l5
,. ~
~
Y. ~ !"°'" ,i..r-"If the new moon had not appeared, I
would have made you fast more (in this
way)." It is as though it would serve as
a punishment for them, when they
refused to stop. [Agreed upon].
538. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~: Allah's .:,;» :~~I J_,.:.) J~ :J~ ~J (o,-A)
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever does not
abandon falsehood[ 4 l and action in ,~l\.J ·~ ~l_'i •p]I J_:j t._~
, j; .'.Jf <../,· ki;.
Ji
, ·II
accordance with it and foolishness, . «~.1-j~
_, _, ~W, t•
--~
Allah has no need that he should
.;J hlii1_-; ,;J1; ;i.-; &)~1 ~1-''J
abandon his food and drink.''
[Reported by Al-Bukhari, and Abu
Da'ud and the wording is his].
539. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger

Jt

u ..;)

,«rs:;;) JJ\ft

rJ

[IJ lbn Aus bin Hujr bin 'Amr bin Al-Harith Ad-Dabbi was a SahillJi who settled at Basra and
was an old man during the lifetime of the Prophet ~ . He lived up to the caliphate of
Mu'awiya and it is said that he was killed in the battle of Al-Jamal at the age of 100 years. It is

also said that there is no other Sababt from Ad-Dabbi except him.
2
£ 1 The best of the things one may break his fast with, are fresh dates, then dry dates, then
water.

3

Arabic Wisal is a term used with reference to a person who does not break his fast in
the evening but goes on observing it continuously on to the second day with no eating or
drinking in between. This kind of fasting was only allowed to the Prophet.
£ 1 In

4
£ 1 The purpose behind fasting is that one should learn to exercise self-control on himself.
The whole concept of fasting becomes abortive if one fails to learn the same.
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~ used to kiss 111 and fondle while he

·~-

'1·~~ ..;;;:; ~~I\~ IS' • ! ··~

was fasting, but he was the one among r,' .u ~....... Y' .J (.)":": ~ '-!;' \,) . ......., ...
you who had most control 121 over his ~ ·~~1 ~f ~~ aj_:; ·~L.o ;_:;
sexual desire. [Agreed upon). The
wording is Muslim's, and in another .j» : ~1:;,,, ..} 51j_l ·-~ 1.Ul1:; -~
narration, he has the addition: "during
.«0~_;
Ramadan."
540. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
illt ~J ........ ~ ,Jt ,;j.j (ot•}
Prophet ~ had himself cupped when
~.~I 01 ·'~~
he was wearing the Ibriim (during Hajj
or 'Umrab) and had himself cupped
·~!Qi ~1:;::, .~L.o ;:; ~.;,.1_:;
when he was fasting. [Reported by AlBukhari).
ill1 ~J ,'-1".Jf ,J ,?i.U ~:; (ot \)
541. Narrated Shaddad bin Ausl 3 1
The Prophet ~ came across a man in
~~
Jf ~ ~I ~f .~
Al-Baqi' who was being cupped in
:JW
.~~::,
· ' ,,, ,,, •. .-1L.
Ramadan. He said, "The one who cups
~ ~ Y'.J '-C?";
and the one who is cupped have
L;J:J1 ~1:;::, . «f ~1:; ~t;J1 )aih
broken their fast." 141 [Reported by AlKhamsa except At-Tirmidhi. Ahmad, .:;1_:; ~;. .:;1_:; J.;.;..f ~_:; ·~~_;i1
Ibo Khuzaima and Ibn Hibban graded it
.0~
Sahib (authentic)).
>
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542. Narrated Anas
The first time
when cupping - for one who is fasting
- was disapproved was when: Ja'far bin
Abu-Talib had himself cupped while he
was fasting; the Prophet ~ came across
him and said, "Both of these have
broken their fast." Afterwards, the
[tJ It is not forbidden to kiss the wife or to embrace her during the state of fasting as the
same does not nullify fasting.
2
1 'Aisha it. advises that one should refrain from doing it lest one should make a slip and
render his fasting null and void.

£

3
£ 1 He

is Abu Ya'la Al-Ansari An-Najari Al-Madani, the nephew of Hassan bin Thabit. He was
learned and very tolerant. He died in Sham in 58 H. at the age of 75 years.
4
£ l It is proven by the preceding Hadith that cupping (letting out blood for medical
purposes) in the state of fasting is permissible. There seems to be an apparent contradiction
here but in fact it is not so. This Hadith narrated by Shaddad bin Aus stands abrogated due
to the fact that Shaddad arrived during the year of the conquest of Makkah, whereas
'Abdullah bin 'Abbas described the same to have transpired during the year of the HajjatulWada' (the last pilgrimage performed by the Prophet~). As to the matter of undesirability,
the cupping does not invalidate fasting according to the majority of 'Ulama but the same is
undesirable, and that too is in consideration of the fact that the bleeding may cause
weakness, which in tum may force someone into breaking his fast. But in case someone is
strong enough to withstand any such weakness or drowsiness resulting from the cupping,
then the ruling concerning its undesirability is ineffective.
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Prophet • allowed .cupping for one
who is. fasting. Anas used to have
himself cupped when he was fasting.
(Ad-Daraqutni reported it and declared
it to be Qawiy (strong)].
543. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet •
applied kohll 1 l in Ramadan while he
was fasting. [Reported by Ibn Majah
through a weak chain of narrators]. AtTirmidhi said, "There is nothing
authentic on this subject."
-544_ Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger • said, "Whoever forgets
while fasting and eats or drinks should
complete his fast, for it is Allah who has
fed h_im and given him drink." (Agreed
upon].
Al-Hakim has, ''Whoever breaks his fast
forgetfully does not have to make-up
for that fast (/11-Qada), nor expiate (AlKajfara) for it."1 2 1 And the narration is
authentic.
545. Narrated Abo Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger •
said, ''Whoever has a
sudden attack of vomiting (while
fasting), does not have to make-up the
fast (Al-Qada), but whoever vomits
intentionally must make up the
day. "1 3 1 (Reported by Al-Khamsa;
Ahmad found it defective and AdDaraqutni graded itQawi (strong)].
546. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
Allah's Messenger •
departed to
Makkah in Ramadan in the year of the·
conquest. He and the people fasted till
he came to Kura' Al-Ghamim. He then
[IJ

,~

J~ jjl

. ~L;. ).:,

:.ri') ~~ ~j

0~) ~

ygi ~

(o

t'")

~1 ~T

:&~?1 Jt.ij ·-~ ;i:.:.~ ~\; ;:,;1 ;1:;:;
. :o";,4lJ~
'-?' ,., ~''l

~ J~ jjl

:.ri') g;.} -1;f ~j (ott)
_:;» :~ ~I J_?) J\.i :Jt.i

).j 0tJ~ .;;;.p ~ •..;,} jT J5u .~L;.
.r- •'•> .«o..A.:;.)
"~-- •.'°f•1;~~1
-~J...i::..o
....u

~ J~ tli1 :.ri') g;.; -1;l ~j (oto)
~ :._:.AJ_~ 1 ~:;; _:;»:~~I J_?) Jt.i :Jt.i
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j_il

f~

~•~I,.;:,

•4&- ;:WJ
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E_). ~ ~1 J_?) ~T , 1;+:~ J~

~ .);- •fwJ ,.)~) ~ '~

Jl -~I

- -~II '1-~
.c.:i.i; ~; •!r-' ,'..r 81 i'l.;J, -~
t:.r

Kohl applied on the eyelashes for beauty or medicinal purposes.

We are thus informed that the eating or drinking out of forgetfulness does not invalidate
fasting. Neither one is obliged to observe a compensational fast (.Al-Qadii) nor pay any
expiation.
"'
[ZJ

£3 1 There is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to whether or not vomiting
invalidates fasting. The view which is based upon the evidence is that if the vomiting occurs
by itself, the fasting remains valid, but if the vomiting is an induced one (i.e., someone vomits
by himself on his own accord), it does invalidate fasting.
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called for a cup of water which he
raised till the people looked at it, and
then he drank. C11 He was told
afterwards that some of the people had
continued to fast, and he said, "Those
are the disobedient ones; those are the
disobedient ones."! 2 1
In another narration : "It was said to
him: The people have found the fast
difficult, and are waiting for what you
will do." He then called for a cup of
water after the '.Asr prayer and drank.
[Reported by Muslim).
547. Narrated Hamza bin 'Amr AlAslami!3l
He said, "O Allah's
Messenger! I find myself strong enough
to fast while travelling, so is there any sin
upon me (if I fast)?" Allah's Messenger~
said, "It is a permission given by Allah
and whoever acts upon it has done
well. And whoever desires to fast would
not be guilty of sin." [Reported by
Muslim. Its basic meaning is found in
Al-Bukhari and Muslim from 'Aisha's
report that Hamza bin 'Amr had asked].
548. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: Permission
was given for an old man to break his
fast (in Ramadan) and feed a poor for
every day, and no make-up (Al-Qada) is
required of him. !4 1 [Reported by Ad-
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(IJ It is permissible to observe fasting during a journey, but it is better not to observe it. In
case someone feels exhausted out of exertion during a travel, he is permitted to break his
fast. He can compensate for it by fasting later on. But he is not obliged to pay expiation to
atone for it.

121 As a general rule, it is permitted to fast during a journey. The people who did not break
their fast were called the disobedient ones for the simple reason that as long as the Prophet
~ broke his fast, who are they to go on observing it? Obedience calls for a complete
compliance with the instructions of the Prophet ~ . Perhaps those who continued fasting
were under the impression that the Prophet ~ had instructed them to break their fasting
merely out of his love and affection for them. Otherwise, his Companions ~ .ii I ~J would
never have disobeyed him.
131 He was a Sabiibi considered to be from Al-Hij:iiz region. He was nicknamed Abu Saleh or
Abu Muhammad. His son Muhammad and 'Aisha 'Mother of Believers' i;. narrated from him.
He died in 61 H. at the age of 80 years.
141 An

old man who is incapable of observing fast may atone for it by offering Fidya
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Daraqutni and Al-Hakim both of whom
authenticated it].
549. Narrated Abu Huraira •: A manl 1 l
came to the Prophet ~ and said, "O
Messenger of Allah, I am ruined." He
asked him, "What has ruined you?" He
replied, "I had intercourse with my wife
during Ramadan." He then asked him,
"Can you get a slave to free?" He said,
"No." He asked, "Can you fast two
consecutive months?" He said, "No."
He asked, "Can you provide food for
sixty poor people?" He said, "No." He
then sat down. Meanwhile an 'Araql 2 l
containing dates was brought to the
Prophet ~. He said, "Give this as
Sadaqa." The man said, "Am I to give
to one who is poorer than we are?
There is no family - between the two
mountains of Al-Madinah - more in
need of it than mine." The Prophet ~
thereupon laughed till his premolar
teeth appeared. He then said, "Go and
feed your familyl 3 1 with it."1 4 1
[Reported by As-Sab'a and the wording
is that of Muslim].
'"
,,. ,,.
, ,,.
550. Narrated 'Aisha and Umm Salama ill\ ~J ~ ri.:; 6-.!.;:~ ,f'J (00•)
~: The Prophet ~ used to get up at
dawn1 5 l while in a state of ]aniiba ~ ~ .:Jl5 ~~I 0f ,l~e J~
(compensation). Similarly a sick and invalid person whose health is not likely to improve may
also offer Fidya. A Ftdya represents the offering of a full meal to a poor person. The same
represents an atonement for one day's missed fasting.
[IJ This person was Salma bin Sakhr.
2

£

1 A basket containing thirty Sa' of dates.

c31 It becomes thus known to us that in case a person is extremely impoverished, he can also

feed his own kith and kin out of his own expiatory money (iJ\AS'). The majority of scholars do
not approve of it and some of them claim that this Haditb is null and void. Some regard it as
a special ruling meted out specifically to the person in question. But both of these claims are
not corroborated by evidence.
4
£ 1 This Haditb tells us that a woman is not liable to be subjected to Kaffara (the payment of
expiation). The majority of scholars do not approve of it. Some hold that if both man and
woman mutually agree to sexual intercourse, they are both liable to make the payment of
expiation. In case a man does it forcibly, he alone is required to make such a payment and
not the woman.
[SJ If a man has sexual intercourse with his wife during a night of Ramadan, he must take a
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(sexual impurity). Then, he would take
a bath and fast. [Agreed upon]. And
Muslim added in the Hadith of UmmSalama: "He would not make up (the
fast)."
551. Narrated 'Aisha"'= The Prophet~
said, "Whoever dies while some fast is
due from him (which is unfulfilled), his
heir must fastl 1 J on his behalf."
[Agreed upon].

Chapter 1
THE VOLUNTARY FASTING
AND THE DAYS FASTING
HAS BEEN PROHIBITED
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552. Narrated Abii Qatada Al-Ans:iri
Allah's Messenger ~ was asked about
the fast on the day of 'Ara/a,
whereupon he said: "It expiates the sins
of the preceding year and the coming
year." And he was asked about fasting
on the day of 'Ashura', whereupon he
said: "It expiates the sins of the
preceding year." He was then asked
about fasting on Monday, whereupon
he said: "That is the day on which I was
born, on it I was commissioned with
Prophethood, and on it (the Qur'an)
was revealed to me."1 2 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
553. Narrated Abii Ayub Al-Ans:iri
ji,

•=

·~

~) ~!~\r1 .;,~I ~f :_;.:,

(oo,.)

bath in case he has sufficient time and then observ'e his fast. H the time is shon, he may
perform ablution and then fast. H he does not have time even for that, he must wash off his
face and hands, eat Subur and observe fast. Then he must take a bath immediately at dawn,
in order to prepare for the Fajr prayer in congregation.
Ill In case someone dies without observing his obligatory share of fasting, his inheritors - or

relatives - can observe the same on behalf of the deceased and thus the dead person gets
exonerated from his obligation.
l2 l This means that the minor sins are generally written off by the observance of such an act
of fasting, but the major sins can only be forgiven by repentance. As far as the people's rights,
liabilities and their monetary obligations as far as an indebted person is concerned, their
forgiveness depends entirely on the will of the people one owes to. 'Ara/ab is a term used
for the ninth day of Dhul-Hijja whereas 'Asbura' stands for the tenth of Muharram. The
Prophet 1l!ll liked fasting on Monday but did not elaborate on its reward.
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Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who
fasts Ramadan, then follows it with six
(days of fasting) from Shawwat,l 1 l it
will be (in terms of rewards) as if he
has fasted a whole year." (Reported by
Muslim].
554. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri •:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "No slave (of
Allah) will fast for a dayl 2 l while
engaged in jihad, without Allah
removing the Hell-fire a distance of
seventy years from his face for that
day." [Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's].
555. Narrated 'Aisha"': Allah's Messenger
~ used to fast to such an extent that
we thought he would never break his
fast, and he would go without fasting to
such an extent that we thought he
would never fast. I never saw Allah's
Messenger ~ fast a complete month
except in Ramadan, and I never saw
him fast more in any month than in
Sha'ban. (Agreed upon, and the
wording is that of Muslim).
556. Narrated Abu Dhar•: Allah's ~ J~ jjl :rf') ~~ ~' :;.:, (00'\)
Messenger ~ commanded us to fast
~ f_,_;.; .:,l ~~I J_?) 0_-;l :Jl.i
three days in the month; on the
thirteenth, the fourteenth and the ,;~ Ejlj ,;~ .i.,-}..3 :.~~i ~bU
fifteenth."l 3 l (Reported by At-Tirmidhi
·~~~lj ~L.::..!.11 ~lj) .;~ ~j
and An-Nasa'i; Ibn Hibban graded it
. .:J~.);l~j
Sahib (authentic)].

p1

Ill ff the thirty days of Ramadan fasting ace joined with the six days of fasting in Shawwiil, it
makes 36 days. According to Shari'a (the Islamic law), each virtue is rewarded ten times.
Therefore, if we multiply 36 with 10, it makes 360, a number which equals the days of a year.
Some scholars are of the opinion that these six days of fasting in Shawwiil. must be completed
in a continuous order right after the end of Ramadan. Some believe that it is enough to
merely complete six days of fasting in Shawwiil. - in any order, either successive or with
intervals - which is deemed to be the most correct opinion. Also, the voluntary fast of
Shawwal may only be done after making up any missed days of the obligatory fast of
Ramadan.
12 1 Fasting in the cause of Allah may imply the observance of fast while being in jihad
(battlefield). It may also mean a voluntary observance of fasting.

131 This is known as the fasting of Ayyam Al-Beed (bright days), as a brightness (due to the
full moon) lingers all through the nights following these specified fasting days.
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557. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "It is not lawful for •~JI.;; ;uJ\ :ri'.; •..r../' ~I :/.J (oov)
~1_: '1» : Jli ~,
"'"" 41 J'.J'"".)
, , u~ i
a woman to fast (optional fasting), .'.ii ;\·-ii
,.r--:, ()'"7"!
when her husband is present, except
1
.~G ~jj) ·f_,..;.3
with his permission. Ill [Agreed upon; j2 · ~1h
"~» :;)1; ./•~1 ;1j •'5.;~
The wording is that of Al-Bukhari]. Abu ~
.,
. , i.nw.J ,..:Ii
,.
Da'ud added: "other than Rainadan."
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558. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: <lJ1 :ri') ~~.'.GJ\ ).~-· ~\ ~J (ooA)
Allah's Messenger~ forbade fasting on
two days, the day of Al-Fitr (breaking -i~ ~~~~I J~j ~l .~ J~
the fast of Ramadan) and the day of Al- ·~ ~ ·~ 1 ,rY--' ·~ 1 ,rY.: ,,.;.;;.
Adha (offering sacrifices). [Agreed
upon].
559. Narrated Nubaisha Al-Hudhalil 2 J
J~ <lJ1 :ri') ~1'.J1 Ll.;1 ~J (oo\)
~:Allah's Messenger~ said, "The days
of At-Tashriq1 3 1 are days of eating, ,J!?I f~\» :~~I J~) J\i :J\i ~
drinking and the remembrance of Allah, ~I)) . «~) ji ~I f~) .'7')J
~f
the Great and Glorious." [Reported by
! ~
Muslim].
560. Narrated 'Aisha and Ibn 'Umar ,&,: <lJ1 :ri') :;J. ,JI) ~Ii :/.J (oi•)
Nobody was allowed to fast on the days
'1\J i· 6:c J~
of At-Tasbriq except those who could ,r4i ~ ~:;..
, ":I\ ~ : I : ~I '11 : . , ~ ;, i - ~ :q
not afford the Al-Hady (sacrifices). . i.?~
, ; - r er-: ; ~ ..., -'-"-!""""
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
·~~~I ~I))
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561. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: The .~ J~ <lJ1 :ri') ~;.} ~\ ~J (oi \)
Prophet ~ said, "Do not single out the
~I il:J
~ : ~ 'i» : J\i ~
' ~I\ ,:/
·'
- I~
_, <.../;'
night (preceding) Friday - from among , .
the nights - for prayer; and do not fY. I~ 'i) '<)t;l.ii -~ ~ '·i~
single out Friday - from among the
0 <~ 01 '11; ' -i·~\ii ~~
. ,, : ' ·i·-;-.
L:..,a., ~\
days - for fasting, unless it occurs ~
during a day of fasting, which one of
.;: !': ~\)) . ccj..5~\ ~ ~ .r_J..;> ~
you normally observes." [Reported by
Muslim].
111 A woman is forbidden to observe a voluntary fast without acqmnng her husband's
permission. Even if she intends to observe a compensatory fast (in lieu of the missed
obligatory one), she still need to ask for her husband's permission.
121 He is Abu Turaif Nubaisha bin 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin 'Wib Al-Hudhali. He is a Sahiibi who
has elevenAbadith. He settled at Basra and was called, Nubaisha the benevolent.
131 Ayyam At-Tashriq is a term used®r the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth of Dhul Hijja. It
is forbidden to fast during these days. Someone who is performing Hajj may observe fasting
on the said days if he fails to get an animal for sacrifice; the others are not allowed. In
addition to it, it is also forbidden to fast on the days of two 'Eid, irrespective of the fact
whether the fasting happens to be a voluntary one or a compensatory one.
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562. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
Allah's
:~~I J_?) J\.i :J\.i ~l ~j (o'\Y)
Messenger ~ said, "None of you
,
'' .'.J\ ~I~ .~I,,,
:l-l;.\ d'
~- ,, ''»
should fast on Friday, Ill unless he fasts i .r"-!.
, · i >'- I
r"-'- l
(it together with) a day before it or a
. ...:J.i_,, ...,.-~ • «~~. )".. .J f ';jj
t..,,
.
)"..
day after it." {Agreed upon].

t..,, .

•=

563. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "When the (month
ot) Sha'ban is halfway through, do not
fast."1 2 1 (Reported by Al-Khamsa.
Ahmad considered it Munkar
(rejected)).
564. Narrated As-Samma' bint Busr1 3 1
~: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Do not
fast on a Saturdayl 4 l except what has
been made obligatory on you; and if
one of you can get nothing but a grapeskin or a twig from a tree, he should
chew it." [Reported by Al-Khamsa, and
its narrators are reliable, but it is
Mudtarib (narrated with irreconcilable
contradictions in the chain). Malik
rejected it and Abu Da'ud said, 'It is
MansUkh (abrogated).']
565. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's
used to fast mostly on
Messenger
Saturday and Sunday, and he used to
say, "They are festival days for the
polytheists, and I want to act contrary
to them." [Reported by An-Nasa'i. Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)
and this is his wording].
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[tJ It is prohibited to observe fast on Friday alone. This prohibition may be due to the the
mistaken belief of someone who deliberately o.bserves fast on Friday thinking that he will get
more reward for it on this particular day.

l2 l One can fast provided he has to observe a compensatory fasting (in lieu of the Fard obligatory ones) or the other prescribed ones which may be categorized as Wajib
(compulsory). However, voluntary fasting is prohibited lest one should be subjected to
exhaustion and weakness that may in tum render the Ramadan obligatory fasting difficult for
him.
l3 l As-Samma's name was Buhaiya or Bahima hint Busr. She was a Sababiya from the clan of
Mazin. She was said to be the sister or the aunt of 'Abdullah bin Busr.
l4 l Since Saturday carries a special importance for the Jews and they observe fast on this day,
and pay deference to it; and as long as the observance of fasting strikes a resemblance with
the Jews, hence the Prophet ~ has prohibited singling out Saturday only to this end.
However, Umm Salama ~ narrates that the Prophet ~ observed fast on Saturday and
Sunday both. Since Saturday is the day of festivity among the Jews, the Prophet ~ fasted on
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566. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= the .~ J~ WI :r!') ;_-;.;'-!if .:f_J (O'\'\)
......
Prophet ~ prohibited fasting on the
..,,, " -·"
,, • ' • ' '•.... ~ • ...,~11 ',,,
.t
day of 'Ara/a at 'Arafat. 111 [Reported by ........I"'; .....f -iY- -i)""' :_:,&- ..ft' =" (.,i" <.)
Al-Khamsa except At-Tirmidhi; Ibn ~). .);1 ~_J ·~~_fll;), i: ~I ~l_J)
Khuzaima and Al-Hakim authenticated
. ~I ~~l_J ,~t;.Ji_J
it, and Al-'Uqaili considered it Munkar
(rejected)].
567. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~: WI :ri') -_;.;. _.:r. ~ I µ .:f_J ( o '\V)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who '{» :~ ~I J_?) J\i :J\i l~e J~
observes perpetual fastingl 2 J , has not
,fli .j2 . «~~If
fasted." [Agreed upon). Muslim .:f
reported it from Abu Qatada with the
.«fal '{_J
'{» : ~ ~~l.:i '-!if
wording: "He has not fasted nor broken
his fast."

pj

L.P.:,; fL.P

fL.P

Chapter 2
AL-l'TIKAF AND OFFERING
OF PRAYERS DURING THE
NIGHTS OF RAMADAN
568. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's .~ J~ WI :r!') ;_-;.}'-!if .:f (o'\A)
Messenger ~ said, "He who prays
during the night in Ramadan1 31 with G~t Z,0..;;) fli .:,;» :Jli ~ ~I J_?) 01
faith and seeking his rewardl 4 l from .j2 .«~~ ~ fiZ ~ ;.i ~ ~~l_J
this day to oppose the Jewish norms, and in order to supplement the reward of it, he also
fasted on Sunday.
[IJ It is prohibited for the one performing Hajj to fast on the day of 'Ara/ah (the ninth of
Dhul-Hijja) since one has to face a lot of hardships and rigorous trials on this day. Therefore,
the observance of fasting on this day may lead to exhaustion and weakness which in turn may
prove to be a hindrance in performing the ritual components of Hajj. Other people (the ones
who are not performing HaiJ) are not prohibited to fast on this day. In fact, the same carries
a great importance and reward.

12 1 Some ignorant people keep observing fast on a perpetual basis. This Hadith clearly proves
that this practice is prohibited. The majority of scholars are of the opinion that it is forbidden
to always observe fasting as the same enfeebles a person and thus causes hindrance in many
of his religious and worldly activities. It is stated in a Hadith that a person owes some liability
to his own physique and bodily existence too, thereby giving some rest to himself from time
to time. Even the Prophet ~ followed the same course of action by observing fast some day
and leaving it the other day.

r3 1 Qiyam stands for performing the voluntary prayers (Tarawih) during Ramadan nights. By
the virtue of this prayer, one's previous sins are all absolved and forgiven, provided the one
performing the same harbors a complete and absolute faith in the commitment made by
Allah in regard to it's reward.
14 1 It implies that the same should not be done for the purpose of merely showing-off. If so,
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Allah will have his past sins forgiven."
[Agreed upon].
569. Narrated 'Aisha ~: When the last
ten days of Ramadan began, Allah's
Messenger ~ used to tighten his waist
belt (i.e. occupy himself with the
worship of Allah), stay awake all night,
and awaken his family (for night
prayers). (Agreed upon].
570. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: When the
Prophet ~ intended I'tikaf (seclusion
in the mosque for worship), he prayed
the dawn prayer and then entered his
place of seclusion. (Agreed upon].
571. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: The Prophet
~ used to engage in I'tikaf (seclusion
in the mosque for worship) during the
last ten days of Ramadan till Allah, Who
is Great and Glorious took his soul (to
His Mercy). Then, his wivesPl engaged
in I'tikaf after him (i.e. after his death).
[Agreed upon].
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572. Narrated
('Aisha)
~:
Allah's ~~I j_,:.~ ~\S ~l
Messenger ~ would put his head in my
room - while he was in the mosque and I would then comb it. And he
would never enter the house except for
a need,l 2 l if he was in I'tikaf
(seclusion).(Agreed upon; the wording
is Al-Bukhiri's].
573. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: The Sunnah
for one who is observing I'tikaf
(seclusion in a mosque for worship) is
not to visit a sick person, nor attend a
funeral, nor touch nor fondle a woman

:.:.Jti

~J (oVY)

all of one's minor sins are forgiven and written off. Some scholars make this statement to be
a conditional one that the forgiveness rs only possible if the person performing it has sound
'Aqida (Belief - Creed).
£•l According to this Hadith, women too should observe I'tikaf (sitting in a complete
confinement in a mosque and offering prayers and supplications during the last ten days of
Ramadan).
[ZJ Here, 'a need' (~WI) implies responding to the call of nature in terms of urination or
defecation.
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(one's wife),1 1 1 nor go out for any
need, except for that which is an
absolute necessity. There is no I'tikaf
without fasting, and no I'tikaf except in
a congregational mosque. [Abu Da'ud
reported it, and its narrators are
acceptable, except that the strongest
opinion is that the end of it (the last
sentence) is Mawquf (saying of a
Companion, i.e. 'Aisha)].
574. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet
~ said: "Fasting is not incumbentl 2 J
on one engaged in l'tikaf (seclusion in
the mosque for worship) unless he
imposesl 3 1 it on himself." [Reported by
Ad-Daraqutni and Al-Hakim. The
strongest opinion is that it is also
MawqU.f (saying of a Companion, i.e.
Ibn 'Abbas)].
575. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Some of
the Prophet's ~ companions saw in
their dreams that Lailatul-Qadr was
among the last seven nights (of
Ramadan). Hence, Allah's Messenger~
said, "I see that your dreams agree
regarding the last seven nights.
Therefore, whoever is to seek it, should
do so during the last seven nights."1 4 1
[Agreed upon].
576. Narrated Mu'awiya bin Abu Sufyan
~ : With regard to Lai/atul-Qadr, the
Prophet ~ said, "It is the twentyseventh night." [Reported by Abii
Da'ud. The strongest opinion is that it
is Mawquf (saying of a Companion, i.e.
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Here, touching one's wife implies the act of sexual intercourse, which unanimously
nullifies /'tikaf Otherwise, touching one's wife, in itself, is not prohibited.
121 It

implies the regular days, other than Ramadan.

131

Fasting does not become binding on the one who is observing I'tikaf unless he himself
vows to observe fasting.
141 A Haditb which is narrated by 'Abdullah bin 'Umar 4.:..- 41 ._,.;,.;according to Sabibain,
states that one should search for Lailatul-Qadr (Night of Decree) Within the last ten nights of
Ramadan. H the same is not possible, then one should look for it within the last seven nights,
specially the odd ones like 21st, 23rd, 25th, 27th and 29th.
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Mu'awiya].
Forty different sayings were mentioned
regarding the exact night of LailatulQadr and I mentioned them in Fath A/Bari [Explanation of Sahib Al-Bukhari,
by Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar].

,

Jt.;;

577. Narrated 'Aisha i;,: I said, "O
~
~I :ri') ~~ c;.:, (ovv)
Allah's Messenger, tell me, if I know
.)1 ~\)
J~) IS.. :.:...ii :..:J'ij
,..
.. !41
,..
which night is Lailatul-Qadr, [IJ what ~
(supplication) should I say in it?' He
I !» : Jij ~4-.:! J -1 l.. ' .ilJI tl:J tl:J ~ l
~.J'
. .J'
-l
• '- ~
said, "Say, 0 Allah, Ymf are forgiving
,..11i
..., "
.«~~Li
,~1
~
•P
.!l;l
r-+1JI
and love forgiveness, so forgive me."
[Reported by the Al-Khamsa except ~~?\ ~J ,;_j1; ':'if ;j- ;, ~I ~IJ)
Abu Da'ud. At-Tirmidhi and Al-Hakim
.~i;J1:,
authenticated it].
.../

~

!f,

•=

578. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Do not set
out on a journey except to three
mosques; i.e., Al-Masjid Al-Haram (at
Makka), my Masjid (at Al-Madinah) and
Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa (Mosque of
}erusalem)."l21 [Agreed upon].
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[tJ The strongest view concerning Lailatul-Qadr is that this night occur5 within the last ten
nights of Ramadan particularly in its odd nights and the same may keep changing in Ramadan
alternatively. This night sometimes may occur on 21st, or 23rd, or 25th etc. It can not be
stated with an absolute cenainty as to which of these particular nights is Lailatul-Qadr, but
the same has been kept unknown and this is what the contents of Ahiiditb imply.
[ZJ As mentioned in an earlier Hadith, the observance of I'tikaf must take place in a mosque.
Some of the scholars have conditioned I'tikaf with these three mosques. However, the
compiler refutes and negates their viewpoint and maintains that the three above stated
mosques have not been specified for the observance of I'tikiif They have been specified for
the purpose of visit and pilgrimage. This Haditb further informs us that it is not permissible
to proceed to any place other than these three mosques with the intention of getting reward.
If someone goes to the Prophet's mosque, he must also enjoy the honour of visiting
Prophet's (~ ) grave. As to those who travel to visit the entombed graves of Auliya-A/Jab
('saints'), with the intention of earning reward, such are the people who are committing
innovation in the religion as well as shirk.
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6. THE BOOK OF HAJJ
(PILGRIMAGE)

Chapter 1

HAJJ - ITS MERIT AND THE
DEFINITION OF THOSE UPON
WHOM IT WAS PRESCRIBED
579. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "An 'Umrah is an
expiation for sins committed between it
and the next, but an accepted Hajj will
receive no less a reward than
Paradise."£ 1 1 [Agreed upon].
580. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I asked, Allah's
Messenger ~, "Is jihad incumbent
upon women?" He replied, "Yes, jihad
which does not include fighting is
incumbent upon them, it is the Hajj
and the 'Umrab."£ 21 [Ahmad and lbn
Majah reported it, and the wording is
lbn Majah's; its chain of narrators is
Sahib (authentic), and its basic
meaning is found in the Sahib (of AlBukhan)].
581. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: A
bedouin came to the Prophet ~ and
said, "0 Allah's Messenger, tell me
about the 'Umrah, is it incumbent?"£ 3 1
He replied, "No, but it is better for you
to perform 'Umrah." [Reported by
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flJ No particular day has been specified for 'Umrah . .One can perform it whenever he likes.
Hajj Mabror (an accepted Hajj) is the one which is perlormed by someone with a right
intention and sincerity. All the peninent rituals should be performed, and observed to
perlection, after which a Hajji (pilgrim) feels himself more inclined towards piety and
righteousness.

r2 1 It thus becomes known to us that there is no obligation on women to participate in the
Jihad wherein one has to fight in the battlefield. This Hadith tells us that the women, by
perlorming Hajj, are entitled to the reward of]ihad.
13 1 'Umrah lexically means 'a visit'. According to Shari'a terminology, it implies "In the state
of Ihram the circumambulation of Al-Ka'ba, running between As-Safa and Al-Marwa and
shaving or shonening one's hair ... " There is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to
whether or not 'Umrah is Wajib (compulsory). Some scholars regard it as Mustabab
(desirable). And Allih Knows best!
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Ahmad & At-Tirmidhi. The strongest
opinion is that it is MawqU.f (saying of a
Companion, i.e. Jabir)].
Ibn 'Adi reported, through another
chain of narrators which is Da'if (weak),
fromJabir (•)Marfa' (attributed to the
Prophet): Hajj and 'Umrah are two
obligatory duties.

•=

It was said, "O : Jti ci J~ ;iii ~) ~\ 0S-:J (oAY)
582. Narrated Anas
Allah's Messenger, what is the meaning
of As-Sabi/?"1 11 He replied, "Provisions
and a riding animal." [Reported by AdDaraqutni. Al-Hakim authenticated it.
The strongest opinion is that it is
Mursal (missing link in the chain, after
the Tabi'i)). At-Tirmidhi has also
reported it from the Hadith of Ibn
'Umar (~), but its chain of narrators is
weak.
, ·,
~ · '\ ·
583. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The J~ ;li1 ~
J • ..r .
,.J. ,:./" J (oM')
Prophet ~ met some riders at Ar- ,;\;.j~~ ~J .) ~ ~\ 0\ ,\~c
Rawha' and asked, "Who are you?"
They replied, "We are Muslims", and : Jti ~..;._;\ .:; : 1)\.ii «~f ~I ,~>> : JI.ii.
they asked, "Who are you?" He said, : ~I.ii '~ ;\;i ;;lt ~) d~\
"Allah's Messenger." Then, a woman
«''t\ ,,,,
·-~)) ·J''' '?.~- 1\'.1t1
lifted up a boy to him and asked, '\"
'JJ . ?. S"'J '(""'
. "
~
~
"Would this (child) be credited with
·~
having performed the Hajj
(pilgrimage)?" He replied, "Yes, and
you will have a reward."1 2 1 [Reported
by Muslim].

.Jr.Ji>

(tJ Allah, the Exalted One, has said in the Qur'an that the perfonnance of Hajj is binding on
those who are capable of making their way (to Makkah). Someone questioned the Prophet
~ as to what does the word As-Sabi/ (the way) stand for? He ~ ) answered that the same
stands for one's own travel expenses, as well as the provisions of one's household, and then
the availability of the means of transportation. Once all these things are available to him, it
becomes binding on him to perform Hajj. But the expenses thus incurred should not be at
the cost of indebtedness (i.e., he should be free from debt). For, as long as he is indebted to
other people, he is not obligated to perform Hajj. The ones living near Makkah are exempted
from the condition of possessing the means of transportation.

12 1 This Hadith tells us that the reward of a good deed done by a non-adult (child) reaches
his parents. It further tells us that in terms of the performance of Hajj rituals, the infants are
governed by the same ruling as their mother (i.e., their mother's Ihram becomes their Ihram
and their mother's running becomes their own running, etc.). In case someone has
performed Hajj before reaching puberty, he is obligated to perform another Hajj after
attaining adulthood, provided he has sufficient funds to pay for its expenses and the means
of transportation.
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584. Narrated (lbn 'Abbas) "': Al-Fadl
bin 'Abbasr 1 J was riding behind Allah's
Messenger ~· A woman of Khath'am
came, and Al-Fadl began to look at her
and she looked at him. The Prophet ~
turned his face to the other side. She
then asked, "O Allah's Messenger,
Allah's command that His slaves should
perform the Hajj (pilgrimage) has come
when my father is a very old man and is
unable to sit firmly on a riding animal.
Should I perform the Hajj on his
behalf?" He replied, "Yes."[ 2 1 That was
at the Hajjatul-Wada' (the Farewell
pilgrimage). [Agreed upon, and the
wording is that of Al-Bukhari].
585. Narrated (lbn 'Abbas) "': A woman
of Juhaina came to the Prophet ~ and
said, "My mother had taken a vow to
perform the Hajj, but did not perform
the Hajj till she died. Should I perform
the Hajj on her behalf?" He replied,
''Yes, perform the Hajj on her behalf.
What do you think - if your mother had
a debt, would you pay it? Pay the debt
due to Allah, for Allah has more right to
the payment of debt (due to Him)."r 3 1
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
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[IJ He was the Prophet's ~ cousin and his mother was called Umm Fad! Lubaba Al-Kubra
bint Al-Harith Al-Hilfiliya. Al-Fad! was elegant and handsome. He stood firm with the Prophet
~ during the battle of Hunain and attended the washing of the Prophets body. He was tlie
eldest son of Al-'Abbas. He went out for jihad in Sham and it is said that he died in the
plague called 'Amwas in Jordan in 18 H. It is also said that he was martyred in Yarmuk or in
Damascus while wearing the armor of the Prophet ~ .

C2 J Hajj becomes an obligation on the person who possesses sufficient funds to undertake a
pilgrimage, finds his way clear and safe, gets his government's permission and has access to
the means of transportation. If this person enjoys good health, he must perform tlie
pilgrimage for himself. In case this person sends someone else to perform Hajj on his behalf,
the same is not acceptable. If a person happens to be such an old man who is incapacitated
or is suffering from a debilitating illness, from which he has no hope of recovery, it is
permissible for him to send someone else on his behalf by giving him money. Thus, he would
be free from his own Hajj obligation. However, the condition which strictly applies in such a
case is that a person sent to Hajj tliereof, on someone else's behalf, must have already
performed his own obligatory Hajj prior to this one.
C3 J Some scholars hold that if someone dies in a condition that the performance of Hajj was
obligatory on him in his lifetime, then it becomes an obligation on the next of his kin to
perform the same on his behalf, regardless of whether or not he made a will about it prior to
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586. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If any minor
performs the Hajj (pilgrimage) and
afterwards attains the age of puberty he
must then perform another Hajj; and if
any slave performs the Ha'J.'J.. and
afterwards is freed, he must then
perform another Hajj." [Reported by
Ibn Abi-Shaiba and Al-Baihaqi. Its
narrators are reliable, but there is
disagreement as to whether or not it is
Marfu' (attributed to the Prophet). The
correct opinion is that it is Mawquf
(saying of a Companion)].
587. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ addressing (the
people) and saying, "A man must not
be alone with a woman unless a man
who is a MabramPl is with her.
Likewise, a woman must not travel
unless accompanied by a man who is a
Mabram". A man stood up and said,
"O Allah's Messenger, my wife has gone
out to perform the Hajj (pilgrimage),
and I have been enrolled for such and
such expedition." Thereupon he said,
"Go and perform the Hajj with your
wife." [Agreed upon, and the wording
is Muslim's].
588. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: The
Prophet ~ heard a man saying,
"Lahbaikal 2 l on behalf of Shubruma."
He asked, "Who is Shubruma?" He
replied, "A brother of mine," or "A
relative of mine." He asked, "Have you
performed the Hajj on your own
behalf?" He replied, "No." Whereupon,
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his death. {Review Ahkam Al;/ana'iz, by Shaykh Al-Albani, Point 117, pgs. 168-178 foe a full
discussion of this issue.)
Ill We know from this that a man and a woman who are strangers to each other must not
meet privately. A woman may not undertake a journey, regardless of whether it is long or
short, whether for religious purposes or out of necessity - except with her husband or a
Mabram. A Mahram is a person to whom she is so closely related that marriage is not
permissible (such the rather, brother, son and uncle, but not including cousins).

Pl "I answer Your Call" or "I am at Your Service."
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he said, "Perform the Hajj on your own
behalf, then perform it on behalf of
Shubruma."Pl [Abu Da'ud and Ibn
Majah reported it and Ibn Hibban
graded it as Sahib (authentic). Ahmad
held that the stronger opinion is that it
is Mawquf (saying of a Companion)].
589. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ addressed us and said,
"Allah has made obligatory upon you
the Hajj (pilgrimage)." Al-Aqra' bin
Habisl 2 l then stood up and asked, "Is it
to be performed annually, 0 Messenger
of Allah?" He replied, "If I were to say
that it is, it would have become
obligatory. However, the Hajj is (to be
performed) once (in a life-time), and
any (Hajj) extra is voluntary."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa except AtTirmidhi and its basic meaning is in the
Sahib of Muslim from the Hadith of
Abu Huraira ( ~)].
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Chapter 2
MIQAT
590. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet
appointed the following places as
Miqat (the place for enterin~ the state
of Ihriim)1 3 1 : Dhul Hulaifal l for the
people of Al-Madinah, Al-Juhfa for the
people of Sham, Qarn Al-Manazil for
the people of Najd, and Yalamlam for
~

Ill This Haditb tells us that so long as one has not pedormed his own obligatory Hajj, he is
not permitted to perform it on someone else's behalf, irrespective of whether or not he is
strong enough (monetarily and physically) to pedorm his own pilgrimage. The majority of
the Imams are of this opinion.

121 He was a Tamimi who was among the delegation of Banu Tamim that visited the Prophet
~ after the conquest of Makkah He was one among the Mu'al/afati Qulubuhum (whose
hearts were won for Islam and so given some Sadaqa to keep them firm in the fold of the
religion). He was a respectable man in the]abiliya (pre-Islamic era). He died during 'Umar's
Caliphate.
13 1 The special clothes worn by the pilgrim who intends to perform Hajj or 'Umrab.
14 1 Dbul Hulaifa is a name of a place that lies 6 or 7 miles from Al-Madinah. Najd lexically
means "the elevated land" and the same specifies the expanse of land between Ttruima and
Iraq. Al:fubfab is a village between Al-Madinah and Makkah. It is the Miqat foe the people of
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the people of the Yemen. So, these
Meeqats are for those living at those
places; and for people of other regions
who come through them - if they are
intending to perform Hajj and 'Umrah.
Whoever is living within these Meeqats
(on the way to Makkah) should enter
the state of Ihram from where he sets
out from (i.e. his home); even the
inhabitants of Makkah (enter Ihram),
from it (for Hajj only). [Agreed upon].
591. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
appointed Dhat 'IrqPl as the place
where the people of 'Iraq should enter
the state of Ihram. [Reported by Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i]. Its basic meaning
is reported by Muslim from the Hadith
of Jabir ( •), except that its narrator
doubted whether it is Marfil'
(attributed to the Prophet).
Narrated in Sahib Al-Bukhari: "It is
'Umar who appointed Dhat 'Irq."

..!..;.;. .:,;; ~i ~J~
.

* :;,2 .

~lS .:.;:; .~ -~ 11 .:; .;..::.. 11
'-'
.r-- c-

~~~

j;.T J;_ , ~T

Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi ,JI cj- ~*.:~ll.J ;J1; <./;\) :4::..\ ~.J
reported from Ibn 'Abbas (~): "The
Prophet ~ appointed Al-'Aqiql 2 l as the ,Jp\ _JA~ .:J.:; ~ ~\ ~l '-'--'""~
place where the people of the East
.~\
should enter the state of Ihram. "

Sham (Syria, Palestine, etc.) and Egypt. It is not in use today, and its people enter Ihram in a
place before it called Rabigh. Qarnul-Manazil is a place adjacent to Ta'if which is now known
as 'Sail'. Yalamlam is the name of a hill whieh lies at about a two-day-journey from Yemen.
These are the places specified for pilgrims to enter the state of Ibram. The pilgrims who live
outside the limits of the places specified herein, must enter the state of Ihram at these points.
Those living within the limits of the region fringed by the said points, may enter the state of
Ihram from their respective places of residence. It is not necessary for them to go back to the
Miqat (the said points) to enter Ibrii.m there.
[IJ The fact is that Dhat-'Irq was appointed as a Miqat for the pilgrims coming from Iraq by
the Prophet ~ himself, as the decision in regard to this maner was taken during HajjatulWada' (the Farewell Hajj of the Prophet~). It is reported by Al-Bukhari that 'Umar .iii ._,..;.J
.:.s- had appointed Dhat 'lrq as Miqat, whereas the fact is that 'Umar .:.s- .ii I ._,..;. J merely reaffirmed it.
-

121 Al-Aqiq is the name of a place which lies adjacent to DhaFlrq.
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Chapter 3
THE MANNERS AND NATURE
OFTHEIHRAM
592. Narrated 'Aisha ~: We went out
with Allah's Messenger* in the year of
the Farewell Pilgrimagel 1 J while some
of us said the Talbiya (intention) for a
'Umrab, some for Hajj and 'Umrab
(combined), and others for the Hajj
(alone). But Allah's Messenger * said
the Talbiya for the Hajj. Those who
made intentions for an 'Umrab,
finished the state of Ihram upon arrival
(and completing the rites of 'Umrab);
but those who made intention for the
Hajj or who combined the Hajj and the
'Umrah did not finish the state of
Ibram till Yaum An-Nabrl 2 J (Agreed
upon).

Chapter 4
THE IHRAM AND ITS
REIATED ACTIVITIES

·"''
. , (oC\,-)
593. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's 1~i. <..S'I~ ji,,~J
rs- ,..r.. ·1 ,\f'
Messenger * did not raise his voice in
the Talbiya except from (near) the .f:.s: ~ '-Jl ~ ~I J_?:J j;f \; :J\i
....:ii
-:.~~, . ~I
mosque (of Dhul Hulaifa).1 3 1 (Agreed
,_
~
-;
upon).
594. Narrated Khallad1 4 1 bin As-Siiib on ~l ~ , -~~I ,.J. ~.]..;_ ~j (oC\t)
111 Hajj is of three kinds, namely lfriid, Tamattu' and Qiran. In lfriid, a pilgrim enters the
state of Ibram with the intention of performing Hajj only. While performing Tamattu', a
pilgrim enters the state of Ibram at the point of Miqat with the intention of performing
'Umrah and then performs Tawil/ and Sa::V. In case he has brought a sacrificial animal with
him, he should not get out of his Ihram. Otherwise, he should go out of his Ihram after
Tawaf and Sa'y. With the commencement of Hajj days, he must enter in the state of Ihram
again for the Hajj. In Qiran, a pilgrim enters the state of Ihram with the intention of
performing 'Umrah and Hajj combined. According to some of the scholars, the residents of
Makkah are not allowed to perform Tamattu' and Qiran. (See: Tafseer 2:196]
121 The day of slaughtering the sacrificial animals, i.e, the 10th of Dhul-Hijja.
131 This Hadith clarifies that the Prophet~ entered in the state of Ihram near the mosque of

Dhul Hulaifa. We are further informed that entering the state of Ihram before approaching
the Miqat is prohibited. This negates the view of those who deem the act of entering Ibram
beforehand as correct.
14 1 Khallad bin As-Saib bin Khallad bin Suwaid Al-Ansari Al-Khazraji is a reliable Tabi't of the
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his father's 111 authority •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Jibrael (Gabriel)
came to me and commanded me to
order my Companions to raise their
voices 12 l in the Talbiya 131 ." [Reported
by A/-Khamsa. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
595. Narrated Zaid bin Tua.bit •: The
Prophet ~ removed his (normal)
clothing to put on his Ihram and
performed a Ghusl (complete bath).! 4 l
[Reported by At-Tirrnidhi who graded it
Hasan (good)].
596. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ was asked what the
Muhrim (person in Ihram) may
wear. !5 l He said, "He should not wear
a shirt, a turban, trousers, a hooded
garment (burnus) or leather socks
(khuffs), except someone who does not
find sandals. In that case, he may wear
leather socks, but he must cut them
below the ankles. Likewise, you must
not wear clothing which has been
scented with saffron or Wars. !6 1
[Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's].
597. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I used to

J~ ~I ~~ -~~ ,J ~j ~J
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third generation.
He is a Sahabt nicknamed Abu Sahla. He attended Sadr and became Mu'awiya's governor
in Yemen_ It is also said that 'Umar assigned him to Yemen. He died in 71 H.

[IJ

121 This Hadith tells us that it is compulsory to pronounce Talbiya in a loud voice. Regarding
women, there is difference of opinion among 'scholars whether they should pronounce the
same with a loud voice or a subdued one, especially if their voice would be a source of
temptation or attraction to men.

l3l The act of saying "Labbaik Allabumma Labbatk, etc." (At Your Service 0 Alliih, at Your
Service) during Hajj.
l4 l This Hadith tells us that the act of taking a bath for entering in the state of Ibram Is
Sunnah (practice of the Prophet).
l5 l Once all these garments are discarded, the only clothing left are the two sheets, and these
two very sheets constitute the cloths of Ihram. A woman may cover her head by a Khimar
(head-dress) but may not cover her face with Niqab (face-veil). However, she should use her
head covering to cover her face in the presence of strangers (men).
6

1 1 A yellow colored

perfume.
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perfume[IJ Allah's Messenger~ for his
Ihram[ 2 J before he entered the state of
Ibram, and when he finished the
Ihram, before he circumambulated the
Sacred House (Ka'ba). [Agreed upon].
598. Narrated 'Uthman bin 'Affiin 4J;,:
Allah's Messenger~ said: "One who is
in the state of Ihram should not marry,
or give someone in marriage,[ 3 1 or
make a proposal (to marry someone)."
[Reported by Muslim].
599. Narrated Abu Qat:ada Al-Ansari '*'
regarding the story when he hunted a
wild donkey and was not in the state of
Ihram: Allah's Messenger ~ asked his
companions who were in the state of
Ihram, "Did any one of you order him
or suggest anything to him (regarding
the hunting)." They replied, "No." He
said, "Eat its remaining meat. "1 4 1
[Agreed upon].
600. Narrated As-Sa'b bin Jaththama AlLaithil5l 4J;,: He presented to Allah's
Messenger~ a wild donkey's (flesh)l 6 1
when he was at Al-Abwa' or Waddan,
but he rejected it and said, "We have
only rejected it because we are in the
state of Ihram." [Agreed upon].
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[IJ It thus becomes known to us through this Hadith that perfume may be applied to one's
body prior to entering in the state of Ihram, and it does not matter if that fragrance remains
on one's body after entering the state of Ihram. Similarly, it is also permissible to apply
perfume to one's body before performing Tawaful-Wada' (farewell circumambulation of the
Ka'ba).

121 The state of consecration for one intending to perform Hajj or 'Umrah.
r31 A person in the state of Ihram should not conduct a wedding of either a man or a woman

or his own self or on the authority of someone else.

r4 1 This incident belongs to the year of the Treaty of Al-Hudaibiya. In case a Halal person (the
one not in Ihram state) hunts an animal with the intention of presenting it to a Muhrim, or a
Muhrim in any way assisted hinI in hunting it - the meat of the game thus hunted becomes
prohibited for the Muhrim. It is only allowed for him if the animal is hunted for a nonMuhrim, unaided by any Muhrim, and not intending it for a Muhrim.
r5 1 Sa'b bin Jaththama Al-Laithi used to live at Waddan and Al-Abwa' and his Hadith has been
narrated by the people of Al-Hijaz. He died either during the caliphate of Abu Bakr or that of
'Uthman.
l6 1 This Hadith tells us that the Prophet ~ did not eat the meat of the hunted animal in the
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601. Narrated
'Aisha
Allah's
~:
Messenger ~ said, "There are five living ·~ J~ jjl ~J ~~ (f.J (i•\)
~
~ • ~» :*.
41 JJo"",,J j\j :..:J\J
things which are all harmful and may ~
..,-_. ,
be killed outside or inside the sacred '1-1\
· ~\::' ,'- \ ~ :~i~ ,:XlJI
areas: a scorpion, a kite, a crow, a rat, u-::- ~ ~ <..H'Y <.)"\r""' • J
and a violent (biting) dog."1 1 1 [Agreed ,~1)..J1J ,;\~1J .~~1 :,r~IJ
upon].

·*

602. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
had himself cupped (al-Hijamah)

~

while he was in the state of Ibram.
[Agreed upon].
603. Narrated Ka'b bin 'Ujral 2 J .$: I was
carried to Allah's Messenger~ and lice
were falling over my face. He said, "I
did not think that the pain had affected
you to this extent as I see (now). Can
you sacrifice a sheep?" I replied, "No."
He then said, " [Shave your head and]
Fast three days or feed six poor people
a half sa,•1 3 1 each [as compensation for
shaving while in the state of Ihram]."
[Agreed upon].
604. Narrated Abu Huraira .:t:;,: When
Allah, the Most High, granted His
Messenger~) victory by the conquest
of Makkah, Allan's Messenger~ stood
up (to address the people). So, he
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state of Ibram due to the fact that Sa'b bin Jaththama
intention of presenting it to the Prophet ~ .
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did the hunting with the

[IJ The killing of these five animals, even within the precincts of the Sacred Mosque, is not a
crime. Similarly, if someone kills the said animals in the state of Ihram and within the
precincts of the Sacred Mosque, he incurs no penalty (in terms of offering an animal sacrifice
or charity). Based upon this precedence, some scholars have permitted the killing of all
Haram animals (those whose meat is forbidden to be eaten in Islam) and have specified no
penalty for their killing. In case a Muhrlm kills an animal, after being attacked by it, he incurs
no penalty.

12 1 He was an eminent Sahabi from the tribe of Al-Bali and was an ally of the Ansar. He
settled at Kufa and died at Al-Madinah in 51 H. at the age of 75 years.
13 1 From this we know that a Muhrlm will be liable to pay Fidya (compensation) even if he
shaves off his head with a legitimate excuse. Fidya is of three kinds: a) He should make an
animal sacrifice, b) Observe three days of fasting, c) Feed six poor people - or giving them 1
kilogram (plus) of grain as a charity per person. The person has an option to choose between
any one of these three types of Fidya, according to authentic Hadith.
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praised Allah and extolled Him. Then
he said, "Allah had withheld the
Elephantl 1 l from Makkah and
empowered His Messenger and the
believers over it. (Fighting in it) has not
been made lawful to anyone before me.
And it has only been made lawful for
me for an hour (portion) of a day. It
will never be lawful to anyone after me.
Therefore, its game is not to be chased
(disturbed); its thorns are not to be
uprooted; anything which falls (i.e.
something lost) in it is lawful only to
one who will announce it. [ZJ And
whoever has someone (of his relatives)
killed (in it), he will have the choice of
the best of the two options."1 3 1 Al'Abbas said, "Except Al-Jdbkbir (a kind
of grass), 0 Messenger of Allah,
because we use it in our graves and
houses." He said, "Except AlJdbkbir."141 [Agreed upon].
605. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin
'Asim
Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"Ibrahim declared Makkah sacredl 5 1
and made supplication for its people;
and I declare Al-Madinah to be sacred
as Ibrahim declared Makkah sacred.
And I make supplication for its Sa' and
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[IJ This story has been mentioned in the noble Qur'an. It is stated that Abraha Al-Athram, the
Christian king of Yemen attacked Makkah with a contingent of elephants with the intention
of destroying the Ka'ba. The Quraishites could not resist him, hence they vacated Makkah
and fled. Allah sent against the invading army birds in flocks who had small pebbles in their
beaks and talons. Whosoever was struck by these pebbles, through the torment sent by Allah,
perished. Abraha, along with his thundering legions Was utterly doomed to devastation and
thus Allah the Exalted One saved His House from destn1ction.

[lJ It means that if someone picks up a fallen object with the intention of taking it himseH, it
is forbidden. However, if he picks it up with the intention of makirig an announcement and
restoring the same to it's rightful owner, that is permitted.

3
C l This means that a person has two options. He may either accept Diya (the blood-money)
or he may choose to retaliate by Qisiis (taking the life of the murderer).
4
C l Idbkbir is a kind of grass that is used in the process of melting down metals. The same is
laid down on the roofs and floors of houses and is used for closing the gaps in the graves.
5
C l The Prophet Ibrahim pronounced Makkah a sanctuary and prayed for it's sustenance and
livelihood. Similarly, Prophet Muhammad ~ pronounced the sanctity of Al-Madinah and
prayed for the sustenance and livelihood of its residents.
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Mudd (its measures) (that they be
blessed) with the like of what Ibrahim
supplicated for the people of Makkah."
[Agreed upon).
606. Narrated 'Ali bin Abu Talib ~: jil ~_)
, ·, •......JU.
.• ~
•1; ,f.J
: ,, ('. ')
,
cl;f ,<J.
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Al-Madinah t,_~I» :.;~~I J' ..:,,_;' J\i :J'li ~ J,~
is sacred from 'Air to Thaur."[IJ
·
~ ·
.,
[Reported by Muslim].
. ~~
! ·~ ~lj~ . ((_;j
Jl;.;. .::;. ~ ~ii?
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Chapter 5
mENATUREOF
mE HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
AND ENTERING MAKKAH
607. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ performed the
Hajj (pilgrimage) and we went out with
him. When we reached Dhul Hulaifa,
Asma' (~) daughter of 'Umais, gave
birth, so Allah's Messenger (~) said,
"Take a bath, wrap your private parts
with a cloth, and enter the state of
Ihram." Allah's Messenger~ prayed in
the mosque, and then mounted AlQaswa[21 and when it stood erect with
him on its back at Al-Baida'[ 3 l , he
raised his voice declaring Allah's
Oneness and saying, "I am at Your
Service, 0 Allah, at Your Service; You
have no partner; at Your Service; praise
and gr...ce are Yours, and the dominion;
You have no partner." When we came
to the House[ 4 J he touched the
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[lJ 'Air r.- and Thaur .;y are two mountains surrounding Al-Madinah. 'Air is a well-known
mountain south of Al-Madinah and south west of Quba' Mosque. Some people have a
misunderstanding to the effect that the mount of Thaur belongs to Makkah. But the fact is
that there is also a mountain in Al-Madinah which is small and round shaped, situated in the
nonh, beyond the mountain_ of Uhud, which is also known as Thaur.

I2 J The name of the Prophet's she-camel.
l 3l Baida stands for either forest or plains and there was a village also known as Baida. As
mentioned earlier, the Prophet ~ started reciting Talbiya from near the mosque. This
Hadith states that he began the same in Baida. The fact is that the first statement is correct.
But, since this narrator saw the Prophet ~ reciting Talbiya in Baida, he concluded that-the
Prophet ~ had started reciting it beginning from Baida itself, whereas the fact is that he (the
Prophet~) had already been reciting it (even prior to reaching Baida).
l 4 l The Ka'ba.
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comer,lll and ran three (times round
the House) 121 and walked four (times
round the House). Then he came to the
station of Ibrahim and prayed. He then
returned to the comer and touched it,
after which he went out by the gate to
As-Safa, on coming near to which he
recited, ''Verily, As-Safa and Al-Marwa
are among the signs appointed by
Allah,"1 3 1 adding: "I begin with what
Allah began with." So he mounted AsSafa till he saw the House, then he
faced the Qiblah, declared Allah's
Oneness, proclaimed His Greatness,
and said, "Nothing is worthy of worship
except Allah Alone Who has no partner;
to Him belongs the dominion, to Him
praise is due, and He has power over
everything; nothing is worthy of
worship except Allah Alone Who Alone
has fulfilled His Promise, helped His
slave and defeated the Confederates."
He then made supplication in the
course of that, saying such words three
times. He next descended from As-Safa
to Al-Marwa, and when he came down
into the belly of the valley, he ran; and
when he ascend from it, he walked till
he reached Al-Marwa. There he did as
he had done at As-Safa - the narrator
reported the rest of the Hadith - and it
contains: When it was Yaum AtTarwiya14l they went towards Mina! 5 l ,
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11 1 In Arabic, Rukn stands for Al-Hajar Al-Aswad_ (the Black Stone) and Istalam implies
touching it, and he also kissed it as mentioned in other authentic narrations.

121 When the Prophet ~ arrived in Makkah along with his Companions to perform 'UmratulQada' the Quraishites started spreading lies about the Muslims by saying that the Muslims
have become emaciated and grown weak, as some kind of fever had seized them in AlMadinah. Upon hearing these slurs the Prophet ~ commanded his Companions to walk
quickly (like jogging), to demonstrate to the Quraishites that they were not weak. Since that
day onwards, the act of walking quickly in this fashion, in first three rounds of circumambulation (Tawaf), has become a Sunnah (legislated act).
131 Al-Baqarah, 2: 158.
141 The 8th day of the month of Dhul-Hijja when the pilgrims leave Makkah for Mina.

151 The literal translation of 'Mina' is 'to fell, to drop'. Since the blood of sacrificial animals is
shed here, it has come to be known as Mina.
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and the Prophet ~ rode and prayed
there Az-Zubr, Al-'Asr, Al-Magbrib, Al'Isbii' and Al-Fajr prayers. After that he
waited a little till the sun rose; then he
proceeded till he came to 'Arafa and
found that the tent had been set up for
him at Namira[ll . There he
dismounted, and when the sun had
passed the meridian, he ordered AlQaswa' to be brought; and when it was
saddled for him, he went down into the
valley and addressed the people. He
then ordered the Adbiin then the
Iqiima to be uttered, and he prayed AzZubr prayer; he then ordered the
Iqiima to be uttered and prayed Al-'Asr
prayer, without performing any
voluntary prayer between the two. He
then mounted (his she-camel) and
came to the place of standing, making
his she-camel Al-Qaswa' turn its back to
the rocks[ 2 1 and having the path taken
by those who went on foot 131 inJro~t
of him. He faced the Qiblab and
remained standing till sunset when the
yellow light (of sunset) had somewhat
gone and the disc of the ·sun had
disappeared. He then went quickly
pulling the halter of Al-Qaswa'
forcefully, so that its head was about to
touch the front part of his saddle,
gesturing with his right hand and
saying, "O people, be tranquil, be
tranquil," and whenever h~.. h,appened
to pass over an elevated tract of sand,
he slightly loosened the halter so that it
should climb up. When he came to AlMuzdalifa, he prayed Al-Magbrib and
Al-'Ishii' prayers with one Adbiin and
[IJ
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A well-known spot just before 'Ararat where there is now a big mosque by that name.

ci1 In Arabic, As-Sakbarilt (..:;1~1) simply mean stones. Here these imply the ones that are
scattered underneath the Mount of Mercy (~)1 ~). This is the very place where the
Prophet~

stayed.

13 1 Hablul-Musbat (•l.!....11 j,.>-): The region between the Namira Mosque and the Mount of
Mercy(~)1 ~ ). The pilgrims had to traverse this region by walking on the sand.
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two Iqilma[IJ without performing any
voluntary prayers between them. [ZJ He
then laid down (asleep) till dawn and
prayed Al-Fajr with an Adban and an
Iqilma when the (first) morning light
was clear;· ·He -then mounted till he
came to Al-Mash'ar Al-Haram[ 3 1 , he
faced the Qiblab, supplicated Allah,
declared His Greatness and His
Oneness, and kept standing till the day
light was very clear. He then went
quickly before the sun rose till he came
to the valley of Muhassir.[ 4 1 He
hastened the she-camel a little and
following the middle road[ 5 J which
comes out at the big ]amra[ 6 1 , till he
came to the ]amra which is beside the
tree. At this he threw seven small
pebbles, uttering the Takbir each time
he threw a pebble, and each pebble
was as small as a chickpea. He threw
them from the bottom of the valley,
then went to the place of sacrifice and
sacrificed. After that Allah's Messenger
~ mounted, and went quickly to the
House [performed Tawaj] and prayed
Az-Zubr prayer in Makkah. [Reported
by Muslim through a long Haditb].
[IJ This Haditb clarifies that when the two prayers are joined, one Adban (call to the prayer)
suffices them both. However Iqama for both of the prayers must be different and
pronounced separately for each one of them.

c2 1 It becomes known to us that when the two prayers are offered consecutively one after
another, one should not offer any Sunnab (supererogatory prayer) or Nafl (voluntary prayer)
in between them.
3
C l The open space which lies between the two hills of Muzdalifa is known as Mash'ar-AlHaram.
4
C l It is situated between Muzdalifa and Mina.
5
C l The pilgrims are instructed to traverse this valley quickly, regardless of whether a pilgrim
happens to be walking or riding. There are two reasons justifying it:
a) The Companions of the Elephant were doomed to the Divine Punishment here and hence
one must pass through this place tearfully and rapidly.
b) While performing Hajj, polytheists used to stay here and the Prophet ~ intended to
oppose them in this act of theirs.
16 1jamra means 'a heap of stones'. There are three jamarat and it is necessary to throw
pebbles at them. Thejamra which is referred to here, is]amratal-'Aqaba. It is Mustabab
(desirable) to pick up seven pebbles from Muzdalifa to throw at]amratal-'Aqaba. ·
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608. Narrated Khuzaima bin Thabit!•J
finished
his Talbiya at a Hajj or an 'Umrab, he
asked Allah for His good pleasure and
for Paradise, and sought refuge in His
Mercy from the Hell-Fire. !2 1 [Ash-Shafi'i
reported it through a weak chain of
narrators].

.:$0: Whenever the Prophet *

609. Narrated
Jabir
.:$0:
Allah's : Jli ~ J~ ;li1 :.r!') .r.~ ;_;:, (i • \)
Messenger* said, "I have sacrificed ,~t~ . , ,~~~ ,
'I J' ,, J'li
here, but the whole of Mina is a place ........ ~J '.:.y. ..;.../<'» · ~ ~ _,....J
of sacrifice, so sacrifice where you are ' ~ ..:JiJJ '~ t;:.-:! .j, v~;;.; (; '~
staying. I have stood here, but all 'Arafa ~ ;;_,;:, , ~..:Ji:,:, ,~y; ~ 5~:,
is a place for standing. I have stood
'- ·
here, but all jam' (Al-Muzdalifa) is a
place for standing.!31 [Reported by
Muslim].
610. Narrated 'Aisha ~: When the Prophet '~ J~ ;li1 :rf) ~~ ;_;:, (i \.)
* came to Makkah, he entered it from
·~ l!] ~
1 01
the upper side and went out at the ~ ~; ~
lower one. 141 [Agreed upon].
.:';2 -1.+.!~"t ~
.t.A~t

.> :;,.,.

·*

Jl

c;;:,

.:.f

611. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: He ( Ibn

'Umar ~)never used to come to Makkah
without spending the night at DhiTuwa!5l till morning, after which he
would bathe. He would mention this
(practice) as being from the Prophet *.
[Agreed upon].
111 Ibn Al-Fakiha Al-Khatami Al-Ansari Al-Ausi. He was nicknamed Abu 'lmarata. He witnessed
Badr and the subsequent battles. He held the flag of Khatama during the conquest of Makkah
and took part in the battle of Siffin with 'Ali and was killed in it.

l2 J This has two meanings: The first one is that- after pronouncing Labbatk each time, one
should make supplications to Allih for His willingness, His approval and the grant of
Paradise. Secondly, one should make supplication to Allah at the end of Talbiya which is
concluded at the stone-throwing of]amratal- 'Aqaba.
l3 l jam' is another name of Muzdalifa. The whole of the plain of 'Arafat is a standing place.
Between noon of the ninth of Dhul-Hijja and dawn of the tenth of Dhul-Hijja, it is an
obligation on the pilgrims to invariably spend some time in 'Arafat. The one missing this
fundamental constiruent of Hajj, misses the Hajj itself. In another words, there is no Hajj
without staying in 'Arafat.
l4 l The name of the upper side is Atb-1bantyatul-Ulya and the lower side is Atb-1bantyatusSufla.
151 Dhi-Tuwa is the name of a place which lies within the limits of the sacred region and is
near the city of Makkah.
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612. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: He used to
It;;; ;Iii
.,
G .
,, (
)
~ .J ·'-"" • ,.:r. 1 ,.YJ '\ ' Y
kiss the Black Stone and prostrate on '-"
it.Pl [Reported by Al-Hakim as Marfa' l.;.·0 ,;y:..\11 ~I~ Z,t.5 ~L .. 1;+:~
(attributed to the Prophet) and AlLt ! • , -~ ::"!\' ~ ~., , t;.J , ,, . ~-·',
Baihaqi as Mawquf (attributed to a
. J'Y' ~ J ' J'r ~ 1 • 1.J.J .
Companion)].

613. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: The
Prophet ~ ordered them to run three
rounds! 2 J and walk four1 3 1 (rounds),
and walk between the two corners! 4 l .
(Agreed upon].

Jt;;;

614. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Whenever
;li1 Cri'~ ~ ,.:f.1 ,;J-°J ('\ H)
he went round the House in the first _:; 1,t_ 11 -~-".'~ ..jil. i1,I Zit.5 ~\ : 1 ~:;
Tawaf (seven circuits), he used to run
r-- .
.
~
three rounds and walk four (rounds). A : ~l°J-:! J°J . ~~\ ~J bl.: ~ J~\11
narration has: "I saw Allah's Messenger ,
,
,
1 !..;;.11 . ..jil. l~I~ ~
.iii J , , ~\'
~
when
he
performed
the -! c::- - cl~J
r- .J
• .J
circumambulation at the Hajj or the ,J1j.kf il")IJ A ~~ r~ t; J~l ~~I
'Umrab immediately on his arrival, he
. ;:~.•. ~ •. ,, .. .,.,, \..,
used to run three times round the
~ ~J 1 ~J -~;
House and walk four (times). (Agreed
upon].
,

-4i

615. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: I have not
seen Allah's Messenger ~ touching
anything in the House (Al-Ka'ba) other
than the two Yamani Corners.
[Reported by Muslim].

•=

Jt;;;

ai1 Cri'~ ~ ~J ('\,'\)
616. Narrated 'Umar
He kissed the ~\ ~
Black Stone and said, "I know for sure
~f
:J~"J ,;y:..\11 ~I J.j
that you are (merely) a stone, which ~f
,..
,..
,..
,,
,..
, ,.. ,,,,,.
can neither harm nor benefit. If it were ~t~ c1t ~)"J ·(? ~"J ~ ~ 'P
not that I had seen Allah's Messenger
...:ls.
·-~:> _,;1~j·;
t; ,;11·~
~.iii JJ-".)
,,
,.
~
.
. • _,,
~ kiss you, I would not have kissed
5
you."! 1 (Agreed upon].

Jt
/

[IJ Prostrating upon the Black Stene does not mean that he (the Prophet ~) made his
prostration to the Black Stone itse It can imply two meanings: The first one is that he kissed
the Black Stone and also set his rehead on it (which is a confirmed fact], and this may
denote that such an act was don to perform the act of kissing to a perfection. Another
meaning is that after completing tht circumambulation of the Ka'ba, the Prophet ~ used to
pray the twO Rak'a of Nafl prayer near the Black Stone, behind Maqam Ibrahim.
[ZJ The word used in Arabic is Ashwat which is the plural of Sbawt. Shawt stands for one
complete circumambulation (circling around) of the Ka'ba.

c3 1 Circumambulation of the Ka'ba.
c41 Rukn Al-Yamant and Rukn Al-Hajar Al-Aswad.
5

C

l 'Umar

=

.iii

er"_;

said so because the Arabs had only recently turned away from
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617. Narrated Abo Tufaill l .$: I saw
Allah's Messenger ~ performing Tawaf
(circumambulation) of the House,
touching the Corner (Black Stone) with
a Mihjan 121 which he had, and kissing
the Mibjan. 13 1 [Reported by Muslim].

l.~.~ '1"
. ~,,.-• JJ

·'

, ·' ~f
I~~ ,YJ
: " ('\\A)
618. Narrated Ya'la bin Umaiya1 4 1 .$: i...s'Ii;; ;11 ~J
•
,.:.r. ~
Allah's Messenger~ performed Tawaf
~~ i.). ;,: ~ ~\ Jy) ..::.;u. :J~ ~
circumambulation) wearing a green
mantle under his right armpit with the ~J "~l:JI ~l ~-~I ~1_1) .~l
end over his left shoulder. 15 1 [Reported
·&~Jll
by Al-Kbamsa except An-Nasa'i and AtTirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic)].

619. Narrated Anas .$: The one from
among us who recited the Talbiya did
so without any objection (from others),
and the one from among us who
pronounced the Takbir did so without
any objection (from others).1 6 1 [Agreed
upon].

620. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet~ sent me (to Mina) with the
women and children or he said, with
polytheism. During the days of]abiliya (the era prior to the advent of Islam), they used to
believe that the statues (which are made out of stone) possessed the strength and capability
to benefit a human being. Hence, he said this to refute and contradict this false belief of the
Arabs, fearing they might misunderstand his action.
[IJ He is 'Aamir bin Wathila Al-Laithi Al-Kinani. He lived the last eight years of the Prophet's
lifetime. He died in Makkah in 100 H. or 102 H. or 110 H. and was the last Sababi to die.

C2 J A walking stick with a bent handle.
C3 l This Haditb informs us that if someone in unable to reach the Black Stone due to the
heavy crowd around it, it is permissible for him to touch the same with a stick and then kiss
the stick.
C4 l He is Abu Safwan At-Tamimi Al-Makki, an ally of Quraish and a prominent Sababi who
became a Muslim during the conquest of Makkah. He witnessed the battles of Hunain, Ta'if
and Tabuk and senred Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman. He lived up to nearly the fifties of AlHijra.
C5 l This Haditb elaborates on the Prophet's ( ~) manner (Al-Idtibil') of wearing the upper
cloth (Rida) while performing the arrival Tawaffor Hajj or 'Umrah. The Prophet~ took the
sheet from under his right armpit and placed it over his left shoulder, leaving the right
shoulder bare. By doing so, he wanted to make a display of his health and strength. This act
reflects the same wisdom exhibited in the act of running while circling the Ka'ba. This was
not required after the dominance of Islam, but the act of the Prophet ~ became a Sunnab
(legislated act) forever.
l61 One is permitted to pronounce Takbir (Alliibu Akbar) but it is better to obsenre Talbiya.
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the weak (members of his family)[l]
from jam' (Al-Muzdalifa) at night.
[Agreed upon].
621. Narrated 'Aisha ~: SaudaC l (~)
asked permission from Allah's
Messenger~ to go on (to Mina) before
him on the night of Al-Muzdalifa. She
was slow moving i.e. heavy, so he gave
her permission. [Agreed upon].
622. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, to us "Do not throw
(pebbles) at the ]amra till the sun
rises."C 3 l [Reported by Al-Khamsa
except An-Nasa'i and it has Inqitii' (a
break in the chain of narrators)]
623. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
sent Umm Salama(~) on the night (of
Al-Muzdalifa) before the day of
sacrifice, and she threw (pebbles) at the
jamra before dawn. She then hastened
(to Makkah) and performed (Tawaf) AlIfiida (circumambulation of Ha}J). £4 1
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and its chain
(of narrators) conforms with the
conditions of Muslim].
624. Narrated 'Urwa bin MudarrisC 5 l
.$:Allah's Messenger~ said, "Whoever
attended this prayer (Al-Fajr) with us,
i.e. at Al-Muzdalifa; and stands with us
2
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[IJ The ruling is that the pilgrim should spend the whole night in Muzdalifa, stay at AlMash'ar-Al-Haram after offering the morning prayer and then proceed to Mina. But it is
permissible for the weak, the old, the sick and the women to depart from Muzdalifa after
spending most of the night there. This is so that they may reach Mina and complete the
obligatory act of stoning before the people reach there and it gets too crowded.
2

She is Ummul-Mu'minin (Mother of the Believers) Sauda bint Zam'a bin 'Abd Shams AlQurashiya Al-'Aamiriya. She became a Muslim in Makkah early and migrated with her husband
to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) where he died. Then Allah's Messenger~ married her in Makkah
after the death of Khadijah and before engaging 'Aisha io . She died in 55 H.
l J

13 1 People in general are not permitted to throw pebbles at]amrat before sunrise. However,
the majority of scholars hold that those with legal excuse are allowed to do so.
l 4 l Tawiif-Al-Ifiida - also referred to as Tawaf Az-Ziyara - is the one that is performed after
the throwing of pebbles on the 10th of Dhul-Hijja. This is one of the fundamental
constituents (Rukn) of Hajj and there is no Hajj without it.

l5 J 'Urwa bin Mudarris bin Aus bin Haritha bin ~ Atta'i was a Sahabi who witnessed
Hajjatul-Wadii' and settled at Kufa. He reported this Hadith.
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till we move on (to Mina); and he has
stood at 'Arafa before this - during the
night or the day - his pilgrimage will
then_ be -complete!ll and he will have
fulfilled the rites. [2 l [Reported by AlKhamsa. At-Tirmidhi and lbnKhuzaima
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
625. Narrated 'Umar .t.: The polytheist
did not use to return (from AlMuzdalifa) till the sun rose, and they
would say, "Let the sun shine on
Thabir."[ 3 l The Prophet ~
acted
differently from them, so he returned
quickly (from Al-Muzdalifa) before the
sun rose.l 4 l [Reported by Al-Bukhari].
626. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas and Usama bin ~~
•.) ,:..r.• i;;t..::.L_, ,<.)"" Ci
•
,:..r.·1 '/J (i Yi)
5
z;.u<JE l ~:The Prophet~ kept raising
~\ ,J:;.
'}\j ·~
;11 ~)
his voice in the Talbiya till he threw
7
6
pebblesl 1 at the jamrat-Al-'Aqaba. l l ~13) . f.Wi ;~ <..S"') ;.;. ~ ~
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
. C,JG:.Ji

r3 :

Jt;;

., .

627. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Masud ~: ;11 ~) ;~ ,J ~I .µ Y.3 (iYV)
With the House on his left and Mina on
his right he threw seven pebbles at the ._23 '~-3\.::.:! J ..:.;Ji ~ ~\ '~

Jt;;

Ill

The most important part of Hajj is standing at 'Arafat.

12 1 Tafatb means dirt and impurities. The said word implies the same because one gets his
head shaven and his body washed of dirt and impurities after the completion of the main rite
of Hajj (standing at 'Arafat). Hence, the Hajj of one who carries out these instructions is
consummated and accomplished.
13 1 The highest mountains in Makkah, and it is on the left of the road to Mina.
14 1 The act of leaving Al-Muzdalifa before sunrise is regarded as Masbru' (required by the
Sbari'ab, Divine Law).
151 Abu Muhammad or Abu Zaid Usama bin Zaid bin Haritha bin Sharabi! Al-Kalbi, was the
beloved one of Allah's Messenger ~ , his manumitted slave and son of his manumitted slave.
His mother was Umm Aiman who looked after the Prophet ~ in his childhood. The Prophet
~ appointed him few days before his death to lead an army including Abu Bakr and 'Umar
while he was only 18 years old. However, that army was not dispatched due to the death of
the Prophet ~ . Then, Abu Bakr dispatched it. Usama died after the death of 'Uthman. It is
also said he died in 54 H.
16 1 One should pronounce the Talbiya continuously until he throws the pebbles at]amratal'Aqaba. The throwing of the first pebble marks the end of Talbiya according to the opinion
of the majority of scholars. However, other authentic Haditb make clear that the Talbiya is
discontinued with the completion of the stoning ofjamratal-'Aqaba - on the 10th of DhulHijjah, as stated by Imam Ahmad.
7
! 1 The stone pillar at Mina where the pilgrims first throw stones on the day of slaughtering
the sacrificial animals (the 10th of Dhul:Hijjah).
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jamra and said, "This is the standing
place of he upon whom Surat AlBaqarabr11 was revealed." (Agreed
upon].

Jt,;,;

628. NarratedJabir .:t:;,:Allah'sMessenger :J~ ~
ill1 ~J ~~ z;.:, (iYA)
~ threw pebbles at the jamra on the
Day of Sacrifice in the forenoon. As for ·~_;.:ii f~ ;~1 ~~I J~J
the (other days of stoning) after that, ~1.JJ . .rlJ1 _..:J1j I~~ ,~1 ~ \!f:,
(he would throw) when the sun had
-~
passed the meridian. f2 J [Reported by
Muslim].

._;.'.;

Jt,;,;

629. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~:He used to
jil ~'.; ;J. ,JI ,,YJ (iY~)
throw seven pebbles at the nearest
' ;-·.:-I\
,,
~,.;,.
•, d.'.lll
,, ~lS' ~\ 1. .
jamral 3 1 saying the Takbir with the -c::-i .r-:-- ~.r..
'
throwing of each one. He would then •! ,-0 1 ,_, ·,~ :I I;:_ ''c'
,,,_,
~
_.\..,A.>
u- t~ ~ ~ '-~~
go forward, and come to a plain (level · il:AJ
~~ i
,
!-~
> •• ~ , !
, lB
1
area of the valley).1 4 1 Then, he would ' ., 1 ; · 'iJA:,t ·~ ("" 'i -.
stand, face the Qiblah, making
" •! •j; '~--~
'l;' ':..i. L ' !,~
~.r.. ("" '~ • C:..r.9 'y u ' .N-r i JA:,t
supplication and raising his hands,
, ,
•
, ,,1 ,,
,
':".•· ,_J~I
..SI~ ..i>ts. ~ , t..·'q
standing for a long time. Then, he , ~
.
1
cs--Y
would throw pebbles at the middle , ~~
)..'.I:! ~ , ~I
~ .,Z_:;
one. He would then go to the left and
--~~ ~-. ,
., , ! ; , , !-seek out a plain (level) area, and stand - •fQI pb ·~ ~.r.. ("" '":f,,-..!1 i>"'-'
facing the Qiblab, making supplication
d,.0;~ ~ '1:, ·-s~lj.ll -~ ~
raising hands and (again) standing for a . , , , , , , .~- ~, , · , !/. '· , .,
long time. Then, he would throw ~~I J_,......; ~I.; I.KO. :JJA:,t •u~
pebbles at the ]amratal-'Aqaba from
. ~cd~I ~l.JJ . jj;
the bottom of the valley, but he did not
·
stand beside it (to supplicate). Then, he
would depart and say, "This is how I
saw Allah's Messenger ~ doing it."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
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[tl The Prophet~ mentioned the revelation of Surat Al-Baqarah because its Verses contain
most of the rulings and instructions about Hajj.
12 1 One must complete the act of throwing pebbles before Zawiil (sun decline, noon) on the
day of 'Eid. In case one fails to do so during the first part of the day, he must refrain from
throwing pebbles at the time when the sun is directly over head (noon). After the sun passes
the meridian, the above ritual may be performed. On the 11th, 12th and 13th the stoning
may only be done after Zawal (at the beginning of the time of the noon prayer).
13 1 The Arabic word

Dunya may be translated as 'near'. Since the same is located near the
Khaif Mosque, it is called ]amratud-Dunya. The same is also known as ]amratul-U/a or
]amratus-Sugbra. This is Elene on the 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijja.
C4 l Here Sahl is an Arabic word used for a soft piece of land or a plain. This implies that the
Prophet ~ , did not stand there after throwing pebbles at]amra, but came out in the open,
stood there at ease and then made supplications to Alliih.
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630. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "O Allah, have
mercy on those who shave (the
heads)." They said: "And those who cut
short (their hair),111 0 Allah's
Messenger.'' He said in the third
(supplication), "And those who cut
short (their hair)." [Agreed upon].

~\li : Jti ~ ~I J_?) ~f ~J (iY' •)
~ ,:_r.! o;,~:11:; : 1)\i ,1~.::.:11 -~jl
.11:_r./·~:11:;»

~

Jti

!~I J_?)

. .;ii j2

,J ~I .µ. ~J (iY'\)
~ ~I J_?), ~f , 1;.f_:;; J~ jjl ~)
.Jw .~)~ 1);.;j ,t!;.Jl1 ~~.:ii:;
:Jli ·&if ~f Ji,! ~f.;:J .~f r3 :j;-)
,~f rJ :Jw _;;.1 ·~:; ,«if '1:; ~11»

631. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin Al- ,i..r'wl
Aas ~: Allah's Messenger ~ stopped

:~WI

_J

J~

during the Farewell Pilgrimage, and the
people began asking him. A man said,
"Unknowingly, I shaved (my head)
before sacrificing." He replied,
"Sacrifice, for there is no harm (sin)."
Another came and said, "Unknowingly,
..:,:,_;.j
I sacrificed before throwing the ,«(./- '1:; ijl» :Jti ·~jf ~f
'1
'
~
ll
'1'
,'
,
•
!
-;.
•
,
.
'
"
'1».
1,,
pebbles." He replied, "Throw, for there '1 ~ ?
J i..u
,yY- u7-- .....
is no harm (sin)." He was not asked
. ~ j2 . «(_/- '1:; ~Ill : Jti
about anything which had been done
before or after its proper time, during
that day, except that he said, "Do it for
there is no harm (sin).l 2 l " [Agreed
upon].
632. Narrated Miswar bin Makhramal 3 1 jjl ~) tj.; ,J !~I ,:}-J (iY'Y)
~: Allah's Messenger ~ sacrificed
~f j;i :,;.i ~~I J_?) ~f , 1;.f_:;; J~
before shaving (his head), and ordered
. '-?!
~ ~I
his Companions to do the same.
. ~I"
.J.J . ..!.lJl
, ; ~~f
•
r''l'J ,~
, .
[Reported by Al-Bukhari).
633. Narrated 'Aisha i;,: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "When you have thrown (the
pebbles) and shaven (your hair), (the

!.r-

*"

Ji

[IJ It is important to have a haircut after performing either Hajj or 'Umrab. Both the shaving
of the head and the shertening of one's head hairs are permissible, but a shaving is
preferable.
2

J The pilgrims have four obligations on the 'Eid day (10th Dhul-Hijja). The first one is to
throw pebbles at]amra (Al-'Aqaba), then performing an animal sacrifice, then the shaving of
one's head and finally the circumambulation of the House of Allah. This circumambulation is
called Tawafaz-Ziyara or Tawafal-Ifilda. The respective order of these four acts according to
the Islamic law is the same as mentioned here. The observance of this order is Sunnah (the
Prophet's practice). There is no harm if this order is not followed due to ignorance. However,
some scholars consider ignoring this order deliberately, without excuse, as sinful, even if it
incurs no penalty.
[

3
[ J Al-Miswar bin Makhrama is a Zuhri and a Qurashi. He was among the virtuous people. He
moved to Makkah after the killing of 'Uthman. He was hit and killed by a missile while
praying during the siege of Makkah byYazid bin Mu'awiya in the year 64 H.
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use ot) perfume and everything else
except womenPl becomes lawful for
you." [Reported by Ahmad and Abii
Da'ud. There is weakness in its chain of
narrators].

-~

634. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas
The Prophet
said, "Shaving is not a duty laid on
women, 12 1 but the duty upon women
is to cut short their hair." [Abii Da'ud
reported it with a Hasan (good) chain
of narrators).

. _y..;-

~

•=

•=

635. Narrated Ibn 'Umar
'Abbas bin
'Abdul-Muttalib ( •) asked permission
from Allah's Messenger~ to spend in
Makkah the nights which were spent at
Mina, on account of his office of
supplying water (to the pilgrims in
Makkah), so he gave him permission. 13 1
[Agreed upon).
636. Narrated 'Aasim bin 'Adil 4 l
Allah's Messenger ~ excused the
herdsmen of camels from spending the
nights at Mina; he allowed them to
throw (pebbles) on the Day of Sacrifice
(10th), then throw for the next day
(11th) and the day after (12th) together
(on the 12th); then to throw on the day
of dispersal (from Mina, i.e. 13th).
[Reported by Al-Kbamsa. At-Tirmidhi
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
637. Narrated Abii Bakra
Allah's
Messenger ~ gave us a Khutba
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[lJ This clarifies that after the throwing of pebbles at ]amratal-'Aqaba and the shaving of
one's head, all the restrictions are lifted thereof except sexual intercourse with one's spouse.
That is only allowed after performing Tawafal-Ifiida.

121 From this it is known to us that women need not shave their heads, but they should cut

something from the tips (ends) of their braids.
13 1 It is Wajib (compulsory) to spend the nights in Mina. In case one is unable to spend the
whole night, he should at least be there for the majority of the night.
141 He is nicknamed Abu 'Ubaidullah or Abu 'Amr and was an ally of Banu 'Amr bin 'Auf of
the Ansar. He witnessed the battle of Badr and the later battles. He was the commander of
Al-'Aaliya tribes during the battle of Badr and so the Prophet ~ gave him one portion of the
booties. He died in 45 H. It is also said that he was martyred during the battle of Al-Yamama
at the age of 120 years.
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(religious talk - sermon) on the Day of , ;.:ii , ~ ~I
Sacrifice. The narrator reported the rest
.
i Y.
-of the Hadith. [Agreed upon].
638. Narrated Sarra' bint Nabhan.1 1 ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ addressed us on
the day after the Day of Sacrificel 2 J and
said, "Is this not the middle day of the
Tashriq days?" The narrator reported
the rest of the Hadith. [Abu Da'ud
reported it with a Hasan (good) chain
of narrators].
639. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet~
said to her, "Your circumambulation of
the House and your running between
As-Safa and Al-Marwa are sufficient for
and 'Umrah. l3 J [Reported by
Your Hau
w
Muslim].
1
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640. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
ili1 ~) .-r~ ,JI ,,Y.:J (it•)
Prophet ~ did not run in the seven
J!i
_._._ 11 . · 1 ~., :I~ , ~I\ ~f , 1 ~;.
(circuits)1 4 1 he made when he returned '-? - -C: <.! '..T ..r.. r -• '-E"'
to Makkah (for Tawafi414fada). ~:; ·~~)1
L~1 ~1:,:; .~ .::,..;u1
(Reported by Al-Khamsa except At. ~ ~t;.ii
Tirmidhi; Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
r-:
(authentic)].
641. Narrated Anas ~: The Prophet ~ ~f ,;;s J~ ill1 ~) ~f ~J (it\)
prayed Az-Zuhr, Al- :.4sr, Al-Maghrib and
..:., :.-w - ·-:w -~t11 ~ -- <l!JZ • ~11
Al- 'Isha' prayers - and then slept - at . r--' J ~ J fi""""' ...r- ~ '-;!'!'"'
151
Al-Muhassab
[on the 13th of Dhul- ~) ~ '-~~ ~.:J) .:J) ~ '·~1:;
Hijjah]. He then rode to the House (Al.&,!QI ~\:)) . ~ ..:JUJ '_.:.;ii
Ka 'ba) and performed the (Farewell)
Tawaf (circumambulation). 16 1

·h

Ji

[IJ Sarrii' bint Nabhan Al-Ghanawiya is a Sabilbiya and Rabi'a bin Abu 'Abdur-Rahman
narrated the Hadith from her.

12 1 Yaumur-Ru'oos (day of heads) is the name of the day following the 'Etd day.
13 1 This Hadith informs us that pedorming one Tawiif and one Say each, suffices for both
'Umrah and Hajj for a pilgrinI who is doing Hajj Qiran. Conversely, the one who is intending
a Hajj Tamattu' will, however, have to pedorm two Tawiif and two Sa'.Y each separately.
14 1 We thus know that there is no Ram/ (running) either in Tawiifal-Ifiida or Tawiifal-Wada'.
Ram/ is performed in Tawafal-Qudiim only. Tawiifal-Qudum is the one that is pedormed
upon entering Makkah (upon arrival from ones land). One should also bear in mind that
Ram/ (running) is meant for males only and not females.
15 1 Muhassab is a mountain passage closer to Mina than to Makkah-;- It is known as Batha and
Khaif Banu Kinana, and it opens out to Al-Abtah.
16 1 This is Tawafal-Wada' which is pedormed at the time of departing from M.3:kk;ib.-
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[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
642. Narrated 'Aisha i;,: She was not

doing that i.e., stopping at Al-Abtah,
explaining that Allah's Messenger ~
only stopped there because it was
resting place from which it was easier
for him to depart from. Ill [Reported by
Muslim].
643. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The people
were commanded to make the House
(Tawafal-Wada') their last act (before
leaving Makkah), except that the
woman in menses was exempted. 12 1
[Agreed upon].
644. Narrated Ibn Zubair131 ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "One prayer in this
mosque of mine is better than a
thousand elsewhere, except Al-Masjid
Al-Haram (the Sacred Mosque in
Makkah); and one prayer in the Sacred
Mosque is better than a prayer in this
mosque of mine by a hundred
prayers."1 4 1 [Reported by Ahmad and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
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Pl When leaving for Al-Madinah.

12 1 This is Tawiifal-Wadii' (farewell circumambulation of the Ka'ba), which is compulsory
(Wiijib) according to all the Imams except Imam Miilik. However, the menstruating women
are exempted from it. Anyone missing it, is liable to make an animal sacrifice.
13 1 He is Abu Bakr 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair bin Al-'Awwam Al-Qurashi Al-Asaeli. His mother
Asma bint Abu Bakr migrated to Al-Madinah while pregnant and gave birth to him at Quba'
and he thus became the first baby to be born after the Hijra. He fasted and prayed a lot, was
a noble man who did not accept to be wronged and a fierce fighter. He was also eloquent,
accepted that which was right, and used to take care of his next of kins. He was sworn as a
Khalifa after the death ofYazid bin Mu'awiya in 64 H. and so he conquered Al-Hijaz, the two
'Iraqs, Yemen, Egypt and most of the Sham. Al-Hajjaj bin Yusiif Ath-Thaqafi sieged him in
Makkah where he was martyred and crucified in the month of Jumada Al-Ukhra 73 H.
14 1 It is reported in Tabariini that a prayer offered in Al-Aqsa Mosque (Baitul-Maqdis) shall be
rewarded five hundred times; and the one offered in the Mosque of the Prophet ~ shall be
rewarded a thousand times; whereas the one offered in Al-Masjtdal-Hariim (the House of
Allah) shall be rewarded a hundred thousand times.
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Chapter 6
MISSING THE
HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
AND BEING DETAINED

•=

, ·' •...r' Go
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645. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas
Allah's J-~ ili1 ~.)
. ,er.
, ..
,,
l
Messenger ~ had been detained, Ill so
he shaved his head, had intercourse J.i;._; ,~ ~I J~~ ~I ..i; : Jl.i ~
with his wives and sacrificed his J;. .~.u ~:; .~.~ ~l:f.:; .~I~
animals. Then he performed the
. &/~II ~lj~ . ~Li l.~ ~I
'Umrah in the following year.
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
646. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
went in to visit Duba'al 2 l hint Zubair
bin Abdul-Muttalib ,., and she said, "O
Allah's Messenger, I have intended to
perform the pilgrimage, but I am
suffering from pain." The Prophet ~
said, "Perform the pilgrimage, but make
a condition (shart) that 'the place
where I will get out of the state of
Ibram will be where You (Allah)
restrain me.' " [Agreed upon).
647. Narrated 'Ikrima1 3 1 from Al-Hajjaj
bin 'Amr Al-Ansari .,: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Whoever breaks a leg or
becomes lame he (may) come out of
the state of Ibram. However, he must
perform the pilgrimage the following
year." 'Ikrima said, "I asked Ibn 'Abbas
0.....

,.

""

l1 l What are the factors that may be regarded as a hindrance or an impediment on the way to
one's performing the pilgrimage? The majority of scholars are of the opinion that anything
interfering with the pilgrim causes a hindrance, :whether it happens to be an enemy, disease,
fright or inability to travel. Some maintain that Ihsar (hindrance) is only caused due to an
enemy who is a disbeliever. There is a difference of opinion among the scholars in regard to
the sacrifice to be offered by such a stranded pilgrim. The majority are of the view that one
must slaughter the sacrificial animal exactly at the same place where one gets out of the state
of Ihram whether that place lies within the limits of the sacred region or outside it.
2
C l She was called Umm Hakim Duba'a hint Az·Zubair bin 'Abdul-Muttalib bin Hashim bin
'Abd-Manaf, the daughter of the Prophet's uncle. She was married to Al-Miqdad bin Al·Aswad
for whom she bore 'Abdullah and Karima. She died during 'Ali's Caliphate.

c3 1 'Ikrima was called Abu 'Abdulliih 'Ikrima Al·Madani, the manumitted slave of 'Abdullah bin
'Abbas. He descended from the Barbar and was one of the learned Imams, and among the
Fiqh scholars of Makkah. He was among the middle Tabi'in (students of the Companions)
and probably died in Al-Madinah in 107 H. at the age of 80 years.
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and Abu Huraira about that, and they
replied, 'He has spoken the truth.' "
[Reported by Al-Khamsa; At-Tirmidhi
graded it Hasan (good)].
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7. THE BOOK OF BUSINESS
TRANSACTIONS

Chapter 1
CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS
TRANSACTIONS AND THOSE
WHICH ARE FORBIDDEN
648. Narrated Rif.i'a bin Rafi' ~= The
Prophet ~ was asked, 'What type of
earning is best?'{ 11 He replied, "A
man's work with his hand and every
business transaction which is free from
cheating or deception." [Reported by
Al-Bazzar; Al·Hikim graded it Sahib
(authentic)).
649. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: I
heard Allah's Messenger ~ saying in
the year of the Conquest, while he was
in Makkah, "Allah and His Messenger
have forbidden the sale of intoxicants,
dead animals, swine and idols." He was
asked, "O Allah's Messenger, what
about the fat of a dead animal, for it is
used for greasing ships, greasing the
hides (of animals), and making oils for
lamps?' He replied, "No, it is unlawful."
Allah's Messenger~ then added: "May
Allah curse the Jews, when Allah the
Most High declared the fat of such
animals unlawful they melted it, then
sold it and devoured its price
(profit)l 2 l ."[Agreed upon].
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11 1 Which occupation is the best? Scholars differ on this issue. Imam An-Nawawi collected the
Ahadith on this subject, examined them all carefully, and in the end gave his verdict that the
profession of agriculture is the best among all, since most ·of the creatures benefit from it.
The second best profession is craftsmanship and industry, and third is honest trade. Some
scholars have given priority to industry, while others have preferred honest trade. Allah is the
best knower of everything.
12 1 It means that trading in liquor, dead animals, carrion, swine,
prohibited. This Hadfth also makes the point clear that the profits unlawful in itself - ace also unlawful, and the change in its form
prohibition, as the noble Prophet ~ ruled concerning the profits from

idols and statues is
of anything which is
does not cancel the
fat.
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650. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~: I heard
Allah's Messenger~ saying, "When two
people who are arranging a business
transaction disagree and there is no
proof to arbitrate between them, the
seller's word is final, or they may break
the deal." [Reported by Al-Khamsa and
authenticated by Al-Hakim].

Ji;; illi

651. Narrated Abu Mas'iid Al-Ansari ~:
Allah's Messenger. ~ prohibited the
money paid for a dog,Pl the payment
made to a prostitute, [ZJ and the
payment given to a soothsayerl 3 l . ''
[Agreed upon].
652. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~ : I
was travelling on a camel of mine's
which had become exhausted, so I
intended to let it go free. The Prophet
followed me and made supplication
for me and struck it. Then, it went as it
had never done before. He then said,
"Sell it to me for one Uqiyal 4 l ." I
replied, "No." He again said, "Sell it to
me." So I sold it to him for one Uqiya.
However, I stipulated that I should be
allowed to ride it home. Then when I
reached (home), I took the camel to
him and he paid me its price in cash. I
then went back and he sent someone
after me. (When I came), he said, "Do
you think that I asked you to reduce
the value of your camel's pricel 5 l to
take it? Take your camel and your
money, for it is yours." [Agreed upon;
and this is Muslim's wording].
653. Narrated Qabir bin 'Abdullah)~: A
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According to most of the religious scholars, trading in dogs is also unlawful.

l2 J Earned money of a prostitute is unlawful. There is a consensus of the Muslim nation on
this issue.
l3 l Soothsayers tell the future news by guessing, and earn money in this way. So this type of
money accepted by fortune-tellers, is unlawful unanimously. Similarly, singing and its
payment is also prohibited.
l4 l One Uqiya is equal to forty Dirharns.
l5 l May be you are thinking that I purchased your camel at a low price.
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man among us declared that a slave
belonging to him would be free after ~~I~~~ '~? jc; j ~ i-3.J 'f~
his death. However, he had no other
-~~-~9
property. So, the Prophet ~ sent for
him (the slave) and sold him.Pl
[Agreed upon].
654. Narrated Maimuna ~, the wife of
the Prophet ~ : A mouse fell into some
ghee and died. The Prophet ~ was ' •.;..:. .}, -.:._j_J ~)t ~\ ·~ &.ii
asked about it and he replied, "Throw it :JI.ii ~ ~ ~I ~ ,~
- and what is surrounding (touching) it
•&l~I ~\_)) .11~)5.J 43~ t.;;_J t..>)lln
- away and eat it (that which remained
• ~II ·. ..,,,'-'
~.,\' ,:,\J ........~,: '1 ~\.)~Juntouched)." [Reported by Al-Bukhari.
. 11~~, ,:_r.:.
Ahmad and An-Nasa'i added: "into a
solid ghee. "]

63
-.:Jw
J

655. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If a mouse falls into
ghee which is solid, throw the mouse
and what is surrounding it away; but if
it is in a liquid state do not go near it."
[Ahmad and Abii Da'ud reported it; AlBukhari and Abu Hatim ruled it to be
Wahm (an error) (in reporting it from
Abu Huraira)].
656. Narrated Abu Zubair[ZJ ~= I asked
Jabir ( ~) about the payment for cats
and dogs[ 3 1 and he replied, "The
Prophet ~ warned sternly against
that." [Reported by Muslim and AnN asa' i; the latter added: "except a
hunting dog."]
657. Narrated 'Aisha~: Barira[ 4 l came
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[IJ It means that selling a Mudabbar slave is permissible. Mudabbar slave, a male or female,
is that one who is told by the master that he or she will be free after his (master's) death.

r2 1 He is Muhammad bin Muslim bin Tadrus Al-Asadi Al-Makki, a manumitted slave of Hakim
bin Hizam. He was a Tabi'i whose reliability ,was agreed upon by the Haditb scholars. He
died in 128 H.
l3 J Buying and selling of cats is unanimously unlawful. Likewise, there is no difference of
opinion about common or ordinary dogs, about their trade being unlawful. However, there
is a difference of opinion about hunting dogs, which are considered legal by some.

r4 1 Barira was the slave-girl of 'Aisha ~ 'Mother of the Believers' and she was married to
Mughith, the slave of the family of Abu Alimad bin Jahsh. When she was freed, the Prophet
~ gave her the freedom of choice and she chose to be free from her husband who was still a
slave and automatically became divorced from him.
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to her and said, "I had arrangedl11 to
buy my freedom for nine Uqiya; one
Uqiya to be paid annually, so help
me." 'Aisha ~ replied, "ff your people
are pleased that I should pay (the
amount) to them, and I shall have the
right to inherit from you, I shall do so."
Barira went to her people and told
them about it, but they refused the
offer. When she came back Allah's
Messenger ~ was sitting (in the
house). She said, "I offered that to
them, but they insisted that the right to
inherit from mel 2 J should be theirs."
The Prophet ~ heard that and 'Aisha ~
told him about it. So, he said to 'Aisha
~, "Take her and stipulate that the
right to inherit from her will be yours,
for the right of inheritance belongs only
to the one who has set a slave free."1 3 1
'Aisha ~ did so. Allah's Messenger ~
then stood up among the people to
address them. So, after praising and
extolling Allah, he said, "To proceed;
what is the matter with some men who
make conditions which are not in the
Book of Allah, the Might, the Majestic?
Any condition which is not in Allah's
Book is invalid. Even if there are a
hundred conditions, Allah's Decision is
more valid and Allah's Condition is
more binding. The right of inheritance
belongs only to the one who has set a
slave free." [Agreed upon and the
wording is Al-Bukhiri's]. Muslim has:
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111 Kitabat (~1.:5): or Mukataba (;;_,;is::.) means the written contract of liberation of a slave or
slave-girl from his/her master against the payment of money. Either side can make this
proposal, i.e. the master may ask for the money, or the slave can offer money for his
freedom.
121 After the de;i.th of a Mukatab slave (male or female) his/her left property is called Wala'
(. 'l_i). If somebody pays the amount of the contract (~1.:5) and liberates the Makatab (-,..;is::.)
- slave or slave-girl, than in case of the death of this slave or slave-girl, he who has paid the
money, inherits the property; and if the contract money is paid by the slave himself, than his
property goes to his kins.
131 It means that the freeing of a Makatab (a slave or slave-girl who has made a written
contract for freedom) for a fixed amount is lawful.
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"Buy her, set her free and make the
stipulation that the right to inherit from
her will be yours."
658. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: 'Umar ( 4';.)
forbade the sale of the slave-women
who have given birth to children [lJ (of
their owners). He said, "She is not to
be sold, bestowed as a gift or inherited.
He (the owner) enjoys her as long as he
lives and when he dies, she becomes
free." [Reported by Malik and AlBaihaqi. He said: Some of the narrators
have attributed it to the Prophet
mistakenly].
659. Narrated Jabir ~: We used to sell
our slave-women who had borne (our)
children while the Prophet ~ was still
living, and he saw no harm in that.
[Reported by An-Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and
Ad-Daraqutni. Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
660. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ prohibited the
sale of excess water121 . [Reported by
Muslim]. In another narration, he
added: "And hiring a camel to
impregnate a she-camel."
661. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade the sale of a
stallion's semen (to use for
impregnation). [Reported by AlBukhari].
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662. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: Allah's .&. y ~~~I J_,.:..j ~1 ~j (iiY>
Messenger ~ forbade the transaction 'i ~j ~G ~ ~L.S· ,U::.;._i 1 1-::..
called 'Habalal- Habata•l 3 l which was u· · ·
··
.J
• ·
.u:-Pl Ummahata/-Au/iid (>~_,'JI .:-4-oi) or Ummul-Walad (..U_,.11 \\)is that slave-girl who bears a
child for her master. Such a slave-girl has to stay with her master till his death and after the
death of her master she is free. The master's children have no right or claim over her.
Whether a master can sell or not the slave-girl after she has given birth to his child, is a
disputed issue.
l2 l Withholding or selling of surplus water beyond what one needs is strictly prohibited,
whatever may be the source of water, a well or spring, on one's own land or someone else's.
However, water stored for personal use can be sold and it is lawful.
l3 l There were two forms of this trade. The example of first form is to buy the offspring of an
animal which itself is yet to be born, by making the payment in advance. The second form is
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one entered into in the ]ahiliya era,
whereby a man bought a she-camel
which was to be the offspring of a shecamel which was still in its mother's
womb. [Agreed upon, and the wording
is Al-Bukhari's].
663. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade selling or giving
away the right of inheritance from a
freed slaveYl [Agreed upon].
664. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade a transaction
determined by throwing stones, and
the transaction which involves some
uncertainty (or cheating). 12 1 [Reported
by Muslim].
665. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~: Allah's ,Cr° : Jli ~ ~I J~:; 0f ~.:; ('\ io)
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone buys , J,~
,
,, ,
,
grain he must not sell it till he weighs 01
~~ ~ ~ ~ L,.(.j. '5;.!.I
it." [Reported by Muslim].
.~
J

666. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade two transactions
combined in one.l 3 l [Reported by
Ahmad and An-Nasa'i. At-Tirmidhi and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
Abu Da'ud has: "If anyone makes two
transactions combined in one he is
entitled to take the lower price, or (it is
considered) usury. "1 4 1

~

•

~

ci

-~

tS .:;''

:;Ji; c1;'1.J
.1<~]\ -!f ~jf

sell an animal on condition to deliver it at the time when its offspring is born. Both forms
of this kind of trade are prohibited due to unknown factors in the contract.

to

r•l Al-Wala' (. ~ )1) is a right to inherit the property of a freed slave by the person who has
freed him. The Hadith make it clear that Wala' is like lineage. One's lineage cannot be sold
or gifted, and likewise selling Wala' or offering it as a gift is prohibited.
[ZJ "Pebble throwing trade" is another form of a trade containing the unknown. In this trade
the seller asks the buyer to throw a pebble, and whatever the pebble falls upon, that thing is
given to the buyer on a pre-fixed price. This form of trade is also prohibited because there is
fraud in it. The price of the thing on which the pebble falls may be more or less than the prefixed price. There are many forms of this type of trade and all of them are prohibited. For
example, to sell a lost slave or an animal, flying birds or fish in water, etc.

r3 l In this form of trade the seller fixes two prices for an article. One price for cash payment
and the second price for credit purchase. The extra money added to the credit purchase is
considered interest, and therefore unlawful.

r4 l Some scholars ofHadith have disapproved of this last narration which has Muhammad bin
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667. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grand father
( .$,): Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The
condition of a loan combined with a
sale is not lawful, l 1 l nor two
conditions relating to one transaction,
nor the profit arising from something
which is not in one's charge, nor selling
what is not in your possession.''
[Reported by Al-Khamsa. At-Tirmidhi,
Ibn Khuzaima and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)]. Al-Hakim reported it
in 'Uloom Al-Haditb, from the
narration of Abu Hanifah, from 'Amr
bin Shu'aib, with the wording: He (the
Prophet) forbade a transaction
(combined with) a condition. AtTabarani reported it through this chain
of narrators in al-Awsat, and it is
Gbarib (reported by a single narrator).
668. Narrated ('Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grand father
.$,): Allah's Messenger ~ forbade the
type of transaction in which a security
deposit was paid. l2 J [Reported by Malik,
who said, "It reached me (with
mentioning its chain of narrators) on
the authority of 'Amr bin Shu'aib
that... " i.e., the aforesaid Haditb].
669. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: I bought
some oil in the market and when I had
taken it (from the seller), a man met
me and offered to give me a good profit
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'Amr as one of its narrators. However, it has been graded Hasan or Sahib by others. See:
Irwii' Al-Ghaleel, Shaykh Al-Albani, 5/149-150.
[lJ This trade has two forms. The first form is of a man who sells a horse for one hundred
riyals on credit with the condition that the buyer will make the payment in a certain period
of time. If the buyer is unable to make the payment within the fixed time, than the seller
purchases the horse back for fifty riyals and leaves him indebted for the balance fifty riyals.
This is unlawful. The second form of this trade is that a house valued at twelve thousand
riyals, is sold to someone for ten thousand riyals with the condition that the buyer would
lend two thousand riyals to the seller.
[ZJ 'Urban ('->4/) means a security deposit towards the
settles the price of an animal and pays a certain amount
buy this animal, the seller will keep the deposited
accomplished, the deposited amount will be deducted

purchase of an item. If somebody
as a deposit such that if he did not
money; and in case the deal is
from the price. This is prohibited
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for it. Then, when I was about to
finalize the deal with him, a man caught
hold of my forearm from behind. So I
turned and found that he was Zaid bin
Thabit ( ~). He said, "Do not sell it in
the place where you have bought it, till
you take it to your dwelling. This is
because Allah's Messenger ~ forbade
that commodities to be sold in the
place where they were bought, till the
traders take them to their
dwellings."l 1 l [Reported by Ahmad and
Abu Da'ud; this wording is from Abu
Dawud. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
670. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: I said, "O
Allah's Messenger, I sell camels at AlBaqi'. I sell for Dinars and take Dirhams
(for them), and sell for Dirhams, and
take Dinars (for them), I take this for
that and give that for this (i.e. Dinars
and Dirhams)." Allah's Messenger ~
replied, "There is no harm in taking
them at the current ratel 2 l so long as
you do not separate leaving something
still to be settled (from the exchange)."
[Reported by Al-Khamsa and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
671. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: Allah's ,if~~\ J_?~ ~ :J~ ~J (WI)
Messenger ~ forbade bidding against
-4i~ ·,~I
one another (to raise the price). l3 l
[Agreed upon].
, '.i.\ ~·.-I'
('\V'I')
672. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: ,;,\
<U.J
~j '."' -:--- ,CT. !;'-":" (/'.)
The Prophet ~ forbade Muhii:qala,l 4 1
according to this Hadith. However, some scholars consider the Hadith weak. Hence, it is
prohibited by Imam Malik and Ash-Shaafi'i and allowed by Imam Ahmad.
111 It means that an article bought at a place should not be sold at the same place, until it is
taken into the buyer's possession before reselling.
[ZJ The Dirham (r" -',) is a silver coin, and the Dinar Ct:.;,) is a gold coin. Exchange of Dinar
and Dirham and vice versa is legal, provided the exchange is concluded at the rate of the day
and each party receives the amount due to him in full. This is known as the 'trade of
exchange (of currencies).'

131 Najsh (~1) means making a bid merely to raise the price of an article by bidder who
does not really intend to buy the item.

l4l Muhiiqala (:ilic.....JI) is selling unharvested grain in the field for an already harvested grain
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Muziibana, [IJ and Mukhiibara. [ZJ He
also forbade Thunya! 3 l unless it was

explicit (a known amount). [Reported
by Al-Khamsa excluding Ibn Majah; AtTirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic)).
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673. Narrated Anas ~: Allah's Messenger
~ forbade Muhiiqala, Mukhiidaraf 4 l ,
Muliimasa[SJ , Muniibadha[ 6 J and
Muziibana. [Reported by Al-Bukhari).
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674. Narrated Tawus[ 7 J from Ibn 'Abbas
~' Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Do not
go out to meet riders (to conduct
business with them), [SJ and a citydweller must not sell for a man from
like wheat.

r•1 Muziibana ('"-:1,:....ll) is to exchange the fruit which is still on the tree with the dry fruit. This
is not allowed.
[ZJ Mukhabara (•,"i>....JI) is renting land for a half or a third of its produce. This transaction is
allowed in principle and even the Prophet;@: practiced it with the Jews of Khaibar. But what
this Hadith forbids is specifying the produce of a certain portion of the land belonging to the
owner and the other portion to the tenant which involved a lot of conflicts between the land
owners and the tenants when the crops of the owner·s portion failed and the tenants
produced or vice-versa. However, there is no harm if both parties agree to share the whole
produce according to fixed percentages.

l3 l 1bunya (~) is also a kind of trade in which a person sells the fruit of his garden still on
trees for a certain price but on condition that he will keep some of its fruit. This is unlawful
because 'some' is not a fixed measure and therefore evolves the unknown. However, if the
condition specifies the amount to be withheld, it is allowed.
l4 l The buying of an unripe crop, before it is ready to be reaped is Mukhildara (i,...Ol>....JI).

r51Mulamasa (<......)WI) is a buy for pre-fixed price with closed eyes or in darkness just by the
first touch of the hand. For instance, a man goes to a cloth merchant and proposes to him to
buy a roll of cloth for a pre-fixed price. He agrees to buy it on the condition that he will close
his eyes and will go to touch the mils, then he will buy whichever mil he touches first. This
kind of trade is prohibited.
[61 Munabadha (;..LWI) is to throw the mil of cloth in the dark to each other, and to accept
whatever the catch is without seeing the goods.

r7 1 He is Abo 'Abdur-Rahman Tawus bin Kisan Al-Farisi and a manumitted slave of Al-Himyar.
His name was Dhakw:ln and Tawus was his nickname. He was a reliable virtuous Fiqh scholar
and a Tabi'i of the third grade. He said, "I met 50 of the Sahaba alive." Ibn 'Abbas said, "I
think Tawus will enter Paradise." And 'Amr bin Dinar said, "I never saw anyone like him." He
died in 106 H.
rs1 Receiving the trade caravans outside the town, with the intention of buying their goods ac
a lower price, and keeping them unaware of the market price of cheir merchandise is
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the desert." I asked Ibn 'Abbas ~, ,, ,
;.j j.i l,;;
"What did he mean by 'A city-dweller
must not sell for a man from the ~ 0~
desert."' He replied, "He should not act
as a broker for him." [Agreed upon and
the wording is Al-Bukhan's].
675. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not go out to
meet what is being brought (to market
for sale). Whoever has done so and
bought some of it, when its owner
comes to the market he has the choice
(of canceling the deal)." [Reported by
Muslim].
676. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade, a city-dweller to
sell for a man from the desert; one to
bid against another (to raise the
price) Y l that someone sell (his
product) by canceling the sale of his
brother; to propose (marriage) to a
woman after his brother has done so;
or a woman to ask to have her sister
divorced in order to deprive her of
what belongs to herY 1 [Agreed upon].
Muslim has: "A Muslim must not offer a
price above that offeredl 3 1 by another
Muslim."
677. Narrated Abu Ayub Al-Ansari .t;;: I
heard Allah's Messenger
saying,
"Whoever separates a mother from her

*

prohibited. The caravans should be allowed to reach the trade center and know the rate of
the market. Prior to this, buying and selling is prohibited. If somebody makes such a deal,
and the seller comes to know that he has been tricked, he has the option to cancel the deal.
[lJ Najsh (;-~JI) has been explained before. Another explanation of the word is that if
someone buys something from a shopkeeper, the other shopkeeper is not allowed to allure
the buyer to buy from him instead by offering his goods at a lower price.
[ZJ It is not allowed for a woman to cause hatred between a husband and wife, in order to
cause a divorce between them, so that she may then marry that man. Similarly, it is also
unlawful to marry one's daughter or sister or any other relation to a man by compelling him
to divorce the first wife.

13 1 For example, someone is selling something for one riyal and the buyer has agreed to the
price. It is not allowed for someone else to convince the seller not to sell his property for
one riyal, by offering to pay him one and a quarter for that same thing. However, in an
auction, bidding is allowed.

'
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child, May Allah separate him from his
beloved ones on the Day of
Resurrection." (Reported by Ahmad. AtTinnidhi and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic). However, it's chain of
narrators has some weakness. But, it
has a supporting narration].
678. Narrated 'Ali bin Abu Talib ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ commanded me
to sell two youths who were brothers. I
sold them and separated them (by
selling them to different people). When
I made mention of that to the Prophet
~ , he said, "Find them and get them
back,[lJ and do not sell them except
that they are together." (Reported by
Ahmad, and the narrators of his chain
are reliable. Indeed Ibn Khuzaima, Ibn
Al-Jarud, Ibn Hibban, Al-Hakim, AtTabarani and Ibn Qattan graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
679. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~: When
prices were high in Al-Madinah in the
time of Alla.h's Messenger ~' the
people said, "O Allah's Messenger,
prices have become high, so fix them
for us". Allah's Messenger ~ replied,
"Allah is the One Who fixes prices, Who
withholds, gives lavishly and
provides. [ZJ And I hope that when I
meet Allah, the Most High, none of you
will have any claim on me for an
injustice regarding blood or property."
[Reported by Al-Kbamsa excluding AnNasa' i; Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
680. Narrated Ma'mar bin 'Abdulla.h[ 3 1
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[lJ The foregoing Hadith indicates that creating separation is not permitted. This Hadith
makes it clear that if such business is conducted it stands cancelled.
[ZJ This Hadith indicates that controlling of price is prohibited because it causes loss to
businessmen on one side, and on the other it creates a made-up famine. Bare necessities of
life become scarce and many vices erupt from it.

l3 l Ma'mar bin 'Abdullah bin Nill' bin Nadia bin Harthan Al-'Adawi, who was the son of Abu
Ma'mar, was a senior Sahabi who had become a Muslim early and migrated to Abyssinia
(Ethiopia). His migration to Al-Madinah was delayed, then he migrated to it and settled there.
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~: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "None
withholds goods till the price rises[ 1 l
but a sinner." [Reported by Muslim].

:J\.i

'1>>

Jt_;;

,~ ~I ,J__?~ ~ ,~

~ 1·.~ ~1-. «t <...¢:'L.~ ~I~~
'<::'
.).)

,,--

681 Narrated Abu Huraira ~= The Prophet '~
~I :ri'~ ~}.} '-:.'!\ ~J (iA')
~ said, "Do not tie up the udders of
'1 ·')I I I ~ ' ! 'J » : J Li , .;'."" • : I\
·'
~ '-:!;'
~
camels and goats. He who buys them <..!; • .)r2-'
. --t:::11 ·~ -'~ ~ 1:;s1 . -~ ,::~w
after that (has been done) has two ,0-'-r--'
~ J+9
. - . ,:r' r- .)
choices open to him after milking
•L:.
0lo)
'~\
.L:.
0t 'lf::l~ 0\ ~
them: he may keep them if he wishes,
_ 1·.~1- ...:li '!.~~, 11 ·: : ~LP- t;"'
or may return them along with one Sa' .· ·r-:--',J
,__ '-"""" .
~
:>.;
of dates." (Agreed upon]. Muslim has: 1:~L ;j •.X
·.i
d
~JU
WL.
,,:,,
-- Jj cl.J
-i .
j ., ; J+9
"He has three days[ 2 l in which to "(!-"""'
decide whether to keep them or '] ·iW, .:_; ~LP ~ ~~)» :~j~I
not."[ 3 1 Another narration by Muslim,
~\) :~j~I Jli
which Al-Bukhiiri reported as Mu'llaq
(with a broken chain), has: "He must
return with it one Sa' of any grain but
wheat." (Al-Bukhiiri said, "(One Sa' of)
dates" is mentioned in more narrations
than not].

Jt_;;

r

.)

<i!'

.«•Tr-:.

682. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud ~: If anyone
·' :.'°'
· 1 ,:./.)
·" (iAY)
•.)"---" ,do
J 't.;;ill1,~.)
buys a goat whose udder has been tied
up and he returned it, he must return ~~ t;~) Hk~ ~L:. i.>~I ,:.;. : Jli ~
with it one Sa'. (Reported by Al- 1~t.:..::~1 ~lj_j '~j~I ~\)~ . ~LP ~
Bukhiiri]. Al-Isma'ili added: "of dates."
0

.«?&))

683. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger~ once came upon a heap
of grain, and when he put his hand
inside it, his fingers felt some
dampness. So, he asked, "What is this,
0 owner of the grain?" He replied,
"Rain had fallen on it, 0 Allah's
Messenger." He said, "Why did you not

,~
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Jt_;; ill1 :ri'~ ~}.} '-:.'!\ ~J
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:Jw , ~ ~LPf ..:.38 , ~ ~~ ~;t
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: Jli 1<! -i L.1.i1 -::..,..LP
~. ~11; \;ll
.
.,
j~ ~;.;. ~\» : Jli !~I J__?~ L! ~~I

~

:ri .:;

~~81 ~1;. :} '-iW:..11

[IJ Ihtikar (;t5::,,.. 'ii) means a planned hoarding of something for future profit. Jhtikar is
prohibited and unlawful as it creates artificial scarcity of essential foodstuff.

C2 J In the mentioned Hadith, three days have been prescribed because at least three days are
required to assess the actual quantity of milk in the udder. Sometimes fodder and change of
place is also a cause in increase of milk. U the milk is suspended in the udder for personal
need and not for sale, it is permissible. In any case, suspension of milk in the udder harms
the animal.
c3 1 It means that if the buyer senses something wrong with the deal, he can return it within
three days. Uthe purchase is a dairy cattle, it should be returned with a Sa' (2.6 kg) of any
kind of grain, not particularly dates.
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put it (the damp part) on the top of the
~\_~-~'I""
(( ~
·,,-'.).). ~
foodstuff so that people might see it?
Whoever cheats has nothing to do with
me."1 1 1 [Reported by Muslim].
684. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Buraida on
his father's authority ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever hoards
grapes in the vintage (harvest) season
till he sells them to those who make
wine from them, has hastily thrown
.<<~~
himself into Hell-fire with clear
121
knowledge."
[At-Tabarani reported it
·-~
in Al-Awsat with a Hasan (good) chain
of narrators]
685. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Any profit goes to the one
who bears responsibility." 131 [Reported
by Al-Khamsa. Al-Bukhari and Abii
Da'ud graded it Da'if (weak). AtTirmidhi, Ibn Khuzaima, Ibn Al-Jarod,
Ibn Hibban, Al-Hakim and Ibn AlQattin graded it Sahib (authentic)).
686. Narrated 'Urwa Al-Bariqil 4 l ~: The
;lJ1 Cri'".J ._:;~QI ~J} ~J (iAi)
Prophet ~ gave him a Dinar to buy a
' ;~'\ '\ I~
'1! '~\ .,;~ <~I\ ~~\
,,,
~ l>f-z:_ .) .:..;~ 'ua.;
~ .:r.<.)
'.;.s.
sacrificial animal or a sheep. He bought
.·;G..,-; l>r-'
<~i.; ,~Ci -'·f Wf
two sheep with it, sold one of them for t.
,0'::'
.,
a Dinar and came back to him with a j ~:J ,.;1;.,~_:; ;L.!.., ~Gt , t::.,J.., ~1.J.;.1
.. .... " .
~ .. ,,;
~
goat and a Dinar. So he invoked
blessings on him in his business c) ~IJ l>~I } Z,K; ,~ ~ ~;.J~
dealings, 15 1 and he was such that if he
~_;.\ :J:; ,~L;:j1 '1l L~11 ~1:;:i . ~
had bought soil (of the earth) he would

Jt;3

--o·-,

[IJ It means that cheating is prohibited. This Hadith means that the act of cheating is not
worthy of my people. "He behaved the way of infidels" does not mean that he is infidel.

l2 l It is prohibited to sell the grapes to an alcohol producer. Extending any kind of help or
assistance to an evil cause is prohibited. The Qur'an [5:2] orders us to help in good deeds
and prohibits us from extending any kind of assistance to sinful and bad actions.
3

1 It means that till the return time (the time given to return the purchase if not needed)
profit and loss goes to the buyer. Suppose the purchase is an animal, and it died within the
period agreed for its return, then the loss goes to the buyer. In the same way, if the animal is
sold again for a higher price, similarly, the profit will go to the buyer.
[

r4 l He is Ibn Ja'ad or Ibn Abii Ja'ad and it is said that his father was called 'Iyiid Al-Bariqi, a
sub-clan of the tribe of Azd who is Bariq bin 'Adi bin Haritha . He was called Bariq because
he settled on a mountain called Bariq. 'Urwa was a Sababi who served 'Umar as the Qadt of
Kufa, settling there and his Ahadtth were narrated by the people of Kufa.
! 5 l This Hadith makes clear four things:
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have made a profit from it. [Reported
by Al-Kbamsa except An-Nasa'i. AlBukhari also recorded it within another
Haditb but did not report its exact
wording. At-Tirmidhi reported a Shahid
(supporting narration of similar
meaning) for it from the Haditb of
Hakim bin Hizam].
687. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=
The Prophet ~ forbade buying what is
in the wombs of domestic animals till
they give birth; selling what is in their
udders; buying a runaway slave; buying
(something from) the spoils of war
until they are divided; buying Sadaqat
before they are received; and the
unknown catch (find) of a diver. (IJ
[Ibn Majah, Al-Bazzar and Ad-Daraqutni
reported it with a weak chain of
narrators].
688. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not buy the fish
that is in the water, for it involves
uncertainty (risk)." [Reported by
Ahmad who indicated that the correct
view is that it is Mawquf (saying of a
Companion, i.e. Ibn Mas'ud)].
689. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade the selling of a
.fruit till it becomes ripe, or the selling
of fur which is (still) on the back (of an
animal) or milk which is (still) in the
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i) That the attorney is empowered to operate the wealth of his trustee.
ii) That with the consent and approval of another person his property and goods can be sold.
iii) That it is permissible to sell a sacrificial animal and buy another in its place, but this trade
should not be for the purpose of profit. If there is any profit in this business, it should be
given in charity.
iv) That kindness should be appreciated and rewarded.
[lJ Six kinds of prohibited trade have been mentioned in this Hadith and the causes of their
unlawfulness vary. These six kinds have been explicitly stated in Ahiidith. The unlawfulness
of the first two is unanimous, and they involve taking a risk. The third is unlawful because
the return or whereabouts of the run away slave is not cenain. The founh is unlawful
because it is not the property of the seller. The fifth is unlawful because it is not in
possession, and the sixth is unlawful because there is no surety that the diver will get
something or not. It also involves taking a risk.
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udder. Pl [Reported by At-Tabarini in
Al-Awsat. Ad-Daraqutni also reported it.
Abu Da'ud reported in Al-Marasil as a
saying of 'Ikrima, and that is the
strongest opinion. He also reported it
Mawquf (as a saying of a Companion,
i.e.) Ibn 'Abbas with a strong chain of
narrators, and Al-Baihaqi held it to the
most correct narration].
690. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= The
Prophet
forbade the sale of what is
in the womb of a she-camel, and the
semen that is in the body of a malecamel. C2 l [Reported by Al-Bazzar and
there is weakness in its Isnad (chain of
narrators)].
691. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~= Allah's
Mt:ssenger ~ said, "Whoever accepts
back what he had sold to a Muslim,
Allah will forgive his fault. "[ 3 1
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and Ibn Majah.
Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic].
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Chapter 2
CONDITIONAL BARGAINS
692. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ,t,: Allah's
Messenger
said, "Both parties in a
business transaction have a right to
annul the transaction, C4 l so long as

*

<.s'It_;;

jj\ ~.)
, ·, ':;l-

· 'i
,d.

..;.

,<J

(i~Y)

In this Haditb three unlawful kinds of trade are mentioned. First is that the unripe fruit,
still on trees should not be sold because there is a chance of their damage till they are ripe.
The second point is that the trees are the propeny of the seller and their fruit is the propeny
of the buyer. Their longtime partnership may not last long. The other two kinds are to sell
the wool of a sheep or goat before it is shaved and the milk of an animal still in the udder.
These are unlawful because the quantity of wool and milk is not known, so this is a son of
gambling (involving risks).
[II

21
£ Madamin (.:r.-L.4..J\) means the offspring which is not yet born and are still in mother's
womb. Malaqib (~)\...)\) means the essence of life (sperm) which is still in father's spine.
3
£ 1 U it is already agreed that the merchandise can be returned, then the buyer has full right
to return it. However, if it is not agreed beforehand and the buyer wishes to return it, in this
situation whoever takes back the merchandise Allah will forgive his sins.

4
£ l Ikbtiyar or Kbiyar (}:;..Ji
is of many kinds:

JI ..>L::>- ~I) means to reserve the right of breach of contract. This
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they have not separated and remain
together; or one of them gives the
other the choice (to conclude or annul
the transaction); so, if one of them
gives the other the choice (to conclude
or annul the transaction) and then they
make the transaction accordingly, the
transaction then becomes binding; or if
they separate after having made the
transaction and none of them has
annulled it, the transaction then
becomes binding." [Agreed upon, and
the wording is Muslim's].
693. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
( ,$,): The Prophet ~ said, "The two
parties (seller and buyer) in a business
transaction have a choice (to annul it)
until they separate (from one another),
unless it is a transaction with the right
to annul it attached to it; and it is not
allowed for one to separate from the
other for fear that he may cancel the
deal." [Reported by Al-Kbamsa except
Ibn Majah. Ad-Daraqutni, Ibn Khuzaima
and Ibn Al-Jarud also reported it].
Another narration has: "till they
separate from their place (of
transaction)."
694. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: A man[lJ
told Allah's Messenger ~ that he was
being deceived (cheated) in business
transactions, and he replied, "When
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i) Kbiyar Maj/is (~I Jl,>-): As long as buyer and sel~er are together, each of them has the
rigbt to reject or accept the deal.
ii) Kbiyar Sbart (.J. _,.:JI Jl:>-): Buyer and seller make it conditional that in a certain period,
either side has the rigbt to reject or accept it.
iii) Kbiyar 'Aib (~I Jl:>-): Buyer says that if merchandise is defective, he will return it.
iv) Kbiyar Ru'yat (0)1 Jl:>-): Buyer accomplishes the deal conditionally that it will be
effective after seeing the goods.
v) Kbiyar Ta'yin (~I Jl:>-): It means that the buyer is allowed to select his choice.
l•J His name was Habban bin Munqadh. Due to an injury in the head, his memory was
weakened and people usually deceived him in business, so the Prophet ~ taugbt him these
words.
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you make a purchase say, 'Deceiving
(cheating) is not allowed (i.e. he has
the choice to return the goods if he
wills)' " (Agreed upon].

Chapter 3
AR-RIBA (INTEREST)
695. Narrated}abir .;g;,: Allah's Messenger : Jli ~ J~ rtl1 .:r!') ..I.~ ~ (i4.0)
cursed the one who accepts usury, ~LS' js ' t;-•11 ,;<T
41 J.J-'J
', <.)""'
~:I
the one who gives it, the one who ., .J ,.Y'J .J' <.,r, -" ,
records it and the two witnesses to it, •r!'~ ~1:;1 .ti:;.:..
:Jli.J ·~~G.J
saying, "They are all the same."£ 1 1
[Reported by Muslim]. Al-Bukhari
reported something similar from the
Hadith of Abii Juhaifa.
696. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'iid .;g;, :
The Prophet ~ said, "Usury has
seventy-three categories, the least one
in sin is as that of a man who marries
(has sexual relations with) his mother,
and the very essence of usury is the
(violation of the) honor of a Muslim
man." [Ibn Maj ah reported it in a short
form and Al-Hakim in a complete one.
The latter also graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
697. Narrated Abii Sa''id Al-Khudri .;g;,:
The Prophet ~ said, "Do not sell gold
for gold unless it is the same amount
for the same amount, and do not make
one amount greater than the other. Do
not setl silver for silver unless it is the
same amount for the same amount, and
do not make one amount greater than
the other. And do not sell that (cash
money) which is not present (at the
-~
time of the transaction) for that (cash
money) which is present." (Agreed
upon].
698. Narrated 'Ubada bin As-Samit .;g;,: rtl1 <..r;'
, ·,J , ..:.....t..;:Ji
· • ~~~
,
,er.
. i: f,,.J (i4.A)

m

~

r-:.

Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Gold is to ~jjl»

:~

~I

J__,.:..j Jli : J~

~ J~

111 Interest (usury) is unlawful according to clear and definite Verses of the noble Qur'an. It
is agreed upon that whoever gives the loan on interest, whoever receives it, whoever records
it and whoever witnesses it, all are cursed.
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be paid for with gold, silver with silver,
wheat with wheat, barley with barley,
dates with dates, and salt with salt,
same quantity for same quantity and
equal for equal, hand to hand (i.e.
payment being made on the spot).! 1 1 ff
these classes differ, sell as you wish as
long as payment is made on the spot."
(Reported by Muslim).
699. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Gold is to be paid
for with gold, both being of equal
weight and of same quantities; silver is
to be paid for with silver, both being of
equal weight and of same quantities. H
anyone gives more or asks for more of
it, it is then usury." (Reported by
Muslim].
700. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri and
AbO Huraira ~: Allah's Messenger ~
appointed a man over Khaibar and he
brought him dates of a very fine quality.
Allah's Messenger~ asked, "Are all the
dates of Khaibar like this?" He replied,
"I swear by Allah that they are certainly
not, 0 Allah's Messenger. We take one
Sa' of this kind for two, and even for
three (of lesser quality). So Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not do so. Sell
the mixed dates for Dirhams, then buy
the very fine dates with the Dirhams."
And he said that the same applies when
things are sold by weight. (Agreed
upon]. Muslim has: "and so is (that
which is sold by) weight."
701. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ forbade selling a
[lJ The items that the Prophet~ has counted are: gold, silver, wheat, barley, dates and salt.
There is no decrease or increase in the barter of these items. For example, a man has a good
quality wheat and the other has an inferior quality. It is not permissible to exchange 20 kg. of
good quality wheat with that of 30 kg. of inferior quality. U at all someone wishes to
exchange the quality of his wheat with the other, he should sell this and buy the other quality
with the money. Direct barter with increase or decrease is not allowed. Some religious
scholars approve increase or decrease in the same kind other than these six items, but the
four Imams do not approve this exchange as long as they are of one kind.
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quantity of dates whose measure was
~ ~;.;..ii
unknown for a specified (known) -~~ ~ ~ ~
quantity of dates. Pl [Reported by
.;:r~ ~1_,~ .__.31 ~.;..::..:ii
Muslim].
702. Narrated Ma'mar bin 'Abdullah ~ ~I ~~ ~I µ ,J
~:, (V•Y)
I used to hear Alla.h's Messenger* say,
J~ ~
"Food (may be sold) for food, of same ~ ~I J_,.:.~ ~f -.:..:S
quantities." Our food at that time 0\5:, --~ ~ -i~~ r~lli :J~
consisted of barley. 12 1 [Reported by
. ,,...-~\'~~I"
- ;_II .l!,;; '' i:;;t_j.
J.) . 11'
.r.:--'
• , Y.
Muslim].
·' ..d.
·' ~Lj,j '-/'
! " (V•"')
703. Narrated Fadala bin 'Ubaid ~: I <.s'lt_;;jj1,~.)
• •• ,V:
J
bought a necklace for twelve Dinars at
~;~-;;;. fY- ~:;::,i :J~ ~
the battle of Khaibar and it contained ~
gold and gems. I considered them .S1;) , ~I~ ,j;.J .:;_.;~ ~ , I)~~
separately and found that it was worth
~
~
more than twelve Dinars. I told the ~1 .s_:,sii -CL::~ ~
Prophet * about that and he said, "It ~I)~ .11J..a] J;_ t_Q ~)) :JI.ii -~ ~
must not be sold till the contents are
-~
considered separately. " 13 1 [Reported
by Muslim].
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704. Narrated Samura bin Jundub ~:
The Prophet * forbade selling animals
for animals when· payment was to be
made at a later date. 141 [Reported by
Al-Khamsa] Ibn Al-Jarud and AtTirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic).

~I ~~ .'":"'~ ,J g~ ~:, (V• t)
~ ~ ~ ~I ~f ,ti J~

705. Narrated Ibn 'Umar
I heard
Allah's Messenger * say, "If you sell
anything on credit to anyone, on the
condition that you will buy it back for a
lower price (Al-'Einah),1 5 1 take hold of
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[lJ It means that the commodities which are sold by measure aJ!d-weight should be
exchanged with exactness by measure and weight and not by guess only.

r2 1 In another Hadith it is stated that their food was wheat. Ma'mar wants to explain that
barley and wheat are equal and should be treated as one foodstuff and in their exchange any
increase or decrease is not correct. But other Companions of the Prophet ~ do not agree
with it. As in the Hadith reported by 'Ubada bin Samit = Ji I ._,.;,.; it is clearly told that wheat
and barley are two different kinds.
r3 1 This Hadith is a proof that gold if mixed with other substances should not be sold unless
it is separated from them, because it is not possible to estimate the weight of gold mixed
with other substances.
r4 1 It is permitted to sell one animal for two or vice versa, even if the animals are of the same
class. But swapping of animals on credit is not allowed.
5
f l 'Einah (<:.,.JI): An example of 'Einab is that a person asks someone to lend him a certain
amount of money. He refuses the money in cash and instead offers him an article at a higher
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the tails of cattle, become pleased with
agriculture and give up jihad - Allah
~ make disgrace. prevail over y~u and
will not remove 1t from you till you
• .
return to your rehg10n."
(Reported by
Abu Da'ud from the narration of
1
Nafi'1 1 on the authority of Ibo 'Umar
~' but there is a defect in its chain.
Ahmad reporred something similar
from the narration of 'Ata. 12 1 Its
narrators are reliable and Ibo Al-Qattan
graded it Sahib (authentic)).
706. Narrated Abu Umama ~: The Prophet
~ said, "Whoever intercedes for his
brother and that one gives him a gift for
that (intercession) which he accepts, he
has engaged in one of the most terrible
types of Riba (undeserving increase is
something)."1 3 1 [Reported by Ahmad
and Abu Da'ud, but one of its narrators'
reliability has been doubted).
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price than the amount of the requested loan. Then, he buys back the same article from him
at a lower price i.e., equal to the amount of the requested loan. In this way he makes him
indebted for the larger amount, which includes the amount of the requested loan in addition
to the increase, which is in fact Riha (interest) ... It shows that two things are the causes of
Muslim' disgrace - one is giving up of]ihad and the second is fraud and swindling.
[lJ He is Abu 'Abdullah Nafi' bin Sirjis Al-Madani, the manumitted slave of lbn 'Umar whom
he captured during one of the military expeditions. He was reliable and a prominent Fiqb
scholar among the great Tiibi'in (student of a Companion). He narrated most of the Ahaditb
reported by lbn 'Umar ~.iii ._,.,i>.;. lbn 'Umar said, "Allah has blessed us with Nafi' "Malik
also said, "I used not to bother about hearing a Haditb from anyone else once I heard it from
Nafi' through lbn 'Umar." Al-Bukhari also said, "The most authentic chain of narrators is:
Malik from Nafi' from lbn 'Umar (from Allah's Messenger)." Many people narrated Ahaditb
from Nafi' and he died in the year 117 H. or after it.

czi It is most likely that he is 'Ata' Al-Khucisaru and he was called Abu 'Uthman 'Ata' bin Abu
Muslim Maisara, the manumitted slave of Al-Muhalab bin Abu Sufra. He settled at Sham and
was one of its eminent men. He was reliable and used to be regular in after midnight prayers.
However he had a bad memory and committed many errors in his narrations. He died in 135
H. at the age of 85 years.
3
C l If the gift is given before intercession in addition to the intercession being for a forbidden
deed, its unlawfulness is agreed upon, and it is not a gift but bribery. Making recommendation in the case of an evil, and accepting a gift afterwards also falls into the same category. If
the recommendation is made for a righteous deed, and acceptance of the gift is afteiwards,
and it was not something promised before, it is permissible.
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Aas~:

Allah's Messenger~ cursed the
~I J_?~ z,j
one who bribes and the one who takes
bribesYl [Reported by Abu Da'ud and ;J15 _;.i ~l.J)
At-Tirmidhi, who graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
708. Narrated ('Abdullah bin 'Amr bin ~I
Al-Aas) ~: The Prophet ~ commanded
him to equip an army. Then, when the
camels were insufficient, he
commanded him to keep back the
young camels of Sadaqa. He said, "I
was taking a camel to be replaced by
two when the camels of Sadaqa came."
[Reported by Al-Hakim and Al-Baihaqi;
its narrators are reliable].
709. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade Al-Muzabana,
which means that a man sells the fruit
of his garden, if it consists of palm-trees
(fresh dates)' for dried dates by
measure; or if it consists of grapes (on
the vines), for raisins by measure; or if
it is unpicked crops, he sells it for a
measured amount of picked crops. He
forbade all that.121 [Agreed upon].
710. Narrated S'ad bin Abu Waqqas ~: I
heard Allah's Messenger~ being asked
about buying fresh dates for dry ones.
He replied, "Will fresh dates diminish
when they become dry?" They
answered, "Yes." So he forbade that.
[Reported by Al-Khamsa and graded
Sahib (authentic) by Ibn Al-Madini, AtTirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim).
711. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet ~ forbade selling a debt to be
paid at a future date for another i.e., a
debt for a debtYl [Reported by lshaq
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[lJ Whoever accepts bribery is cursed. He who is compelled to offer bribery for his genuine
and legitimate right, may Allah forgive him. But, if the bribery is offered to deprive someone
from his right, it is a cause to invoke the curse of Allah.

! 2 J This is because it involves selling something in an unknown amount for a known amount. ,
Therefore, this kind of trade is prohibited.

l3 J It has two forms: (1) for example, 'Ali buys a horse from Bakr for one hundred Dirhams
and makes a promise to make the payment after one year, but after the lapse of a year, he is
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and Al-Bazzar with a Da'if (weak)
chain].

Chapter 4
PERMISSION REGARDING
IBE SALE OF AL-'ARAYA AND
THE SALE OF TREES[tJ
AND FRUITS
712. Narrated Zaid bin Thabit .t;: Allah's
Messenger ~
gave permission! 2 l
regarding Al-'Araya 131 for its sale on
the basis of a calculation (of what the
dates would be when dry) by measure.
(Agreed upon].
Muslim has: "He gave permission
regarding Al-Araya (for its sale) in
which the household buys its fruit on
the basis of a calculation (of what the
dates would be when dry), yet they
could eat them fresh (from the tree)."
713. Narrated Abo Huraira .t;: Allah's
Messenger~ gave permission regarding
the sale of Al-Araya, on the basis of
calculation of their amount, for dry
dates, on the condition that they be less
than five Awsuq, or amounting to five
Awsuq.! 41 (Agreed upon].
not able to make the payment. He goes to Bakr and asks him to sell the horse again at a
higher price. It means 'Ali is paying interest for not making the payment in time. (2) The
second form is as explained in the following example: Suppose 'Umar owes ten Dirhams to
Zaid, and he also owes a piece of cloth to Bakr. Bakr says to Zaid, "I will sell you the piece of
cloth owed to me by 'Umar, for the ten Dirhams owed to you by 'Umar." So, 'Umar gives the
cloth to Zaid instead of Bakr, and he gives the ten Dirhams to Bakr instead of Zaid. This cype
of transaction is prohibited.
111 The Arabic word Usu/

(J_,....,\/:· is plural of As/ (J.-"'11) and it means root. Because the
roots are the origin of trees, theret· e, Bai'al-Usu/ (J_,....,\11 C1-) means the trade of trees.
121 The literal meaning or verbal -~nse of the Arabic word Rukhsat (~)I) is 'leave or
permission' but as a term in Shari·,:. it means legal permission to act against the prohibition
or obligatory orders of Shari'a due to some genuine excuse or dire need.
131 (Plural of 'Ariya) It is a palm tree assigned by its owner to a person in need. He may eat
the fresh dates from the tree, or sell them for dry dates of the same amount (by estimation).

141 Measure of five Awsuq (plural of Wasq (._;...}I) is a little more than eight quintals or three
hundred Sa', which is approximately 650 Kilograms. If there is a need, taking less than this
quantity by estimation is permitted. This grace is bestowed for the general need of the
people.
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714. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ,t : Allah's
Messenger ~ forbade the sale of fruits
till they appear to ripe, forbidding it
both to the seller and to the buyer.
[Agreed upon].
A narration has: "When he was asked
about (the words): 'appear to ripe'?"
He ~ replied, "Till they were safePl
from damage or disease."

, ~ ~ C/'

j;:. 11t ;) LS''j : ~l'j~

715. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~= The
Prophet ~ forbade the sale of fruits till
they become colourful. He was asked
what that meant, he replied, "Till they
become reddish and yellowish."
[Agreed upon and the wording is AlBukhan's].
716. Narrated (Anas bin Malik) ~= The
Prophet ~ forbade the sale of grapes
till they become black (i.e. ripe) and
the sale of grain till it becomes hard
(i.e. ripe). l 2 l [Reported by Al-Kbamsa
except An-Nasa'i and graded Sahib
(authentic) by Ibn Hibban and AlH:ikim].
717. Narrated J:ibir bin 'Abdullah ,t:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "If you sell
some fruit to your brother and it was
struck by blight, it would not be lawful
for you to take anything from him.f3l
How can you take your brother's
money unjustly?" [Reported by
Muslim]. In another narration he has:
"The Prophet ~ commanded that·
unforeseen loss be remitted I 4 1 in
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[lJ The Arabic word 'Ahat (;;..~) means a 'sudden calamity'. This type of deal is prohibited
because unripe fruit is useless, and before it is ripe and usable, a sudden calamity may fall it
and destroy it. Due to this possibility of loss, it has been prohibited.

[lJ It means that when the grain is ripe in the spike, it is permitted to sell the crop, but only a
needful measure and not more. Otherwise, the rule is to sell the grains after thrashing and
cleaning.

l3 l If the yield is still on the trees and a calamity strikes, the owner of the trees has to endure
the loss. But if the stroke comes after picking the fruit, the buyer has to bear the loss.
l4 l The Arabic expression Wad'al-fawa'ih (~lpll ~J) means even after picking the yield, if
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respect of what is affected by blight.''
718. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
said, "If anyone buys a palm tree
after it has been pollinated, the fruits
belong to the seller who has sold them
unless the buyer makes a condition."
[Agreed upon].

*

Chapter 5
PAYMENT IN ADVANCE,£ 1 1
A LOAN AND A PLEDGE
719. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: When the J~ ;11 ~) .U""~ ,JI ,CJ&' (V\0.)
Prophet
came to Al-Madinah, they
were paying one and two years in ;..;:; '~~\ ~ ~\ f~ :J~ 1;+:~
advance for fruits. So he (*) said, :Jw ,_0 :::·1\.J t:...i1 :!~1 J 0)r;
"Those who paid in advance for fruits
J ~f ~))
must do so for a specified -i_,.1;; ,J;S J .'~·~\;
.•I- ,~., « \:: 1.:::.~1 J,1
\:: · ~-measurement and weight, and for a
' ~ J...:. . -i.r-- -~
; ·i.r-- ,v J.J.J
specified time." (Agreed upon]. Al. II~.) _j, ..:J.:.f ~II : ~,!~j
Bukhari has: "Those who pay in
advance for anything."
720. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin Abza[ 2 1
and 'Abdullah bin Abu Aufa ~ "We were
getting a portion of the spoils of war along
with Allah's Messenger ~, and some
Nabateans (Arabs who mixed with nonArabs and corrupted their language and
lineage) from those of Syria used to
come to us and we would pay in advance
to them for wheat, barley and raisins - A
narration has: 'and olive oil' - for a
specified fixed time." It was asked, "Did
they have standing crop?" They replied,
"We were not asking them about
that.[ 3 1 "(Reported by Al-Bukhari].

*

f

there is a loss, the owner should be considerate and give some rebate to his customer.
[IJ Salam (r-1-11) means to buy a produce by making the payment in advance. For example,
someone gives a certain amount of money to another person and says that he will have the
produce after such a period on such and such price. This is permitted provided the exact
amount and price is decided beforehand. This is also known as Bai' As-Salaf(.__jJ_J\ <'.'.1-).

12 1 'Abdur-Rahman bin Abza, the manumitted slave of Banu Khuza'a was a young Sahabi who
met the Prophet ~ and prayed behind him. He settled at Kufa and 'Ali bin Abu Talib
appointed him to govern Khurasan. He died at Kufa.
c3 1 This Hadith makes it clear that Bai' As-Salam (r-1-11 <'.'.1-) is legal even if the crop or kind is
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721. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: The
,~
jil ~) ;;.:;; ~f :_;.j (V"I)
said, "Whoever accepts other
people's wealth intending to pay it ,v-UI J1;\ _l;\
:Jl.i ~ ~I _Jback, Allah will pay it back for him. And
~;. t;.l;f
.~ ill1 l>~f t;;:1;f ~;.
whoever anyone accepts it intending to
. «J, t;; ill I ~f I:~:.:.'.
waste it, Allah, the Most High, will
. '-~?-d ~I
.. 'I"
0 JJ
'"¥ /V.
waste (destroy) him." [Reported by AlBukh:iri].
722. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I said, "O
Messenger of Allah, so-and-so has
brought clothes from Syria. What if you
sent someone to him, and you get from
him two garments on credit[l l till it is
easy for you to repay?" So he sent
someone to him, but he refused. [AlHakim and Al-Baihaqi reported it, and
its narrators are reliable].
723. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger~ said: "An animal may be
ridden, due to what is spent on it, [iJ
when it is in pledgepl and the milk of
a camel may be drunk, due to what is
spent on it, when it is in pledge. And
the responsibility of spending on it is
upon the one who rides (it) and drinks
(its milk)." [Reported by Al-Bukhari]."
Prophet~

Jt;;

.;11

.;.J

724. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~:Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "A pledge does not
become lost to its owner when he does
not redeem it in time. Any increase in
its value goes to him and any loss must
be borne by him. "[4 l [Reported by AdDaraqutni and Al-Hakim. Its narrators
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not present at the time of the deal. The only condition is that the yield should be ready well
in time.
111 It means that to buy a thing on credit is permissible. The cloth merchant was a Jew and
had enmity for the Prophet ~ , therefore he refused.
1z1 It means that if somebody mortgages his horse or cow against a loan, there are two aspects
of its interpretation. Either the debtor will feed his cow or horse and will get the benefit or
the creditor will feed the cow or horse and will get the benefit. Whoever feeds the animal
deseIVes the benefit. The Hadith confirms the second view.
131 According to Shari'a, Rahn ('-"" .;) means mortgage, i.e. to give some property or belonging
to a creditor as a security for payment of a loan or debt.
141 It means that mortgagee is not the owner of pledged possessions. He merely holds it in
his possession. If the pledged possession is destroyed or died, the mortgagee is not
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are reliable. However, the strongest
opinion is that it is Mursal (missing link
in the chain after the Tiibi'i) as
reported by Abu Da'ud and others].
725. Narrated Abu Rafi' .t;,: The Prophet
borrowed a young camel from a
man. So, when some Sadaqa camels
came to him he ordered Abu Rafi' ( .t;,)
to re-pay the man his young camel. He
told him (~), "I can only find an
excellent camel in its seventh year." He
said, "Give it to him, for the best of
people is he who discharges his debt in
the best manner. ,,pJ [Reported by
Muslim].
·'•!;:_'"
726. Narrated 'Ali .t;,: Allah's Messenger : J't,;>•,J'~jil
..;,&.
Cr:')
..p- er-J (VYi)
said, "Every loan, which leads to a
benefit, is usury." [Al-Harith bin Abu ~ ;~; _f;. ,.._...;)JS>> :~~I Jr.) Jt.i
! 1 ~· ,_,
1' ,::•-!1
Usama reported it, but its chain of '0 ........
~ ..... ~ ~I'',
J. ..:.,,!..,., 1 '1"
•.J) .« •L·!
narrators is Saaqit (containing an
.~L;;.
extremely weak narrator)].
- ·, .d
· · ilw.:i er:, ~
The aforesaid Hadith has a weak ~)
·-· ,J.
., .J....G
, ~J
supporting narration, on the authority
,~\ ~ ~ J~ jil
of Fadfila bin 'Ubaid .t;, reported by Al- ~ ~)y
Baihaqi. It also has another Mawquf ~ ~ J~ jil ~) -i-j.;;, ,J ~\ µ
(saying of a Companion) narration from
-~~~\
'Abdullah bin Salam . .t;, reported by AlBukhari.

*

*
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Chapter 6
BANKRUPTCY AND SEIZURE
727. Narrated Abu Bakr bin Abdur2
Rahmanl l on the authority of Abu

er-

•-~'I

.µ ,J /:-. ~\ :.,;.

8..-:;. : J, Li ~
,

J' ~

(VYV)

~I , . , ~-",
~)

.r....r"

.1

~

responsible for that. Similarly, if there is any addition in the pledged possession, he is not the
owner of it. Loss and profit, whatever it is, goes to the owner (i.e., mortgager) and not to the
mortgagee.
[lJ If the debtor gives some profit or something else with the principal money on his own, it
is lawful for the creditor to take it. However, if the creditor makes it a condition to return the
credit with something additional, it would be regarded as interest and it is unlawful.
Returning something better is permissible and lawful for the creditor but if it is made as a
compulsory condition to return something better, it is prohibited as it is interest on the
principal money.

r21 He is Abu

Bakr bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin Al-Hanth bin Hisham bin Al-Mughira Al-Makhzumi
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~:
We
heard
Allah's
Huraira
Messenger ~ say, "If a creditor finds
his very property with a debtor who
becomes bankrupt, he is more entitled
to it[IJ than anyone else." [Agreed
upon].
Abu Da'ud and Malik reported the
aforesaid Hadith from the narration of
Abo Bakr bin Abdur-Rahman, as Mursal
(broken chain after the Tabi't), with
this wording: "If anyone sells some
goods (on credit) and the one who
buys them becomes bankrupt, and the
seller does not recover any of the price
of his goods, and he then finds his very
goods (with him), he is more entitled
to them (than anyone else). However, if
the buyer dies, the owner of the goods
finds his actual goods he has most right
to them." [Al-Baihaqi reported it with a
full chain of narrators but graded it
weak, following Abu Da'ud].
Abu Da'ud and Ibn Majah reported the
aforesaid Hadith from the narration of
'Umar bin Khalda[ 2 J which has: "We
went to Abo Huraira ~ regarding a
friend of ours who was bankrupt. He
said, 'I shall certainly pronounce
judgement about him in accordance with
the judgement of Allah's Messenger~
Whoever becomes bankrupt or dies,
and a person finds his actual goods
[remaining with that man J, he has most
right to them.' "[ 3 1 [Al-Hakim graded it
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Al-Madani, the Qadi of Al-Madinah. It is said that his name was Muhammad, Al-Mughira or
Abu Bakr, and was nicknamed Abu 'Abdur-Rahman. It is also said that his name and nickname
were the same. He was reliable, knowledgeable and pious. He was a Tabi'i of the third
generation and died during the caliphate of Al-Walid bin 'Abdul Malik.
11 1 It means that the seller has the right to cancel the deal and take back his goods, if the
buyer becomes bankrupt.
12 1 He is Abu Hafs Al-Ansari Al-Madani Al-Qadi. He was a respectable, strict, pious and reliable
man. Abu Huraira and then Rabi'a Ar-Rayi narrated from him. It was said that Khalda was his
grandfather and his father's name was 'Abdur-Rahman.
131 If the buyer becomes bankrupt after making a partial payment of a certain purchase, then
the seller has not right over the price of the rest of the purchase. He will get his share
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Sahib (authentic); Abii Da'ud graded it
Da'if (weak). He also considered this
addition regarding the mention of
'death' to be weak].
728. Narrated 'Amr bin Ash-Sharid[lJ on
the authority of his fatherC 2 J : Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Delay in payment
on the part of one who possesses the
means, makes it lawful to dishonor and
punish him."C 3 J [Abii Da'ud and AnNasa'i reported it. Al-Bukhari reported
it as Mu 'a//aq (broken chain from the
side of the Haditb collector), and Ibo
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
729. Narrated Abii Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=
In the time of Allah's Messenger ~ a
man suffered loss affecting fruits he had
bought, owed a large debt and became
bankrupt. So, Allah's Messenger~ said
to the people, "Give him Sadaqa
(charity)." Hence, the people gave him
charity. However, that was not enough
to repay his debt in full. Therefore,
Allah's Messenger ~ said to the
creditors, "Take whatever you find, !4 1
and you will have nothing other than
that." [Reported by Muslim].
730. Narrated Ibo Ka'bC 5 l bin Malik ~
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according to proponionate division among all of his creditors. In case of death of the debtor,
all creditors get proponionate share without any distinction whether who's commodities are
sold and who's are unsold.
[lJ He is Abul-Walid 'Amr bin Ash-Sharid bin Suwaid Ath-Thaqafi At-Ta'ifi. He was a reliable
Tabi'i of the third generation.

C2 J He is Sharid bin Suwaid Ath-Thaqafi. His name was Malik, but Allah's Messenger ~
renamed him Sharid (the runaway), because he killed one of his clansmen, ran away to
Makkah and became a Muslim. It is said that he was from Hadramout, but was counted as a
member of Banu Thaqif or the people of Ta' if.
c3 1 U

a debtor having the means to pay the debt does not pay it intentionally, then the
creditor has all the rights to disgrace him in the public and drag him to coun for
punishment.
C4 J The Prophet~ said that this is all that there is. So, he asked the creditors to divide his
belongings among themselves proponionately.
C5 J Abii Al-Khattab 'Abdur-Rahman bin Ka'b bin Malik Al-Ansari Al-Madani was reliable and
among the great Tabi'in. It is said that he was born during the lifetime of the Prophet ~ and
died during the caliphate of Sulaiman bin 'Abdul-Malik
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on the authority of his fatherl 1 J : Allah's
Messenger ~ seized the wealth of
Mu'adh and sold it in return for a debt
he was indebted for. [Ad-Daraqutni
;I ~).l.J ,~b.JI ~.J ,~:;1ll1 ~1.J)
reported it, and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic). Abo Da'ud reported
.;.JL.::.jtd--:i.J .~~ ;_J1;
it as Mursal (missing like after the
Tabi'i) and considered that the
strongest opinion is that it is Mursal].
731. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: I was
brought before the Prophet ~ on the
Day of Uhudl 2 J when I was fourteen
years old, but he did not give me
permission (to fight). I was afterwards
brought before him on the Day of AlKhandaq (the battle of Trench) when I
was fifteen years of age, l3 J and he gave
me permission (to fight). [Agreed
upon].
Al-Baihaqi's narration has: "He did not ~f. rJ.J ._;~
~if,"il ~IJ.J .j_1
give me permission (to fight), and did
.:,;1
~.J .u.! ~~
not consider me as having attained
puberty." [Ibn Khuzaima graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
732. Narrated 'Atiya Al-Qurazil 4 l ~: We J~ ;lJ1 ~) ~)11 ~ ~J (V,-Y)
were brought before the Prophet ~ on
:J\.i ,~
the day of Quraiza. Those who had ·~J f_Y. ~~I~
began to grow hair (on their private
~ ~ .:;.J , J;i ~I .:; ~\Sj
parts) were killed, while those who had
I '.
t_; . '> :I d
~ a...:;,
' ·;
not, were set free. I was among those ·...p::;- ~ '~I ~ . .
who had not begun to grow hair, so I ~Wlj ~~ .:;.1 ~.J .~j\;1 ~lj)
was set free. [Reported by Al-Arba'a.
.~1.1.'~ \;_•
':Jli

;..ii :
.w:;

0f

J;-

,·.

,J""._r-~

.J

[lJ Ka'ab bin Malik bin Abu Ka'b Al-Ansari As-Sulami Al-Madani the poet, was one of the poets
of the Prophet
He attended the second Bai'atul-'Aqaba and all the battles except Badr
and Tabuk. He was one of the three whose repentance was mentioned in Surat At-Taubah
(Chapter 9) for remaining behind in Al-Madinah during the Tabuk expedition. It is said that
he died after becoming blind in 50 H. or 51 H. at the age of 77 years.

m.

[ZJ On the 'Day of Uhud', he was presented before the Prophet
fight against the infidels.

m seeking permission to

3
£ l This Haditb is mentioned here to show that the age of maturity is fifteen years and all the
commands of Shari'a become obligatory at this age. Therefore, all the deeds and transactions
made at this age are valid and all the deals and transactions under the age of fifteen ar!!
invalid. Another sign of maturity is pubic hair.

4
£ 1 'Atiya Al-Qurazi was a young Sabiibi who reported one Haditb. It is said that he settled at Kufa.
Ibn 'Abdul-Barr said, "I never found his father's name." Mujahid and others narrated from him.
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Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
733. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
( '"'): Allah's Messenger ~ said: "It is
not permissible for a woman to give a
gift without her husband's permission."
Another wording is: "It is not
permissible for a woman to dispose of
anything of her wealth 111 if her
husband is responsible for her."
[Reported by Ahmad and the collectors
of As-Sunan except At-Tirmidhi and AlHilim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
734. Narrated Qabisa bin Mukhanq AlHilali •: Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"Begging is not lawful except to one of
three (people): a man who has become
a guarantor for a payment, for whom
begging is lawful till he gets it, after
which he must stop begging; a man
whose wealth has been destroyed by a
calamity which has befallen him, for
whom begging is lawful till he gets
what will support life; and a man who
has been struck by poverty, the
genuineness of which is confirmed by
three intelligent members of his
people, so it is lawful for him to beg."
[Reported by Muslim].
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Chapter 7
RECONCILIATION
735. Narrated 'Amr bin 'Auf Al2
Muzanil l •:Ailah'sMessenger~said,

J?

~~I ,--9.;&- ,.;
:J- M"o)
:J[j ~~I J~j ~f .~ J~ ill1

Cr!')

[tJ A woman can handle her own wealth without the permission of her husband. What is her
own propeny? Her dowry, her inherited propeny, and the profit of business from her own
wealth, is all considered her own propeny and her husband has no right over it. A woman
can give to her husband whatever she wants, and it is lawful for the husband. The incident of
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud and his wife mentioned previously, would never have happened if the
woman had no right to deal with her wealth.
2

l He is Abu 'Abdullah 'Amr bin 'Auf bin Zaid bin Milha Al-Muzani (of the MU2aina tribe), the
grand father of Kathie bin 'Abdullah. He became a Muslim early, attended Badr and the
Prophet ~ appointed him over the Haram of Al-Madinah. He was one of those who used to
l
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"Reconciliation [1 J is permissible
between Muslims, except one which
makes unlawful something which is
lawful, or makes lawful something
which is unlawtulYJ and Muslims
must abide by their conditions (which
they have made), except for a condition
which makes unlawful something which
is lawful, or makes lawful something
which is unlawful." [At-Tirmidhi
reported it and graded it Sahib
(authentic). However, the Hadith
scholars renounced him [for grading
this Hadith as Sahib] because the
narration of Kathir bin 'Abdullah bin
'Amr bin 'Auf is weak. 131 It as though
At-Tirmidhi considered it (reliable) due
to its many chains of narration]. Ibn
Hibban declared the aforesaid Hadith
to be Sahib (authentic) from the
narration of Abu Huraira •·
736. Narrated Abo Huraira 41;: The Prophet
~ said, "One must not prevent his
neighbor from fixing a wooden peg in
his wall."1 41 Abo Huraira •then said,
"Why do I see you turning away (averse
to this Sunnab)? I swear by Allah that I
will always narrate it to you." [Agreed
upon].
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fear Allah much and shed tears. He died during the caliphate of Mu 'awiya.

·*

Ill In Arabic, Sulh (~I) means peace. There are many kinds of Sulh such as a treaty
between Muslim and non-Muslims, a rapprochement between husband and wife, a truce
between rebels and government, a concord of two angry persons and agreement in financial
disputes. Here we mean the last mentioned. In financial disputes which agreement is lawful
and which is unlawful and what are the conditions of agreements.

12 1 The basic principle about agreement is that it should not be against any law of Shari'a and
it should not change unlawful into lawful and vice versa. The example of changing unlawful
into lawful is to say that, in undue favor of someone, one would definitely disgrace so-andso; and changing lawful into unlawful is to say that, in undue favor, someone would make a
separation from one's wife.
13 1 Ash-Shafi 'i and Abu Da'ud described him as, "one of the pillars of falsehood." Ahmad said,
"His Ahadith are Munkar (rejected) and he is nothing." An-Nasa'i said, "He is not reliable,"
and Ibn Hibban said, "He has a fabricated book of Hadith purported to have been narrated
by him from his father who narrated from his grandfather."
14 1 The Shari'a has decided in the course of social rights that a neighbor can place his beam
in the wall of his neighbor [from his own side].
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737. Narrated Abu Humaid As-Sa'idi ~: ;jj
1
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "It is not
lawful for a person to take his brother's
stick except if he is pleased with such."
[Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim reported it
in their two Sahib books).

.((~~

Chapter 8
lliE TRANSFER OF A DEBT
AND SURE1Y
~: Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "Delay in payment
by a rich man is injustice. So, if one of
you is referred for payment to a
wealthy manl 1 l he should accept the
reference." [Agreed upon]. A narration
by Ahmad has: "And if anyone is
referred to another, let him accept
that."
738. Narrated Abu Huraira

JL,;3

;11

:.ri')

;~;

<./;\ :.;

(V't/\)

739. Narrated Jabir ~ : A man from : Jt_; ~ JL,;3 ;11 ~) .r.~ :.J3 (V'f'Q,)
among us died, so we washed,
embalmed and shrouded him. We then ,~853 ,~ci.:;..; ,~d·X, ~ ~)
brought him to Allah's Messenger ~ '~fa : cili '~;iii Jr.)~ i;;;i ~
and asked him to pray over him. He
~:;.;
Jti ~ 't..0. u..;J
went forward some steps and then
asked, "Does he have any debt against ,;;s
~ ,.:.;~u ,y1)~~
him?" We replied, "Two Dinars." He
turned away, but Abu Qatada (~)took Jw ,:.fa y1)~ll1 :;;s ;i Jw ,~i;;;t
,, ~
oll "-'11 . ..;1Jii;; ..iJI J' ,,
upon himself the bearing of them. We I'~:-~
~ 'i.S.p . ,r7-.("' ._,:.~ ,
y-')
then came to him (again) (~) and Abu
Qatada ( ~) said, "I shall discharge the ~i ~\)) ·~;:;. '~ :Jli 11~.~:;11
two Dinars." Allah's Messenger ~ 0~ ~\ ~J '0~1j ;_J1; ;i.;
thereupon said, "[Will you be
.~b.Jlj
responsible for paying them as) a right
to the creditor; and the dead man will
then be free from them?" He replied,
"Yes." So, he prayed over him.1 2 1

J'f

:w

*i
:
;i

[lJ The word Hawala (:Ui_,,.JI) has two meanings: First, a debtor can give a wealthy man's
surety for the loan given to him. This is permitted by the Shari'a. Secondly, a debtor is
allowed to consign his creditor to his own debtor. For example, A owes ten Dirhams to B,
and B owes ten Dirhams to C. Now B is allowed to consign A to C. This is also permitted by
the Shari'a provided A agrees to it.
2
C J It means that a loan, or other rights of human beings, will not be forgiven unless these are
forgiven by the rightful person or creditor. Even after death, they stand payable.
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[Reported by Ahmad, Abo Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
,:;,;; JL,;3 ;11 ~) ~;..:;; ~f :_;.:, (Vt>)
who had died in debt would be
j-~1 .u. 1.;._~1~ . ]~ ~IS ~ ~1 J ~.J- ~f
brought to Allah's Messenger~ and he <-Y_,
..r. <..>./·
_,
would ask, "Has he left anything to : ..:..:J.J !)-,,; 't ~11 , jl:j , ~ ·:'01 .,.:i;._·~
u
'-"
.
discharge his debt?" If he was told that
he had left enough 111 he would pray
over him. Otherwise, he would say,
"Pray over your companion." Then,
when Allah brought the conquests (of
other lands) at his hands he said, "I am
closer to the believers than their own
. ' ~ .,-1 ~ ._..:J- '.:i.;;_- ·:.:;;~ . «~J{ \jJ
selves. So, whoever dies leaving a debt, · '-?-! · - ·- --~ <.J:•
er-·
the responsibility1 2 l for repaying it shall
be upon me." [Agreed upon]. A
narration by Al-Bukhari has: "Whoever
dies and leaves nothing to discharge his
debt ... "

740. Narrated Abo Huraira •: A man

---

-

J

741. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his y ''.'::;' f :/father's authority from his grandfather .) .D~ -q 11
( ~): Allah's Messenger ~ said, "No
surety is allowed regarding a prescribed
punishment. "1 31 [Reported by AlBaihaqi with a Da'if (weak) chain of
narrators}.

Chapter 9
PARTNERSHIP AND AGENCY
742. Narrated Abo Huraira •: Allah's :;,;;
Messenger ~ said, "Allah, the Most

JL,;3

;11 ~) ~;._:,.; ~f y

(VtY)

fIJ Enough wealth to pay off his debt.
2
f J My responsibility does not mean the person of the Prophet ~ . In those days the public
treasury was in the custody of the Prophet~. Therefore he said, "My responsibility". After
the Prophet ~ , this responsibility shifted to the head of the state, as it is clear from another
Haditb.

3
f l Hudiid (>J..l>JI) - Legal prescribed punishments in I~lam. There is no bail in HudUd. For
instance, there should be no bail in theft, adultery and fornication, slander and drinking
wine. There are several reasons why there should be no bail for these crimes:

i) Basically bail is to strengthen the demand, whereas in applying Hudud, the basic principle
is that the proof against the accused should be made weak and benefit of doubt should go to
the accused.
ii) Bail makes a delay in the process of decision making, and there is no surety that the
accused will be proven innocent or punished. If the allegation is proven, than there is no
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High, said, 'I am the third (partner) of
two partners as long as one of them
does not cheat his companion. Then, if
he cheats (his partner) I depart from
them.' ,,[tJ [Reported by Abu Da'ud
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
743. Narrated As-Siib Al-Makhzumi[ 2 J
~: That he was the partner of the
Prophet ~ before the Prophethood.
Then, he came (to Makkah) on the day
of the Conquest (of Makkah), and he
(the Prophet) said, "Welcome to my
brother and my partner."[ 3 1 [Reported
by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and Ibn Majah).
744. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud ~:
"Ammar, Sa'd, and I agreed to be
partners in whatever we would get
(from the spoils of war) on the day of
Badr." The narrator quoted the rest of
the Hadith which concludes: "Then
Sa'd brought two captives, but neither
'Ammar nor I brought anything."
[Reported by An-Nasa'i and others).
745. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: I
intended to go to Khaibar, so I went to
the Prophet ~ and he said, "When you
meet my agent[ 4 J at Khaibar take
fifteen Wasq (of dates) from him." [Abu
Da'ud reported and graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
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question of pardon in Hudud.
iii) The guarantor has to produce the accused for trial; and in the absence of accused, the
guarantor has to bear the responsibility. However, the punishments of Hudud are only
applied on the culprit and not on anyone else.
.
Pl It means that financial or physical partnership is lawful provided it is with honesty. Honest
partnership brings profit and dishonest partnership brings loss to partners.
2
f l Ibn Al-Jawzi mentioned in At-Talqib that his name was Saifi bin 'Aaidh Al-Makhzumi. lbn
'Abdul-Barr said he was among Al-Mu 'allafatul-Qulub and he became a good Muslim. He was
elderly and lived up to the caliphate of Mu 'awiya.

3
£ l It means partnership was customary before the Prophet ~ and Islam refined its shape
and allowed it to continue.
4

£ l It means that one can appoint an attorney regarding financial matters. There is another

Hadith in which Jabir asked the Prophet ~ how he should answer if someone requested
from him a sign fot the surrender of the dates. The Prophet ~ told him to put his hand on
the palm of the inquirer, as if the Prophet ~ had already decided the sign.
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746. Narrated 'Urwa Al-Bari.qi ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ sent him with a Dinar to
buy a sacrificial animal for him. [The
reporter mentioned the rest of the
Hadith. Al-Bukhari reported it in the
context of another previously
mentioned Hadith].
747. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: "Allah's
Messenger ~ sent 'Umar to collect the
Sadaqa." The reporter mentioned the
rest of the Hadith. [Agreed upon].
748. Narrated Jibir ~: "The Prophet ~
slaughtered sixty-three (sacrificial)
camels and ordered 'Ali[lJ ~ to
slaughter the remainder [thirty-seven]."
The reporter mentioned the rest of the
Hadith. [Reported by Muslim].
749. Narrated Abu Huraira ~ regarding
the story of the hired servant: The
Prophet ~ said, "Unais, go (in the
morning) to this man's wife, and if she
confesses, stone her to death. ,,[ZJ The
reporter mentioned the rest of the
Hadith. [Agreed upon].
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Chapter 10
AL- JQRARC 3 l

(THE CONFESSION)
750. Narrated Abu Dhar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said to me, "Say the truth
even though it is bitter (i.e. difficult to
admit)." [Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic) as a part of a long Hadith].

Chapter 11
AL-'AARIYAC 4 l (THE LOAN)
751. Narrated Samura bin J undub
[lJ

~I.JI~~ - "
~: ~I ~) , '-:-'~ ,J i _;..::.

:_r-

(Vo ' )

It means that appointing an attorney for sacrifice (of animals) is also lawful.

l2 l It means that appointment of an attorney to enforce the punishment of Hudud is lawful.
l3 l Iqrar ())'>;\) means to confirm something, and according to Shari'a terminology, Iqrar
means a person's admission of what he has done. It is the opposite of denial.
l4 J 'Aariya ("_,WI) means allowing someone else to use one's property, or its profit, while
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Allah's Messenger ~:iz. said, "The hand
"1"i
(which takes) is responsible for what it
has taken till it returns it." [Reported
by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)).
752. Narrated Abu Huraira 4t;,: Allah's
Messenger * said, "Give back what has
been entrusted (to you) to him who
entrusted you, and do not violate the
trust of him who violates your trust."
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi and Abu
Da'ud; At-Tirmidhi graded it Hasan
(good) and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic). Abu Hatim Ar-Razi
considered it Munkar (rejected)].
753. Narrated Ya'la bin Umaiya 4t;,·
Allah's Messenger* said to me, "When
my messengers come to you, give them
thirty coats of armor." I asked, "O
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Allah's Messenger, is it a loan with a :J~ ~~ 1 ;.)! ~~l$. .:,1 ,tµ ~~l$.l !;1il
(of its return), or a
.
.
borrowed object that must be ;j1; Y.lj Lt ~\)) ,;,;;; ~:!~ ~
returned?" He replied, "No, it is a
borrowed object that must be
returned. ,,pJ [Reported by Ahmad,
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i. Ibo Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)).

guarantee

754. Narrated Safwan bin Umaiya[ZJ 4t;,· ~~I ~I ,~i _J, ;)1~ :;..J (Vot)
At the battle of Hunain, the Prophet *
lS L;.1f : J\.ii , . -: , , ., ~ , ~ t., - \..2.i
borrowed coats of mail from him and - ·
.<:.r.-> i Y- .JJ - J
he asked, "Are you taking them by
retaining the ownership of that thing.
In Arabic, '.Aariya Madmuna (<;~ <u~) means guaranteed-loan and '.Aariya Mu'adda
<;J~) means a borrowed object (without guarantee). Regarding the first, guarantee is
essential. Suppose somebody takes an object as '.Aariya Madmuna and the object borrowed
is destroyed or damaged while in his custody, it is agreed upon that the borrower will have
to pay for its cost, that is why it is called '.Aariya Madmuna. However, if somebody borrows
an object on trust for a while as Aariya Mu'adda (without guarantee) and that object is
destroyed or damaged while in his custody - without any negligence on his part - he will not
be charged for the loss or damage.
[ll

(•by.

l2 l He is Safwan bin Umayia bin Khalaf bin Wahb Al-Qurashi Al-Jumahi Al-Makki, a Sahabi
among Al-Mu'a//afatul-Qu/ub. He was one of the noble men of Quraish. He ran away on the
day of the Conquest of Makkah and returned after the Prophet ~ accepted the request of
giving him an amnesty. He then attended with the Prophet ~ the battle of Hunain while still
a Kafir. Then, he then became a Muslim and a good one too. He died during the days of the
killing of Uthman o:.s. 41 ~ J.
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force, O Muhammad (;!;)?" He replied,
;1)) . «t~ ~~ ~» : Jli !(~) .J.!.,;.;
"No, it is a loan with a guarantee of
their return."111 [Reported by Abii ,(..?\;.JI ~J ,~LJI) ,~fJ,;J1; ;i
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i; Al-Hakim graded
it Sahib (authentic). He also reported ~) ·'-"'~ ,JI _:}- L_,;, l~G j t~i}
for this Hadith a Shahid (supporting
. I~
JJ1
narration) which is weak, from Ibn
'Abbas].

Ji.;;

Chapter 12
AL-GHASBr 2 1 (THE WRONGFUL

APPROPRIATION)

Ji.;;

755. Narrated Sa'id bin Zaid .!IJ;,: Allah's
~I :.rd') ~j ,J. :.,..:-. ~ (Voo)
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone takes a \_;,.+ :l..=~i ..;» : Jti ~~I J_,..::; 0i ,~
span of land unjustly, on the Day of
C-- -'-'
Resurrection Allah will strangle him ;,,;;w.i1
~Cl-~ jj1 ~Vi:
, ., i,,,
Yr , ill ,./·.J·'SJ1 <rwith it from seven earths."[ 3 J [Agreed
~ •.:~, 11 : • -\ ., :
upon].
· -- ~ · :.r-;' .J -C:: <r-

Ji.;;

756. Narrated Anas ~: The Prophet~ 0i .~
~I :.ri') ~i ~J (Voi)
was with one of his wives when one[ 4J
, ..:.1.::.: ti , ..s\..::.; •• ,,
L5 ~ -. : I\
of the Mothers of the Believers (another
.J
-- , -'-"""""
,
- " 4.r.'
of his wives) sent a bowl containing ~; .;..~; ~ .i:?~
~j.:JI ,.,:,.,~\ i.>i;.!
food with a servant of hers. Then, she .~:;JI\ _.,:,.,''<:: [.;.~ ~.-~ :it.;1. 1:_ ~:
(in whose house he was) struck it with
- r---~
~
her hand and the bowl was broken. He , 1)5 : Jli:J f WJI ~ ~J , 16: ;,;
collected the pieces of the bowl and
, , J ,-. 11 ~\ ;;;,; 11 -~;began to collect the food in it and said, :.r:;;-J
, r fi
· ,
C: J
"You eat,"[ 5 1 and gave an unbroken _;...:;,_, ·~~_?1) ~/;.~I ;1)) .i)~I
bowl to the messenger (servant) and
,
kept the broken one. [Reported by Al- r~ 11 :~
Jlli :;ij) '~~ ~-dWJI
Bukhari and At-Tirmidhi] The latter
named the one who broke it as 'Aisha
(~) and added: The Prophet ;fl then
said, "Food for food, and a vessel for a
vessel."[ 6 1 [At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

£ z,

E:

&ii

[IJ If somebody borrows a thing, and it is dantaged by chance, the borrower will not be
charged for that, but if it is proved that the daniage is intentional or the result of his
carelessness then he will have to pay for it.
[ZJ

Ghasb ( ~ 1) means taking someone's property or belongings by force or usurpation.

r3 1 It means that the usurpation of someone else's land is a major sin. Usurpation of land is
to take over the land of others by force and start cultivation.

r4 1 This was Safiya ~who had sent this meal.
[SJ

Speaking to those who were with him.

[GJ

There is a difference of opinion on this issue. If a thing is broken or daniaged from the
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757. Narrated Rafi' bin Khadij ~=Allah's
Messenger ~ said, ''Whoever sows in
the land of a people without their
permission, he has no right to any of
the crop. However, he is entitled to
what he spent[IJ on it." [Reported by
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a except An-Nasa'i.
At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic),
but it has been said that Al-Bukhari
graded it Da 'if (weak)].
758. Narrated 'Urwa bin Az-Zubair[ 2 1
4J;,: A man among the Companions of
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Two men
brought a dispute before Allah's
Messenger ~ concerning a land in
which one of them had planted palm
trees and the land belonged to the
other. So, Allah's Messenger ~ ruled
that the land belongs to its owner, and
commanded the owner of the palm
trees to uproot his palm trees. He said,
"The labor of an unjust personr 3 l has
no right." (Reported by Abii Da'ud and
its chain of narrators is Hasan (good).
The last (quoted) part of the aforesaid
Hadith is found in the books of the
collectors of .4s-Sunan, from 'Urwa's
narration on the authority of Sa'id bin
Zaid. However, there is disagreement
regarding whether it is Mawsiil (an
unbroken chain) or Mursal (missing
link after the Tii:bi't) as well as the
determination of the name of the
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borrower, he will have to pay the price, or replace the thing "-ith something similar to it. This
difference of opinion is limited to priceable objects oruy; regarding other things, the object
or thing should be similar to that of the broken or damaged one. This Hadith prefers
returning of similar objects.
111 If somebody starts cultivating someone else's land without the prior permission of the

owner, he is no right to any of the produce. The most he can claim is the price of the seed,
and rest of the produce will go to the owner.
rzi He is Abu 'Abdullah 'Urwa bin Az-Zubair bin Al-'Awwam bin Khuwailid Al-Asadi Al-Madani
who was one of the great Tabi'in and one of the seven Fiqh scholars in Al-Madinah. He was a
reliable and prominent Fiqh scholar. He was born at the beginning of 'Umar's Caliphate. It is
also said that he was born in 23 H. and clied in 94 H. as has been correctly established.
l3 l The Arabic word Zalim (,.-ltJ;) in this context means cruel or unjust, or a person who
builds a house, starts cultivation or plants trees in someone else's land.
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Companion who heard it from the
Prophet*·
759. Narrated Abii Bakra 4tlo: In his
Khutba (religious talk - sermon) on the
Day of Sacrifice at Mina, the Prophet *
said, ''Your blood and your property
and your honor are forbidden for you
to violate, like the sacredness of this
day of yours, in this month of yours, in
this city ofyours."!11 [Agreed upon].

,~ J~

:~
~

:.r!''J ~~ '::'i\ ~J (Vo4\)
_;j1
, ,, ..::iJ.
..).
• ~IJ ~ f
,
iY,,.
_, Jli ~
-· <.,!;"'
jjl

<..)

~ ~1_:.;\:; ~1:;.:f:; ;...s.t-~~ ~l"
, iii rs~ J ,iii ~;. ~~ ·fl/.4i .j2 . «Iii rs_,+.! ..).

Chapter 13
ASH-SHUF'A[ 2 J (THE OPTION

TO BlN A PARTNER'S SHARE
IN PROPER1Y)
760. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
Allah's Messenger * ruled that the
option to buy a partner's share in
property is applicable to everything that
has not been divided. However, when
boundaries are fixed and separate roads
are made there is no partner's option."
[Agreed upon; the wording is AlBukhari's]. Muslim's narration has:
"The option to buy a partner's share in
property is applicable to everything
which is shared, whether land, a
dwelling or a garden and it is not
lawful to sell before informing one's
partner."l 3 l At-Tahawis narration has:
"The Prophet * ruled for the right of
partner's option regarding everything."
[Its narrators are reliable].
111 This Hadith is mentioned here merely to show that to usurp the property of a Muslim is
unlawful, and all agree on this point.
121 It should be known that Shufa - pre-emption is on immovable property only, such as a
house, shop, garden or land, etc. There is a difference of opinion among religious scholars
on the question 'Who has the right of pre-emption?' Some of the scholars say that only a
partner of the sold property has the right of- pre-emption, while a mere neighbor has no
right. Some others say that a neighbour has also got the right. Ibn Qaiyim says that a
neighbour who is not a partner in the sold property but has the common entrance, also has
the right of pre-emption, and that temporary absence of the partner does not annul his right.

l3 l It means that the seller should inform his partner about the sale of property beforehand.
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761. Narrated Abu Rafi' ~: Allah's ~ J, i;:; Jii
Messenger ~ said, "The neighbor has
~) .d') '-If Zf 'j (V'i I)
more right (to be given preference) to ~f ~L;J\li : ~ ~I JY-:..) JL.i : JL.i
the property which is near to him." [AlBukhiri reported it, and there is a story
related to itY 1 ]
762. Narrated Anas bin Malik •:Allah's
JJ1 ~) ~~ ,J ~f zj'j (V'iY)
Messenger ~ said, "The neighbor of
the house has the most right to buy it."
[Reported by An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban
, 11_:?'-~.l~ J;.f
graded it Sahib (authentic), but it (this
.~j:, '~~
chain from Qatada from Anas) has a
defect].

Ji.;3

Ji.;3

763. Narrated
Jabir
~:
Allah's : j[j ~
JJ1 ~) t~ zj'j (V'il")
Messenger ~ said, "The neighbor is
most entitled to the right of option to '~,!~ ~;;\ J_;.f ~L;J\11 :~~I J,?) j[j
buy his neighbor's property, and its $} ~LS 1i; , ~l1 ~LS 0[J , ~ ~
exercise should be waited for, even if
,..:.,L% j~,!J ,~j\11) J..:.;.f ~\)) .11\~1:,
he is absent, if the two properties have
one road." [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba 'a; its narrators are reliable
(thiqah)].

Ji.;3

JJ1 ~) :;l- ,JI i f J (V'i t)
764. Narrated Ibn 'Urnar ~ : The
Prophet ~ said, "The option to buy '1~<- ~;;~1111 :J[j ~ .:)1 .' ,1;,+c
_, .; ,(./'
neighboring property is like loosening u'1)11
:
;1j'j
,~1;,;i1:,
~~
J.1 ~\)) , l(_JL4J1
the knot[ZJ (which restrains the
camel)" [Reported by Ibn Majah and Al.'~.; . ,--;, ~~~µ .(( . 0~
Bazzar, who added: "And there is no
option to buy a neighboring property
for one who is absent." Its chain of
narrators is Da'if (weak)].

w

Ill The story goes like this that Abu Rafi' - in the presence of Miswar bin Makhrama approached Sa'd Ibn Abi Waqqas and asked him to buy his (Abu Rafi') houses which were
located within the boundary walls of Sa'd's property. Miswar talked to Sa'd about the matter.
Sa'd agreed to pay four hundred Dinar (gold coin) only for his (Abu Rafi') house. He also
offered to pay the money in a lump sum or in installments, as Abu Rafi' wishes. On hearing
this Abu Rafi' said that he did not sell these houses for which he had been offered five
hundred Dinars in cash because he had heard from the Prophet ~ that neighbors have more
right than others. He also said that had he not heard it from the Prophet ~ he would have
never sold him his house at this price.

l2 l Hall Al- 'Iqal means that as soon as the knee of the camel is untied, he immediately stands
up. Similarly, as soon as a property is sold, or the person having the right of pre-emption
comes to know about the sale of property, he should immediately use his right; delay will
make his right invalid and his right of pre-emption will not be accepted.
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Chapter 14

· r::11

~r

AL-QJRAIJl 1 l (SPECULATIVE
PARTNERSHIP)

..:,1,;
.. -

H

765. Narrated Suhaib[ZJ 41,-o: The Prophet _'.:,f ,;~ J~ jil ~) .~ :_j- (Vic)
said, "There are three things which )l
::S_;J1 ~ .£,)IJi1 :J~ ~ ~\
contain blessings: A business
transaction in which payment is agreed ::'-~ '; \ ".:.Ji .1.1;.3 'L.;;;.jli:Jlj '_y.\
on a fixed later time, Al-Muqaradah
(speculative partnership), and mixing
wheat and barley for one's household
use but not for sale." [Reported by Ibn
Majah through a Da'if (weak) chain of
narrators].

81

~

766. Narrated Al-Hakim bin Hizam ~:
He used to make a condition on the
man to whom he gave his property in
Al-Muqaaradah (to trade with, and the
profit being shared between them),
that: "You should not trade with my
property in living beings, and do not
transport it by sea, and do not settle
with it at the bottom of a river-bed; and
if you do any of the aforesaid acts you
should then guarantee my property."
[Ad-Daraqutni reported it and its
narrators are reliable (thiqah)].
Malik said in Al-Muwatta' from Al'Ala'C 3 l bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin Ya'qub
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flJ In this context Qirad (._,.;,i_ri.-1' - Loan) - or Al-Muqaradah - means a speculative
partnership, in which one person invests the money (the loan) and the other invests his
physical labor in the work, and both of them divide the profit, as partners. If loss occurs, it
falls on the investor. It is lawful. It is also called Mudarabah ( <;J L.;..J 1).

l2 l He is Abu Yahya Suhaib bin Sinan Ar-Rumi. He was originally an Arab belonging to the
tribe of An-Nimir bin Qasit bin Wa'il and he was captured by the Byzantines while a young
boy. He then grew up among them and was counted as one of them. It is said that when he
grew up and became mature, he ran away from them and came to Makkah where he became
the ally of 'Abdullah bin Jad'an. It is also said that Banu Kalb bought him from the Byzantines,
brought him to Makkah and was then bought by 'Abdullah bin Jad'an. Suhaib was a
prominent Sahiibi who became a Muslim early and was persecuted because of Allah. He then
migrated to Al-Mad1nah and died in it in 38 H.
131 He is Abu Shibi Al-'Ala' bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin Ya'qub Al-Juhani, the manumined slave of
Al-Huraqa Al~Madani. He was one of the prominent young Tiibi'in of the fifth generation. He
was trnthful but perhaps got confused at times regarding the Hadftb. Ahmad and others
verified his reliability. Al-Waqidi said that he died during the caliphate of Al-Mansur.
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from his fatherfll on the authority of ~'Ii
his grandfather[ZJ that he traded with _ J
some property belonging to 'Uthman
( ~) so that the profit would be divided
between them.f3l [This Hadfth is
Mawquf (saying of a Companion) Sahib
(authentic)].

01 _;,;
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,,j~ _JL; .__; u·~ ~l
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.:i)y ;,3

·
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Chapter 15
AL-MUSAQAJi 4 l AND
AL-J.JARA l 5 J
(TENDING PALM-TREES AND
THE WAGES)
767. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~< Allah's
Messenger ~ had agreed with the
people of Khaibar to give (to the
Muslim authority) half what it produced
of fruits or crops. [Agreed upon].

(VW)

'~

A narration by Al-Bukhari and Muslim J.;. , ~ ;._;~ ~f 1)U : ~ ~13! J)
has: They asked him ~ ) to allow
~ Jlii
~ ~j ,4J~ I~ Zif
them to stay on the land, on condition
that they should do all the cultivation [; ~; J.;. ~ iJ~11 ~ ~!
and have half the dates. Allah's
.~.:.l ;._;9"..,;.f ~ ,~ IJ~ ,110..;.
Messenger ~ replied to them, "We
shall allow you to stay on the land, on
that condition, as long as we wish." So

,?11

:

J.,.:.)

11 1 'Abdur-Rahman bin Ya'qub Al-Juhani was among the middle Tiibi'in and was counted
among the third generation. He heard Ahadith from his father, Abu Huraira and from Abu
Sa'id Al-Khudri.
[ZJ Ya'qub Al-Juhani was a manumitted slave of Al-Huraqa and was among the elders of the
seconcj generation of the Tiibi'in. He lived during the lifetime of 'Umar bin Al-Khattab and
was among the narrators of few Ahadith.

l3 l Al-Mudiirabah ("JL..WI) or Al-Qiriid (.,;,1_..;:J') is a sort of contract. In it ignorance of
compensation I wage is pardoned as a leniency for the people. If the loss is due to the
carelessness or deliberate mistake of the worker, he will be held responsible for it. Otherwise,
he is free of responsibility. Similarly, in acting against the conditions or instructions of the
investor, the co-partner in business will be held responsible in case of loss.
l4 J Watering and tending to the fields or gardens and sharing the produce or cultivating the
land and sharing the produce with the owner is called Musiiqat (;lit.-JI). This is also called
Muzara'ah (~)_;..JI). The difference between Musaqat and Muziira'a is that Musiiqiit is for
fruit trees, while Muziira'a is for grains.
151 Making someone partner in profit or to rent out a thing to someone is called Ijiirah

(;J~'>;I).
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they remained on the land till 'Umar
(~)expelled them.
Muslim has: Allah's Messenger ~
handed over to the Jews of Khaibar, the
palm-trees and the land of Khaibar, on
condition that they should employ their
own resources in working on it and
keep half of its produce. [IJ
768. Narrated Hanzala bin Qais ( ~): I
asked Rafi' bin Khadij ~ about renting
of land for gold and silver and he
replied, ''There is no harm in that, as
the people used to rent land in the
time of Allah's Messenger ~ for what
grew by the river-beds, and the edges of
the brooks/streams, or for a portion of
the crop. However, sometimes this
portion of the crop would be
, destroyed[ 2 l while the other is saved,
or vice-versa. Thus, there would be no
wages to pay the people (the owners of
the land) except for the portion which
produced a crop." For this reason, he
warned against this (practice).
However, if it is (rented) for something
known and guaranteed, then there is
no harm in it. [Muslim reported it].
This narration contains a clarification of
what was mentioned in general terms
in the previous narration of Al-Bukhari
and Muslim, regarding the general
prohibition of renting out land.
769. Narrated Thabit bin Dahhak ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ forbade AlMuzara'ah (employing people on land
for a share of the produce), [3 l and
ordered al-Mu'ajara (renting it out for
[IJ

ThisHadith provides the proof ofMusiiqiit

·~

·~ -~-·', _..,........,
_.;,:'11 cl· ()".r.
'1_.:.\ W ~\::•. ~.J
·'
. . ·\i\ .!'<· ~ , '.:I\ ._;-}J.i

u,

'-!"'.J

, .r,

:f' -~ ,

;

(ilJUI) andMuzara'ah ('--'_;l_;.JI).

It means that the fields in low lying areas or on the banks of canals would be ruined in
times of floods while the fields on highlands would remain safe; and it would be the reverse
in times of drought.
[ZJ

C3 l In Arabic, Muziira'ah ('--')_;.JI) means to give the land for cultivation to someone and
divide the produce. The Prophet ~ did not stop or prevent this. However, when land was
scarce and the Ansiir and Muhiijirin were more in number, he ordered - as a measure of
expediency - that they cultivate the land as much as one could, and not to give the rest of
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cash).1 11 [Reported by Muslim].
770. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ had himself cupped and
gave the one who cupped him his pay;
and if it were prohibited he would not
have given him (his pay). [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].

Jt_;;

ill1

~) •..r~ _JI cjJ

(VV •)

,~ ~I J_?) r-;~.:i :J\.i jf , 1;+:;;

(.J l.1? ~\5 j.lj

.~?.1 ~.: c..?~1 ._µfj
~ ~I
. c..?!
• 'I"
• J_)

• "~-

' . ' -CJ-..I.> ,.J. ,C}· 1'_) ,YJ
: "
(VV \)
771. Narrated Rafi' bin Khadij -:"": Allah's ill 1 ~_)
Messenger ~ said, "The earnings of a
~n :~~I J_,.::.) J\.i :J\.i ~
cupper (Hajjam) are impure."1 2 1
[Reported by Muslim].
.«;:1·: ~1j) .. ~ _/- -r~i

Jt_;;

Jt_;;

ill1 ~) ;;.). ~l ~J (VVY)
772. Narrated Abo Huraira '*'= Allah's ~
Messenger ~ said, "Allah, the Great . \.::_' ~- ~f,, 'JI~)) . '"°"" 'I J' >' J' ,~ ·J' ,~
'"' ·~~ J-"'_) .........
and Glorious, has said, 'There are three ·~Jf -·
whose adversary I shall be on the Day ~
l j.;;-) : ~ gJ I f;. ~ G'l !f')\!
of Resurrection: A man who gave a
j.,;)j , t j yt; 1?
j.,;)j .)ii ~
promise in My Name and then
.«~-·\~:!-~
~·~·ij\
betrayed; a man who sold a free man
?. -- - rJ - ..f_,.......
..r.;-1--t:..1
?.
and consumed his price; and a man
~
L~-~
'I"
·~·J_)
who hired a worker and, after receiving
full service from him, did not give him
his wages.' "1 3 1 [Reported by Muslim).
ill1 ~) •..r~ _JI (/J (VV'r)
773. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The most worthy
, 1;+ c
thing for which you receive payment is
4
•!j;.\
Allah's Book. "1 1 [Reported by Al("-'
Bukhari].
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Jt_;;
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774. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Give the hired
)::;"yl 1_µf» :~ ~I Jr.) J\.i :J\.i
worker his wage before his sweat
5
dries."1 1 [Reported by Ibn Majah].
. ~~ &;1 ~lj) . «~/ ~ ~\ ~ .~j;-l
the land on produce-share basis or Muzara'ah. Instead, they should give the land on ljarab
(rental basis), because ljiirab provided some ease to the tenants. Afterwards when land was
enough for all, this restriction was lifted.
[IJ The word used in Arabic is ljarah (;_,~'>;I) which means to rent out the land for a fixed
period, and it is lawful.

c2 1 In Arabic Kbabitb ( ~) means a mean and base work, it does not mean unlawful.
Sometimes the word Kbabitb is spoken metaphorically in the meaning of mean and base.

C3 l In this Haditb it has been emphasized to pay the wages of a laborer. Nowadays, many of
the people are unfair in their dealing and dishonest in making the payment.
c4 1 This Haditb clearly shows that accepting the wages for copying and teaching the noble
Qur'an and Haditb is lawful.

C5 l It means that the wages of a laborer must be paid immediately. He who does not pay the
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Abo Ya'la and Al-Baihaqi reported
something to the same effect on the
subject of wages from Abo Huraira ~
At-Tabarani also reported something
similar from Jabir. However, all these
Ahadith are weak.
775. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=
The Prophet
said, "Whoever hires a
worker should pay him his wages in
full."[IJ [Reported by 'Abdur-Razzaq,
and it has Inqita' (a break) in it's chain
of narrators. Al-Baihaqi reported it
Maws'itl (unbroken chain) through the
narration of Abo Hanifah].

*

Chapter 16
THE CULTIVATION OF
BARREN LANDS
776. Narrated 'Urwa from 'Aisha ~: The ;11 0f'~ ~ti y ~.)/ :_}.) (VVi)
Prophet ~ said, "He who develops
land that does not belong to anyone, W~f ~ ~..:;» :Jl.i ~ ~I ~f •\#
has the most right to it." [Reported by . ~-!
t, ~I ~I ' ,11~ ~-'f -'~ ~y ,! -·T
.
.))
; i..J>' _H-9 , ,
•
Al-Bukhari] 'Urwa said that 'Umar ruled
.9~
Jr;~~.):~.)/
Jl.i
according to that during his caliphate.
, . , ~~ .• ~ ~ ,, (VVV)
777. Narrated Sa'id bin Zaid ~= The IJ'Ii.;; rtJ1 <.,r:')
,u ,<..!'! ,., i f J
Prophet ~ said, "If anyone makes a L,·f t,;.f : '» :Jl.i ~ • ~I\ ..;. ,ti,
) •
'-"'
. , '-!'!"' ,v
barren land productive, then it belongs
to him.'·[ZJ [Reported by Ath-1balatha. ·&~.?1 ~.) .~J\!11 ~\.)) .11;,J ~ . ~
At-Tirmidhi graded it Hasan (good) .';{:1J ,Jl.i W' ~.) .~_:.; C?~~ :Jl.ij
saying th:it it was reported in a Mursal
. '1 ; , , \;. : ~
'1 ;; ' ....:, t;:.,..p
.
(missing link after the Tiibi'i) form, ' ~Li
.
. v::;;J 'f; .
-·;
..;.
which is the case. However, there is
.Jj\11 e-1~1.J ,;.;, 0; ~I~ :J.,!.J
disagreement regarding the Companion
who heard it from the Prophet ~, and
it has been said that it was Jabir, 'Aisha

wages of labor, Allah will be a claimant against him on the Day of Judgement.
[lJ It means that wages for the labor should be settled in advance to avoid the subsequent
dispute. Similarly in all alike matters of Mudarabah, Salam, Muzara'ah, Muwajarah, etc.
The same principle which Shari'a has decided is applicable, and everybody should abide by
this principle.

121 It means that whoever cultivates the uninhabited and barren land, it belongs to him,
provided this land is not the property of any Muslim or Dhimmi (....-jj I - a non-Muslim living

in a Muslim Stare) Some religious scholars have the opinion that prior permission of the
state is also necessary, while according to others it is not.
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or 'Abdullah bin 'Umar, and the
strongest opinion is that it was the first
one (i.e. Jabir)]
778. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~ that As-Sa'b
bin Jaththama Al-Laithi ~ informed
him that the Prophet ~ had said,
"There is no preserve[ll except what
belongs to Allah and His Messenger."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
779. Narrated (lbn 'Abbas) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "There should
neither be harming (of others without
cause), nor reciprocating harm
(between two parties)."! 2 J [Reported by
Ahmad and Ibn Majah]. Ibn Majah
reported something similar to the
aforesaid Hadith from Abu Sa'id's
narration. It is found in Al-Muwatta' in
a Mursal form (missing link after the
Tabi'i).
780. Narrated Samura bin }undub ~
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "If anyone
puts a wall around a (barren) land, it
belongs to him."£ 3 1 [Reported by Abu
Da'ud and Ibn Al-Jarod graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
781. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mughaffal
<i(!!,: The Prophet ~ said, "Whoever digs
a well, shall have forty cubits (of land)
as resting place for his animals !4 J near
the water." [Reported by Ibn Majah
through a weak chain of narrators].

r r-' tr

J~

jjl

jjl -__;,.J'
'.,T-0

·~,
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~) ..d~ _J! ,<./.J
""ll\ t~ '""
:: ~I
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i..,p::"'
•

(VV/\)
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':q :1
'--:\ ':u ".r.>
-.;.; J'•<
vu
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jjl

. «Ji~ ']_; ):;..;;
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jj1 , . ,

,, .•

•
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• ,,

:..r:'.) •'":"'~ ,iJ. •.r--' y .J (V /\ o)
~» :~ ~I J_?) Jli :J~ ~ J~

;1

~1.J) . ((j ~
J>
.,
, .Jf

J;.

~\;. 1,t;.f

~I :..r:'.)
, ·' ,u-1';~: ,0'!
·' ,.iul ~
• . y'.".J (V/\\)

ih).;. ~>1 :Jl.i ~~I 01 ,~ J~
u.1 ~\)) .«~q ili '~\)~ ;)_,~) ~

[lJ In the Period of Ignorance (before Islam), it was customary that the chief used to reserve
the fertile piece of land as grazing grounds for his own cattle. This is prohibited in Islam.
However, a ruler or head of tlie state can reserve the land for the cattle given as charity in the
way of Allah. The land reserved for "charity cattle" will belong to "Allah and to His
Messenger." The head of the state cannot use tliis land for his own herds.
2

J In Arabic, Darar (.,_ri>) means 10 harm or to hurt somebody else without a legitimate
cause; and Dirar (_,l_ri>) means to reciprocate by harming someone who has caused harm to
you first. This Hadith stands as a fundamental rule. Do not hurt anyone and do not allow
anyone 10 hurt you. Oilier than this, there are many explanations of this Hadith.
[

! 3 1 For the purpose of building a house, erecting a boundary wall, at least three feet high,
proves the possession of the land and its ownership - as long as it is not already owned by
anyone. However, 10 prove tlie ownership of cultivation land, its tillage is necessary.

141 It means whoever digs a well for public welfare, Shari'a allows him a forty square yard
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782. Narrated 'Alqama bin w;n1C l from , ·' •.....\ : ' I•\' ·' ;jfa_ : " (V/\Y)
(f" J
his father ~: "The Prophet ~ assigned ~) '"; (f" .rJ- J 42
him landC l in Hadramout." [Reported W)f ~f ~ ~I ~f '~ J~ jil
by Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi. Ibn
~:; ·&~:;i1:; ;)1; ;f ~1,J) . .:.i_,;~
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)).
.ZiG.~·i
., .:r.

783. Narrated Ibo 'Umar ~: The Prophet
assigned to Az-Zubair the land his
horse could cover at a run. He made
his horse run, and when it stopped he
threw his whip. He then said,£31 "Give
to him up to the spot his whip has
reached. "c4 1 [Reported by Abo Da'ud,
but it has weakness).
784. Narrated A man of the Companions
~ : I went on an expedition with the
Prophet ~ and heard him say, "People
are partners in three things: grazing
pasture, water and fire." [Reported by
Ahmad and Abo Da'ud, and its
narrators are reliable (thiqah)).
~
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(V /\Y')

, 1;,+:o
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.......
/ , '.' -v~11 :l.H "~ • ~1\ ~f
, , / ~ .r.!.J' c-- ~ '-E"
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Chapter 17
AL-WAQP 5 1
(THE ENDOWMEN1)
785. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When a son of
Adam (i.e. any human being) dies his
deeds are discontinued, with three
exceptions: Sadaqa, whose benefit is
piece of land around the well for his cattle, etc.
[lJ 'Alqama bin Wa'il bin Hujr Al-Hadrami then Al-Kufi was authenticated by Ibn Hibban. He
narrated the Haditb from his father and Al-Mughira.

12 1 It means that in an Islamic State, it is permitted to give an estate to someone. There are
two forms of this: (i) To give as his own property. (ii) To allow to use the produce for a fixed
period.
13 1 Speaking to those who were with him.
14 1 It means that giving an estate to someone as a reward of his services rendered to Islam
and Muslim Ummab, is permitted and lawful provided the land given as state is not a
personal property of anyone nor it encroaches upon anyone's right. Estate awarded to a
treacherous person, as a reward of his treachery by a Non-Muslim State, is unlawful.
15 1 Waqf(.....;;_,J1) means to make an endowment and

to

spend the income for public welfare,
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continuous; or knowledge from which
benefit continues to be reaped; or a
righteous child who supplicates for
him." [Reported by Muslim].
786. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: 'Umar ~
got some land in Khaibar and went to
the Prophet ~ asking his command
regarding it and said, "O Allah's
Messenger, I have acquired a land in
Khaibar which is the most valuable
property that I have ever acquired." He
replied, "If you wish you may make the
property an endowment and give its
produce as Sadaqa." So 'Umar ~gave
the land as Sadaqa (in endowment on
the condition) that must not be sold,
inherited, or given away. And he gave
its produce as Sadaqa to be devoted to
the poor, relatives, the emancipation of
slaves, in Allah's Cause, for travelers
and guests, and there is no sin upon
the one who administers it if he eats
something from it in a reasonable
manner or gives something to a friend
to eat, provided he does not store
anything as goods (for himself).
[Agreed upon; the wording is
Muslim's].
A narration by Al-Bukhari has: "He gave
the land in Sadaqa (as an endowment)
that must not be soldl 1 l or gifted, but
its produce must be spent (as
Sadaqa)."
787. Narrated Abu Huraira ~ : "Allah's
Messenger~ sent 'Umar ~to collect
Sadaqa ... " The narrator reported the
Haditb and it contains: "As for
Khalid, 12 1 he has kept back his coats of

i

I' 11 .
r-'

tr1'

L~-~ "'I"
. ~;::--• .J.J

.~ J~ ~I

0') g;.} ~l ~J

(VAY)

,~:i..;,.i1);. ";J. ~~I J_?j ~ :Jti
, -:-1 ..ili
v-:,

.~~
~t11
.

.,_,.J
. _;'

,.!..,__i;jT
-

while keeping the original property in self custody or guardianship, not to be sold, inherited
or given as a gift.
[IJ It is not permitted to sell the Waqf. However a trustee is allowed to take a mediocre
maintenance allowance for his family, while drawing lavish allowance is prohibited.
l2 J He is Abo Sulaiman Khalid bin Al-Walid bin Al-Mughira Al-Makhzumi Al-Qurashi. His
mother 'Asma' was Lubabah As-Sughra, the daughter of Al-Harith and she was the sister of
Umm Fadl. Khalid became a Muslim in 8 H. before the conquest of Makkah. It is said that he
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mail and weapons to use them in
Allah's Cause."[lJ [Agreed upon].

Chapter 18
HIBAH, 'UMRA AND RUQBAl 2 l
(GIFTS, LIFE-TENANCY, AND
GMNG PROPERTY WHICH
GOES TO THE SURVIVOR)
·'
•' ,.:,r.' ,<-'. ~I
·~ (VM)
788. Narrated An-Nu'man bin Bashir ~ ~I (,r;'.)
• _v: His father brought him to Allah's
.jlJ;:;,'
'1J',,
:f'G'f~f,.1;_;~ r..s'IW
.
~
~J ;; rJ 0 . ~
Messenger ~ and said, "I have given ~~
this son of mine a slave, who was ") ZM L~ 1.ii ~T .~ i;.;
Jw
belonging to me." Allah's Messenger ~
'c..r::
1: . .:!.::.; .!J.J'
"1(\,,
:
..
~
.:u1
,J
,
,
Jw
, J if
~ ,
J-".)
asked, "Have you given all your
children the like of him?" He replied, :~ ~1 ,J_,..:.~ Jw , '1 :Jw ~1h
"No." Allah's Messenger ~ then said,
~f :;_li.;TI : ~ c.i3 . «~~t,,
"Take him back then." A narration has:
My father went then to the Prophet ~ 1.ii .~Li\» :Jw
~,~
to call him as witness to my Sadaqa
(i.e. gift) and he asked, "Have you done ,JJ1 1_,J;1)) : Jli ''1 : Jli ((~~ .!J~Y;
f , ,,; ,<<:J~']~f
; " I l..I&.\'
the same with all your children?" He .!.11, ;,;
~ ~ ~~
I
,
~ 0::-! J', J
replied, "No." He said, "Fear Allah and
.~~ .il.:i..;.JI
treat your children equally.•>l 3 l My
father then returned and took back that
gift. [Agreed upon].
A narration by Muslim has: He said,
"Call someone other than me as

r-

Jl :

0J1 Jl

,.;..Lp Js.

m

became " Muslim in 5 H. or 6 H. and he took part in the conquest of Makkah, Hunain and
Tabuk. de broke nine swords with his hands while using them in the battle of Mu'ta, so
Allah's Messenger ~ called him the 'Sword of Allah'. Abu Bakr sent him to fight in the
battles of Ar-Ridda (apostasy), then he invaded the Persians. He was then sent to Sham,
conquered most of it and remained the commander of the Muslim army in Sham till 'Umar
bin AI-Khattib retired him. He then became a voluntary vigilant at Hims till his death in 21 H.
and he was buried at a village one mile outside Hims.
11 1 'Umar ~ ..iii ._..,;, J thought that Khalid~ 41 ._..,i>J has kept those coats of mail for business.
The Prophet ~ told him that Khalid has endo~ed the coats of mail and weapons in the way
of Allah.

12 1 Hibah (~1) means to present something to some one as a gift for Allah's sake. Waqf
(---")I) is a public property and Htba is private. 'Umra (s _....,J 1) is to gift a house to somebody
for the duration of his lifetime. Ruqba (...,;) 1) is that house which is gifted to someone on the
condition that if one of them dies, the house goes to the one who lives (the survivor).
l3 l According to some scholars, justice and equality among the sons (children) is preferable,
but according to Imam Bukhari and Imam Allmad it is obligatory.
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witness to this." He then said, "Would
you like them to be equal in their kind
treatment of you." He replied, "Yes."
He said, "Don't do it, then."
789. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
~ said, "The one who repossesses a
gift[lJ is like a dog which vomits and
then returns to its vomit." [Agreed
upon] A narration by Al-Bukhari has:
"An evil example does not apply to
us.f21 one who repossesses a gift is like
a dog which vomits and then returns to
its vomit."
790. Narrated Ibn 'Umar and Ibn Abbas
~: The Prophet ~ said, "It is not lawful
for a Muslim man to give a gift and
then take it back, except a father[ 3 J
regarding what he gives his child."
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. AtTirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].

. ::SL;,.wJ
I ,

791. Narrated 'Aisha i;,: Allah's Messenger ~ Jt;; tlJ1 ~) ~.{~ ;_;:, (V~ \)
~ would accept a gift and give
~J ,~~I~~~\ J_r.) 0L5 :-.:J~
something in return for it. [4 1 [Reported
~ ~I
t:·\~
by Al-Bukhari].
·~!
. 'I"
•Jj. ~
·'I . ,, (V~Y)
792. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: A man gave J't;; rtl1. ~•'j .i.r G
. ,er. .YJ
away a she-camel to Allah's Messenger
, .ij~ ~ ~I ,J_r.J Y,) ..;..;:, : J~ 1~;;
~. So he gave him something in return
for it and asked, "Are you pleased?" He ,;;1) ,..q :J~ ~,: .3') :Jlli '~ ~~t
replied, "No." So he gave him more
'~; 1) '..q : JLi ~ : • 3' J : J
and asked, "Are you pleased?" He : J
replied, "No." Again he gave him more ~I ~.J ,~\ ;13) -~ :J~ ~,: .3')
and asked, "Are you pleased?" He
.0~
replied, "Yes." [Reported by Ahmad
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

w

w

[IJ It is agreed that a father can take back a thing from his son, given to him as a gift; while
taking back of things presented to other relatives is unlawful.

t2 l i.e. Muslims.
t3 J It means that only a father can take back the Hibab (gift) from his son and taking back
from others is unlawful. A father can revise his decision of Hibab and is allowed to take back
the gift. A mother is also allowed to take back the Hibab, according to most scholars.
4
£ 1 It

means to accept a gift and to give a gift in return is Sunnab.
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Messenger

~ said, "What is given in life-tenancy11 l

belongs to the one to whom it is
given." [Agreed upon).
Muslim has: "Keep your properties for
yourselves and do not squander
them, [iJ for if anyone gives a lifetenancy it goes to the one to whom it is
given, both during his life and after his
death, and to his descendants."
A narration has: "The life-tenancy which
Allah's Messenger~ allowed was only
that in which one says, 'It is for you
and your descendants.' However, if he
says, 'It is yours as long as you live', it
returns to its owner."
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i have: "Do not
give property "to go to the survivor"[ 3 J
and do not give "life-tenancy", for if
anyone is given either, the property
goes to his heirs."
794. Narrated 'Umar ~= I provided a
man with a horse to ride in Allah's Cause,
but as he did not look after it well, I
thought he would sell it at a cheap price.
I therefore asked Allah's Messenger ~
about that and he said, "Do not buy it
even if he gives it to you for a
Dirham ... " The narrator reported the
rest of the Hadith. [Agreed upon).
795. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: The
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11 1 Giving a house as a gift to someone for liletime is called 'Um;a. (.s~I). It has three
forms: 1) to give for ever; 2) to give for lifetime; and 3) to give with a pre-condition (for it to
be returned upon his death). Here what is meant is the first and the last.
12 1 At that time people thought 'Umra is a loan given to the borrower for a certain period of
time, and the owner retains the property with him after the time passes. However, the
Prophet ~ made the matter clear by saying that the borrower becomes the owner of the
property. The giver may have any intention at the time of giving the gift, but it has no
consideration. It is, therefore, suggested to think carefully before gifting 'Umra to avoid
remorse.
13 1 Ruqba (...,; )1) means that a person gives his house (or property) to another on the
condition that if he (the borrower) outlived him, he will have the house. However, if he (the
borrower) died before, than the house will be retained by the original owner. This is called
Ruqba because each of them wait for the death of the other.
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Prophet ~ said, "Give giftsl 1 l to one
another and you will love one
another." [Al-Bukhari reported it in AlAdab Al-Mu/rad; Abu Ya'la reported it
with a Hasan (good) chain of
narrators].
796. Narrated Anas •=Allah's Messenger ,~ J~ ~I :ri') ~\ (fJ (V~i)
~ said, "Give gifts to one another, for
(giving) gifts gently extracts resentment ~~I 0~ IJ~~» :~~I J_?j J~ :J~
."....w...;;
~G:.:.L
'1~'1\ ~I"
. «~;__~I ~I'~
and ill-will." [Al-Bazzar reported it
.. ,..
"
t;.J.r:'
.).)
uthrough a Da 'if (weak) chain of
narrators].

•=

797. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "O Muslim women,
a woman neighbour should not
consider even a goat's hoof too
insignificant 121 a gift to give to her
neighbour." [Agreed upon].
798. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
~ said, "If anyone gives away a gift, he
has most right to it as long as he is
given nothing in return for it."1 3 1 [AlHakim reported and graded it Sahib
(authentic). However, the stronger
narration is Ibn 'Umar's narration on
the authority of 'Umar • as a saying of
'Umar].

Chapter 19

LUQATAH 141
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(LOST AND FOUND ITEMS)

•=

799. Narrated Anas
The Prophet~
came upon a date on the road and said,
!lJ It means that sending or giving a gift is commendable. All the chains of narrators (Asiinid)
of this Hiidith contain some defect. However, some of them support others and that is why
this Hadith is graded Hasan (good). See: Irwii' Al-Ghalee/ by Shaykh Al-Albani 6/44, no.
1601.
! 2 1 This example teaches the basic philosophy of gift giving. A gift should be given even if it is
a very meager or an ordinary thing. And he who receives it, should also honor the intention
of the giver.
! 3 1 This Hadith contains two points: 1) that a gift should be compensated for; 2) that if Hibah
is not compensated for, the giver has the right to reconsider the Hibah and can take it back.
However, this is a weak narration.
! 41 Luqatah

(ll.WI) is a fallen or lost thing. Shari'a has divided Luqatah into three categories:
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"Were it not that I fear it may be part of
the Sadaqa I would eat it." [Agreed
upon].

>j'

.,

, ,

,

•

•' • , ,

800. Narrated Zaid bin Kha.lid Al- ......,\ ~.J ~\ +!L> ,J. ~j :f'J (A• o)
Juhani£1l ~: A man came to the
'~ ~I
{L:; : J~ '~
Prophet ~ and asked him about an
>'f - ~
item found (in the street). He replied, ~~ ..:;ri'' :J~ ,~, _..; 411..:J
"Note what it is contained in, and what
'~L.;, {L:; ~~ ,t:., ~/ ~ d.A•LS"-:!j
it is tied with, and make the matter
... ,.
..
,.:;; . . . .
... ,.,.
... >t......
known for a year. Then, if its owner : Jl.i ~ -~' m. .:. ; : Jli '~ . !.L;t.!j ':Jt}
comes (give it to him). Otherwise, you
:J~ ,_.._,J~ .Jl ·~~
,..!.lJ ~
can do what you like with it." He
asked, "What about astray sheep?" He ~j ~~j ..!.lJ ~ : J~ ~_J'XI ~0,j
> > t ... ,. .
- ..
> ..
,... ,--:
""
... ,- ,,.
replied, "It is for you, your brother, or J5L;J
••WI ~; , L.>jl~J , L.>JU..,,.
the wolf." He asked, "What about astray
. ..:i;.
~~~, . «I:~- LA Lit : , ',.:: ~Ii
,. .._,..o;;..
~.)
• ~ ..r.-'
camels?" He replied, "What have you to
do with them? They have their
stomachs and their feet. They can go
down to water and eat trees till their
master finds them." [Agreed upon].
801. Narrated (Zaid bin Kha.lid) ~· .:_,;>1 :~;iii J_,.:..) J~ :J~ ~j (A• n
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who ;1.J) .1<~fi
~ j0 ~ ~0 '5.JT
shelters a stray (animal) is astray
himself, if he does not make it
-~
known."! 2 1 [Reported by Muslim].
802. Narrated 'Iyad bin Himarf 3 1 ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who

Jt_;;

Jt y.)

~

JI

rJ

i) an ordinary and edible item - it can be picked up and eaten.
ii) an ordinary thing but not eatable - it can be picked up, but one has to announce it in the

public places for three days.
iii) a valuable thing which the Shari'a orders - if it is picked up - to be announced for one

year. Then, if the owner is found, it should be returned to him. Otherwise, it can be used.
There is a difference of opinion on the point, whether to return it or not if the owner is
found after its use.
flJ His nickname is Abu 'Abdur-Rahman or Abu Talha and was a resident of Al-Madinah. He
was a prominent Sababi who held the flag of the tribe of Juhaina on the day of Al-Fath (the
conquest of Makkah). He settled at Kufa and died in it in the year 68 H. or 78 H. at the age of
85 years.

r2 1 If someone picks up a lost or fallen thing with the intention to announce it, or with the
intention to prevent it from getting into the hands of those who would not announce it, then
this is permissible. Picking up a thing with bad intention to possess it, is not correct. It is an
error of conduct.
r31 'Iyad bin Himar At-Tamimi Al-Mujashi'i was a Sahabi who settled at Basrah and lived up to
about the fifties of the Hijra.
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finds something should call two trusty
people as witnesses, [lJ keep in mind •l+-P~ hl.,:.;l3 ,,J~ <-?Y ~.~~'.\; ~
what it is contained in, and what it is ;:L.,;. 0G .~ '1. , ~~<-- '1 :5 . l..b•l.5.,3
tied with, and not conceal it or cover it
up. Then, if its owner comes, he has ~~~~I~\\;~ '1;:, , L+; J;_f ~ , ~.)
then most right to it. Otherwise, it is ,~~_?1 :/! ~~\;1_:; .l.:..;.f ~13.J . ~H.~
Allah's property which He gives to
.Z.,~ J.13 ~J~L;JI 0'.lj ~::;. J.1 ~J
whomever He wills." [Reported by
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a excluding
Tirmidhi. Ibn Khuzaima, Ibn Al-J:lriid
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
803. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin ~I 01.8- _J -~:,J'1 +.i- 2/i (A•f)
'Uthman At-Taimi[ 2 J ~=The Prophet~
01 '~ J~ ili1 ~.:;
prohibited taking what a pilgrim[ 3 l has ~ ~ ~
., 1::.:.41')_)
'r·- ·c.·-t;J1. ~
dropped (lost). (Reported by Muslim].
·t-/
•

;

.....

..J'

\":':

\

,...

&-ii

804. Narrated Al-Miqdam bin Cri'.J _:;.,_h~ ,-.r. il.J.i~I ,f.J (A• t)
Ma'dikarib[ 4 l ~= Allah's Messenger :;)! ~l>> :~~I Jy.}
:J~ ~Ji.;;; ;11
said, "A beast of prey with a fang, a
domestic donkey, and a lost item from ~~I ']3 • ,t_~I ~ ,-:'~ J~
the property ofaMu'ahid (a disbeliever .)\ ':Jl ·~~ _Jt; ~ ilJ11 ']3 ,~~I
who has been given a covenant)[ 5 J ''I,.. _,-:\ ~1 . . ,, 111-:~;._ ,,,.~::~--~_, ~ Y. "J.J. ~
unless it is something worthless - are
not lawful." (Reported by Abii Da'ud].

JLl

b ']

[lJ Whenever a lost or fallen thing is found, two witnesses should be called at once. Similarly,
at the time of its delivery, witnesses should also be called. Both witnesses are necessary. This
ls because of the possibility that after the delivery of the lost thing, another person may cl,aim
it giving true marks and signs of the thing thus creating a dispute and .~quabbie.

r2 1 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Uthman bin 'Ubaidullali At-Taimi Al-Qurashi, the son of Talha bin
'Ubaidullali's brother, was a Sababi. It was also said that though he lived during the lifetime
of the Prophet ~ , he never met him. He became a Muslim on the day of Al-Hudaibiya or on
the day of Al-Fath and was killed with 'Abdullali bin Az-Zubair in 73 H.

r3 1 Because a pilgrim is a traveler, and there is only a remote chance of a meeting benveen
the pilgrim and the finder of lost thing, therefore it is ordered not to pick up the lost things
of pilgrims.
r4 1 Al-Miqdam bin Ma'dikarib bin 'A

ir

Al-Kindi who was nicknamed Abu Karima or Abu Yaliya

was a prominent Sababi. He settle.! at Sham and his Abaditb spread among its people. He
died in 47 H. at the age of 91 years.

r51 Dbimmi (._,.lll) is an infidel living in an Islamic State and aliiding by the laws of the state
and Mu'ahid-(J.AL...) is an infidel visiting an Islamic State with visa and performing his job
peacefully. The Islamic State is responsible for his safety and his property, etc. There is no
difference between the lost property of a Dbimmi and Mu'abid or a Muslim as for as the laws
of lost property are concerned. However, if it is a worthless thing, then there is no harm in
picking it up.
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Chapter 20
AL-FARA W

[lJ

(THE SHARES OF INHERITANCE)
805. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Give the prescribed
shares to those who are entitled to
them, 12 1 and what remains goes to the
nearest male relative (of the
deceased)." (Agreed upon].
806. Narrated Usama bin Zaid ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "A Muslim does not
inherit from an infidel and an infidel
does not inherit from a Muslim. "1 31
(Agreed upon].
807. Narrated Ibn Mas'Od ~concerning
the situation where there was a
daughter, a son's daughter and a sister:
The Prophet ~ ruled, "The daughter
gets half and the son's daufi1ter a sixth,
completing two-thirds, I l and what
remains goes to the sister." [Reported
by Al-Bukhari].
808. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~: Jlt ~J ~ ,.:.r. ~\ .µ ifJ (/\•/\)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "People of
'111 :~ ~\ J_?) J~ :J~ 1;+:.; J~
two different religions do not inherit
from one another." [Reported by '11 ~~~lj ~\ ~lj) . «,~ ~\ .Sj\~
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a except At.-,J- ~J- 't i..::J .JJi : (\;.]I ;_;., '.f, , 0 .l.. ·~11
r
. ? J <? ,,.r
Tirmidhi; Al-Hakim reported it with
o.;
"
,..
l ,..
- "'
Usama's wording; An-Nasa'i reported
. ~\ !.if; ;.;L.:;.\ ~~ ~L.::.::.11
Usama's Haditb with the aforesaid
wording].
...,

J

,

;

809. Narrated 'Imran bin Husain ~: A ;li1 ~) .~
man came to the Prophet ~ and said,

,.:.r. Z,1~ ifJ

(!,. 0.)

[lJ Fara'id (rali_,..;ll) is plural of Faridah and it means the laws related to the distribution of
inheritance.
2
i J Those persons whose share is described in the Qur'an are called Dhul-Fara'id (rall_,AllJ;
while other possible inheritors are called 'Asabah (~); and some of the Dhul-Fara'id are
'Asabah too. In the noble Qur'an, six kinds of shares are fixed. These are: One-half, onefourth, one-eight, two-thirds, one-third and one-sixth.
·

i3l

Among the deceased and the heir, if one is non-Muslim, they cannot be heir of each other.

14 1 Half to the daughter and one-sixth to the granddaughter (from father's side) and one-third
will go to the sister. It means that the sister along with daughter and granddaughter becomes
'Asabah.
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"My son's son (grandson) has died, so
what do I receive from his estate
(inheritance)?" He replied, "You receive
a sixth;" then when he turned away he
called him and said, "You receive
another sixth;"[IJ and when he turned
away he called him and said, "The other
sixth is an allowance (beyond what is
due)." [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba'a. At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic). It is from Al-Hasan AlBasri'sl2J narration on the authority of
'lmriin. However, it has been said that
Al-Hasan did not hear (Haditb) from
'lmriin).
810. Narrated Ibn Buraida ~ on the
authority of his father: The Prophet ~
appointed a sixth to a grandmotherl 3 1
if no mother is left to inherit before
her. [Reported by Abo Da'ud and AnNasa'i. Ibn Khuzaima and Ibn Al-Jarod
graded it Sahib (authentic) and lbn 'Adi
graded it strong].
811. Narrated Al-Miqdam bin Ma'dikarib
~= Allah's Messenger ~
said, "A
maternal unclel 4 l is heir of him who
has no inheritor." [Ahmad and AlArba'a reported it excluding AtTirmidhi. Abo Zur'a Ar-Razi graded it

.;iJ;i;;
~

•~II
t...f";

J'I!:.

'1.:_'

;:"(;.

u;.J

.

:J'Li

I~:;

J' 1uu
<

~

J ci ,.:..,1; ,~1 .;.1 0t :Jw
: Jw , ~~:; jJ l!1 ,~l.:.l1 .!D :Jw
0t :Jw .~~:; jJ l!1 ,~T :,,.~ .!U
~~1~ ~

,

~

,

-;:

,~j')l\J .,4;.i ~\))

~I ~l)j ~

~

,

,,-

.~?':JI

Y.:,)

.to, ~
. , ,, r~\;:,;I; : u.:;.J
'1 ; '

J

.J--.i!ll

·&~Jli ~)
: , • '-'I\
..., ~ er- ~~

.~•I''

,~ J~ ilJ1 ~);:.;_:;.,JI <j-J (Alo)
111; ',<.)"' l.:J1 .J..;Ji
'1~~ .;~ • ~I\ 01 .....
:,
, • , V-· ~ <£'"
--;! er,. .

,..

.,l

.. ,

J

.....

<fL.::JIJ :;_;1:; Y,i ~\)) . f1 ~.J) ~ ~
J.1 ~I~) ·~.J~i.;11 J.1)

W).

J.1 ~J

~) ~~~ ,J. i 1i4iT ,<.r-.J (A\\)
:~ ~I Jr.) Jli, :Jli ~ J~ ili1
~).l) .1<~ .SjlJ 'l .:; J...j1J JW111
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t.:.;.:; ·~~pl

-sr-

.~.;\r1:; ~\

[lJ The deceased left two daughters and one grandfather as heirs. The daughters got twothirds, while the grandfather got one-sixth as Dhul-Farii'id and another one-sixth as 'Asabab.
The Prophet ~ told him only one-sixth at first, so that he would not think that his share is
one-third, and then explained it to him again in the end.
2
C J Al-Hasan bin Abiil Hasan Al-Basri was an Ansari slave. His father was called Yasar. Al-Hasan
was one of the righteous Imams. He was also reliable, pious, famous, a devout worshipper,
very learned, eloquent, handsome, elegant, a great and very knowledgeable scholar. He was
the head of the third generation of the Tiibi'in and was born when two years remained from
'Umar's Caliphate. He saw 'Uthman and 'Ali but did not hear a Haditb from them. He died in
Raj ab 110 H. when he was nearly ninety years of age.

C3 l

Grandmothers in Arabic are jaddab Sabibab (father's mother) and jaddab Fiisidab
(mother's mother). If the mother of the deceased is not alive, then the mother's share will go
to father's mother or mother's mother. If both are present, they will share the fixed portion.
4
C l These Abiiditb prove that if there is no 'Asabab or Dbul-Farii'id heir, then the maternal
uncle (mother's brother) will be an heir. It means that the maternal uncle is the last heir. If
he too is not alive then the property will go to the public treasury (JWI ~). The maternal
aunt (mother's sister) has the same status as the maternal uncle.
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Hasan (good), and Al-Hakim and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)] .
812. Narrated Abu Umama bin Sahl(ll
( ~): 'Umar ~wrote to Abu 'Ubaida! 2 J
~ that Allah's Messenger ~ had said:
"Allah and His Messenger are the
Patrons of him who has none and a
maternal uncle is the heir of him who
has no inheritor." [Reported by Ahmad
and Al-Arba'a except Abu Da'ud. AtTirmidhi graded it Hasan (good); Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].

>

>

~

-;

,~j~\) -4_;.\ ;1))

_,.,,.

,..

>

,,.

..:...,11) 'J ::_,;; ..:...,11)

.((;,j

Lli ~) ·~~?1 t.:.;.) ,;)1;

<./\

'5~
.0~

,~

813. Narrated Jabir 4'<: The Prophet ~
said, "When a new born cries (at the
time of birth)[ 3 J (and then dies), it is
treated as a heir." [Reported by Abu
Da'ud and graded as Sahib (authentic)
by Ibn Hibban].

,:}

Jt_;.;

814. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
~:Allah's Messenger~ said, "One who
kills a man cannot inherit anything
from him."! 4 l [Reported by An-Nasa'i
and Ad-Daraqutni. Ibn 'Abdul-Barr
graded it Qawiy (strong), while AnNasa'i declared it to be defective. The
right opinion is that it is Mawqiif (a
saying of a Companion) from 'Amr (bin
Al-'Aas ~)].

,~\if':.'.;'~

jjl

~) -/;~

y)

(A,,-)

.l!~.,1) ;);jl ~I 1;~)) :J~ .~~I
.0~ Ll1 ~) .;)1; ;I ;1))
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J~

(f.J

(AH)

J;.) J~ :J~ ~ Jt.;.;,;li1 ~) ~~:;.
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(..!

-

,

Lli ;1>i) , ~)!lJi) ~l:!Ji ;1))

·J-:;,;_

js. ~) ~1:;..;,.JI) <f~I ~\)

[IJ His name was As'ad or Sa'd but was known by his nickname Abu Umama bin Sahl bin
Hunaif bin Wahib Al-Ansari Al-Ausi Al-Madani. He was counted among the Sahaba and he saw
the Prophet ~ but never heard a Hadith from him. He died in 100 H. at the age of 92 H.

r2 1 He is Abu 'Ubaida 'Aamir bin 'Abdullah bin Al-Jarrah bin Hila! Al-Qurashi Al-Fihri who was
one of the ten promised to enter Janna (Paradise). He became a Muslim early and migrated
to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) during the second Hijra. He participated in Badr and the rest of the
imponant battles. On the day of Uhud he removed with his teeth two metal points of the
Prophet's helmet which had penetrated in his cheeks and lost two of his front teeth as a
result. Abu 'Ubaida Jed the Muslim army during the conquest of Sham. He died in the plague
of 'Amwas in 18 H. at the age of 58 years.
r3 1 The child who has a trace of life and whose Funeral prayer is offered, is also a heir and his
inheritance is distributed as well.

r4 1 It means that a murderer has no right of inheritance from the propeny of the murdered.
The murderer gets no share at all even he is an 'Asabah or Dhul-Faridah of the murdered.
Willful murder and unintentional murder are equal in this concern, according to the majority
of the Imams, except Tmam Malik.
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815. Narrated 'Umar bin Al-Khattab ~ :
I heard Allah's Messenger~ as saying,
"The property which a parent or a child
has a right to, goes to his 'Asabah
(paternal relatives)[lJ whoever it may
be. [Reported by Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i
and Ibn Majah. Ibn Al-Madini and Ibn
'Abdul-Barr graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
816. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "The right to
inheritance from a freed slave[ 2 J is a
relationship like the relationship of
blood relatives (lineage); it cannot be
sold or given away." [Al-Hakim
reported it through Ash-Shaf'i's
narration from Muhammad bin AlHasan [3 l on the authority of Abu
Yusuf. 14 1 Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic), while Al-Baihaqi graded it
defective].
817. Narrated Abu Qilabal 5 l on the
authority of Anas ~:Allah's Messenger
[lJ Wala' (inheritance from the slave whom someone has freed) is not distributed like
inheritance in Dhul-Fara'id. Instead, the nearest 'Asabah has the right to that inheritance
(Wala). This is the correct opinion, though some scholars differ on this point.
2

Walii' and he
who pays the money for the freedom, becomes the heir after the death of the slave - if the
freed slave has no blood relatives who are entitled to inheritance.
! 1 After the death of a freed slave or slave-girl his;her left property is called

l3 l Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad bin Al-Hasan bin Farqad, Ash-Shaibaru by clientship, was one of
the Hanafi Imams. He was born in 132 H. at Wasit and grew up at Kufa. He cravelled to
acquire the knowledge of Hadith and met a group of the eminent learned men. He attended
the study circle of Abu Hanifa for years, then acquired the knowledge of Fiqh from Abu
Yusuf. He then wrote many valuable books and spread the knowledge of Abu Hanifa. He also
studied under Imam Malik for three years. The Hadith scholars considered his Ahadith to be
weak due to his memory. He died in 189 H. at Ranbuwaih, a village of Ar-Ray.
4

was the Fiqh scholar of 'Iraq and the learned Imam Al-Qadi Abu Yusuf Ya'qub bin
Ibrahim Al-Ansari Al-Kuti, the companion of Abu Hanifa. He grew up in the acquisition of
knowledge. His father was poor and Abu Hanifa used to give him a hundred after a hundred.
Yahya bin Ma'in said, "There is no person among the Fiqh scholars who knows more Abadith
or is more reliable (in the narration of Hadith) than Abu Yusuf." Yahya bin Yahya At-Tamimi
said, "I heard Abu Yusuf say at the time of his death, I have withdrawn from any (Fiqh)
opinion which I gave in the past except that confirming with the Book (the Qur'an) and the
Sunnah - and in another version - except what is in the Qur'an and the Muslims have agreed
upon." He died in Rabi' Al-Akhir of the year 182 H. at the age of 69 years.
! 1 He

C5 l The name of Abu Qilaba is 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin 'Amr or 'Aamir Al-Jurmi Al-Basri. He was
a great Tabi'i, reliable, virtuous and the narrator of many Mursal Ahadith. He was among the
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~

said, "The most versed in the rules
~)\» :~~I J~) Jl.i :Jl.i ~ J~
of inheritance among you is Zaid bin
1
Thabit."[ 1 [Reported by Ahmad and ... ~ ·~~'111 k;.\ ~).\ . « ~~
!~ ~j
, ....,.
Al-Arba'a except Abu Da'ud. At.:,~ .:;11 &~?1 ~l ,;.;1; ..r.l
Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
. , JL::.''1!;
·1~1- .:q~(-J
graded it Sahib (authentic). However, it
..> .... ...rJ r
was considered defective due to being
Mursal (missing link in the chain after
the Tabi't)).

.

Chapter 21
AL-WASAYA[ 2 J

(THE WILLS AND TESTAMENTS)
818. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "It is not
permissible for a Muslim person, who
has something he wants to give as a
bequest, to have it for two nights
without having his will[ 3 l regarding it
written and kept ready with him."
[Agreed upon].
819. Narrated Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas 41\.: I
said, "O Allah's Messenger, I have
wealth and no one to inherit from me
except my one daughter. Shall I give

(A\ A)

.I.$

(A\~)

J~

sixth generation and died in Sham in 104 H. or 106 H. or 107 H. while refusing the
responsibility of holding the office of the Qadi.
[lJ The Prophet ~ said, "The most merciful of my Ummab is Abu Bakr; the most firm of
them in religion is 'Umar; the most sincere in modesty amongst them is 'Uthman; the best
judge amongst them is 'Ali; the best reciter amongst them is Ubai bin Ka'b; the one who
possesses the best knowledge of the lawful and the unlawful things is Mu'adh bin Jabal; the
one who possesses the best knowledge of obligatory shares (regarding descent and division
of inheritance) is Zaid bin Thabit. Behold, verily, every Ummah has a trustworthy guardian
and the trustworthy guardian of this Ummah is Abu 'Ubaida bin Jarrah."

On the basis of this Hadith, the word of Zaid bin Thabit is preferred concerning disputed
issues of inheritance.
121 Linguistically Wastyah (;;_,.... )1) means: to command, advise or recommend something.
According to the Shari'a it is a will or testament - to use a portion (one third) of a person's
wealth in a particular manner - to be acted upon after the death of the person who made it.
l 3 l Prior to the revelation of the Verses of Inheritance, making a will was obligatory. However,
after the revelation this order was cancelled. Likewise, one can make a will for matters other
than inheritance. Today, a bequest is sometimes very necessary, for example, in the presence
of one's son to make a will for the grandson from a deceased son. The written form of will is
not a necessity. However, it is important for the confirmation of an oral will, and to avoid any
misunderstanding arising afterwards.
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two-thirds of my property as Sadaqa?"
JLltf :..:ii ,«'111 :Jl.i \J~ ~
He replied, "No." I said, "Shall I give
half of it as Sadaqa?" He replied, "No." ~~ JLltf :..:ii ,«'}11 :Jl.i ~~~
>!.
' >!..
.... ,.,
I said, "Shall I give a third of it as .... ,... Ii>;:: ,...
~..i; .JI ~t •JZ? ~\_) ,~\» :Jli
Sadaqa?" He replied, ''You may give a
third(ll as Sadaqa, which is still a lot.
To leave your heirs rich is better than
to leave them poor and begging from
people." (Agreed upon].
820. Narrated 'Aisha ~: A man[ZJ came '~
ill1 ~~ ~~ ~J (/\Y >)
to the Prophet ~ and said, "O Allah's
Messenger, my mother had died !~I J_r..~ ~ :JI.ii ,~~I .)f )I..,;.~ ~f
, J> ! ~\- , 16 ;i; ,! :1!;i 'l ~I
suddenly, and did not make a will. And y·I 1~'.l:f'
J
,<..r y r J
,
..,.
;
I think she would have given out
~~ ciLl ~t fl-l ~f ,.;.JLl ,! ;ls:;
Sadaqa if she had been able to speak,
so will she get a reward if I gave out
Sadaqa on her behalf?" He replied,
''Yes." (Agreed upon; the wording is
Muslim's).
'Oil

,...

,

Jt;;

821.NarratedAbii UmamaAl-Bahili ~: ill1,~_)~·
·' •l~\J\ t~\ '-':
._. ,f. ._,._,
-~. (/\n)
I heard Allah's Messenger ~ saying, : ~ ~ ~I J ~~ ~ : Jl.i ;,;s_ It;;
"Allah has appointed for everyone who
er• -" ·
_,
·
<.s'
has a right what is due to him, and no '.>ti . j;. j;. i,?~ j5 )a&.f :Ii Ji1 ~p1
Wasiyah (will) should be made to an ~I
heir."[ 3 1 (Reported by Ahmad and Al; ~~\ri_J ~f ;1_J~ .11 • ..!.i-;!IJ.1 ~_J
Arba'a except An-Nasa'i. Ahmad and At- i:;.1 ;1ji_J ·&~Jli_J ~f ~J "~l.::51
Tirmidhi graded it Hasan (good), while
Ibn Khuzaima and Ibn Al-Jarod graded ~ ~~1.lJ1 ~l_J~_J ·~J~~I .:;1_J W)it Qawi (strong)]. Ad-Daraqutni i'.if ':ip1 :~~
;1j_J , 4 ~ ;;.1 -~~
reported the aforesaid Hadith from the
narration of Ibn 'Abbas (~); and he
added in its end: "unless the other
heirs wish so." [Its chain of narrators is
Hasan (good)].
822. Narrated Mu'adh binJabal ~:The <.s'It;; ill1,~_;.i_r:-;-,J.,
·' ,-~ .• )t;;; ~,, (/\YY)
(fJ

J

-t

Ill A will can be made at the most for one-third of the whole of the property. If it is less than
one-third, it is better. However, with the permission of other heirs it is permitted for more
than one-third. If the heirs are alive, than it is not allowed to make it for more than one-third.

_/ ·

121 This man was Sa'd bin 'Ubada ~ Ji\ ,_...;,.;. We come to know through this Hadith that
sons and daughters are allowed and permitted to give something in charity from the property
left as inheritance without a bequest for doing so, parents do get the reward for this virtuous
deed.
131 It means that a will cannot be made for a heir, but with the permission of other heirs it is
permitted, just as a bequest for more than one-third is permitted for a stranger with the
permission of heirs.

....,
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Prophet~ said, "Allah gave (a favor)[tJ
as Sadaqa to you a third of your
property, when you are about to die, as
an increase in your good deeds."
[Reported by Ad-Daraqutni]. Ahmad
and Al-Bazzar reported the aforesaid
narration from the Hadith of Abu AdDarda, while Ibn Majah reported it
from the Hadith of Abu Huraira ( 4).
All of them (i.e. these three chains of
narrators) are weak. However, they may
strengthen one another [becoming
Hasan], and Allah Knows Best.
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~ ,;~_,;, ~J --,;_:;.~ ~' ,..:.....~
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Chapter 22
AL-WADl'A (TRUSTS)
823. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his (./' , ~f ;_;. ,; . :; -:., ,J .J~.:.;, ;_;. (t\ Yr')
l
,. . /
. .,
,
father's authority from his grandfather: ,,.
~~_:;
U.JI
.:;»
:Jli
~
~I
,:.;
·~~
The Prophet ~ said, "There is no
liability[ 2 J on him who is entrusted with ~;t::.:.µ ,~t;; ,);! ~;.f ((~~ ~.:,.;ii
something." [Ibn Majah reported it, but
-~
its chain of narrators is Da'if (weak)].

.

[The Chapter on the division of Sadaqa

has preceded at the end of the Book of
Zakiit. The Chapter on the division of
tributes from territories the Muslims
have conquered, and spoils of war, will
follow the Book of jihad, if Allah the
Most High wills.]

Ill In Arabic, Ibsan (.Jl-> 'XI) is a favor because in the lifetime, while hale and hearty one had

the privilege to spend his money according to his free will, but after death he has no concern
with his own wealth. This is Allah Who allowed him to spend one-third of his wealth near
death and make addition to his good deeds.
121 Difference between Amanah (;;; L. \'I - trust) and 'Aariyah ( ~J WI - loan) is that what a
person borrows for his own purpose and use is ~4ariyab; while Amanab is that thing which a
person entrusts another fur safety. One can use 'Aariyah as he has borrowed it for use but
the use of Amii.nab is prohibited. If 'Aariyab is destroyed, the borrower has to pay for it. As
fur Amiinah, if it is destroyed by accident, with any negligence on the part of the trustee, he
does not have to pay for it. However, if the trustee has used the Amiinah or a part of it, than
he has to pay for any damage.
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824. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said to us, "O
young men, those of you who can
support a wife should marry, [IJ for it
(marriage) controls the gaze and
preserves one from immorality. And
whoever cannot (marry) should fast, for
it is a means of reducing the sexual
desire." [Agreed upon].
825. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~: The
Prophet ~ praised Allah, extolled Him
and said, "Yet I prayC 2 J and sleep; I fast
and break my fast; and I marry women.
He who is displeased with my Sunnah
(practices) is not my follower." [Agreed
upon].
826. Narrated (Anas bin Malik) ~:
'Allah's Messenger~ used to command
us to marry and sternly forbid
' I~ ~)11 : J.,Z..J
' ,
celibacyl 3 1 and say, "Marry women who ~~ J~ ,;_,~J.11 ; _,JJ.11
are beloved (due to their good
characteristics), prolific in bearing ~J .~i;1.:;~ . «~gll fY- ·~\r1 ~
children, for I shall outnumber the ~l.::.!Jlj ~JI~ c1;l ~ ~G ~) .~~ 0;1
Prophets by you on the Day of
L:.;' · • ~ ..:...,.,;. : Ld ~~ . ·1~
-~ .AJ.,u- ., ~
.
·-':!~
Resurrection." [Reported by Ahmad
. and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)]. The aforesaid Hadith has
a supporting narration reported by Abu
Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and lbn Hibban from
Ma'qal bin Yasar's Hadith.
827. Narrated Abu Huraira

.:tlo:

The

,;ti.

Jt_;; ~I Cr!'J ~~~ <./;\ y)

(AYV)

flJ It means that if one has enough power (physical and financial) for Nikiih (marriage), he
should do it. Some of the scholars consider it obligatory and some others regard it only
desirable.
2
f l It means exaggeration in supererogatory worship is unlawful. lt makes a man tired and he
even fails to perform obligatory worship. A man becomes goes out of Islam if he starts
thinking that his way of worship is better than the way of the Prophet ~ .

f3 l Tabattul (pl) means not to marry, thinking that avoiding marriage is a form of worship,
and thinking that engaging in marriage is a hindrance to worship. It is agreed by all that
Tabattul is an unlawful action. However, not marrying due to some unavoidable circumstances or some other reasons is quite a different matter.
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Prophet ~ said, "A woman is married
for four qualities,Pl for her wealth, her :,ci~~ H~1 ~» :Jl.i ~ ~I ,:.;
·~l:.ti ,1: .. ...u- ,1:1~- ,1: ' c l ' ,1:11-1
family status, her beauty and her .r~-~
~
-~
~.-J
~"":'
religion; so get the religious one and
~
~
~
«!JI~
2..}
'
_
.:y..'
.
i.ll
.;.-1~
prosper." (Agreed upon, with the rest
of As-Sab 'a].
-F..!.l1

E

828. Narrated (Abii Huraira) ~: When
the Prophet ~ congratulated a man on
his marriage he would say, [ZJ "Allah
bless for you (your spouse), grant you
blessing, and join you together in
goodness." [Reported by Ahmad and
Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Khuzaima
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
829. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'iid ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ taught us AtTashahbud in case of some need,
which isYl "Praise is due to Allah,
Whom we praise and from Whom we
ask help and forgiveness. We seek
refuge in Allah from the evils of
ourselves. He whom Alliih guides has
no one who can lead him astray, and
he whom He leads astray has no one to
guide him. I testify that there is nothing
deserving of worship except Allah, and
I testify that Muhammad is His slave
and Messenger." He (then) recites
three Verses. (Reported by Ahmad and
Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi and Al-Hakim
graded it Hasan (good)].
830. Narrated
Jabir
~Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
proposes (marriage) to a woman, if he
is able to look at what will induce him

.
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Ill The Prophet~ said that there are four qualities for which a man might marry a woman.
From these a Muslim should prefer a religious woman for marriage because the company one
keeps affects a person. Ha woman is married for another quality, there is possibility of man's
going astray and leaving the religion. Another reason for choosing a religious woman is that
she is the first teacher of children, and she can lead the children, the way she wants - right or
wrong.
ill The Prophet ~ used to ask Allah's blessing, unity, harmony and love for the newly
married couple in these words.

!3 1 The Prophet ~ taught this supplication for the fulfillment of every need.
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marry her, Pl he should do so."
(Reported by Ahmad and Abu Da'ud. Its
narrators are 1biqa (reliable) and AlHakim declared it to be Sahib
(authentic)]. The aforesaid Haditb has
a supporting narration reported by AtTirmidhi and An-Nasa'i from AlMughira. It also has a supporting
narration reported by Ibn Majah and
Ibn Hibban from the Haditb of
Muhammad bin Maslarna. 12 1
831. Muslim reported from Abu
Huraira .:t;: The Prophet • asked a
man who had intended to marry a
woman, "Have you looked at her?'' He
replied, "No." He said, "Go and look at
her."

to

832. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "No one of you
should ask a woman in marriage when
his brother has done so already, 13 1
until the one who has proposed (to
her) before him gives her up, or gives
him permission." (Agreed upon. The
wording is Al-Bukhiri's].
833. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd As-Sa'idi .:t;:
A woman came to Allah's Messenger•
and said, "O Allah's Messenger, I came
to offer myself to you (in marriage)."
Allah's Messenger• looked her up and
down (carefully), and then Allah's
Messenger • lowed his head. When
the woman saw that he had not made
any decision regarding her she sat
down. A man of his companions then
stood up and said, "O Allah's
Messenger, if you have no need for her,
marry her to me." He asked, "Do you
Ill
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i.e. her external feamres like the height, face, hands and the like.

12 1 He was an Ansari, a Hanthi and among the virtuous Sahaba. He witnessed all the major
battles except Tabuk. He became a Muslim through the efforts of Mus'ab bin 'Umair and died
in 43 H. at the age of 77 years.
13 1 This prohibition is to evade an already settled betrothal (engagement to marry). If a girl is
already promised to someone, the second person should not make a proposal. However, if
the first is cancelled, than it is permitted to make a proposal.
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have anything (to give her as dowry)?"
He replied, "No, I swear by Allah, 0
Allah's Messenger." He thereupon said,
"Go to your family and see if you can
find something." He went and then
returned and said, "No, I swear by Allah
I found nothing." Allah's Messenger ~
then said, "Look for something, even if
it should be an iron ring." He went and
then returned and said, "No, I swear by
Allah, 0 Allah's Messenger, not even an
iron ring: but I have only this lower
gannent of mine - [Sahl said, 'He had
no upper gannent'] - and I shall give
her half of it." Allah's Messenger ~
then said, "What will she do with your
lower garment? For if you wear it, there
would be nothing of it on her, and if
she wears it, there would be nothing of
it on you." The man then sat down and
when he had sit for a long time he
stood up and Allah's Messenger~ saw
him departing, so he commanded him
and he was called back. When he came
back, he said, "What do you have (i.e.
memorized) from the Qur'an?" He
replied, "I have Surat such and such
and Surat such and such," he counted
them. He then asked "Can you recite
them by heart?" He replied, "Yes". He
said, "Go, for I have given her to you in
marriage for the part of the Qur'an
which you know."f 1 l [Agreed upon:
the wording is Muslim's]. Another
narration has: "Go for I have given her
to you in marriage, so teach her some
--0f the Qur'an." A narration by AlBukhan has: "I have married her to you
for the part of the Qur'an which you
know."
Abu Da'ud has a narration from Abu
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!IJ This Haditb clarifies many issues, among them one is that teaching Quc'an can also be a
marriage dowry. Another thing made clear is that the amount of the dowry is not fixed. Some
people bring a Haditb as a proof that the minimum amount is ten Dirhams. This is not
correct and this Haditb has no base.
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Huraira ~: He asked, "What have you
J1_:; ~);ii g)_,.::. :J~ ~.W.,:.; ~ :J~ ~
memorized?" He replied, "Surat AlBaqarah and the one that follows it."
.«~ ~~ 4-:b •(..fo :J~ ·~
He then said, "Get up and teach her
twenty Verses."
,J, ~ µ ,J, ~ti ~.J (A,.t)
834. Narrated 'Aamir bin 'Abdullah(ll ~
bin Az-Zubair on the authority of his . ((t.~1 1_,4;\n : J~ ~ ~1 Jr.) ~I ~I
father: Allah's Messenger J@ said, "Make
. ~wl ~J ,~\ ~\_))
,marriage publicly· known." [ZJ
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
835. Narrated Abu Burda bin Abu Musa
on the authority of his father; Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "There is no
marriage without a guardian."1 3 1
[Ahmad and Al-Arba'a reported it. Ibn
Al-Madini, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic), but it was
regarded defective for being Mursal
(missing link after the Tabi'i)].
Imam Ahmad reported from Al-Hasan :r- ,~\ ,J .~f r~ll _;;j).J]
from 'lmran bin Al-Husain as Marfu'
C~
:~)_:,; -~I _J, ~\~
(attributed to the Prophet): "There is
. ·.:;_,,,, G'J ~Y;
• 1no marriage without a guardian and
. [ ,J.
two witnesses."
836. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "If any woman marries without
the consent of her guardian, her
marriage is invalid. If there is
cohabitation, she is entitled to the

,f.Ji

-Jt

']

iii He is 'Aamir bin 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair bin Al-'Awwam Al-Asaeli Al-Qurashi Al-Madani. He
was a Tabi'i and heard Abadith from his father and others. He was reliable and pious, and
died in 124 H.
[ZJ After the matrimonial ceremony, its announcement is essential to avoid the disgrace and
unnecessary criticism of people and for many other reasons. There are many forms of this
announcement. Witnesses at the time of matrimonial rites are also a form of announcement.
To announce in the assembly of people is another form. It can also be announced by playing
Duff (small tambourine) but a musical band or fireworks are not allowed.

131 This Hadith has been reported by about thirty Companions of the Prophet ~ . Some of its
chains of narrators are authentic. The first guardian is the father and the grandfather, then
the brothers, and afterwards the uncles. If there is a difference of opinion among two
guardians, whoever is nearer, his opinion will be preferred, and if both of them are equally
near in relation as brothers and uncles, than the present ruler will be the guardian and
authority to decide. If two guardians of equal status marry a woman separately, then the first
marriage will be legal and the later will be considered invalid. If the married woman agrees
to one guardian and differs with the other, than the opinion of the woman will be preferred.
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dowry, due to the sexual intercourse
made lavvful with her. If there is a
dispute (between her guardians), the
ruler is the guardian of one who has no
guardian." [Reported by Al-Arba'a
except An-Nasa'i. Abu 'Awana, Ibn
Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

,~) ~ j,;2.1 ~ ~1 ~
~,:, '1 :..r- ~,:, SLIJ!.Jt:; 1_,~1

837. Narrated Abo Huraira ~= Allah's ,~ J~ jjl Cri') g.:f-). c,1;f 0i-'J (i\~V)
Messenger ~ said, "A previously J;_ ~\r1 ~ '])) : J~ ~~I J~j 0f
married woman must not be married
till she is consulted, and a virgin must ,110SG J;- ~1 ~ '1:, ,~I:.:..;
not be married till her consent is 0lll : J~ ~~1t ~J !~I J~j ~ : 1_,fo
asked. ,,[lJ They asked, "O Allah's
.~:;2 .II~
Messenger, how is her consent
indicated?" He replied, "It is by her
silence." [Agreed upon].
838. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "A woman who has
been previously married has more right
over her person than her guardian, [ZJ
and a virgin must be consulted, and her
consent is her silence." [Reported by
Muslim].

L~-~ '"I"
. ~,,.....-'J_)

Another narration has: "A guardian has :,;i ,~I t: ~)d
no authority over a woman who has been
previously married; and an orphan girl ~fi...::..J1:, ;~1; ;f ~\))
must be consulted." [Reported by Abo
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i; Ibn Hibban graded
it Sahib (authentic)].

~ll

:~

.11~1:..:.;

~J

~;_::11:,

839. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's ~ J~ jjl Cri') g,:;). c,1;i Y'J (,\~'\)
Messenger~ said, "A woman may not H~I
']JJ :~ ~I J~j J~ :J~

f:.Y)

Ill Consent of the woman is essential for marriage. If a guardian, even the father marries his
daughter without her consent, she has got the right to cancel it.

Aiyim is the word in Arabic for a woman who already has sexual experience, she may be
widowed or divorced. An unmarried adulteress in reality is an Aiyim, but under the orders of
Shari'a, she is not Aiyim. Aiyim must give her consent by word for her marriage otherwise
the marriage is not legal. As for a virgin who has not reached puberty, then her consent is not
necessary, only the permission of the Wali is sufficient.
121 It only means that an Aiyim cannot be married without her consent, but it does not mean
that she can marry without a guardian. If there is a difference of opinion among Aiyim and
her guardian on the choice of spouse, and the woman's choice is from her kin and she has
no illicit relation with him, then the guardian will be compelled to agree with Aiyim, and if
he does not agree, she can ask the permission of the ruler and marry. Dhul Arham (relatives
on the maternal side) can not be Wali (guardian).
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give a woman in marriage, nor may she
. ((~ ;1~1 t:.j_; ':J:) ,;1~1
give herself in marriage."l 1 l (Reported
by Ibn Majah and Ad-Daraqutni. Its
. .;~ j~.,!J •~)JJI) ~~
narrators are reliable (tbiqah)].
840. Narrated Nafi' from Ibn 'Umar ~: ~I :.ri') ~ ,JI ,J .dG ~:J (At o)
Allah's Messenger~ prohibited Shighar,
which means that a man gives his ,J ~~I Jr.)~ :J\.i ,1~~
\;. C.:1. '-'"
'1~!11
,,~, 01 .)'l.81'J ' .,! l.81
daughter in marriage on condition that ..s-Y' (.JJ.
the other gives his daughter to him in
.JI~ 1;@~:: ~J ,~I ~~I ~j:;. 0f
marriage (in exchange] without any
, :~ :1
'1; -:1 .;..- : l.Ll1' .~ •.::,
dowry being paid by either. (Agreed ~
u ~? ,.J er
J
-~
upon]. And they both agreed that the
·
(;
-JS
:
lilJ
· .C} -i
er .,i I
explanation of the meaning of Shighar
is the saying of Nafi'.
841. Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: A virgin
and
girl came to the Prophet •
mentioned that her father had married
her against her will, so Allah's
Messenger • allowed her to exercise
her choice. l2 l (Reported by Ahmad,
Abu Da'ud and Ibn Majah. If it is
considered defective for being Mursal
(missing link in the chain after the

Jt;;

Tabi't)].

842. Narrated Al-Hasan from Samura .:.iJ1 <j ,g~ ~ , -~I ,J:J (AtY)
The Prophet •
said, "If two , ~ iJt:l' 4-=~·.. : ;\-·1 ~Iii :Jli ~
. J.) • .r
-"
guardians have given a woman in ~ , .0
marriage, she marries the man she was ~~<.) '~~~I) ~f ~\:)) . 11~ ~~~
first married to." l 3 l [Reported by
·&~?\
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. At Tirmidhi
graded it Hasan (good)].
843. Narrated
Jabir
~=
Allah's
Messenger • said, "Any slavel 4 l who
marries without the permission of his
~=

l•l It means that regarding marriage, a woman cannot be a guardian. She cannot marry
herself of her own and she cannot permit the marriage of another woman. She is also not
allowed to become attorney concerning marriage.
2
l l It means that without the consent of woman, virgin or Aiyim, she cannot be married. If
she is married without her consent, she has the right to cancel it or confirm it, even if her
father or brother arranged this marriage.

3
l l It means that if two guardians marry a woman to two different men, the first marriage is
lawful and the second is unlawful. If the two marriages take place at the same time, then
both are unlawful. And there is no difference of opinion in it.

4
l l It means that for the marriage of a slave the permission of his master is essential. Without
the permission of master, marriage is not accomplished. If the slave is unaware of the fact
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masters or owners is (like) a ''( 'f· '·•f 'I" «' i : ,,~ ,.ii. t.··
fornicator." [Reported by Ahmad, Abu ~J ~ Y.·J .I....;>- 'J.; . ~ .... ~ ~ J '!:::!'r
Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi; the
.0~ c.;1 ~ls.J '~J '&~~1:;
later graded it Sahib (authentic), as did
Ibn Hibban].
844. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's ~
;11 ~j ~:;.; c1;f 0&-3 (At t)
Messenger ~ said, "A man must not ~fr.ii i:.,; ~ ']Ji : jt_i ~ jlil j_;..j 0\
join together (in marriage to him) a
woman and her paternal aunt, or a . 4i ~ .( ~ ~ .J ~fr.i I ::; {) ' 1-f::;:;
woman and her maternal aunt."
[Agreed upon].

Ji;;

845. Narrated 'Uthman
4>· Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "One who is in
Jhram! 1 J may not marry, or be given in
marriage." [Reported by Muslim]. In
another narration by him it says: "He
should not ask someone's hand in
marriage." Ibn Hibban added: "nor give
someone in engagement (to be
married).''

'i

\

846. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
married Maimiina (~)when he was
in the state of Jhram (during
pilgrimage). [Agreed upon]. Muslim
reported from Maimuna (~) herself:
"The Prophet .~ married her when he
was not in the state oflhram."
~

847. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The most
worthy conditions to be fulfilledr 2 J are
those by which you make sexual
intercourse lawful for yourselves (in
marriage)." [Agreed upon].

~

848. Narrated Salama bin Al-Akwa' ~: ;11 ~j .tJ'11 .J. ~ y3 (AtA)
In the year of Autas, Allah's Messenger '\.&. ~ jlii J_;..j ~j :Jli ~
~
permitted
Mut'a
(temporary i

Ji;;

that the permission of master is essential, and he performs the sexual intercourse, then he
will not be punished for it, but if he knows it, he wil! be punished.
Pl While in the state of Ihram, taking part in engagement to marry or marriage of one's
ownself or of someone else, is not permitted. according to most scholars. As regards the next
Hadith reported by Ibn 'Abbas ~ ..t I ...r".» its chain of narrators is correct, but he was
mistaken that the Prophet ~ married Malmuna ~ while he was in Ibriim. Maimuna herself
has contradicted this in the Hadith coming after it.
l2 J ft means that the payment of a dowry is essential.

1· IJ • ,,
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marriage)f l for three nights, then he
prohibited it (afterwards). [Reported by
Muslim].

l_•_~ 'I"
. ~;::--• J.J

•=

849. Narrated 'Ali
Allah's Messenger
forbade Mut'a (temporary marriage)
in the year of Khaibar. [Agreed upon].

~

850. Narrated ('Ali) ~: On the Day (Battle)
of Khaibar, the Prophet ~ forbade the
temporary marriage (i.e. Mut'a) of
women, and eating the flesh of
domestic donkeys. [As-Sab'a except
Abo Da'ud reported it].
851. Narrated Rabi' bin Sabraf 2 J on the
authority of his father: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "I had permitted to
you the temporary marriage of women,
but Allah has (now) prohibited you
from that till the Day of Resurrection.
So, if anyone has any of these woman
(in temporary marriage), he should let
her go; and do not take back anything
of what you have given them."
[Reported by Muslim, Abu Da'ud, AnNasa'i, Ibn Majah, Ahmad and Ibn
Hibban].
852. Narrated Ibn Mas'Od ~: Allah's

~l ~l Lr' ,;;..:-.. ,.:T. ~~ 0i.J (Ao I)

:

~ ..:.J~l 25 J~» J(i ~ ~I Jy~
~~
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~I

• ·•
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Messenger ~ cursed the man who Jl;..:ii.J pi~ ~I Jy~
:Jli ~
made a woman lawful for her first
husband and the one for whom she .~.:; ·&~?1.J ~l.:.J!.J ~!~I)~ .;J
was made lawful (the men involved in
~~\r1 ~~t •0i 0i ,'":"'t;JI -i.J
Ha/ala). •£ 3 1 [Reported by Ahmad, An. ~l:.JI
Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi; the latter
declared it to be Sahib (authentic)]. AlArba'a except An-Nasa'i reported

'h

[lJ Mut'a (~\) is a marriage for a stipulated period only. This form of marriage was
customary among the Arabs in the past. Islam at times put restrictions on it and at times
permitted it under specific conditions, and at last it was declared unlawful forever at
Hajjatul-Wada' (Farewell Hajj of the Prophet~).

l2 l Rabi' bin Sabra bin Ma'bad Al-Juhani Al-Madani was verified to be reliable by An-Nasa'i and
Al-'Ajli.
13 1 Ha/Zlla (;;.]'.>\>.) means to marry a divorced woman temporarily, with the intention of
making her remarriage to her former husband lawful. This act is unlawful. Marriage based on
intended divorce is unlawful, whether its period is prescribed or not.
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something related to this matter, on the
authority of 'Ali 4'&.
853. Narrated Abu Huraira 4'&: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "A man guilty of
fornication, who has been flogged (for
it), should not marry any but a woman
like him (similarly guilty)."[ll
(Reported by Ahmad and Abu Da'ud,
and its narrators are reliable (thiqah)].
854. Narrated 'Aisha~: A man divorced
his wife by three pronouncements and
another man married her and divorced
her before cohabiting with her. Then,
her first husband intended to remarry
her and asked Allah's Messenger ~
about that. He said, "No, until the other
one (second husband) has enjoyed
sexual intercourse [ZJ with her as the
first (husband) had." (Agreed upon; the
wording is Muslim's].

,~ J~ ail~);;.} ~l ~J (MY')
~1)1 &. '111 :~ ~1 J,?) Jij :Jij
,;31;

;t:,

~l ~1.J~ . «~

'h

;~1

! I<, >~I

'

'

·"-'~"-'~-}J

~ J~ ;li1 ~) G;~ ~J
, ~JU ~L.: 1 •1 ~) --f L
1~ ~ j S
-.- .r
..r
<..T-"
<J"'-""

(Aot)

:..:Jij

;1)ti . ~ ~~ 01 J;i ~ ~ ,~)
~ 1 J.?) Jl j , ~ j _?. 0l Jj ~ 1
~ '11

. ~--,
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Chapter 1
EQUALI1Y IN MARRIAGEl 3 1
AND RIGHT OF CHOICE
855. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
said, "The Arabs are equal
to one another and the Mawafi[ 4 l are
equal to one another;[ 5 l except a
weaver or a cupper." [Reported by AlHakim, but there is a nameless narrator
Messenger~

l1 l 1t means that a pious man should not marry a woman guilty of adultery or fornication,
and a pious woman should not marry a man guilty of adultery or fornication.
l2 J It means that an irrevocably [three times] divorced woman, if remarried to another man,
and after having sexual relations with him is diVorced again, or her husband dies, then she is
allowed to marry her first husband. However, if she has not had sexual relations with the
second husband, she is not allowed to marry her first husband.
l3 l In Arabic Kufu' (jAS") means to be similar or resembling or peer. Similarity or equality in
four things - religion, lineage, profession and freedom is regarded reliable. Among these
four, religion is agreed upon. The others are disputed. To marry other than Kufu, is not
prohibited but it is better to marry in Kufu' for many reasons.
l4 l Non-Arabs, and originally former slaves.
l5 l It means that the Shari'a has kept the profession in view merely to make the social life
easy. Otherwise, it has no consideration for marriage purposes. Fatima bint Qais Qurashiyall
was asked to marry Usama (son of freed slave). It means that lineage has no special prestige
in Islam.
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in its chain of narrators; Abu Hatim
graded it Munkar (rejected). It has a
supporting narration reported by AlBazzar from Mu'adh bin Jabal with a
Munqati' (broken) chain].

I' II ' I'
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~.; '-~[.;.
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856. Narrated Fatima ~' daughter of
Qais: The Prophet ~ told her, "Marry
Usama."1 1 1 [Reported by Muslim].
857. Narrated Abu Huraira 4;,: The Prophet
said, "O sons of Bayada', marry .to
Abu Hindl 2 l (someone of your women)
and marry from his women (i.e. his
daughters)," (even though) he was a
cupper. (Abu Da'ud and Al-Hakim
reported it with a Hasan (good) chain
of narrators].
858. Narrated 'Aisha~: Barira was given
her choice regarding her husband [to
remain with him or separate] when she
was freed. (Agreed upon; it is a part of
a long Hadith].
Muslim has from 'Aisha ~: "Her
husband was a slave." Another narration
from her has: "He was a free man." The
first (narration) is more well established.
It has been authentically reported from
Ibn 'Abbas ~ by Al-Bukhari: " ... that he
was a slave."
859. Narrated Ad-Dahhakl 3 l bin Fairuz
Ad-Dailami on the authority of his
fatherl 4 l ~= I said, "O Allah's Messenger,
~
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Usamah's father was a former slave.

12 l His name was Yasar or Salim bin Abu Salim or 'Abdullah bin Hind, and he used to cup the

Prophet Ji1!j . He was a slave of Banu Bayada'. Ibn 'Abbas, Abu Huraira, Jabir and Khalid
narrated Ahadith from him.
l3 J Ad-Dahhak bin Fairuz Ad-Dailami -Ad-Dailam being a famous mountain in Persia - was a
renowned Tabi'i whose reliability has been verified by Ibn Hibban. He narrated Ahadith from
his father, and his Ahadith have been mastered by the people of Basra.
l4 l He is Abu 'Abdullah Fairuz Ad-Dailami or Al-Himyari - for selling at Himyar - was a Persian
from San'a and among those who visited the Prophet Ji1!j. He fought Al-'Ansi 'the impostor'
who claimed prophethood in Yemen, whom he managed to kill towards the last days of the
life of Allah's Messenger Ji1!j who received the news during the illness in which he died.
Fairuz died during the caliphate of 'Uthman.
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I have accepted Islam and I am married to
two sisters." Allah's Messenger* then
said, "Divorce whichever of them you
wish."[ll [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba'a, except An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibb:in,
Ad-Daraqutni and Al-Baihaqi graded it
Sahib (authentic) but Al-Bukhari
considered it defective].
860. Narrated Salim on the authority of
his father: Ghailan bin Salama! 2 l
accepted Islam and he had ten wives
who accepted Islam along with him. So,
the Prophet * commanded him to,
"Choose four of them."! 3 l [Reported
by Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Hibb:in
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic); but Al-Bukhari, Abu Zur'a
and Abu Hatim considered it defective].
861. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The Prophet
* returned his daughter Zainab (~) to
[her husband] Abul-'Aas bin Ar-Rabi'
( ~) based upon the first marriage,
after six years [of separation],! 4 l and he
did not perform a new marriage .
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a
except An-Nasa'i. Ahmad and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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r•l This Hadith makes clear two things: One is that, if two real sisters are married to one
man, he must divorce one of them; and second that, the marriages performed before Islam
are accepted by Islam though they were not in accordance with Islamic way. In any case, a
woman cannot be free from this marriage without divorce. This Hadith also clarifies that if a
married couple accepts Islam, they have no need to marry again, since their first marriage is
considered legal in Islam.
[ZJ Ghailan bin Salama Ath-Thaqafi was one of the elders of Thaqif. He became a Muslim after
the conquest of Ta' if and did not migrate to Al-Madinah. He was a poet with a nice voice. He
died during 'Umar's Caliphate.

r3 1 Having more than four wives in marriage at one time is unlawful and there is no difference
of opinion in this regard. Having nine wives by the Prophet ~ at one time was exclusively
for him.

r4 1 U the woman accepts Islam and her husband remains infidel, according

to most of the
scholars, their marriage is cancelled and after the completion of 'Iddah (period during which
a widow or a divorcee may not remarry) she will be deemed free from the bond of marriage.
The story of Zainab io has many explanations, and actually marriage is not cancelled in such
a case, but marrying afresh is better.
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862. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather: ,~f ,y- '). :;'·. ,.J. . J r :.;.:, (,\iY)
The Prophet ~ returned his daughter -1;l
~j ~I ;) ~ ~I ~f ~~ y
Zainabl 1 l (io) to [her husband] Abul'Aasl2l ( ~) by a new marriage. (At- ~~ :&~?1 Jli ·~~ -c~ ,._r"'w1
I; '1 ~ :w ,\~c.:.1 ~, 'f
[; ''"""
· '1
Tirmidhi said, "The Hadith of Ibn
....r- u----' .J
;
y. ,<J" .
'Abbas (~)is better than 'Amr's Hadith
in consideration of the chains of
narrators. However, that which is being
observed in practice is 'Amr bin
Shu'aib's Hadith"].
·, ,<J" [&.
'I
(,\if)
863. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: A woman <J'It;; jjl ::,r'.)
. ,.J. ,,/' .J
had accepted Islam and then remarried, so her (previous) husband {~ .~~? ,;f;i ,~1 :Jli 1;~c.
came and said, "O Allah's Messenger, I 25
!~I J_,:.,j ~ :JW ,~_Jj
had accepted Islam and she knew that I J , , 1~;~~:t ' J\..:.,1.., ~, ,.:...:J..:.f
.)-".) - .r'
~
;;
, .J
had done so." So Allah's Messenger~
took her away from her second ~.Jj .Ji t;,;)3 ,;.')1 ~.Jj ~~~I
husband and returned her to her first
one.l 3 l (Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud ,~t; c,;1_; 5Jl5 ;f_; ~f :1_;) .~~~I
and Ibn Majah. Ibn Hibban and Al. I:_"i;JI'.J ~G.
~'I ~,.J
., ..r.
Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
864. Narrated Zaid bin Ka'b bin
'Ujral 4 l ~ on his father's authority:
'Allah's Messenger ~ married Al'Aaliyal5l of Banu Ghif.ir. When she

.fa

Jt

(IJ She was the eldest of Allah's Messenger's daughters, and her mother was UmmulMu'minin Khadija Al-Kubra ~. She was married to her maternal aunt's son Abu! 'Aas bin Ar-

Rabi' and she bore him 'Ali, but he died as a grown-up child. Abu! 'Aas rode on the back seat
of the Prophet's camel on the day of Al-Fath. Zainab also bore Umama to Abu! 'Aas. She
migrated after the battle of Badr and died in 8 H. The Prophet ~ entered her grave in the
process of burying her.
rz1 He is called Miqsam bin Ar-Rabi' bin 'Abdul-'Uzza. It is also said that he was called Laqit.
He was the son-in-law of the Prophet ~ and the husband of his daughter Zainab. He was
captured during the battle of Badr as a Kafir, but was set free without ransom on condition
that he bring Zainab to Al-Madinab and he did so. He later migrated to Al-Madinah himself
and tex>k the Prophet ~ as his Muslim brother and his confidant. He was martyred during
the battle ofYamama.

l3 l It means that if the separation is due to the difference of religion, and during 'Iddah the
man also accepts Islam, and the woman comes to know, then she cannot marry another
person. If she marries unknowingly, her marriage will be cancelled, but her having had sexual
relations during this period will not be a punishable act according to Shari'a.
l4 l It is said that he was from Banu Salim bin 'Auf or Banu Sfilim bin Bali and was an ally of
Al-Khazraj. Adh-Dhahabi mentioned in Ta/khis Al-Mustadrak that Ibn Ma'in said, "He is not
reliable", but Ibn Ma'in actually said that regarding Jamil bin Zaid.
l5 l It was said that she was from Banu Bakr bin Kilab and she is Al-'Aaliya bint Zubyiin. It was
also said that this Al-'Aaliya was not from Banu Kilab. Some reporters said that he kept her
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had entered in his presence and
removed her clothes, he saw whiteness
(of leprosy) around her waist area [IJ
and the Prophet ~ said, "Put on your
clothes and return to your family." He
ordered her dowry to be given to her.
[Reported by Al-Hakim]. In its chain of
narrators, is Jamil bin Zaid[ 2 l , who is
Majbul (an unaccredited narrator).
There is also a great difference of
opinion as to who was his Shaykb.
865. Narrated Sa'id bin Al-Musaiyab:
'Umar bin Al-Khattab ~said, "If any man
marries a woman and after sleeping with
her finds that she is affected with leprosy
or insane, she gets her dowry (if he
divorces her) for having intercourse with
her, and it is returned to him from the
one who has deceived him[ 3 l with her."
(Sa'id bin Mansur, Malik and Ibn Abo
Shaiba reported it. Its narrators are
reliable (tbiqab)].
Sa'id (bin Mansur) also reported something similar from 'Ali ( ~) and added:
"And (if) she has something like a horn
<Qarn) (coming out of her vagina), her
husband then has the right to divorce her
or keep her. And if he had intercourse
with her, she gets her dowry for the
intercourse her husband has had."
866. Narrated Sa'id bin Al-Musaiyab this
Haditb also: 'Umar ~ gave a decree
regarding a husband who is impotent
that he must be given delay for one
year.[ 4 l (Its narrators are reliable].

Lz;\- ,~I
• L ,f.J
: , (A'i'i)
.0·' ..i......:..
,., ).>!.-!"'
J ~ J~ ~\ :.ri'~ ';.; ~ _;J : J~

. ..:,L% j~,1J . L Y.-~ .)\,~I

for some time and then divorced her.
[lJ It means that if the guardians of a woman, by cheating, marry a physically deformed,
permanently sick, insane or woman afflicted with leprosy etc., the marriage is cancelled due
to their fraud. Similarly, if a woman is married by cheating to a defective or an abnormal
man, she has the right to end it. If both man and woman agree, the marriage is valid.
2

1 He was from the Ta'i tribe and Ibn Ma'in and An-Nasa'i said, "He is not reliable." AlBukhari also said, "His Hadith is not authentic." The Imams of Hadith verified him as weak.
[

[

3

l It means that if man does not want to keep such a woman, the dowry is an unjust burden on him.

4
[ 1 It

means that according to Shari'a, an impotent man is he who lacks sufficient strength to
insert his penis into the vagina. If he inserts it even one time, he will not be regarded impotent.
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Chapter 2
THE REIATIONS
WITH THE WIVES

•=

867. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's ~ J~ jj1 ~~ ;~J. ~I :_;. (AW)
Messenger ~ said, "He who has ii :,; 0 ~h :~ ~I J_?~ Jli :Jli
intercourse with a woman through her ._. u
r-anus is accursed." 111 [Abu Da'ud and ,~L!J1:; ;~1; ;1 ~1:;~ . «t;;.~ J ~1;1
An-Nasa'i reported it and the wording is
his (An-Nasa'i). Its narrators are .•JL.::.~':{~ ~1 ~ ,..:.,~ jl,;.,2J ,j hlti1:;
reliable, but it was considered to be
defective for being Mursal (a missing
link after the Tabi'i)].
868. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Allah will not look
at a man who has intercourse with a
man or a woman through the anus."
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and
Ibn Hibban, but it was considered to be
defective for being Mawquf (saying of a
Companion, i.e. Ibn 'Abbas)].

•=

The
869. Narrated Abu Huraira
Prophet ~ said, "He who believes in
Allah and the last Day should not harm
his neighbor; 12 l and take my advice
regarding good treatment of women,
for they were created from a rib. And
indeed the most crooked part of the rib
is its upper part. If you attempt to
straighten it, you will break it,1 31 and if
you leave it alone it will remain
crooked. So, take my advice regarding
1:
,: ;:;:·.1 .JLl» : _L·~1·
' ~
. ~
.,,--'.J . '-?,2 .•
good treatment of women." (Agreed ~
upon; the wording is Al-Bukhari's]. i1~ ,; ~~ .:,µ ·c~ ~:; ~
::::·.1
Muslim has: "So if you enjoy her you
. ((~')\1. t;~:; '~~
will do so while crookedness remains

,:

[lJ All the religious scholars are of the opinion that anal sexual intercourse with woman is
unlawful.

r2 1 Harming or hurting a Muslim

is absolutely unlawful, and harming the neighbor is a major
sin.
r3 1 This Haditb teaches that women should be treated with kindness. The woman's
temperament is different than man's, by nature. There are many reasons for its crookedness
and it is very difficult to tackle her. The woman is like a rib, and a healthy rib is crooked by
nature. Therefore, one should not try to straighten the rib otherwise it will break and cause
pain. The nature of the woman can not be changed.
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in her; but if you attempt to straighten
her you will break her, and breaking
her is divorcing her."
870. NarratedJabir •:We were with the : J\i ~
jj\ ~) /;~ 2fJ (AV•)
Prophet ~ on an expedition. Then, G.J L!L ••
~
~I\ ,, t:-5
,
•
<../, ~· <..!'!'"' e::
when we arrived at Al-Madinah and
were about to enter he said, "Wait[lJ so 1~\n :~ Jw .~:q y1 .~~1
that you may enter by night - i.e. in the
evening in order that the woman with 1.:::; :}J, ·•L-4 ~ '~ 1fl.'.i; J;.
. ..:ls.·-~=>
. d-..,;.:J\ "1--2.i'
.~;~,
disheveled hair may comb it and the
--~
,J.
woman whose husband has been away
may shave her pubic hairs (getting
ready for her husband)." [Agreed
upon].
A narration by Al-Bukhari has: "When
one of you has been away from home
for a long time, he must not come to
his family during the night."

Jt_;;

1; .

.

•=

871. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The worst
of people in position before Allah on
the Day of Resurrection is the man who
has intercourse with his wife, and she
with him, and then spreads her
secrets."[ZJ [Reported by Muslim].

,z

·'

! ' ~ ~ ,.J. ,p.<:~ v!~J (AVY)
872. Narrated Hakim bin Mu'awiya on 4-J
'"; <f"
the authority of his father ( •): I asked,
~~1
j;.. ~ !~\ J_?) ~ :~ :Jti
"O Messenger of Allah, what are the
rights of a wife of one of us on her 11i t;~:, ,..:Js\ 11t 4-~» :Jti ~~
husband?" He replied, "You should
give her food when you eat, clothe her ~J ·~ ~J ·~Jll -~;.; ~J .. : :<(\
when you clothe yourself, not strike her
on the face, and do not revile her or
desert her except within the house.,,.
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud, AnN asa' i and Ibn Majah. Al-Bukhari
mentioned part of it [the last sentence]

c.-Jj

[IJ It means that if anyone returns home from a long journey, he should not go directly to his
house. It is beuer to send the information of arrival. There are many reasons for this. In the
absence of the husband, a woman may not attend to her appearance, or give attention to
certain personal matters like shaving the hair from the private areas of the body. This
untidiness may disturb the husband and may be a cause of his disliking her, etc.

! 2 l It means that describing to others what has taken place between husband and wife
regarding their private marital relations is a major sin.
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as Mu'allaq (a broken chain from the
side of the collector, i.e. Al-Bukhari).
Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
873. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
The Jews used to say, "When a man has
intercourse with his wife through the
vagina, but from her back side, the
child will be squint-eyed." Then, the
Verse came down: ''Your wives are a
tilth to you, so come to your tilth
however you wish" [Agreed upon; the
wording is Muslim's).
, ·' •..r.~ ,.:1.
·'I ·,, (AVt)
874. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's J,~ ill1 ~.)
,:./"J
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone who
~l
_;]ii
:~
~I
Jli
: Jli I~
intends to have intercourse with his
wife says, 'In the Name of Allah. 0 ,~1 -H :Jli ~1 ~~ ~1;1)1St (J:;.;.1
Allah, keep us away from the devil and \,; 01\.;~11 --..:;;.- ,011.·~11 ~ :~i11
, .. J
.
. . ~
keep the devil away from what You
have provided us (of children)', should
,.!.llS J :l.l:; 1;@~:: ~~ ~t ;;~ , 8j:;
it be ordained that a child be born to
·~ j2 .11\~f ~11.:~l\ ;~
them thereby, Satan will never harm
it." [Agreed upon].

Jr.:J

;.J

875. Narrated Abu Huraira •=The Prophet ,~ J~ ill1 ~) ~;.} <./;l ~j (AVo)
~ said, "When a man calls his wife to
~1;1 ~~1li;1Stii :Jli ~~I ,J
come to his bed (for marital relations),
and she refuses to come, and he spends 1~;\ .0~ .;.,9 ··~ ~1 ~t ·~I]
the night in anger, the angels curse her
till the morning." [Agreed upon; the .hliJ1j ,~ j2 .«~ J;_ ~)\.JI
wording is Al-Bukhari's). Muslim has: .~~I .) ~-ill 0L5n : .,,-",J
. l.'..~\' . l?-!
' U. ,
"He Who is in heaven is displeased with
. II i:;.s. ._;,';. J;- , ~ ti...; l.:,
her till her husband is pleased with
her."
·' ~
, " ,.:r.'I ,crJ
" (AVi)
876. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet J,~ ill1 ~.)
~cursed the woman[IJ who joins false
U.....111 r..r-'
~ :I ~ ~
• : 11 ~1 'I~
, ~:;
,, ..ri
hair to her real hair [extensions) and
the one who asks for it to be done to j2 .~.:,=· ~l\j ~l.Jllj .~.:,:· ~llj
her; and the woman who tattoos
·~
(others) and the one who has it done
(for her). [Agreed upon].

Jt

_!.!

[IJ In this Hadith four types of women have been cursed: Those who use extensions to make
their hair look long and those who are involved in this business. Those who tattoo their
bodies and those who are tattoo designers. These four types have been cursed. Nowadays the
use of artificial hair is very common among the women for beautification.
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877. Narrated Judamal l ~ daughter of
Wahb: I was with Allah's Messenger~ jil ~) .~J -~ t1.i;. ~J (AVV)
along with some people when he was ~ ~I J_,:..) _:.,~ :..:J\i , ~
saying, "I have intended to prohibit
Ghila (sexual intercourse with a ~l 01 ~Ji!» :J~ :;.;,:; ' ....r'ci ..j
woman who is breast-feeding), [ZJ but I 11~ •.f,1~-' ~_,~1 -! .:...:,IB
considered the Romans and the
Persians and saw that they engaged in ~;']jl ~1 ~ ~ ,~;']jl 0~ ~
j Y", J, JI.ii , , s:I\
. , ~ IL •!
Ghila without any injury being caused .&1
,
J"' ,Ir y
I"" &..;.
•
to their children thereby." Then they
.;:r~ ~1:;) .«~1 ;f_;i1 ~1>> :~
asked him about 'Az/131 (withdrawing
the penis before emission of semen, to
avoid conception), and Allah's
Messenger ~ replied, "That is the
secret (way of) burying alive."
[Reported by Muslim).
1

Ji.;;

·Ml _c;

878. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~=A jil ~) ~,!~\ ).~'· ~l ~J (AVA)
man said, "O Allah's Messenger, I have
0t !.&\ J.,:..) ~ :Jli ~J 01 .~Ji.;;
a slave-girl and I withdraw the penis
while having intercourse with her 0i ~Ji G\:; '~ j_;1 t?i:; ·Zi~ ..sl
('Azl). I dislike that she become ;_*-J1
,j~~I ~j ~f ~t:;',~
pregnant, but I want (from her) what a
man wants (from a woman). And the :Jli •sJ...!.J1 ;;3_;.jT J~1 01 ~l;.;
Jews say - withdrawing the penis to \; ~ 01 jil ;1) .J1 ,;_*-J1 -~Js»
avoid conception is the minor (form of)
burying alive." He replied, "The Jews ,;_;1; ;f:; ~f ~\j) .«;.:;? 01 .~ ;1:'.\
told a lie, for if Allah intended to create
j~,?J '~-!L...1.J1:; ~L::i.J1:; ';_] t ;fo:;
it you would r.ot be able to turn it
away." (Reported by Ahmad and Abu
-~~
Da'ud, the wording is Abo Da'ud's. AnNasa'i and At-Tahiiwi also reported it.
Its narrators are reliable).

0µ

\;

879. Narrated Jabir ~: In the lifetime of
Allah's Messenger ~ when the Qur'an ·
[lJ She is Judama, daughter of Wahb - also called Jundal Al-Asadiya, the maternal sister of
'Ukasha bin Mihsan. She was a Sababiya among the early Muslims and she migrated to AlMadinah. She became a Muslim at Makkah and boycotted her people. She was married to
Anis bin Qatada.

l2 l In Arabic, it is called Gbila ('1,;Ji) which means to have sexual intercourse with the wife
during the period of the child's breast-feeding (before weaning the child). It is also said that
Gbila means bi:east feeding a child during a new pregnancy.
l3 l 'Az/ (J_;.Ji) means coitus interruptus, i.e. withdrawing the penis from the vagina at the
time of ejaculation of semen, for the purpose of birth control. As to whether 'Azl is lawful or
unlawful, there are different Ahilditb concerning this issue. If it is decided that 'Azl is not
unlawful, as the same time it is also not recommended. In case of a woman who is in poor
health, 'Azl may be resorted to, so that she is saved from undue hardship.
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was being revealed, we used to engage
~
in 'Azl. Hence, if it had been something 0T)1_-; ~~I ,J._?) W ,.fa
to be forbidden, the Qur'an would have ~ c;~ .~ ~ t~ 0\5 j}_-;
forbade us from doing it. (Agreed
·~ :;2 .&)1
upon).

Jf

,Jf-

And Muslim has: "That (which we were
doing) reached the Prophet ~ and he
did not forbid us from doing it."

,, ,

. ;,;.;

880. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~: The
Prophet ~ used to have intercourse
with his wives (one after another), with
a single bathing. 111 [Agreed upon. The
wording is Muslim's].

Chapter 3

Jl.i::JI
,

mE BRIDAL GIFf (MAHR)
881. Narrated Anas ~: The Prophet ~
set Safiyal 2 l ~ free, and made her
freedom her dowry.1 3 1 (Agreed upon].
882. Narrated Abu Salama bin 'AbdurRahmanl4l ( ~): I asked 'Aisha ~,
"How much had Allah's Messenger ~
given as dowry?"l 5 l She replied, "His
dowry to his wives was twelve Uqiya
and Nasbsh. She asked, "Do you know
what a An-Nashsh is?" I replied, "No."
She said, "It is half an Uqiya. Hence,

,er

'~ J~

\~:;;_·~. '1:.::..-;.
~~.;

~~

. .-

~) ~f ~

ai1

~.. , ·,,.~l·,~~I

·~~..,

·~
, -~'I

'I"

_µ ,J

(M')

.;1Jii;;

-~11

·~~

:;2 . ~l:i..;;,

; j ' ~f ~J (MY)

, ~ J~ j_]1 0':! s:~ .LlL :Jli ~f
0\5 :..:J\i ~~~I ,J__?)

,Lt--J

,t;
i ~--~-.,J
~

Jl:i..;;,

0\5

rs

::~~ 4>-r~\j
'-:f""',, ~ JJ , j1J...&.

,'1 :.;.] :Jti ~j:J1 \_; l?:?:i;f :..:Jti

The purpose of mentioning this Hadith here is to show that the division of time for wives
(in a plural marriage) was not obligatory for the Prophet ~ . If it were compulsory for him,
as it is upon others, he would not have gone to all his wives in one night.

[IJ

2
l l She is the 'Mother of the Believers' Safiya hint Huyai bin Akhtab, from the descendants of
Prophet Harun . She was married to Kinana bin Abul-Huqaiq who was killed during the battle
of Khaibar. She was captured, then the Prophet ~ ct-ose her and she became a Muslim. He
then freed her and married her - making her freedom as her dowry. She died in 50 H. and
was buried in Al-Baqi'.

l3l It means that non-financial things can also be the dowry; and it also clarifies that a master
himself can marry his freed slave-girl, and there is no need of a guardian for this marriage.
4
l l He is Abu Salama bin 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf Az-Zuhri Al-Qurashi, one of the seven most
famous Fiqh scholars in Al-Madinah and also among the eminent Tabi'in. He narrated many
Abadith which he heard from a group of the Saha.ha and also a group of people narrated
from him. He died in 74 H. or 104 H. at the age of 70 years.

l 5 l There is no fixed limit of Mahr (dowry) in Shari'a, but keeping it to a small amount is
preferred, to make marriage easy for the common people.
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the total was five hundred Dirhams,
and that was Allah's Messenger's ~
dowry to his wives." [Reported by
Muslim].
883. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: When 'Ali
(~)married Fatima~ Allah's Messenger
~ said to him, "Give her something (as
dowry)." He replied, "I have nothing."
He said, "Where is your Hutarniya coat
of mail?" [Reported by Abu Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i; Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

·~
r..s'I~

~1

·' ,I.)"'.~
~.)

(M,-)

~1 ~~ 4~ ~ i_~J l!J : J~ , 1;_;.;
~\,i :~ ~1 J_?~ j J~

, ~ J~

_:;.t» :J~ ,t~ ~~ \; :J~ «~

;f

«~it..::Jl.J :;_J1:;

~1.J~ cc~~~,J..;J1 .!1;~~
·t?\;Jl ~)

,

884. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "If any
woman marries for a dowry, a gift, or a
promise before contracting the
marriage, it belongs to her. [lJ As for
whatever is fixed to her after
contracting the marriage, it belongs to
whomever it has been given. The most
worthy gift a man is honored with is
what he gets on account of (the
marriage of) his daughter or sister."
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a
except At-Tirrnidhi].
885. Narrated 'Alqama[ 2 1 on the
authori.ty of Ibn Mas'ud ~: He was
asked ~.bout a man who had married a
woman and had not fixed a dowry for
her. And he did not consummate (the
marriage) with her till he died. Ibn
Mas'ud replied, "She should receive a

,er. 1 ,:f'J
0

',~ ,iY.

~J

(Mt)

,er. 1 ,if, ,iJfa v:.;.3'

(Mo)

0

~.) ~_,,.__.
·'

'•'

J.?-

[_~J ,$~ ~ J;.'-. ~f ,~ J~ ~1
'~ _µ.'.4 (J:, 'li1:...P lf} ~~ (J:, '~f;i
s'l:...P ~ lfl :~_,;...:.:; ~1 Jw ,.£,\; J;_
';~1 ~J '\,\, ~. "]3 ':,.-5.J "] , Li{~

[IJ It means that whatever is decided before the marriage is a Mahr (dowry), and it belongs to
the woman. Whether it is in form of money, gold, ornaments, clothes, land, a house or
anything else, she is the sole owner of that thing. If anything is given to her relatives after the
marriage, that will not be considered as part of the dowry, and it will not belong to her. It is
a gift for him to whom it is given. Things decided before the marriage as dowry, and
delivered later to her relatives, is dowry and she is the owner of all those things.

r2 1 He is 'Alqama bin Qais Abu Shibil bin Malik from Banu Bakr bin An-Nakha'. He narrated
from 'Umar and Ibn Mas'iid. He was a great Tabi'i and was famous for narrating the Ahaditb
of Ibn Mas'iid and for accompanying him. He was the uncle of Al-Aswad An-Nakha'i. He died
in the year 61 H.
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dowry similar to what the women of
~:: fili ,~\~\ 4-1.J
her community receive without .ei~ ~
__,;; : Jili '~
, ~\r1
decrease or increase. Pl She must -I. ~
_, -9Ji ../~J- l.J~
~
observe the 'Iddah period (of waiting
-.-~t.;'1:'.t,.,f-·1
•\' ,,,,
u:: , • _,.. -~ .J -"4 Uf;
before re-marrying) and is entitled to a '~
' •'J ~,.)"---°
,_, .:.r.~'\ I~.
'~~
share of the inheritance." Ma'qil bin .~ J,~ ilii ~
"t!"! C.!'"3
Sinan Al-Ashja'i[ 2 J then got up and ,
-'"-'"'
>-;:
.:..:.;_) <~~_;JI ...;.;._;,3 ,~j~lj ~I ;1JJ
said, "Allah's Messenger ~ ruled the
same as your ruling regarding Birwa',
.~~
daughter ofWashiqC 3 l , a woman of our
tribe." Ibn Mas'iid was delighted with
it. [Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a.
At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic),
while a group (of Hadith scholars)
graded it Hasan (good)].
886. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~:
The Prophet ~ said, "If anyone gives as
a dowry to a woman some flour or
dates, he has made her lawful for
himself." [Abu Da'ud reported it, and
indicated that the stronger opinion is
that it is Mawquf (saying of a
Companion)].
887. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Aamir bin
Rabi'a[ 4 J on the authority of his father:
The Prophet ~ gave his approval of the
marriage of a woman for two sandals as
a dowry. [5 J [At-Tirmidhi reported it
and graded it Sahib (authentic), but he
was opposed in that (grading of the

J
J

>~

[IJ If the dowry is decided before marriage it is well and good, she will have whatever is
decided. However, if it is not decided then the dowry will be the same as the dowry of other
women of that family. This kind of dowry is called Mahr Mith! (peer dowry). If the man
divorces a woman before sexual intercourse, then she will get half of the dowry decided
before marriage, while if it was not decided before marriage, she will not get anything. In
case of death of the man, the woman gets the full dowry whether it be a Mahr Muqarrar
(fixed dowry) or Mahr Mith! (peer dowry). She is also a heir of the property of her late
husband.

121 He is Abu Muhammad Ma'qil bin Sinan Al-Ashja'i. He was a Sahiibi who attended the
conquest of Makkah and settled at Kufa. The people of Kufa narrated his Ahadith, and he was
imprisoned and killed on the day of Al-Harra.
131 Birwa', daughter ofWashiq was a Sahabiya.
141 He is Abu 'lmran 'Abdullah bin 'Aamir bin

Rabi'a Al-'Anzi. He was four or five years old
when the Prophet ~ died and he died in the year 85 H. or 90 H.
15 1 It means anything can be a dowry, if it has some value.
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, ·'J ~
·• t:~.:" (AM)
The J~ jil ~
•
,do ,<ft"" If"J
Prophet ~ married a man to a woman
~~ ;f-·i Si.;.-"'."":
,.: :J'ti \~
. J ~ '-:5"':q (.JJ
for a dowry of an iron ring. [lJ [Al- .('""' ; r
Hakim reported it. It is a portion of the ~ ..J). ;_-; ,~t;.]\ ~)-f ·~~ ~
long Hadith preceding in the beginning
. ,(.l5:81 ,~l_-;f -i- /1~~~ AJ.}ail -~~I
of the Book of Marriage].

888. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd

\

•=

The dowry should : J\i ~ J~ jil ~) ~ ~J (AM)
not be less than ten Dirhams. [Ad'I
Daraqutni reported it as Mawquf ~)-f . ~1); ~~ ~ jif ~I
(saying of a Companion, i.e. 'Ali). Also,
_j(.t ,£:. ..)_'i ,l;),;; ~)1ll1
there is a defect in its chain of
narrators].
, ·'J ~ \; ,do
·.ill
: "J (M•)
890. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir •:Allah's J-~ ;lJ1 4.r'
.
If"
Messenger ~ said, "The best dowry is
~l~I
:~~I J_?) J\i :J\i ~
that which is most easy." [Abu Da'ud
reported it and Al-Hakim graded it
.~t;.ll ~-' ,;~1; ;f ~)-f . «~~f
Sahib (authentic)].
889. Narrated 'Ali

0h

in

891. Narrated 'Aisha ~: 'Amra ~ ,~ J~ jil ~) i!.{i; lf"J (M\)
daughter of Al-Jaunl 2 l sought refuge
(in Allah) from Allah's Messenger ~ ~I ,J_?) ~ .;_,;~ ,C!ft.JI ~ ~~ ~f
when she was brought in to him - '1:.:: ":~ t.!3 -·~ ,...:1; ..:..1,:;;f ,:
~.JJ'
'-:F"" ,.
, ~ ',;1J;l;;
~
>
....
....
meaning when he married her - and he
t1...:;.,1
;1.;
1~m.;
.~~
..:;..,~.ill>>
:
Jw
said, "You have sought refuge in the
;. ....
One Worthy of seeking refuge in."1 3 1
Then, he divorced her, and
commanded Usama who gave her three
garments as a gift (i.e. her dowry). [Ibn
Majah reported it, but there is a
rejected narrator in its chain of
narrators]. The origin of the aforesaid
story is found in the Sahib of Al0

~

[lJ This piece of narration is from the Haditb in which a woman presented her person to the
Prophet ~ as a gift. Though she was not married for an iron ring, the Prophet ~ accepted in principle - that an iron ring could be given as her dowry, and this is the reason for relating
this Haditb at this place.

ri1 'Amra daughter of Al-Jaun's real name was disagreed upon for some said her name was
Asma' daughter of An-Nu'man bin Abul Jaun bin Al-Hanth Al-Kindiya. While the most likely
name was Umaima, daughter of An-Nu'man bin Shacihil.

r3 J This Haditb is mentioned here to show that the Prophet~ did not fix the dowry of that
woman, and before having sexual relations with her divorced and gave her three pieces of
clothes. It means that if the dowry is not decided and the woman is divorced before sexual
intercourse, she must be given some clothing at least. The maximum she can be given a slave
or a slave-girl. This is called Mut'ab At-Taliiq.
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Bukhari from Abu Usaid As-Sa'idi's[ 1 J
Hadith.

Chapter 4
AL-WALiMA czi
(THE WEDDING FEAST)
892. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~= The J~ ;11 ~) 4!~ .J.
(MY)
Prophet ~ saw the trace of yellow • • • I • •11 ~ I; , \- ~ <~II~' '~
color on 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf ( ~) .er. ~ .T ,. ~ <.SJ ~" <£'"'
and asked, "What is this?" He replied, \; :Jli «~lh L..ii :JW ,~)_.;. )\ :-~r
"O Messenger of Allah, I have married a
~lj ~j_-;
~\;i ~~;
!~I J_?j
woman for a Nawiit weight (equal to
the weight of a date-stone) of gold." He jJ_-; (.-1..Jl ,.!.LI ;11 !J)t;in :J~ ,_..,_.;~ ~
said, "May Allah bless you! Hold a
wedding feast, [3 J even if with a sheep
(only)." [Agreed upon; the wording is
Muslim's).
893. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
("4.'I")
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you is
0; l~pi :~~I J_?) J~ :Jli ,1~c.
invited to a wedding feast he must
4
·-~=, .111:{:.Ll
w~11
11 :ll.;.\
attend it."1 1 [Agreed upon]. Muslim -~
,.
~
~ .
, .,y
<.S'~ I
has: "When one of you invites his
brother, he must respond (i.e. attend), L._:; ,«-;;~Ll ~t,;.I r-5l;.\ ti; 11~11 :.~..-'
whether it is a wedding feast or
-~~ jl 0\5
something similar."

.;t:;.

Js.

Jt

894. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The worst kind of
food[ 5 J is that at a wedding feast from
which those who come (i.e. the poor)
are turned away, and to which those
who refuse to come (i.e. the rich) are
invited. If anyone does not accept an
[lJ Abu Usaid was called Malik bin Rabi'a bin Al-Badn. He witnessed Bade and other battles
and died in 30 H at Mada'in. It was also said that he died in 60 H. and was the last to die
among those who participated in the battle of Badr.

12 1 Walima (:c..}}1) is a meal which is eaten on occasion of the union of husband and wife.
Afterwards, food for every occasion of happiness was named Walima.
l 3 l According to some scholars, the wedding feast is obligatory. However, according to the
majority it is Sunn.ah. There is a difference of opinion about the time of the wedding feast. It
is considered better to have the wedding feast when the sexual relations are accomplished.
4
l l Refusing an invitation of wedding feast is disobedience of the Prophet ~ as mentioned in
this Haditb, and the one which follows.

l5 l It means that along with relatives and friends the poor and needy should also be invited
for Walima food.
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invitation he has disobeyed Allah and
His Messenger." (Reported by Muslim).

•=

895. Narrated (Abu Huraira)
Allah's l~p : ~ ~I J_?.~ Jti : Jti ~:i (Mo)
Messenger
said, "When one of you is
0l5 0~ ~ iS~f ~~
invited (to a meal) he must accept. If he ,j :.~\;
is fasting he should pray (i.e. make
.~f ~ ~~f .1< 1~i:; I~ 0l5 0µ
supplication for the host) and if he is
: Jti:; ' ,,0 .J>"·~ !; t;:.. , ..!..:.,_>.>., ~
• ;Jnot fasting he should eat." [Muslim .G 0~,,
J
reported it too). Muslim has something
. «!l) ;:1..!, 0µ ·~
similar to the above from the Hadith of
Jabir •, it goes: "If he wishes he may
eat, and if he wishes he may leave (the
food alone)."

*

4L:O

·<

•=

, ·'_) ~__,,._.
'•' ,do
·'I ,Cf
·,,
(A~i)
896. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud
Allah's J'L;i ji1 ~
.J
Messenger
said, "Tht: food of
:~ ~1 J_?.~ Jli :Jti ~
Walima on the first day is a duty, that ~:;.i1
on the second day is a Sunnah, while ,t: c;81 [-i~]
-i;. J~r
the third day is showing off. Whoever
-•,
,.,
:"
,;;~ ..!..181
,, 'W.'
, ,
,iY- i .J
(does something) to show-off, Allah will e--- e--- '-"'J
expose him (in the Hereafter)." [1 J jt.:;:._;3 .~)2.13 ·~~)Ji ~13~ . «~ jil
,
,
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi who
considered it Gbarib (transmitted ,JI ~ ~f (/ ~G ;.33 ,~\ Jt.:;:.j
through a single narrator). (It is
.~\,;
incorrectly claimed that] its narrators
are those who are reported from in the
Sahib (collection of Al-Bukhari)). This
Haditb also has a supporting narration
[which is also weak] collected by Ibn
Majah on the authority of Anas ( •).
897. Narrated Safiya ~, daughter of r-Jjf :..:J\i
-~ ~ zj:i (AW)
ShaibaYl The Prophet
held a
wedding feast for one of his wives with -~ ~ ,_;.~ ~~ -~ J;. ~~I
two Mudd of barley. (Reported by Al-~/~ll ~~f
Bukhari].

*

rw.11

rw.:; ,.;;

9

*

898. Narrated Anas ( •)= The Prophet
stayed three nights between Khaibar
and Al-Madinah when he consummated
his marriage with Safiya (~). I called
the Muslims to his wedding feast which
did not include bread or meat. He just

*

[lJ Whoever invites the people for show, and to be praised, Allah will disgrace him before all
His creation on the Day of Judgement.

[21 She is Safiya, daughter of Shaiba bin 'Uthman bin Abu Talha Al-Hijji of Banu 'Abdud-Dar. It

is said that she saw the Prophet
confirmed that she was a Tabi'iya.

~

while others said that she never saw him. Ibn Sa'd
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ordered some leather dining sheets to
be spread, and [Hais, a food made
from] dates, sun-baked yogurt and
butter were thrown on them. (Agreed
upon; the wording is Al-Bukhari's).
899. Narrated a Companion of the
Prophet ~: "When two people come
together to issue an invitation, accept
that of the one whose door is nearer to
you. However, if one of them comes
before the other, accept the invitation
of the first. " 111 [Reported by Abii
Da'ud, its chain of narrators is weak].

•=

900. Narrated Abu Juhaifa
Allah's J~ ill1 ~) ~ c.1;f (./'.J (o, .. )
Messenger ~ said, "I do not eat
Muttaki'an (sitting with the support of JST '111 :~ ~I J_;.) Jl.i :Jl.i ,~
something, so as to eat more).,,
·-f,!~I ~I.))·((~
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
ill1 <.,r;'
, ·'J i;i.:-, c./;f ,'--".' ..rs,,, (./'.)
: (0.• \)
901. Narrated 'Umar bin Abii Salamal 2 l
Allah's Messenger ~ said to me,
,,_.cs:.'· Jl.i :Jl.i ~ J'~
• :~
-" ,.&1 J.)-")
"Dear child, mention Allah's Name, eat l;ll
with your right hand, and eat from ~ jS.) ";I~.;.; jS.) ,Ji1
what is next to you." (Agreed upon].
0

•=

r-

!f-;;

·*~·((~

902. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
was brought a dish containing
Tharid and said, "Eat from its sides and
not from the middle, for the blessing
descends in the middle of it.''
[Reported by Al-Arba'a. This is the
wording of An-Nasa'i. Its chain of
narrators is Sahib (authentic)].
~

•=

I'~:;

' '-"T""

1)511

:Jw

.~ J~ ill1 ~) t~ :_}.) (0. •1")
903. Narrated Jabir
The Prophet ~
> t,,
.-_, ,,
""
said, "Do not eat with the left hand, for ~ ~
,JL.;;...;J~ l_,.15\; '}11 : Jt.; ~ ~I
the devil eats with the left hand." '-\
(Reported by Muslim].
~

~

[lJ If there are two invitations for Wa/ima, the first one should be accepted. However, if both
come at the same time, then the one which lives nearer should be preferred. Some take the
meaning of near to mean near in kinship. However, the wording of the Hadith suggest that it
means whoever's house is nearer.

C2 J He is 'Umar bin Abu Salama 'Abdullah bin 'Abdul-Asad bin Hilal Al-Makhzumi, the son of
Ummul-Mu'minin Umm Salama io and the stepson of the Prophet ~. He was born in
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) between the time of the migration to Abyssinia and the migration to AlMadinah. He died in Al-Madinah in 83 H.
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904. Narrated Abu Qat:ada ~= The
Prophet ~ said, "When one of you
drinks, he must not breathe into the
vessel."1 1 1 [Agreed upon]. Abu Da'ud
reported something similar from Ibn
'Abbas (~) and he added: "or blow
into it," [At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic)).

Chapter 5
DMSION OF VISITS TO
ONE'S WIVES
905. Narrated
'Aisha
~:
Allah's
Messenger ~ used to divide visits to
his wives equally and say, "O Allah, this
is my divisionl 2 l concerning what I
possess, so do not blame me
concerning what You possess and I do
not." [Reported by Al-Arba'a; Ibn
Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic). At-Tirmidhi held that the
stronger view is that it is Mursal (a
missing link in the chain after the
Tabi't)].

, ~ Jt;; ill1 Cri')

~~ :_;. (~ •o)
, .iL::.;J
' :, ..;~ Ji I J'.,.!,,J' 0\S : ..:.J Li
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. ((.!.u;i
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:J

.~ 1.l;, ~~i11))
~-- ,j~
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~
,.!.u;i
,
--~
,

~

•(.sy;..!1_-; .)~ .j;I ~J ,~}11 ~13)

. ;3L:;.jl ~~Jll

f!-'J ~-'

906. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= The '~
ill1 Cri') g~; ~'
(~.
Prophet ~ said, "Anyone who has two
wives and inclines to one of them1 3 1 Jci _00f;1 ~ ..:.i\S ~)) : Jl.i ~~I 01
, '.~I v.J
~ ; ~l.:i;.I~ J'I~
will come on the Day of Resurrection .~Ul-~
. I r',,
Y- ;:t.,;.. i.S_,>
with a side (of his body) inclining."
~J;.:.j .~j\;1j ~f ~1:;:; .«~\,;
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a; its
chain of narrators is Sahib (authentic)].
·~

Jt;;

:.;.:;

'\)

:.4:;

907. Narrated Anas ~: It is from the
Sunnah that when a man who has a
wife marries a virgin, he should spend
[lJ It means that while drinking, one should not breathe into the utensil, as it is a cause of
transmitting the germs from the breath into the water, and from the water to the stomach,
which could negatively affect one's health.

cz1 It was not essential for the Prophet ~ to go to his wives by turn, and even though he had
more love for 'Aisha io in his heart, even then he did justice with his wives, and always asked
Allah's forgiveness for this.
[3 1 In this context, justice means maintenance allowance, other necessities and night stay. All
of these are in one's power to do or not to do, so these are accountable for justice. Having
love for someone in the heart is not a sin, as long as it does not hinder one from doing
justice.
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with her seven nights, and thereafter
divide the time between them (equally).
And if he marries a formerly married
woman he should spend with her three
nights and thereafter divide the time
between his wives (equally). [Agreed
upon; the wording is Al-Bukhari's).
908. Narrated Umm Salama ~: When
~
~I~~ ~j,:.
(0, •,\)
the Prophet ~ married her he stayed
with her for three nights and said, "You '~* Li~ f~l '~~J L!J ~~I 0\
are not being humbled in my ,)1~ ,Z,1~ ~1
\; ~
, ·I ~I»~ : J~-J
,,,..
~
";. ._r::'
estimation. If you wish I shall stay with
you for seven nights, and if I stay with
you for seven nights I shall do the same
''·'
. ~1.·~'I"
r:--- ' ).) . ((..;~
with my other wives." [Reported by
Muslim].
909. Narrated 'Aisha~: Sauda (~)daughter '~
;11 ~~ ~~ ;_;.:, (0,. 0,)
of Zam'a gave awayl 1 l her day to 'Aisha
0L5:, '~~ ~;. ~J ~j ~ ;;y::. 01
(~).So the Prophet~ allotted a share to
•:•> :-. , ,,,, 1::" :~.-1,;J > !, .;!Ji<;; ~ :q
'Aisha (~) of her day and Sauda's. J,..:...
. o~>-" i Y..J 't-"y_ ~ , ~ ~ '-:f;'
[Agreed upon].
.~

,

rl ;_;.:,

Jt;_;

Jt;.;

910. Narrated 'Urwa ( ~): 'Aisha~ said,
"O My nephew, Allah's Messenger ~
would not prefer some of us over
others regarding the division of the
time he would spend with us. It was
very rare that he would not visit us all,
and come near each of his wives
without having intercourse with her, till
he reached the one whose dayl 2 l it
was, and spent the night with her."
[Reported by Ahmad and Abo Da'ud,
the wording is Abu Da'ud's. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)).
Muslim reported 'Aisha ~ as saying:
"When Allah's Messenger~ offered the
'Asr (afternoon) prayer, he would visit
his wives in tum, then come close to

~~ Ll.[~ ..:.]~

: J~ ;:,; :.;:, (0,' o)
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!•I It means that if a woman makes a voluntary decrease in her maintenance allowance or in
her turn (for night stay), it is lawful and the man is not to be blamed for it. However, she
reserves the right to reclaim her right at anytime.

l2 l Here 'turn' means night stay. Otherwise, one is allowed to talk to the other wives and go
to their houses.
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them (to kiss or hug them)." [The
narrator reported the rest of the
Hadith].
911. Narrated 'Aisha ~: During the
illness of which Allah's Messenger ~
died, he was asking, "Where shall I be
tomorrow?"Pl He desired that it would
be 'Aisha's day. His wives therefore
permitted him to stay where he wished,
and he stayed in 'Aisha's house.
(Agreed upon].
912. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: When Allah's
Messenger ~ intended to go on a
journey, he cast lots among his wives.
Then, he would take with him the one
who was chosen by the lot. [ZJ (Agreed
upon].
913. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zam'a[ 3 l
~:Allah's Messenger~ said, "None of
you should whip his wife like the
whipping of a slave."[ 4 J [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].

'~ J~ ai1 0') ~~ 0&-J (\ ")
.._;,'' cl. jl.:.;- ~tS ~
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Chapter 6
AL-KHUL 'l5J
(SEPARATING FROM A WIFE
FOR A COMPENSATION)
914. Narrated Ibn

'Abbas~: The wife of J~ ai1 0') .<..T"~ ,JI ,<./' (\ \t)

l•l It means that during illness, mere intention of permanent stay with one of the wives is not
an offense. It also means that with the permission of the other wives, one can stay with one
of them. The illness of the Prophet ~ began at the house of Maimuna ~.
12 1 The one whose name came up in the draw was to accompany the Prophet ~ in the

journey. The days spent during a journey were not accounted for in turns. The wives are also
allowed to agree on one without drawing lots.
l3 l He is 'Abdullah bin Zam'a bin Al-Aswad bin 'Abdul-Munalib bin Asad bin 'Abdul-'Uzza AlAsadi, the brother of Ummul-Mu'minin Sauda bint Zam'a ~. He was a famous Sahilbi
considered to be among the residents of Al-Madinah. He was martyred during the day of Ad-Dar.
l4 l It is strictly forbidden to beat the woman except for one violation, and that is in the case
of illegal sexual relations. It is not allowed to hit her on face or to beat her so severely that
would break a bone, in which case one will have to bear the penalty.
151 Khu/' (r11) means to take off the clothes. According to Shari'a terminology Khu/' means
the woman's right of cancellation of her marriage. She has the right to cancel her marriage
after returning the dowry (Mahr). The man can divorce if he has a genuine reason. Similarly,
a woman can also have Khu/' - after returning the dowry - if she has a genuine excuse.
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Thabit bin Qais(ll came to the Prophet
and said, "O Allah's Messenger, I do
not find fault with Thabit bin Qais ( 4")
in respect of character or religion, but I
dislike (and fear) that I might commit
an act of Kufr /ii-Islam (that which is
contradictory to Islamic behavior)."
Allah's Messenger ~ asked her, "Will
you give him back his garden?" And she
replied, ''Yes," so Allah's Messenger ~
said to him, "Accept the garden and
divorce her, with one pronouncement
(of divorce)." [Reported by Al-Bukhari].
Another narration by him has: "He
commanded him to divorce her."
Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi reported
this Hadith and the later graded it
Hasan (good): "The wife of Thabit bin
Qais got a divorce from him in return
for a compensation (paid by her), and
the Prophet ~ made her 'Iddah
(period of waiting before re-marrying)
one menstruation course."
Ibn Majah reported the narration of
'Amr bin Shu'aib, on his father's
authority, from his grandfather: "Thabit
bin Qais was very unattractive and his
wife said, 'Were it not for fear of Allah,
when he entered my presence I would
spit in his face.' "
Ahmad reported from Sahl bin Abu
Hathma's Hadith that it was the first
ever husband and wife separation for
compensation in Islam.
~
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According to some scholars Khu/' is divorce, while others consider Khu/' as cancellation of
marriage. There is a difference of opinion about taking back more than the original dowry.
However, it seems reasonable that the man take back only that amount which was originally
give to the woman as dowry, without any demand for more.
[IJ Thabit bin Qais Al-Ansari Al-Khazraji was among the elder Sahii.ba and was the spokesman
of Al-Ansii.r and Allah's Messenger ~ . He witnessed Uhud and the battles that followed it.
The Prophet ~ confirmed that he will enter the ]annah and he was martyred during the
battle of Al-Yamama in 12 H.
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Chapter 7
AT-TALAQ (DIVORCE)

,

J-All ..:.\;
. .- v

915. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's I ~.i> Jt_;; ;1J1 :ri') -;.; ,JI -~ ( 4, \ o)
Messenger ~ said, "The lawful thing
_J-)(;JI ~\» :
;111 JY,) J~ :J~
which Allah hates most is divorce."Pl
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and Ibn Majah,
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic),
while Abu Hatim held that the stronger
view is that it is Mursal (missing link
after the Tabi'i)].
, ·' ~
,,, ,.;f.
·'I .CJ
_·.;J (4,\i)
916. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: In the time J't_;; ;1J1 ~.)
of Allah's Messenger~. he divorced his
wife while she was menstruating, so ._j, , ~J;. ~j , ~\;1 :;11. ~\ , I~;
- ·- ~
,,, JU ,,.,Ji:;;
.&1 J ,, ,,
'Umar asked Allah's Messenger ~ ;iii ~.)
~,
Y"'.J
about that and he replied, "Command
;111 Jy.j ~ Jt_;;
him to take her back and keep her till :Jw .~~ &&she is purified (from menses), has ~
J;_ ~ ~ '~iffi .~~»
another period, and is then purified. If
~
he then wishes he may keep her and if '~ ~\ t:G ~~ ~
he wishes he may divorce her before J1 ;~I ~ ,~ ~\ j;i :;11. t:Ll ~~
having intercourse with her. That is the
. ~ ~ . «H.::~I
Jli.; ~\ ;1J1 ;\
'Jddab (period of waiting) which Allah
commanded for the divorce of
women."! 2 1 [Agreed upon].
A narration by Muslim has: "Command
him to take her back, then divorce her
when she is pure from the menstrual
discharge, or pregnant."
Another narration by Al-Bukhari has: "It
was regarded as one divorce."
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Ill This Hadith contains many points [if it were proven to be authentic). That all Halal (legal
and lawful) things are not dear to Allah, i.e. there are some legal things which are though
legal but not liked by Allah. Divorce is among the things which are Halal but it is not always
good. It is Halal because sometimes the situation is so complicated that man is compelled to
divorce. In such situation, it is acceptable, if there is no other way out. Divorce is bad,
because it is a cause of enmity and also a cause of Satan's delight. Talilq (divorce) means to
set free and according to Shari'a, Taliiq is to free the woman from the bond of marriage.

12 1 This Hadith also makes clear many points: 1) It is prohibited to divorce during
menstruation period. 2) Without the consent of woman, man can withdraw his decision. 3) It
is Bid'ah (innovation) to divorce a woman in the state of Tuhr (period of purification after
menses) in which sexual intercourse is carried out, just as it is to divorce during menses.
There are four kinds of divorce, out of which two are lawful and two are unlawful: To divorce
during pregnancy or in the state of Tuhr in which sexual intercourse is not carried out are
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A narration of Muslim has: "Ibn 'Umar
..:Jf t;f :~ &;1 Jli :.~ ~lj,d .))
(~) said, 'If you had only made one or
two pronouncements of divorce [it ~ ~I J_?~ ~µ -~I _,\ ;~lj l@:~lk
would have been better]. Indeed Allah's '· : :- 1~<-·f •! '~~-l'f :f ·,;I
Messenger ~ commanded me to take ~ ~ ~ I"' '~.J u <.FY
her back, then keep her till she has ~ ,_:.fLl J;..
~ •s).l ~
another period, then give her a reprieve
1+:~it.. ..:Ji GfJ '~1 ~f J.;i I@ ~ii.I
till she is purified, then divorce her
before having intercourse with her. As ~ ~
for you, you have divorced her with
three pronouncements (at once), and
have therefore disobeyed your Rabb
[your Lord, the Creator] concerning
what He commanded you regarding the
divorce of your wife.' "
Another narration [of Muslim] has: : ~ &; ~1:¥ Jli : s)-1 ~I).; -.FJ
"Abdullah bin 'Umar (~) said, 'So he
11t :Jlij ,L:;j I.A_;. rJ'j •:fa LA~)
returned her to me and did not
regarded it as anything, and said: When
she is purified, either divorce her or
keep her.' "
917. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: In the time J~ ;1J1 ~~ ..-r~ _JI ( f J (0. \V)
of Allah's Messenger~' Abu Bakr ( ~)
~ jJ\ki1 ~l5 ~ Jli
and the first two years of the caliphate ,J_?~
of
'Umar
( ~),
the
three
pronouncements of divorce were
regarded as one divorce.(11 So 'Umar
said, "People have made haste in an

L+4:f

..:..»

*.

lawful, while to divorce during menses and in the Tubr in which sexual intercourse is carried
out are unlawful. From another point of view there are three kinds of divorce: These are: (i)
Ahsan, (ii) Hasan and (iii) Btd'a. Ahsan is to divorce once during pregnancy or Tuhr period
and let the 'Iddah pass away. ('Iddah is a prescribed period of waiting, during which a
divorced or widowed woman can not remarry. It varies according to different circumstances).
Hasan is to divorce three times, in three separate periods of Tuhr. Up to two divorces or two
Tubr, one can cancel the divorce. However, after the third pronouncement of divorce he can
neither cancel the divorce nor remarry her without her marriage to someone else,
consummation, and then being divorced again or becoming a widow. Btd'a is to divorce two
or three times in one sitting. Most of the scholars are of the opinion that divorce pronounced
during menses will be counted, though in this case revoking it is obligatory.
[•I What is the legal status of three divorces given together at a time? There is difference of
opinion on this issue among the scholars. 1) First opinion is that three divorces given
together at a time are nothing and have no legal status at all. 2) Second opinion is that three
divorces given together at a time are counted, and the woman is divorced. 3) Third opinion
is that this is only one divorce. 4) Fourth opinion is that if the woman has carried out the
sexual intercourse, then three will count, and if she has not carried out sexual intercourse,
then only one will happen. Among these different views the third is stronger and more
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affair which they are required to take
slowly. What if we execute it on them."
So, he executed it on them. [Reported
by Muslim].
, . , -l-i .. ~ , ., : ,, (" \ •)
918. Narrated Mahmud bin Labidl 1 l
J,~ ;;fJ I ~
j • ·; ,<J. ,.r>--' i f J
-- "
When Allah's Messenger ~ was
informed about a man who had -~~ ~ ~ ~\ j_,:..~ ~i :J~ '~
,\._~.;. _.::.il~_lt.7 .!..~ ;,;\;1
divorced his wife with all the three
pronouncements (without any interval
G\) ,~1 ,'-:"'~ ;l:;\ :J~ r-5 ,~~
between them), he stood up in anger
and said, "Is Allah's Book being played J_,:..~ ~ : Jlii '~~ f~ J;. ~;.s~f.:;.
with while I am among you?" A!; a
.Z,_,£y ~l.J~.J , ~L.JI ~l.J~ .;filf 'if ! ~I
result a man got up and said, "O Allah's
Messenger, shall I kill him?" [Reported
by An-Nasa'i; its narrators are reliable

•=

J11

fW

<

(thiqah)J.

919. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Abo J~ ;11
Rukanal 2 J divorced Umm Rukana. So
Allah's Messenger ~ told him, "Take
your wife back." And he replied, "I
have divorced her with three
pronouncements." He said, "I have
understood, take her back" [Reported
by Abo Da'ud].
A wording by Ahmad has: Abu Rukana ,_}, ;,;\;1 i' L5~
::;11 :.:4;..\r ~ ,_},)
divorced his wife with three ;j Jlii , ~ .:, . -~ , ~~ ..L>-\' ~
pronouncements in one sitting. Then,
·
J>"
•' J
'·
he was grieved about her and Allah's ~+,.:;. J.J .11;~1) ~~>> :~ ~1 'j_,:..~
Messenger ~ told him, "They (the
three pronouncements) are reckoned
as a single (utterance of divorce)." [The

;f

reasonable. The same was customary in the time of the Prophet ~ , therefore, Abu Rukana
was ordered by the Prophet ~ to return his Wife after giving three divorces together. If the
three divorces had counted, the Prophet ~ would not have ordered him to return his wife.
This mode of divorce is also logically understandable. For three divorces, the Prophet ~
fixed the period of three months.
[lJ He is Mahmud bin Labid bin Abu Rafi' Al-Ansari Al-Ashhali. He was born during the
lifetime of (the Prophet~). Al-Bukhari said, "He attained the companionship of the Prophet
~ '', but Abu Hatim said that his Companionship is unknown, and Muslim counted him
among the Tabi'in. He was among the 'Ulama and he died in the year 96 H.

[ZJ Abu Rukana bin 'Abd Yazid bin Hashim bin 'Al-Muttalib bin Abd Munaf Al-Muttalibi was
among those who became Muslims during the conquest of Makkah. It is said that he wrestled
with the Prophet ~ who beat him and that was the cause of his Islam. He settled at AlMadinali and died there at the beginning of Mu'awiya's Caliphate. It is also said that he died
during his caliphate. It is also said that he died in the year 41. His wife was Suhaima,
daughter of 'Uwaimir Al-MU2aniya.
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two Ahadith have Ibn IshaqPl , in their
chains of narrators, and his reliability
has been questioned].
Abu Da'ud have reported (a Hadith) ,~ .:,..::.;.\ ).T ~:, ~ ;_jG ;i .sj) .U:,
better than the aforesaid one through
:Jw ,4i i;:~'· ;;f;i .jll. i;t5~ ~I ~f
another chain, it has: "Abu Rukana
divorced his wife Suhaima irrevocably ~I
~~J .~~lj ~b ~ J.,;jf ~ ~lj
and said, 'I swear by Allah that I meant
·~
it to be only a single utterance of
divorce,' so the Prophet ~ returned
her to him."

4;

920. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "There are three
things which, whether undertaken
seriously or in jest, are treated as
serious: [ZJ marriage, divorce and taking
back a wife after a divorce which is not
final." [Reported by Al-Arba'a except
An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
In a narration of Ibn 'Adi, through
another chain of narrators, which isDa'if
(weak), it has: "Divorce, emancipation
and marriage."
Al-Hiirith bin Abu Usama reported from
the Hadith of 'Ubada bin As-Samit ( ~)
- tracing it to the Prophet ~: "It is not
permissible to play in three things:
divorce, marriage and emancipation.
Therefore, whoever pronounces (either
of) them, they certainly become
binding." (Its chain of narrators is Da 'if
(weak)].
921. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= The
Prophet ~ said, "Allah, the Most High,
has forgiven my followers what they
~contemplate on within themselves (i.e.
evil thoughts) as long as they do not act

~ J~ ji1 ~j ~_;.} ~f ;_;:, (\'I' o)
: .,~ : -; .;~. J' ''J'< J'~
'~ .:r"~ ...... ~» :~~I .J"".J L9 : L9

.«i;_,;.:,J1:, ,.jJ\ki1:, ,c_tS::J1 :~ Ll-1~:,
.~t;Ji ~J ,~l.:!Ji ~~ ~j\ri :1jj

:).T ~ J ~ '&~ -~y ~1:,-d ~:,
.«(_t5:'.:J1:, ,.jt:;J1:, ,:;Jlki1» :.~

~;~ -~~ ~ ,td ~i,.; ~~t;Jij
~ ' ' '1» : ;_;,;-.) , ,..;...,.L.;.ll
· 1
<-F. ~I
. , .)~
,
,<Y.
~ , ,JG;Jlj , ,(.\S:'.:Jlj , ,J~I : ,..:;.,'iJ
0

111 Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad bin lshaq bin Yasar Al-Muttalibi, the manumitted slave of Qais
bin Makhrama Al-Madani was the master of the history of the military expeditions of the
Prophet~ and his Companions~ 41 ~.J· He died in 51 H.

12 1 It means that the following four things happen merely because of utterances even if
spoken by way of joke: 1) Nikab - marriage. 2) Talaq- divorce. 3) Revocation of a divorce,
and 4) Freeing of a slave.
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upon or speak about them." [Agreed
upon].
922. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
<lJ1 ~~ .U""~ ,JI ,(f'J (~YY)
said, "Allah, the Most High, has
Ji1 ~t» :Jli ·~ ~I ,;_;. '1;.;e.
overlooked my follower's mistakes and
forgetfulness, and what they are forced ~J .~i:·~\IJ .'lb.Ji ~1 ~ 2J
to do against their will."[IJ [Reported
. ~t;..l\3 . ~t; .);1 ~13~ . «4&- 1).p1
by Ibn Majah and Al-Hakim. Abu Hatim
. ~':I
: -~-~ Y.'\ J' ~,J
said that it is not an established
.•
(authentic) Hadith].
<l.11,'-rf'.)
•' ........ G.
·'I ,(f
."J (~YY")
923. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: "If anyone
. ,d.
makes his wife unlawful[ 2 J for himself
- it is nothing." He said, "Indeed you !~ .:r;J .~i_,.i f? i;t :Jli 'Q
have a good example in Allah's ;_:;...:.f ~1 ,J,?~ ..), ~ ~LS ~ : JliJ
Messenger. "[ 3 1 [Reported by AlBukhan].
Muslim has: "When a man makes his
wife unlawful for himself, it is (treated
like) an oath for which atonement must
be made (if broken)."
924. Narrated 'Aisha ~: When the '~
<l.11 ~~ ~~ (.;-J (~yt)
....
- ...
l ..,...
...
-;:; (
daughter of Al-Jaun was admitted into
~I ,J_?~ .fl- ~;1 t:i ,.J_;.;.11 ~I .JI
the presence of Allah's Messenger
and he went near her, she said, "I seek .~ ~~ ~_;1 :.:..lli :~ ~;J ·~
., .>
refuge in Allah from you." He replied,
'-~ -;.o.k iA.I» : Jw
"You have sought refuge in the
Supreme [One Who is worthy of refuge
·&.,?~\ ~13~
being taken in], return to your
4
family."[ J [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

Ji;;
Ji;;

*

Ji;;

*

Ji;;

o/

*

925. Narrated
Jabir
~=
Allah's
said, "There is no divorce
Messenger

,,,

,..,..

(~Yo)

Ill It means that mere thinking of divorce does not effectuate it. It also means that the
divorce given under compulsion is not a divorce. Similarly marriage under compulsion is also
not a marriage.

12 1 If a man says to his wife that he will not keep any relation with her and makes her
unlawful for himself, it will not be regarded as a divorce, it is only a vow and has to be
expiated.
•
131 The Prophet's example here refers to his boycotting of his wives for a period of time.
l4 l Another division of divorce is made clear in this Haditb, which is as follows: 1) Evident
and clear divorce: In this form no intention is involved because of the clear and definite
words. Just the words spoken are deemed enough to accomplish the divorce. 2) Indirect or
by hint: In this form the words are equivocal, and may or may not mean divorce. For
example: 'You are free' or 'Go to your parents', etc. When such words are spoken, their
intention will be considered, and not the words. If the speaker means divorce, then it will be
effected, and if he does not mean divorce then it will not happen.
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except after marriage, and no freeing
2;J\1, '1>> :~~I J_?~ Jl.i :Jl.i
(of a slave) till one has possession (of ~
one)."(11 [Reported by Abu Ya'la and ;f ~lj~ . 11.!11 J.;: ~I ~ 'lj , -C~
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic),
t)-fj ,J);_; ;.j ,~t;J\ ~j ,~
but it is Ma'lul (containing a hidden
,;J;.., ~./,
·. ,. I\ ·, ~~ J.
~·1
defective). Ibn Majah reported a similar ~;i;..:..G
.
/<-" AJ. !~ ,(./' .
narration, on the authority of Al-Miswar
"' ~.,, ' ~ '
. ~I J_,.i;; ~ '~
bin Makhrama, and its chain of
narrators is (or appears to be) Hasan
(good), but it is also Ma'lul (hidden
defect)].
>
'.~ ,J .J}i 2jj ('\Y'I)
926. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
o,...
,..
,
,... ,.,.
,, ,...
father's authority from his grandfather: ~J.;
'1» :~~I J_?~ JL; :JL; ·~~ 2j
Allah's Messenger *
said, "No
'-! '1' ,~ '1 W ';T "'1
descendant of Adam may make a vow '1 W-- j ~
J
, -- r (..)'!,
concerning something he does not ~- "f . II~ '} L.;.._; j '·')\1, '1' '~
.?
, _,
'-'
J
, possess, or set free (a slave) that he
does not possess, or divorce (a woman) ,:.;. :µ;J '~J ·~~~lj >j1; ;f
whom he does not possess (in
·~ ;~J ~ ~f ~f ~!Li;.11
marriage)." [Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi
reported it; the latter graded it Sahib
(authentic), and transmitted from AlBukhari his statement that it is the most
authentic Hadith on this subject].
927. Narrated 'Aisha~: The Prophet*
said, "There are three people whose
actions are not recorded: [ZJ a sleeping
person till he awakes, a child till he is a
grown up, and an insane person till he
is restored to reason or recovers his
senses." [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba 'a, except At-Tirmidhi. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
!f.

Chapter 8
AR-RA/'A (TAKING BACK A
WIFE AFTER A DNORCE
WHICH IS NOT FINAL)
928. Narrated 'Imran bin Husain~: He
was asked about a man who divorces
(lJ

jjl '-?'?.)
, ·'

"'

-~

,.:.r. Z,1-~ ·~
J-,

'-'

('\YI\)

It means that one can only divorce that woman who is married to him.

It means that if anybody divorces during sleep, it will not be regarded a divorce. ff a minor
divorces, it will not be considered divorce. Similarly, if an insane person divorces, it will not
be counted as divorce.
(ZJ
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his wife, then takes her back without
taking witnesses (on either). So he ~ '~$.Ji,<.}- J;:. ~f 'l~C. J~
replied, "Get witnesses on her divorce, ~
:JW ,,!~; 1:, ·el~
and on her return."[IJ [Abu Da'ud
1.K.;. ;~1; ;I ~1.J) . ~) ~:, , ~~
reported it Mawquf (saying of a
~~~--11 ;;.-q- • , ~.t.:;.~ ,td~
Companion), and its chain of narrators ;.kil,
, ; ~
.?J ~
_,
.T.T
is Sahib (authentic)). Al-Baihaiqi
reported the aforesaid Hadith with this ~ J~ j_il 0') -~ ,J. ~I~ ~f)
wording: 'Imran bin Husain ~ was .j :J~ ,~ (J.J ;_;f;1 ~I) ~ j;.:
asked about someone who takes his ~r
· ~rt.11 ;(- <~\11 ~
.. ~,i, l.'i.:..
.~
,
wife back (after a divorce that is not ·- J-! <.E <../,- r.-' JJ
final), but he does not take witnesses.
. (:& 1 !~>i.,)
So, he replied, "It is not Sunna-h, and
he should get witnesses now." AtTabarani added in a narration: "and he
should ask Allah's forgiveness."
929. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: When he
divorced his wife the Prophet ~ said to
'Umar, "Command him to take her
back." (Agreed upon].

y1

r-

Chapter 9
AL-'IYIA' [21 AZ-ZJH.4Rl3l
'
AND AL-KAFFARAJ/f 4 1
930. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
swore that he would stay away from
his wives for a period. He made

~

~ J~ ;11 ~) L!.fli ;_;. <~"")
'r?:, 'i~ ~~~I J_?j JT :..:J~

Ill It means that for Taliiq (divorce) and Raj'q (revocation of divorce), two witnesses should
be present. If there are no witnesses, the man or woman can go back on one's word for
some of their interests and it cause many evils. To call for witnesses is either obligatory or
desirable. Consensus is that it is desirable, but actually it is obligatory.

1z1 'Iyla' (·~'ii) means to make a vow that one is not going to maintain sexual relations with
his wife; or to say to her directly - swearing by Allah - that no sexual relationship will be
maintained with her in the future. Allah has prescribed a four months period to restore the
relationship. It is better to revive the relationship, by paying expiation for the oath within the
prescribed period. Otherwise, divorce will become effective by itself; or according to others,
the man will be compelled to divorce her or bring back the relationship to normal again.
131 Zihar {J4kJi) is derived from the word Zahr {pi) meaning back, making resemblance
between one's wife and the mother's back. This is a figure of speech in Arabic language
which means that you are like my mother and unlawful for me for marriage. According to
Shari'a terminology, Zihar means comparing one's wife and to one's mother, and making
her unlawful for oneself. It is not considered a divorce in Shari'a but one has to expiate for it
before returning to his wife. Its expiation is to free a slave or to fast for sixty days
consecutively or to feed sixty poor persons. It is compulsory to bear one of these
punishments.
141 Kaffarah (;.JL<S:JI) means making atonement (for either of the above two cases).
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something unlawful (for himself) (i.e.
. lf unl awful) . So,
someth ing not in 1tse
he made the lawful unlawful, and he
made atonement for breaking an oath.
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi, and its
narrators are reliable (thiqah)).
931. Narrated Ibo 'Umar ~: When a
period of four months elapses, the one
who swears to stay away from his wife
must be made to return to her or
divorce her, and the divorce is not valid
till the husband himself pronounces
itYl [Al-Bukhiri reported it).
932. Narrated Sulaiman bin Yasar! 2 l
( ~): I met thirteen or more of the
Companions of Allah's Messenger ~,
all of them made the one who swears
to stay away from his wife, return to her
or divorce her (at the end of the
period). [Reported by Ash-Shafi'i).
933. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The swearing
to stay away from one's wife inAf.Jahiliya
era! 3 l was for one or two years. Then,
Allah appointed a period of four months
for it. So, if it is less than four months, it is
not swearing to stay away from one's
wife. !4 l [Al-Baihaqi reported it).

• •.
• •
•
· •
•
. o)l.6 -~ F..J 'Loi? J")l.;JI ~
'1:~~
. .;~ .51.J~.J

•&*J.!1 ~1.J)

.:S:;;\ :Jl.9 l~ .J. 01;:f" .:f.J
~I

(4.'1"Y)

J , • .....,\;.,..:,\ : )\;.:; • ~ • t_;.,
• J-'J •• ·
•
~ ••• ·,
.~81 ~i.J) .J;..il C>A ~ '~

r-:, ;

I~

<..s'

;li1 ~J
• ·•

· ·1 .v
_...., 3
,r..I"' ~
. •er.

(4.'1"'1")

t..:J1 ~L;.ll :~l

0\S :Jti ~
0\5 ~~. .~I ~~I ;li1 .:J) '.u:-·11_:;

.

~-_.:.\ .•"'>l.,L u:• ·Ii: ~_~f ~~f u,.,
:~ r.r
'1;\
J

..

..:.;.

.~I

934. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: A man

had vowed to make his wife like his
mother (i.e. forbidden for him). Then
[lJ In case of 'Iyla' the man should be asked either to divorce or restore the relationship,
after the passing of four months. If he is not willing in either case, then she can get her
marriage cancelled with the permission of the ruler, and after passing her 'Iddah period, she
is allowed to marry.

He is Abii Ayub Sulaiman bin Yasar, the manumitted slave of 'Ummul-Mu'minin Maimuna
He was one of the seven Fiqh 'Ulama of the elder Tabi'in in Al-Madinah. He was reliable,
virtuous, pious and knowledgeable. He died in the year 107 H at the age of 73 years.
[lJ

~-

! 31 In the Period of Ignorance the woman was very unfortunate. Sometimes, for years she
stood in the middle of nowllere, neither married nor divorced, hanging in between. Also, she
was not allowed to remarry after passing her 'Iddah period. Sometimes, severance of
relations is necessary for the purpose of teaching her a lesson. However, separation for years
at a time is injustice to her, so Allah fixed the period as four months.

l4 l This Hadith makes it clear that if the relations are re-established within the period of four
months, then it is not 'Iy/a' and there is no penalty for it.
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he had intercourse with her, so he went
J\ii ,~ ~I
to the Prophet ~ and said, "1 had ~\ j;; ~ ~J
intercourse with her before making the !!;\ ~
J.;_ '~); )(:;» : J~ 'j.s-1
atonement." He replied, "Do not go
~J ,~}Ji ~\_)) .II~ __...l~ ~\
near her till you do what Allah has
'\~'I\ ~\'"
,jt.;;.'\
t•LlJ\ ~JJ
, <,, ' t<.?,,_,..,
.l. ~I\
commanded you to do." [Reported by Jr.
.JJ.)
)~ '-!-Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib <<-11 :"-'.: )\)~~
~. '\
,, .
.; '.<.!".
,l.r. , (,f <1
? ~J ~
(authentic) but An-Nasa'i held that the .r-' . .
.11.h; 'l.-;
stronger view is that it is Mursal
(missing link after the Tabi'i)). AlBazzar reported it through another
chain, from Ibn 'Abbas (~) and he
added: "Make an atonement and do not
repeat it."
935. Narrated Salama bin Sakhr[ll ~: ill1 Cri') ~ ,J. ;j_:, .:fJ (O,,-o)
When the month of Ramadan came, I ~ \ ~ , ~ 0z_;;)
J ~ ti. L;i
feared lest I would have intercourse with
my wife. So, I vowed Az-Zihar (that she
was like my mother). Then, one night
something of her was uncovered to me
and I had intercourse with her. Allah's
Messenger ~ afterwards said to me,
"Set a slave free," and I replied, "I do
not possess one (that I can free)." He
said, "Then fast two consecutive
months." I replied, "Have I fallen into
that which I have fallen into except due
to fasting!?" He said, "Feed sixty poor
people with an 'Araq (basket) of
dates." [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba 'a except An-Nasa'i. Ibn Khuzaima
and Ibn Al-Jarod graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

?

Jb :

y; :

J

Chapter 10
AL-LI'ANf2 l
(INVOKING CURSES)
936. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: So-and-so
asked and said, "O Allah's Messenger,
what you think if one of us finds his
Ill He is Salama bin Sakhr bin Sulaiman bin As-Samma Al-Bayadi - a descendant of Banu
Bayiid, a clan of Al-Khazraj - was one of the Al-Buka'un (the wailers) among the Saha.ha.

121 Li'an (.:.>Wii) means to accuse one's wife of adultery, without any solid proof in hand. In
case the woman denies the allegation, the man has to swear four times repeating the
allegation and for the fifth time he would say: May Allah's Wrath fall on me if I am a liar. If
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wife committing adultery, how should
he act? If he talks he would talk about a
grievous affair, and if he keeps silent he
would keep silent about something
similar (a grievous affair)." He gave no
answer. Afterwards he came to him~)
and said, "I have been afflicted with the
very problem which I had asked you
about.'' Then Allah revealed the verses
of Surat An-Nur (the Light). He then
recited them to him and exhorted,
admonished and informed him that the
punishment of this world is easier than
that of the Hereafter. He said, "No, by
Him Who sent you with the Truth, I
have not lied against her." He then
summoned the woman and exhorted
her in the same way. She said, "No, by
Him Who sent you with the Truth, he is
a liar." He began with the man; and he
(the man) bore witness four times with
an oath by Allah; he then did the same
with the woman, then he separated
them. [Reported by Muslim].
937. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said to the two who were
invoking curses regarding one another,
"Your reckoning is in Allah's Hands[IJ
for one of you is lying. You cannot
remarry her." He (the man) said, "O
Allah's Messenger, what about my
property (dowry)?" He replied, "If you
have spoken the truth, it is the price of
your having had the right of intercourse
with her; [2 J and if you have lied against
her, it is even more remote for you (to
get it back) from her." [Agreed upon].
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the woman keeps silent, she will be punished. However, if she denies the allegation, she will
have to swear four times denying the allegation and the fifth time she would say: If he is
speaking the truth, may Allah's Curse fall on me. Since Allah's Curse is invoked in this matter,
it is referred to as Li'an. Li'an makes a separation between a man and his wife automatically,
and there is no way for them to remarry.
fIJ In this Haditb attention is called to repentance for sins.
fZJ It relates that dowry cannot be taken back from the woman. It is a unanimous issue.
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940. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd
~
concerning the story of the two
(husband and wife) who invoked curses
regarding one another: When they
finished invoking curses regarding one
another the man said, "I shall have lied
against her, 0 Allah's Messenger, if I
keep her (as a wife)." He, then,
pronounced her divorce three times,l31
even before Allah's Messenger ~
commanded him to do so. [Agreed
upon].
941. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: A man
came to the Prophet ~ and said, "My
wife rejects no hand of a man who ,
wishes to touch her[ 41 . " He said,
[IJ This Hadith relates three points: First, about the things not made clear by Revelation, the
Prophet ~ exercised his judgement in them. Second, if the primary sources for decision
making are not available, making decision by conjecture is allowed. Third, in case of Li'an,
even if the conjecture is correct, the woman is not punished for adultery.
2

Putting the hand on the mouth is a sign to be heedful and conscious on the last
pronouncement; after it one has to bear the consequences in this world or in the Hereafter.
If the man stops for the fifth time he will be punished for slandering. Woman has also the
right of Li'an if she wishes.
£ J

£3 1 After Li'an

there is no need of divorce, it automatically befalls. After Li'an woman is not
entitled to receive any maintenance allowance or lodging.
l4 J It has various meanings: Firstly, she is of loose character with strangers. Seconding, she is
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"Banish her. [lJ " He replied, "I am
Ci;;'.(;» :Jli '~ 1~;::: 0\ ~~\ :Jli
afraid my soul may desire her." He
~ I '• >i I ' '
> •
'> '
,< >
said, "Then enjoy her." (Reported by ·"""~
""~!-) ,_;1_:;i1.:; ~_,b Y.\ .1.:;~ .«~
Abu Da'ud and Al-Bazzar, and its , G ·'\ ·, -'.T .;.- : t{:JI ~;/f.y>J
narrators are reliable]. An-Nasa'i ,1..l". ,<.)"! , : / ? ··-'~~
reported it with through another chain, :Jli '~ ~\ -q :Jli II~» :Jli ~
from Ibn 'Abbas (~)with this wording:
.i~t»
He said, "Divorce her." He replied, "I
can not endure the desire for her." He
said, "Then keep her."
942. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: He heard
Allah's Messenger ~ say, when the
Verse[ 2 l about invoking curses came
down, "Any woman who brings into a
family one who does not belong to
it,l31 is not an observer of Allah's
(religion), and Allah will not admit her
into His Paradise. Likewise, Allah will
veil Himself from any man who
disowns his child while he knows that it
is his child, and will humiliate him in
the presence of the first and last
(creatures)." [Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and
Ibn Majah reported it; and Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
943. Narrated 'Umar ~: If anyone
acknowledges that he is the father of
his child just for the blinking of an eye,
he has no right to disown it. [4 1 [AlBaihaqi reported it. The Hadith is
Hasan (good) and Mawquf (saying of a
Companion)].
an adulteress. Thirdly, she is not good custodian of his wealth. The first meaning is the
closest to being correct. If the second meaning was correct, the accuser would have had to
produce witnesses, or Li'an would take place, or the woman would have been punished.
However, none of this happened. On the contrary, the Prophet ~ ordered him to tolerate
her. If the second meaning was correct, it means, the Prophet~ had permitted him to be a
Dayyiith (a man who doesn't care about the moral behavior of the women under his care).
Pl i.e., Divorce her.

r2 1 Surat An-Nur 24:6.
f3 l It means to give birth to an illegitimate child and to present him as legitimate child. This
creates many troubles and problems in inheritance, legacy and marriage, etc.
4
f l Merely on doubts one should not disown his child. Once the parentage is accepted, it
cannot be denied. On account of disowning the child, on one side, he becomes an
illegitimate child, and on the other, his mother is blamed for adultery and the child is
deprived of heredity.
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944. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: A man
.~
jjl ~J ~;._; ~l .:fj (0.tt)
said, "O Allah's Messenger, my wife has
given birth to a black son." He asked, .:..:i.l:; ..;f;T 0t !~1 Jr.:>~ :Jli ~:; 0f
"Have you any camels." He replied,
''Yes." He asked, "What is their color?" : J~ «~ .J;t ~ .!J.l j;.>> : J~ .~r-f L~
He replied, "They are red." He asked, :J~ ,:,_:;. :J~ «~~1)f W» :J~
"Is there a dusky (dark) one among
:J~ 11~j:;.;1 ~ 4J j;.»
them?" He replied, ''Yes." He asked, Jt" :J~
"How has that come about?" He J;ii» :J~ .:;~ ~j ~ :J~ «~~~
replied, "It is perhaps a strain to which <X
"' ~ '-~:, 11 '-· ~~: 11; ..£1
.
it has reverted (i.e. heredity)." He said, ·- J! </,J . ,_ """"" . <,jf; J'
·
t
",,,
,,
'» · .1·.~i
"It is perhaps a strain to which this son .· ~~·T <I-· J, ~,J 11',.:,
~ <.) ; . /.;":. _,... J
.•p of yours has reverted." [Agreed upon].
. u;:.,,;\l;;~\
.
~. ~,, ~h
, <I- ~.r..rJ
A narration by Muslim has: "he was
intending to disown him." Muslim
concluded the Haditb as follows: "He
did not permit him to disown him."

Jt;;

·r

•r

Chapter 11
AL-'IDDAH[tl ,AL-IHDAD[ 2 1,
AL-JSTIBRA [31 , AND OTHER
PERTINENT MATTERS
945. Narrated Al-Miswar bin Makhrama
( ~): Some nights after her husband's
death, Subai'a Al-Aslamiya[ 4 l {i;, gave
birth to a child. Then she went to the
Prophet ~ and asked permission to
marry. He gave her permission and she
married.' [Reported 'by Al-Bukhari]. Its
basic meaning is found in the two
Sahib books of Al-Bukhari and Muslim.
[lJ 'Iddab (iJ...JI) is a period of waiting in which a woman is not allowed to remarry, after the
death of her husband or divorce. There are three kinds of 'Iddab: 1) 'Iddab of Birth 2)
'Iddab of Menses and 3) 'Iddab of Months. For a pregnant woman, in either case - death of
the husband or divorce - her 'Iddab is up to the birth of the child. For example, she is
divorced or her husband dies today, and the next day she gives birth to a child. Her 'Iddab
ends with the birth of child. She is allowed to marry at anytime, but as long as she is not free
from the post-childbirth bleeding, it is not proper to have a sexual intercourse with her.

l2 J Ibdad (>1.J.>. 'XI) is the observing of mourning, by a woman, for her husband who has died.
l3 l Istibra' (•l_r...- ')' 1) is the time of waiting, till one menstruation period has passed, in the
case of a newly purchased slave-girl.
l4 l Subai'a, daughter of Al-Harith Al-Aslamiya of Banu Aslam was a Sababiya and Ibn Sa'd
mentioned that she was among the Mubajirat. She was married to Sa'd bin Khawla, who died
in Makkah during the Hajjatul-Wada', then she was married by a young man from her
people. They also mentioned that she married Abu Sanabil.
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A wording has: "She gave birth to a
child after forty nights of her husband's
death."
A wording by Muslim has: Az-ZuhrPl
said, "I think there is no harm if she
marries when she is still bleeding (due
to child-birth), but her husband should
not go near her till she is purified."
946. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Barira (~) was
ordered to wait till three menstrual
periods of hers have passed (before she
could remarry). [ZJ [Reported by Ibn
Majah. Its narrators are reliable, but it is
Ma'lul (having a hidden defect)].
947. Narrated Ash-Sha'bi[ 3 l from Fatima
~daughter of Qais on the authority of the
Prophet~ regarding a woman who was
divorced by three pronouncements:
"She has no right to accommodation or
maintenance.'' [ 4 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
948. Narrated Umm 'Atiya (~): Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "A woman must not
observe mourning for more than three
nights for the one who has died, except
for the four months and ten days in the

.. ~.:,.,£
. ,..
;
,,;.._;·

,.-

.J);; ~

,.:,~ ;.;13~3 ,~t;; .:;1 ;13~

[IJ He is Muhammad bin Muslim bin 'Ubaidullah bin Abdullah bin Shihab Al-Qurashi AzZuhri, one of the eminent Imams and 'Aalim of Hijaz and Sham. He was among the elders of
the 4th generation of Tabi'in and his mastery and greatness was conscientiously agreed
upon. Al-Laith said that he never saw an 'Aalim who accumulated so much knowledge like
Ibn Shihab and Malik said that Ibn Shihab was among the most generous people and had no
equal. He died in 124 H.
2
[ 1 Barira's husband was a slave. After being manumitted from slavery, as a free woman, she
was given an option concerning her wedlock. Barira (~) chose to have her previous wedlock
nullified and hence she had to spend an 'Iddah of a free woman consisting of three
menstrual periods. This Hadith implies that the duration of 'Iddah thus spent is determined
according to the status of the woman and not the man.

3
[ 1 He is Abu 'Amr 'Aamir bin Sharabi! bin 'Abdullali Ash-Sha'bi Al-Hamdani Al-Kufi. He was a
great Tabi'i and an eminent Fiqh scholar. Az-Zuhri said, "The 'Ulama are four: Ibn AlMusaiyab at Al-Madinali, Ash-Sha'bi at Kufa, Hasan Al-Basri at Basra and Mak-hul at Sham."
Ash-Sha'bi was born during 'Umar's Caliphate and it was said that he was born when six years
were remaining from 'Uthman's Caliphate.
4
[ 1 The ruling according to Shari'a is that in case a Taliiq (divorce) is gradually pronounced,
a man is liable to pay for a woman's accommodation and livelihood until the termination of
her 7ddah period. A man is not liable to pay her any of the expenses concerning her food
and lodging after the pronouncement of the third Taliiq [which is irrevocable].
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case of a husband;[lJ and she must not
.k.'.J u,,
~ ... ~~. ,,;_,-~L
111~ ~I~ ' LJ.
~ < ']-..J
~
........ ~
wear a dyed garment except one of the ..
type made of 'Asb (dyed yarn)[ZJ or '-~ hli 11,;,:, .~ ~ . ((~W.\ jl
apply Kuhl (antimony), or apply
'1:,11 :§>L;:.'.-,JI ~ ~\ - : lij ;3i; l.,f"';~J
perfume except for a little Qust or
3
. ( L ~::; '1:,11 : ._:;l::3.J,:, . ((/ f:..,;
Azfiir, [ 1 when she has been purified
after her menstruation." [Agreed upon.
The wording being of Muslim). Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i have an addition:
"nor apply henna." An-Nasa'i added:
"nor comb (her hair)."
949. Narrated Umm Salama ~: I put
Sabir (a type of medicine) on my eyes
after Abu Salama ( ~) had died. So
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "It gives the
face a glow, so apply it only at night
and remove it in the daytime, and do
not comb (your hair) with scent or
henna,[ 4 1 for it is a dye." I asked,
"What should I use when combing (my
hair)?" He replied, "You should use
lote·tree leaves." [Reported by Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasai; its chain of
narrators is Hasan (good)).
950. Narrated (Umm Salama) '~: A
woman said, "O Allah's Messenger, my
daughter's husband has died and her
eye is troubling her, so may we apply
Kuhl (antimony) to it?" He replied,
"No." [Agreed ttpon].
951. Narrated Jabir ~: My maternal
aunt was divorced and wanted to cut
down fruit from her palm-trees. A man
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[lJ The duration of 'Iddab for a widow, (in case not pregnant) is four months and ten days.
T1te duration for a divorced woman (non-pregnant) is three menstrual periods, provided she
is yburtg. If the divorcee is an old woman who has already entered the phase of menopause,
or if she is merely a non-adult adolescent girl, then their 'Iddah duration is three months. In
case the women in the said category are widows, their 'Iddah duration shall be similar to the
ones mentioned earlier (i.e-., four months and ten days).
[iJ 'Ash was a Yemeni garment which was dyed before being woven.

[ 31
4

A nice smelling substance which resembles fingernails.

1 The instructions concerning the spending of 'Iddah duration are that such a woman
should not use perfume, antimony or colored silken clothes and should not make a decision
about entering into a matrimony with a man. This ruling includes all the women in general,
whether they are the non-adults, the young or the old ones.
[
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forbade her to go out, so she went to
'~ 0f
Li?.)
the Prophet ~ and he .said, "Certainly,
cut down fruit from your palm-trees,
, ~r.;.; -?~ ~» : J~
for perhaps you may give Sadaqa
~1-~-~ ~,-
·r--. J.J .«~_,~~_Jf ·~~
(charity) or do an act of kindness."[IJ
[Reported by Muslim].
952. Narrated Furai'a, daughter of
Mfilikl 2 l : Her husband had gone out in
search of some slaves of his and they
killed him. She said, "I asked Allah's
Messenger ~ to be allowed to return
to my family, for my husband had not
left for me a house which belonged to
him, nor had he left any maintenance."
He then said, "Yes, (I agree)," but
when I was in the courtyard, he called
me and said, "Stay in your house till the
prescribed period expires."1 3 1 She said,
"I observed the period in it for four
months and ten days." She said,
"Afterwards Uthman gave judgement in
accordance with that." [Ahmad and AlArba'a reported it. Al-Tirmidhi, AdhDhuhli, Ibn Hibban, Al-Hakim and
others graded it Sahib (authentic)].
-1 , . :;.. :.,., , l.F
:&-J <~of)
953. Narrated Fatima (~) daughter of :~ :..:J~.,_,,-__
Qais: I said, "O Allah's Messenger, my
husband has divorced me by three ~1.;:.f:, G~ ~ ~.Jj 0l !~1 J.,:.1 ~
pronouncements (of divorce) and I am ~\)) ...:Jy..:; Li;t :J~ ,:fa ~ 0f
afraid that I may get broken into.
·~
Hence, he commanded her, and she
moved (to another house)." [Reported
by Muslim].
954. Narrated 'Amr bin Al-'Aas ~: "Do
not confuse us about our Prophet's
Sunnah: The period that a slavewoman, whose master dies, and she has

Y.1

,

.

W..u

Ill The women are instructed to spend their 'Iddah duration within the houses of their
husbands whether it is a case of divorce or widowhood. However, a woman upon whom the
Tali'lq has been pronounced three times is an exception, for such a woman shall nor live in
her husband's house.

12 1 She is Furai'a, daughter of Malik bin Sinan Al-Khudria, the sister of the famous Sahiibi
Sa'id Al-Khudri. She witnessed the Bai'atur-Ridwan.
13 1 A widow must spend the days of her 'Iddah in the house of her late husband. Such is the
ruling given by the majority of the religious scholars.
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begotten a child from him must wait
for, is four months and ten days."[ll
(Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and
Ibn Majah. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic), but Ad-Daraqutni
considered it defective due to Inqitii'
(broken link)).
955. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Al-Afjrii' is the
period of a woman's purity (which
occurs between two menses). (ZJ
[Malik, Ahmad and An-Nasa'i reported
it in the course of a story with a Sahib
(authentic) chain of narrators).
956. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~:The divorce
of a slave-woman occurs by saying it
(the divorce word) twice, and her
'Iddah (waiting period) is two
menses.1 3 1 (Reported by Ad-Daraqutni.
He reported it as Marfii' (a saying of
the Prophet) and graded it Da'if
(weak)]. Abu Da'ud, At-Tirmidhi and
Ibn Majah reported the aforesaid
Hadith from the narration of 'Aisha
(~), which Al-Hakim graded as Sahib
(authentic), but the Hadith scholars
disagreed with him, and they agreed
that it is Da'if (weak).
957. Narrated Ruwaifi' bin Thabitl 4 l 4'o:
The Prophet ~ said, "It is not lawful
for a man who believes in Allah and the
Last Day to water what another person
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Ill As to the duration of 'Iddab in regard to a Ummul-Walad (a slave-woman who has already
mothered a child for her master), if she is widowed, some scholars are of the opinion that it
is four months and ten days, whereas some of them maintain that it is one menstrual period
only, a ruling which is correct.

12 1 There are a few words in Arabic which have two meanings which are opposite to each
other. Such words are known as Dbawatul-Addad (the words that are their own antonyms).
One such word is Qar' (•_,.ill) which stands for menstrual blood or period, and at the same
time also means Tuhr i.e., the state of being free from impurities. 'Aisha ~ construed the
same to be as Tubr whereas its predominant connotation happens to be that of a menstrual
blood cycle.
131 This makes us know that a male-slave may consummate his divorce by pronouncing it two
times, whereas the duration of a female-slave's 'Iddab comprises her two menstrual cycles.

141 Ruwaifi' bin Thabit Al-Ansari of Banu Malik bin An-Najar and was counted among the

settlers in Egypt. He died in the year 46 H.
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has sownPl " [Abo Da'ud and AtTirmidhi reported it. Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic), and AlBazzar graded it Hasan (good)].

;t

·&~_?13 ;31;

~~f . ((~~

tjj

.)j;JI ~~<3 ,.)~ .);1 ~3

Jt,;;

• regarding a .j .~
~I ~~ /.S- .Y3 (~oA)
wife of a lost husband: She should wait i:;.; •! , ~ . "'l , ·-~ ,.) ~:-1\ ~\-;\
for four years and then observe the
!""' i:.r--:' ~_; ..r'-!.J' ,.r-- ·
'Iddah for four months and ten
.~813 ..!Jdt; ~).I .1?3
~~f
days.[ 2 1 (before she may remarry).
[Malik and Ash-Shafi'i reported it].
959. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba
•= Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The
spouse of a lost husband remains his
wife till she gets a certain news about
his death." [Ad-Daraqutni reported it
with a Da 'if (weak) chain of narrators].
960. NarratedJabir •=Allah's Messenger :J~ ~
~I~~ .r.~ .Y3 (~i.)
~ said, "A man must not spend the
X,..
'1.:..,
~
~
,
'] 11. : ..,~- .& I
J~
, ,_;--;-.) ~
~,
.r".J
night in the house of woman[ 3 J unless
4
he is her husband or a Mahram. "[ 1 . 1<,i~ I~ .Jl
.)~ ~f ':Jl ,~f_;1
[Reported by Muslim].
958. Narrated 'Umar
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961. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~- The J 't.;;ji1,~.)
Prophet ~ said, "A man must not be
J;~ ~~ '1» : J~ ~~I ,c_j , 1;+:;;
alone with a woman except in the
presence of a Mahram." [Al-Bukhari
. &c?Q1 ~;.I . 1<.r~ i.:?~ ~ ':Jl ~f;~
reported it].
, •' .w...:..
f:,, (~iY)
962. Narrated Abo Sa'id •= The Prophet .~ J't.;; jil ~.)
,.,
cf. <f,J
~ said in regard to the captives taken
ti.~ 'in : U.··f Gt:.:;. · °j~ ~ • ~11 ~f
y

,<..)"

,J

• .

c.F

-"

'-£"

It may imply two meanings. First of all, one should not commit fornication. Secondly, one
should not perform a sexual intercourse with a female-slave who is already pregnant by her
ex-husband or previous master until she gives birth to a child.
[IJ

r2 1 A woman whose husband is reponed to be lost, shall have to wait four years (before she
can remarry). This waiting period of four years was determined by 'Umar
41 ~J· Later,
the Companions of the Prophet ~ had a consensus to this effect and the religious scholars
also pronounced their judgement based on this ruling.

=

r3 1 This Hadith informs us that it is forbidden for a man to be in seclusion with a nonMahram woman. The reason for this ruling, also mentioned in another Hadith, is that Satan
interferes between them and coaxes them into committing the abominable act of fornication.
Even if they refrain from committing this unlawful act, they are still threatened to be accused
as such and thus fall into disrepute. It is also an obligation to avoid such suspicious
situations.

r4 1Mahram is the one who is so closely related to a woman that marriage between them is
permanently forbidden.
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at Autas, "There must be no intercourse
with a pregnant woman till she gives
birth, or with one who is not pregnant
till she has had one menstrual period."
[Abu Da'ud reported it, and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)]. The
aforesaid Hadith has a supporting
narration from Ibn 'Abbas (~) reported
by Ad-Daraqutni.
963. Narrated Abu Huraira ~:The Prophet
~ said, "The child (born out of
wedlock) belongs to the one on whose
bed it is born, [IJ and stoning to death
is for the fornicator." [Agreed upon,
regarding Abu Huraira's Hadith]. The
aforesaid Hadith is also a part of
'Aisha's Hadith in the course of a story,
and from Ibn Mas'ud by An-Nasa'i, and
from 'Uthman by Abu Da'ud.

Chapter 12
AR-RIDA'
(SUCKLING OF ONE'S
CHILD BY A WOMAN
OTHER THAN HIS
MOTHER)
964.Narrated'Aisha~:Allah'sMessenger

Jt;;

,~
ai1 :rf') ~~er- (~it)
~ said, "One or two sucks do
not
make
;
;,_;;,i
i,..;.;
'l
» : "'.1": .& 1 ...:.,J, J~ : _;J ~
1 J (marriage) unlawful."[ 2 1 [Muslim
~ ·
"
reported it).
. ~ ~_:.;.\ .11,01: :.;!\ ['-j_J]

J

fIJ It means that a woman's child will always be attributed to her husband and shall remain
in his custody. If someone claims that he had an unlawful sexual intercourse with a certain
woman and that the child which is in her custody belongs to him - in this situation, the child
will still belong to the woman's husband and so long as the man in question has confessed
to committing an act of fornication, Shari'a ruling shall be enforced on him. No ruling,
however, shall be pronounced on the woman merely on the statement of the fornicator
unless four witnesses support the same. Otherwise, a ruling of calumny (accusing her falsely)
shall also be pronounce<1 agafust hifri.
2
f l This Hadith tells us that the suckling baby's act of sucking on a woman's milk once or
twice does not confirm and prove tahrim (prohibition). A Hadith narrated by 'Aisha ~
clearly states that in order to prove such a prohibition a woman has to breast feed a baby at
least five times.
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-t: Allah's Messenger
said, "Be sure (you women) who
your brothersPl are, for suckling is
that which is the result of hunger (i.e.
when milk is the child's only food)."
[Agreed upon].
965. Narrated ('Aisha)
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966. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: Sahla (~)
daughter of Suhaill 2 J ( 41;,) came and
',, WL::. 01~ !41
JJ-")
,, ~•
,
said, "O Allah's Messenger, Sfilim 131 the J Y' ,
4
manumitted slave of Abu Hudhiafa1 l U:::
c·'"
lives with us in our house; and he has
attained what men attain (i.e. puberty).
He said, "Suckle him so you would
-~
become unlawful 151 to him (in
marriage)." [Reported by Muslim].
967. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: Aflah [her ·~ ~T ~f i;.f ~f Z,f ~-' <~w>
foster suckling uncle], brother of AbiilQu 'aisl6l , came and asked her Z,f ~t ..:J~ ',~~I ~ ~ 0?~
permission to enter after the Hijab

:

It happened that a certain person was sitting by 'Aisha "11,,, while the Prophet~ came. He
(the Prophet ~) did not like the idea of someone sitting with her in seclusion. 'Aisha ~
informed the Prophet ~ that the person was her foster brother (in the sense that both of
them were breast-fed by the same woman in their infancy). Upon hearing this, the Prophet
~ observed a general instruction to the effect that one should thoroughly investigate, and
confirm, the validity of such a statement in relation to one's breast-fed brothers. This is
because only breast-feeding in one's infancy - when the child has no other source of food
except the breast milk - proves this prohibition. This was a special instruction applicable to
such a case only, excl1.1ding others.
[IJ

12 1 Sahla, daughter of Suhail bin 'Amr Al-Qurashiya was from Banu 'Aamir bin Lu'ai. She
became a Muslim early and migrated with Abo Hudhaifa to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and bore for
him there Muhammad bin Abo Hudhaifa.

c3 1 He is Salim bin Ma'qil, the manumitted slave of Abo Hudhaifa. He was bought by a woman
of Al-Ansar called Laila or Thubaita, daughter of Ya'ar, and when Abo Hudhaifa married her
she came along with Salim whom Abo Hudhaifa fostered and made him among his allies.
Salim witnessed Badr and the Prophet ~ ordered the Sahaba to listen to the recitation of
the Qur'an from four people and among them was this Salim. He used to lead the Muhajtrin
including 'Umar u- 41 .._,.;,.; in prayers at Quba' Mosque before the arrival of the Prophet ~ .
C4 l It was said that his ~ame was Muhashim or Hashim bin 'Utba bin Rabi'a bin 'Abd Shams.
He was among the virtuous Sahaba and witnessed Badr, Uhud and all the other important
battles. He was martyred in the battle of Al-Yamama at the age of 53 years.
C5 l Tue Majority of the 'Ulama hold the opinion that the suckling which makes marriage
unlawful between two people is the one that takes place within the first two years of age and
the case of Salim in this Hadith is an exception, not applicable to anyone after him.
C6 1 He is Abul-Ja'd Aflah, the manumitted slave of Allah's Messenger ~ or the manumitted
slave of Umm Salama. His brother Abul-Qu'ais was called Al-Ja'd or Wa'il bin Aflah Al-Ash'ari,
so his brother Aflah's name is the same as that of his father. 'Aisha "11,, has two uncles-insuckling one of them being her father Abo Bakr's brother-in-suckling who died during the
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(was instituted for women). She said, "I
refused to allow him in and when
Allah's Messenger
came, I told him
about what I had done, so he
commanded me to give him permission
to enter where I am and said, 'He is
your paternal uncle.' "I 1 J [Agreed
upon].
968. Narrated ('Aisha) ~: In what was
sent down in the Qur'an was 'ten
known sucklings made marriage
unlawful'. Afterwards, they were
abrogated by 'five known ones.' Then,
when Allah's Messenger
died these
words were among what was recited in
the Qur'an. [Reported by Muslim].
969. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
was offered to marry the daughter of
Hamza. He said, "She is unlawful to me
for she is the daughter of my brother in
suckling; and what is unlawful by
reason of blood relationship 12 1 is
unlawful by reason of suckling
relationship" [Agreed upon].
970. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's
Messenger
said, "The suckling that
makes marriage unlawful is that which
reaches the int~stines (i.e. nourishes
the child), and is taken before the (two
years) time of weaning." [Reported by
At-Tirmidhi, he and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
971. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Suckling
applies only (to infants) during the first
two years (of their life). [Reported by
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and the second one being Aflah the brother of her father-in-

[lJ A woman, on whose milk an infant is fed, shall be considered and regarded as its real
mother, just as if she had herself physically given birth to him. Hence, her husband shall be
considered as his father and all matters which are prohibited by parental lineage shall
similarly be effective on such breast-feeding infants in relation to their foster parents.
2
! 1 One must also bear in mind that an infant shall be related to his foster mother as well as
her relatives. However, she will have no relationship with the relatives of the infant. Hence,
the rulings (of prohibition of marriage, etc.) applicable to the suckling child will not be
applicable to his blood relatives.
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Ad-Daraqutni and Ibn 'Adi as Maifii' (a
saying of the Prophet) and Mawqiif (a
saying of a Companion). However, they
both held that the stronger view is that
it is (Mawqiif) (i.e. saying of Ibn
'Abbas].
972. Narrated Ibn Mas'Od $: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The only suckling
(to be considered) is that which gives
life to the bones and causes the flesh to
grow." [Abo Da'ud reported it].

973. Narrated 'Uqba bin Al-Harithl 1 l :

'L;);;_-; ~;.:.; ~~ .:;1_-; .p.Ll~1J.J1
.J)r.i1 ~~J

Jt,;;

~~ ~;..:_; ,J,1 ,cYJ ('\VY)

;li1

'1t t_W.~ .q))

:~ ;iJI J,?~ jt_; :Jt_; .~

;f ~).f . «~I

..:._;;\_-; , ~I

j.!i\ ~

rl c~) ~\ ,..;:,!\;..II ,J, ~ :J-j

('\Vr)

He married Umm Yahya, 121 daughter of
Abo Ihab, and a woman came and said, ..:..3\£ ,;\;i p•W ._..~~t-,.;f ~ ~
"I have suckled both of you." So he :Jw ,~ ~I j l j , W8...b~\ :J
asked the Prophet ~ and he replied,
"How (can you hesitate) while it has ..:...,:<;_-; ,tu. ~~ili ,11JJ :J_-; ~~))
been said (that you are foster brothers
·&.,i~I ~).f .~~ ~jj
and sisters)?"1 3 1 'Uqba therefore
separated from her and she married
another husband. [Al-Bukhari reported
it].
974. Narrated Ziyad As-Sahmi 141 : Allah's J,?~ cft' :Jt_; ~~~"Ii~~ :J-j ('\Vt)
Messenger ~ forbade that a stupid
Y.\ ~).\ .~I (}°j.:..J .:i\ ~ ;iJI
woman may be asked to suckle an
~~j ,: -~_-; .j:..:.; f-' .;j1;
infant. [Abo Da'ud reported it. It is
Mursal (missing link after the Tabi'i)
and Ziyad is not a Sahabi].
"'

_,

.J

D,....

.w

Ill He was called Sirwa'ta 'Uqba bin Al-Harith bin 'Aamir bin Nauful bin 'Abd Manaf Al-Makki.
He was a Sababi among those who became Muslims during Fath Makkab and he lived up to
after the fifties of the Hijra.

12 1 Her name is Ghaniya, daughter of Abu Ihab bin 'Uwair At-Tamimi. It was also said that her
name was Zainab.
13 1 This Haditb lets us know that in order to prove the breast-feeding relationship
(brotherhood or sisterhood between two persons established as such), just a single evidence
of a (the breast-feeding) woman is sufficient. This also shows that evidence provided by a
female, in the matters concerning women, is stronger and more authentic than the one given
by her male counterpart.
14 1 It is mentioned in At-Taqrib that he is a Tabi'i of the third generation and is unconfirmed
(as a reliable reporter). He reported a Haditb which is Mursal. It is also said that he was a
manumitted slave of 'Amr bin Al-'Aas. Both the authors of Usud Al-Gbaba and Al-Isti'aba did
not mention him among the Sababa.
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Chapter 13

MAINTENANCE
975. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Hind daughter
of 'Utba[ 1 J - wife of Abu Sufyan[ 2 J came to Allah's Messenger~ and said,
"O Allah's Messenger, Abu Sufyan is a
miser who does not give me and my
sons enough maintenance, except what
I take from his wealth without his
knowledge. Is there any blame on me
for doing this?" He replied, "Take from
his wealth what is reasonable and
enough for you and your sons.'d 3 l
[Agreed upon).
976. Narrated Tanq[ 4 J Al-Muhanbi ( ~):
We arrived at Al-Madinah when Allah's
Messenger ~ was standing on the
Minbar addressing the people and
saying, "The hand of the giver is the
upper one,[ 5 J and spend first on those
who are dependent on you: your
mother and father, your sister and
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[tJ Hind bint 'Utba bin Rabi'a bin 'Abd Shams became a Muslim in the year of Al-Fath in
Makkah after her husband Abii Sufyan became a Muslim in the year of Al-Fath in Makkah. The
killing of her father 'Utba, her uncle Shaiba and her brother Al-Walid at Badr saddened her a
lot so when Hamza was killed at Uhud by the Mushrikun, she opened up his body, chewed
his liver 1.Ild spat it out. It was reported that she died in Muharram 14 H.
2
[ 1 His name was Sakhr bin Harb bin Umaiya bin 'Abd Shams who held the flag of the Kuffar
and wa~ their leader in their fight against the Prophet Jill); . He became a Muslim on the day of
Fath Makkah when Al-'Abbas took him to the Prophet Jill); before entering Makkah and he
later on became a good Muslim. He died during the caliphate of 'Uthman in 32 H.

3

1 The purpose of citing this Hadith here is to demonstrate that it is an obligation on a man
to bear the expenses incurred by his wife and children. It also shows that in case someone
denies someone else his lawful claims or rights that he is legally entitled to, then such a
person is permitted to secure them even by other means. In other words, if someone is
deprived of his lawful entitlements by way of oppression, he may resort to other means for
the redemption of his rights.
[

4
[ 1 Tariq bin 'Abdullah Al-Muharibi was a Sahabi who reported some Ahadith. He descended
from Muhiirib bin Khasfa, a clan of Banu Ghataf"an.
5
[ 1 A giving hand is better than a receiving one. One should avoid borrowing money as far as
possible. This Hadith does not mention wife and children as they are already included in the
expenses. This further elaborates that a rich man's family (according to Islamic law) includes
his poor brothers and sisters so that they may live well, without any financial difficulty.
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brother, then your relatives in order of
their closeness to you." [Reported by
An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban and AdDaraqutni graded it Sahib (authentic)].
977. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's ,~ J~ <li1 Cri') ~].} ~\ ~J (4,VV)
Messenger ~ said, "A slave is entitled
to his food and clothing, [IJ and he ~l;J., ~p11 :~ ~I Jr.) Jti :Jti
should not be burdened except with .«~\_;,~I
1~:1\~ ~':}-,~~·("
_, •
0 ,J""""' ~
• J
~J
the work that he is capable of doing."
l_o_~ '"I"
. ~,.-::--• JJ
[Reported by Muslim].
978. Narrated Hakim bin Mu'awiya Al- , '~I ti..;;_: ·' -<~ ~J (4.VA)
'-? ,·
!.-!
,er. -~~
Qushairi on his father's authority ~: I
l;: :~ :Jli ~ J'~ <li1 ~)
, •' .._J:,
'"; if
asked, "O Allah's Messenger, what is the
right of the wife of one of us upon her :Jli ~~ ~~\ ~_jj .j;. i..;, !~I Jr.)
husband?" He replied, "That you
should give her food when you eat, and 1;b ~~J '~ i;t ~ ~\ii
clothe her when you clothe yourself, - ((~ ':I:, ·~}I
':I:, .. : :-:51
and do not strike her on the face and
. ;i..:.J1 ~~ J, f.Ji33 - ~~T
do not revile her." [The narrator
narrated the rest of the Hadith that has
been mentioned in the chapter on the
treatment of wives].

,'-:'?

979. Narrated Jabir ~: The Prophet ~
- in the Hadith of pilgrimage which is
long - said in regard to women, "They
(women) have rights over you (the
men) to provide them with their
sustenance and clothing in a
reasonable[Zl manner." [Muslim
reported it].
980. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~: <li I Cri') /J. ,J, ~ I +:&- if J ( 4, A -)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "It is enough
)5'11 :~~I Jr.) Jti : Jli , 1;.;.;; J~
for a person to be considered sinful,
;\"
. lt.S !, : , " '., ~f Lli •"IL.,
that he neglects those whom he is
JJ
J-'-!. Lr" ~
0 ,.)"'"-' ;
[lJ The better way of conduct is that one should offer one's male or female slave exactly the
same kind and quality of food he himself partakes of, while the same is not an obligation on
him. However, it is an obligation on the master to provide them with the bare minimum
necessities such as food and clothes. It further informs us that no assignment should be given
to a male or female slave that far exceeds their capacity. If their master forces them to
undertake such an assignment, there is no obligation on them to comply with such an
instruction of their master.
[lJ The purpose of citing this Hadith here is that the expenses should be taken into
consideration in accordance with the financial status of a man. If a man is rich, his wife may
claim an increased amount of expenditure money, as befits his wealthy status. If he is poor,
she must claim her expenses according to his finances.
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responsible to sustain."[IJ [Reported
by An-Nasa'i]. Muslim has this wording:
"... to withhold (food) from the one
whose food he possesses."
981. Narrated Jabir ~in a Hadith which ,~WI .j ,....._...r. '..r.~
:./'J
,,
he attributed to the Prophet~ regarding
~ '1 :J~ ·~.Jj ~
a pregnant (woman) whose husband
died: "She has no maintenance
rights. "[ 2 1 [Al-Baihaqi reported it. Its
narrators are reliable, but Al-Baihaqi
said, "The correct narration is that
which is Mawquf'(a saying of a
Companion)]. It was established that
no maintenance is due (to a woman
who was divorced by three
pronouncements) in the Hadith of
Fatima (~) daughter of Qais, which has
preceded. [Reported by Muslim].
> >":

o.-

. ti3

('\A\)

J~i

Jt_;;

982. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's ,~
;11 :.r-i') ~}.} ~f ~J ('\AY)
Messenger ~ said, "The upper hand is
:~ ~
,.: L::l;J1
:'.d111
:.;~
41 JY'J
,, J~ :J~
.
~,
better than the lower one, and one of
you should spend first on those he is
,J~ ~ rs-~1 b;:, ,~\ ~\
responsible to provide for, lest a
.Jf ~f :Hr.ii
woman[ 3 1 would say, 'Feed me or .~)1ll1 ~1:,)
, , , "1:•1'
divorce me.'" [Reported by Ad-~·~ ...... µ
Daraqutni, and its chain of narrators is
Hasan (good)].

J);

.((.)ll.

983. Narrated Sa'id bin Al-Musaiyab
regarding a man who finds nothing to
spend on his wife: "They are to be
separated." Reported by Sa 'id bin
11 1 This makes it known that it is an enormous sin to not to cater to the needs of one's kith
and kin. The ones whose expenditure is binding on a man are his wife, -children, his male
and female slaves and his parents.
121 A non-pregnant,, thrice divorced woman, by a common consensus, is neither entitled to a
house or expenses. A pregnant, thrice divorced woman is only entitled to her living expenses
and not the house. A non-pregnant widow is only entitled to a house and not the expenses.
A pregnant widow is entitled to a house, there is a difference of opinions among the scholars
whether or not is she entitled to her living expenses. The discussion concerning the boarding
and lodging prolongs concerning the woman during 'Iddab (i.e., waiting period). Once her
'Iddab period is over, she is not entitled to anything at all.

l3 J This Haditb tells us that in case a man does not or cannot meet the living expenses of his
spouse, there must be a separation between them if his spouse demands such a separation.
However, if a woman is willing to be patient with him through the thick and thin of it, great
shall be her reward.
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Mansur, from Sufyan, 11 1 from Abo Az""
:JW ~.::.:.,
:,•_,,} ..:..t;., :Jl.i ,~ qG'~11
Zinad,1 2 1 from Sa'id bin Al-Musaiyab.
- ..r
He said, "I asked Sa'id (bin Alj:.._:,; lh.J .t:.
Musaiyab), 'Is this Sunnah?' And he
replied, 'Yes, it is Sunnah!"' [This
Hadftb is a strong Mursal (missing link
after the Tabi'z)).
984. Narrated 'Umar
He wrote (letters)
to the commanders of the armies
regarding some men (soldiers) who have
been absent from their wives, that they
should impose upon them to spend on
their wives or divorce them; and if they
divorce them they should then send the
maintenance [3 J which they have
withheld. [Ash-Shafi'i reported it, then AlBaihaqi with a Hasan (good) chain of
narrators].

.&;.

•=

•=

985. Narrated Abo Huraira
A man
came to the Prophet ~ and said, "I
have a Dinar." He said, "Spend it on
yourself." He said, "I have another." He
replied, "Spend it on your children."
He said, "I have another," He replied,
"Spend it on your wife." He said, "I
have another." He replied, "Spend it on
your servant." He said, "I have
another." -He replied, ''You know best
(what to do with it)." [Ash-Shafi'i and
Abo Da'ud reported it, and the wording
is Abo Da'ud's. An-Nasa'i and Al-Hakim
reported it with the wife preceding the
children).
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986. Narrated Bahz bin Hakim on his ,y ~l
father's authority from his grandfather (/i-~ : ,
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[IJ Sufyan bin Sa'id bin Masn1q Ath-Thawri Abu 'Abdullah Al-Kufi was one of the eminent
Imams whose imamate, accuracy, memorization and knowledge of Ahadith, and asceticism
were unanimously confirmed. He was born in 77 H. and died in Basra in the year 161 H.

C2 l His real name is 'Abdullah bin Dhakw:ln, Al-Amawi by clientship of Al-Madinah. He was
among the eminent Imams. Ahmad said, "He was reliable and a commander of the believers."
Al-Bukhari said, "The most authentic chain of narration is: Abu Az-Zinad narrated from AlA'raj from Abu Huraira (who narrated from the Prophet~)." He died in the year 130 Hor
131 H.
C3 l Another Hadith states that the money which one spends on his own kith and kin is of a
far greater value in terms of reward than that which is spent on the poor strangers.
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,..
.... ,..
,,, ,
, ,,
,.. ....,1.
... ,..
( ~): I asked, "O Allah's Messenger, to
,«..!,l;lll :Jli ~~ ~ :..:.....U ,K..!,l;\» :Jl.i
whom should I be kind and dutiful?"
He replied. "Your mother." I asked, ~~ ~ :..:.ii ,((~l» :J\j ~~~:..:.ii
"Who comes next?" He replied, "Your
~).i .11.;,)\J\j .;,)\11 ~ ,!J~h :J\j
mother." I asked, "Who comes next?"
He replied, "Your mother." I asked,
.t.:.;._; ·~~?1:; ;)1;
"Who comes next?" He replied, "Your
father, then your relatives in order of
nearness (of relationship)." [Abu Da'ud
and At-Tirmidhi reported it; the latter
graded it Hasan (good)].
,,,~

;!

Chapter 14
AL-HIDANA rii
(GUARDIANSHIP)
, . J' J ~
" ,d.
·' ,.Jil..L&.
: , ('\AV)
987. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr~ : A J,~ jil <..r;'
,. (?'
woman said, "O Allah's Messenger, this
!~~ J_?~ ~ :..:.J\j ;i:;i ,1~~
son of mine: my womb was a receptacle ~I
for him, my breasts were a source of ,{~ j ~1) .~Li-! j ~ 0L5 '11.:.
suckling for him, and my lap was a
~~\ :,~ ,~1~ j <.?~-'
place for him to curl up in, yet his Z,i ;1)13
o-;:
>
,.. ,., _.,,..
.,.
,
father has divorced me and wants to ,..;:...;111 :~ ~1 J_?) L+! Jw ,~ .;,f
take him away from me." Allah's
Messenger ~ replied her, "You have ;i_; ~i ~\)) . II~ r-3 ~ , ~ J;.i
more right to him as long as you do not
.~\;JI ~J ,;)1;
remarry." [Reported by Ahmad and Abu
Da'ud. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

:,b

0i

,.)11

.t;· A
988. Narrated Abu Huraira
woman said, "O Allah's Messenger, my
husband wants to take away my son,
while he has benefited me and
provided me with drinking water from
[IJ Hidana literally means preservation and safety. According to the terminology of the
Islamic law, it implies the proper upbringing and care accorded to a minor. If a man divorces
his wife in such a condition that both of them are Muslims and have small children, then the
woman has more right to claim the custody of her children. The man cannot deprive her of
the children by snatching them away from her by force. In case such a child happens to be a
milk-sucking infant, the expenses concerning her livelihood and the infant's clothing shall
have to be borne by the man until the end of the child's infancy period. Once this span is
over, the expenses of the child shall be the liability of his father regardless whether this child
lives with his mother or father. As long as the woman does not remarry, such a child shall
remain under her custody until he reaches adulthood. In case she marries his custody shall
be transferred to his father. According to the Hanafi Madhhab, if she marries one of the
relatives of the child, he will remain in her custody.
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the well of Abu 'Inaba." Then her 1 , .'\ , ~:: ~l ., , !l ~.'1 il;. 1, -~
husband came and the Prophet ~ said, '"""f- ~ ...1>J '
•».J ' -'·
· i -y.s.
"Young man, this is your father ~d this ~\)) .11;: ,: fi.W~ ,?l ~ ~t ,~
is your mother, so take whoever of
, .&~?\ ~_J·,~~\rl.J ~l
them you wish by the hand." He took
his mother's hand and she went off
with him. Ill [Reported by Ahmad and
Al-Arba 'a. At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
:L·J '~\
· L ,0:· ,C}J
·r :./".J
· -- (4._,,._
••)
989. Narrated Rafi' bin Sinanl 2 l ( ~): '1,_, ,u·,
He accepted Islam but his wife refused
to accept it. The Prophet ~ then made f ~I ~ ~\ .4.ili ,~ .JI ..;\;1 -~\)
the mother sit down to a side and the , 1;;-:; ~1 :Qt) ,~G ~\;1.J ,~G"
father to another side and made the
Jl,j -~~\ ~\11 :Jili ,;:t
JW
son sit down between them. He (the
son) then inclined to his mother, so the
Prophet ~ then said, "O Allah, give him
guidance." Then he inclined to his
father and he took him.131 [Abu Da'ud
and An-Nasa'i reported it. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
,,/,
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990. Narrated Al-Bara bin 'Azib "': The
Prophet ~ gave a ruling regarding
Hamza's daughter in favor of her
maternal aunt, saying, "The maternal
aunt is in the position of the mother."
[Al-Bukhari reported it].

Ahmad reported it from the Hadith of ~I ~) :_);- -~~ ~ ~\ ~~\)
'Ali ~.hesaid,"Thelittlegirlmustbe ~Li: i>i'~
;':,''.'I! ·.J''' ~:; \,<
with her maternal aunt for the maternal u ~ ~""' ~ "'-~ """ "' - ..f""'
aunt is (the same as) a mother."
,;~\) ~~\
991. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one's seivant

-~ J~ ~\ ~) ~;.; u.:;1 Y.3

rs:L;.t JI 1;t11

:~ ~1

j_,:.:;

(\\ \)

J~ :J~

Ill According to the prior Haditb, 'mother has been declared as more rightful in keeping the
custody of her children, whereas t s Haditb gives an option to the child that he may choose
to live with either of his parents : ·cording to his own free will and choice. The reason for
giving him such an option is that th"' child was grown up and sensible enough to decide as to
where he could possibly be bener off. Thus we understand that if a cliild is grown up and
does not need the care of his parents in the matters related to his safety, he can choose
either of his parents.
121 Abul-Hakarn Al-Ansari Al-Ausi Al-Madani was a Sababi. Abul-Qasim bin Salam said in AlAnsab that he is a descendant of Al-'Atbun who is 'Aamir bin Tha'laba.

131 This Haditb makes it clear that even being a polytheist does not nullify the right of a
mother on her child. But once the child comes of age, he will not continue to live with her.
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serves him with his food, if he does not
make him sit down with him (and eat)
he should give him one or two
morsels[IJ (of it)." (Agreed upon, and
the wording is Al-Bukhiri's ].
992. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
said, "A woman was punished on
account of a cat which she held captive
till it died. Hence, she entered the Hellfire due to (her mistreatment of) the
cat. [ZJ She did not feed it or give it
water while she held it captive, nor did
she let it out so that it may eat the
things that creep on the earth." (Agreed
upon].

*

111 This Hadith tells us that a master should give something out of his food to his servant.
121 This Hadith makes it known that bearing the expenses of the pet animals is also the

liability of the master. In case he fails to cover those liabilities, he shall be punished
accordingly.
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9. THE BOOKOFJINAYA
(OFFENSES)

'•' ,<.T.
·'I ,<./'
.' (~~f)
993. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud ~: Allah's ~Jt;;ill1,l..,r.;'·'J ~.Y'-"
Messenger ~ said, "The blood of a
"
....
'
....
.
;._s;I
~\}JI :~~I J~) J\i : J\i
Muslim who testifies that, 'nothing
_1·:
deserves to be worshipped except Allah .r"J clTJ ,ill111j1'J.~.1:~~~
;
;
'"'
• -r--and that I am Allah's Messenger' may
not be lawfully shed but for one of ~1,J ,~1_}1 ~I : •.!.>~ -.>~t 1~ ~I
three reasons:fll a married man who • ((¥-\~~ j-dtl:ll ~+! !i-d813 ·~~
commits fornication; a life for a life;
.;;Ii~
and one who turns away from his
religion and abandons the community."
[Agreed upon].
994. Narrated 'Aisha io: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "A Muslim may not be lawfully
killed except in one of three cases: a
married man who commits fornication,
in which case he should be stoned to
death; a man who kills a Muslim
deliberately, for which he should be
killed; and a man who apostatizes from
Islam and fights against Allah and His
Messenger, in which case he should be
killed, or crucified, or banished from
the land." [Reported by Abu Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
995. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud ~:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Shedding of
blood will be the first matterl 3 l on

j:-

r;

[IJ ]inayat is the plural form of ]inaya which means, 'inflicting bodily hann on someone'
whether it is done intentionally or by mistake.

C2 l It is not permissible to kill someone who has pronounced the Testimony of Faith. A
married adulterer, murderer and an apostate are however exceptions. One Haditb states that
it is permissible to kill someone in self-defense in case he attacks somebody with the
intention of life-taking. This is the fourth one within the category of exceptions. The words
'life' against 'life' which are mentioned in this Haditb suggest that it is permissible and fair to
kill (in retaliation) a man for a (murdered) woman, a freeman for a (murdered) slave and a
believer for a (murdered) non-believer. However, there is a difference of opinion concerning
these three cases.
c3 1 This explains that committing a murder is one of the greatest sinful acts. It is a general
rule that the biggest task is undertaken first; and so long as the murder is the biggest crime
within the context of one's obligations towards people, its accountability will start first on the
Day of Judgement. Likewise, Sa/at features the foremost in relation to a slave's obligations
towards Allah, hence its accountability will also start first.
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which Judgement will be given on the
Day of Resurrection." [Agreed upon].

. «;[;.lJI

J

'~gll fY, , ,v--81 .:;. ~

-4i~
996. Narrated Samura ~:Allah's Messenger :Jl.i ~ J~ rtl1 ~) ~;...:. ~J (4.4.'\)
said, "If anyone kills his slave we will
.:_;» :~ ~\ J_,....) Jl.i
kill him, and if anyone maims his slave ,;d;j ;~
we will maim him."Pl [Reported by :L;:_;f ~i.J) . 11;G~ ~~ t_~ .:_.;3
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi
·~*)Ji ~J .~}ii.)
graded it Hasan (good), and it is from ~l.J:1 ~
Hasan Al-Basri's narration on the J ·'•fl.I ~.J .~_;.:. :/- ~?I -~\
authority of Samura. However, it was
-~~t.:..:.
disagreed upon whether he has heard
from Samura or not].

~

Ji

;3

The narration of Abu Da'ud and An- ~ .:;.J>1 : ~J.::J13 ;_J1; ~i ~l.J:1
Nasa'i has: "If anyone castrates his
slave, we will castrate him."[Al-Hakim
authenticated this addition].

J.J

997. Narrated 'Umar bin Al-Khattab rtl1 ~) ._,tk._i1 ,J. ;J:. ~.J (4.4.V)
I heard Allah's Messenger ~ ;iJJ?,; 'I J' ,, ; . , ·.J',: .~:;
\1-~
Y.J ~
'-'
<J'uu
saying, "A father is not to be killed for a ~ ~
son."1 2 1 [Reported by Ahmad, At- ~\ ;13) . «~}~ .iil}I ~~ ':J» : J~
Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah. Ibn Al-Jarod
and Al-Baihaqi graded it Sahib ~J~L;.ll ,'.;I ~.J ,~[.; ,'.;l.J ~*?1.J
(authentic), but At-Tirmidhi said, "It is
~t :~*?1 Jl.i.J ·~i.J
Mudtarib (containing irreconcilable
contradictions, i.e. in its various
chains)."]
~:

..:;.,p

998. Narrated Abu Juhaifa ( ~): I asked
'Ali ( ~), "Have you any Revelation
other than the Qur'an?" 131 He replied,
"No, by Him Who split the seed
(causing germination) and created the
soul, (I have nothing) but the
[IJ The scholars unanimously agree that a slave may be decapitated in retaliation for the
murder of a freeman. But there is a difference of opinions as to whether or not a freeman is
decapitated in retaliation for the murder of a slave.

121 The majority of earlier scholars are of the opinion that if a father kills his son, he shall not
be put to death in retaliation for it. However, he cannot escape the penalty thus incurred in
the Hereafter. The reason for this discriminatory treatment is that the father is the source of
his son's existence and a son is not the source of his father's existence and therefore, he
posses no right to put an end of his father's life.
131 Abii Juhaifah asked this question because one of the Shi'ite sects was of the view that even
though Muhammad ~ did have the Prophethood, part of the Revelations was also shared by
his family members. Abii Juhaifah wanted this view of theirs to be refuted.
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understanding which Allah, the Most
High, endows a man regarding the
Qur'an and what is in this document."
I asked, "What does this document
contain?" He replied, "Al-'Aql (rules
related to Blood money), the setting
free of a prisoner of war, and that a
Muslim should not be killed for a Kafir
(disbeliever)."(11 [Reported by AlBukhan].
, - . . .; ; . . ,., , . . >"1 / , /
J
f,
Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and An- ~ .J ~ .j!l,.:.;Ji.J J.Jb Y. .J .w-.1 ~?- .J
N asa' i through another chain of t~
~- dT>1 :.w
•t;: ~ ....
, ,~
~r,., J't.i,J , -r~ .F
narrators, from 'Ali ( ~) and he said in
it, "The blood (lives) of all Muslims are :fa~µ:; .µ~_;f &~ ~j ·~f~
equal (in retaliation for killing); the
.J~ 'lj 'j~ ~_;; ~ '1:, ';.-:.1~ ~
guarantee of protection (for a Kafir)
. ~\;..\\ ~ . <<~+fP J #
from the lest of the Muslims must be
observed (by all Muslims), and they are
one hand (united) against others (i.e.
their enemies). A Muslim should not be
killed for a Kafir, nor should one who
has been given a covenant be killed
while his covenant holds." [Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
It ;;

,>

,,

0

z,

Jt;;

999. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~: A girl
jjl ~) ~~ ,J. ~1 :.IJ (~~~)
.o;;;; ,
was found with her head crushed
between two stones and they asked ~ ~~ .'.iJ ~I) ~J ~-!~ iJ\ ~
"' ,..,
'
,, ....
her, "Who has done this to you? Is it so- f.:,')l; nu 4;
~ dk)w •,Jp;.
and-so, or so-and-so,'' till they
mentioned a Jew, whereupon she gave , ~I~ .:..Ljt ~,?.*- 1.J~~ .).;- "~~
sign with her head. The Jew was ~f ~~I Jr) ;t
·~-'.*-JI .b;t
brought in, and he then confessed (to 1lli1" "~ "'. -:_~,
.Ii..-"':: ,,.._ ,_,, .... ':ii.,..,
.J ,.
,_,.c.. . ,if.ft-> ~ <t;.. ) r.T' .r.
it). Hence, Allah's Messenger ~ gave
command that his head should be
crushed between two stones.Pl
,,,.

....

'

2?

ti

-

,:Jt

[IJ This Haditb tells us that a Muslim should not be killed in retaliation for the mun:let of a
disbeliever. In case such a disbeliever happens to belong to a state that is at war with the
Muslim state, a Muslim shall not be killed in retaliation for his murder, according to the
consen;us of the scholars. This is owing to the fact that an Islamic governm.ent is not
accountable to it. However, if the disbeliever in question happens to be a Dhimmi (a tax•
paying non-Muslim who lives within the Islamic state and who is considered to be a liability
to the Islamic state), the three major Imams are of the opinion that a Muslim shall not be
executed in retaliation for his murder whereas Imam Abu Hanifa is of the vit:w that a Muslim
must be executed for his murder.
2
£ 1 This Haditb clarifies that a man shall be executed for the murder of a woman. Slfnilatly,
there is no discrimination ~ in terms of blood - between the poor and the rich or between
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[Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's].
1000. Narrated 'Imriin bin Husain ~:
The slave of some poor[IJ people c~t
off the ear of a slave of some rich
people, so they came to the Prophet
and he did not appoint any
compensation for them. [Ahmad and
Ath-Tha/atha reported it with a Sahib
(authentic) chain of narrators].
1001. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
( ~): A man stabbed the knee of
another with a horn and the latter went
to the Prophet
and said, "Retaliate
for me." He replied, "Wait till you
recover." He afterwards went to him
and said, "Retaliate for me," and he
allowed him to retaliate upon the
offender. After some time, he came to
him and said, "O Allah's Messenger, I
have become lame," and he replied, "I
had forbidden you, but you disobeyed
me, so may Allah dismiss you and
discontinue your lameness." 121 Then
Allah's Messenger
forbade the
execution of retaliation until the victim
recovers. [Reported by Ahmad and AdDaraqu tni, but it was considered
defective for being Mursal (missing link
after the Tabi't)].
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the young and the old.
[lJ A slave cut off an ear of another slave. Now the people had only two options: Either
retaliation be meted out to the slave, or blood money be paid to the victim of this inequity.
The masters of the victimized slave did not ask for Qisils (retaliation) but solicited blood
money. The master of the slave who committed the crime did not have anything to pay to the
claimants and a slave does not own anything by himself, and hence the claimants
consequently failed to get anything. This clarifies that a beggar is not subjected. to the
obligation of paying the blood money and bears no responsibility to pay any indemnity to
anyone and thus his family members are also free from any such obligation. Paying indemnity
becomes an obligation on the family members only on the condition that they are expecting
to gain something out of the inheritance of the concerned person. But, as long as the person
in question himself has no inheritance, the question of paying indemnity does not arise.

l2 J This Haditb informs us that one must not accept any compensatory payment until the
wounds are completely healed up and must wait until such a time that he absolutdy recovers
from those injuries. The wisdom behind it is based on the fact that the said wound may
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1002. Narrated Abu Huraira .t;,: Two
women of Hudhail fought and one of
them threw a stone at the other killing
both her and what was in her womb.
So they brought the dispute before
Allah's Messenger ~· Then Allah's
Messenger ~ gave judgement that the
blood money for her unborn childl 1 l
should be a male or female slave. He
also gave judgement that the blood
money for the woman (who was killed),
is the responsibility of the 'Aaqila
(relatives from the fathers side) of the
woman (who did the killing). Then, he
made her son and those who were with
them her heirs. Then Hamll 2 l bin AnNabigha Al-Hudhali said, "O Allah's
Messenger, how should we be fined for
one who has not eaten or drunk, or
raised his voice, and a compensation is
not to be paid for such." Allah's
Messenger ~ then said, "This man
simply belongs to the Kuhhan1 3 1 due
to the rhyming of words that he has
used." [Agreed upon].
Abu Da'ud and An-Nasii'i reported the
aforesaid Hadith from Ibn 'Abbas, that
'Umar .t;, asked, "Who witnessed the
judgement of Allah's Messenger ~
regarding the unborn child?" Haml bin
An-Nabigha stood up and said, "I was
standing before two women and one of
them struck the other." [The narrator
narrated the Hadith in brief. Ibn
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either prove to be a negligible one or it may deteriorate into being a fatal one. Be it as it may,
the compensatory payment in these two cases is bound to be different from each other.
[IJ In case the fetus dies before birth inside the womb of a woman or comes out still-born at
the time of parturition, the compensation thus incurred shall be an amount equal to the
price of a male or a female slave. If the infant dies after birth, the compensation payable shall
be the price of a hundred camels. A quasi-deliberate murder or an accidental murder do not
require Qisiis, but call for blood money. In the case of a deliberate murder, the heirs of the
victim may either opt for Qisiis or the blood money. The Arabic word 'Aaqila is translated as
'Asaba (next of kin), which means that the compensation is not obligatory on a murderer
alone, but also lies on his next of kin and immediate relatives.

C2 J Hamal bin Malik bin An-Nabigha Al-Hudhali Abii Nadia Al-Basri was a Sabiibi.
C3 J i.e., plural of Kii.hin, meaning a soothsayer.
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Hibbiin and Al-I-Jikim graded it Sahib
(authentk;) ].
10()3. Narrated Anas .t;,: Ar-Itubaiyt'
daughter of An-Nadrl 1 J - his paternal
aunt - broke the front tooth of a girl
and they (the people of Ar-Rubaiyi')
asked the girl's people to pardon her,
but they refused. Then, they offered the
compensation for wounds, but they
refused. Then, they went to Allah's
Messenger ~' but they refused (any
offer) except retaliation. So Allah's
Messenger ~ ordered retaliation to be
taken. Then Anas bin An-Nadrl 2 l asked,
"O Allah's Messenger, will the front
tooth of Ar·Rubaiyi' be broken? No, by
Him Who ha$ sent you with the Truth,
her front tooth will not be broken."
Allah's Messenger ~ th~n replied, "O
Anas, Allah's Decree is retaliation."
Then, the people agreed, and pardoned
her. So, Allah's Messenger ~ said,
"Among Allah's slaves are those who, if
they take an oath by Allah, He responds
to it (i.e. fulfills it).f 3 l " [Agreed upon,
and the wording is Al-Bukhari's].
1004. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone is killed
'Immiyan (in obsclJrity), 141 or by the
throwing of a stone, or with a whip, or
11
1 At·llubaiyi', ciaughter of 1\n·Nadr bi11 Pamdam bin Zaid bin Haram, was the paternal aunt
of Anas bin Malik, the servant of the prophet ~ and the mother of Haritha bin Suraqa who
was martyred at the battle of Badr.

121 He was the brother of At-Rubaiyi' and the paternal uncle of Anas bin Malik. He did not

participate in the battle of Badr and used to regret that. So, on the day of the battle of Uhud,
when some Muslims fled, he went forward towards the defense line of the MushrlkUn,
expressing to Allah his sorrow for what the Muslims did, saying, "I can smell the fragrance of
the]annah before the mountain ofUhud." He then fought till he was martyred.

=

utterance made by Anas
.iii ~.; was not to oppose the Shari'a commandment. In
fa<;t he m:tde every possible effort to intercede on behalf of the concerned person and he had
an absolute faith in Allah's mercy. Had it been otherwise, the Prophet ~ would never have
commended him, but would have denounced and repudiated him instead. This Hadith
further elaborates mat the loss of teeth also involves Qisils.
! 3 1 This

4

1 Being killed 'Immtyan On ob:>CUricy) refers to a slain person whose murderer is unknown
or the manrn:r in which he was killed can not be established. Similarly, if someone gets killed
!
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with a stkk, then his blood money is
that which is due for an accidental .~) ~ .1~ ~ ~j ,UJJ1 JI;~
death. As for he who is killed ;f ~_).f . «~I t:J ~ '~-'~ J~ .:_.;j
deliberately, retaliation is due. And if
• < ~ C.:..L..
''\.;;''I'
''~I'
. <.?.t
.O; "':'er. J (£
. J ~''I'
J ,
anyone tries to prevent it Allah's curse
will be upon him." [Abu Da'ud, AnNasa'i and Ibn Majah reported it with a
Qawi (strong) chain of narrators].
1005. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The J~ jil ~J '_;J. ,JI ,(f.J (\ • •o)
Prophet ~ said, "If a man seizes a man
and another kills him, the one who ~f 11p :J\.i ,~ ~I _J> .~+:•
killed him is to be killed and the one .~ ~-il1 c.J"'"'.
'1~~~ ,'~\11
~-,\!"I\
'1~!1\
_,...
J '-.Pf U ' f
who seized[lJ him is to be imprisoned."
[Ad-Daraqutni reported it as Mawsul ~~1.LJ1 ~lj~ . «J.l.::..;f -,?.µI :, ~·j
(connected chain) and Mursal (missing , _.:iJ.ii1 :;1 ~-' , Si..:;.;:; Y~y.
link after the Tabi'i). Ibn Al-Qattan
.j:._:;JI c?.-~ ~I 0f
,.;_,~ j~,?J
graded it Sahib (authentic), and its
narrators are reliable. However, AlBaihaqi held that the stronger view is
that it is Mursal].
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1006. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahmanl 2 l bin Al- "~ w;:J I ,.f, ,.;,--:JI ~ I fJ (\ • • "0
Bailamani: The Prophet ~ killed a
Muslim for a man who had made a t:f» :Jl.ij ·~~ ~ j i . ~\ 0f
covenant,[ 3 J and said, "I am the most 1.iS::..:. ..;1j,1
;,;; ~).! . «~~,
~
,
worthy of those who fulfill their
. ,,, .• , <".L d.,;'1ll1 a;,-- 'SL;."
JJ
/
responsibility (i.e. guarantee of ·~ r>- ,u-! !°''; ~.)
protection)." [Abdur-Razzaq reported it
. ~lj ,J_,J_r.i1 ~~l)
thus in a Mursal form (missing link
after the Tabi 'i).
Ad-Daraqutni
•

,, ,, 07'

•

JJ J.;t

in a riot, no Qisas is involved, since the ruling which applies here is Dtya (i.e., bb!id
money). In case someone dies as a result of being struck by a bludgeon, whip or stOR@, sudi
a murder is regarded as quasi-deliberate and also involves blood money.
[IJ This Hadfth proves that a person who holds a murder victim, shall not be executed. Such
a person will only be subjected to imprisonment. Determining the duration of his
imprisonment depends on the view of the judge, and it can either be a long or shon one,
depending on the nature of the murder.

121 He is 'Abdur-Rahman bin Abo Zaid, the manumitted slave of 'Umar u- .iii ~_; . He was a
resident of Al-Madinah who settled at Haran. He was a Tilbi'i of the sixth generation. Abu
Hatim said, "He was weak (in Haditb narration), but Ibn Hibban verified him as reliable. AlHafiz Abdul-'Azim said, "He is not an authority (in Haditb)." He hailed from Bailaman.
3
1 1 The word used in Arabic is Mu'ilbid and refers to a non-believer who does not have
permanent residence in the Islamic state and has arrived in the Islamic state to carry out aa
assignment after securing the necessary permission and shelter from the Islamic state. 1he
murder of such a person is unanimously forbidden. However, his Muslim murderer shall not
be executed in retaliation, according to the majority of scholars, except the Hanafi School.
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reported it Mawsul (connected chain)
by mentioning Ibn 'Umar in it.
However, the Mawsul (connected chain
of narrators) is Wahin (extremely
weak)].
1007. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~:A boy was
killed treacherously, [lJ so 'Umar said,
"If all the people of San'a had shared in
shedding his blood, I would have killed
them for him." [Al-Bukhari reported it].
1008. Narrated Abu Shuraih[ 2 1 AlAllah's Messenger ~ said,
Khuza'i
"If a relative of anyone is killed, after
this speech of mine, his family will have
a choice: either to accept blood money
or to kill (the murderer) (in
retaliation)." [Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i
reported it]. Its basic meaning is found
in As-Sabihain from Abu Huraira's
Hadith, which is similar.

•=

Chapter 1
TYPES OF DJYAJi31
(BLOOD MONEY)
1009. Narrated Abu Bakr[ 4 l bin
Muhammad bin 'Amr bin Hazm, on his
father's authority from his grandfather
( ~): The Prophet ~ wrote to the
people of Yemen - the narrator
narrated the Hadith - and it contains:
Ill The incidence goes that three people murdered a young boy collectively and deceitfully.
'Umar .:.s. 41 u-i'J issued a decree that all of them be executed. There is a difference of
opinion as to ~hether or not more than one person may be executed in retaliation for the
murder of just one person. Preference is, however, accorded to the verdict of 'Umar ..li I ~.;
.;s..

12 1 'Amr bin Khuwailid or Khuwailid bin 'Amr Al-Ka'bi Al-'Adawi Al-Khuza'i became a Muslim
before the Conquest of Makkah and died in Al-Madinah in the year 68 H.
13 1 Diya is the blood money which is paid to the victim's legal heir.
14 1 Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin 'Amr bin Haim Al-Ansari An-Najari Al-Madani Al-Qadi. He
was reliable, devoted in Allah's worship and was among the contributors to the six books of
Ahaditb. He was also a Tabi'i of the fifth generation. His wife said that he didn't sleep on his
bed at night for forty years, meaning that he used to perform voluntary night prayers. Ibn
Ma'in verified him as reliable, and Ibn Sa'd said that he died in the year 120 H.
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"If anyone kills a believer unjustly - a
deliberate killing - retaliation is then
due unless the relatives of the one who
is killed are pleased (with some other
settlement)Yl It also contains that the
Diya (blood money) for a life (being
taken) is a hundred camels; that full
Diya (blood money) must be paid [in
each of the following]: the complete
cutting off of a nose, the two eyes, the
tongue, the two lips, the penis, the two
testicles and the backbone; that for one
foot half the Diya (blood money) must
be paid, for a wound in the head
(which reaches the brain) a third of the
blood money, for a thrust which
penetrates the body a third of the
blood money, for a wound which
causes the broken bones to come out
fifteen camels, for each finger and toe
ten camels, for a tooth five camels, and
for a wound which lays bare the bone
five camels; that a man may be killed in
retaliation for a woman; and that those
who have gold should pay a thousand
Dinars."[ 2 1 [Reported by Abu Da'ud in his book Marasil - An-Nasa'i, Ibn
Khuzaima, Ibn Al-Jariid, Ibn Hibban
and Ahmad. However, they disagreed
regarding its authenticity].
1010. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~: The J~ jil ~~~~,JI ,J:J (\•I•)
Prophet ~ said, "The blood money for
~\1.;J\ ~~II :Jl.i ,~ ~I ,J ,~
murder by error should be in five types
[lJ This Hadith implies that in the case of a deliberate murder, the successors of a victim,
regardless of whether by blood or through adoption, are free to choose among the four
options. These options are: a) retaliation by life-taking (death penalty to the murderer); b)
Diya (acceptance of blood money); c) pardoning or excusing the murderer; d) making a
settlement on more or less the equivalent of the blood money.
[ZJ This Hadith demonstrates that the legal successors of a person, killed without any fault on
his part, are free either to opt for Diya (a blood money payment) or Qisas (execution of the
murderer in retaliation). The amount of Diya payable is 100 camels or their collective price.
There is a statement listing separate amounts as compensations payable against the loss of
different bodily organs. Ma'mumah (;,._,..WI) is a blow which affects the brain.]a'ifah (;c.;;4--11)
is a wound inflicted between a bodily region spanning from one's throat to the urinary bladder
and rips open the upper layer of one's belly. Moudihah (;;.,.....;_,..Ji) is a wound inflicted in such a
way that it flays off the bodily flesh and makes the bone revealed and visible.
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of camels: Twenty she-camels in their
fourth year, twenty she-camels in their
fifth year, twenty she-camels which had
entered their second year, twenty shecamels which had entered their third
year, and twenty male camels which
had entered their third year." [Ad])araqutni reported it. Al-Arba'a
reported it with the wording: "twenty
male camels which had entered their
second year" instead of "twenty male
camels which had entered their third
year," and the chain of narrators of the
first (Ad-Daraqutni's) is stronger (than
the one reported by Al-Arba'a). Ibo
Abu Shaiba reported it through another
chain which is Mawquf (a saying of a
Companion, i.e. Ibo Mas'ud),[lJ it is
more authentic than the Marfu'
narration (attributed to the Prophet)].
Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi reported
the aforesaid Haditb through 'Amr bin
Shu'aib on his father's authority from
his grandfather ( ~) who narrated it as
Marfu' (a saying of the Prophet) that,
"The blood money should be thirty shecamels in their fourth year, thirty shecamels in their fifth year, and forty shecamels in their sixth year and which are
pregnant."
1011. Narrated Ibo 'Umar ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "The people most
insolent with Allah are three: He who
kills someone in the Haram[ZJ (Sacred
Territory) of Allah, he who kills
someone other than the killer who has
killed a relative of his, and he who kills
someone for the revenge of the preIslamic times." [Ibo Hibban reported it
in a Hadfth which he held to be Sahib
(authentic)].
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lll The majority of the Ummab (Islamic nation) acts upon the narration of Ibn Mas'ud.
! 2 J This Haditb informs us that a sinful act committed within the confines of Haram (sacred

territory) incurs a far greater penalty than a similar act committed elsewhere.
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1012. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin
Al-'Aas ~: Allah's Messenger
said,
"The blood money for murder by
error[ll and quasi-deliberate murder
[which resembles intentional murder]
such as the one committed with a whip
and a stick is a hundred camels, forty of
which are pregnant." [Abu Da'ud, AnNasa'i and lbn Majah reported it, and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

i .r- tr
[;J\
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0~jl ~ , ,J{'il ~ ~~ d .."2;J\) }j..:J~
C..,_:Lll) ;_; 1; ;I ~~l . ((t.ANjl 4-!~ ~-~
.0~

J.1 ~)

1013. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The J~ jil ~) ,i..r'~ ,JI
Prophet
said, "This and this are
equal (regarding blood money),
meaning the little finger and the
thumb."[ 2 1 [Reported by Al-Bukhari].

*

)

.er. . J r ,iJ. ~ 1~ (f'.J , 1 ' 1Y
: Jli ~~I Jr..J ~l 1;+:.; J~ ;JJ1 :r'!)
0\5 t,;; ,~\ ~) ~u.;Ji ~~ ~t -'Ih
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J.1.J

(I• If)

Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi have: "The
blood money for the fingers and toes is
equal, the teeth are equal, (even) the
front tooth and the molar tooth are
equal."
Ibn Hibban has: "The blood money for
the fingers and toes is equal, and ten
camels must be paid for each finger or
toe."
1014. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather
( ~): The Prophet ~) said, "Anyone ~ r-3.J .. ~~1.; ~ :Jli .~) ·~~:;.
,,
/ ,
,., ,
o,,
(-,,
...
who practices medicine - while he is ~ d~.J~ w L..i; .;.t.;,L; 'L;.J~ ~~
not known as a practitioner - then, he
kills someone or inflicts (some bodily ·t?t;J1 ~.J ·~.J1ll1 ~~I .~0
~

[lJ A Hadith narrated by Ibn Mas'ud concerning the blood money payable in the event of a
murder by error has already been mentioned earlier. Some people, on the basis of this
Hadith, deem this kind of blood money to be correct and valid. The rationale behind it
seems to be that each murder case should be treated individually and separately in
accordance with the condition of the victim. If a person is killed in a cold blooded and brutal
fashion, the blood money shall be severe. A deliberate murder is the one in which someone
intentionally uses such a weapon which generally proves to be lethal and causes death to the
victim, A murder by error is the one in which the weapon thus used happens to be indeed a
lethal one but the real intention was not to kill the man. For instance an arrow, which was
originally aimed at a game of pray, missed the intended target and struck a human being. A
quasi-deliberate murder is the one in which the intention of hitting a person was actually
involved, but the instrument used was one which does not usually cause death; i.e., a whip, a
baton and brick, etc.

r2 1 All the fingers, whether big ones or small ones, are to be treated exactly on an equal
footing in terms of compensatory payment.
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harm) less than death, he will be held
responsible."l 1 l [Ad-Daraqutni ~f ~l '~;:; ,:;:L.::.J1J ;j1; ..,.;f ~ :;;:;
reported it, and Al-Hakim graded it
. <l..;,j ~ -s)f ~~f ~
Sahib (authentic). It occurs in the
books of Abu Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and
others. However, its Mursal form
(missing link after the Tabi'i) is
stronger than its Mausul (connected
chain)].
1015. Narrated ('Amr bin Shu'aib on his
father's authority from his grandfather)
~= The Prophet ~ said, "Five camels
>
>
-;:
>
-;:
..
must be paid for every wound that lays :~\ ;1jj -~~~lj ~I ~lj~ .«,J;)'.1
bare a bone." [Reported by Ahmad and
tT:;.::. et..;.~lj»
Al-Arba'a]. Ahmad added: "The fingers ,11,J;11 ~??
~ 'b.Ji u:
~'\'J t:.:~~
~·1 ~,J
and toes are all equal, and ten camels
. ,J.J .
-? u:
must be paid for each of them." [Ibn
Khuzaima and Ibn Al-Jarud graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
1016. Narrated ('Amr bin Shu'aib on his ;jt_; .~
rtJ1 ~~
- , ~J (\. \'\)
father's authority from his grandfather)
~: Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The ~ ~11 ,~f ~)) :~ ~\ J.?J jt_;
blood money for Ahl Adh-Dhimmah is .Ll:J'J . ~·~\'
. I' 'I\ A1~;:.
..J J ~f ~\"
Jj <I~~
fhaifl 2 l of that for a Muslim." [Reported
by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a]. Abu Da'ud's _11/JI ~~ ~ ~~\ %~» :;j1; ..,.;f
wording has: "The blood money for a J;_ ',$)1 ? ~ §f~1 ~)) : if~j
Mu'aahad (one with whom a covenant
~J .11~~ ~ ~\ ~
has been made) is half that for a
freeman." An-Nasa'i has: "The blood
money for a woman [for wounds
inflicted, less than death] is the same as
that for a man, until it reaches a third
of the blood money for her life." [Ibn
Khuzaima graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1017. Narrated ('Amr bin Shu'aib on his
~

,Ll1S

Ji.;5

.t.;; .:;1

[lJ As long as one is not a qualified physician, he must not recommend a dangerous and
poisonous medicine to any of his patients. In case a patient, who is under such a physician's
care, dies out of using a poisonous medicine or as a result of a dangerous surgical operation,
this physician will be bound to pay the blood money for causing his death.
[lJ This Hadith clarifies two things. Firstly, the blood money payable to Ahl Adh- Dhimmah
will be half of the amount that is normally paid to a Muslim. Dhimmi is a term used for a
non-believer who resides as a citizen in an Islamic country. Secondly, the compensation of a
women for injuries (less than loss of life), is equal to the compensation of a man for injuries,
until it reaches one-third of a full Diya (blood money for loss of life). Whatever exceeds onethird will be half of the compensation given to a man (for similar injuries).
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father's authority from his grandfather)
~ ,jJ~~ ~I~~>>
~I J_?~
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Blood
-~:01
~i,~L_;;,
'1~~~
.q,~\
1;;.
money for quasi-deliberate murder is to .J.r.
' .J "
(,,/"!
.J
'
,,,_;-be made as severe as that for deliberate
; ~ _._,,...81 ~ ;'.l,;~ 0fo 011.:~11
murder, but the offender is not to be
~ ·LhJ.J 1;,;_- ~ \ . « ~ I'..::._ ._q' , . -; · ',
killed,Pl [so that there is no chance ..,P--.J
.?
.c ' ,u-- .J ~
for] the devil to rise up and thereby
·~J
cause shedding of blood between the
people - [even though the initial killing
involved] no ill-will nor the use of
(deadly) weapons." [Al-Daraqutni
reported it, and graded it Da'if (weak)].

~:

1018. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: A man
killed another in the time of Allah's
Messenger ~, so the Prophet ~ fixed
his blood money at twelve thousand
(Dirhams). [Reported by Al-Arba'a. AnNasa'i and Abu Hatim held that the
stronger view is that it is Mursa/
(missing link after the Tabi't)].
_.

>

o'~

~

1019. Narrated Abu Rimthal 2 l : I came ~I 41 :Ju~-:! '!ii zjJ (\•,4,)
to the Prophet ~ with my son and he
asked, "Who is this?" I replied, "He is :.! l~i cc~1J.; ~» :Jw ,~, ~J
my son and I bear witness to the fact." ~ '1 ~t t;\» :Jw •;; ~\J ,~i
He said, "For sure, you will neither be
held responsible for his offence nor ;\J c;T.::.J1 ~IJ~ . cc~ ~ '1J . ,;1:fc
he1 3 l for yours." [Reported by An·~.J);.11 .:,;1J
.:,;1 ~J ,;_J1;
Nasa'i and Abu Da'ud. Ibn Khuzaima
and lbn Al-Jarud graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
,..

,.,.

,..,..

,m

t..;;

Ill The amount of blood money in the case of a quasi-deliberate murder depends upon the
opinion of the ruling judge. In case the murder incidents abound in the region or the
murderer happens to be an extremely mischievous and emotional character, the judge may
equate the amount of blood money with that of the one realized in the case of a deliberate
murder. If the prevalent conditions appear to be otherwise, he is empowered to decrease the
amount of blood money to be at par with the one realized in the case of a murder by error.

12 1 It is said that his name was Habib bin Haiyan or Rif.i'a bin Yathribi or 'Amara bin Yathribi,
- Balawi or Taimi of Banu Taim Ar-Rabab. It is also said he was a Tamimi and a descendant of
Imra'ul-Qais bin Zaid Manat bin Tamim. He was a Sababi counted among the people of Kufa.
13 1 The purpose of mentioning this Haditb here is to explain that a son is not accountable for
a crime committed by his father. Similarly, a father shall not be held answerable for a wrong
deed committed by his son. They cannot be punished for the wrongs of each other.
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Chapter 2
ACCUSATION WITH A
MURDER AND TAKING
AN OATH
1020. Narrated Sahl bin Abu Hathma
( ~) on the authority of some elderly
men of his tribe: 'Abdullah bin Sahl[lJ
and Muhaiyisal 2 J bin Mas'ud went out
to Khaibar owing to some difficulties
which had afflicted them. Muhaiyisa
came and told that 'Abdullah bin Sahl
had been killed and thrown into a well.
He came to the Jews and said, "It is you
- I swear by Allah - who have killed
him." They replied, "We swear by Allah
that we have not killed him." He, his
brother Huwaiyisa1 3 1 and 'AbdurRahman bin Sahl 141 came and Muhaiyisa
was about to speak when Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Kabbir, Kabbir,"
(i.e. let the oldest speak first). So
Huwaiyisa spoke, then Muhaiyisa
spoke. Allah's Messenger ~ thereupon
said, "They should either pay the blood
money for your friend, or take notice of
war. He wrote to them a letter
regarding that, and they answered, "By
Allah, we have not killed him." He then
said to Huwaiyisa, Muhaiyisa and
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111 'Abdullah bin Sahl bin Zaid bin Ka'b bin 'Aamir Al-Ansari Al-Harithi was killed at Khaibar
and his body was found in a spring with his neck broken.
12 1 Abu Sa'id Muhaiyisa bin Mas'ud bin Ka'b Al-Harithi Al-Ansari Al-Madani, the paternal
cousin of the murdered 'Abdullah was a well-known Sahabi, who had become a Muslim
before the Hijra and took part in the battle of Uhud, Al-Khandaq (the Trench) and the rest of
the other imponant battles. Allah's Messenger ;\1\j also sent him to the people of Fadak to call
them to Islam.
l3 l He was the elder brother of Muhaiyisa who became a Muslim through Muhaiyisa's effons.
It is said that he took part in Al-Khandaq (the Trench), Uhud and the rest of the other
imponant battles with the Prophet ;\1\j .

141 He is the brother of the aforementioned 'Abdullah bin Sahl and his mother was Laila,
daughter of Nafi' bin 'Aamir. It is said that he fought at Badr, Uhud and at all the other
imponant battles. He is also the one who was bitten by a snake and 'Amara bin Hazrn treated
him with Ar-Ruqya (i.e. Qur'anic reading and prayers) by order of the Prophet ;\1\j . However,
Ibn Hajar found that unlikely to be the case and hesitated to accept it as factual in his book
Al-Isaba.
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'Abdur- Rahman bin Sahl, "Would you
take an oath and make your claim
regarding the blood money of your
companion?" They replied, "No." He
said, "Will the Jews then swear to you
(that they are innocent)?" They replied,
"They are not Muslims." So Allah's
Messenger ~ himself paid his blood
money [lJ and sent them one hundred
she-camels. S.ahl said, "A red she-camel
among them kicked me." [Agreed
upon].
1021. Narrated a man from Al-Ansiir:
"Allah's Messenger ~ affirmed the
practice of Qasama (taking an oath in a
murder case) as it was in the jabiliya
times.1 2 1 Allah's Messenger ~ gave a
ruling according to it for some people
of Al-Ansiir regarding a slain person
whom they claimed was killed by the
Jews." [Reported by Muslim].

Chapter 3
KILLING OF THE PEOPLE
OF TRANSGRESSION
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~: Allah's J~ ill1 Cri') ';J. _JI ,c}- (I• H)
Messenger ~ said, "He who takes up ,-~ .:;ii :~ ~I J~) JL.i : JL.i l~C.
arms against us is not one of us."[ 3 1 -

1022. Narrated lbn 'Umar

Ill Qasiimah (:\..Lii) implies a condition where the actual murderer not being identified, the
suspected persons or the people of a tribe are made to make a sworn statement. Should such
an incident occur, fifty people are supposed to give sworn statement to the effect that they,
their tribesmen, or the people of their village have not committed the murder. This kind of
oath is administered during murder trials only. No such oath is administered in the trials of
other HudUd. Qasi'lma may be undertaken by either of the two parties (i.e. the claimant or the
defendant). In case the claimants (successors of the victims) present an evidence, or resort to
this kind of swearing (in the absence of a proof) claiming that these are indeed the murderers
of the victims, it becomes imperative on the defendant to pay blood money to the claimant. If
the claimants are unable to do so, the defendants may similarly choose to undertake a similar
oath substantiated by fifty persons. Such an oath-ta.king will absolve the defendants of the
murder charges. The said oath-taking shall only be undertaken by those persons who are
singled out and selected by none other than the petitioner himself. This is the one and only
ruling of its kind that legitimizes the oath-taking on the part of a petitioner too.

l2 l In this matter, the Islamic law also accepts an oath undertaken by a disbeliever. Qasama
does not take effect merely on an allegation made by a petitioner unless the same is
supported by some strong and substantial evidence concerning the murder.
l3 l To fight against a law abiding Muslim is an act incurring enormous sin. Similarly,
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[Agreed upon].

·' ~;.). ~' &i-J (' •y,-)
1023. Narrated Abo Huraira ~= The J-~ ill1 :r;'.J
Prophet~ said, "He who disobeys (the
1 ,:;- '~
~)) : Jli ~
legitimate Muslim ruler), separates
from the community and then dies, his ~ ;~-~ ,..:.,t;:, .~~I j~~J ,~UaJI
death is as that of those of the jabiliya
·~.-!·: ~).\ .<<~~
era [i.e. the ignorance before
Islam]."Pl [Muslim reported it).
&&-:,
yt)
1024. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's J~ ai1 ~~ ; j -.
Messenger ~ said, "The party of
:~ ~I J_,.:.~ J\.i :..:J'Li ,~
transgressors will kill 'Ammar." 12 1
~ 1.·.. : '1" . ((hrn
i.) l!s.
[Reported by Muslim).
·~ OJ.J
., • h<J1
,

.:.f

,:;- tJ.

ri

<,.

yz»

1025. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do you know, son
of Umm 'Abd [i.e. Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud], what is Allah's ruling
regarding those of this community who
transgress (against the legitimate
ruler)?" He replied, "Allah and His
Messenger know best." He said, "A
wounded man among them should not
be finished off (killed), nor should the
captive (from them) be killed, nor
should those who escape be pursued
and no booties from them should be
divided."1 31 [Reported by Al-Bazzar and
threatening a Muslim with murder or frightening and intimidating him by brandishing a
weapon is also a great sinful act. In case someone legitimizes the murder of a Muslim, or kills
him by deeming it permissible, then there is no doubt about the apostasy of such a person.
He is declared an unbeliever by a common consensus. It is permissible, however, to wage a
war against the law-less Muslims who rise in rebellion against the lawful authority as
mentioned in the Qur'anic Verse: " ... Fight against the one that rebels, until it complies with
the Command of Allah ... " 49:9, as well as other sound Abiidith.
[ll Obedience to an Amir (ruler) is obligatory as long as he does not issue a decree which
requires the people to disobey the codes of Islamic law. Likewise, it is not permitted to break
away from his pledge of allegiance, as long he does not commit manifest acts of apostasy.
Insubordination to the Amir who rules according to Islamic law is an act of rebellion. Anyone
breaching the authority of an Amir or falling out from the group, even though not reckoned
a disbeliever, dies the death of those people who have gone astray. The similarity between
them is that neither of them have an Imam or legitimate authority.

l2 l He was martyred during the battle of Siflin by those who fought against 'Ali.
131 There is no disagreement concerning the permissibility to wage a war against the people
of transgression. However, there is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to the
confiscation of their belongings, doing away with their wounded warriors and pursuing those
who try to escape.
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Al-Hakim. The latter graded it Sahib
(authentic), but he made a mistake
because Kauthar[ll bin Hakim is in its
chain · of narrators, and he is Matriik
(totally rejected)].
Something similar to the aforesaid
Hadith was authenticated from 'Ali •
as Mawquf (a saying of a Companion,
i.e. 'Ali). [Ibn Abu Shaiba and Al-Hakim
reported it].
1026. Narrated 'Arfaja bin Shuraih[ZJ
( 4'h): "I heard Allah's Messenger~ say,
"If anyone comes to you when you are
united, intending to divide your
community, kill him." [Muslim
reported it].

Chapter 4
FIGHTING AGAINST
OFFENDERS AND KILLING
APOSTATES
1027. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~: Jl..S ~\ ~) :;.l- .j ~\ +;i c_;. (\ •YV)
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who is ZJJ; ~ .:;;>> :~~I J_,.:.,j JL.; : JL.; ~
killed protecting his property is a
martyr."[ 3 1 [Reported by Abu Da'ud, 0't...:::Jlj ~~I~ ;f ~\)) .<< i _°t~. ~ ~~
An-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi. The latter
.~j '&~)lj
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
, . , · ' ' ' ·' 01'' : "
(I• YA)
1028. Narrated 'lmran bin Husain ~: jil (.,r;'
J -~ ,<.T.
~ i fJ
Ya'la bin Umaiya fought with a man and ,Sl:' ~f ~· \:~ '1~~ :J~ \~C. J-~
.J <.T.<.S""-r..r
one of them bit the other. So, he pulled
,~
~
~~
t?TI ,~L.;o G.J;.f ~
his hand from his mouth, pulling out
one of his front teeth (in the process). :Jw ,~ .:" J-, ,~a;.:TI ,~ ~_?
- '-!;-'
~
- !.....;
Then, they brought a dispute before the
L;S ,~~1 rs.J;.f
Prophet ~ and he said, "Does one of '1 ~~'

A

At»

[IJ He was a resident of Kufa and later settled at Halab. Ibn Ma'in said about him, "He is
nothing (regarding the narration of Hadith)." Ahmad bin Hanbal said, "His Ahadith ace
false."

l2 J 'Arfaja bin Shuraih Ashja'i was a Sahabi who settled at Kufa.

r31 Another Hadith relates that whosoever gets killed while safeguarding his wealth, life,
progeny and religion, is a martyr, and hence secures Paradise. If a criminal attacks someone's
life, wealth, spouse and children, regardless of whether the wealth happens to be scanty or
abundant, and the defending person murders the attacker in the process, such a killing
incurs abso1utely no sin on him. This ruling is collectively agreed.
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you bite as a male camel bites? "There
is no blood money [lJ for him."
[Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's].
1029. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Abul
Qasim ~ said, "If any person were to
look at you [in your place of privacy]
without permission, and you were to
throw a pebble at him and put out his
eye, you would be guilty of no
offence. " 12 1 [Agreed upon]. The
wording of Ahmad and An-Nasa'i, which
lbn Hibban declared to be Sahib
(authentic), has: "He is neither entitled
to blood money nor retaliation."
1030. Narrated Al-Bara' bin 'Azib ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ ruled that: "The
owners of gardens are responsible for
guarding them by day; and the owners
of animals are responsible for guarding
them during the night, and that any
damage done by animals during the
night is the responsibility of their
owners."! 3 1 [Reported by Ahmad and
Al-Arba 'a except At-Tirmidhi. Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic).
However, there is disagreement
regarding its chain of narrators].
1031. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal ~
regarding a man who had accepted
Islam then became a Jew: "I will not sit
down till he is killed, ! 4 1 that is the
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[lJ Any action necessitating the payment of compensation, if undertaken to protect oneself
from pain or unjust harm, is subject to be excused.
[l)

This is regarding a house (or place) that is forbidden to enter without permission.

3

l This Hadith implies that if a herd of cattle causes harm to someone's garden or
agricultural produce during the daytime, the cattle-owner will not be subjected to any
penalty. This is because it is customary for cattle to graze during the daytime. Therefore, the
garden owner is supposed to take the necessary care of his garden himself. Similarly, it is also
a matter of daily routine to secure one's cattle at night. Hence, it is an obligation on the
cattle-owner to secure his cattle at night, and if the cattle causes harm during the night, he is
responsible for that.
[

l This Hadith and the one which follows narrated by Ibn 'Abbas ~ 4 I ...,.,;,.; provide a
clear evidence that the penalty of aposrasy is death. If someone is forced- into being a
disbeliever, or forced into uttering words characterizing apostasy, he is exempted and is not
[

4
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Judgement of Allah and His Messenger
~t5:;11 : ;_'.,1; c1;''.! ~I).,; _j) '~ .jZ . ~
(~).Hence, an order was given and he
was killed." [Agreed upon]. A narration
. «-!.Ll~ ~ : -=-.I ,J
by Abu Da'ud has: "He was asked to
repent (i.e. return to Islam) before
that."
1032. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's Jt.;;.; ~I~) .U"~ ,JI ,c}-) (I •fY)
Messenger ~ said, "Kill whoever J~ 2; 11 : ~ ~I J_?) jt_; : jt_; , i;.f_:c.
changes his religion." [Reported by AlBukhari].
. ~.,;Qi~\)) . 11~_,G[j ~,?
1033. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: "A blind 0\ '1;.f_:c. Jt.;;.; ~\ ~) ~) (\•ff)
man had a slave-woman who gave birth
·~~I~ ·~) r1 :J ~LS ._;;1
to his child and she was reviling the
Prophet ~ and speaking evil of him. ;;i:J
~ )\1 '~~
.. .. .SI~ 0t5 L:1 ' "-?':!
.. ,..,;
,,, .., ,.
He forbade her but she did not desist. , 1:•!; lS::;r , 1:.L- · il;;J ,j-: I\ .l;.f
~
) ~r..1 .
~
One night he took a pickax, put it on
her belly and leaned on it killing her. '1\11 : Jili
~1 ~~ ~ , 1.+f;ii
The Prophet ~ was informed about
.51:;~:; ,;_'.,1; ;1 ~\)) . 11~J.;, ~; 011)~!
that and said, "Be witness that the
spilling of her blood is lawful (with
. .;~
impunity)."[11 [Reported by Abu Da'ud
and its narrators are reliable].

e)

.m

considered to be guilty by Allah. Some scholars regard the female apostate as an exception,
arguing that the ruling of death penalty does not apply to her. This is an erroneous view as
she too is punishable with death, according to the majority of the Muslim scholars.
l•l This Hadith amply clarifies that anyone uttering words of abuse about the Prophet ~ is
punishable with death.
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10. THE BOOK OF

HUDUDl 11 (PRESCRIBED
PUNISHMENTS)

Chapter 1
THE PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT FOR COMMITTING
FORNICATION
1034. Narrated Abu Huraira and Zaid
bin Khalid Al-Juhani ~: A man of the
desert Arabs came to Allah's Messenger
~and said, "O Allah's Messenger, I beg
you by Allah that you judge for me in
accordance with the Book of Allah. The
other one - who was more learned
than him - said, "Yes, judge between us
in accordance with Allah's Book and
a1low me (to speak)." He said, "Speak."
He said, "My son who was a hired
servant for this man committed
fornication with his wife. When I was
told that my son must be stoned to
death I ransomed him with a hundred
sheep and a slave-girl. However, when I
asked the learned people they told me
that my son should receive a hundred
lashes and be banished for a year, and
that stoning to death applied to this
man's wife." Allah's Messenger ~
replied, "By Him in Whose Hand my
soul is, I sha11 certainly judge between
you in accordance with Allah's Book.
The slave-girl and the sheep are to be
returned to you, and your son sha11
receive a hundred lashes and be
banished for a year. Unais, go to this
man's wife, and if she confesses,
stone[ 2 l her to death." [Agreed upon,
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Pl HudUd is a plural form of Hadd, which means 'to deter'. The legal punishments for
fornication and similar acts are called HudUd because these prescribed punishments deter
the people from such acts. Sometimes the word Hadd is also used to denote a particular
sinful act.

l2l

This Hadith demonstrates with evidence that the penalty of fornication for Al-Bikr - man
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and the wording is Muslim's].
1035. Narrated 'Ubada bin As-Samit .;t.:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Take from
me, take from me, Allah has indeed
made a way for them (women)lll. AlBikr (one who has not had sexual
relations in a legitimate marriage) (if he
commits fornication) shall receive one
hundred lashes and be banished for a
year. Ath-1baiyib (one who has had
sexual relations in a lawful marriage) (if
he commits fornication) shall receive
one hundred lashes 121 and be stoned
to death." [Reported by Muslim].
1036. Narrated Abo Huraira .;t.: A man
;lJ
of the Muslims came to Allah's
Messenger ~ when he was in the ~ 1
mosque and called him saying, "O ~ :Jili .~1;8 ,~\ .j
·~
Allah's Messenger, I have committed
.~ ~/t .~j J~ !~\ J~~
fornication." He turned away from him,
' ,. . ,. .
'
,. .
,. . ,. . ,. .
_,...o
so the man came round facing him and ,.::..;;j cf~!~\ J~~ ~ :JW '~J ;;~
said, "O Allah's Messenger, I have
~1 J;.. ,~ ~/~
committed fornication." He turned 'YI~ &~f
away from him till he repeated that four J~~ ~~; yl;~ &~f ~
~ L:ii
times. When he had testified four times
'1
:J'~
«I'~~,
~fn
·J'ili
"'"" ~'I
.(.)~
;
.
·~
against his own self, Allah's Messenger '
~ called him and said, "Are you ~1 Jili
:J~ 11~2..;.;.1 ~,, :J~
insane?" He replied, "No." He asked,
"Have you married?" He replied, ''Yes."
The Prophet ~ thereupon said, "Take
him away and stone him to death."1 3 1
[Agreed upon].

Ji;;

_,;J

J3

~

*

Ji

J.s.

·r

or woman - is their flogging with a hundred lashes each and their expatriation from the
Islamic state for the period of one year. The punishment of a hundred lashes is according to
the Qur'aruc injunctions, while the banishment is an addition that is accepted by all the
narrators of Ahiidith. The punishment for adultery - committed by Ath-Thaiyib - is Rajm
(being stoned to death) according to a general consensus of all the scholars. This also proves
that a single confession made by an adulterer or adulteress is sufficient to establish a penal
ruling on them and thus subject them to punishment.
[IJ

This refers to the saying of Allah in Surat Al-Mii'idah, 5:15.

This Hadith proves that a married adulterer or adulteress should at first be flogged and
then stoned to death. However, the majority of the scholars are of the view that there is no
need of flogging in this case and only Rajm is sufficient. They maintain that the penalty of
flogging for an adulterer is no longer valid as the Prophet~ did not flog Ma'iz and others,
but only stoned them to death.
[lJ

l3 l The one who made this confession was Ma'iz Aslami. This Hadith explains that a judge
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1037. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: "When
Ma'iz bin Malik came to the Prophet Pl

J~ jj\ ~J .<f'~

q;1

,./J (' •'*V)

•~I\ <..S'~
•l\ ..:li\;
~· ~ \; ~1 l!.J :J'~ ,I~
he (the Prophet) said to him, '-F'
• , <J. ~ <..S'
"Perhaps you (only) kissed or touched .Jl
.Jl .~ ,;1l;1,, :j J~ ~
or looked at (her)," he replied, "No, 0
Allah's Messenger." (Reported by Al- ;1:,J !~1 J~J ~ , ~ :Ju ,1..:.,~
Bukhiri].
·tS.J~\
., .
~

,..:.,µ

1038. Narrated 'Umar bin Al-Khattab

~=

He addressed the people and said,
"Indeed, Allah sent Muhammad with
the Truth and revealed to him the
Book, and the Verse of stoning was
included in what Allah revealed. We
recited, memorized and understood it.
Allah's Messenger~ had people stoned
to death and we have done it also since
his death. I am afraid that when a long
time passes people may say, "We do
not find stoning in Allah's Book, and
thus they may go astray by abandoning
an obligation sent down by Allah.
Stoning is an obligation laid down in
the Book[ 21 of Allah, the Most High, for
men and women who have married, if
they commit fornication - when proof
is established, or there is pregnancy, or
a confession." (Agreed upon].
1039. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ say, "When the
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must make a thorough investigation prior to passing a verdict in regard to the prescribed
punishment lest someone should be deprived of his life due to some judgmental error.
llJ

Ma'iz had confessed to have committed fornication (after having married).

121 This Hadith has been reported by all the Muhaddithin except An-Nasa'i, and narrated by

various Companions of the Prophet ~ . It has been reported by Ubai bin Ka'b that Surah AlAhzab (in its originally revealed form) used to be as voluminous as Surah Al-Baqarah. It only
exists now in its present form while the rest of it was abrogated. Ubai bin Ka'b reports, "We
used to recite this verse to the effect that whenever a married man and woman commit an act
of adultery, stone them to death!" Later, the recitation of this Verse was declared abrogated
but its ruling still remained effective, which is also a kind of abrogation. A ruling concerning
fornication requires one of three types of evidence, which are: a) Four witnesses, b) a
confession thus made to this effect, c) pregnancy. This third condition applies to women
only, but is not accepted by Imam Ash-Shafi'i and Imam Ab~anifa. According to those who
accept it as evidence, a woman - who is neither married;- rtor a slave - will be subjected to
the punishment ruling in case her pregnancy becomes manifest.
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slave-woman [ll of any of you commits
fornication and the matter is clear, he
should give her the prescribed flogging,
but he should not revile her severely. If
she does it again he should give her the
prescribed flogging, but he should not
revile her severely. If she does it a third
time and the matter is clear, he should
sell her, even if only for a rope (made)
of hair." [Agreed upon, and the
wording is Muslim's].
1040. Narrated
'Ali
4ii>:
Messenger ~ said, "Carry out the ..:...s:L ~).;. ;J.l;J1 1~\ii :~.&I j_,....J
prescribed punishments on your
slaves." [Reported by Abo Da'ud. It ~ ~ Y'J ,;_J1; Y.i ~I)) «~~\
occurs in Muslim's book as Mawquf (a
saying of a Companion, i.e. 'Ali)].
1041. Narrated 'lmran bin Husain ~: A
woman of Juhaina [Al-Ghamidiyah]
came to the Prophet ~ - when she was
pregnant owing to fornication - and
said, "O Allah's Prophet, I have
committed something for which a
prescribed punishment is due, so
execute it on me." Allah's Messenger ~
called her guardian and said, "Treat her
well and when she deliversl 2 l bring her
to me," and he did so. Then he gave
[IJ This authority of subjecting a male or female slave to the appropriate punishment has
been vested in the hands of his;her master. The rest of the people shall be governed by the
state in this matter. If the female-slave happens to be a married one, then there is a difference
of opinion among the scholars as to whether the responsibility of subjecting her to a Shari'a
ruling devolves on the state or the master himself. Moreover, a female slave may only be
flogged and the ruling of the death penalty by stoning does not apply to her. In flogging too,
her punishment is limited to fifty lashes only. An evidence to this effect is a Verse from the
Qur'an which says, " ... Their punishment is half that of the punishment of the (free) women."
Surah An-Nisa', 4:25
[ZJ This Hadith clarifies that a woman must not be subjected to an immediate punishment of
adultery; but the possibility of her becoming pregnant should also be taken into consideration. In case she does become pregnant, she will not be subjected to the death penalty until
she gives birth to her baby. After the birth of the child, the woman may be subjected to the
punishment on the condition that the milk-feeding and raising of the child is arranged and
taken care of by another woman. If no such woman can be arranged, her death penalty will
be postponed until such a time that the child is weaned off her milk. Even if such a woman
happens to be an unmarried one, no punishment will take effect until she gives birth to a
child. It is stressed upon her kith and kin to treat her nicely, as usually in such a case the
relatives of a woman keep uttering curses and other calumnious remarks about her.
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order regarding her and her clothes
were tied around her body. Then he
gave command regarding her and she
was stoned tb death. l;le then prayed
over her. 'Ubtar thereupon said, "Do
you pray over her, 0 Allah's Prophet,
while she has committed fornication?"
He replied, "She has repented to such
an extent that if it were divided among
seventy people of Al-Madinah, it would
be enough for them all. Have you
found any (repentance) better than she
having sacrificed herself for the sake of
Allah, the Most High?'' [Reported by
Muslim].

• ~L._:
,..,....-- 'I"
• .).) • «~• c..s'\1<
vu

1042.Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah~: ;li1 (.,ri''J ~Iµ ,J .f;~ ~:, ('•tY)
The Prophet ~ stoned to death a man : Sl:-, ~ ~ ~ 11 , ,, : JLi 1~;:. 1t_;;
of Aslam, another man of the Jews and ~
· .J 0 " <../':" ~.J
c..s'
a woman."Pl [Reported by Muslim].
~lj'J .~f;i:, ·~.*-JI~ ~'Jj ,~\
The story of stoning to death of the two .
. .:_ _ ._ 1
••• ~ ~-q
. , i.;..;,
Jews occurs in the two Sahib books ~ -~ 1 ~ ,i..r.:!-~ -~.J
,.J
from Ibn 'Umar's Hadith.
. -:;.;, _JI -~~

;:r:

1043. Narrated Sa'idl 2 J bin Sa'd bin (.,ri''J g;~,.; ~ ,.; -'-~-. ~J ('. t,.)
'Ubada ~: A small weak man was living
~...J~ ~t;;f .) ~l5 : Jl.i ~
;li1
in our clan and he had illicit
.l:...:;.
.iii1
}1
.
.-~\
:
;;t
~
·~
intercourse with a slave-woman of
,
~~~-;.
theirs. Sa'id informed Allah's Messenger .«~J.;. ~;;. 19 : JW , ~ ~I ,J _?),
~ about that and he said, "Strike him
.I
>
J. ,,,..,,.
according to his due Hadd (prescribed ·~~ ~ ~\ "") !~I JY:.'J ~ : l)w
punishment)." l 3 l They replied,
~ ,~I~ ~~ ~ '1~ 1.Jl;_ : JI.ii
"Indeed, he is weaker than (to bear)

Jt_;;

o ;'.

,~

"'

Observing any such remark, except the one concerning the Divine interdiction and punishment, is considered as inflicting an injury on her heart, which is an atrocity, and thus unfair
and not permissible.
[lJ The Prophet ~ executed four people by stoning in his time. The first one is the above
mentioned incident of a woman, the second one was a person belonging to Banu Aslam
Tribe (i.e., Ma'iz bin Malik) and two Jewish people (a man and a woman). This explains that
the Shari'a penal rulings will also apply to the non-believers just as they apply to Muslims.

r21 Sa'id bin Sa'd bin 'Ubada Al-Ansari As-Sa'idi was a Sahabi. It is also said that he was a
Tabi'i who was reliable and narrated few Ahadith. He governed Yemen for 'Ali bin Abu Talib.

r3 J This Hadith states that a unmarried fornicator, due to some natural cause or sickness, if
becomes so weak and incapacitated that he is most likely to die after being stricken with the
complete punishment of 100 lashes, some leniency may be observed in his penalty. The
number of 100 lashes shall not be decreased, however, a smaller stick instead of a big stick
for lashing may be used. Moreover, there may be a difference in the manner of striking as the
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that.'' He then said, "Get a date-palm
stalk with a hundred twigs and strike
him just once," and they did so.
[Reported by Ahmad, An-Nasa'i and Ibn
Majah. Its chain of narrators is Hasan
(good). However, there was
disagreement regarding whether it is
Mawsul (a connected chain) or Mursal
(missing link after the Tabi'i)].
1044. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The J~ ;11 ~) .er~ ,JI :;:, (\ • tt)
Prophet ~ said, "If you find anyone
doing the deed of Lot's people, Pl kill
the one who does it and the one to
whom it is doneP 1 and if you find
anyone having sexual intercourse with
an animal, kill him and kill the animal."
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. Its
narrators are reliable. However, there is
some difference regarding it (i.e. its
legal rulings)].
1045. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet J~ ;11 ~) :;J. ,JI ,(f'J (\•to)
~ had punished (the people) with
j::,_ ;\:, ,..-;.,:;_-; ..-;.,~ ~ ~\ 0\ . I~~
lashes and banishedl 3 l (them). Abu
Baler • also punished (the people) , _;~ j~!-' ·&~?1 ~lj) . ..-;.,:;:; ..-;.,~
with lashes and banished (them)."
. .....J-.._J- · ,';1!.;_j
JJ ,, J <-F
, ~l ~I~
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi. Its narrators
are reliable. However, it was disagreed
whether it is Mawquf (a saying of a
Companion) or Marja' (attributed to
the Prophet)].

.

--

u

same could be done lightly instead of whacking the same down on him with a tremendous
force.
llJ i.e. Homosexuality.
l2 J There is a difference of opinion among scholars in regard to the punishment for the one
who commits an act of sodomy with a man or wvnan, even though there is no other
punishment prescribed in any of the sound Ahiiditb except the death penalty. This means
that the difference of opinion is in regard to the mode or manner of carrying out the capital
punishment. Some are of the opinion that such a person should be stoned to death. Some
observe that he should be thrown from a high place. Another group is of the view that he
should be set afire. Another opinion is that the ruling of a fornicator shall be applicable on
him: if married, he will be stoned to death; otherwise, he will be subjected to the penalty of
100 lashes with a possible extradition from the land. Allah knows the best!
l3 l Some scholars are of the opinion that the punishment of banishment has been abrogated
and is therefore not valid any more. This Haditb refutes this viewpoint on the plea that as
long as the offenders were being sent into exile during the reign of the righteous caliphs,
where is the evidence proving that such a ruling has been abrogated?
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1046. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ cursed the effeminate J~ ill1 ~) .J'~ ,JI ,J3 (I• ti)
: z_,/;_ji ~
41 .J-")<.J"'
:I :J~ ,q;c
men [i.e. in manners and dress etc.], ~.,
-"and women who imitate men [in
manners and dress] [IJ and said, "Turn : J~3 , ~l.::.:Ji ~ ,...:..i~J:l13 , ,JL;-,:JI
them out of your houses." [Reported
.&~Qi :13) . ((~;.; ~ ~.P.-fh
by Al-Bukhari].
1047.Narrated Abo Huraira ~:Allah's cfI~ ill1 ~)
·' ~,.,,
._-',f v..;
~...;~ (l•tV)
0
J../' '-":
Messenger ~ said, "Avert the infliction i;_j)ill : ~ ~ 1 _,!..) J~ : J~ , ~
of prescribed punishments as much as
> ,
you can." [Ibn Majah reported it with a &;1 ~?I . uw~ 4J ;,.;~3 t.;; :;3i;JI
Da'if (weak) chain of narrators].
..~\.,;, ~~J '~~

J ,, :

J

•

0

~

"'

..- 0

...

,

0

~
,:S•,
'I' 1 '.<11 ~..::.-'.;I,
At-Tirmidhi and Al-Hakim reported the ,.,~~, ~
~~ .J '-?~r --:-_,> .J
aforesaid Hadith from 'Aisha ~ with
the wording: "Avert the infliction of l3~))i1) : ~ '~ J~ ill1 ~) .Ll.f~
prescribed punishments[ZJ on Muslims _:,.;,3 .1<~\ \,;;~I ,J :;/l::.JI
as much as you can." [It is Da'if (weak)
"' -; ,.,.
.~I~
too].
Al-Baihaqi reported the aforesaid :~ ,~_,; ~ '~ ~ ·~I ;13)3
Hadith on the authority of 'Ali ( ~)
. u,...:--tt.iJ~ :;/l::.Ji 1 3 ~))in
from his saying (i.e. Mauquf) with the
wording: "Avert the infliction of
prescribed punishments by rejecting
doubtful evidences."
1048. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Avoid these filthy
things (in speech and actions) which
Allah, the Most High, has forbidden. If
anyone commits any of them he should
concea~ himself with the veil of Allah,
Most High, and turn to Allah in
repentance. Indeed, if anyone uncovers
his hidden faults (to which prescribed
/

[lJ This Haditb proves that a man and woman practtemg transvestism - assuming the
manners of the opposite gender - are accursed and this is a tremendous sinful act. The
eunuchs are of two kinds. Some, in their instincts and bodily physique, resemble women
whereas the others resemble males. The eunuch must assume the dress and manners of the
gender he naturally resembles and physically conforms to.
l'l If there is a doubt concerning the veracity of an evidence leading to a punishment verdict,
such a ruling and trial must be dismissed forthwith. This Haditb does not imply that no
ruling should be pronounced at all, but it only implies that no punishment verdict be
pronounced unless the commission of a crime becomes proven without a shadow of doubt.
The people are instructed to refrain from entering a case in a court of law unless they have a
complete set of evidence in their support to prove someone guilty of a crime.
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punishments apply) we shall inflict on
him the punishment ordained by Allah,
the Most High." [Reported by Al-Hakim,
and it occurs in Muwatta' of Imam
Malik among Zaid bin Aslam's[ll
Ahadfth which are Marasil (having a
missing link after the Tabi 'i)].

Chapter 2
THE PRESCRIBED
PUNISHMENT FOR FALSE
ACCUSATION OF
FORNICATION
1049. Narrated 'Aisha ~: "When my '~ J~ JJ1 ~J ~li cr- ('. tO.)
vindication came downl 2 l Allah's
~ ~I J_?) r~ .,?~}; Jj i.:.J : -:J~
Messenger ~ mounted the Minbar and
mentioned that, then he recited the L:ii , :OT)l1 J\53 , ~i }i; , ~1 );,
(respective Verses of) the Qur'an. Then,
when he came down, he ordered that
two men and a woman 131 should be
given the prescribed punishment (i.e.
lashes)."! 4 l [Ahmad and Al-Arba'a
reported it, and Al-Bukhari referred to
it].

,

1050. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~= Li'an
(Invoking curses) in Islam was first
applied when Hilal bin Umaiyal 5 l
[lJ He was a Sahilbi from the tribe of Al-Balawi. He belonged to Banu Al-'Ajlan clan, the allies
of Banu 'Amr bin 'Auf of Al-Ansar. He witnessed Badr and it is said that he also witnessed
Siffin with 'Ali. However, Hisham Al-Kalabi said, he was killed by Tulaiha bin Khuwailid AlAsadi on the day of Bazakha in the year 11 H. at the beginning of Abii Bakr's Caliphate.

l2 J Surat An-Nur, 24:11.

l3 l The men were said to have been Mistah bin Athatha and Hassan bin Thabit and the
woman Hamna, daughter of Jahsh.
4
f l If someone accuses a man or woman of fornication, and is unable to prove it by
presenting four witnesses, his punishment shall be eighty lashes. Some hypocrites slandered
'Aisha ~ accusing her of adultery. They publicized and propagated this calumny with such a
slyness that some of the sincere and pious believers fell prey to their machination, believed
the accusation to be based on fact and did participate in gossip mongering about it. When
'Aisha~ was exonerated from this accusation by the revelation of the Verses in Qur'an, the
Prophet ~ announced a corporal punishment for the believers, but said nothing to the
hypocrites, for he left their punishment to Allah. These three believers who were thus
punished are Hassan bin Thabit, Mistah bin Athatha and Hamna bint Jahsh ~ Ji I ~ .J·

l5 l He was an Ansari, an Ausi and a Waqifi and was among the prominent Sahilba. He became
a Muslim early and used to break the idols of Banu Waqif. He witnessed Badr, Uhud and held
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accused his wife of having committed
fornication with Sharik bin Sahma[IJ ."
Hence, Allah's Messenger ~ told him,
''You must produce evidence or receive
the prescribed punishment (i.e. lashes)
on your back. .. "1 2 1 [Abu Ya'la reported
it, and its narrators are reliable].
Something similar to the aforesaid
Hadith occurs in Al-Bukhari's book
from the Hadith of Ibn 'Abbas ~1051. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Aamir bin
Rabi'a: "I have witnessed the time of
Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman ( ~) and
those who came after them, but I did
not see them beat the slave - who has
made an accusation of fornication
(against someone) - except with forty
lashes."[ 3 1 [Reported by Malik and AthThauri, the latter has it in his book Aljami'.
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1052. Narrated Abu Huraira •: Allah's ~ J~ jil ~'.) g~::; c/;f :.f j (I• oY)
Messenger~ said, "If anyone accuses his
~p .j_;J .:_,;11 :~~I J_r.'.) J~ :J~
slave of committing fornication, he will
(-- .'.,f ~I~ ,~WJ.~
I.,,
~ i'~.
be given the prescribed punishment on l;5 ~Y':.
i Y- i;J1 ,.
the Day of Resurrection, [4 1 unless it is
·*~-«J~
(a true accusation) as he said." [Agreed
upon].

the flag of Banu Waqif on the day of the conquest of Makkah. He was one of the three who
failed to join the expedition to Tabiik and were boycotted for 50 days and then pardoned.
[lJ He was a Balawi and an ally of the Ansar. Hila! bin Umaiya accused him of committing
fornication with his wife. It is said that he attended Uhud with his father. He was the maternal
brother of Bara' bin Malik, his father's name ·is 'Abada bin Mu'tib and As-Sahma' was his
mother's name.

riJ If a man accuses his wife of committing adultery, he is required either to produce
witnesses or invoke a curse of Allali on him if he be of those who tell a lie (against her), or
else he will have to face the punishment of slandering. If he names a person to be her
accomplice in this matter, he will have to produce witnesses invariably to this end. As far as
his own wife is concerned, he could escape the punishment of slandering by invoking a curse
of Allaii on himself (in case he is lying about her), but what about the man whom he has
accused of being an accomplice in this sinful act? He has no choice but: a) either to produce
witnesses in support of his claim or b) to be ready to face the punishment for slandering.

r31 This proves that the punishment prescribed for a male or female slave is just half of what
is prescribed for a free person, according to the majority of the scholars
r4 J This states that if someone slanders his male or female slave with a false accusation of
committing adultery, he will not be subjected to any punishment, in this life.
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Chapter 3
THE PRESCRIBED
PUNISHMENT FOR THEFT
1053. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
said, "A thiefs hand should not be
cut off except for a quarter of a
DinarPl and upwards." [Agreed upon,
and the wording is Muslim's]. AlBukhari's wording is: "A thiefs hand is
to be cut off for a quarter of a Dinar
and upwards."
In a narration by Ahmad: "Cut off a
thiefs hand for a quarter of a Dinar,
but do not cut it off for what is less
than that."
~

1054. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: "The Prophet
cut off a thiefs hand for (stealing) a
shield worth three Dirhams." [Agreed
upon].

~

1055. Narrated Abo Huraira 4!;,: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "May Allah curse a
thief who steals an egg and has his
hand cut off, and steals a rope and has
his hand cut off."[ 2 1 [Agreed upon].
1056. Narrated
Messenger

'Aisha
said,

~:

Allah's ~\ ~ J~

;ii\ 0'~ ~"(i ZfJ ( \ •Oi)

"Are

[lJ There is a difference of opinions -among scholars regarding the value and worth of the
goods stolen which makes a thief subjected to the punishment of his hand being cut. A study
of Ahaditb, and the quotations from the majority of 'Ulama, prove that any act of theft which
is Jess than one-fourth of a Dinar in its worth (which used to be equivalent to 3 Dirbams
during the days of the Companions of the Prophet ~ ) shall not subject a thief to the
punishment of the severance of his hand. A quarter Dinar is Jess than one-and-a-half grams of
gold in value.

ri1 In this Haditb, one is instigated to develop an attitude of hatred towards the act of
stealing. One is made to think how wretched and miserable the life of a thief is who has his
hand cut for a mere pittance! After all, what is the worth of a quarter Dinar? Had it not been
used to commit a theft, this very hand was worth the price of fifty camels. However, since it
has been used to commit a criminal act, it is only worth a quarter Dinar. This Haditb
expresses the idea that as long as this hand was trustworthy, it was precious, but since it
turned out to be a treacherous one, it has fallen into disgrace. The stealing of an egg or a
rope does not call for someone's hand to be cut off by a common consensus of all the
scholars. This might be an exaggeration, since stealing is one of the major sinful acts.
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interceding(ll regarding one of the
punishments prescribed by Allah?" He
then got up and gave an address saying,
"O people, what destroyed your
predecessors was just that when a
person of rank (Sharif) among them
committed a theft, they left him alone,
but when a weak one (Da'if) of them
committed a theft, they inflicted the
prescribed punishment on him.''
[Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's]. Muslim reports through
another chain, from 'Aisha i;, that she
said, "A woman used to borrow
(people's) properties and deny having
received them, so the Prophet :I!
ordered her hand to be cut off."
1057. Narrated Jabir ~: The Prophet :I!
said, "Cutting off the hand is not to be
inflicted on a Kha 'in (one who steals by
deception), Mukhtalis (one who takes
by force, looting) and a Muntahib
(embezzler)." 121 [Reported by Ahmad
and Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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[lJ The incidence goes that a lady known as Fatima bint Aswad Makhzumiya, who belonged to
a prominent and respectable family, committed an act of theft. As the verdict regarding the
severance of her hand was pronounced, people started interceding for her acquittal. Usama
bin Zaid also interceded for her. The Prophet ~ made a statement comprising words
mentioned in this Hadith. The owner of the goods that are stolen has a right to grant a
pardon to the thief and to cancel having his/her hand cut off, prior to bringing the matter in
a court of law. However, once the case has been handed over to the court, there is no way
that the offender can be excused. His/her hand must, then, necessarily be cut off, and making
an intercession for his pardon at this juncture is forbidden.
[ZJ Armed robbery, embezzlement and treachery do not involve the punishment of cutting
the hand off. Treachery implies that a person who has been entrusted with the obligation of
safeguarding the wealth belonging to another person, secretly and insincerely makes away
with that person's wealth, while affecting false sincerity to his face. Robbery is depriving a
person of his wealth in an open heavy-handed manner. Embezzlement is the act of taking
away the unpreserved wealth of another person in his absence. The penalties for these acts of
felony differ according to the opinion of the ruler just like other financial matters. The
definition of stealing is thus also explained, i.e., it implies the act of taking away the safely
preserved wealth of a person in his absence or making away with the safely preserved wealth
while the owner is unaware of it. However, if a person borrows something from someone
and later denies and flatly refuses having borrowed it at all, the prescribed punishment for
such a person is the cutting off of his hand.

1058. Narrated Rafi' bin Khadij
heard Allah's Messenger ~ say, ;h~
hand is not to be cut off for taking
fruits or the pith (pulp) of the palmtree."[IJ [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba'a. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1059. Narrated
Abii
Umaiya
AlMakhzl1mi[2J
A thief who had made
a confession was brought to Allah's
Messenger ~. but no goods were
found with him. Allah's Messenger ~
told him, "I do not think you have
stolen." He replied, "Yes, I did."1 3 1 He
repeated it to him two or three times,
so he gave command regarding him
and his hand was cut off. He was then
brought to him and Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Ask Allah's forgiveness and
tum to Him in repentance." And he
replied, "I ask Allah's forgiveness and
tum to Him in repentance." He then
said three times, "O Allah, forgive him."
[Abii Da'ud, Ahmad and An-Nasa'i
reported it. The wording is Abii
Da'ud's, and its narrators are reliable
(thiqah)].
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[IJ The stealing of fruits and flowers does not necessitate the severance of a thiefs hand in
case there is no wall around the garden. If the garden happens to be surrounded by a wall,
its contents shall be regarded as preserved ones. However, a wayfarer, who has not been
offered food by the residents of the town, has a right to eat the fruits off the walled garden
too.
[ZJ He is a Sahabi from Al-Hijaz who has narrated one Hadith. Hammad bin Salama said, "He
is a Makhzumi," and Humam bin Yahya said, "He is an Ansari."

r3 J This Hadith explains that two factors have been taken into consideration regarding the
punishment of a thief. Either the '''lien goods should be recovered from him, or he himself
confesses about it. It is not cond 'Jnal that he confesses twice, just a single affirmation is
sufficient to render him liable to unishment. There is a difference of opinion among the
scholars as to whether or not a P'-'·. shment be given on the basis of witnesses in case a theft
occurs. In another words, if a suspect neither makes a confession nor anything is recovered
out of his possession, whereas the people stand witness to the fact that he has indeed stolen
the goods. The ruling concerning such a case is not unanimous on the pan of all the
scholars. Once the hand is severed from the wrist of a thief, it is necessary to keep it
immersed in sizzling hot oil to stop bleeding. If this norm is not observed and someone dies
out of an excessive bleeding, a death thus caused will make the state treasury liable to pay
blood money to the successors of the dead person.
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Al-Hakim reported the aforesaid
Hadith from the narration of Abu
Huraira •, with the same mean. He
said in it, "Take him away and cut off
(his hand), then cauterize him." [AlBazzar reported it too saving
its chain
,.
of narrators is acceptable (i.e. not
bad)].
1060. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf
•=Allah's Messenger~ said, "A thief is
not to be fined if the prescribed
punishment has been inflicted[lJ on
him." [Reported by An-Nasa'i who
graded it Munqati'(a broken chain of
narrators). Abu Hatim said, "It is
Munkar (rejected)."]
1061. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin
Al-'Aas ~: Allah's Messenger ~ was
asked about dates that are·hanging (on
the tree). He said, "If a needy person
eats some, without taking away a
supply in his garment, he is not to be
blamed. However, whoever takes away
any of it, he is to be fined and
punished. As for one who takes away
any of it - after it is put in the place
where it is dried - and what he has
taken amounts to the price of a shield,
he must have his hand cut off." [Abu
Da'ud and An-Nasa'i reported it. AlHilim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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1062. Narrated Safw:in bin Umaiya •· ~I CrfJ ~l ,J Z,1_:;..L, (f.J (\ •iY)
On the occasion when the Prophet ~
ordered the cutting off of the hand of ;f L!.J - j J~ ~ ~I 01 ~ JL,;5
the thief who had stolen his cloak, and ~)' : - ~ ;l.!j ~;:T;) J~ i.5~1 _.i.~:
L.
,,
..
~
he [2 l interceded regarding him, the > ,;: >
t...- o
,.. ,..
,..
.;.:;..1
...::;.._:;..:-1
«~~
~\;
01
Ji
.!iI~
,:ilS
Prophet ~ said to him: "Why did you
not do so before bringing him to me?"
[Ahmad and Al-Arba'a reported it. Ibn
Al-Jarod and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
o ~

~

I

,..

,..

[•I If the stolen goods are recovered from the thief, the same shall be returned to its rightful
owner and the hand of the thief shall be cut according to a common consensus of all
scholars. In case the stolen goods are destroyed, then there is a difference of opinion among
the scholars regarding whether or not he should also be fined.
[lJ i.e. Safwan.

(authentic)].
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1063. Narrated Jabir
A thief was .~ J~ jj\ ~) ~~ :;:-, (\•if)
brought to the Prophet ~ and he said,
1,.,. J_;~
. ,..
, ,., ,.. .<..i':"
. ,.. :J~
"Kill him." The people said, "He has :Jw ,~ .:;ii
only stolen, 0 Allah's Messenger." Then !;u1 J_r-j l! jr. ~t : 1)w «<~_,Bi>>
he said, "Cut of (his hand)," so this was
done. He was brought a second time .i;l!i1 ~ '"if; ~ ·~ ,«,_;.1;1» :J~
and he said, "Kill him," and he ~ '"if; ~ .~ J:U .11~).:;1» :Jw
mentioned the same as he had said
before. He was brought a third time .~ls ~1:,i1 ~ •-,t; ~ '~ j:il ,~\!Ji
J , .J.O
_, ,...,..
,..
......., .J.
and he mentioned the same as he had ..,;..:,..:-1 . «o_,.GI» : Jw ~L>JI ~ •-,t; ~
said before. He was brought a fourth
time and the same as before was said. ~ (_).lj .~pij <fL.::!lij ;31; ;1
He was brought a fifth time and he _:,S;j .~_,;.; -~\;.. _.;, •..!Jl;.J\ -~~
said, "Kill him."[ 1 1 [Abu Da'ud and An. ~ >:- ~~\ . -,:~11 ~1 t ·L.!.J1
(..r-' - ...;, c.r~
Nasa'i reported it; the latter graded it
Munkar (rejected)]. An-Nasa'i reported
something similar to the aforesaid
Hadith from Al-Harith bin Hatib[ 2 J •
Ash-Shafi'i mentioned that the killing in
the fifth time is abrogated.

J

o ~

,

Chapter 4
THE PRESCRIBED
PUNISHMENT FOR DRINKING
AND EXPIANATION OF
INTOXICANT

•=

1064. Narrated Anas bin Malik
A
man who had drunk winel 3 l was
brought to the Prophet~ (and he gave
command regarding him) and the man
was given about forty stripes (lashes)
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Ill Most scholars hold that the proper order prescribed in cutting the hands and feet of a
thief is that on the first commission of the crime, his right hand shall be cut off. Second time
it will be his left foot, the third time his left hand and the fourth time his right foot.
121 He was a Jumahi, a Qurashi and was born in Abyssinia (Ethiopia). He governed Makka in
66 H. for 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair. He served him for six years and was in charge of Al-Masa'i
for Marwan while he was the governor of Al-Madinah for Mu'awiya.
131 In Arabic, the literal meaning of Khamr is to hide, cover or conceal. When the wine
induces intoxication, it overwhelms the mind of its user and hence it is known as Khamr. In
the terminology of Shari'a (the Islamic Law), anything which induces intoxication is Haram
(forbidden), and anything which causes a person to loose his senses is a wine (intoxicant).
There is a common consensus among the scholars to the effect that it is forbidden and that
there is a punishment prescribed for the one who partakes of it. However, there is a
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with two palm branches. Anas said:
Jw ,0--81 J~I ,8 )L.;i UJ1
'Abu Bakr .t;, also did that. However,
when 'Umar .t;, became the caliph, he ,~;~ ~Jl::.11 ~f : -.j~ J. -~:,Ji~
consulted the people and 'Abdur.fii JZ .~ J~ ;..U1 ~J ~ ~ ;t
Rahman bin 'Auf ( .t;,) said, "The
mildest punishment (for drinking wine)
is eighty (stripes)." So 'Umar .t;, fixed
that. [Agreed upon. (The wording is
Muslim's)].
Muslim has from 'Ali .t;, regarding the
story of Al-Walid bin 'Uqba[ll : "The
Prophet
issued the punishment of
forty stripes; Abu Bakr ( 4:&) also issued
punishment of forty stripes, but 'Umar
( .t;,) issued punishment of eighty
stripes, all of them are Sunnah, but this
one (i.e. forty stripes) is dearer to me.
The Hadith contains: A man gave
witness that he had seen him[21
vomiting wine. 'Uthman ( .t;,) said, "He
would not have vomited it unless he
had drunk it (first)."
.t;,:
The ~ J~ ;..U1
1065. Narrated Mu'awiya
Prophet
regarding a drunkard - :;hl1 '-'JG
; ,
said, "If he drinks wine, flog him, then
if he drinks it for the second time, flog [;;i!.J1J ~; l~l ~ ,;)~~ ~; 1~p1
him, then if he drinks it for the third
I~[~ ,;J~~ ~i!.JI ~;I~[~ ,;J~~
time flog him; then if he drinks it for

*

*-

--------~

difference of opinion as to what is the prescribed punishment for the person using it. During
the days of the Prophet~ and Abu Bakr Siddiq.:.... .&I ~ 1 , the penalty of a wine-drinker
was about forty lashes. 'Umar.:.... .iii ~J increased the punishment to become eighty lashes
during his reign and that later became the standard form of punishment (accepted by all).
Therefore, some of the Imams have prescribed a punishment of eighty lashes in their rulings.
Since the punishment of eighty lashes did not exist during the days of the Prophet ~ , some
of the scholars are of the view that the punishment in such a case is 40 lashes. Another point
of dissension in regard to the punishment is whether it is important to punish the offender
necessarily by using a whip, or whether che use of a cane or a shoe will serve the purpose.
According to the majority view, it is permissible to use any of these objects, (i.e., a whip, a
shoe or a cane) while carrying out such punishment on a person.
Al-Walid bin 'Uqba bin Abu Mu'ait Al-Qurashi was the maternal brother of 'Uthman bin
'Aff"an. He became a Muslim on the day of Al-Fath. He was among Quraish's most humorous,
tolerant, brave and poetic men. 'Uthman appointed him to govern Kufa and then retired him
for alleged alcohol drinking. He abstained from involving himself in the Fitna after the killing
of 'Uthman, settled at Ruqa and died there. He was buried at Bulaikh.
rz1 i.e. Al-Walid.
[lJ
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the fourth time, you should strike his :..;;;_f ;_;.,;_f I<~ 1 , ~ ~l"I\ ..:., ~
neck (i.e. kill him).'' [Reported by
· _,
Y.~
; _y
• -!""
Ahmad and Al-Arha'a, and the wording J~
.S~~I }~_) .~}~lj ,jJJ 1.ii_J
is Ahmad's. At-Tirmidhi mentioned \,.,, / ;_J1;
- ;f .!lJ~' ,:._;.fj .;.-~
•
•'
~i ,,;:
what indicates that it is abrogated,1 1 1
-r"
'.__,
._..while Abu Da'ud reported that clearly,
- ~}JI _;_}from Az-Zuhri].
1066. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's ~
j;1 ~) ~_;.). ..,.;f 0i.J (\·ii)
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
(Ji;_f .;,>;:, i~p1 :~~I J_?) J[j :Jti
beats someone (in the prescribed
~ ~~=, ((~'I\ .:,ii
punishments or otherwise), he should
·,_
"""""' .
. y ,~
avoid (striking on) the face. "1 2 1
[Agreed upon].
1067. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The prescribed
punishments are not to be executed in
the mosques." 13 1 [Reported by AtTirmidhi and Al-Hakim].
.~Wlj
0

•

\;

JW

, · , _,,_,...,:\ ~_J
:"
(' • iA)
1068. Narrated Anas ~: Allah has sent ~ J, W ji I ~J
down the verses regarding the
~J .p1 ~? jjl J)f lll :Jll
prohibition of Khamr (intoxicants)
when there was no other liquor being ~_;.f .
~ ~l ~~ ~1:) ~~~
drunk in Al-Madinah except what was
·~
prepared from dates. [Muslim reported
it J.
1069. Narrated
'Umar
~:
"The ~
;li1 ~) :;J. ~.J
i~)
prohibition of Khamr (intoxicants) was ~
~
I\ ,
~ J' ~: . J lJ
~ :,(:.J r-"' <,>-!--!"'
J' •
revealed and it was (made from) five ~ . •
things: rpes, dates, honey, wheat and .~lj .p1.J ,~\j ,~\
barley. I l Khamr (intoxicants) includes

?

<'.

JW

•

:

,

,

o .::_

o

[lJ Imam Shafi'i reported a general consensus (except the Zabirl Madb-bab and Imam lbn
Hazm) to the effect that a wine-drinker, in no way, can be sentenced to death, no matter how
often he drinks it. Similarly, each time a person is caught drinking wine, a fresh punishment
ruling will be pronounced on him, regardless how often he has been penalized earlier under
the same ruling, and there is a consensus of all the scholars to this end.
2
t l Whenever a person is being whipped, according to a prescribed punishment thus
pronounced on him, the person implementing such a sentence must avoid striking the
offender's face. Even if someone disciplinary punishes a child or a woman, he must not strike
them on the face.

t3 l This is because the mosques are constructed for the specific purpose of worshipping
Allah. Hence, they should be kept clean and free from impurities at all times. The blood of
the person (sentenced to punishment) should not be spilled there. Such places of worship
are sanctified ones and that is where Allah's mercy abounds, while prescribed punishments
are Allah's revenge.
4

t l The purpose of mentioning this Haditb is to explain that it is not only the wine brewed
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whatever covers (i.e. affects) the mind.
-~ ;j2 .jWI ;~ \; ~\J '-!-~~J1:;
[Agreed upon].
1070. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet )~ <lJ1 ~) ;J. ,JI _,y.:; ('•Vo)
~ said, "Every intoxicant is Kbamr and
,•< <·~~I~» :J\i"'~
•~I\·',\~.;
~ ...rr ,,Y
every intoxicant is forbidden." [Muslim .r- .p- (../'
reported it].
·rl·~ ~;.1 .11~1:;.

p.. J5:;

~:Allah's Messenger
said, "Whatever intoxicates in a large
amount, (even) a small amount(ll of it
is prohibited." [Ahmad and Al-Arba'a
reported it. Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1072. Narrated Ibn 'Abb~ ~ Raisins
were soaked in the watel ~kin for
Allah's Messenger ~ anl he would
drink it on that day, the next day and
the day following. When it was the
evening of the third day, he would
drink it and give it (to others) to drink.
Then, if something of it was left over he
would pour it out. 12 1 [Muslim reported
it].
1073. Narrated Umm Salama ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "Allah did not make
your cure1 3 1 in what He had made
unlawful to you." Al-Baihaqi reported
it, and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1074. Narrated Wail Al-Hadrami: Tariq
bin Suwaid1 4 1 asked the Prophet ~
about the Kbamr which he prepares to

1071. NarratedJabir
~

1

~l .~ J~

~) ~~

<lJ1

;;.:;

<' ·vn

~I,~; ;~ ~I i_;,, : .Jli ~ ~1
J.1 ~J ,~j~lj ~l ~).l

.:i.,:.)
. «f I?
.Zi~

)~

~) •..r~

<lJ1

-~....-;J'
}I\ j

lz.• .;~ ,41 J_,,.,. J

.~1 ~J
't ;.;

u--

)~

,JI

~~
!:

<lJ1

,;

,JJ

('•VY)

;)LS' : Jli \~~.;

~

>,

,JJJ1:;

.~;. ~~

,;li:J1 .j,

Ii:;.J

, ~.).
·....

;8 t!J I (L:;.;; ;) lS 11~

~)

41..:;.

~t

........

!:

,YJ

(' •V,-)

~

i.J Ji1 ~l)) :Jli ~ ~\ ,J ·~
,~I ~).f .«~ f? ~ rs•Ll.,;.
.Zi~

.:;1 ~J

Zf. J~l1 ~l ·~~I .~T:; ;;.:; <'•Vt)
~- ~ ;;.i1 _..;. ~ .:.f1 .JL ~.:?

from grapes which is forbidden. In fact, any kind of liquor, brewed from any object
whatsoever, is forbidden. Moreover, anything that intoxicates is forbidden.
Ill It means that anything inducing senselessness and intoxication - when used in a big
quantity - is forbidden even if the same is used in a small quantity. This is irrespective of
whether or not a small dose of such an intoxicant creates a feeling of tipsiness or not.

l2 l There is a possibility that such a beverage may generate an intoxicating quality. When such
a beverage starts turning musty and becomes distasteful, one should destroy it. If more than
three days old, such a drink is prohibited to be used. In case it degenerates into an intoxicant
prior to a period of three days, the same should be destroyed immediately.
C3 l This informs us that it is prohibited to utili2e the forbidden articles, even for a medicinal
purpose. These articles include wine, marijuana, opium and hemp, etc.
141 He is a Sahabi who was also called Suwaid bin Tariq. He was a Hadrami and also said to
be aJu'fi. He has this Hadith which the people of Kufa narrated from him.
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be used as a medicine. He replied,
"Surely, it is not a medicine; on the ~.J ,~1.J~ ,!
contrary, it is a disease." [Reported by
. ~~) s)\5
Muslim, Abu Da'ud and others].

-:I

~~» :J~ •J'.J~
;1) ~ ~;.1 .«tis

r!.

Chapter 5
FLOGGING AND THE
ORDINANCE REGARDING AN
ASSAILANT
1075. Narrated Abu BurdaC 1 J Al-Ans:iri
j_il Cr!'~ ~~~~i ;s.:;. ~f ~ ('•Vo)
,,.
,-;;;;:
,
,
•= He heard Allah's Messenger~ say, ,,.. > >
"No one should be given more than ten '1» :J~ ~~I J_?~ ~..;I ,~ ._.Jt;;
» . ·- ·':11.11"f--~- --.:~
lashes, C2 J except in the case of one of ~JJ.>.
~ J.>. -! ~ - _,.... ~~ '-'J'
.the punishments prescribed by Allah,
~
.((Jt;;
~I
the Most High." [Agreed upon].

.fli

Jt;;

1076. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet ~
jjl Cr!'~ G)~ ~J ('•Vi)
said, "Overlook the minor slips of
p~I ~-!S l~fii : J~ ~ ~I ~f
the people of good qualities (i.e. those
3
not known for being evil doers), c 1 5)15 ;fj ~f ~I)~ .11)_,:b.JI ':J'~ rfl~
but not offenses for which prescribed
. ~ :~"!\' hl.:!JI'
~-'<../)
punishments have been fixed."
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud, AnNasa'i and Al-Baihaqi].
1077. Narrated 'Ali •="I would not feel
any regret concerning a man who dies
when I enforce a prescribed punishment
on him, with the exception of one who
has drunk Kbamr (intoxicants). Indeed,
if he were to die, I would pay blood
moneyC 4 1 for him ... " [Al-Bukhari
~

[tJ He is Harn' bin Niyar who was a Sababi from the Balawi tribe. He was an ally of Al-Ansar,
witnessed Badr and the other battles. He died in the year 41 H. or 42 or 45 H.

C2 l This Hadith has been understand by some scholars as a proof that no one may be
subjected to a punishment of more than ten lashes except in case of a punishment thus
prescribed for a certain crime. Imam Malik and Imam Ash-Shafi'i hold that an increase is
permissible as long as it does not reach the least of the prescribed punishments. Others hold
that there may be no increase in offenses for which there is a fixed prescribed punishment,
while that for which there is no fixed punishment might be increased beyond ten lashes if it
is a major offense, while minor offenses can not be punished with more than ten lashes.
C3 l As far as the prescribed punishments (Hudud) related to the Shari'a prohibitions are
concerned, they will apply to everyone, whether rich or poor, ordinary or influential, with no
discrimination or distinction made to this end. However, in the matters of minor
delinquencies, consideration may be given according the circumstances of time, nature of the
offense and in consideration of the person involved.
C4 l This Hadith implies that there had also been a difference of opinion among the
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reported it].
1078. Narrated Sa'id bin Zaid ~:Allah's
jil ~) *j ,J ).~-· ~J (\•VI\)
Messenger ~ said, "He who is killed
0J~ ~ _:;» :~~I J_?) Jli :Jli ,~
protecting his wealth is a martyr."
[Reported by Al-Arba'a, and At-Tirmidhi
graded it Sahib (authentic)].

JW:

'Abdullah£1 1
bin
Khabbabl l ~: I heard my father say, "I
heard Allah's Messenger~ say, 'There
will be Fitan (dissension and strife)l 3 1
so be - in it - the slave of Allah who is
killed, and do not be the killer."! 4 1
[Ibn Abu Khaithama and Ad-Diiraqutni
reported it]. Ahmad reported
something similar from Khalid bin
'Urfuta. 151
1079. Narrated
2

~) .'-:"'~ ,J. ~I µ ~J ( \ •V~)
~ :JA .s.f ~ :Jli .~ Jw:
jil

1:
~
~

:<:

<J"'

.~~·,:, ~))
.:,?,

Y"

:J.J-41.!- ~- ,

,.&1

J.r",,J

~).f . i~WI

,J;, 1:-, ,Jj.W1 ~I ~
~y.s k;.f i_).f:, ·~)1ll1:, ;4 ~f .:.,;1
.

~.>
/

.'

...ut,;.:,
<f"

,<J. ,,

Companions of the Prophet ~ as to whether his flogging of the wine drinker with fony
lashes was in fact a Hadd i.e., prescribed punishment, or the same should be construed as
Ta'zir i.e., discretionary punishment. The same was thought to be a discretionary punishment
because no prescribed punishment is mentioned in the Qur'an. There should be no concern
for the one who dies while a prescribed punishment is being carried out on him. However, if
someone dies while being punished with a discretionary punishment, the state treasury shall
be liable to pay blood money to the successors of the deceased person. Hence, if a winedrinker dies due to flogging, the majority of the scholars are of the opinion that such a death
shall incur blood money payment.
He was among the famous Tabi'in and a resident of Al·Madinab. The Haruriya (Khawfui.j)
killed him in the year 27 H. after they disobeyed 'Ali and were on their way to An-Nabarwan.
After killing him they entered his house, cut open the abdomen of his slave woman and
(killed the fetus) in her womb. That led to the famous battle of An-Naliarwan in which 'Ali
killed all the Khawfui.j except nine who were instrumental in the occurrence of the big Fitna
later on.
Ill

rz1 Khabbab bin Al-Arat bin Jandala At-Tamimi was one of those who were persecuted in
Allah's cause, and one of those who took part in the battle of Badr. He died in Kufa while
boycotting the battle of Siffin in 3 7 H. at the age of 73 years.
! 3 l Plural of Fitna meaning trials, afllictions, persecution and confusion in the religion. It also
means conflicts and strifes among the Muslims.
4
! l It has been stated .in a previous Hadith that in case a person dies defending his life, wealth
and family, he will be regarded as a martyr. If he kills the assailant in the process, he incurs
no sin on such a killing. This ruling applies only if the reason of contention is clearly known.
If there is an uncertainty about the reason of contention, as to whether it is fair or unfair, one
should not raise his hand. The safer position is to refrain from killing, since murdered one is
destined to Paradise, and the murderer faces Hell-fire. If they both fight each other, they both
will be subject to punishment in the Hell-Fire, if Allah Wills.

!5 l He is a Sahabi belonging to the Quda'a tribe and 'Udhr clan. He was the representative of
Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas in Kufa. He died in the year 61 H. and it was said that Al-Mukhtar bin
Abu 'Ubaid killed him after the death ofYazid i.e. after 64 H.
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11. THE BOOK OF

JJHADc11
1080. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's J, W jil ~)
·, ~--'
" (\.Ao)
•.r../' cl;l (./'
Messenger ~ said, "He who dies
,
'
.;'J<;; ' J' ~), J' "
'' ·. J' "
I~ .~'.•e'
without having gone out for Jihad, nor ,..;:,\; .;11 :~ ~\ . ;
has he thought about doing so, will die
guilty of a kind of hypocrisy. ,,[ZJ
[Reported by Muslim].
1081. Narrated Anas ~= The Prophet ~ ~l .~
ji\ :s-i') ~l c.fj (\•A\)
said, "Use your wealth, your selves and
, r-:o
~<Cw·t
: < ~'1\-1 :i..•:;;.11 :Jli ~
""" '-!;'
• :11
.Y' ; ~.r' J , .
your tongues in striving against the
3
polytheists."[ l [Ahmad and An-Nasa'i ,~l.1.!1.:, ~I ~1.J) .«~I:, ,µf:,
reported it, and Al-Hakim graded it
.~\;.JI ~j
Sahib (authentic)].
1082. Narrated 'Aisha 4lP: I said, "O
~
jil (ri') ~~ c.fj (\ •AY)
Allah's Messenger. Is jihad prescribed
for women?" He replied, "Yes, a jihad ~LJ\ ~ !~I J_?j ~ : .Lli :..:J\.i
which is without fighting;! 4 l it is the y; ·~ J~ "1 ;~ ,~11 :Jl.i ~;~
Hajj and the 'Umrah". [Reported by
.~~ Lli ~lj) .l(~;;.i1:; ~\
Ibo Majah and its basic meaning is in <.i
' ': '•1
Sahib Al-Bukhari].
. '-?~""'-:'

Jw

,

Jw

j_,;,f:,

1083. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr~: A
man came to the Prophet ~ asking his
permission to take part in jihad. He
asked him, "Are your parents still
alive?" He replied, "Yes." He said,
"Strive in their service. n[ 5 J [Agreed
upon].

J? ,J

jil (ri')

~

&..!.
,'=

,,. ,,.

.

Jt·

1

~\+,.&- c.fj (\•A,.)
~~) {~ :Jl.i 1;+:'- Jw

~

,,. ,,.,,.

,,. t.

:JW •:?~\ ,j ..;~~
':~:; .d.... ~ 1 ;~"~; 1 :Jl.i ,;._;; :Jw
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[tJ jihad literally means striving or struggling. In the Shari'a terminology it is a word used for
expending one's efforts in a battle against the disbelievers. It is sometimes used to refer to
striving against Shaytan (Satan), or against the transgFessing Muslims, or one's lower desires.

C2 l jihad is applicable at all times, sometimes it is with sword, sometimes by spending money
and sometimes merely by one's verbal endeavors. One must physically participate in an armed
jihad if he gets a chance to, and if not, he must at least nurse a sincere intention about it. A
person who does not even harbor a least intention to take part in it, is a hypocrite.
l3 l This Hadith states that in accordance with the call of time, jihad is obligatory on every
believer, in every age. If a person becomes insensitive about it and throws the same into
oblivion altogether, there remains no difference between his being a believer or a disbeliever.
jihad by the tongue involves establishing proofs of the Truth and inviting to Allalt.
l4 l It thus becomes known to us that armed jihad is not an obligation on the woman. By
performing Hajj and 'Umrah, a woman gets the reward which a man earns from fighting on
the battlefield.
l5 l This Hadith is an evidence that before proceeding to a battlefield, it is necessary to secure
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Ahmad and Abu Da'ud have reported .'.,· ,-. ·•--,1' _..!.....~ :~ ;J'1;
,\' ,,, '1'
something similar, from the Hadith of
'-': - - ._,,
~ J ...1.o.>- ,J
Abu Sa'id, and has added: "Go back ~~\ ~~ '4~8.U ·e~i» ;1j.J .~~
and ask their permission. If they permit
. «~?. ~!; , .!.U'
you (then fight in Allah's Path), and if
not, then be devoted to them."
1084. Narrated Jarir(ll
Al-Bajli
~·
Allah's Messenger
said, "I am not
responsible for any Muslim who stays
among the polytheists."1 2 1 [Reported by
Atb-1balatha, and its chain of narrators
is Sahib (authentic). However, AlBukh:iri held that the strongest view is
that it is Mursal (missing link after the
Tabi't)].
1085. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~
"'·: Allah's J't;; lli1,'r!'.J,<.)".
·' t&. ,<..T.·'I ,,_,.J
·.£.' (\•Ao)
Messenger
said, "There is no ;~ .q 11 : ~ ~I J_?~ Jl.i : Jli \.$
emigration 13 1 after Al-Fath, 14 1 but only
Jihad and good intentions." (Agreed
. ~ ~ . «~j ;l+:; .:.,s.:l.J ',~I ~
upon].
1086. Narrated Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari ~= ~~ ~_;..!.~1 .f-J. ._r.l .:J-.J (\•Ai)
Allah's Messenger
said, "The one
~I J_?~ Jli .:,Jl.i ~ Jt;; lli1
who fights so that Allah's Word

:

*

*

*

i;ii :i

permission from one's parents provided they are Muslims. It is not allowed for someone to
go to the battlefield if his parents forbid him to do so, since serving them is also regarded as
an individual duty. However, their permission is not needed in the obligatory fihild, when
one has been called out by the Muslim ruler.
Abu 'Amr Jarir bin 'Abdullah bin Jabir Al-Bajli became a Muslim in 10 H., then the Prophet
spread out a cloth for him to sit on and sent him to Dhil-Khalasa and he destroyed it. He
also setved in Yemen during the lifetime of the Prophet ~ . He said, "Since I became a
Muslim, the Prophet ~ smiled whenever he saw me." His shoes measured one foot. He took
part in the conquest of Al-Madainh and he was commanding the right wing of the Muslim
army during the battle of Al-Qadisiyah. He was known as the Yusuf of this Ummab and died
in the year 52 R or 54 H.
[tJ

~

ci1 Since the number of Muslims in the early days of Islam was extremely small and negligible
and it was necessary to strengthen their stronghold in Al-Madinah, Islam was not viable
without migration. Hence, migration was an obligation. This Haditb which is reported by
Jarir belonged to the same era. However, once the conquest of Makkah was accomplished,
and the tribes started entering into Islam everyday, and the region of the Islamic empire was
expanded considerably, the migration to Al-Madinah was no longer an obligation. ~e next
Haditb which is reported by Ibn 'Abbas~ .iii~.; is concerned with the same matter. Even
to this day, if a person feels constrained and fettered for the sake of Islam in Darul-Kufr (the
land of disbelievers), it is an obligation on him to migrate towards Darul-Islam (the land of
the Muslims).
c3 1 i.e. from Makkah to Al-Madinah.

C4 l i.e. the conquest ofMakkah.
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becomes supreme is (striving) in Allah's
Path."!ll (Agreed upon].
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1087. Narrated 'Abdullah bin As-Sa'd1! 2 l :
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Emigration1 3 1
will not come to an end so long as an
enemy is fought." [Reported by AnN asa'i; Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1088. Narrated Nati': Allah's Messenger
~ made an attack on Banu Al-Mustaliq
when they were unaware. 14 1 He killed
the fighting men and took the children
[and women] as captives. [SJ 'Abdullah
bin 'Umar told me about that. [Agreed
upon].
1089. Narrated Sulaiman bin Buraidah
on his father's authority (from 'Aisha
~): Whenever Allah's Messenger ~
appointed a commander over an army
or a Sariyab, 161 he instructed him to
fear Allah himself, and consider the
welfare of the Muslims who were with

Ill It means that a battle fought for the sake of valor, integrity, retaliation, pillage, hypocrisy
and an insatiable lust for land-grabbing, etc., are not Islamic wars even though they may be
fought by the Muslim soldiers. Islamic war is the one that is fought solely for the purpose
and intention of propagating Islam. During the course of events, if such a war also yields
some secondary benefits, there is no harm in it and the soldiers are allowed to benefit from
such.

l2 l He was a Sababi from the 'Aamir clan of Quraish. Al-Waqidi said, "He died in the year 57
H." and As-Sa'di's name is 'Amr or Qadama or 'Abdullah bin Waqdan.
l3 l i.e. from enemy-held territories to the Muslim dominated lands.
l4 l When Allah's Messenger ~ was informed that they were preparing to fight him, he
invaded them, killed ten men and took the rest as captives. When the Prophet ~ freed and
married Juwairiya ~ the Sababa released all the hundred captives of her people and they all
became Muslims.
l5 l This explains that in case the message of invitation to Islam has already been conveyed to
some people, who in tum have rejected and denounced it, then it is not obligatory to send
them a formal invitation to war prior to waging a war against them. It also explains that
attacking an enemy by making an ambush on their territory is permissible and that the Arabs
may also be enslaved.
[GJ Sariyab is a term used for an army unit - or raiding party - which moves about at night
stealthily.
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jihad in Allah's Name in Allah's Path

and fi g h t wit h th ose w h o dbl
is e ieve in
Allah. Go out for)ihiid and do not
1
indulge in GhululY or be treacherous
(violating trust), or mutilate[ZJ anyone,
or kill a child. When you meet your
enemy - the polytheists, summon them
to three things, and accept whichever
of them they are willing to agree to,
and leave them alone: Call them to
Islam, and if they agree accept it from
them, and summon them to leave their
homes (i.e. their lands) and transfer to
the land of Al-Muhajirin (the
Emigrants)Yl But if they refuse, then
tell them they will be like the desert
Arab Muslims. Thus, they will have no
4
Ghanimah[ l or Fai'[ 5 J unless they
participate in the jihad with the
Muslims. If they refuse Islam, demand
the jizya[ 6 1 from them, and if they
agreeacceptitfromthem.Iftheyrefuse
seek help with Allah, the Most High,
and fight them. When you besiege a
fortress and its people wish you to
grant them the protection of Allah and
His Prophet, do not do so. Instead,
grant them your protection, for it is less
serious to break your guarantee of
protection than to break the guarantee
of protection of Allah. And if they offer
to (surrender and) have the matter
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111 Ghulul means stealing the war booty before its distribution.
121 Mutbla implies cutting off one's nose, ear or other bodily organs.
131 This further explains that Hijra (migration) is valid forever, since permanently residing in

a land of disbelievers makes it difficult for one to acquire instructions of the Islamic law.
141 Ghanimah is the Arabic word applied to spoils of war one acquires after fighting the
disbelievers and defeating them. One-fifth of the goods thus acquired is taken out, and the
rest of it is distributed amongst the army. A soldier of an infantry regiment gets one share
while a cavalryman acq1,1ires three.

l5 l Pai' is a term used for the war-booty which is acquired from disbelievers without fighting
them. Its one-fifth portion is not separated and the same is to be spent on the needs of the
orphans, the poor, the wayfarers, the poor emigrants, and in the cause of Allali according to
the de<;ision of the caliph.
l61 ]izya is a monetary payment as a head-tax which a Muslim government receives from its
non-Muslim subjects.
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referred to Allah's Judgement, do not
grant this. Instead, let them have the
matter referred to your judgement, for
you do not know whether or not you
will concur with the Judgement of
Allah, the Most High, regarding them."
[Muslim reported it].
1090. Narrated .Ka'b bin Malik ~·
"Whenever the Prophet~ intended to
go on a military expedition, he would
P retend to be going somewhere else."
[Agreed upon].
1091. Narrated Ma'qil bin An-Nu'man
bin Muqarrinl 1 l ~= "I have witnessed
(battles with) Allah's Messenger~ and
if he did not fight at the beginning of
the day, he deferred fighting till the sun
had passed the meridian, the wind blew
and help came down."l 2 l [Reported by
Ahmad and Ath-Tbalatba. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic) and its basic
meaning occurs in Al-Bukhari's Sahib].
1092. Narrated As-Sa'b bin Jaththama
~= Allah's Messenger ~ was asked
about the polytheists whose settlements
(housing women and children) were
attacked at night, so that some of their
women and children were harmed." He
replied, "They are from them. l 3 J "
[Agreed upon].
1093. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet
~ said to a man who followed him on
the Day of Badr, "Go back, for I will
never ask help from a Musbrik
(polytheist)."l 4 l [Reported by Muslim].
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Ill He was a Sababi from the tribe of Muzaina and was one of the Muslim army commanders
during Abu Bakr's Caliphate and 'Umar Al-Farooq ~..Iii ._,.;,J. He had migrated with seven
of his brothers. He conquered Asbahan and was killed in die battle of Nahawand in the year

21 H.

12 1 The best time to attack is the morning time, whereas the best time to fight the battle is the
noontime, as the blessing and mercy of Allah descend on the believers during the prayer
times. An invocation made for victory during these timings is quickly accepted.
13 1 The women and children of the polytheists should not be killed. However, if women and
chik!ren are not discernible during a night attack and thus get killed in an ambush, there is
no blame for such.
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1094. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet ;)! saw a woman who had been
killed in one of his military expeditions,
so he disapproved of the killing of
women and childrenYl [Agreed upon].
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1095. Narrated Samura
~:
Allah's ~
Messenger;)! said, "Kill the old men[ 2 J
1_,GT>> :~ ~I Jr) J~ : J~
who are polytheists but spare their
children." [Reported by Abu Da'ud. At- ';31;
~l_J) . II~). 1):; '·1.J '~;.:ii
Tirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic)].
-&~.?1~_:;

Jt_;;
c_;.,S
;t

1096. Narrated 'Ali ~: At the battle of '~
ai1 ~)
Badr, they (the Muslims and the ~-;L 't_, '~.I ~1:-,
polytheists) engaged in one-on-one
combats.[ 3 1 [Reported by Al-Bukhari.
Abu Da'ud reported it in a long
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Hadith].
, ·, ..:...,
: ,,.J (' •W)
1097. Narrated Abu Ayiib ~: This Verse ~ J' t;3 ;_U I <.,r;'.)
. Y-t\ ~l :_,&was sent down concerning us - Al,~.~\ii-~"
.;J~~
_r.JV> Ll
_, i~I
,•..J.
,
_,, ~I; :J'~
Ansar, meaning the saying of Allah, the
Most High: "And do not throw ~~\ Ji
~ .q~,
j~ ~
yourselves into destruction". [4 1 Abu
j.:;. ~
~\ ~
I~) j~
Ayiib said that in refutation of those
who disapproved of the action of he ,~*11 ~1.J) . ~ ~; J;_ i.JJI ~
who attacked the Romans (alone) till he
_-:_'>WI' 0G. ~·1- t .L,<q ~r
.J
-- er. .J '-?,,r
.J
was amidst them. [5 J [Reported by Ath-

Ji

:S:;f\
Ji

Jt_;;
Ji

[lJ At first, it was forbidden to obtain any assistance from a polytheist during a war. This
restriction was lifted at a later stage. There is a Hadith to this effect that you will strike a
peace accord with the Romans and you - Muslims and Romans - will unite to encounter the
enemy.
2
£ J It is absolutely forbidden to deliberately murder children. It is permissible to kill a woman
only in case she attacks a Muslim, otherwise the same is forbidden. The old among the
disbelievers - who are strong and capable of fighting - and assist the enemy in any way, even
if by offering them a piece of advice, are permitted to be killed. Otherwise, the noncombatant elderly people are not to be killed.

l3 l i.e. those who are capable to fight.
l4 l The Arabic word Mubaraza means sending an invitation to an opponent to fight and
giving him an account of one's heroic deeds and acts of valor in a loud voice. Even though
such an act is regarded as a vain glorious display of one's power and a boastful show of
pomp and self-conceit, which is not permitted under normal circumstances, but the same is
permissible during war for the sole purpose of intimidating an enemy.
l5 l Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:195.
[

6

J This

Hadith clarifies that while making an attack, one should also take into account the
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Tbalatha. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)).
- ·'J ~
" ' ,0-!
·'I .v
_·.;,J (1•4.A)
1098. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's cfIt.;; ~I '-r!'
Messenger * burnt the palm treesl 1 J
of Banu An-Nadir and cut them down. ~ ~ ~ ~I J_,.:.,j J? :Jl.i 1;~~
[Agreed upon].
·~~·~J'~I
1099. Narrated 'Ubada bin As-Samit •·
"Allah's Messenger* said, "Do not be
take anything from the booty (before it
is distributed). Verily, it will be a fire
and disgrace to those who are guilty of
it, in this world and in the Hereafter."
[Ahmad and An-Nasa'i reported it, and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

~I

:r!') -~~I _.; g;~ ~J (I• .... )
'111 :~ ~I J_,.:.,j Jt.i :Jl.i ~ Jt.;;
.}, ~t;._;,f Js. ~~J ): J);J1 0~ 'lfo
,~W1.J ~f ~1.J) .«~~'11.J ~i.!1
.0~;'.,;1~.J

•=

1100. Narrated 'Auf bin Malik
"The
Prophet * gave judgement that the
killer should have whatever is taken
from the man he killedl 2 J (injihad)."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and its basic
meaning occurs in Muslim's Sahib).
'
. '
....; • '
. ' H 11 ..L; ~ "
(II • I)
1101. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf '-r!'
J • y
,er.• • ,<.r>
J' ,. i fJ
$: regarding the story of the killing of
- 1:.::. f 1!;; ~ ~ - ~ It.;; ~I
-~ '!i ,<..)""' ' ' ~
cf
Abo Jahl: They then hastened to him
with their swords till they killed him,
,~JG ~ ,1: 6 :~:-: ~\)~Li :Jl.i
after which they went to Allah's
:Jtii .~1_;.;t ,~ ~1 _J..,.:..)
Li~T
Messenger * and informed him. He
asked, ''Which of you killed him? Did : '1Li ((~~ 1;:;..::. j;, ~~ ~!»
you wipe your swords?" They replied,
Jl.i ''1
"No." He looked at the swords and ((~ ci"~.~°>I : Jlii '~
~~ ...1.:., ~
'. ~~
said, "Both of you killed him." He then _.:r.
_.:r. - - -; ; _, ...r"-°
ruled that what was taken from him
...:li --~=,
'::.11
-- ~ -C.~
should go to Mu'adh bin 'Amr bin AlJamuh.131 [Agreed upon].
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ratio of the head count. If the army of the disbelievers numbers twice as much, the Muslims
are obligated to fight them. However, if their ratio is greater than that, it is no more an
obligation on the Muslims to fight them. This Hadith is a proof of the permissibility of a
single soldier attacking the enemy ranks, if he knows himself to be strong and fierce in battle.
[IJ This Hadith explains that anything which turns out to be a stumbling block in a war or
anything providing strength to an enemy's fortification is permitted to be destroyed.

C2 l The Arabic word Salb stands for the articles which are attached to the body of the killed
person, like vestments and armors, etc. The majority of the scholars are of the view that the
killer is the owner of the said articles.
l3 l He was an Ansari and a Khazraji of Sulami clan. He attended Al-'Aqaba and Badr. He is
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1102. Narrated Makhul[ll : "The Prophet
~ set up the catapult[ZJ while attacking
the people of Ta'if." [Abo Da'ud
reported it in Al-Marasil, and its
narrators are reliable. Al- 'U qaili
reported it with a Mausul (complete
chain), that is Da'if (weak), from 'Ali
.to].
1103. Narrated Anas ~: The Prophet ~
entered Makkah with a helmet on his
head. When he took it off, a man came
to him and said, "Ibn Khatal is hanging
on to the curtains of the Ka'ba." He
replied, "Kill him."l 3 l [Agreed upon].
1104. Narrated Sa'id bin Jubair[ l ~:
"On the Day of Badr, Allah's Messenger
~ killed three people while they were
in bonds."l 5 l [Abu Da'ud reported it in
Marasil, and its narrators are 1biqah
(reliable)].
4
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the one who cut off Abu Jahl's leg and put him down. Then, 'Ikrima bin Abu Jahl cut off
Mu'adh's hand, yet he fought the battle till it was over. He died during 'Uthman's Caliphate.
!IJ Makhul Ad-Dimashqi was the Fiqh scholar of Sham and one of the eminent people. Abu
Hatim said, "I do not know of someone who is more learned in Fiqh than him." He died in
the year 113 H.

121 Manjaniq is a contrivance (i.e., a catapult) which hurls heavy stones at the enemy's
fortifications. The purpose of mentioning this Hadith here is to show that even though
women, children and the elderly are likely to be killed in such indiscriminate firing, it is still
permissible, especially in a situation where the enemy cloisters itself within a certain
fortification and no option is left except resorting to firing the Manjaniq to facilitate the
conquest.
! 3 l The name of Ibn Khatal was Abdullah. This wicked person first accepted Islam. So, the
Prophet ~ deputed him along with an Ansari" on a mission to collect Zakat whereupon this
person apostatized and murdered his Ansari companion. He stole the Zakat money and fled
away to Makkah. After the conquest of Makkah by the Muslims, Ibn Khatal took refuge within
the premises of the Ka'ba. The Prophet )@; instructed his Companions to execute him
forthwith. This explains that a rebellious renegade and a murderer is not eligible for asylum
even within the confines of the Ka'ba.
4
! l He was Al-Walibi by clientship and a resident of Kufa. He was a Faqih, eminent Imam and
an authority in the Ta/sir and Hadith. He was the last man to be killed by Hajjaj bin Yusuf.
Maimun bin Mahran said, "Sa'ld bin Jubair died when everybody in the world (by then) was
in need of his knowledge." He was killed in 95 H. while an old man.

! 5 l These three persons were Tua'ma bin 'Adi, Nadr bin Harith and 'Uqaba bin 'Abi Mu'ait.
This explains that killing a person out of thirst and hunger (i.e., starving him to death) is
permissible.
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1105. Narrated 'lmcin bin Husain ~:
"Allah's Messenger ~ exchanged two
Muslim menPl from captivity for a
Mushrik man." [At-Tirmidhi reported it
and graded it Sahib (authentic). Its
basic meaning is in Sahib Muslim].
1106. Narrated Sakhr bin Al-'Ailal 2 J ~:
The Prophet ~ said, "If the people
(polytheists) embrace Islam, they will
protect their blood and their
wealth."! 3 1 [Abu Da'ud reported it, its
narrators are reliable].
1107. NarratedJubairbinMut'im ~:The
Prophet ~ said regarding the prisoners
taken at Badr, "If Al-Mut'im bin 'Adi 14 l
had been alive and spoken to me about
these filthy ones (i.e. pagans), I would
have freed them for him." [Reported by
Al-Bukhari].
1108. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
On the Day of (the battle ot) Autas, we
took (women) captives who had
husbands. They (the Sahaba) were
hesitant to have intercourse with
them. l5 l Then Allah, the Most High,
sent down regarding that: "[Prohibited
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[IJ This Hadith states that an exchange of prisoners is permissible. The people of Banu Thaqif
captured two Companions of the Prophet iii!;;. As the Banu 'Aqil were their (Banu Thaqifs)
allies, the Companions of the Prophet ~ captured a man from Banu 'Aqil. When the
polytheists released the Companions of the Prophet ~ , he reciprocally released that
polytheist.

l2 J Sakhr bin Al-'Aila Al-Ahmasi Abu Hazim was a Sahabi who narrated this Hadith.
l3 l Whenever a Harbi (a person from the land of disbelievers) embraces Islam on his own
accord and out of his free will, all his wealth and propeny, whether movable or immovable,
remains in his possession regardless of whether such a person embraces Islam in the land of
disbelievers or in the land of Islam. However, if he embraces Islam after being conquered, his
life is protected, but his wealth will be distributed as spoils of war.
l4 l When the Prophet ~ returned from Ta'if after being wounded there, Muti'm bin 'Adi
sheltered him and kept serving him and taking good care of him. The Prophet ~ here
remembers his favorable acts.
l5 l The previous marriages, of women who are captured in a war, are rendered null and void the
they are captured. If such a woman is pregnant, it is permissible to have a sexual
intercourse with her only after the delivery. In case not pregnant, copulation is permissible after
her clearance from one menstrual period. This is irrespective of the fact whether they embrace
Islam or not. Another restriction which applied to such a situation is that it is permissible to
momen~
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are]... women already married, except
those whom your right hands possess
(captives)"(ll [Muslim reported it].
1109. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
(' ' • 4.)
Messenger ~ sent a Sariyah (raiding
party) to Najd and I was with them.
They got many camels as spoils (of
war). Each one's share was twelve
camels, and they were given an
additional camel each. [ZJ [Agreed
upon].
1110. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: "On the :Jli ~
ill1 :r!'~ ~:; (''' •)
Day of Khaibar, Allah's Messenger ~
-:i1 ---~ ,,, ~.&I _,...,,.) ('--'
-~
allotted two shares for a horse and one ,<.J"' .;---:. r.-::> i Y- - " ,
for a foot soldier." [Agreed upon, and hlii1:; .~ .:';2 -~ ,J';-1:.U..J
the wording is Al-Bukhari's]

Jt_;;

J ,, ,

',u:;s-·

-.5.J~
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r+-i

Abu Da'ud has: "He allotted three ~~ ~).!,.:; -~1
:;31; ~~:;
shares for a man and his horse, two for
,.... ...
,,.
> t
.:..J ~:; ·~~ ~
his horse and one for him."

, ·' .:i.,-'
.• ,,:r"
. " cf'
!"
1111. Narrated Ma'n bin Yazid ~[ 3 1 : I ill1 '-r'!'.)
·!- ,..r.
J
heard Allah's Messenger ~ say,
:J~
~~I
J_?~
~
:Jti
"Additional booties (Nafl) are to be
~ ':/1,
distributed only after the Khumus[ 4 J ~i ~lj~ . «~I
,
(has been separated)." [Reported by
Ahmad and Abu Da'ud. At-Tahawi
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1112. Narrated Habib bin Maslama[ 5 J

·.r-:-1

("")

~

Jci

j.iG

':f»

copulate with a female-slave strictly on the condition that she must fall to one's lot by a lawful
distribution through a proper channel of authority and not by a random choice.
Ill Surat Al-Ma'idab, 5:24. Meaning they were allowed to cohabit with them after they were
purified from one menstrual period.
121 An infantry soldier is eligible for one share of the war booty, whereas a cavalry soldier is
entitled to three shares. The commander has a right to award the eligible members of the
army - on the basis of their capabilities - an additional amount of goods (/Vajl) other than
their prescribed share, out of the captured goods. This matter is collectively agreed.
131 Ma'n bin Yazid bin Al-Akhnas As-Sulami was a Sabilbi and son of a Sababi. He witnessed
the conquest of Damascus and used to reside in Kufa. He also entered Egypt and lived in
Damascus. He witnessed the battle of Marj Rahit with Ad-Dalihak bin Qais in 64 H. and was
killed in it. It was said that he used to be with Mu'awiya during his battles.
4
£ 1 A Khumus was one-fifth of the booties that Allah allocated to His Messenger ~ for his
families' upkeep, the assistance of his relatives and the needy Muslims and spending in the
cause of Allah.
5

'Abdur-Rahman Al-Fihri Al-Makki was a Sahilbi known as Habib of the Romans due to
his many battle campaigns against them. He died in Armenia in the year 41 H. or 42 H. while
£ 1 Abu
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~: I witnessed Allah's Messenger
give a quarter of the additional spoils
(to a detachment) on the outward
expedition and a third on the return
journey. [IJ [Reported by Abu Da'ud.
Ibn Al-Jarod, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)]
1113. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's <..s'I~ jil <..r:'.)
· ·· ~
··' .l.f.
· ·1 ':':~.J (\ \ \f)
Messenger
used to give to some of
the detachments he sent out, additional
booties (Na.fl)[ZJ apart from the division
made to the whole army. [Agreed
upon].
1114. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~:While on t5" : J~ ~ J~ jil :r!') ~.J ( \ \ \ t)
our military expeditions, we used to get -j •
~ 1• '1 : Ii t., . ~ . ~
honey and grapes and eat them,
.J
· • .J u----!
<-F · - •
without bringing these to the 1:~ (.]11 :;31; <../;~.) •&/~;Ji ~1.J) . ~j
Prophet[ 3 l
[Reported by Al-Bukhari.
Abu Da'ud has: "A Khumus was not
taken from them." Ibn Hibban graded
it Sahib (authentic)].
1115. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abu Aufa
~: "On the Day of Khaibar we captured
food and a man would come and take
as much of it as he needed and then go
away." [Abu Da'ud reported it. Ibn AlJarud and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

*

'ast

*·

*

1116. Narrated Ruwaifi' bin Thabit ~:
Allah's Messenger
said, "He who
believes in Allah and the Last Day must
not ride a riding animal belonging to
the booty of the Muslims and return it
when he has emaciated it;[ 4 l or wear a
being its governor.
[IJ The greater amount granted tbem was due to tbe extra difficulties and dangers involved in
figbting the enemy for a second time, while returning to tbe Muslim land.
[ZJ This Hadith states that the Prophet ~ also used to distribute gifts to some people as a
reward for tbem.

3
[ J The one-fifth portion is not taken out from tbe foodstuff as tbese are meant to be
consumed by eating and not to be stored. Every soldier may partake of it even prior to the
formal distribution of goods. No restriction applies to it.

4
[ J

The vestments and horses tbus captured may be used on the battlefield for necessity, and
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garment belonging to the booty of the
Muslims and return it when he has
worn it out." [Abu Da'ud and AdDarimi reported it, and its narrators are
acceptable).

1~; J;_ ,~1 ~~ ~ ~:,5 ~ '13

1117. Narrated Abu 'Ubaida bin AlJarrah ~: I heard Allah's Messenger~
say, "Muslims[ll give protection on one
another's behalf." [Ahmad and Ibn Abu
Shaiba reported it, but there is
weakness in its chain of narrators].

0i'~ clflJI .J. ~¥. ~\ :J-3 (I I IV)
~ ~I· J_?~ ~ :J~ ~ [)~l ~I

At-Tayalisi has, from 'Amr bin Al-'Aas:
"The least of the Muslims (in status)
may give protection on their behalf."

'
"'I' Y.''1 '··"1
·~.,;IJ.ll3
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In the two Sahib books, on the authority i;~n :J[j ~ Y, -~I ~3
of 'Ali ~: "The protection given by one
J.1 ;1j .11~\];\ ~ ~ , ~~13 ~I
Muslim is on behalf of the rest, and the
least of them can grant it." Ibn Majah .11~L;:Jt ;.t-lc. ~_311 ::,;_T ~3 ~ ~~
added, through another chain: "The
most distant of them may give protection
on their behalf."
'
In the two Sahib books, Al-Bukhari and J,;11 : ~~~
_..:...,_~ ~ ,~I ,_p
.
.
Muslim, it is reported from the Hadith
.11;-::.-?.l ~ Ll°?.i
of.. Umm Hani[ZJ : "We (the Muslims)
have given protection to those to whom
you (Umm Hani) have granted it."

ri

1118. Narrated 'Umar ~: He heard
Allah's Messenger~ say, "I will certainly
expel the Jews and the Christians from
the Arabian Peninsulaf 3 l until I have not
left (in it) anyone except a Muslim."
[Reported by Muslim].
then returned to the spoils. Othetwise, it is prohibited to utilize them. Some scholars are of
the opinion that such things must not be utilized even momentarily, except on the condition
of securing a formal permission from the concerned commander-in-chief.
1
Had!th implies that not only the Imam may grant the disbelievers asylum. In fact,
anyone among the Muslims, whether a woman or a man, young (adult) or old, rich or poor,
an ordinary soldier or a commander, has a right to grant asylum. In case a Muslim grants
such an asylum to a disbeliever, it becomes an obligation on all the Muslims to honor it. Even
a reigning Imam may not breach an asylum thus granted.

! l This

l l She was the daughter of Abii Ta.lib Al-Hashimiya and sister of 'Ali bin Abii Ta.lib ~ .& I ~ .J.
2

Her name was Fakhita or Hind and she became a Muslim at the conquest of Makkah.
l3 l The Arabian .Peninsula is that part of the earth which is surrounded by the Indian Ocean,
the Mediterranean Sea, and the rivers of Tigris and Euphrates. Lengthwise, it extends .from
'Aden to the outer fringes of Syria. In terms of its breadth, it spans from Jeddah to the

0
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1119. Narrated ('Umar) ~: "The wealth
of Banu An-Nadir was part of what
Allah bestowed (as Fai' -Booty) on His
Messenger ~ from that which the
Muslims had not gained by riding on
horses or camels. Hence, they belonged
specially to the Prophet ~ who would
give his family (from it) their
sustenance for a year. Then, he used )
whatever remained [IJ for horses and
weapons, as preparations (for Jihad) in
the Path of Allah, the Mighty and the
Majestic." [Agreed upon].

~I

1120. Narrated Mu'adh (bin Jabal) ..:&: ~ J~ jil ~:; ~~ Y3 (\\Yo)
"We went on an expedition to Khaibar
along with Allah's Messenger~ and we ~t; ,;:;. ~~I ,Jr) (3 Cj; :J~
,, G_, r-4"'
.,,: ,~ 1:,
captured some sheep. So, Allah's ,t;i\l,
. ~.Ji!
, , j .)-")
't:;
Messenger ~ divided some of them
~13:; . ,/:~1
~ ~3
among us and assigned the rest of them ,;~1;
.'t!; .r.
-l)l;.lt;.,'
as booty." [Reported by Abu Da'ud,
. -:J
and its narrators are acceptable] .

;1

..}:

1121. Narrated Abu Rafi' 4<: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "I do not break a
covenantl 2 l or imprison messengers."
[Reported by Abu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i,
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
surrounding regions of Iraq. Some people observed that the Arabian Peninsula is meant to be
the region of Hijaz comprising Makkah, Al-Madlnah, Yamamah, Ta'if and their outskirts. This
is how the term Hijaz is used in some of the old narratives. It thus becomes known that it is
compulsory to expel all the Jews and polytheists from the Arabian Peninsula but their ouster
from Hijaz has been solicited more emphatically.
Ill The soldiers have no share in the goods of Fai' - the chattels seized upon by the Muslims
without having to fight - in their capacity as soldiers. The Prophet ~ and later on his
caliphs, in accordance with the Divine instructions, used to distribute and spend the money
realized from it on: the expenditure incurred by the family members of the Prophet ;\jil; ; the
daily expenses of the relatives of the Prophet ~ ; payments made to the orphans; financial
assistance provided to the poor; and on hospitality offered to the travelers ·and wayfarers. The
remainder of the money (if saved) was spent for the purchase of horses and other
armaments.

12 1 This Hadith indicates that causing the breach of a war-related treaty and thereby arresting
and stopping the disbelievers is not permitted. The incidence goes that Abu Rafi' (the freedslave of the Prophet ~ ) came to the Prophet ~ , prior to his embracing Islam, as an
emissary on behalf of the disbelievers. The moment he sighted the Prophet ~ , he embraced
Islam. Then he requested the Prophet ~ to stop him then and there, as he did not like to go
back to the disbelievers. Upon hearing this, the Prophet ~ expressed these words mentioned
in this Hadith.
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1122. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whatever town you
take peacefully,l 1 l your portion (Fai) is
in it; but whatever town disobeys Allah
and His Messenger, a fifth of (its booty)
goes to Allah and His Messenger and
what remains (Ghanima) is yours."
[Reported by Muslim].
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Chapter 1
JIZYA AND HUDNA l 2 l
(HEAD TAX AND TRUCE)
1123. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Auf
~: The Prophet ~ took it - i.e., the
]izya - from the Magians of Hajar.
[Reported by Al-Bukhari. It has another
chain in Al-Muwatta' of Imam Malik
which isMunqati' (a broken chain)].
1124. Narrated 'Aasiml 3 l bin 'Umar from
Anas and from 'Uthman bin Abu
Sulaimanl4 l $, : The Prophet ~ sent
Khalid bin Al-Walid ( ~) to Ukaidir of
Daumat-al-Jandal, l 5 l and then they
seized him and brought him. He then
spared his life and made peace with
him on condition that he should pay
]izya. [Reported by Abu Da'ud].

);J

,

>

,

~, 1)G '~J~G , J~I ;;J~

. ;_)1; ;\ ~\)~ . ~~I ~ ~\..;,)

-~-- : J, t_;
l'.:
. ' ~ t;; ~ "
(\\yo)
1125. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal ~: The '-F"',u-;--; ,Jo ,
(./" J
Prophet ~ sent me to Yemen and ,, ~ i:T ~j ---\_; · "I\ J'I .;~ ~ ':q
J5 ~
<.j,.r"
-~
; ~ '-E'
[ll The first township alludes to the one where there is no fighting or bloodshed involved.
The share of the warriors in a booty thus acquired from such a township is equal to the share
of other Muslims. The second township implies the one where the fighting occurs. The onefifth portion of the booty thus acquired shall. be first taken out, then the rest of it shall be
distributed among the soldiers.

(ZJ ]i:zya is a monetary payment which an Islamic government realizes from its non-believing
citizens as a head tax, which in turn is spent for their safety and welfare. Hudna implies a
truce or armistice that is a temporary suspension of war for a stipulated period.

3
[ J Abu

'Umar 'Aasim bin 'Umar bin Qatlda bin An-Nu'man Al-Ansari was a reliable Tabi'i
who narrated many Abadith. He was also knowledgeable regarding the accounts of the
Islamic history from the advent of the Prophet ~ and the military expeditions. The year of
his death has been differed on as being 119 H., 120 H., 121 Ii., 127 H., and 129 H.
4
( l

'Uthman bin Abu Sulaiman bin Jubair bin Mut'im was the Qadi of Makkab; and Ahmad,
Ibn Ma'In and Abu Hatim verified him as reliable.
5
( l Damatal-Jandal was a fortress near TabUk held by Ukaidir who was a Christian, and this
incident took place in the year 9 H. during the expedition of Tabuk.

I' I\ . ,,
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commanded me to take (fizya) from
everyone, 111 who had reached puberty,
a Dinar or its equivalent in
Ma'iifiri, ' 121 [Ath-1baliitba reported it.
Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)).
1126. Narrated 'A'idh bin 'Amr Al- eri>J ~j.:11 _,_,:..&. ,J J{ti ~J (\Hi)
Muzani131 4tJI;: The Prophet
said,
~;)) Jli -~ .:.f.!1 -~ ci
jjl
"Islam is always superior and can never
4
·~Jilli ~;.t «~ ~J .~
be surpassed." 1 1 [Ad-Daraqutni
reported it].
1127. Narrated Abu Huraira 4tJI;: Allah's ci
j_il :.r!'J ;_:;.; ':'if ~J (\ HV)
Messenger
said, "Do not initiate
greeting the Jews and Christians ;_*-11 1_,:.:i; ~>> : Jei ~ ~I J_?J 01
(saying: As-Salaamu Alaikum) (before ~ ~.:l;.f ::,~ l~lJ ',iJL:J~ -SJL:d.ll:,
they salute you),1 5 1 and when you meet
.···-~1"
.11~lJ'1~
~1...·~~ ,<.Ji.!"
- \...
~
J)
,,_
; J_rone of them on the road force him to
go through the narrowest part of it."
[Reported by Muslims].
1128. Narrated Al-Miswar bin Makhrama
and Marwan1 6 1: The Prophet
went
out in the year of Al-Hudaibiya - the
narrator narrated the complete Hadith
and it contains: "This is what
Muhammad bin 'Abdullah has

*

i')(.:. :

Jt;;

Jt;;

*

*

111 ]i.zya is of two kinds - an individual one, and a collective one. If realized individually, it
will include the rich and the poor alike, from free, male, adults. The least amount that may

be realized from a person is one Dinar per year. However, the non-adult minors are
exempted from it. Any such tax payment which a government realizes, will have to be above
the said rate and not below it. In case the non-believers choose to pay it collectively saying
that they shall be paying a certain lump sum amount to the state annually, then such a
payment shall not include the poor, but will be solely realized from the rich among them.
2

1 1 i.e., garments of Yemen origin.
3

! 1 Abu Hubaira, who settled at Basra, was among the righteous Sahaba. He attended
Bai'atur-Rtdwan and died during the caliphate ofYazid bin Mu'awiya.

14 1 This Haditb has been mentioned as an introduction to signing a truce. Even if one of the
conditions of a treaty thus signed supposedly appears to be unfavorable to Muslims, they
shall not lose heart, for Allah will always uphold Islam.
151 This Haditb clarifies that one should not be the first to greet a non-Muslim with the word
Salam and a Muslim should not clear his way for them in case he comes across one of them
on the way.
161 Marwin bin Al-Hakam Al-Umawi was the father of 'Abdul-Malik (the Kbalifa). He governed
Al-Madinah for Mu'awiya. He competed with 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair over the caliphate after
the death ofYazid and the abdication of his son Mu'awiya. So he took over Egypt and Sham.
He died in Damascus in the Year 65 H.
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agreed(ll with Suhail bin 'Amrl 2 J - to
abandon war for ten years during
which the people would have security,
and refrain from (harming) one
another." (Abo Da'ud reported it. Its
basic meaning occurs in Al-Bukhari].
Muslim reported part of the aforesaid
Hadith from Anas ~ and it contains:
"If anyone came to us (the pagans)
from you (the Muslims), we will not
send him back, but if anyone came to
you from us, you should send him
back." They asked, "Will you write that
down, 0 Allah's Messenger?" He
replied, "Yes! May Allah remove far
(from His Mercy) anyone who goes
from us to them, but Allah will make an
escape and a way out for anyone who
comes to us from them."
1129. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~:
The Prophet ~ said, "Whoever kills a
Mu'abid1 3 1 will not smell the fragrance
of Paradise, even though its fragrance
can be smelt at a distance of forty year's
journey." [Al-Bukhari reported it].
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111 This proves legitimacy of a peaee accord being struck between the Muslims and nonMuslims. It further elaborates that if an Amir, as a prudent measure, realizes that such a
treaty shall do the Muslims good in the long run, he should sign it without caring about the
opposition or resentment of the public, which such a step may cause among them.

121 He was one of Quraish's noble, wise, orators and statesmen. He was captured at Badr as a
Kafir, but became Muslim on the day of the conquest of Makkah. The Quraish remained in
Islam during Ar-Ridda period due to his influence. It was said that he was martyred in rhe
battle ofYarmiik in the year 14 H. or at Marj As-Safr or in the plague of Amwas in the year 18
H.

l3 l Mu'ahid is a non-believer who is basically a resident of a non-Muslim territory and has
entered an Islamic country pursuant to acquiring an asylum from the Islamic government.
This also must be made clear that the murder of a Mu'iihid is very serious - in terms of
consequences - since the murder of a Mu'iihid is a matter which involves the whoie nation
thus bringing a bad name to all the Muslims. There is a common consensus to the effect that
the murder of a Mu 'a.hid is forbidden. This is a proof that the Muslim will not be killed for a
disbeliever - Mu 'a.hid or Dhimmi.
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Chapter 2
RACING AND SHOOTING
1130. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet ~ held a race between the
horsesl 1 l which had been made lean by
training from Al-Hafya' to Thaniyat AlWada', l21 and he held a race, from
Thaniya to the mosque of Banu Zuraiq,
between the horses which had not
undergone such training. Ibn 'Umar
(~) was among those who took part in
the race. [Agreed upon].

Al-Bukhari added: Sufyan said, "From
Al-Hafya' to Thaniyat Al-Wada' is a
distance of five or six miles, and from
the Thaniya to the mosque of Banu
Zuraiq is a distance of one mile."
1131. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: The
Prophet ~ held a race between horses
and made the destination for the fullgrown ones at a longer distance.
[Reported by Ahmad and Abo Da'ud.
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1132. Narrated Abu Huraira 4\;: Allah's
Messenger~ said, "Wagers are allowed
only for racing camels, shooting arrows
or racing horses,"l 3 l [Reported by
Ahmad and Ath-Thalatha. Ibn Hibban
declared it to be Sahib (authentic)].
1133. Narrated (Abu Huraira) 4\;: The
Prophet~ said, "If anyone enters a
horse in a racel 4 l with two others -
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[IJ This Hadith states that the horse racing is permissible. However, the strength and the age
of a horse also must be taken into consideration. An ordinary horse may be made to run a
mile without any scruple, whereas a five mile run will cause no strain on a trained horse.
[ZJ

A mountain pass near Al-Madinah on the way to Al-'Aqabah.

C3 l This implies that racing and prize-giving or taking is permissible on camels and horses
provided that the pre-determined prize for such a race is only from one of the contestants,
according to the Majority of Scholars. If the prize is from a third party, there is no difference
about its permissibility.
,..
C4 l The original purpose of horse racing is to test the strength of a horse in terms of running,
and the prize giving is secondary. If the predetermined condition is stipulated by the
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when he is not certain that it cannot be
beaten, there is no hann in it. However,
if he is certain (it cannot be beaten), it
is then gambling."[lJ [Reported by
Ahmad and Abii Da'ud, and its chain of
narrators is Da'if (weak)].
11
1134. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir ~: I >1'
<W
:r!'.), ~ I~<So ....:r.• ~-!> c...r:•...,_,j, ( ' , .' . t)
heard Allah's Messenger ~ saying,
while he was on the Minbar: "And :;;_-; ·~ ~I Jr.~ ~ : Jti ~
_-:\ i!JLP·
~- .rI\ ...rI;
make ready against them all you can of - ~;i;: ·..1 I! r,!J,.
~
power, including steeds of war (tank,
planes, etc.)[ 2 1 - Surely strength is in ;Ji!1 0t ':if ·~~i ~.µ..ii ~~~ ~_; :} .;,
shooting; surely strength is in shooting; ;Ji!1 0t .q\ ·~~I ;Ji!1 0t 'l\ ·~~I
surely strength is in shooting." r3 1
·r!'~ ;1_,~ ·"~~I
[Reported by Muslim].

--=-

:J

Jt;;

' -:

competing pa,..Jcot ill such a way that: "ll your horse excels, I will pay you twenty Riyals or my
horse shall be yc<.1rs otherwise, you pay me twenty Riyals or your horse shall be mine," then
such a practice is forbidden by a common consensus. In case the horse racing is based on a
one-sided commitment only by one party stating: "I will pay you twenty Riyals, if your horse
excels", such a thing is permissible (according to the majority opinion). Another permissible
situation is an announcement by a third party stating: "I shall pay the winning party such and
such amount."
Ill U it is known that such and such horse is definitely going to win, it is not permissible to

make it run solely for the purpose of prize-winning.
12 1 Surat Al-Anja/, 8:60.

13 1 Archery was the pinnacle of warfare in those days. In modern times, the learning of new
armaments and war techniques shall be considered as power and strength.
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12. THE BOOK OF
FOODS
1135. Narrated Abu Huraira .:$;:The Prophet
~ said, "Every beast of prey with
canine teeth is forbidden to eat."[ 1 1
[Reported by Muslim].

J~ ill1 ~) ~~; ~I ~

~ ,'-:-'~~~JS>> :J\j ii!
.

~ ~\))

.11f

(\\Y'o)

.;.i1 ,J

'~

1:;.;. ;Jst ,c_t;.:..11

.·1 ,...:...,..;;.
• '--'.\Muslim reported the aforesaid Hadith :~
, ; ' ,(.)" G. ,er.
., ~
~ _,:> J
from the narration of Ibn 'Abbas, with
. \~ll ::; -~ ~~ JS,}>> : ;1jj . II~))
this wording: "He prohibited." And he
added: "And every bird with claws."
1136. Narrated Jabir ~: On the Day of ~ J~ ill1 ~J j;~ ~J (\ \Y'i)
,,
>
...
, ,.,
Khaibar, Alliih's Messenger ~ forbade
~l'.''"·'•-~'IJ''
'··Jl.i
the flesh of domestic donkeys,l21 but -i _,.,..., :/' r.::> i Y. 0, ~ J-' j .ft' .
·~., . ,r..r.:-'"'
1·~11 -i _,.,...,
~I ..;,· ~J'~I\
permitted horse flesh. [Agreed upon]. A ..;...:...
, J ,;ti;\r1
,.,
r-'"'
wording of Al-Bukhari has: "He gave
11' '.--n·' i;j]JJ.'j
·' ' ,.
~
. ._;a> jJ . '-?-} . , ,
,_f,J
permission."
1137. Narrated Ibn Abii Aufa ~: We ill1 ~) .)jl ~f ,JI ,J-3 (\\Y'V)
went on seven military expeditions with
~.J> .J(j ~ J~
Allah's Messenger ~ and we ate Cf- ii! ~1 _J.?)
locusts. [Agreed upon].
·~ ~ .;1pi1 jSt 'yl,Jj
~'

:

E

1138. Narrated Anas ~ regarding the
story of the rabbit: He (Abu Talha)
slaughtered it and sent its thigh to
Allah's Messenger
and he accepted
it.1 3 1 [Agreed upon].
1139. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: "Allah's
Messenger ~ prohibited the killing of
four creatures: ants, bees, hoopoes and
shrikes (a small bird which eats
insects)." [Reported by Ahmad and Abo
Da'ud. Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
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1140. Narrated Ibn Abo 'Amma.r[ l : I ~ : J\j l~~ -~\ ,JI
asked Jabir ( ~), "Is hyena a game
4

I~<'

,J-'.J<..S';~-}Y;

,J3 (" t •)

[IJ This Hadith mentions a clear-cut and exhaustive indication of a standard stating that any
flesh-eating beast of prey with canine teeth is forbidden to be eaten. Similarly, any of the
birds nibbling at its waste with the grip of its talons is forbidden.

l2 l A wild donkey (zebra) is not forbidden.
13 1 Rabbit is permissible according to the majority of the scholars.

c4 1 He is 'Abdur-Rahman bin 'Abdullah bin Abu 'Ammar Al-Qurashi Al-Makki. He was a
devoted worshipper and An-Nasfil verified him as reliable.
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(animal)?" He replied, "Yes."[IJ
asked, "Did Allah's Messenger ~ say
that?" He replied, "Yes." [Reported by
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. Al-Bukhari and
Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1141. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: He was
asked about the hedgehog and he
recited "Say (0 Muhammad ~): I find
not in that which has been inspired to
me anything forbidden ... "[ 2 1 An old
man who was present said: I heard Abu
Huraira ~ say, 'It was mentioned in
the presence of the Prophet ~ and he
said, "It is an abomination from those
things which are abominable." '
[Ahmad and Abu Da'ud reported it, and
its chain of narrators is Da'if (weak)].
" ' ,..T.
· 1 ,,YJ
· ,, (' \t Y)
1142. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J,~ ~I ~.), .rsMessenger ~ prohibited eating of the
:J)\;J1 --~.&IJ''
~:Jlii~:;
>-.) ~
~
animal which feeds on filth, and (he
prohibited) it's milkYl [Al-Arba'a ~~<._-; ,~\.:.Ji ~l ~~\ii ~)-\ . ~Qlj
except An-Nasa'i reported it. At-&~?\
Tirmidhi graded it Hasan (good)].
0

, . _er -" ,

1143. Narrated Abu Qatada ~regarding ~ J~ ~\ ~) ~;6 ~f :;:, (' \tf)
story of the wild donkey: The Prophet ~
~, u'1~-t; :- ~y
• • '1\ ~ ~\
~
,
, , ~· _
ate from it. [Agreed upon].
~ '.~:>
~IJZ ~ :q
·,_
..,....... ·~ <..,f!"
0

, ., <~ ~i ...:...:. {~\ Cf"J
: ,, (' \t t)
1144. Narrated Asma' bint Abu Bakr~: ~\ <_,r;'.J
In the time of Allah's Messenrier ~,we
~ ~_:,;.; ~li ~
sacrificed a horse and ate it. I l [Agreed ,J_?)
upon].
~ .~ilit L) ~1

r
w

- ,

·*
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Jt,.;;

This Hadith indicates that the eating of a hyena is permissible. According to some Imams,
(i.e. Ash-Shafi'i) it is permissible, whereas according to some others (.Al-Hanafiya), it is
forbidden. One of the reasons it is said to be forbidden is that it likes to feed on the human
flesh and therefore digs into the graves.
[ZJ SiiratAl-An'am, 6:145.
[lJ

3
£ ! In Arabic,Ja//ala is a term used for the animals that feed on waste and filth, whether it is
a she-camel, a cow, or a goat and similarly whether a male or a female. Whether or not it is
permissible to use the flesh and milk of such an animal, is a matter of difference among the
scholars from the very beginning. Some regard it as permissible whereas the others consider
it forbidden. An animal shall be considered a]alla/a if the major part of its feed consists of
the human waste and refuse. If the greater part of what it consumes comprises the things that
are permissible, the animal shall not fall under this category.

!

4

l A Hadith has been mentioned prior

to

this one regarding the permissibility of horse meat.
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1145. Narrated Ibo 'Abbas~: TheDabb J,~ ~\, ·~
(sand lizard) was eaten on the dinning
Cr?
sheetofAllah'sMessenger[ll ~·[Agreed ~I~,?:, §.:{t.:.
upon].
J

1146. Narrated 'Abdur-Rahman bin
'Uthman Al-Qurashi .Jii,: A physician
consulted Allah's Messenger ~ about
extracting medicine from frogs and he
prohibited killing them. [ZJ [Ahmad
reported it, and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic].

Chapter 1
GAME AND ANIMALS WHICH
MAY BE SIAUGHTERED
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1147. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever keeps a
dog except a sheepdog or a hunting
dog or a farm dog, [3 l a Qiriit of his
reward will be deducted daily." [Agreed
upon].
1148. Narrated 'Adi bin Hatim[ 4 J ~:
Allah's Messenger~ said to me, "When
you send off your dog, mention Allah's
Name over it. [5 l ff it catches anything
for you and you reach it while it is still
All these Ahadith state that the eating of its meat is permissible.
Ill It is deduced from certain Ahadith that Dabb (a kind of sand lizard) should not be eaten.
The Prophet ;i1'i; never ate it himself, but his Companions did eat the same in his presence
while eating off his dining sheet. He was invited to eat it, but refused to partake of it.
However, he did not forbid the people around him from eating it. The scholars, in their
writings have mentioned it as Makruh Tanzihi (things or actions rated as a lesser degree of
the undesirables).
121 We learn through this Hadith that it is forbidden to kill the frog, and therefore eating its
meat is also forbidden.
131 For the reasons other than hunting or safeguarding a property, it is prohibited to raise a
dog as a pet. A Qirat indicates a very large amount of something.
141 'Adi bin Hatim At-Ta'i and his father were famous for their generosity. He visited the
Prophet ;i1'i; in the year 7 H. and both him and his people held finn to Islam during the Ridda
period. The first Zakat to reach Abii Bakr was that of 'Adi and his people. He witnessed the
conquest of Mada'in and was with 'Ali during his campaigns loosing an eye in the battle of AlJamal, and died in 120 H. at the age of 68 years.

151 Hunting for the purpose of earning a livelihood or eating is allowed. But the same is
undesirable if done merely as a recreation or pastime. It is permissible to use either a dog or
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alive, slaughter it. Likewise, if you reach
:J 81;\ ~µ .~iu ~ 81;t ,;l;fa
it when the dog has killed it but not
eaten any of it, eat it. However, if you e:: .:..~:; ~µ .~ ~ jS~ (J:; ·~
find another dog with yours and the di,;. l<'l; JU ,'1-; .)j' .~-·· us <l..15
;
<..r
<.P'.)
..r:f'.;
game has been killed, do not eat, for
you do not know which of them killed Ji~~~~- l 41 ~µ .~ ~f l,?~J; .q
the animal. When you shoot your
~
t.;. $ .;,ij ~~ .j~ ;iii ~\
arrow, mention Allah's Name. If the ,,..0
,..t: '
"\ ~\....;
game goes out of your sight for a day .;.;;.'
. .) .)\'
µ .~, .)\; I·1<;
f- ~
,
J'
;,_,
and you only find in it the mark of your
arrow, eat if you wish, but if you find it
drowned in water, do not eat." [Agreed
upon, and the wording is Muslim's].
1149. Narrated 'Adi ~: I asked Allah's
Messenger ~ about hunting with
featherless arrows (Mi'rad) and he
replied, "If the game is killed with its
sharp edge, [lJ eat it; but if it strikes
with the middle part and the kill is
beaten to death, it is considered a
Mauqiidba, [ZJ so do not eat it."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
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1150. Narrated Abu Tha'laba ~: The Ji;;~\ ~) ,~ ..,s;f (f.J ("o•)
Prophet ~ said, "When you shoot your
arrow and the animal goes out of your
sight, [3 J eat it when you come upon it,
provided it has not become rotten."
[Muslim reported it].
1151. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Some people
~\ ~) Ll.f~ (./'.) (\'o\)
·~
,,
said to the Prophet ~' "There are 8' !l
•
Y- t. _,; .:ii :~ ~ 1_,J Lt t. _,; ~f
people who bring us meat and we do

Ji;;

other animals of prey in hunting. However, there are two conditions governing it. First of all,
the dog must be unleashed by reciting Bismillab and secondly, the dog thus released should
be a one trained for the purpose of hunting. If the dog eats of the hunted animal, it becomes
unlawful for human consumption. Otherwise, the same is lawful.
One of the rulings governing hunting is that if the animal thus preyed upon dies out of
bleeding by being wounded through a razor-sharp object, it is permissible to be eaten.
However, if the same dies out of being hit by an object and sustaining some bruises or
wounds, the consumption of the same becomes unlawful.
Ill

1z1 i.e., an animal beaten to death with a stick, a stone and the like without proper
slaughtering.
13 1 If an animal, struck by an arrow, runs out of sight and is later found dead lying in water, it
is forbidden to be eaten. However, if the same is found alive, it must be slaughtered. If the
same is found to be dead lying on the ground visibly sustaining no injury other than the one
inflicted by an arrow, it is lawful to be eaten. But if the same is found to be sustaining a
wound other than that of an arrow, it becomes forbidden for human consumption.
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not know whether or not they have
mentioned Allah's Name over it." He ~']ff ,~~I ~I 1/,S~f '-?~~ '] -~~
replied, "Mention Allah's Name ;1:;~ .cc;)s-_, ,~\ ~ Ji1 I.,.!.:.» :Jili
yourselves and eat it." 11 1 (Reported by
·&~~I
Al-Bukhiri].
•<'ti .u-1~:.~ ,CT.
·'.&1..~:-1152. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Mughaffal i..j,...r""'
' '.
er--' ("oY)
~=
Allah's Messenger ~ forbade
throwing pebblesl 2 J and said, "A game ~~~I J__?~ ~f '~ J~ jil :.ri>~
'
(animal) is not caught by such means, , \.i;.;, I_~ '1 ~p1 :J ti:; , ,.....;.l;J I _c]
neither is an enemy injured, but you
.)..:Ji ~ ~j , I~~ {$:; '1:;
may sometimes break a tooth or put
..-~
L·.~11.il.W ,...:j;. ·.~:, .«:':1\
out an eye (of someone accidentally)."
-'--~i..r.-'
(Agreed upon, and the wording is
Muslim's].

-

tili:; •

1153. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "Do not take any living
creature as a target." (Reported by
Muslim].
1154.Narrated Ka'b bin Malik ~:A ;11
woman slaughtered a sheep with a
(sharp-edged) stone, so the Prophet ~
was asked about that and he ordered it
to be eaten.1 3 1 [Reported by Muslim].
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1155. Narrated Rafi' bin Khadij ~= The jil Cri'~ .~¥ ,J -di~ ~:; ("oo)
Prophet ~ said, "Whatever causes the fill ~f t;11 :Jti ~~I _c} ,~ J~
blood to gush out, and Allah's Name is
mentioned over it, then eat (from the ~I :.,..;.1 ,.)Sj ,~ ~I ~I :A"~j
>'
..
"
..
>"
animal slaughtered in such a way). But, L>'.W ~I
~1j , Ia;i .:;._i1 ~j , faij
do not slaughter with a tooth or a nail
. ...:J;. ·.~:, . cc<~';Ji
(daw).1 4 1 This is because the tooth is a
'"
~
' .
bone and the nail (claw) is the knife of
the Abyssinians (Ethiopians)." (Agreed
upon].

r

[IJ This Hadith establishes the principle that as long as one is not absolutely sure that a
certain meat is unlawful, he may not declare it to be as such merely on the basis of doubt,
particularly when it is being offered by a Muslim.

l2 l The pebbles here allude to small pebbles that are harmful and at the same time offer no
benefit.
! 3 1 This Hadith informs us that an animal slaughtered by a woman is lawful on the condition
that: a) she is a Muslim and, b) she recites the standard formula of pronouncing Bismillab,
Allabu Akbar while slaughtering an animal.

l4 l Any sharp object (other than a tooth, a nail, or a bone) which makes the blood flow out of
an animal's body, is permissible to be used for the purpose of slaughtering an animal.
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1156.. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: jj
1 ~) !iJlµ ,J !i~ :./' J ( \ \ oi)
Allah's Messenger~ prohibited that an
animal be tied up and then killed (by
.'.if~ ~1 Jr)~ :Jt,; 1;,+:c.
beating or shooting).[!) [Reported by
-~ ~13) .l_;.p -~X_;lll ~ :.;
Muslim].
1157. Narrated Shaddad bin Aus 41&· jj1 :ri') ..r.Jf ,J :?1jj :_r3 (\\oV)
.
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Verily. Allah J.i1~P> :.,'."".&1J' ''J't,; :J't,;~ It;;
;
~'
J-")
IJ'
has prescribed proficiency in all things.
Thus, if you kill, kill well; and when ~ 11~ ';.; j5
Zi~11 -:;..;s
,..
>
;... ..
_.,..
,..
you slaughter an animal, do it in a good
,;_;.;.u1 1~\; ~) 1)b) ,~1 1;..,,.;.ti
way. Everyone of you should sharpen
his blade so that the animal may be
spared from the suffering of the
·~
slaughtering."[ 2 1 [Reported by
Muslim].
1158. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri 41&:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, uThe
slaughter of the ]anin (fetus) is
. .::_q
included when its mother is
-~
slaughtered.''[ 3 1 [Ahmad reported it,
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
.. The
1159. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas "(;j>.
Prophet ~ said, "A Muslim's name is
sufficient for him. So, if he forgets to
mention Allah's Name when he
slaughters (an animal), he should
mention Allah's Name [before eating],
and then eat it."[ 4 1 [Ad-Daraqutni
reported it. There is a transmitter in its
chain of narrators who had weakness in
memory, i.e. in its chain is Muhammad

Jt.;;

fl-

.

Js.

~

..

[lJ In Arabic, the word Sahr has two meanings: a) To kill an animal by subjecting him to
extreme hunger and thirst (i.e. starving it to death). b) Using an animal as a target and killing
it by throwing darts at it as if practicing a sport and thus piercing the animal to death in the
process. Both of these acts are forbidden.

Even if someone has to be executed, he should be killed in such a manner that he faces
the least amount of agony and that his soul passes away quickly. This Hadith implies exactly
the same point.
r31 This Hadith implies that if a dead fetus emerges out of a slaughtered animal (a female
one), the flesh of that fetus is lawful too. In case it emerges alive, it will then be slaughtered
by a common consensus of all the scholars.
[ZJ

r4 1 If a Muslim does not pronounce a Takbir (saying Al/ahu Akbar) deliberately while
slaughtering an animal, it becomes unlawful. However, if he omits pronouncing it due to
forgetfulness, the same is permissible. This is the strongest opinion of the scholars.
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bin Yazid bin Sinan, [IJ who is truthful
but weak in memory. 'Abdur-Razzaq
reported the aforesaid Haditb with an
authentic chain of narrators stopping at
Ibn 'Abbas (~) Mauquf (saying of a
Companion). It has a Shahid
(supporting narration) reported by Abu
Da'ud in his Marasil (missing links
after the Tabi't) with the wording: "The
slaughtered animal of any Muslim is
lawful, whether he mentions Allah's
Name over it or not." Its narrators are
reliable (thiqab)].
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Chapter 2
THE SACRIFICEsC 2 J
1160. Narrated Anas bin Malik ~: "The
Prophet ~ used to sacrifice two black
and white two-horned rams, mention
Allah's Name and say Allah is the
Greatest, and place his foot on their
sides." Another wording has: 'He
slaughtered them with his own hands.'
[Agreed upon]. Another wording has:
'Saminain' (two fat rams). Abii 'Awana
has in his Sahib: '1baminain' - with
'Tb' instead of 'S' - (meaning two
precious rams). A wording of Muslim
has: 'And he said, "In the Name of
Allah" and "Allah is the Greatest."'
Muslim has reported from the Hadith of
'Aisha~: 'He (~) ordered a horned ram
with black legs, black belly and black
around the eyes, and it was brought for
Ill He was nicknamed Abii 'AbduL

1 and was from At-Tamimi tribe. Abii Hatim said, 'He was
not a strong Hadith authority. l
was however, a pious man.' Abii Da'ud said, 'He is
nothing', and An-Nasa'i said, 'he "as not strong.' lbn Hibban mentioned in Ath-1biqat that
he died in 220 H.

12 1 Sacrificing is of two kinds. The first one is known as Hady and the other one as Udhiya.
Hady is the one offered by the pilgrims as one of the Hajj rituals in Mina, "and Udhiya is the
one offered by the Muslims worldwide either on the day of 'Eidul-Adha or during the days of
Tashriq. According to the majority of the scholars, offering Udhiya sacrifices is a Sunnah (a
supererogatory act); whereas according to some of them, the same is compulsory. This
sacrifice is called Udhiya because it is offered at Duba (the forenoon time).
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him to sacrifice and he said to 'Aisha
(~), " 'Aisha, get the knife." Then he
said, "Sharpen it with a stone." When
she had done so he took it (the knife),
then took it (the ram) and placed it on
the ground and (began to) slaughter it,
saying: "In the Name of Allah, 0 Allah,
accept it from Muhammad,
Muhammad's family and from
Muhammad's Ummab (followers),"
offering it as a sacrifice.'
1161. Narrated Abo Huraira .t;: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "He who has the
means and did not sacrifice must not
come near our place of prayer."[IJ
[Reported by Ahmad and lbn Majah. AlHakim graded it Sahib (authentic). The
other Imams held that the stronger
view is that it is Mauquf (saying of a
Companion)].
1162. Narrated Jundub bin Sufyan[ 2 1
.t;: I witnessed 'Eidul-Adba with Allah's
Messenger ~ When he finished his
prayer with the people, he looked at a
sheep which had been sacrificed, and
said, "Anyone who has sacrificed before
prayer must sacrifice a sheep in its
place. [3 1 And if anyone has not
sacrificed he must do so in Allah's
Name." [Agreed upon].
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111 Some scholars conclude from this Hadith

that the act of offering sacrifice is Wajib
(compulsory). However, the majority of scholars hold that it is Sunnat Mu'akkada (a
supererogatory act which was practiced and stressed upon by the Prophet ~ ). During
modern times, there are some derelict and delinquent people who reject the concept of
offering sacrifice itself. Still, no one among the adherents of Islam till recent times was bold
or ignorant enough to reject it in an outright manner. Ahiidith are replete with the
statements that encourage and inform the people about its significance and importance.
12 1Jundub bin 'Abdullah bin Sufyan Al-Bajali Al-'Alaqi was a Sahabi. He died in the year 60 H.
13 1 This Hadith states that in case a sacrificial animal is slaughtered before performing the
'Eid prayer, this slaughtering shall not earn the reward of a proper sacrifice. Instead, it will
amount to a general act of charity in terms of reward and virtue thus earned. This matter
relates to the beginning of the prescribed time concerning the offering of the sacrifices. As to
the end of such a prescribed duration, there is a difference of opinions among the scholars
about it. Hafiz lbn Kathir has discussed about it at length and has accorded preference to the
ruling that the sacrifice period spans four days, the day of 'Eid as well as three days of
Tashriq in full. However, one must slaughter his sacrificial animal on the fourth day before
·. 'Asr without fail.
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1163. Narrated Al-Bara bin 'Azib ~:
ill1 ~) ~ j~ ,J ~T;.i1 ,,Y.3
Allah's Messenger ~ stood up among
us and said, "There are four types[lJ of
Y f\j :J\j
sacrificial animals which are not
:1).YJI : ~~I .j j_r.; '1 ~jln : Jl.ii
permitted: A one-eyed animal whose
loss of sight is obvious, a sick animal '~~ ~I ~f-li3 '~~_;.i ~I
whose sickness is obvious, a lame
'1 ,)1 ~~13 , 1.+;l;, ~I :\.~_:..;JI_,
animal whose limp is obvious, and an
old (emaciated) animal which has no
(bone) marrow." [Reported by Ahmad
and Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Hibbin graded it Sahib (authentic)].
·' J. \_;.. ,YJ
. ,, ("it)
Jabir
Allah's .~ J-~ ill1 ~)
1164. Narrated
Messenger ~ said, "Sacrifice only a
~l 1~.t
Jr.) J\j : J\j
Musinna (full-grown animal)[ 2 l unless
it is difficult for you, in which case you ~ ~~ 1~.B '~ ~0\ ~l
should sacrifice a ]adba'a (six to ten
. ~~I)) . II iJliJI
months old) sheep." [Reported by
Muslim].
'Ali
Allah's ~ J~ ill1 ~J ~ ~3 (' 'io)
1165. Narrated
Messenger ~ enjoined us to pay great
~I ,j, ~:.~ 0\
~I Jr.) t;;\ :J\j
attention to the eye and the ear, and
not sacrifice a one-eyed animal, or an '1:;
'13 ,;;\)~:.;..:;, '13 ,;:,~\113
animal with a slit which leaves
something hanging at the front or back ~~\ .11iG~ '1:; .;;t;_:; '1:; •§;.1J;
~
·~11 ' , , , ,~:~.)·'l·1~ ~-..'.ti
of the ear, or with a hold pierced in the Ci~ er. J 'H~r
~)
~ , _, ~
ears, or an animal with broken (or
3
fallen out) front teeth. [ J [Ahmad and
Al-Arba'a reported it. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn
Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
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The sick, lame, one-eyed and weak-structured animals are not permitted to be slaughtered
in the sacrifice. The scholars observe that a similar ruling applies to animals suffering from
other bodily defects. In case an animal suffers from an imperfection of a far greater order
than the ones mentioned above, the permissibility of slaughtering such an animal as a ritual
sacrifice is totally ruled out. An animal that may be categorized as such is a completely blind
animal or the one that is totally deprived of one of its legs.
[IJ

[ZJ In Arabic, Musinna is an animal whose milk-teeth have fallen down and thus replaced by
the regular teeth. Different species have different age groups for the emergence of the regular
teeth. When the goat, sheep and ram are one year old and enter the second year of their age,
they become Musinna. Cows and buffaloes gain this status while entering the third year of
their age. A camel usually becomes Musinna after having entered the sixth year of its age.

l3 l An animal whose ear is either cut or lacerated, or the one having a broken horn, is not
permitted to be slaughtered as a sacrifice. The factual ruling covering an ear and a horn is,
that if more than half of these bodily organs are cut off or lacerated, such animals are not to
be sacrificed, but in case more than half of the said bodily organs are in a good shape, such
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1166. Narrated 'Ali bin Abu Talib ~:
\ii)
Allah's Messenger ~ appointed me to jj1 Cri'~ .~11 .,,.;f ,J ~ :;.:,
be in charge of his sacrificial animals, f)f ~f ~~I J.?~ ._;;f :J~ ~ J~
and commanded me to distribute the
~\:, ·~~ ~
whole of their meat, hides, and saddle t_;;);.:, ~_,.;J
clothes to the poor, [IJ and not to give
the butcher anything out of them.
[Agreed upon].
1167. Narrated Jabir bin 'Abdullah ~: In
the year of Al-Hudaibiya, we sacrificed
along with Allah's Messenger ~: a
camel on behalf of seven (people), and
a cow on behalf of seven. [iJ [Reported
~ I_~-~ , \ "
·~•.).) -~
by Muslim].

n

r:Jf

Chapter 3
AL- 'AQIQAIP 31
1168. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ slaughtered a ram[ 4 J each
for Al-Hasan and Al-Husain[ 5 l (at their

4a,., .. a;11 ~\;
. .,•

""
(I \ iA)

d.~

animals are deemed fit for sacrifice. If an animal is naturally born without a horn, it will not
be considered as a defective one, but if the horn gets broken after the birth of an animal, it is
bound to be regarded as defective. If the remainder of the broken horn constitutes more
than half of its complete entity, the animal shall be considered to be fit for sacrifice. But if the
rest of the horn turns out to be less than half of it, the animal shall be regarded as unfit for
the purpose.
[IJ The hide, wool and the meat of an animal thus sacrificed should all be dispensed as
charity. A person offering a sacrifice is allowed to eat from its meat, may put its hide to
personal use, but is not allowed to sell it. The giving away of sacrificial meat to the butcher as
the payment of his wages is forbidden. Some people do not pay wages to the butcher at all, a
practice that is prohibited. In case the butcher does not take his wages willingly, then it is
permissible.
[ZJ The sacrifice offered by slaughtering a single goat suffices the whole household even if it
comprises twenty persons. The sacrifice of a single cow, buffalo or a camel may include seven
households. Whether the sacrifice is voluntary or obligatory, it makes no difference. It is not
a must that the same must be shared by seven persons. It is also right if one person sacrifices
the whole animal (alone).

r3 J 'Aqiqah is a term used for an animal, to be slaughtered for the sake of a newborn baby.
4
f l The observance of 'Aqiqah is Sunnah (a supererogatory act). The next Hadith states that
the slaughtering of two goats should be made in case the baby happens to be a male child,
whereas this Hadith states that the Prophet ~ slaughtered one goat each for the two male
children. This could be due to the non-availability of two goats each on the occasion of
slaughtering at that particular time. Otherwise, the slaughtering of two goats each is a must
according to Sunnah. While conducting 'Aqiqah ceremony, it makes no difference whether
the animal to be slaughtered happens to be male or female.
5
f l Husain was the younger brother of Al-Hasan bin 'Ali and was younger than him by a year.
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birth). [Reported by Abu Da'ud. Ibn
Khuzaima, Ibn Al-Jarud an d 'AbdulHaqq graded it Sahib (authentic).
However, Abii Hatim held that the
strongest view is that it is Mursal
(missing link after the Tabi'i)]. Ibn
Hibban reported something similar
from the Hadith of Anas.
1169. Narrated 'Aisha ~: Allah's Messenger
~ ordered them that two sheep - equal
(in age) - are to be slaughtered for a
boy, and one for a girl (at their birth).
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi who graded it
Sahib (authentic)}. Ahmad and AlArba'a reported something similar to
the aforesaid Hadith on the authority
of Umm Kurz Al-Ka'biya[IJ .
1170. Narrated Samura
.t;,: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Every child is
pawned£ 2 l against his 'Aqiqah, (an
animal) to be slaughtered on his behalf
on his seventh day,C 3 1 his head is to be
shaved and he is to be given a name,"
[Reported by Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. AtTirmidhi graded it Sahib (authentic).
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He was one of the grandsons of the Prophet ~ and famous for his righteousness. He was
killed at Karbala in 'Iraq on the tenth of Muharram, 61 H.
[lJ

She was a Sahabiya from the tribe of Khuza'a and has narrated some Ahadith.

l2 l It means that similar to a property or a possession lying in a state of being pledged, they
may not utilize their child to their advantage, i.e., such a child shall not be able to inten:ede
with Allah on behalf of his parents on the Day of Judgement.
l3 l It is all right if a cow, instead of a goat is slaughtered on the occasion of an 'Aqiqah
ceremony. The day a child is born, Adban should be recited in his right ear and Jqama in his
left one, according to some of the scholars. However, the Hadith reponed by Abu Da'ud and
At-Tinnidhi concerning this practice is not authentic. 'Aqiqah should be conducted on the
seventh day of his birth. On the same day, a child should be named and the hair from his
head shaved off. Then, the shaved hair should be weighed and an equal amount of silver equal to the weight of the shaved hair - be given away as charity. Likewise, Du'a
(supplication) should be made for the child, and At-Tabnik [chewing a date or something
similar, and placing it in the child's month - on the palate.
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113. THEAND
BOOK OF OATHS I
VOWS
1171. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J't;i jjl ~.)
, ·' ~
,,, ,...r.
. •\ ,,Y
.,
Messenger ~ overtook 'Umar bin AlKhattab when he was with a party of
riders of about ten and 'Umar was
swearing by his father. Allah's
Messenger ~ called them and said,
"Verily! Allah forbids you from swearing
by your fathers. [IJ Therefore, if anyone
swears, he must swear by Allah or keep
silent." (Agreed upon].
In a narration which is Marfu'
(attributed to the Prophet) reported by
by Abo Da'ud and An-Nasa'i from Abo
Huraira 4'o it has: "Do not swear by your
fathers, nor by your mothers, nor by the
rivals [2 l (set up as equals with Allah);
and do not swear by Allah except when
you are speaking the truth."
1172. Narrated Abo Huraira 4'o: Allah's ~
jjl Cri'~ ;~_; cl;\ ~J ('WY)
Messenger ~ said, "Your oath will be t_;; \; ~ll :~ .&I J ,, J~ :J~
..s.,.
·" ,
.J"".J
about that matter which your
~- ._''_1Tn ··T
·'
«~LP
adversary[ 3 l has required you to swear ~
. ~ J} ,.,FJ .
.,
~ .!.ii"-'
~
about so that he will believe you." In
.~ ~~f .11_~;.:• ~I\~ js.
another narration: "An oath is to be
interpreted according to the intention
of the one who requested it (AlMustahli/)." [Muslim reported both
narrations].

Jt_;;

[lJ It was a custom among the Arabs to swear by the names of their fathers and grandfathers.
When 'Umac .:.s> .iii ..r"J observed such an oath in the presence of the Prophet ~, he
prohibited him from doing so, saying that one should not administer an oath in anyone's
name except in the Name of Alliih. The expressions like, "I swear by you, I swear by your
head, I swear by Husain or I swear by the Prophet ~ " which ace very much in vogue and ace
used by many people, ace all improper and forbidden ones.
[ZJ

Le., the idols.

l3 l This Haditb indicates that whatever a defendant (Al-Hali/) observes an oath about, on the
demand of the claimant (Al-Mustahlif> who has a legitimate right, the oath thus taken will be
considered to be related to that specific matter only. The hidden intentions of the one taking
an oath (Al-Hali/) - about an explicit matter - will not be considered. That which is
considered is the intention of the one (Al-Mustablif> that requested the oath to be taken in
the first place. However, if someone takes an oath by himself - without being requested to
do so - whatever he intends is what is considered.
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1173. Narrated
'Abdur-Rahman
bin
Samuraf 1 J ~=· Allah's Messenger ~ :r!') ~~ .J. _.;.;.~1 .µ ~J (\ \V1")
said, "When you swear an oath and l~lJ»
jil
. :~~I Jr.) J\i :J\i ~.
then consider something else to be , ,:;:_ i < Lo."~ ..:...;\-~ , . • I~ ,: ~I;.
- - .;:.>
~
• .;J -~ IJ""
better than it, make atonementl 2 J for
your oath and do the thing that is
better." [Agreed upon]. A wording of
Al-Bukhari has: "Do the thing that is
better and make atonement for your
oath." In a narration by Abu Da'ud:
"Make atonement for your oath, then
do the thing that is better." [The chains
of narrators of both Ahadith are Sahib
(authentic)].
ji I :ri') -;.;. .J.1 .:./.J ( \ \V t)
1174. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever swears an
~II :J\i ~~I Jr.J ~f ,I~~
oath, and then says: "If Allah Wills", he
3
J\:i
,ai1 ;:G ~I~ :Jili , -~
. · IJ""
I~
is not held accountable £ J if he breaks
it." [Ahmad and Al-Arba'a reported it,
.«~
and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
.~~
(authentic)].

Jt,;,;

Jt,;,;

1175. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: The :~~I~ ..:_;[5 :J\i '~J (\\Vo)
Prophet's oath~ used to be:l 4 l "No, by
·&~QI ~IJ) .«.'-:"'_,ilil :. j~~J, .q»
Him Who turns (changes) the hearts."
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].
• .•
.. ·' .iii~ : .. (\\V"\)
1176. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr~: A jil <..r:'
J
.i.r. • • . :./ .J
desert Arab came to the Prophet ~ and
'~ ~I
~1/l {~ :J\i ~
said, "O Allah's Messenger, what are the
major sins?" The narrator reported the j_ii - ~1'~1 ~ !~I Jr.) ~ : Jili
Hadith and it contains: "The false
- ~J - «~;iJI ~I» - ~J .~~I
oath."1 5 1 It contains also: I asked, "What

.Jr
.:.h

Jt,;,;

[IJ He was nicknamed Abu Sa'id and was a Sahabi and an 'Abshami. He became a Muslim
after the Fath and conquered Sijistan and Kabul. He settled at Basra and died there in 50 H.
or after it.

C2 l The expiation of an oath is: a) freeing a slave, or b) feeding ten poor people, or c)
providing them with clothing, or d) fasting for three days.
C3 l This Hadith implies that restricting one's oath by subjecting it to the Will of Allah does
not make a person to be oath-bound, provided that he says In sha' Allah at the time of
administering the oath.
C4 l This Hadith states that oath-taking is not restricted to the Proper Names 01-Asmaa') of
Allah Alone, but it is permissible to swear by the Qualities and Attributes (/ts-Sifat) of Allah.
This is allowed whether one swears by those qualities which refer to His Divine Being (/tsSifat Adh-Dhatiyah) such as Knowledge and Power or those qualities which refer to His
Divine Actions (/ts-Sifat Al-Fi'liyah) such as Anger, Pleasure, Ascending etc.
C51 In Arabic, Yamin Ghamus (a false oath) is the one that is taken to deceive, cheat and take
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is the false oath?" The Prophet ~
replied, "It is that (oath) by which one
takes possession of the property of a
Muslim person, while he is lying." [Al·
Bukhari reported it].
1177. Narrated 'Aisha ~ regarding the
saying of Allah the Most High: "Allah
will not punish you for what is
unintentional in your oaths".l 1 1 She
said: It (was sent down about such
phrases as) a person's saying: 'No, by
Allah' and 'Yes, by Allah.'1 2 1 [Al-Bukhari
reported it (Mauquf, i.e. as a saying of
'Aisha)]. Abu Da'ud reported it as
Maefu'(attributed to the Prophet)].
1178. Narrated Abo Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Verily! Allah has
ninety-nine Names 13 1 concerning
which he who retains them in his
memoryl 4 l will enter Paradise." [Agreed
upon]. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban
listed the Names. However,
investigations show that their listing is
Idriij (an insertion) from one of the
narrators [not from the words of the
Prophet].
1179. Narrated 'Usama bin Zaid ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "If one is
done a kindness and [expresses his
gratitude] to his benefactor by saying
'May Allah give you a good reward', he
has fully expressed his

cµ:~- '-!"'-ii» : Jl.i '?'i.r'r "''.:I\
! _'11 [;' : ! g
" '-'='
J ""'--"'
.«.:..~\5
~ ,, , .L·~ •
'I J[; 1:
., Y' -r-- .i..S-('
~

·~~QI ~).f

,~ J~

At

jil

~~ ~~ ~J

(\WV)

y}.T :J' ~ .....J..rj _;
, ~ IJ ,'} :_~,I J.;i ~ :.:..lLi ~~

tl...

...

,.

~I /<J...1~
("'· .... ...r_

'-S-

;j1; ;f ~;~jfj '~~Qi ~).f : ~1:, .).:,

. t,,)~

someone's wealth unlawfully. U the same does not involve wealth, it will be called Yamin
Fajir. There is no atonement for Yamin Gbamus. The only atonement for this kind of oath is
that one should make a payment of the dues belonging to other people, repent and ask for
Allah's forgiveness.
111 Surat Al-Ma'idah, 5:89.
121 The words of oath which a person merely blurts out as a thoughtless expression, merely

out of habit, are neither considered to be an oath, nor do they incur an atonement penalty.
However, this is a bad habit one should be weaned away from.
l3 l In addition to this, there are also other names that are attributed to Allah. Some names are
additional ones but these Names are far superior to the other additional Names of Allah.
l4 l Its meaning may also include mastering them, praising Allah by them all and acting
according to them.
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appreciation."!1 1 [At-Tirmidhi reported
it, and Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1180. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
~ forbade making vows,121 and said,
"It does not bring good. Indeed, it is
only a means by which something is
extracted from the miserly." [Agreed
upon].
1181. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The
atonement for a vow (jVadhr) is (the
same as) the atonement for an oath
(Yamin)."[ 3 J [Reported by Muslim]. AtTirmidhi added, "If he did not specify
it." [And he graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
Abu Da'ud has from the narration of
Ibn 'Abbas (~) (who reported Allah's
Messenger ~ as saying): "If anyone
takes a vow but does not name it, its
atonement is the same as that for an
oath. If anyone takes a vow to do an act
of disobedience, its atonement is the
same as that for an oath. If anyone
takes a vow which he is unable to
fulfill, its atonement is the same as that
for an oath." [Its chain of narrators is
authentic, but the Hadith scholars held
that the strongest view· is that it is
Mawqii:f (saying of a Companion)].

J~ ~I 0') /J- _J.1 ,Jj (\\Ao}
'!bi ,J ~ ~f ,~
,\.f .i;;~

0J1

~ ~ Wl) ·A.;~ '1 ~l' :Ji;:,
. ..j;
,_

t~~, . •. I~.,'It ~

~

,YJ

,;.,;::-;~~

(\\A\)

:Jli ~ J~

[lJ This means that a favor must be reciprocated by a favor only. If the same is not possible,
then the beneficiary must at least pray for the prosperity of his benefactor and express his
thanks to him.
.

l2 l A forbidden vow is like affirming that: 'if my sick person recovers, I will give away Sl.lCh
and such amount as charity.' This means that he is not offering a charity purely for Allah's
sake but in fact intends to trade it in for a reward. Exactly a similar situation applies to a
miserly person who does not undertake to perform a good thing except in return for a
recompense. One must also bear in mind that making a vow or an offering does not affe~t a
change in one's destiny. This is with regard to a vow that is made in the Name of Allah. What
about a vow that is made on someone's grave believing that 'the one whQ is lying in this
grave will change my destiny or relieve my troubles or bring me some benefit'? This kind of
vow is absolutely forbidden, and it is a form of Shirk.
l3 l If the vow (Nadbr) is an independent one - without specifying anything in particular - as
one supposedly says, "I make such and such vow in the Name of Allah", a vow of this kind, if
unaccomplished, wi!l involve an oath atonement penalty (Kajfarah Al-Yamin). In case a vow
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Al-Bukhari has reported from the
Haditb of 'Aisha~: (Allah's Messenger
i!!5 said) "If anyone vows to disobey
Allah, then he must not disobey Him."
Muslim has reported from the Haditb
of 'Imran .$: (Allah's Messenger i!!5
said) "There is no fulfillment of a vow
involving an act of disobedience."
[Reported by Muslim].
1182. Narrated 'Uqba bin 'Aamir .$: His
sister took a vow to walk to Allah's
House (for pilgrimage) barefootedYl
Then, she ordered him to consult
Allah's Messenger i!!5, so he consulted
him for a religious verdict and the
Prophet i!!5 replied, "Let her walk and
ride." [Agreed upon, and the wording
is Muslim's].
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a have: He said,
'1 Ji1 ~P :Jw ·~~\11J -4;.~J
l _,...,..
"Verily! Allah, the Most High, will not
,..;.s'_?J ,_:,.~
'~~I~~
do anything with the affliction your
sister imposes on herself. Command
. «.i~I ~bli;. ~~iJ
her to cover her head and to ride, and
to fast three days."
·' ·'-"'.[&.·'I·"
("A1")
1183. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Sa'd bin <.S'li;3jj1,~.)
,..;. ,(f'J
'Ubada[ 2 J asked Allah's Messenger i!!5
jJ I ~ ~ ;; t:; .j; .l;.:;. _;2.i : J ti I ;.; ~
for a ruling regarding a vow taken by
3
his mother[ 1 who had died before :).;. ~lS ~j; .) ~ ~I J_,:..~ ~

?

0

0

......

u;.:;

,,.

,..

.....

0

Ji.;3

thus made is a specified one, and one has the capability to fulfill it, it is compulsory for him
to do so. If the person does not have the capability to do it, he will incur the same atonement
penalty (Kaffarah) as applicable to an oath-taking (Al-Yamin). If the same involves
disobedience of Allah or a sinful act, some scholars are of the opinion that it will not incur
any atonement penalty (Kaffarah), whereas according to some of them it will incur an oath
atonement penalty (Kaffarah Al-Yamin).
[tJ This Hadith states that if someone makes a vow of making a barefooted journey all the
way to the House of Allah (the Ka'ba), it is not binding on him to do so. It further informs us
that a vow made in the disobedience of Allah also incurs an atonement penalty (Kaffarah),
i.e. the fast of three days. This is in reference to her uncovering her hair.

l2 l He was the leader of Al-Khauaj, the bearer of the flag of Al-Ansar in all the battles and one
of the group leaders at Bai'atul-'Aqaba. He was a noble and generous man and used to write
in Arabic. He was also good at swimming and shooting, and was called Al-Kami! (the perfect)
because of those qualities. He used to give out a lot of Sadaqa. He failed to tum up when
Abu Bakr ;,;s- .!ii ~_;was being sworn in for the caliphate and left Al-Madinah. It is said that
the jinn killed h~ at Hauriin within Damascus region in the year 14 H., 15 Hor 16 H.
c31 This narration does not explain the nature of the vow thus made. Another Hadith states
that it involved the manumission of a slave. This explains that a deceased person's financial
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fulfilling it, and he said, "Fulfill it on ~ ;.;'111 ·.J-, 0 ~
:c.....
her behalf." [Agreed upon).

'-

.:~ :~I '1'.•0

'~
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u.

'-'>'
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..::-}y ,~\

.~j.2 _((~

1184. Narrated Thabit bin Ad-Dahhak
that in the time of Allah's Messenger
~ a man took a vow to slaughter
camels at Bawana. So, he came to
Allah's Messenger ~ and asked him
(about that). Allah' Messenger~ asked,
"Did the place contain any idol which
was worshiped (during the ]ahiliya
era)?"(lJ He said, "No." He asked
'Were any of their (fahiliya) festivals
observed there?" He said, "No." He
then said (to the man), "Fulfill your
vow, for there is no fulfillment of a vow
to do an act of disobedience to Allah,
nor to break the ties of relationship,
nor to do something over which a
human being has no control."
[Reported by Abo Da'ud and, and the
wording is his (At-Tabarani). It has a
sound chain of narrators]. It has a
Shahid (supporting narration) from the
Hadith of Kardaml 2 l reported by
Ahmad.
1185. Narrated Jabir (bin 'Abdullah) ~ :
A man said on the day of the Fath, "O
Messenger of Allah, I have vowed that if
Allah opens the conquest of Makkah at
your hands I shall pray in Jerusalem."
He replied, "Pray here."[ 3 l He asked
~:
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obligations - incurred by invoking such vows - must be met by his successors. However,
some scholars hold that they are not obligated to do so.
[IJ This Haditb informs us that if someone makes a vow to perform a certain act of worship
in a certain place, it is obligatory upon him to fulfill his vow, as long as no ritual ceremonies
of the polytheists, and none of their festivals and fairs, are observed in that particular place.
However, though it is permissible, it is not required to fulfill the vow in that particular place.

l'l Kardam bin Sufyan Ath-Thaqafi was a Sababi and his daughter Maimuna who was a
Sababiya and 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin Al-'Aas narrated the Haditb from him.
l 3l This Haditb alludes to one of the cardinal principles to the effect that if a person makes a
vow to perform a prayer at a certain house of worship, his vow may be fulfilled by performing
his prayer in a mosque which is either equal - or greater - in status than that of the vowed
one. However, if he prays in a mosque of a lesser status, his vow shall not be accomplished.
However, his offering a prayer in the Mosque of the Prophet ;j1f;: or in Al-Masjid-al-Haram will
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him again and he replied, "Pray here."
:Jw jLJ ,t.:...t... ~ :Jw ,jLJ
He asked him again and he replied,
"It's up to you, then." [Reported by ~J ,;~1; ;lj ~l ~lj~ . ~~t .!tb
Ahmad and Abo Da'ud. Al-Hakim
. ~t,;Ji
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1186. Narrated Abo Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: ~! ~'J ~!~I J.< ~\ :_;.j ("A"\)
,, ,,
,,..
J.
,,
The Prophet ~ said, "No (religious) t ,, J. ,,
..L!,; '}>1 : JI,; ~ ~I ,;/ , ~ c)t.;3
journey is to be undertaken except to
(pray in) the three mosques: The ~\ :~t..::.; ~*
~t .Ji.;.:.ii
Sacred Mosque (Makkah), the Aqsa
Mosque Oerusalem), and this Mosque .11\.i.i. -,?~.J ,~\r1 ~.J 'il.?JI
' ~. / .Ll.U1'.J ',_.ii _,......
·-~=,
of mine (Al-Madinah)." [Agreed upon,
. '-?!
and the wording is Al-Bukhari's].
1187. Narrated 'Umar ~ : [concerning
his consultation with the Prophet] He
said: I said: 0 Allah's Messenger (~), I
made a vow in the]ahiliya times[lJ to
spend a night in devotion (I'tikaf) in
the Sacred Mosque. He (the Prophet)
said, "Fulfill your vow." [Agreed upon].
Al-Bukhari added in another narration:
"Then, spend a night in devotion (in
the Sacred Mosque)."

Jt

fulfill his vow. A vow undertaken to perform a prayer in Al-Masjid-al-Haram will not be
fulfilled by praying in either the Mosque of the Prophet ~ or the Mosque of Baitul-Maqdis. A
person undertaking this vow must perform his prayer necessarily in Al-Masjid-al-Haram to
fulft!lhis vow.
Pl The people who uphold the view that a vow made by a non-believer has no bearing or is
not a lawful one refer to this Hadith as an evidence. AI~Bukhari, Ibn Jarir and others hold
that a oon-believer must fulfill his vow if he enters Al-Islam.
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14. THE BOOK OF
JUDGEMENT
1188. Narrated Buraida
~:
Allah's
Messenger ~ said: "Al-Qudat (judges)
are of three types, two[IJ of whom will
go to Hell and one to Paradise. The one
who will go to Paradise is a man who
knows what is right and gives
judgement accordingly. However, a
man who knows what is right, and does
not give judgement accordingly and
acts unjustly in his judgement, will be
in the Hell-Fire. Likewise, a man who
does not know what is right and judges
people with ignorance, will be in the
Hell-Fire." [Reported by Al-Arba'a, and
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1189. Narrated Abu Huraira 41%: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "He who has been
appointed a Qadi (Judge) has been
slaughtered without a knife."C 2 l
[Reported by Allmad and Al-Arba'a. Ibn
Khuzaima and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
1190. Narrated (Abii Huraira) 41%: Allah's
~I J_?~ J~ :J~ ~.J ("~-)
Messenger ~ said, "You will eagerly
~1,i; 0)2,.J ·~~~'XI);:. ':JY,,f2' ;.s:;p1
seek out the office of governorship, but
.~·'q ~ ,,\;L::A.Ji ,,,
it will become a cause of regret on the - ~;.J
- _,.,...., - -r~
Day of Resurrection. How excellent it is

:m

[lJ This Hadith states two points. First, a person who does not know the truth and another
person, who does not act upon the truth despite being aware of it, such persons shall equally
be condemned to Hell-fire. It means that knowledge without action has no value. Secondly,
the possibility of committing a judgmental error exists for anyone who exercises a judgement.
Had it not been so, people would not have been divided as such and making of such fine
distinctions among them would have been out of place.

l 2 l By reading this Hadith, one may gather an idea about the extent of severity, the court
magistrates are subjected to. Whoever takes the position of Qadi, it is a though he is
subjecting himself to be slaughtered, i.e. destroyed. If the magistrate (Qad1) is a pious
person, he has to make a great effort in searching out the correct and just judgement.
Despite all this, he will be subjected to an ordeal of an extremely difficult accountability on
the Day of Judgement. Another Hadith states that a righteous magistrate will be called for on
the Day of Judgement and will be subjected to such an intense and severe interrogation that
he will say, "Would that I never have exercised a judgement even between two people." In
case a magistrate turns out to be an oppressor and a bribe-taker, he will dwell in the Hellfire.
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as a Murdi'ah (wet nurse)! And how
evil it is as a Fatimah (one who
weans)!l 1 l ." [Reported by Al-Bukhari].
1191. Narrated 'Amr bin Al-'Aas ~= He
.J.
.J.
/
_,-;;;t ,
,
heard Allah's Messenger~ say, "When /
a judge gives a ruling, having tried his 1;t11 :J~ ~~I J_?J ~ .,_;\ ,~ _)t;;
best to decide correctly, and is right (in .~1?.l lli ..;.~1
~t;j\ ~
his decision), he will have a double
$.Li ~ 1;µ
reward; and when he gives a ruling, ~ .«?.l lli u.;.1
having tried his best to decide correctly,
-~
and is wrong (in his decision), he will
have a single reward." [Agreed upon].

rs *\j
rs

1192. Narrated Abu Bakra ~= I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ say, "No judge
should give judgement between two
people while he is angry."l 2 l [Agreed
upon].

~
-~

1193. Narrated 'Ali ~=Allah's Messenger '~ Jt;; jil ~J ~ :;. :; (' 'O,Y')
said, "When two men bring a case
~l
1;t11 : ~ ~I J_?J J\.i : J\.i
before you, do not decide in favor of
the first till you hear what the other has f-%
J;_ ~~~ -~ yrj ,0~J
to say, l3 l then you will know how to
J t_i . II~~ ..:.;;s l?~J; .:;y:j '.f" 'J \
judge." 'Ali ~ said, "Since then, I have
continued to judge (in accordance with ;1_; ~\ ~1.JJ . ~
.;J~ l_j : ~
that)." [Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud
·~~I ~I ~1;;_; 2.;._J ·~~J.li.J ;31;
and At-Tirmidhi. The latter graded it
Hasan (good), while Ibn Al-Madini ,r-?t;Ji ~ ~G j_; ,0~ ~I ~.J
graded it Qawi (strong), and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic). It
~

_;,\Z

?

4Li

[tJ Meaning such authority is a source of many pleasures for the ruler in this world. However,
when he dies and is weaned, i.e. deprived of these pleasures and taken to account on the
Judgement Day, evil is its end for the one who has failed to live up to its responsibilities.
[ZJ A judge should not pronounce his verdict in the condition of being overpowered and
driven by anger or similar conditions, such as thirst, sickness, worry or sleepiness. H he does
so, his judgement may incline towards what is unjust. This action has been graded as ..#
cs""'r (strictly forbidden) in Shari'a terminology. In case, a judge does happen to pass a
verdict while seething with anger, whether or not such a verdict will be considered as valid
and effective is also a disputed point. Some scholars regard it to be valid, whereas the others
do not. Similarly, in the light of common sense, such a verdict does not appear to be
acceptable.

! 3 1 This Hadith states that passing a judgement .merely by listening to the statement of a
claimant is wrong, unless a defendant is given an opportunity to clarify his position also. In
case a defendant observes silence, refuses to answer an interrogation or does not care to
attend the court on the specified dates of hearing, then a judge has a right to pronounce the
judgement.
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has a Shahid (supporting narration)
reported by Al-Hakim from the Hadith
of lbn 'Abbas].
1194. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Indeed, you bring
your disputes to me, and perhaps some
of you are more eloquent in their plea
than others, so that I give judgement
on their behalf according to what I hear
from them. Therefore, whatever I rule
for anyone which by right belongs to
his brother, I am only granting him a
portion ofHell-Fire."[ 1 1 [Agreed upon].
1195. Narrated Jabir ~: I heard Allah's
Messenger ~ saying, "How could an
Ummah (people) be purified (of its
....
>
,, .,, >
,, >
sins) where the right of its weak is not .«i•§i:~ ~-:!:~ ~ ~~ ~ ;;1 ~.il:;
taken from its strong."[ 21 [Reported by
~ ;~_;. ,..:....~ ~ ~G ;Jj ,~~~I ~lj)
lbn Hibban. It has a Shahid (supporting
narration) from the Hadith of Buraida, _.;.1 ~ ~ '-ii ,..:....~ ~ ~Tj . :!1~1
reported by Al-Bazzar, and another
-~[.;
from the Hadith of Abu Sa'id, reported
by lbn Majah].
1196. Narrated 'Aisha ~: I heard Allah's
Messenger ~ saying, "The just Qadi
Qudge) will be called (forth) on the
Day of Resurrection and he will wish he
had never given judgement even
between two men throughout his life,
due to the severity of the account he
will face." [Reported by lbn Hibban. AlBaihaqi reported it with the wording: "
. . . concerning a single tamrah (date
fruit)."]
111 This Hadith apprises us of a couple of very important points. The first one is that if a
judge passes a verdict contrary to what the mores and norms of propriety and justice call for,
then Allah shall consider such an unjust verdict invalid, and a final verdict shall be
pronounced about it on the Day of Judgement. Secondly, the Prophet ~ did not possess
knowledge of the unseen. Otherwise, he would have refrained from making such a
statement.

l2 l This Hadith implies that redressing the rights of the weaker sections against the
encroachment of the powerful (i.e., restoration of the rights of the poor which have been
impinged upon by the rich) is obligatory. ff the oppression and injustice become rampant
among the rulers of a nation, then that entire nation is called to account.
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1197. Narrated Abu Bakra ~:The Prophet ~ J' ~ illi , .,
~ said "A people who make a woman
~ .J
their ~lerPl will never be successful." ~;l IJJ) r~
[Reported by Al-Bukhari].

;-<". \ '.,, ( 11 '\V)
.J""":
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& J» :Jli ~~I ,:_f

_____

--'-

1198. Narrated Abii Maryam Al-Azdil 2 l
4!o: The Prophet ~ said, "Whoever is
placed by Allah over any matter of the
affairs of the Muslims, and then
conceals himself (i.e. holds back) from
dealing with their needs and their poor
(people), Allah will conceal Himself
(i.e. hold back) from fulfilling his
needs."l 3 l [Abii Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi
reported it].
1199. Narrated Abu Huraira .:t;,: Allah's
Messenger ~ cursedl 4 l the one who
bribes and the one who takes bribes to
influence the judgement. [Reported by
Ahmad and Al-Arba'a. At-Tirmidhi
graded it Hasan (good), and Ibn
Hibb:in graded it Sahib (authentic). It
has a Shahid (supporting narration)
from 'Abdullah bin 'Amr's Hadith,
reported by Al-Arba'a except AnNasa'i].
1200. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair
~: Allah's Messenger~ ruled that the

;11 ~~ ~:?j~I ~~

<./;l :;.J (\\'\,\)

_:;» :J~ ~~I,:}-~ Jt.;;
'
'~ ' ' ' ' , ' ~ : . I • '1\ 'l ' \.:.S
&.:r- ~ '~ !" ~ ._
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~ J~ ;11 ~~ ;;.; <./;\
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- ·1''1 ~,
"'"': .&1 J' _,....J
,~ .._r:~\
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:J'Li

~~' ;.) ,~)\11)

L._;.\ ~IJJ , -~\
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~l;. ;]3 '~~ &;! ~J '.S*)I

~.1. ~·\r1
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The Prophet ~ uttered these words at the time when the Iranians enthroned Khosru's
(Kisra's) daughter and made her their empress. Whether or not a woman may be assigned
the duties of a judge in a court of law to exercise judgements in the matters related to public
affairs, is a disputed point. However, the majority of scholars hold that a woman may not be
appointed a judge to a criminal court where murder and other crime related trials are
conducted.

[tJ

[ZJ This Sahiibi, also called Al-Asadi, was a Hadrami. He paid a visit to Mu'awiya in Sham and
told him this Hadith.

C3 l This Hadith implies that it is prohibited for a ruler to appoint a sentinel on the point of
entry. Similarly, it is forbidden to shut the gate of a court. Instead, everybody, whether rich
or poor, should be able to enter the court without hindrance.
4
[ J Both the bribe givers and bribe takers are accursed ones. Now, there are two applied
situations. The first one involves a person who pays a bribe in order to acquire what lawfully
belongs to him. In this situation, the bribe thus given becomes forbidden for the one
accepting it and not for the one giving it. The second situation involves a person who pays a
bribe in order to acquire more than what lawfully belongs to him and thereby encroaching
upon the rights of another person. A bribe thus given will be regarded as forbidden for the
giver and the taker equally.
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two opposing parties in a dispute
should sit[IJ in front of the judge.
[Reported by Abu Da'ud. Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
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Chapter 1
THE TESTIMONIES
1201. Narrated Zaid bin Khalid AlJuhani ~: The Prophet ~ said, "Shall I
not inform you who is the best witness?
He is the one who produces his
testimony before he is askedf 2 l for it."
[Reported by Muslim].
· ' ' ' ·' .)1-·
~-- (H•Y)
1202. Narrated 'Imran bin Husain ·~: ~I,·'
~ J ,:_r.:-a> ,c.T.
~ :./.)
Allah's Messenger JWi said, "Verily! The
J~
best of you (i.e. Muslims) are my 0tn :~ ~i J_?) Jli : J\i y
~
.-- J
"
.;;;
"
,,
"
generation, then their immediate ~.ill
-r+~ 0oJ..i' ~ -..;:;
followers, then their immediate
~~
-~~
followers. After them there will be '1.:; ,.:i.)1 g ~:
people who will give (false) testimony Cl.J~+;..J ,.:,~~ ~.:; .:,_;.~.:; '"'.)lg·>~
without being asked (to testify), l3 l who
will be treacherous and are not to be
trusted, who will make vows and will
not fulfill them, among whom obesity
will appear." [Agreed upon].
1203. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "It is not
permissible to accept the testimony of a
man or a woman who does not fulfill ~
· · -?~· '1'.) , ~t_,;.
.,;t.,;. ~;1::
~ '~
, . '1'.) ,...,,
~ J.J":"
their trusts, or of one who harbors a
,
grudge against his brother, or the -~\! ,t].Lill ~.;~ j~ '1.:; ,~\
testimony of one who is dependent on
a family (to testify) for members of the

r.:

...

r.Ji
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(•I This inculc:ites two things. The first thing is that both the plaintiff and defendant be
treated on an equal footing, none of them should be accorded a preferential treatment.
Secondly, both the plaintiff and defendant should take their statements before the magistrate
in a sitting posture and not the standing one.
[?.J These are the ones who testify promptly for the sake of Allah alone so that justice could
be done. They do not wait until such a time that the oppressed should approach them and
implore them to testify for him.

131 These are the kind of people who testify on their own in order that their reliability be
established by any means, fair or unfair. These are in fact driven by an ulterior motive to
establish a misleading and fictitious groundwork for the trial so that it may progress on the
basis of misrepresentation and distortion of facts. These are witnesses of the worst kind.
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family."(11 [Reported by Ahmad and
Abo Da'ud].
1204. Narrated Abo Huraira .:ti;: He
heard Allah's Messenger ~ say, "The
testimony of a bedouin against a city
dweller is not permissible. "1 2 1
[Reported by Abo Da'ud and lbn
. :..,;..1,; .'.,;l.J ;j1;
Majah).
1205. Narrated 'Umar bin Al-Khattab .:ti;: ill1 (.,r;' J ,'-:"tl.;J1 ,; ;J. ~.J ( \Y • o)
" , . ,. A\ .; :;
, . , . , , ,. , . ,~-;: ,,
,. , .
He addressed the people and said,
l_,.;lS L..i,; 0l :JI.A,; ._;:.Ja>. ...;1 '~ .)~
"People were sometimes judged by the
..;IJZ 'I J ''
" '
''.IL, ~ ~ ~"
revealing of a Divine Revelation during '~
~ , J-"J-:'# cl ,~Y; uJ.J..>.j;
the lifetime of Allah's Messenger~. but
~ 0'11 ;J.Ll.t
,~1 ~ .;-_,i1 ~µ
now the Divine Revelation has been
discontinued [i.e. there is no longer
·~/~I ;l.J) .~~l & G ~
any new revelation coming]. Now we
will judge you by the deeds you
practice publicly."1 31 [Reported by AlBukhari).
1206. Narrated Abo Bakra .:ti;: The Prophet J~ ill1 ~) ;};' ~f ~J (\Y•'\)
~ considered Shahadah Az-Zur (giving
.,! ~_,j.J1 ;;~ ~ ~l ,~~I ,J ,~
a false testimony) among the most
I. .l.. • ..i;:.
. ~ ·.~:,
;-GJI -<-f
serious of major sins. [Al-Bukhari and
. ,<J--!" ,'--L ~ ,. ~ . j- . f':"'
Muslim reported it in a long Hadith).
1207. Narrated lbn 'Abbas ~: The J~ ill1 ~) ,U"'~ ,JI ,J.J (\Y •V)
Prophet ~ said to a man, "Do you see
~)>> :,~1 J\.i ~ ~I 01 ,1;,+:<the sun?" He replied, "Yes." He said,

LJµ

11 1 A testimony given by an unfaithful person, an enemy or the one testifying in favour of his
relative, is not acceptable as the same involves the possibility that such persons, more often
than not, may go to brash extremes while testifying (due to the built-in prejudices). Similarly,
a person may not testify for someone who feeds him since there is a possibility that such a
person may show partiality favouring his benefactor. A witness must be a just person who is
not inclined to favor either of the two parties.
121 The only reason for this restriction is that since the bedouins usually have no idea about
the prevailing conditions and circumstances of the city and village dwellers, they are
prohibited to testify for them. Since the people living in a city are better informed about their
fellow city inhabitants, their testimonies in regard to a trial concerning a fellow city-dweller,
are acceptable. If a bedouin is fully knowledgeable about the relevant circumstances, his
testimony shall also be acceptable, provided that he is a just person.
13 1 This Hadith states that the judgements shall be pronounced according to what seems to
be justified and appropriate (apparently). In case someone commits perjury and makes a
statement contrary to what the facts are, the sin thus incurred shall be solely credited to the
perjurer. The court judge is hereby absolved of any sin whatsoever and bears no
accountability in this matter.
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"Give witness in a similar case [which is
as clear as the sun), or leave it (ll ."
(Ibn 'Adi reported it with a Da'if ~i::+ ~~ J.1 ~_;.1 . 11t_; 31 .~t,;
(weak) chain of narrators, and Al-Hakim
. Ua;.t ~L;..ll ~.:; ·-~
graded it Sahib (authentic), but he was
mistaken].
1208. Narrated (Ibn 'Abbas) ~: Allah's J_,.:.:; ~f ~ JL.;S jil ~J ~.:; (\ y •,\)
Messenger ~ ruled on the basis of an ~1..~ :;.,q ...uG' · ,
'.; "~ 41
,, .J -~ ~ ~,
oath and a single witness. fZJ [Muslim, ,,-- ._rAbu Da'ud and An-Nasa'i reported it,
·~ ~~i:.:.t :Jei.:; ,~L.J1.:;;)1;;1.:;
the latter said that it has a ]ayyid
(good) chain of narrators].
~ JL.;S jil ~) ~);~ ~f ~) (I Y • 0,)
1209. Narrated
Abu
Huraira
.;$,:
Something similar to the aforesaid
J.1 ~.:; ·&~.iJ1.:; ;_J1; ;f ~_;.f -~
Hadith. (Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi
. .)~
reported it; Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)).

Chapter 2

DA'WA AND BAIYINAr£31

,

..:..ie.ll'
, 'JJI _:,i;
-· J r.S..Y
• .

-

Y

(CLAIMS AND EVIDENCES)
1210. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: The Prophet
~ said, "If people were given whatever
they claimed (in disputes), some
people would claim the lives and
wealth of others;f 4 l but the oath (of
denial) must be taken by the
defendant." [Agreed upon].
[IJ It means that a person should only testify to something that facts of which he is absolutely
certain about. One should not testify to something merely upon conjecture, or upon hearing
a rumor that may be of doubtful accuracy.
[ZJ It is clarified by this Hadith that if two witnesses are not available then one witness, along
with an oath by the claimant with be sufficient. In case no witness is available, then the oath
of the claimant will not be sufficient to establish his claim. In such a situation, the defendant
will be required to make an oath denying the claim made against him.

[3 l The definition of Da'wa (claim) is to lay one's claim on something by asserting: "I have a
right on such and such thing", regardless of whether the claim thus laid is true or false.

Baiyinat implies a clear evidence, since it establishes and proves the right of the lawful
owner to the contested item.
4
[ J One of the major principles of jurisprudence is that a claimant must prove his claim by
providing evidences, producing witnesses, or else, the defendant must verify and confess to
the truth of what he claims. If this is not done, the defendant should bring forth evidences
refuting the claim or take an oath to this end. The suspected murder trial is the only trial
where the defendant (if the situation warrants), will have to produce 50 different persons
administering an oath as witnesses. If the defendant fails to do so, or the claimant does not
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Al-Baihaqi has reported with a Sahib
(authentic) chain of narrators: "But the
proof (Bayyinah) lies on the one who
is making the claim, and the oath
(Yamin) must be taken by the one who
rejects the claim."
1211. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: The
Prophet ~ suggested to some people
that they should take an oath (Yamin)
and when they hastened to do so he
ordered that lots should be cast[IJ
among them concerning the oath, as to
which of them should take it. [Reported
by Al-Bukhari].
1212. Narrated Abu UmamaAl-Harithil 2 l
JJ\ :.rf') ~~WI i;i..;;\ -!\ ~j (\'\'\'I')
~:Allah's Messenger~ said, "If anyone
,~II :J~ ~ ~\ JrJ ~\ '~ J~
seized - by his oath - what rightly
~...:...,..::,
-~ • 'I •_, :!,~~\
belongs to a Muslim, Allah has made ill1 ..::_;.•\
.. J
""'"; , , , - ,.Sf° ~ c-the Hell-Fire compulsory for him and
: ~) j JW .1&~1
F?J ,)GI j
forbidden for him the Paradise." A man
asked, "O Allah's Messenger, even if it ~µ11 J~ ~~1 J_,,:.j ~ 1~ l.:;j ~t5 ~µ
were something insignificant?" He
<~
\'.~ ~\"
.II,!]\'\
'.
~lS
J.J
, .J '-1-': ·- /
replied, "Even if it were a stickl 3 l from
anArak tree." [Reported by Muslim].

:

*

u

1213. Narrated Al-Ash'ath bin Qaisl 4 l
~: Allah's Messenger ~
said, "If
believe the oaths thus undenaken
the blood money.

to

be creditable, he can administer a similar oath and claim

Ill If the nature of the claim happens to be such that both the panies seem to be the
claimants and defendants at the same time. then both the panies have a right to undertake
an oath. In case one of the panies refuses to undenake an oath, the opponent may do the
same and take the disputed item. If both the panies are prepared to undenake an oath, their
eligibility will be decided by casting a lot. Whoever's name appears out of this process, shall
undertake an oath and take away the thing disputed. This applies to conditions where none
of the panies have proof substantiating their claim. If one of them does have an e"idence,
then the right to administer such an oath belongs to him alone.
2

l He is Abu Umama Iyas bin Tha'laba Al-Ansari Al-Harithi Al-Khazraji. It was also said that he
was a Balawi and an ally ofAl-Ansar. He was one of the old Sahiiha, but did not attend Badr,
because he was nursing his mother.
l

l3 l This Hadith clearly indicates that if a person, by administering a false oath, takes away
even a minor thing belonging to someone else, or deprives someone of his right by doing so,
he shall be forbidden to enter Paradise.
l4 l Ash'ath bin Qais bin Ma'dikarib Al-Kindi, Abu Muhammad was a Sahahi who settled at
Kufa. He lost both eyes at the battle of Yarmiik He was generous, kind and once made an
oath and atoned it by fifteen thousand. He was appointed as the governor of Azerbaijan and
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anyone swears a firm oath - knowingly,
intentionally - taking by it property
belonging to a Muslim, Allah will be
angry with him when he meets Him (on
the Day of Resurrection)." [Agreed
upon].
1214.NarratedAbuMusa ~:Two men cfIL;0 rtJ1 ~)
·• ..f""Y'
··'.
:;.:
(IYlt)
'-":_,,f V
J
had a dispute over an animal, and . :I_:;
neither of them had a proof. So Allah's er::'
Messenger (~) gave a ruling that it be
divided in halves between them. [IJ
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and ih.J ,~LJl.J ;_Ji;;\_:; .'.4;.\ ;i_:;~ · .u'.; :.;
An-Nasa'i, and the wording is his (AnNasa'i) who said that it's chain of
narrators is jayyid (good)].
1215. Narrated Jabir ~: The Prophet ~ 0f ~ JL;;3 rtJ1 ::ri'~ -/;~ :.;._:; (I'\' Io)
said, "If anyone swears a false oath on
this Minbar of mine, he will have 1.ii ~_;0 ~ .:ii;. _:;11 : Jli ~ ~\
prepared his seat in the Hell-Fire."[ 2 1 .'.4;.\ ;1:_)·
.11 .81 :,.. ;i;l:, f~< ti! . ·
.../
-;,
u,,
_r.J ~ ,, ,,.~
[Reported by Ahmad, Abu Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1216. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger~ said, "There are three[ 3 l
;.~~!~ '1 ~)\511 :~ ~\ J_?) Jli :Jli
to whom Allah will not speak to on the
']· ', .·11 'l::~ '1~ ,~LA.)\.,.
Day of Resurrection, nor will He look at ,:..,.~~,
r;:- JI. J ~ ~ J"'-!.
i Y- rtJ1
them, nor will He purify them, and they • i..;; I;,; . I; .,, .
1f ..:'..,. 1.li :..ll:
,,~ ~ ~~
~
1-~~
will have a painful punishment: (a) a "G
'1..:...
1
~
11
.
·1
•
.....
~oYLllL,
man at a place with excess water in the c:: . <.r- _)) . •;..r::; .c.r. '-.
. .
desert and who withholds it fi;om the
:~~ j ..:.J;.j
~ ~;~ ~)
travelers; (b) a man who sold a
;.;.
~
;_:;
,~Ll
'
1
1$-_:;
\~ i;l;,\j
commodity to another person in the
afternoon (or after the 'Asr prayer) and dji.LJ -J1 ~G '1 \..i..;;1 "G '1..:.~· . ~;
. . ~ ' ..
~ c:: . <.r- JJ
•
J

•

• •

<

,?\

witnessed Siffin with 'Ali. He died forty days after the death of 'Ali in 40 H. at the age of 63
years.
111 This is a situation where the two parties claim the ownership of the same thing. They are
neither prepared to undertake an oath, nor do they have a witness to substantiate their claim.
This means that they are equal in terms of their status. Should such a situation arise, the
disputed thing shall be awarded to the party who has possession. In case neither of them
possess it, or the same lies in an equal possession of both the parties, the same shall be
divided into twO equal halves and each of them given a share.
12 1 This Hadith states that the intensity of a sin and punishment may vary depending on the
time and place of their commission and occurrence.

l3 l This Hadith states that in comparison to other sinners, their condition will be worst and
more deplorable, as such people shall incur the anger and torment of Allah.
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swore to him by Allah that he had
bought it at such and such price and he
(the buyer) believed him yet that was
not the case; (c) and a man who
pledged allegiance to an Imam only for
the sake of the world (material gains).
Hence, if the Imam bestowed on him
something out of that (i.e. worldly
riches) he stood by his pledge of
allegiance, and if he did not give him,
he did not fulfill the pledge of
allegiance." [Agreed upon].
1217. Narrated }abir ~: Two men
disputed about a she-camel. Then, each
of them said: this she-camel was born at
my place, and each of them brought a
proof (that it was his animal). Allah's
Messenger ~ then ruled that it be
taken by the one who had it in his
possession.
1218. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The
Prophet ~ re-directed Al-Yamin (the
oath to be sworn by the defendant) to
the one making the claim to some right.
[Ad-Daraqutni reported the two
aforesaid Abadfth, and there is
weakness in their chain of narrators] .
1219. Narrated 'Aisha ~: One day the
Prophet ~ came to me overjoyed, his
face shinning (from happiness) and
said, "Did you not see that Mujazziz AlMudliji[l J (a physiognomist) looked at
Zaid bin Haritha and U sama bin
Zaidl 2 l , and then said, 'These feet (of
Zaid and Usaama) are related to one
another.' "l 3 l [Agreed upon].
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r
r .
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Jt;_; ~\ ~~ ~~ ~.)
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-i~ ..Si~ ~ ~\ ~ ~; :..:JL..i
,, JI.-}'-"
, ''~\ v_,.
,';'.:...~ '1 ,,,
_,-::; r~l~\)) ·.J-,~:
'-"' '~J
'JJ.r-"

,J ~j Jt Wf j; ~.WI lj~ 0\
r1:J\;1 ~~ : Jw ,-0 ,J ~d.J z-!L;.

Ill He was a Sahabi from the tribe of Mudlij, and was called Mujazziz bin Al-A'war bin Ju'da
Al-Kinani Al-Mudliji. He was one of most famous physiognomist during the]ahiliya era. Ibn
Yunus mentioned him among the Sahaha who conquered Egypt. A Qa'if (physiognomist) is
someone who is able to recognize the resemblance between two people - e.g. between a
man and his father or brother - by examining their physical features.

*

12 1 The Prophet
was happy because some people used to doubt Zaid's fatherhood to
Usama, since Zaid was fair complexioned while Usama was very dark. Usama's mother Umm Ayman, whose name was Barakah ~ - was a black Abyssinian (Ethiopian) woman.
13l It is narrated that Zaid bin Haritha o:.s. 4 I ~ J the freed slave of the Prophet ~ was of a
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15. THE BOOK OF
EMANCIPATION
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1220. Narrated Abu Huraira
Allah's ~ J't.;; jjl ~J
J!.f'-~ i f
Messenger ~ said, "Any Muslim man . L' ~ • 'I ~\» :4 1JZ 41 J, , • J. ~ : J. ~
~.
J-'J
who emancipates a Muslim man, Allah -r--- •..S.('
!ill>
,-;;;
.. ..
,,,.
..
will rescue from the Hell-Firel 1 J an ~ ~ ~ ai1 i•::·.1 ~ 1;_;1 ~T
organ of his body for every organ of his
.~ j2 .«°"GI~~ i_,..;a;
(the emancipated man's body)."
[Agreed upon].
'

0

Narrated Abu Umama ( •): Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Any Muslim man
who emancipates two Muslim women,
they will be his ransom from the Hellfire." [At-Tirmidhi reported it, and
graded it Sahib (authentic)). Ka'b bin
Murra1 2 l
( •)
narrated:
(Allah's
Messenger ~ said) "Any Muslim
woman who emancipates a Muslim
woman, she will be her ransom from
the Hell-Fire." [Reported by Abu
Da'ud).

•=

1221. Narrated Abu Dhar
I asked
the Prophet ~ : Which action was most
excellent? He replied, "Faith in Allah
and jihad in His Path." I then asked,
Which slaves were most excellent (for
the purpose of emancipating them)? He
replied, "Those whose prices are
highest and are the most precious to
their people." [Agreed upon].
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1222. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
white complexion whereas his son Usama =..iii ·~J was rather dark-complexioned. Because
of this, some of the disbelievers started casting slurs on him regarding his lineage. Mujazziz
Al-Mudliji saw them lying down, their faces wrapped up with linen and their feet lying bare.
When he saw their feet, he uttered these words which in tum pleased the Prophet ~ . This
proves that while making a conclusion about a certain thing, one may resort to his personal
intuition 01-Farilsah) and the gift of deducing facts out of reading a person's physiognomy
01-Qiyafah).
l1 l The said reward may only be earned by manumitting a believing slave, although there is
virtue in freeing a disbeliever as well. Indeed, the manumission of a believing slave earns the
greater reward.
l2 l He was a Sahabi and was also said to be called Murra bin Ka'b. He settled at Basra, then at
Jordan where he died in the year 57 H. or 59 H.
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Messenger
~
said
"If anyone
emancipates his share in a Qointly
owned) slave and has enough money to
pay the full price for him, a fair price
for the slave should be fixed, his
partners given their shares, and the
slave be thus emancipated.Pl
Otherwise, he is emancipated only to
the extent of the first man's share."
[Agreed upon).

-i j \s_:,.; ~l _:;>>

: ~fol J_,!.) Jl.i : J~

LllJ
,,! ,,.L.;J\ ~ ,, U:: Ji.;; j ~\S:j .~
. P' ,. '-"'"'C·""
•.
·~ ;;;\S). ~t ,_J~ ~ [~
·~·,

, , , I',,

, , , ·~~ ,;\,

,_;...::....ff~ '-'~~..w

~"'\.•I-,,,,

•µ '-":"-'

~~J

·~

Narrated Abii Huraira •: (The Prophet
said), "Otherwise, a price should be
fixed for him, and work should be
found for him (to earn his freedom),
without overburdening him." [Agreed
upon). And it is said that 'to earn his
freedom' is Mudrajab (inserted) in the
~

text.

1223. Narrated Abu Huraita ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "A son does not
repay what he owes his parent unless
he finds him in slavery, then buys him
and emancipates him. " 121 [Reported by
Muslim].

~

JLA3 ~\ ~) ~;.} ~l ~J

J.J:, 0~
-,

'1>1 :~

(\YYf)

fol J_,!.j Jl.i :Jl.i

."~~:;~; ,~A ts-}:;

;~

01 ':11 ;~1:,
L~.~ 'I"
. ~,,--• J.)

1224. Narrated Samuta (bin Jundub)
•: The Prophet ~ said, "If anyone
owns (in slavery) a blood-relative, who
is Mabram (permanently prohibited in
marriage), 13 l that person becomes
free." [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba 'a. A group of Haditb Scholars
held that the strongest view is that it is
[lJ This Hadith states that a slave, who has been partially freed, acquires the status of a
bonded slave who may not be sold to someone or given as a gift.
[ZJ In accordance with this Hadith the Ziihirtyah scholars hold that a father is not considered
to be free, merely 011 the condition that he has been paid for by his son. but that he will be
regarded lawfully free only if manumitted and declared as such by his son. The other scholars
hold that a rather is freed merely upon being purchased by his son. This ruling is similarly
applicable to a mother. This Hadith, on one hand, enlightens us on the patental rights
whereas on the other hand, it highlights the tremendous virtuousness ascribed to the act of
freeing slaves.

131

This Hadith proves that the close relatives [e.g. father, son, brother, brother's child,
father's brother and mother's brother) who are so close to each other that they could not be
bound in wedlock, may not have the relationship of a master and a slave. If the enslaved
person is a woman, the ruling becomes all too clear. But if such a person happens to be a
male one, then the criteria to Jetermine the applicability of this ruling is that one of those
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Mawquf (saying of a Companion)].
, . ' -~
· " ' ,CT.
·' 01''
:"
(\YYo)
1225. Narrated 'Imriin bin Husain ~: A j_il ~_)
~ :./'.J
man - who had no other property - '~..!LI~ L -~f Si.;.- 0f ' I ~:~ J't.;3
, ~
._)
~
emancipated six of his slaves, at the
time of his deathYl Allah's Messenger rt~:;:; '~~
;j ~ (.-! ,~_;; ~
~ sent for them, divided them into
t)f ~ , G-if ~f~ ,~ ;t1 J.?:;
three sections, had lots casts among
them, and then set two free and kept ~ Jli_; '~~f j:;f_; '-~i ~t '~
four in slavery. He said a harsh word
. ~ ~ l.J) . i~+!about him.£21 [Reported by Muslim].
1226. Narrated Safina .t;,: I was a slave ~ Jt.;3 j_il ~:; f._~. ~.J (\ YYi)
..-:
..
>
>
of Umm Salama ~. and she said, "I
't.;3 JJI,~_)
·'ti::. r,
''J ls-1•:
-.:...:.5 :Jli
r-J
shall emancipate you, but on condition ot ...- -' > oJ:
,,, l
,.,,..,..
that you serve Allah's Messenger ~ as 01 ~ .kr1_; .. ·1o;~1 :..:JW ,~
long as you live. "[ 3 1 [Reported by
k;.f ~1.J_) .. ~ ~':' [; ~ ;ill J,?:;
Ahmad, Abii Da'ud, An-Nasa'i and Al. ~L;..li.J ~l:.Ji.J ;~1; ;f.J
Hakim].

-

Jt;

\I_;;

f;.;

,

1227. Narrated
'Aisha
~:
Allah's
~ J~ j_i\ ~:;~ti ~.J (\YYV)
Messenger ~ said, "The right of
inheritance from an emancipated slave ~ d>JI ~pl :Jli ~ ;"iii J,?:; 0\
1. .L
• ~ · ~ ~~·, .rc'~I
(Al-Wala) belongs to the one who set
..LJ'..r
•'--!.,
cl- ,. _,..,.:.. ~
him free."[ 4 J (Agreed upon, in a long
Hadith].
1228. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The right of
inheritance from an emancipated slave
(Al-Wala) is a relationship like the
relationship of blood relatives; it should
persons (i.e., the master and the slave) is hypothetically presumed to be a woman. In the
light of such a presumption, it can be determined as to whether or not they could be bound
in wedlock. If affirmative, the said ruling applies to them, as they are Mabram to each other.
!•J This Hadith informs us that a charity made during one's sickness has the same ruling as
bequeathing something by making a will. A sick person cannot donate more than one-third
of his property as a gift or an endowment. The harsh words used by the Prophet ~ about
the said person were: "Had I been informed about the unlawful act of that person
beforehand, I would have disallowed his burial in the graveyard of the Muslims."
!

2

1 Because two-thirds of a dead man's property must go to his heirs.

13 1 This Hadith denotes that while freeing a slave, it is permissible to make such a
manumission a conditional one with his word of promise to the effect that the will keep
serving his former master for the period of time agreed upon. What proves the permissibility
of this practice is that the Prophet ~ upheld this condition and did not pronounce it null
and void.
!4 1 This states that Wala' (the inheritance of a freed slave) belongs to the one who manumits
the slave. It is improper either to sell it or present it to someone (as a gift).
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not be sold, nor gifted." (Reported by
Ash-Shafi'i. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic). It's basic
meaning occurs in the Sabibain but
with a different wording].

Chapter 1
MATIERS PERTAINING TO

MUDABBARl 11 , MUKATABl21
AND UMMUL-WALADl 31
1229. Narrated Jabir

•= A man of the

Ansar declared that his slave lad would

be free after his death,1 41 while he had
no other property. So wlien the
Prophet ~ heard of that he said, "Who
will buy him from me?" And Nu'aim
bi:' 'Abdullah! 5 l bought him for eight
hundred Dirhams. (Agreed upon]. A
narration of Al-Bukhari has: "The man
became needy."
·'
A narration of An-Nasa'i has: "The man ~a.~ ~ .._·; ~-·-- ~.\S~ .• .-L.:_jj ~rJ~ ../,J
had a debt, so (the Prophet ~) sold the
-~i)) :Jli_-; .~~Ll ·-~j~ ~~~
slave for eight hundred Dirhams and
.cc~;
gave him the money and said, "Pay off
your debt."
1230. 'Amr bin Shu'aib, on his father's
authority, told that his grandfather ~~\» :Jli ~ ~\ ,J- ·~~ ~
narrated the Prophet ~ as saying: "A
'. t «~ ".) .;;;:;~ ~,.
'. ~ ~
,-' \; .~
.,? . r-1°J, ,,.
.
slave who entered into an agreement to ;.;.buy his freedom is a slave as long as a :4_;.\ ~ ;l..;,\j . _:_r.;- ~G..:.g ;;1; ;i
...,.

•

....

J

• '-/--

••

Ill A slave told by his master, "You are free after my death."

1z1 A slave who enters into an agreement with his master to buy his freedom.
13 1 A slave-woman who bears her master's children.
141 We learn through this Haditb that a master can declare one of his male or female slaves as
Mudabbar, provided that he is not in a state of sickness. The majority hold that it should be
taken from the one-third (of his inheritance) allowed to be given to as he wills (!11-Wasiyab.
Some scholars hold that it is not permissible to sell a Mudabbar except in case of need, or to
pay the master's debt.
151 He was nicknamed An-Nakhkham and was a Qurashi of 'Adi clan. He became a Muslim
long ago and kept his faith secret, and when he wanted to migrate Banu 'Adi, his clansmen
requested him to stay and believe in any religion of his choice, because he used to spend on
their widows and orphans, so he stayed. Then he migrated in the year of Al-Hudaibiya. He
was martyred during the conquests of Sham in the lifetime of Abii Bakr As-Siddiq or 'Umar
Al-Fariiq 4:s- .iii ~J·
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Dirham of the agreed price remains to
be paid."(11 [Abu Da'ud reported it
with a good chain of narrators. Its basic
meaning occurs in the books of Ahmad
and Ath-1balatha. Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
1231. Narrated Umm Salama ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
women has a slave who has made an
agreement to buy his freedom, and he
accumulates enough to pay the full
price, she must veil herself from
him."[ 2 1 [Reported by Ahmad and AlArba'a, and At-Tirmidhi graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1232. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: The
Prophet ~ said, "The blood money of a
slave who had made an agreement to
buy his freedom (Mukatab) [and has
been killed], is paid at the rate of blood
money paid for a free man - for that
portion of his freedom that has been
paid, and at the rate of blood money
paid for. a slave - for that portion of is
freedom which has not been paid."[ 31
[Reported by Ahmad, Abo. Da'ud and
An-Nasa'i].

i

~

Jt;; ji\ 0') ij:. rl :J-.J

051.i;.1~LS'1~p1 :~ ~\

J_r.)

\' . 1\ .. I'
r-'

tr.

(I YI" I)

J~ :~~

~ ''-.?~~ ~ ~~ ~LS'.J ,~l5:;
·&~?\ ~J ~~'11.J k;.f ~\_)) .I(~

It;; ai1 ~
, "J

cf

,<.J"' ~
·

0

· 1 ,:./
· ,,_) (I Yl"Y)

A..f.

~K:ll (.);;.» :J~ ~ ~\ ~f ,1~,;

~ jji; !~.J ,/JI ~~ ~ ~ \; !~
..~/Lli.J ;31; ;f.; k:-1 ~1.J) . «µ1 ~~

[IJ It implies that as long as a Mukiltab does not make a full payment of his bond, he will
continue to be governed by the same rulings as are applicable to a slave. This clarifies one
more thing that a slave is considered the owner of his earnings. It does not mean that a slave
does not become an owner of anything at all. Mukatab may be defined as a certain male or
female slave who makes an agreement with his master to the effect that in case the master
manumits him, he will pay him such and such amount in lieu of freedom. This kind of an
agreement is known as Mukatabah and a slave who enters such an agreement is called
Mukatab.
[ZJ A mistress, as a maner of Shari'a regulation, doc, not have to cover her face from her
slave, as he is just like a child to her. But if a Mukatab accumulates a sufficient amount of
money to emancipate himself from the bonded agreement, she should start veiling herself
completely in front of him. This act is preferable since the above Hadith states that as long as
a Mukatab does not make a full payment of his bonded agreement, he will be considered a
slave.

l 3l Al-Khanabi said, "The general consensus of the Fiqh scholars is that a Mukatab is a slave
as regards penalties and blood money, so long as he owed one Dirham. However, Ibrahim
An-Nakha'i and an opinion narrated from 'Ali have relied on the apparent meaning derived
from this Haditb.
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1233. N aerated 'Amr bin Al-Harith,P l the
brother of Juwairiya, the mother of the ~f ,._;.,!WI ,..J-! J r :./'J ( IY'l'"I")
It,;; jil, ·':·~'I\ 'l t·,,
Believers~: When Allah's Messenger~ 1'~:;
- - l..s'
~ .J ~r-' i
--!-~
died, he did not leave a Dirham or a , t.;: ~ iV' , 1s "'"". .ii I
I\,:
\;
:J~
.J, ,,Y'
, ~ ,
y .J .J'
Dinar, a slave or a slave-woman, or
anything except his white she-mule, his ,L:;j. °I) ,~f °I) ,\_~ °I) ,\.;~,? °I)
weapons and some land which he 1:1:.:: L.·f, ,~)\....-' J~1 a;.; ':11
.JJ
,J
-·
.
;
appointed as Sadaqa. 12 1 [Reported by ~
Al-Bukhari].
. &/~ll ~\)) . ~i..;;,

J ',

1234.Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: Allah's <..$'lt,;,;ji1,~.)
·' ·'-"'.G ,d.
"I·"
,:./'J (IY'l"t)
Messenger ~ said, "When a man's
fl ~\,i :~ ~I J_?) J~ : J~ t;,+:c
slave-woman bears him a child she
becomes free at his death." [Ibn Majah ~).f . ll~y ~ ~:; ~ ~~ ~ .:..:J:,
and Al-Hakim reported it with a Da'if , ~,, , ~ ~c.:.L. :n;..w :.;.t; ~ ·1
•
;; "
J
.
do
(weak) chain of narrators. A group of e::. JJ • _,
Hadith scholars held that the stronger
~
~\ 0');.;. j;. ;J;:, ;;.~
view is that it is Mawquf (a saying of a
Companion) i.e. 'Umar ~].
1235. Narrated Sahl bin Hunaif
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "He who
assists a Mujahid in Allah's Path, a
debtor when he is in distress or a slave
who had made an agreement to buy his
freedom, Allah will cover him (with His
Shade) on the Day when there will be
no shade but His shade." [Reported by
Ahmad, and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].

. Jt,;,;

[lJ He is Ibn Al-Harith bin Abii Dirac bin Habib Al-Khuza'i Al-Mustaliqi. He was a Sahilbi and
has only this Haditb according to the Haditb scholars.

12 l When the Prophet ~ passed away, Maria Qibtiya, the mother of the Prophet's son
Ibrahim was alive. She was a slave of the Prophet ~ . Since she had mothered a child, she
became free after the death of the Prophet ~ . The sole purpose of mentioning this Haditb
here is that Ummul-Walad [i.e. a female slave who has given birth to the child of her master),
becomes free after the death of her master.
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THE COMPREHENSIVE j'
BOOK

Chapter 1
GOOD MANNERS
1236. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's ~ J~ ;11 0') i.:,i} ) y ( \ Y1"'\)
Messenger ~ said, "A Muslim has six
J;_ ,~1 _'.;;-» :~~I J_?) Jli :Jli
dutiesf 1 l towards another Muslim:
When you meet him, greet him (with 1;µ ,~ ~ ~ 1;~ ,~ ,~I
peace); when he invites you, respond
1;µ ,~~ ~I 1;µ ,~t !Jti;
to him; when he asks your advice,
1;µ ,~:: ~:: JJ1I~ ~
advise him; when he sneezes and ,~.w
praises Allah, say 'May Allah have mercy
. ~ ~\JJ . II~~ .:_,~ \;))
on you'; when he is ill, visit him; and
when he dies follow his funeral."
[Reported by Muslim].

j,;

·'~"''
f:" (\T1"V)
Allah's ':,J'~;lJI,
1237. Narrated Abu Huraira
~.
~) 'J!./' '-/; (./3
Messenger ~ said, "Look at those who , ' : , J,1 I ,\.:.:\11 · :j%, 'I J' ', J, Li · J' Li
.Y'u" ~3.r- ·~~ .J-')
.
are less fortunate than youl 2 J but don't
look at those who are more fortunate ,~_,; ~ ~
13~ 'IJ '~
than you, so that you will not
~I ~ l3~;j -j ~f ~~f ~
underestimate the favors Allah has
.~J2
bestowed upon you." [Agreed upon].

*:

.11p

Jb

Ji:-1

, ·' ~~ .'
· " (\T1"A)
1238. Narrated
An-Nawwas
bin ~\ ~
J
,er. '!" l":I\
r ,:./
3
Sam'anr 3 1 ~: I asked Allah's Messenger
~1 ,J ~ ~1 J_,.:) ~L :Jli ~ J~
~ about righteousness and sin and he
replied, "Righteousness is good ~ t5'J'.IJ ,,_;W1 ~~I» :JW ',~11J
characterf 4 l and sinr 5 1 is that which

Ill We learn through this Haditb that the carrying out of these obligations is compulsory
(JVajib). Some scholars have regarded them as a commendable act (Mandub) which should

not be abandoned.
l2 J This Haditb is an encouragement to always compare one's financial condition with that of
someone less fortunate, as such a thing generates the feeling of God-consciousness within
one's heart. Constantly reflecting upon the people who are financially better off than oneself
only helps to enhance one's greed, which in turn leads to a feeling of dissatisfaction and
jealousy.
3
l l An-Nawwas bin Sam'an bin Khalid Al-Kilabi Al-'Aamiri was a Sababi counted among the
people of Sham. It was said that his father visited the Prophet ~ who prayed for him. He
then gave the Prophet ~ a pair of sandals that he accepted.

l4 l Good character includes obedience to Allah, charity, treating people with affection, being
patient when one is wronged, good companionship, keeping ties of relations etc.
l5 l The sins are of two kinds. The first are the ones about which there are clear prohibitions
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revolves (being doubtful) in your heart,
and you dislike that people come to
know about it." [Muslim reported it].

~ ~ 0f .::_;,}J ' !l~l.:;,

..;,

!l i;:.

.;:r~~_;.f .11~81

1239. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~ : Allah's J~ ill1 ~) ~;...:.::. ,JI ,J3 ('Yr'~)
Messenger~ said, "When three of you ~bli
1;p> :~ ~I JY:..) Jli : Jli ti.
are together, two must not talk
privately ignoring the other,lll till you I~ .j;_ •f \11 ;)_,~ ,081 C~ ~
mix with other people, since that will J...:..
·~·,
» ., :11' :/
••
,
.:11
1..:..'1 ~
.II._;~~~._, 1 ~
WI.I
cause him grief." [Agreed upon, and
·
' ·
, ,,_,. ;
the wording is Muslim's).
· -~ hlii13 '~

r=.s

1240. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's J~ ill1 ~) ;J. ,J.1 ,J3 (Ht-)
Messenger ~ said, "A man must not ~ .q» :~ ~I Jy) J\i :J\i ~
make another get up from his place
and then occupy it himself, l2 l but you ·~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~:,i1 ~:,i1
should spread out and make room."
~~~=>
111'·-~-1'·~~'.<'t'
. ,.
~ .
_,.,......YJ _,,.._.,.., ....r;"J
[Agreed upon].
·' _,_,. G
·'\ ,\f'
·,,J (Ht')
1241. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: ·Allah's J-~ ill1,~.)
. ,CT.
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you jSf \;)>> :~~I Jy) J\i :J\i ,\~c
eats, he must not wipe his hand till he
·'1 L+~;L :- ,,, . , ., ...1: f ,,, :1~_'." '1
licks it, or give it to someone to J
- ~ •-4 ~ YJ '""......., I".""'""
lick."[ 31 [Agreed upon].
. ~ ·-~:> . II L+~-'~
,_

~

,

-

1242. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's ti. J~ ill1 ~) ;;.} ~f 2}- ( H H)
Messenger ~ said, "The young should , :'-11 _L'1» :~ .&1 j ,, Jli :Jli
-, ,
Y".)
greet (with peace) the old, the one who ~ -r--='
I;.
'
1
1~11,~till
I;.
\;.w
, <11 I;.
is passing by should greet the one who i..s- if.:'r"' J , ,
i..s- .)
J r-;- i..sis sitting, l4 l and the small group (i.e. in
number) should salute the larger one." : ~ ~\J.) .j.J -~ ~ ·\~ll
in Shari'a. It is an obligation upon all to avoid them. Other ones are those whose prohibition
is not to be found apparently but their commission is reproached and condemned by the
human nature and thus one feels uneasy about them. Therefore, it is better to avoid them.
[IJ The respect of human sentiments is proven and enjoined upon by this Haditb. One
should never do a thing that hurts the feelings of others.

[iJ This Haditb states that if a person happens to occupy a space in a Masjid, or any other
place (which is not owned by anyone), the space thus occupied belongs to him alone (i.e.,
no one has a right to remove him from it).

3
[ J The reason for this act is explained by the Prophet's~ saying, "You don't know in what
portion of your meal is the Barakab (blessings)." This Haditb further clarifies that it is not
obligatory to wash one's hands after having a meal. It is sufficient if one cleans them by using
a towel or a napkin.
4
[ J Another Haditb states that a rider must greet a pedestrian and a passer-by must greet the
standing person. If two persons are walking, either of them may commence greeting.
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[Agreed upon]. A narration by Muslim
has: "And the one who is riding should
greet the one who is walking."
1243. Narrated 'Ali •=Allah's Messenger ~ J~ jil :r!') ~ ~J (\YO")
~ said, "When people are passing by, it
J , ~..>~»
:~ ~I J~) J~ :J~
is enough if one of them offers the
,,..
,
....
,,..
greeting (of peace) on their behalf, and ,~_i;.t ~ 01 - I_,~ l~l - ~~I
it is enough for those who are sitting if ;1_J) . «;J.l;.f ~~ 0f ~~I ,._;, ~..>~.J
one of them replies."[lJ [Reported by
. ~J
~~~"Ii' ~f
Ahmad and Al-Baihaqi].
1244. Narrated Abu Hpraira •=Allah's ~ J~ ai1
Messenger ~ said, "Do not initiate
greeting Jews and Christians (with
peace) [before they greet you)/ 2 1 and
when you meet one of them on the
road force him to go to its narrowest
side."[3 1 [Muslim reported it).
1245. Narrated (Abu Huraira) •= The
Prophet ~ said, "When one of you
sneezes, he should say, 'Albamdu
Lilliih (Praise is to Allah)',[ 41 and his
brother should say to him,
'Yarbamukallah (May Allah have mercy
on you)'. When he says this he should
reply, 'Yahdikumu/lah wa Yuslihu
Balakum (May Allah guide you and give
you well being.)' " [Al-Bukhari reported
it].
1246. Narrated (Abu Huraira) •=Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "None of you

:r!') ;;.; ~f ~:;

(\Ytt)

11t>> :Jti ~ ~I ,..; ~:; (\Yto)
j · 1 ~+ ,Ji ~I : • 1 ~:ii: :__~l;_f , L;:
i.r::-J

, ,

l..T::""

r

c.r-

,;1~_:;. :j J~ 11~ ,jil .!4.;._:;. :~)-f
.«~<'!~ ~!:.u ji 1 ~<. ., :j ·1H;: ,ji 1

r-

(.?"'""

r--::-::1+.

l..T::""

. ~-:!QI ~).f

'1>> :~~I J~) J~ :J~ ~J (\Yti)

However, he is better who greets first. The scholars agree that this is only a matter of
preference and is not a compulsory ruling.
flJ The commencement of Salam (greetings) is a collective duty and similarly answering a
Salam is also a collective obligation. If one person among a group pronounces Salam, the
obligation will be met and completed on behalf of all.
121 The majority of the earlier scholars are of the opinion that one should not commence
greeting a non-Muslim first. If he greets, then his greeting should be answered. But some
scholars have allowed that the non-Muslims may be greeted first in case such a thing becomes
unavoidable out of necessity.
3
! l Forcing them to pass through a narrow path implies that they should not be shown the
respect of clearing the way for them. If it is too crowded, one should let a Muslim pass first
and then only a non-Muslim may be allowed to pass.

141 One is required to answer until the third sneeze. If someone still keeps sneezing more
than three times (in a quick succession), his sneezing needs not be answered.
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should drink standing."[ 1 1 (Muslim
reported it].
1247. Narrated (Abu Huraira) •=Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When one of you
puts on shoes, he should put on the
right one first; and when he takes them
off, he should take off the left one first,
so that the right (shoe) should be the
first to be put on and the last to be
taken off."1 2 1 (Agreed upon].
1248. Narrated (Abu Huraira) •=Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "None of you
should walk with one shoe. One must
either wear both (shoes) or remove
both."1 3 1 (Agreed upon].
1249. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
, •' ~
,,, ,<..T.
·'\ ,(f'J
. ,, (\Yt~)
J'L;J rtl1 ~J
Messenger ~ said, "Allah will not look
(on the Day of Resurrection) at him rtl1 ~ '1>>. :~;iii J~j Jli :Jli 1;,+:c.
who trails his garment out of1arrogance
. ,..:Ji ~
'.~:, . 11;:£ ~·; ", : , J,1
.
.Y?. d'
~
(or pride)."[ 4 1 (Agreed upon].
1250. Narrated (Ibn 'Umar) ~: Allah's 1;p> : Jli ~ ;iii J~j 0\ ~J ( \Y 0 o)
Messenger ~ said, "When any of you
..:.,- Hi ..::., -;. 1;1, , ..:...o::., '1<-ll.; :ll;.\ '1<"\
U"'
eats he should eat with his right hand, · ~ · -!"" µ --·--; U"' • I
> >l
,, ,,
':ii ,..,
and when he drinks he should drink ~~-' ·~~ J5~ ei~1 ei~ ·s~
with his right hand, for the devil eats
.;:1·~ ~).\.II~~
and drinks with his left hand. ,,[sJ
(Muslim reported it].
0

~

£•I Drinking water while standing does not fall under the category of an absolute prohibition,
but the same is regarded as a suggestive prohibition, unless one has a legal excuse.
2
£ 1 As a matter of principle, every honorable act should be started from the right side,
whereas other things should be started from the left side. For instance, putting one's shoes
on, combing one's hair and performing ablution should be started from the right side,
whereas taking one's shoes off, and cleansing and purifying one's private parts should be
from the left.

3

1 This is also a suggestive prohibition and not an absolute one, according to the Majority of
scholars.
£

4
£ 1 A person whose clothing (trousers, etc.) hangs below his ankles due to forgetfulness, or
the one whose belly is so huge that he cannot keep his clothing from falling, are however
exceptions. Even though the punishment - in this narration - is conditioned with pride,
there is a general prohibition - even without exhibiting any air of pride - from allowing the
clothing to hang below the ankles, according to other authentic narrations. This ruling
concerns men only, as women are instructed to deliberately lengthen their dress to the
extent of at least one hand span, so as to cover the surface of their feet.

£5 1 This Haditb states that the use of ones left hand for the purpose of eating and drinking is
forbidden.
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1251. Narrated 'Amr bin Shu'aib, on his
:.r-3 <1Yo1)
father's authority, that his grandfather ,~t:;. ';. :;~. .J. 3
1
1'
'1<11 .. ~
.;ii;,.,
'I',,.
J' '-'' ·J'
•.
••
narrated Allah's Messenger~ as saying,
r.r
.ii
ur j
.
'-' ~~ : . /
'
"Eat, drink, wear clothes and give
_.;, ,.]L,.;3 <.r-J13 ,._;,~j13
Sadaqa without extravagance or .-...i~ ;
pride."[lJ [Abu Da'ud and Ahmad ~3 .~13 ;_'.,i; j ~)-1 .11tl..;...;; ']•J
reported it. Al-Bukhari mentioned it as
-~,;QI
Mu'allaq (a broken chain from the side
of the Hadith collector)].

.r

J.

-

•

••

Chapter 2
KINDNESS, AND JOINING
THE TIES OF REIATIONSHIP
1252. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's ~ J~ j,il ~) g~~; c,s;l y (\YoY)
Messenger ~ said, "He who wishes to
1.·:;~\~\.:;11 :~~1J,,:.)Jt,; :J\j
have his provisions expanded and his
term of life prolonged, must treat his ~ ·~)f _.;, ;,} ~ 013 ,~jcd _.;, ;,}
relatives well. ,,[ZJ [Reported by Al!,. I -~ )IT I
~ f
"'-?,!""-:-' 4:>;-_r-• ,l(~j
Bukhari].
1253. Narrated Jubair bin Mut'im 4!;,:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "The one
who severs ties, i.e. of blood relations,
will not enter Paradise."[ 3 1 [Agreed
upon].
·
)I

........

)I /

,,

·*

1254. Narrated Al-Mughira bin Shu'ba j,il ~) ~ .J. §~.,.;._j\ .:./J (\Yot)
~ : Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Allah
has made unlawful for you JJ\ 0t11 : J~ ~ ~I Jr) ~j
disobedience to your mothers, burying ~ ..;.;l:JI ;fJJ ~ ~~\!\ j~
your daughters alive, holding back

llJ This Hadith is an elaboration of a Qur'anic Verse which says, "Eat and drink but do not
spend excessively". This Hadith implies that as long as an excessive spending is prohibited in
the permitted matters, how could such a thing be justified in the matters which are forbidden
altogether? In Arabic, the word Israf stands for overspending.

l2 J The question which arises her< " that as long as the time of death is predetermined, how
does it happen that an act of kin<; ss to one's relatives causes an increase in the life span of
a person. The answer to this que'i1 m is that the life span of a certain person which is in the
Knowledge of Allah, remains com nt without a change, but the one which lies within the
knowledge of the Angel responsibl.- for life span may diminish and increase accordingly. In
other words, the Angel is given the knowledge of a suspended destiny and not the final and
absolute one. For instance, he is told that if a certain person treats his relatives well, he will
have a life span of a hundred years, otherwise the same "'ill be reduced to sixty.
l3 l This is a severe threat for the one who cuts the ties of blood relations. The Arabic word
Rahim includes those relations with whom a matrimonial alliance is not permissible, or those
between whom there is the right of inheritance.
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(what Allah has ordered), and
demanding (what you are not entitled
to), and He hates for you engaging in
gossip, asking many questions (about
what is not necessary), and
squandering wealth" [Agreed upon].
1255. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr ~:
The Prophet~ said, "Allah's Pleasure is
in what is pleasing to parents, and
Allah's Displeasure is in what is
displeasing to parents.''[ll [At-Tirmidhi
reported it. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1256. Narrated Anas •: The Prophet ~
said, "By Him in Whose Hand is my
soul, a slave (of Allah) does not believe
(perfectly) till he loves for his neighbor
or his brother what he loves for
himself.''[ 21 [Agreed upon].
1257. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid •: I asked
Allah's Messenger ~' "Which sin is
most serious?" He said, "To attribute a
partner to Allah, though He (Alone) has
created you." I asked, "What next?" He
replied, "To kill your child, fearing that
it will share with you your food." I
asked, "What next?" He said, "To
commit adultery with your neighbor's
wife.''[ 3 1 [Agreed upon].

;)5_-;
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1258. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr bin
Al-'Aas ~:Allah's Messenger~ said, "A
man's reviling of his parents is one of
the major sins." It was asked, "Does a
man revile his parents?" He replied,
"Yes, he reviles the father of a man who
then reviles his father, and he reviles a
[IJ Disobedience of one's parents is considered to be a major sin, as long as they have not
ordered you to do something contrary to the injunction of the Shari'a.

C2 J This Hadith indicates that one has a tremendous obligation towards his neighbor (and
brother) since the same has been declared as the sign of Faith.
c3 1 This Hadith alludes to a principle that the major sins, depending on their severity, differ
from each other. A sinful act of adultery is forbidden in general, but committing such an act
with a neighbor's wife is the most despicable crime.
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man's mother who then reviles his."[lJ
[Agreed upon].
1259.Narrated Abu Ayu-b •:Allah's J,~ ~I,___,_,--~,
~1
"7'Y'-"" J

~

\

(\Yo4,)

:f.J

Messenger~ said, "It is not permissible _~ < ~ ~,-:-: .q JLi ~ ~ 1 J •.:..', ~ l , ~
for a Muslim to avoid his brother for ~ U"7"'
- more than three nights.[ZJ When they ,.:iw:L
'-.~ ~i;.\ ~
,, ,, <.>'. l
., . . •Jci
. , ..:...'.>li '-'Y
meet, this one turns away (from this
.lJi ~,.:,
one) and that one turns away (from the -? ,
r.> .J
other), and the best of them is the one
who greets (the other one) first."
[Agreed upon].
1260. NarratedJabir ~:Allah's Messenger ~ J~ ~\ :.ri''J .!;~ y:, (IY"\>)
~ said, "Every act of goodness is
._;.J~ JS» :~ ~I J_,..:.'J J~ :J~
Sadaqa."[ 3 J [Al-Bukhari reported it).
>>

:

J

J

1261. Narrated Abu Dharr •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not consider
~ ~~ 'I» :~ ~I J_,.:.'J Jl.i : Jl.i
any act of goodness insignificant, [4 l
even if it is meeting your brother with a i-Y; !)i;_\
~\ _J):, '~ -.}.J~I
cheerful face."

Jt

.IC,Jk

1262. Narrated (Abu Dharr) •: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When you make
some soup, increase its water and keep
your neighbors in mind."[ 5 J [Muslim
reported the two Hadith].

l~i» : ~ ~I

J_,.:.'J Jl.i : Jl.i ~J (I Y"\ Y)
. <<..!1'1'r.; .>.;~~ '\;{\; J7"'
··<t ii"
.r ~
.

1263. Narrated Abu Huraira •: Allah's ~ J~ ~I

J

.:1·~ l'~:,'.f
r--~?

:.ri''J ~:;.).~I y:,

(IY"\f)

[lJ The principle which is inferred from this Hadith is that any action which leads to the
forbidden is also forbidden, even if the one who does such an action has not intended
anything forbidden.
2
f l If the reasons of such an ill will are personal matters, it is not permitted that an
estrangement thus caused be continued longer than three days. But if the same is based on a
religious matter, there is no limit specified to such an estrangement, as the same is a part of
Faith itself.

r3 J This states that Sadaqa (charity) does not mean giving away something out of one's
wealth alone. In fact, the performing of any good deed, or refraining from any evil deed, is
an act of charity.
r4 1 Cheerfulness, as it appears, seems to be a very small thing but the same is rated and
classified as a great virtue.
5
f l This ruling is to be treated as compulsory if the neighbor is poor. But if one's neighbor is
rich, tilcfn this ruling is to be treated as a matter of preference. The Prophet ~ stated,
''Whenever Gabriel came to me, he persistently kept emphasizing on the rights of one's
neighbor - to such an extent that it led me into thinking perhaps a neighbor may be declared
as the inheritor of one's legacy."
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Messenger i! said, "If anyone removes
one of the anxieties of this world from
a believer,£11 Allah will remove one of
the anxieties of the Day of Resurrection
from him; if anyone relieves (the
burden) of one who is destitute, Allah
will relieve (his burden) in this world
and in the next; and if anyone conceals
(the faults of) a Muslim, Allah will
conceal (his faults) in this world and in
the next. Allah helps (His) servant as
long as the servant helps his brother."
[Muslim reported it].
1264. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid ~: Allah's
Messenger i! said, "He who guides to
something good will have a reward
similar to that of the one who acts
upon it." [Muslim reported it].
1265. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: The Prophet
i! said, "If anyone seeks protection in
Allah's Name, grant him protection; if
anyone asks you (for something) in
Allah's Name, give him; and if anyone
does a good deed for you, recompense
him; but if you do not have the means
to do so, supplicate for him." [AlBaihaqi reported it].
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Chapter 3
ASCETISM AND PIEJYl 2 1
1266. An-Nu'man bin Bashir ~: I heard
Allah's Messenger ~ saying - Nu'man
pointed with his two fingers to his ears_
- "What is lawful is clear and what is
unlawful is clear, but between them are
certain doubtful matters[ 3 J which many
people do not know. Thus, he who
[lJ

This Haditb proves the superiority of help provided for other Muslims.

l2 l The Arabic word translated here as piety is Wara', which means to keep oneself aloof from
doubtful matters lest one should indulge in forbidden things unknowingly.

r31 This Haditb pertains to the principles of Islam. Musbtabibat are the things and maners
whose arguments whether for them or against them seem to be equal. Hence, the religious
scholars differ about their prohibition or allowance. The corruption or reformation of one's
body is based on the corruption or reformation of one's heart. The reason for this
phenomenon is that the heart governs the whole body. If a king happens to be morally
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guards against doubtful matters keeps
his religion and his honor safe, but he
who falls into doubtful matters falls
into what is unlawful, just as a
shepherd who pastures his animals
around a sanctuary, all but grazing
therein. Surely, every king has a
sanctuary, and Allah's sanctuary is His
prohibitions. Surely, there is a piece of
flesh in the body, if it is healthy, the
whole body is healthy, but if it is
diseased, the whole body will be
diseased. Surely, it is the heart."
[Agreed upon].
1267. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Wretched is the
slave of the Dinar, the Dirham, and the
plush cloth. If such a one is given
(anything of the worldly pleasures) he
is pleased (with Allah), but if he is not
given (these thing), he is displeased
(with Allah)."!1 1 [Al-Bukhari reported
it].
1268. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ caught hold of my
shoulders and said, "Be in the world as
though you were a stranger or a
wayfarer." 121 Ibn 'Umar (~) used to
say, "If you are alive in the evening, do
not expect to be alive till the morning
and if you are alive in the morning do
not expect to be alive till the evening,
and take from your health for your
sickness, and from your life for your
death." [Al-Bukhari reported it].
1269. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "He who imitates

I'•;.
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Cr!') -:;;

,JI ,,Y-J

/·;:;

(\Y"\~)

warped, his subjects are likely to be corrupt also. Similarly, if a king is pious, his subjects are
likely to be pious also.
11 1 This refers to a greedy person. If he continues to enjoy the worldly pleasures, he will
continue to be pleased and contended with Allah. However, if he does not receive these
things, he will not only be displeased with Allah, but will also become dissatisfied with
himself, subjecting himself to constant misery.

l2 l This means that one should not be inclined towards the worldly enticements, but instead
should be content on acquiring what suffices his needs.
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any people is one of them." [Abo
~ .:._.;» ,~ ~I J_,..:.j J~ :J~ 1;,;s.
Da'ud reported it, and Ibn Hibban
~.J ,;_Ji; ~I~-;.\ .u~ -'~
.~
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1·-*-iJAi
J.

J

.~~
~·1
., ...r.

1270. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas~: One day I
was riding behind the Prophet ~ when
he said, "Young man, be mindful of
Allah and He will protect you. Be
mindful of Allah(ll and you will find
Him before you, when you ask (for
anything) ask it from Allah, and if you
seek help, seek help in Allah."
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi, who verified
it as Hasan (good) and Sahib
(authentic)].
1271. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd 4;.: A man
came to the Prophet ~ and said, "O
Allah's Messenger, direct me to a deed
which, if I do it, I shall be loved by
Allah and by the people." He replied,
"Practice Zuhd (abstinence) in the
world and Allah will love you, [2 1 and
abstain from people's possessions and
they will love you." [Ibn Maj ah and
others reported it, and it has a Hasan
(good) chain of narrators].
1272. Narrated Sa'd bin Abo Waqqas 4;.:
I heard Allah's Messenger ~ saying,
"Allah loves the servant who is taqi
(pious), ghani (free of needs), khafi
(unnoticed)."[ 31 [Muslim reported it].

J~ ill1 ~) ,..r"~ ,JI ,.:J-.J (HVo)

:Jw L;. ~~'.::.a;.~ :J~
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[lJ Being mindful (Hifz) of Allah suggests that one should have full cognizance of and pay
attention to both the Divine commands as well as the prohibitions. Being protected by Allah
(Hifz) means that Allah will deliver his slave from the hardships of this world and the
Hereafter. This Haditb inculcates an absolute monotheism that is to be cherished and
imbedded with perfection. The Haditb thus goes that the world in its entirety, is neither
capable of inflicting any harm on you, nor could it do you any good. Whatever Allah wills
and commands, shall be.

121 The right and the most appropriate course of action for one to become a beloved of Allah
is that he should be totally independent from the world, to put one's trust in what is with
Allah, and avoid any desires for what is with the people.

l3 l When Allah loves His servant He wills for him that which is good, guides him to the right
path and is merciful to him. Taqi (pious) is the one who carries out the commands of Allah
and avoids His prohibitions. Ghant (rich) is the one who is rich at heart and thankful to Allah
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1273. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's J. t;;,; <lJi
.• ~,.., ' •
~·"' sai'd, "Part o f a man ' s
~.J
'f....11' ...r._,I
..
. .:jj (\YVr)
M essenger ~
good obseIVance of Islam is that he ~ ~11 :~ ~I J_r.~ Jl.i : Jl.i ,~
leaves the matters that do not concern
•
, ~~·~11 ~\~~.cc..:;; '1 ~~·~•"'I -k.1
him"£ 1 l (Reported by At-Tirmidhi, who
'-"· .r ..u · - -" ,__,...., -i
~
said it is Hasan (good)].
. :,.:.;.. : J ~ j
1274. Narrated Al-Miqdam bin 0'~ ~_f~ .J. iiJ..4li _.:jj (\YVt)
Ma'dikarib ~: Allah's Messenger ~ ~II :~ ~\ J_r.~ J\.i :J\.i ~
<li1
said, "A human being has not filled any
J.1 ~
vessel, which is more evil to be filled, ~)-\ .cc.~ ~ I~ ;:~-!
than his stomach."£ 2 1 (At-Tirmidhi
reported it and graded it Hasan
(good)].

Jt;;,;

f1

1275. Narrated
Anas
~:
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "All the sons of
Adam are sinners, but the best of
sinners are those who repent often."! 3 1
(At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah reported it,
and it has a Qawi (strong) chain of
narrators].
1276. NarratedAnas ~:Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Silence is Wisdom,1 4 1 and few
are those who practice it." [Al-Baihaqi
reported it in Ash-Shu'ab with a Da'if
(weak) chain of narrators, and the
correct view is that it is Mawquf i.e. a
saying of Luqman Al-Hakim].
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for what He has given him. Kbaft (unnoticed) implies a person who is free from hypocrisy
and showing-off, while busying oneself with the worship of Allah.
[IJ When a person has an absolute conviction that Allah has a perfect knowledge of whatever
I say and do, he is sure to withhold himself from any unnecessary action or speech.

C2 J This Hadith explains that going to extremes in one's requirements concerning food (i.e.
developing extremely dainty and fastidious tastes regarding culinary delicacies) is very much
despised. This is the cause of many religious and worldly vices.
C3 J This Hadith proves that all the human beings are sinful excluding the Messengers of Allah
r')\...JI ~as they are an exception. Allah does not become so much displeased with a man
who commits a sin, as much as He becomes pleased with the one who asks for His
forgiveness. It is reponed by Abii Huraira ~ .ii I ._,,.P J in Sahib Muslim that if all of mankind
stopped asking Allah's forgiveness after committing sins, Allah would destroy this world and
replace the inhabitants with a people who will repent and ask Allah's forgiveness after
committing sinful acts.
C4 l Many Ahiidith have been reported comprising instructions in regard to abstinence from
idle gossip-mongering. One Hadith advises that a man should either say that which is good
or remain silent.
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Chapter 4
WARNING AGAINST
EVIL CONDUCT

~..SJ~ ~ }-:·~.flt ~~ - t
,J~~I

1277. Narrated Abu Huraira .;ti;,: Allah's ~ J~ jjl ~~ ~_-;.; ~1 ~ (IYVV)
Messenger
said, "Avoid envy, [lJ for
envy devours the good deeds just as ,J.:.;.j\J rs~p1 :~~I J_?~ Jli :Jli
fire devours firewood." [Abu Da'ud ~81 j5t ~ 'pi::..::.;:.Ji JS~ J.:.;J1 ~~
reported it]. Ibn Majah reported
something similar to the aforesaid ~ ~~ _J~3 ,;31; ;I ~_;.f .«.;J.;J1
Hadith from the Hadith of Anas ( .;ti;,).
,C..,~

*

.._,,.; .;1

*

1278. Narrated (Abu Huraira) .;ti;,: Allah's
said, "The strong man is
Messenger
not the good wrestler; but the strong
man is he who controls himself when
he is angry."[ 2 1 [Agreed upon].
1279. Narrated lbn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger
~
said,
"Az-Zulm
(Oppression) 13 l will tum into darkness
on the Day of Resurrection." [Agreed
upon].
1280. NarratedJabir .;$;:Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Beware of oppression, for
oppression will tum into darkness on
the Day of Resurrection; and beware of
niggardliness, for niggardliness
destroyed those who were before you."
[Muslim reported it].

~I J_?~ Jli :Jli ~J

~~I

(IYVA)

l.Jt ,¥-~~ ~~I :r;J»
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'-~:> .II~\~~~
,_
~
,.
,
,.

(\TA.)

Jli : Jli

111 The Arabic word Hasad (envy, jealousy) refers to a person who is envious of another
person's possessions and desires that that person be deprived of them and at the same time
aspires for those advantages for himself. This is forbidden. If a man desires something for
himself but does not want another person to be deprived of it, such a feeling is called
Ghibta. This feeling is very much desirable in religious matters. A nursing of this kind of
feeling in one's worldly affairs is forgiven. We learn through this Hadith that jealousy is one
of the major vices as it nullifies good deeds. We should bear in mind that these are none but
the major vices that nullify and destroy one's good deeds.

12 1 This proves the excellence of the spirit of forgiveness and pardoning to the extent that
one should refrain from taking retaliatory action when provoked by anger, and thus should
learn to control himself. Of those things that aid in controlling anger are: Seeking refuge in
Allah from Satan, performing ablution or bath, and sitting or lying down.
! 3 1 Zulm (oppression, injustice) means putting something in other than it proper place, or
concealment of truth by hiding it so that the truth becomes invisible. On the Day of
Judgement, it will appear to be in the form of darkness. This H(l</ith informs us that
oppression is forbidden whether it be on someone's life, honor or wealth.
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1281. Narrated Mahmud bin Labid .:to:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "The thing I
~ I»
fear most for you is the lesser Shirk '·\
1
(polytheism) - the showing-off1 l (of
:~\r1
good deeds)." [Ahmad reported it with
a Hasan (good) chain of narrators].
1282. Narrated Abo Huraira .:to: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "There are three
signs of a hypocrite;[ZJ when he
speaks, he lies; when he makes a
promise, he breaks it; and when he is
trusted, he betrays his trust." [Agreed
upon]. Al-Bukhari and Muslim also
reported the Hadith of 'Abdullah bin
'Amr~ (With this addition): "and when
he quarrels, he abuses (i.e. insults
others)."
1283. Narrated Ibn Mas'Od .:to: Allah's
Messenger
said, "Reviling a Muslim
is disobedience (to Allah), and fighting
With him is Kufr[ 3 J (infidelity)." [Agreed
upon].
1284. Narrated Abo Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Avoid suspicion, [4 1
for indeed suspicion is the worst of
false speech." [Agreed upon].

*
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fIJ Riya' (showing-off) is when someone fulfill any of the commands of Allah or abstains from
what Allah has prohibited, but he does the same to please someone other than Allah, ot for
the purpose of acquiring some worldly benefit. This showing-off is of two kinds. The fir§t one
is that some one performs a good deed, displaying it in front of the people. The second one
is that if someone has done a good deed which the people do not know about, he slioulif·
himself proclaim it and make it known to the public. This kind of showing-off is called Sum 'd
and the former one Riya'. Both of these are forbidden ..

l2 J Hypocrisy is of two kinds: hypocrisy in action and hypocrisy in faith. Hypocrisy ih action
has already been mentioned in this Hadith. The hypocrisy in faith is when someone conceals
disbelief in his heart but outwardly pretends to be a believer. The hypocrisy in faith is worst
than disbelief itself. Hypocrisy in action is one of the major sins which can be forgiven.
l 3 l Fisq is that a man should fall into disobedience of Allah. For example, Allah has forbidden
a Muslim to use words of abuse, and so long as a Muslim defies Allah's commands by calling
someone names, he becomes a Fasiq (a sinner). If someone deems the murder of a Muslim
permissible and fights that person while he is a Muslim, this is what is referred to in the
Hadith as Kufr (disbelief). If these two things are not to be found in him, tben the word Kufr
(disbelief) may only be applied on him metaphorically, in that fighting a Muslim in from the
actions of the disbelievers.

l4 l Zann (baseless suspicion) has been construed as a calumny - false and malicious
accusation - by the scholars and calumny is one of the major sinful acts.
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1285. Narrated Ma'qil bin Yasar &: I heard
Allah's Messenger~ saying, "There is no
one whom Allah has placed in charge of
people, and who dies while acting
unjustly towards those who are under
his charge, except that Allah has
forbidden him from Paradise." [1 l
[Agreed upon).
1286. Narrated 'Aisha to: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "O Allah, whoever is given
charge over any affair of my Ummab
(the Muslim people) and causes them
distress, then cause him distress."
(Muslim reported it).
1287. Narrated Abu Huraira &: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When any of you
fights, he must avoid (hitting) the
face."[ 2 1 [Agreed upon).
1288. Narrated (Abu Huraira) &: A man
said, "O Messenger of Allah, advice me."
He ~) said, "Do not get angry."[ 3 1
The man repeated that several times
and he replied, "Do not get angry." [AlBukhan reported it).
1289. Narrated Khaula Al-Ansanya[ 4 1 i;,:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Some men
wrongfully acquire(and spend) from
the wealth of Allah, [SJ so they will enter
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llJ This states that Gbasb is one of the major sins because nothing forbids one from entering
Paradise except the one who has committed a major sinful act. The rulers are hereby instructed
that they must treat Muslims justly. It warns that a great penalty awaits the tyrant rulers.
l 2 J This

Haditb indicates the prohibition of striking someone in the face, even while carrying
out a prescribed punishment for a sinner. Even animals should not be hit in the face.
l3 l This Haditb is an embodiment of the virtues in this world and the Hereafrer. This is due
to the fact that a man is deprived of soft-heartiness as a result of anger on one hand, while on
the other hand the people suffer from an unfair uneasiness and torture as a result of his
anger. This is a double-edge crime, which affects the angry person as well as those whom he
is angry with.
l4 l Khaula, daughter of Thatnir Al-Ansanya was nicknamed Umm Muhammad and her father
was Qais bin Qaliad, otherwise nicknamed Thatnir. She was from Banu Malik bin An-Najar
and was married to Hamza bin 'Abdul-Muttalib, and when he was killed at Uhud she was
married by An-Nu'man bin Al-'Ajlan Al-Ansari A2-Zuraqi.
l5 l This Haditb is an evidence that even the ruler may not unfairly misappropriate the funds
of Baitul-Mal (a state treasury) as this too is a major sin.
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the Hell-Fire on the Day of
Resurrection." [Al-Bukhari reported it).
1290. Narrated Abu Dharr ~ quoted
the Prophet ~ saying among what he
narrated from his Lord (Allah, the Most
High) that He has said, "O My slaves, I
have made Zulm (oppression, injustice)
unlawful for Myself and I have made it
unlawful among you, so do not oppress
one another". [Muslim reported it].
1291. Narrated Abu Huraira ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ asked, "Do you know
'
,.- >
>o
what is backbiting?" They replied, II~~\ ~ ClJ.)_(j\)) :Jli ~\ Jy~ Ci\ ,.:.;.
"Allah and His Messenger know best." IJ~f !11~" :J~ . ~f j r-~.J ;Jii : 1)~
He said, "It is saying something about
your brother which he dislikes." ~ ~f .j Z,\S 0~ ~f)f : J~ . II~~ ~
Someone asked, "What if what I said ,91 ~ j_,z ~ ~ Zi\S
:J~ ~j)f
about my brother was true?", He
. ~I'.~ ; ; / f . 11':" ~ .....; '.
I 01,µ
r--- . ?
~
,., <.f"! r
replied, "If what you say about him is
true you have backbitten[lJ him, and if
it is not true you have slandered him."
[Muslim reported it).
1292. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~= Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Do not envy one
another, do not outbid one another
(with a view to raising the price), do
not have hatred for one another, do not
boycott one another, and do not enter
into a transaction when the other has
already entered into it; and be brothers
(to one another) 0 servants of Allah. A
Muslim is the brother of a Muslim. He
does not wrong him, nor desert him,
nor despise him. Piety is found here (pointing three times to his chest) despising his Muslim brother is enough
evil for any man to do. Every Muslim's
blood, property and honor are
unlawful[ 2 J to be violated by another
Muslim." [Muslim reported it).
D ,,-;;
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[IJ This Haditb has been reported by many of the Companions of the Prophet;@; and it has
been narrated in different ways. There is a common consensus that backbiting is forbidden
and the majority of the scholars observe it to be one of the major sins.

2
[ J We learn through this Haditb that it is forbidden for a Muslim to bear a grudge against
another Muslim.
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1293. Narrated Qutba bin Malikl l ~ : jil
.:.rf') '71-l~ ,Vi tLl (/'J (I Yo.'!")
Allah's Messenger ~ used to say, "O
,
,0,
Allah, distance me from evil :J~ ~ ~I J.,.:.) ~IS :J~ ~ J~
characteristics, deeds, passions and , J~\w, J)\;.\r1 ..;...1-2:' .-:- :;\11»
,
J,
,J""-"~r;-rdiseases." [Reported by At-Tirmidhi. AlHakim graded it Sahib (authentic), and '~~_:,..EJ1 :_,;._:;.;.f . ((;1);\r13 ,;1_,_;.\r13
the wording is his].
. ;j Ll.U13 ~\;.]\ ~)
1

1294. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's J~ ji! .:.rf') .V"'~ ,JI ,:.}-) (IY~t)
Messenger ~ said, "Don't dispute with J lJ '] 11 :
~I
J ~ :J ~ , ~
your brother; don't make jokes about .
../
him (maliciously); and don't make him I~_,_; ~~ '1) ,;_;.)~ 'l) ,iji_;.\
a promise, and then break it." [AtTirmidhi reported it with a Da 'if (weak)
chain of narrators].
1295. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "There are
two characteristics which are not
combined in a believer; miserliness and
bad character." [At-Tirmidhi reported it
and there is weakness in its chain of
narrators].

m J . ;'. .)

1296. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "When two men
revile one another what they say is held
against the one who began it, as long as
the one who is wronged does not
transgress the limits (in responding). [ZJ
[Muslim reported it].
1297. Narrated Abu Sirmal 3 l ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "He who causes
harm to a Muslim will be harmed by
Allah,l 4 l and he who acts in a hostile

~ )~ jii .:.rf') ~fl). -.1;f ~)
'fo ~_.:.ii~> ~ 1111 :~~I J,,_:.j
~.).\ . ((r }JLl1 ~
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ji! JG ~ JG~) ,ji\ ~~0 ~

[lJ He was a Sahiibi from Banu Tha'laba bin Sa'd bin Dhubyan, also called Adh-Dhubyani. He
was a resident of Kufa and has narrated some Abadith narrated from him by his nephew
Ziyad bin 'Alaqa.
[ZJ This lfrµfitb clarifies two things. The first is that the act of avenging oneself, on someone
who has committed an inequity, is fair and permissible. Secondly, the whole sin shall be
incurred by the ooe who starts the quarrel and perpetrates it, as long as the other party does
not exceed limits by committing an aggression. Despite all of this, it is better to grant one's
forgiveness to such evildoers.

l3 l He is. Mal.ik bin Qais. or Qais bin Malik and was a S@iihi from the tribe of Mazin. He took
pM in l;la.dr a!1d, the rest of the other battles ;wd has narrated some Ahadith.
l4 1 This Haditb bears a warning against causing any harm to a Muslim, even if it seems to be
of a very minor nature.
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manner against a Muslim, will be
treated in a hostile manner by Allah."
[Abu Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi reported it,
and the latter graded it Hasan (good)].
1298. Narrated Abu Ad-Darda'l 1 l 41;;:
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Verily! Allah
hates Al-Fabish (who acts shamelessly)
and Al-Badhi' ( who uses obscene
language)." [At-Tirmidhi reported and
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1299. He (At-Tirmidhi) reported from
the Hadith of Ibn Mas'ud 41;; who
narrated (the Prophet ~ as saying): "A
believer is not given to accusing others
(falsely), nor cursing them, [ZJ nor
acting shamelessly, nor speaking
obscenities." [At-Tirmidhi graded it
Hasan (good), and Al-Hakim graded it
Sahib (authentic). However, AdDaraqutni held that the stronger view is
that it is Mawqiif (a saying of a
Companion)].
1300. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Do not revile the dead, l3 l for
they have come to what they have sent
before them." [Al-Bukhari reported it].
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1301. Narrated Hudhaifa
Allah's ~ J~ ji1 ~~ ~};_ ~3 ( ,,. • \)
"A
Messenger
~
said,
Qattat t;!i ,1 ~~ 'l)) : ~-'.-: ~ 1 J ~~ Jij : Jij
u--.
_,
(scandalmonger) will not enter
(IJ Abu Ad-Darda' was called 'Uwaimir bin Zaid or Ibn 'Aarnir or Ibn Malik bin 'Abdullah bin
Qais. He was an Ansari from Al-Khazraj tribe. He was among the greatest and most ascetic
Sahiiba. He became a Muslim on the day of the battle of Badr and took part in Uhud. 'Umar
.;s, .i.t ~~ included him among those who took part in Badr. He compiled the Qur'an and
was appointed as the Qiidi of Damascus. He has many merits and was quoted to have said,
"A fame of one hour could cause a long sadness." He died in 32 H.
2

J This Hadith clarifies that it is not the behavior of a Muslim to call someone bad names or
curse them. It is, however, permissible to curse someone who has specifically been cursed by
Allah and His Messenger ~ ), or to pronounce the curse of Allah - in general - upon the
disbelievers, evildoers, etc. Otherwise, it is not permissible to curse - by name - specific
people.
[

3
[ 1 It, thus, becomes known to us that the act of calling a dead person bad names is
forbidden. This is primarily in reference to the Muslim dead, and may include a disbeliever, if
cursing him would cause harm to a believer who is related to him
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Paradise."(!] [Agreed upon].
1302. Narrated Anas ~=Allah's Messenger ~ <.J'It,;; ;lJ1 Cri'.), ';_..,;f
' l..T:~~.; (\~'"Y)
said, "Whoever restrained his anger,
Allah will keep His punishment from ;~,:;i ~ .:_,;>> :~ ~I J_?) Jti :Jti
him (on the Day of Resurrection)." [At- J ~1;ki1 ~;.f 11~\~ ~ :Ji1 ~
Tabarani reported it in Al-Awsat]. The
aforesaid Hadith has a Shahid ~ ~ .J.1 _..:...,_~ ~ ~G j j .~j~I
(supporting narration) in the Hadith of
. ciiJ1
·'I
cl; f ,,J.
Ibn 'Umar (~), reported by Ibn Abo
Ad-Dunya.
~

.

1303. Narrated Abo Bakr As-Siddiq ~·
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "A deceiver,
a stingy person, and one who abuses
those under his authority (human or
animal) will not enter Paradise."
[Reported by At-Tirmidhi who
separated it into two Hadith, and there
is weakness in its chain of narrators].
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1304. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas ~: Allah's <.J'lt,;,;;lJ1,<..,r:'.)
. ,,_r.
J
Messenger ~ said, "If anyone listened
~ .:_;n :~~I J_?) Jti :Jti l~:c.
to the talk of some people, while they
dislike him doing so, then molten lead ?it J ~ ,0).:'L5 j ~J ',i_,; ~~
will be poured into his ears on the Day
~;.1 .~L.;,:.i1 ~ .11~ 91 1
-!1'11
of Resurrection." [Al-Bukhari reported
it].
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1305. Anas ~= Allah's Messenger ~ said, ~
;Ii\ ~J
"Tuba (a tree in paradise) will be for he
~ r..r-:: ~I
, Ln- :~ •.&\
..s.r
-" ,
who is too occupied with his own
defects to mention the defects of other ;2-h ~1j.;J1 ~;.f .11_,_,,,81
people." [Al-Bazzar reported it with a
Hasan (good) chain of narrators].
1306. Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's Messenger
said, "Whoever exalts himself and ·
walks proudly, Allah will be angry with
him when he meets Him (on the Day of
Resurrection). ,,[ZJ [Al-Hakim reported
it, and its narrators are reliable].
~
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(lJ Hafiz Mundhiri observes that according to a common consensus of the scholars of the
Ummah, the practice of scandalmongering - i.e. carrying tales from one person to another to
sow dissension between them - is forbidden. This is one of the major sins.

(ZJ This Hadith informs us that pride and arrogance is forbidden and is considered to be a
major sin. It is reported by At-Tirmidhi that, the one who has even an iota of pride in his
heart, shall not enter Paradise.
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1307. Narrated Sahl bin Sa'd $: Allah's
Messenger * said, "Haste is from
Satan." [At-Tirmidhi reported it and
saiditisHasan].
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1308. Narrated 'Aisha~: Allah's Messenger
~ said, "Sbu'm (Misfortune) is (the
result of) bad character."11 1 [Ahmad
reported it, but there is weakness in its
chain of narrators].
1309. Narrated Abu Ad-Darda'
$·
Allah's Messenger *
said, "Those
accustomed to cursing will not be
Shufa'a (intercessors) nor Shuhada
(witnesses or martyrs) on the Day of
Resurrection." [Muslim reported it].
1310. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal $·
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Whoever
insults his brother due to a sin (which
he has committed), will not die until he
commits it himself."[ 2 1 [At-Tirmidhi
reported it and graded it as Hasan
(good), while its chain is Munqati'
(broken)].
1311. Bahz bin Hakim, on his father's
authority, that his grandfather $
narrated Allah's Messenger* say, "Woe
to him! Who lies in his talk to make the
3
people laugh, [ 1 Woe to him!, Woe to
him!" [Ath-Tha/atba reported it and its
chain of narrators is Qawi (strong)].
1312. Narrated Anas 4$>: The Prophet*
said, "The atonement of backbiting a
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!•I The evil that befalls a human being is caused by his own bad behavior. This Hadith also
suggests that good and bad character is something acquired by every person by choice.
2
! 1 We thus know that the mere mention of the defects of another person is a sinful act. It is
even worse to mention someone's shortcomings in front of others, with the intention of
putting him to shame. A Hadith states that one should not remind anyone of his sin in reply
to something he has said (which you may not like).

3
! 1 Telling a lie - even while joking - is one of the major sins and one of the characteristics of
a hypocrite. A lie which neither pays someone in terms of worldly gains nor the Hereafter, is
the worst kind of lie. listening to lies is also forbidden, and one must speak out against it or
get up and leave.
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, <,
man is to ask Allah to foruive him."f1 1 •. ~ ,,.,•.
, ,
,
~
;'LiS"n :JL; ~ • :11 . ,
1
1
[Al-Hanth bin Abu Usama reported it ...i ~ ,:/ .;
~, '-!':" , , f
withaweakchainofnarrators].
~C:..g i;i..::,l ~\ J. J.,-:!L,;Ji ~I.)~ ,((J ~g>:
1313. Narrated
'Aisha
~: Allah's
Messenger 'il!;l said, "The most detested
of people to Allah is the obstinate
argumentative (person)." [Muslim
reported it].

~ )!;3 jjl ~) ~~ C/'.J

(\f\f)

)~:'.,JI ~\n :~~I J_?) jij :..:Jij

·r!'~ ~).\ .11~1

:J"J1 ~I);

Chapter 5

EXHORTATION TO GOOD
CHARACTER
1314. Narrated Ibn Mas'ud ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Adhere (you
people) to truthfulness, indeed
truthfulness leads to righteousness and
righteousness leads to Paradise, and if a
man continues to speak the truth and
makes truth his object he will be
recorded as truthful before Allah. Avoid
(you people) falsehood, indeed
falsehood leads to wickedness and
wickedness leads to Hell-Fire, and if a
man continues to speak falsehood and
makes falsehood his object he will be
recorded as a liar before Allah."
[Agreed upon].
1315. Narrated Abu Huraira ~:Allah's
Messenger~ said, "Avoid (you people)
suspicion for indeed suspicion is the
worst form of false speech." [Agreed
upon].

~Ji;; jjl ~) ~;.). ~\

y3

(\f\o)

~ ~
...i;

1316. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ~: jjl ~) ~ .:GJ1 .!.~'· ) y3 (\f\i)
Allah's Messenger~ said, "Avoid sitting . .! 1<111 . --"J?,. • 1
J ij . '1 ~ •: • J·.-:
by the road side. " 12 l They (the Sahaba) ~ ~; · ~ ~ r ..1
• u
~
w

1

J , -.

(IJ The atonement for backbiting is that, if someone backbites another person, he must
apologize to that very person and ask his forgiveness. In case he could not find that person,
one must pray for his sins to be forgiven.

r2 J Five of the obligations of sining on the road sides have been mentioned here. Ahiidith
contain some other obligations as well, namely, giving directions to a wa~er and
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asked, "O Allah's Messenger, we cannot
do without those meeting places in
which we converse," so he said, 'Well,
if you insist (on that) give the road its
dues." They asked, "What are the road's
dues?" He replied, "Lowering the eyes, ~J ,_,..;,.;Ji ~,,;j,1; : Jli fj;. ~.J : 1)\.i
abstaining from anything offensive,
returning salutations, enjoining good ,._;_,~~ /\ri.J '.t'.i.:JI ~)~· ,LS;\,r1
. ,,~
..:L; i_r-~; . ,1 ~.5:.:11 ,..u·.i- ~
'::!\·J
and forbidding evil." [Agreed upon).

Ji.;;

1317. Narrated Mu'awiya ~= Allah's ci.
~I ~~· ~-'~ y.J (lr'IV)
, • ,
,
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever Allah
~
~ , , ', , • •• ~ J. :
1
wishes good for, He gives him ~
~-!- 0-' 1 : ~ '.'11' '-'J-'J ....'LI : LO
understanding of the religion. ,,pJ
.:.L; ~
"..·;:, . 11 ·'-"
. JJI
· , •'~' i ·:
. ••
~ ~ y;;>
[Agreed upon].

Ji.;;

1318.NarratedAbiiAd-Darda ~:Allah's
jii. ~~· ~G).J.11 .../:\ y.) (II"\,\)
Messenger ~ said, "There isn't , -;, . ~ 1 . ·it."' ,, 1 ·, , • ·: \j : J. ~ ci.
anything, which will be put on the !<...S""' ~
· ~ :'-" '-'~~ J "'
scales (on the Day of Resurrection), ~.:).\ .11.~1 .:..,:,.;. ~·
;.>!i,~I ~
heavier than good character." [Abu
Da'ud and At-Tirmidhi reported it, and
the latter graded it Sabfb (authentic)].
,.,
1319. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
~I ~) r>' ,,J! ,,f.} (\r-10,)
, ,
Messenger ~ said, "Modesty is part of
I ,
_..,
1
~ ~t;;J\11 :il! ;iii '-'J-'J J Li :J~ ~
Faith."[ 2 1 [Agreed upon).

ft1

Ji.;;

,,_~

Messenger ~ said, "One of the things
people have learned from the earlier
prophecies is, 'If you don't feel any
shame, do whatever you like.' ,,[ 3 1 [Alresponding to someone who sneezes, etc., which are about fourteen obligations. In Arabic,
Ghaddul-Basar implies that one should keep one's eye downcast by avoiding staring at
women and looking at other forbidden things.
flJ The knowledge of the lawful an<l unlawful matters and Islamic rules is called Fiqb. This
statement shows the greatness o. '"'iqb. What is referred to here is the knowledge of the
Qur'an and Sunnah of the Proph , not the complex maze of arguments and philosophy
found in some of the present da) "Joks of jurisprudence, which can not be understood by
an ordinary person.
2

f l This Haditb implies that modesty helps a person avoid committing sinful acts, or falling

short in fulfilling the rights of those who have rights over him. It makes a person think about
his reputation, which might be at stake in case his sinful act gains publicity. In other words,
the non-occurrence of vices was due to the modesty, which is one of the constitUents forming
Islam. This is why this special branch of Faith has been mentioned here.
f3 l Even though the previous systems of law - revealed to the earlier Prophets - have all been
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Bukhari reported it].
1321. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The strong believer
is better and more beloved to Allah [1 J
than the weak believer, and in each of
them there is goodness. Be keen on
what benefits you, seek help in Allah,
and do not give up. If anything afil.icts
you, do not say, 'If I had done such and
such thing, such and such would have
happened.' Instead say, 'Allah has
decreed (this), and what He wills He
does.' Indeed! (the utterance) 'If'
provides an opening for the work of
the devil." [Muslim reported it].
1322. Narrated 'Iyad bin Himar ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Allah, the
Most High, has revealed to me that you
should be humble, so that no one
transgresses against another, and no
one boasts to another. ,,[ZJ [Muslim
reported it].

> '

t

L°~I'-:'~

·&;!~\~).\.II~\; 2~

~ Jt;.; :J.i1 0') ~~}~I:_;.:, (H"n)
,,~I-?r
::q~.xri'l\ll :"Lj;i;;.lJ\J' ''J'li :J'li
..r.~ ,
rJ
·' , , ~I
· i'q .x
~ .iii
,_/-.J
.,
,<fr, J,1; .:..;_\'
. .J

~1:,

.. ;1;;~: \; ).;,

::P ~ ~~ ~t..;,l ~µ
:j

~ ;1 ·~

j5

·~ '1:, ·~~

\Js 0\5 'IJs ,! \;; JI jJ
~~ ,J_j ;;G t;:, ,:.ii1 ).li

~J '1J.5:,

~ ~ 11j}n

-~ ~).f .11,011(11

0') /~ ,J ..v""~ ,J-J ( H"YY)
Jl1 ~p> :~~I Jy) J\i :J\i ~ )t.;5
~ '1 ~ , 1_p1_,; ~I ji ..;-_;\ Jt;.;
.11~i ).;, ~Iµ '1:, ,~\).;, ~I

:J.i1

~Lo_~

·r--·

~ ~\
~?

, ,, ,,

1323. Narrated Abu Ad-Darda' ~: The )t;.; :J.i1 0') ¥)'.'u\ ,) :_;.:, (H"YY')
Prophet ~ said, "Whoever defends his
brother's honor in his absence,l31 Allah ,,/ ~ :_;. ~) .:;)) : Jli ~ ~\ ,:_I '~
', ,y: , :J.i1 ~,) , , ~L
'->-.:\
will protect his face from the Hell-Fire ;"
1Y- j'81 ~.J
.. ; ..
on the Day of Resurrection." [AtTirmidhi reported it, and graded it .4;.\::, ,2..;.:, ·&~~\ ~).\ «~gl\
Hasan (good). Ahmad has something
-~~ ~;.
, ,~, ;:°L:.i , ~,_.;:. ~
similar from the Haditb of Asma',[ 4 J

.

nullified, the element of modesty, which is one of the contents of all the previous systems,
has not been cancelled. Modesty is the only deterrent, which if taken out of a human being,
shall allow his conscience to go berserk and do whatever he likes.
[IJ What is meant by a strong believer? This does not allude to one's physical health. Instead,
it only points to one's strength of will power, in relation to his doing virtuous acts for the
reward of the Hereafter.

We see here that both transgression and pride are blameworthy characteristics. It is
reported in a Hadith that the Prophet ~ stated that transgression is one of the worst of the
criminal acts that are punishable in this world as well as in the Hereafter. Indeed, lack of
humbleness fosters and breeds both transgression and pride.
[lJ

r3 J If someone backbites a third person before somebody, the listener must stop him on the
spot; and if possible, one should mention his virtuous deeds and qualities instead.
4
[ l She is Asma', daughter ofYazid bin As-Sakan Al-Ashhaliya. She was the spokesperson of the
wpmen. She participated in the battle ofYarmuk and killed nine people with a pole on that day.
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daughter ofYazid].
1324. Narrated Abu Huraira ~:Allah's ~ J~ jj, ~) ;;.; ~\ :_;.:, (H"Yt)
Messenger ~ said, "Sadaqa does not
reduce (one's) wealth; and Allah
increases the honor of him who
pardons (others); and no one will
humble himself for Allah's sake without
Allah raising him up."C 1 J [Muslim
reported it].
1325. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Salam ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "O people
extend greetings (of peace), join the
ties of blood relations, provide food,
and pray at night while the people are
asleep. Then, you will enter Paradise in
peace." [At-Tirmidhi reported it and
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1326. Narrated Tamim Ad-DiiriC 2 l .:@,:Allah's J~ jjl ~) ~-31JJI -~ ::J:J ''r'Yi)
Messenger ~ said three times, "The ~:U 111 : g ~I j _,....:.".; J tJ : J ij ;_~
religion is Nasiha (sincerity)."C 3 l We
asked, 'Who is it (directed) to, O J_,.:..j ~ ~ ~ : till •b\5 'H~I
Messenger of Allah? He replied, "To ~\i'3
Allah, His Book, His Messenger, the , ,
leaders of the Muslims, and their
common folk." [Muslim reported it].
1327. Narrated Abu Huraira ~:Allah's ~ cs'I~ jj,,
\:,, (\r'YV)
'-?.;:'·'J ~,.,~
)"!.; ~ i f J
Messenger ~ said, "The fear of Allah 'L..:_.£ [.;; ,;<-\n :~ .& 1
J ~ :J ~
,_;--;- -

.r-'

-"

,

J ,J,
_,....

[IJ The three qualities that have been mentioned in this Hadith have been named as 'the root
of politeness and good disposition'_ It teaches charity, forgiveness and humbleness.
2
[ J He is Abu Ruqaiya, Tamim bin Aus bin Khanja Ad-Dari. He became a Muslim in the year 9
H. and settled at Bait-ul-Maqdis (Jerusalem). Ibn Sirin said that he compiled the Qur'an and
used to recite it all in a single night. He died in 40 H.

3
[ J This Hadith should be reckoned as the pivotal base of Islam. It needs to be explained at
length, but this is not the place for such. Nasiha to Allah is that one should have faith in
Allah, not associate partners with Him and obey His injunctions. The Nasiha to the Book of
Allah is believing that it is the Speech of Allah, taking what is allows as permissible, and
taking what is prohibits as forbidden, and reading it properly, reflecting upon its meanings
and acting according to it. The Nasiha to the Prophet
is to testify to his Prophethood and
to follow his Sunnah. The Nasiha to the Muslim rulers is to assist them in that which is right,
obey their commands, remind them of the needs of the people, advise them with gentleness
and respect and encourage them to be just. The Nasiha to the common Muslim people is
that the things concerning their prosperity in this world and the next should be explained to
them, protecting them from harm, commanding them with good and forbidding them from

*

~.

-
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and good characcer[ll are the major
things which lead to Paradise." [AtTirmidhi reported it, and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].

. II

e:: WI
. ~-~
fai ~J ~\ cS.JZ 4.il
.~t;Ji ~J &*.:.:i!

1328. Narrated (Abo Huraira) ~: Allah's
Messenger~ said, "You can not satisfy
(all) the people with your wealth, but
satisfy them with a cheerful face and
good character." [Abu Ya'la reported it
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1329. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~: Allah's
Messenger
said, "The believer is the
mirror[ 2 l of his believing brother." [Abu
Da'ud reported it with a Hasan (good)
chain of narrators].
1330. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "The believer who
mixes with people and patiently
endures their harm, is better than the
one who does not mix with them and
does not endure their harm." [Ibn
Majah reported it with a Hasan (good)
chain of narrators. At-Tirmidhi also
reported this Hadith but he did not
mention the name of the Companion].
,,, -'--"
·'\ ,<..;·.i'.J (l'l'"l"I)
1331. Narrated Ibn Mas'Od ~: Allah's J 't;; j_i\,~·'_) ~,Yo-"
Messenger* said, "O Allah as You have ~ ~111 :1! ~I J_?~ J\.i :J\.i ~
made my (physical) form beautiful, so
make my character beautiful." ,~\ ~IJJ .II~~ ,~ ,:::•;.
[Reported by Ahmad, and Ibn Hibban
.~~~~!.~J
graded it Sahib (authentic)].

*

[IJ Good character here includes treating people good, refraining from causing them any
harm and maintaining a cheerful appearance while interacting with them. The Arabic word
Taqwa stands for one·s compliance with the Divine commands and avoiding the prohibitions.

l2 l One learns about his own pleasant appearance or ugliness, by looking at oneself in a
mirror. Similarly, a Muslim should apprise another Muslim of his shortcomings, so that he
may become one of those loved of Allah and people, by getting rid of his defects.
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Chapter 6
REMEMBRANCE OF ALIAH
AND SUPPLICATIONS
1332. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Allah the Most High
says: 'I am with My slave[lJ when he
remembers Me and his lips move with
My mention.' " [Ibn Maj ah reported it,
lbn Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)
and Al-Bukhari mentioned it as
Mu 'allaq (with a broken chain from his
side].
1333. Narrated Mu'adh bin Jabal ~:
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "No human
being has done any deed more likely to
save him from Allah's punishment than
the remembrance of Allah." [Reported
by lbn Abu Shaiba and At-Tabarani it
with a Hasan (good) chain of
narrators].
1334. Narrated Abu Huraira ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "People will not sit
in an assembly in which they remember
Allah without the angels surrounding
them,[ 2 J mercy covering them, and
Allah mentioning them among those
who are with Him." [Muslim reported
it].
1335. Narrated (Abu Huraira) ~:Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "If people sit in an
assembly in which they do not
remember Allah or invoke blessings on
the Prophet ~ ,13 l it will be a cause of
grief to them on the Day of

~ J~ ;li1 ~J ;;.:; ~f .)S- <1rn)
:J~
. «~~

j_JI

J~J> :~~I J_?J Jt_i :J\.i

~ -.:S:,;.;_J ._;}~ ~ ~!;-

~)'~_) ,0~

C3

~1

&;1 ~_J ,;,_,;~ &;1 ~.).f
-~&,!~I

~>> : ~ ~I

J_?J Jt.i : Jt.i ~_J (I rro)
1µ rl.J ,~ ai1 1,,J~ 1.w; J..j
,.,
~ ', ~.·[~ 0L5 -J1 ~ •~I\
I;.
i Y.. _,-> r::-; -" '-!;' ~

rJ

·~ :J\.i_J

'&*?1 ~.).f

r;;

.«~gll

Here is this Haditb Allah proclaims His 'being with' His servant through His Knowledge
(of everything) and Omnipotence (over everything), and not that Allah is 'with' His servant
physically. The Qur'an proclaims that Allah is High above His Throne.
[ti

21
£ We learn through this Haditb that the remembrance of Allah is also observed by sitting
together praising Him, supplicating Him, reciting the Qur'an and teaching the matters related
to Islam, etc. It is not necessary to observe remembrance of Allah in solitude only. It further
brings it to our knowledge that some of Allah's angels are also the ones who roam the streets
and attend the gatherings where the remembrance of Allah is being observed.

r3 l Another Haditb states, "If He wills, He will punish them, and if He wills, He will forgive
them". These words denote that the remembrance of Allah and sending peace and blessing
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Resurrection." [At-Tirmidhi reported it
and said that it is a Hasan (good)
Haditb].
1336. Narrated Abu Ayiib Al-Ansiiri ~: ~ J~ jj, :ri''J .;,;.I ~i 2f:,
Allah's Messenger ~ said, "Whoever
~I~ 4J1~ '] : J' ti 0"
: '» : ~.;iiz .&I J' '' J' ti : J' ti
.r"J
says ten times: 'There is nothing worthy
of worship except Allah, Alone, Who j:, .~, j ,j 4} '1 .~.:i;.J ,ji,
has no partner. His is the Kingdom, and
'[;; ,>, ,~. , ,''~I\ o..G ,~\
.,U ~ f.:"""' ''";
His is the Praise, and He has Power ~ .J"J
over everything' will be (in reward) like .µf ~ 015 'P'~ ~ .~~ ~~ j5
he who freed four of the descendants
. ~ ·-~~, . «'1 ,,.~, .J- :
~:1 ~·\
,.
"""""
<.r-;
~ , J ~ y-A'
.J
of Isma'il (Ishmael) from slavery."Pl
[Agreed upon].

(\,.,.,>

1337. Narrated Abii Huraira ~: Allah's ~ J~ ji, :ri') ~;.). ~f 2f:, (\'"'"V)
Messenger ~ said, "Whoever says a
~.' :Jti :;» :"'~~I J~J, Jti :Jti
hundred times in a day: 'Allah is free 0
...,
~ _, ·
from every imperfection, and His is the
praise' - his sins will be removed from
him, even if they were as much as the
foam of the sea." [Agreed upon].
1338. Narrated Juwairiya ~ daughter of :ri') ,.!.>,1WI ,.:..; ~).~ 2f J (
Al-Hiirith[ 2 l : Allah's Messenger ~ said
:~~I J~j ._), Jti :.:Jti ~ J~ jil
to me, "Since leaving you I have said
four phrases which, if weighed against
all you have said today, would prove to
be heavier:[ 3 l 'Allah is free from every
imperfection, and His is the praise

' °'°,\)

on the Prophet ;\!§j are compulsory, as only failing to perform what is compulsory, or
engaging in what is prohibited involves a threat of punishment.
l•J We should know that this Haditb, as well as other similar Ahaditb, contain words to the
effect that whosoever does such and such thing, shall acquire such and such reward or all of
his sins shall be forgiven. There is a difference of opinion among the scholars as to what this
actually means. Some maintain that the reward shall be given to the one who always does it,
whereas others do not consider this a condition. They hold that one who performs such a
act, must avoid committing any of the major sins. This means that such good deeds shall only
remove the minor sins and not the major ones. Other scholars are of the opinion that it does
not involve the controversy of the major and minor sins, but it is merely a statement of the
reward to be earned. Some scholars hold that the minor sins are forgiven by every virtuous
act, whereas the major sins require repentance and asking Allah's forgiveness.

12 1 She was an Ummul-Mu'minin and was among the captives of the battle of Al-Muraisi'. She
was part of the share of Thabit bin Qais bin Shammas, who agreed with her to buy her
freedom. The Prophet ~ then paid him and married her. The Sababa then freed her people
while saying, "These are the in-laws of Allah's Messenger ~ . " So she was the most beneficial
woman for her people. She died in the year 56 H.
13 1 This Haditb is so narrated that the Prophet ~ left for prayer while Juwairiya ~ was busy
in Allah's remembrance. When the Prophet ~ came back after the prayer at the time of
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(equal) to the number of His creatures,
in accordance with His Good Pleasure,
(equal) to the weight of His Throne and
to the (extent) of the ink of His
Words."' (Muslim reported it).
1339. Narrated Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri •: ill1 ~) ~-!:J..i1 ;.~-. ~1 .:;.:; (,,..,..\)
Allah's Messenger i@ said, "The lasting
good deeds[ll are: (the saying of) .Sgt.;1111 :~~I J~) Jli :Jli ~ J~
'Nothing deserves to be worshipped ,.&\
~~.)
,ill1 -J1 j1 '1 :.SL;.J~\
,...
.
,...
except Allah; Allah is free from every
;~
'
1
.:;
J_J;.
'
1
.:;
J.:.;J1_:;
ill1.:;
imperfection; Allah is the Greatest;
Praise be to Allah; there is no might Zi~ U,1 ~J ,:_,;_:w1 ~;.f cc.lit,
-J1
,.. ;
and no power except in Allah."'
(Reported by An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban and
Al-Hakim graded it Sahib (authentic)).
~

,J!.

~

.;.s-1
.

1340. Narrated Samura bin Jundub •:
Allah's Messenger i@ said, "The most
beloved words to Allah are four. It does
not matter which of them you begin
with: 'Allah is free from every
imperfection; Praise be to Allah;
nothing deserves to be worshipped
except Allah; and Allah is the
Greatest."' (Muslim reported it).
1341. Narrated Abu Musa Al-Ash'ar •:
Allah's Messenger i@ said to me, "O
Abdullah bin Qais, shall I not direct you
to one of the treasures of Paradise?l 2 l :
There is no might and no power except
in Allah." (Agreed upon). An-Nasa'i
added, "There is no refuge from Allah
except (by returning) to Him."
1342. Narrated An-Nu'man bin Bashir

~

ill1

,ill1 -J1 j1 '1:, ,.& J.:.;J1_:; ,.Ji\ 0~.'
l': ~;.f .cc;.51 ill1.:;
~

;li1 er'.)
, ·'

~

,

.r

F

•' ,U"!
· · , .Jcil ,v....;~_,

~

(1,-ty)

Duba (a time between sunrise and noon), he still found Juwairiya ~ engrossed in the

remembrance of Allah. Thereupon, the Prophet ~ stated the above words. This Hadith
regards these words to be of an extremely lofty and virtuous import. It further elaborates that
the reward of such unlimited repetition of words of remembrance shall be earned by reciting
the words prescribed in this Hadith. In the narration of Ibn 'Abbas, reported by Muslim, it is
mentioned that the Prophet recited these four phrases three times each.
[IJ Various explains suggest that the reward of all acts of obedience to Allah and good deeds,
shall remain to the credit of the one who performs them. One of those deeds is the
invocation of these five Kalima (words).
[ZJ It means that the reward for the recitation of these words is a valuable and precious
reward kept stored with Allah in paradise, just as a treasure - the most precious of a person's
wealth - is kept stored in a safe and secure place.
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The Prophet ~ said, "Verily, ;:tS..iJl 0l11 :J\j ~ ,_;: 11 _·.i 1 ~~ It;;
supplication is worship."!11 [Reported
.
<f:"' .v
<.S'
by Al-Arba'a and At-Tirmidhi graded it
. ~~?1 ~) ~~\r1 ~\)) . 11~;~1).
Sahib (authentic)].

~:

He (At-Tirmidhi) also reported from the
Hadith of Anas 4J;,: attributing it to
Allah's Messenger ~
with the
wording: "Supplication is the essence
of worship."
He (At-Tirmidhi) also reported from the
Hadith of Abu Huraira .to: attributing it
to Allah's Messenger ~ that he said:
"Nothing is more honorable before
Allah than supplication." [Ibn Hibban
and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1343. NarratedAnas ~:Allah's Messenger·
~ said, "Supplication between the
Adhan and Iqamal 2 l is not rejected."
[An-Nasa'i and others reported it, and
Ibn Hibban and others graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1344. Narrated Salman
4J;,:
Allah's
Messenger ~ said, "Indeed! Your Rabb
is Hayiy (Shy) and Karim (Generous),
and is ashamed to turn away empty the
hands of a slave when he raises theml 3 l
to Him." [Reported by Al-Arba'a except
An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
1345. Narrated 'Umar ~: Whenever
Allah's Messenger~ raised his hands in
supplication, he did not lower them till

~

,~

J.;- rJf :.;.

~1

~)) :~:; .~

. I:.S-~1~
.)G.
~..;1 ~~_, . 11;1S..iJ1
,
_,
. , '-'·
,

It;; ;lJ1 :..r;'
, ·,J er'~f v:_i.~_,

<.S'

,011~1

(\n'I")

c,; ~1S..ii11;

.~~) ~~I

:~-~1 Jy) jij : jij
~:;.\ . 11;_; 'J ~\j)'.1.J

(\'l"to)

.j

11 1 It means that supplication is a kind of worship. It may also mean that 'supplication' in the
Verse "Supplicate Me and I will respond to you. Verily, those who scorn My worship, will
surely enter Hell in humiliation" (Surat Ghafir, 40:60), here implies worship, i.e. "worship
Me and I will respond to you ... "
12 1 We are thus informed that certain times are preferable for supplication, like in the middle
of the night and after the obligatory prayers. People enquired of the Prophet ~ as to what
should they ask for between the Adhiin and Iqiima. The Prophet ~ stated that they should
ask Allah for their safety in their day-to-day worldly matters as well as the soundness of their
Faith while pursuing their religious activities.
l3 l This Hadtth states that the raising of one's hands while making a supplication is
Mustababb (a commendable act).
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he wiped his face with themYl [AtJ;. ~~~ (.3 ;L.sil1
Tirmidhi reported it]. It has Shawabid -~J 4
-~I~~~, J...1'~
j J' . ~,,_,...,
~ ..i.. 0 ~1\ ~,:f
(supporting narrations) such as The ..V•
,_,,...
. .;>
Hadith of Ibn 'Abbas (~) reported by
Abu Da'ud and others. These narrations l¥ ~J ·~?-3 ~JI~ c1;f ~ .If'~
..,. .. ,, ..,.
,. . _,;;;;I
,.,
- considered as a group - warrant it
-~~~...; <.,?36:
being considered a Hasan (good)
Hadith.
, ·'J ~,
•' -'I _.~,. (IY'ti)
1346. Narrated Ibn Mas'iid 4'e: Allah's cfIt;; ~I <.r:'
• _,.,._.... ,J. .
Messenger ~ said, "The people who J:,f ~b>> : ~ ~I J__?~ j(j : j(j ti.
have the most right over me (for
intercession or nearness to me) on the . «~~ :.fa- ;.;~f ~gll fY. cl; ,\.f"81
Day of Resurrection, are those who are
-~~ &;1 ~J '&*?1 ~)-f
most in invoking Sa/at upon me r2 1 ."
[At-Tirmidhi reported it, and Ibn
Hibban graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1347. Narrated Shaddad bin Aus <t;,: jil ~~ ,\.f"Jf ,J ~1.Ll ~J (IY'tV)
Allah's Messenger
said, "The most :L.::.» :~ ~I J__?~ j(j :J\j ;.;;_
superior manner of asking for
forgivenessf 3 l is for the servant to say: •J.~ -:__;f !~I :~I J~ ~f ,11;~:··'11
'O Allah, You are my Rabb (Lord). Cf:, ,.!J~ Cf:, ,~ ,-:__;f -Jl jl '1
Nothing deserves to be worshipped
except You, You have created me, and I ~ ~ ~)-f .. ~ :k;·.1 \; .!J~:,:, .!J~
am Your slave. I hold to Your covenant ;_;f:, ,~_', ,; 1:;::, .!.lJ ;_;f ,.~ ;:..;, t; ~
and promise as much as I can. I seek
·
refuge in You from the evil of what I
have done. I acknowledge before You
Your favors upon me, and I confess to
You my sins, so forgive me, since no
one can forgive sins except You." [AlBukhari reported it] .
1348. Narrated Ibn 'Umar ~: Allah's
jil ~~ ~ ,JI ,C/"J (IY'tA)
never failed to use these
Messenger

p

( J .;

*

Jt_;;

Js-

*

Jt_;;

~~~ t~ ~~I J__?~ ~

rJ :J\j l~C.

[tJ It thus becomes known that after completing one;s supplication, one is advised to wipe
his face wich the palms of his hands. If we know chat Allah does not turn one away empty
handed, then it is as though His Rahma (mercy) has descended upon one's palms. It is chus
fitting chat chis Rahma be transferred to che face, which is che noblest pan of the body and
che most entitled to be honored.

l2 J We must know that invoking Sa/at upon che Prophet ~ is a supplication to Allah to
praise che Prophet ~ in che highest assembly of che angels, and it is an act of worship. The
best words of invocation after Lil i/aha ilia-Allah is the noble act of sending Sa/at and Salam
upon che Prophet ~ .
C3l Since chis supplication of forgiveness epitomizes all che meaning and senses of repentance
and forgiveness, it has been given che name of Sayyidul-Istighfiir (che master supplication for
seeking furgiveness).
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words[lJ in the evening and morning: 1:;fo» . , . > , ,
., ,
,,,,..,
"O Allah, I ask You for 'Aa,fiyah (well ·r-- -~ :..r.;-.J ~ :..r.;- •,..:..~I
being) in my religion and my worldly ~t; ~t;~_, ...j:.~ ..; ~\.Ji .!.Ul:J
affairs, in my family and my wealth; 0
Allah, conceal my faults and keep me •.;~j) ~Tj •.;I)~ _:,:.:.1 ~I •JL;j
safe from the things which I fear; 0 J-' •
~_, ·~.'.i; ,~ ~ .)o.~;.1_-,
Allah, guard me from my front and
from my back, and from my right hand ~_;\_-, •._jjj ~_, ·J~ :_;._-, ·~
side and from my left side, and from ~Ll.li ~;.\ . «~ ~ j\1\ ~\ ,;1:;.i;;l
above me, and I seek refuge in Your
0
~ '' , 'I '~.J
' , , '~""
' ' 1 ' ''I'
·r.......,
J.J
Greatness from being swallowed up (by
the earth) from below me." [An-Nasa'i
and Ibo Majah reported it, and AlHakim graded it Sahib (authentic)].

Jt

.;.t;-

1349. Narrated Ibo 'Umar ~: Allah's
Messenger ~ used to supplicate: "O
Allah, I seek refuge in You from the
decline of Your favor,121 transforming of
Your (favor) of well-being [to sickness],
the sudden strike of Your vengeance
and Your total wrath." [Muslim
reported it].
1350. Narrated 'Abdullah bin 'Amr ~: j_il :.ri>) .J;.s. ,J ~I ¥' :_;. J (I 'l"o •)
Allah's Messenger ~ used to say: "O
:J~ ~~I J_?) ~tS :J~ I~ J~
Allah, I seek refuge in You from being
.·lJ1 &
: ~; ~ y 't i..1~~I ,:;[1p1
overcome by debt, from being W'
,. .) ' ,CT,.
~
r-overpowered by the enemy,l 3 l and the
<it..::.:!1 ~I)) .11~1.:i;.\r1 ~Wj ,j:W1
malicious joy of the enemies (at an evil
.~L;.Ji ~J
I am afflicted with)." [Reported by AnNasa'i, and Al-Hakim graded it Sahib
(authentic)].
C•J The 'Aafiyah (well-being) in religion lies in avoiding sin and innovation, or taking lightly
one's obligatory duties or failing to perform them totally. 'Aafiyah in one's family lies in
being saved from bad marital relations, sickness and disease, and the excessive requests for
worldly pleasures. 'Aafiyah in wealm lies in it being saved from that which destroys it. In this
Hadith, Allah's protection has been solicited from the harms that may inflict a person from
all of the six directions, since a man is always surrounded by his enemies - devils from
among me humans and the jinns. He is like a sheep among wolves; if he doesn't have a
protector from Allali, then he has no power to protect himself.
[ZJ The favors of Allali are destroyed by one's sins. In omer words, mis supplication is being
made to Allah by supplicating Him wim these words: "O Allah! We hereby seek Your
protection from (me effects and consequences of) our bad deeds." This supplication was
devised for me sole purpose of educating the Ummah (followers) since the Prophet ~ is
free from sins.

c3 1 Being overcome by debt means that a person becomes incapable of paying up his debts
and this situation occurs when a person no longer harbors any intention of paying it at all.
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1351. Narrated Buraida •=The Prophet
~ heard a man saying, "O Allah, I ask
You by virtue of the fact that I testify
that You are Allah; nothing deserves to
be worshipped except You, the Unique
- the Self-Sufficient Master, Who did
not beget and was not begotten, and to
Whom no one is equal." Allah's
Messenger ~ then said, "He has asked
Allah by His Name by which when
asked, He gives,111 and by which when
supplicated, He answers." [Al-Arba'a
reported it, and Ibn Hibban graded it
Sahib (authentic)].
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1352. Narrated Abu Huraira •= Allah's ~ J~
~)
would say in the morning:
, ,
,
"O Allah, by. (permission from) You we :J~.• ,;;.:..,.,.· 1
reach the morning, by You we reach ~, ,~_· -:i
;J
the evening, by You we live, by You we
die, 12 1 and to You is the resurrection
(!Vusbur)." In the evening he would say
the same except for the last phrase:
"And to You is the end (Masir)." [AlArba'a reported it].
1353. Narrated Anas •= The most
frequent supplication of Allah's
Messenger ~ was: "Our Rabb (Lord),
give us good in this world and good in
the Hereafter, 13 1 and protect us from

,,..

~.:,\11 ~).I .•..;..~i

;;._:;.;.'::'ii:_;_-;

(\roY)

Messenger~'

J-;

'-.

Whoever makes a sincere effon to pay his debts, Allah will cenainly assist him in
accomplishing this by giving him solvency [as mentioned in a Hadith reponed by AlBukhari]. The overpowering of an enemy is that a man finds himself incapable of even
avenging himself against a tyrant or a transgressor who has wronged him.
[IJ In Arabic, Su'a/ (asking) denotes asking for a specific thing, whereas Du'a (supplication) is
more general. Also, when asking Allah for something, one must use the same words, found in
this Hadith, which have been accorded the privilege of acceptance.
[ZJ It is said that 'sleep is the sister of death', due to the obvious relationship between these
two states. Whenever someone falls asleep, it is as though he is returning his soul to its
origin. Hence, the Arabic word Masir (destination, end) has been used in this Hadith ['to
You is the end'] for one who is preparing to sleep. likewise, when someone gets up from
sleep, it is as if he regains life from a state of death. Hence, the Arabic word Nushur
(resurrection) has been used in this Hadith ['to You is the resurrection'] for one who is
awakening from sleep.

C3 l The 'good' of this world includes vinuous deeds, a righteous spouse, pious progeny,
spacious and abundant livelihood and useful knowledge, etc. The good of the Hereafter is
entering Paradise, and its other related factors like, being free from tension, easiness in the
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the punishment of the Fire."Pl
[Agreed upon].
1354. Narrated Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari $:
The Prophet ~ used to supplicate: "O
Allah, forgive me my sins, my
ignorance, my extravagance in my
affairs, and what You know petter than
I do. 0 Allah, forgive me (what I have
done in) my seriousness and joking,
(what I have done) unintentionally and
intentionally, for I am guilty of all that.
0 Allah, forgive me (what I have done)
in the past and (what I will do in) the
future, what I have kept secret and
what I have done openly, and what You
know better than I do. You are the
Advancer (if You Grant Success), You
are the One Who Delays. (if You
abandon anyone), and You have Power
over everything." [Agreed upon].
1355. Narrated Abu Huraira $: Allah's
Messenger ~ used to say: "O Allah, set
right for me my religion which is the
safeguard of my affairs; set right for me
my worldly affairs in which is my
livelihood, set right for me my
Hereafter to which will be my return;
make life for me a means of increase in
all that is good; and make death a rest
for me from every evil."[ 2 1 [Muslim
reported it].
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Allah's ~
1356. Narrated
Messenger ~ used to say: "O Allah,
grant me benefit in what You have ~1
taught me, teach me what will benefit
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0\5 :Jli

process of accountability and being saved from the tonnent of Hell-fire. A Hadith narrated by
Abu Huraira.;; .iii ~J has it that if a man asks for Allah's protection from Hell seven times,
the Hell itself supplicates to Allah by saying, "Your such and such slave is seeking Your
protection from me and therefore You must grant him Your protection."
fll

Surat Al-Baqarah, 2:201.

fZJ In this invocation, the good things of both the worlds have been solicited. It does not

suggest that one should ask for his own death. It merely expresses a desire that whenever
death occurs, it should be a cause to provide a blissful peace and an eternal rest, from every
evil - before death (in this world) and after it (in the grave).
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me, and provide me with knowledge
~.:; .,,/:1.::. ~
which will benefit 11 1 me." [Reported .;s~1.:;
by An-Nasa'i and Al-Hakim].
. ~t;:J1_:; ~L.:.J1 ~1.:;:; .

,A [;

"A t..4

At-Tinniclhi reported something similar
from the Hadith of Abu Huraira .t<,, he
said in its end: "And increase me in
knowledge. Praise be to Allah in every
circumstance, and I seek refuge in Allah
from the condition of the people of the
Hell-Fire." [Its chain of narrators is
Hasan (good)].
1357. Narrated 'Aisha ~: The Prophet
taught her this supplication: "O
Allah, I ask You for every good, at
present and later, what I have known of
it and what I have not; I seek refuge in
You from every evil, at present and
later, what I have known of it and what
I have not. 0 Allah, I ask You for the
best of what Your slave and Prophet
has asked You, and seek refuge in You
from the worst of what Your slave and
Prophet has sought refuge from. 0
Allah I ask You for Paradise and
whatever brings one near to it of
speech or deed, and seek refuge in You
from Hell and whatever brings one near
to it of speech or deed. And I ask You
to make every decree You have decreed
for me to be good." [Reported by Ibo
Majah. Ibo Hibban and Al-Hakim
graded it Sahib (authentic)].
1358. The two Shaykhs [Al-Bukhari and
Muslim], reported this Hadith from
Abu Huraira .t<,: Allah's Messenger
said, "Two words (expressions) which
are beloved to the Compassionate One
(Allah) and are light on the tongue but
heary on the scales are: 'O How Perfect
is Allah, and praise be to Him; 0 How
Perfect is Allah, the Supreme. ,,,[zJ
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flJ This Hadith enlightens us that we should ask Allah for useful knowledge. Similarly, we
should ask Allah's protection from the useless knowledge. Useless knowledge is that which
does not bring one benefit in the Hereafter.
fZJ Imam Bukhari concluded Sahib Al-Bukhari by quoting this Hadith. Following his example,
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[The author - Ash-Shaykh, Al-Imam, Al'Aalim, Al-'Aamil, Al-'Allamab, Qiidi AlQudat, Shaykhul-Islam - May Allah
grant humanity pleasure by his
presence - said: "The one who
summarized it, Ahmad bin Ali bin
Muhammad bin Hajar Al-Asqalani,
finished this book on 11th Rabi-ulAwwal 828 H., praising Allah, the Most
High, and asking for Sa/at (praise by
Allah in the highest assemblies of the
angels) on His Messenger, ~ and
honor, respect and exaltation.]

many of the authors and compilers have concluded their books by mentioning this Haditb.
This Haditb proves the existence of Mizan (the scales for measuring deeds on the Day of
Judgement) as mentioned clearly in the noble Qur'an. There is a difference of opinion among
the scholars in regard to the nature and condition of things thus weighed and measured on
the pair of scales. Some of the scholars hold that the Records of Deeds themselves shall be
measured, as proven by the Hadtth of the 'Bitiiqa' reported by Ahmad, At-Tirmidhi, Ibn
Majah and others. [SilsilabAhaditbAs-Sahihab, 1/212, no. 135). Other scholars hold the view
that each action has a definite shape and thus every deed shall be measured individually in its
very shape (appearance), as proven by the final Hadtth of Bulugh Al-Maram (no. 1358). This
Hadith informs us about the vastness of Allah's Mercy, that He generously gives away a great
amount of rewards for actions which are relatively small and negligible. The fact is that Allah's
Mercy is all-encompassing, to the extent that the people are often forgiven under one pretext
or another. Oh my All-Forgiving and All-Merciful Rabb! Arrange the means of deliverance
from the unseen for this delinquent slave of Yours and accept him for Your forgiveness by
Your sheer mercy. Amin. Oh You the Cherisher of the worlds. Oh Allah! Forgive the sins of
the writer of this book!
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GLOSSARY
'Abd:

'Ad:
Adluin:

Ahluim:

Al-Ahzao:

'Ajwah:
Alim:
Allanu Akbar:
'Amah:
Al-'Amlinah:

Amin:
AmmaBa'du:

Anstir:

Al-'Aqiq:
'Aqiqah:

(.i.,.J!) A male slave, a slave of Allah.
An ancient tribe that lived after Noh (Noah). It was
prosperous, but disobedient to Allah, so Allah destroyed it
with a violent destructive westerly wind.
(.:Ji~\!!) The call to Sa/at (prayer) pronounced loudly to
indicate that the time of praying is due. And it is as follows:
(~t&-)

AJ/abu Akbar, AJ/abu-Akbar; Alliihu-Akbar, Allabu-Akbar;
Ash-hadu an Iii ilaha ilia/lab, Asb-badu an Iii i/aba illalliib; Ash-badu anna Muhammadan Rasul-Ullah, Ashbadu anna Muhammadan Rasiil-Ulliih; Hayya 'alas-Sa/ab, Hayya'alas-Saliib; Haiya 'alal-Faliib, Hayya 'a/a/-Faliib; Al/ahu-Akbar, Alliihu-Akbar; Lii. i/aba ilia/lab. (See
SabfbAJ-Bukbari, The BookofAdban).
(r ~ \! !) "Legal status". According to Islamic law, there are
five kinds of Ahkam:
1. Compulsory ()Vajib ~1}1)
2. Desirable but not compulsory (Mustahab ~I)
3. Forbidden (Mubarram i _,,_JI)
4. Disliked but not forbidden (Makriib ,_,µ1)
S. Lawful and allowed (Halal J'.)l..JI)
(~!_;...>\!I) The Confederates. The term is used for the
disbelievers of Quraish and the Jews residing at AlMadinah and some other Arab tribes who invaded the
Muslims of Al-Madinah but were forced to withdraw.
(•~!)A kind of dates.
(r-lWI) A knowledgeable person or a religious scholar in
Islam.
(.,51 41) Allah is the Most Great.
(;...\!I) A female slave.
(:<;t..\11) The trust or the moral responsibility or honesty,
and all the duties which Allah has ordained.
(r...i) 0 Allah, accept our invocation.
(~ t..~ An expression used for separating the introductory
part from the main topics in a speech; the introductory
being usually concerned with Allah's Praises and Glorification. Literally it means, "whatever comes after." It is
generally translated as "then after'' or "to proceed.''
(;l....;\11) The Companions of the Prophet
from the
inhabitants of Al-Madinah, who embraced Islam and
supported it and who received and entertained the
Muslim emigrants from Makkah and other places.
(J:."11) A valley in Al-Madinah about seven kilometers west
of Al-Madinah.
(U,.W !) It is the sacrificing of one or two sheep on the

*

Glossary

'Aqrti Halqti:
'Ara/ah (day of):
'Ara/tit:
Artik:
Al-Arba'ah:
'Asabah:
Ashao As-Su.ffah:

Ashao As-Sunan:
'Ashlira:
'Asr:
'Aurah:
Awsuq:

Ayat:
Ayatul-Knrsi:
AY.)'tim At-Tashriq:
AY.Yim:

'Azl:

Az/lim:

Badanah:

Badr:
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occasion of the birth of a child, as a token of gratitude to
Allah. (See Sahib Al-Bukhari, 'The Book of 'Aqiqah).
(~ cSP) It is an exclamatory expression. It expresses
disapproval.
(:c; f') The ninth day of the month Dhul-Hijjah, on which
the pilgrims stay in the Araf.it plain till sunset.
(.::..>I.! f') A famous place of pilgrimage on the southeast of
Makkah about twenty-five kilometers from it.
(!Ji.J ~I) A tree from which Siwak (!JI_,..) (tooth brush) is
made.
(~.J ~ 1) The four compilers of Abadith Abu Dawiid,
Nasa'i, Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah.
(~1) All male relatives of a deceased person from the
father's side.
(:\A...a.11 '-:"L>....,..\) They were about eighty or more men who
used to stay and have religious teachings in the Prophet's
Mosque in Al-Madinah, and they were very poor people.
(.:;-JI '-:"'\,...,..\) The compilers of the prophetic Abadith on
Islamic jurisprudence.
(.1.J_,.;,W1) The 10th of the month of Muharram (the first
month in the Islamic calendar).
(_,...a...ll) Afternoon, '.Asr prayer time.
(;.J_,,.JI) That part of the body which is illegal to expose to
others.
(..;....._,\) Plural of Wasq, which is a measure equal to 60 Sa'
= 135 kgms. (approx). It may be less or more.
( .::..> L;'I 1)
Proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs,
revelations, etc.
C.r _?JI <;f) Qur'anic Verse no. 255 of Surat Al-Baqarah.
(j,__,..:.:J1 11.;t) It is a term used for the eleventh, twelfth and
thirteenth of Dhul-Hijjah.
(~~I) A woman who already has had a sexual experience;
she may be a widow or a divorcee.
(J_;.JI) Coitus interruptus, i.e., pulling out the penis from
vagina at the time of ejaculation of semen for the purpose
of birth control.
((lj~I) Literally means "arrows". Here it means arrows
used to seek good luck or a decision, practised by the
'Arabs of Pre-Islamic Period of Ignorance.
(<.;..1;) (Plural: Budn). A camel or a cow or an ox driven to
be offered as a sacrifice, by the pilgrims at the sanctuary
ofMakkah.
(A) A place about 150 kilometers to the south of AlMadinah, where the first great battle in Islamic history
took place between the early Muslims and the infidels of
Quraish.

Bulugh Al-Maram
Al-Bahira:
Bai'a:

Al-Baitul-Ma 'mrir:
Baitul-Maqdis:

Baitul-Midras:
Bai'atur-Ridwtin:

Banri Al-Asfar:
Baqi"':
Ba":
Bid'ah:
Bint Lobrin:
Bint Makhtid:
Burtiq:

Daiyytin:
Dajja1:

Dtiniq:
Dtir-al-Qadti':
Dhtit-'lrq:
Dhtitun-Nittiqain:

Dhawul-Arham:
Dhimmi:
Dhul-Farti'id:
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(;~I) A milking she-camel, whose milk used to be spared
for idols and other false deities.
(~I) A pledge given by the citizens to their Imiim
(Muslim ruler) to be obedient to him according to the
Islamic religion.
(,~I ~I) Allah's House over the seventh heaven.
(_,-J.Lll ~) Bait literally means 'House': a mosque is
frequently called Baitul/iib (the House of Allah). Bait-ulMaqdis is the famous mosque in Jerusalem which is
regarded as the third sacred mosque in Islam, the first
and second being Al-Masjid-al-Hariim at Makkah and the
mosque of the Prophet ~ at Al-Madinah, respectively.
(_,-1.J..WI ~) A place in Al-Madinah (and it was a Jewish
centre).
(.:>I~)\ ~) The oath and pledge taken by the Sahiiba at
Al-Hudaibiyyah in the year 6 H to fight Quraish in case
they harmed 'Uthman ...:...s- .iii ~.J who had gone to
negotiate with them and reported to have been taken
captive.
~\!I fa.) The Byzantines.
(~I) The cemetery of the people of Al-Madinah; many of
the Companions of the Prophet ~ are buried in it.
(,.,Ji) Pious.
(~.i.,.11) Any innovated practice in religion.
( .J _,.,] ~) A two-year-old she-camel.
(/l>... ~)One-year-old she-camel.
(Ji_r.) An animal bigger than a donkey and smaller than a
horse on which the Prophet Ji!; went for the Mi'riij. (The
Ascent of the Prophet ~ to the heavens.)
(.Jl;..UI) Allah; it literally means the One Who judges people
from their deeds after calling them to account.
(Jl.o:-..UI) Pseudo Messiah (Al-Masih-ad-Dajjiil) or Antichrist.
Literally a liar, quack, deceiver. (See the footnote of
V.6:158 the Qur'an and also Hadith no.3441 and 3439,
Sahib Al-Bukhiin).
(_;;b) A coin equal to one-sixth of a Dirham.
(.Lilli .Jb) Justice House (court).
(Jf' ..;..,!:>) Miqiit for the pilgrims coming from Iraq.
(.:_,:Jlk:.ll ..;..,!:>) Asma', the daughter of Abu Bakr ~ .iii ._...,;..).
It literally means a woman with two belts. She was named
so by the Prophet Ji!;.
(rl>.J\11 _JJ;) Relatives on the maternal side.
(s"lll) A non-Muslim living under the protection of an
Islamic government.
(_,..:.;1.;i1_,;) Those persons whose share of inheritance is
described in the Qur'an are called Dhul-Farii'id, and the
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rest areAsabab (~I).
(~IJ~) The twelfth month in the Islamic calendar.
(~IJ~) The Miqat of the people of Al-Madinah now
called 'Abyar 'Ali.
(.i...,d;..JIJ~) Al-Ka'bah Al-Yamaniyah. (A house in Yemen
where idols used to be worshipped. It belonged to the
tribe of Khath'am and Bujailah).
(•..u..AJIJ~) The eleventh month of the Islamic calendar.
(,.,;_,;,J1J~) A great ruler in the past who ruled all over the
world, and was a true believer. His story is mentioned in
the Qur'an. (V.18:83)
(r ~ J~) A man, whom a woman can never marry because
of close relationship (e.g. a brother, a father, an uncle); or
her own husband.
(..s_,1. J~) It is one of the valleys (districts) of Makkah and
there is a well-known well in it. In the lifetime of the
Prophet ~ Makkah was a small city and this well was
outside its precincts. Nowadays Makkah is a larger city
and the well is within its boundaries.
~~..JI) Pure silk cloth.
(., ~..J 1) An ancient gold coin.
(('""_,..JI) A silver coin weighing 50 grains of barley with cut
ends. It is equal to 1/12 of one Uqiyyah of gold in value.
(':..JI) (Plural: Diyat) Blood money (for wounds, killing
etc.), as compensation paid by the killer to the relatives of
the victim (in unintentional cases).
(~I) Forenoon.
(.!.Lu) A town near Al-Madinah.
(.,.:.:..WI) One who talks evil.
(._;JI) War booty gained without fighting.
c;...tJ1) Dawn or early morning before sunrise, or morning
Sa/at (prayer).
( ~ 1) A learned man who can give religious verdicts.
(~l_,;,11) Shares fixed for the relatives of a deceased. Such
shares are prescribed in the Qur'an (1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 1/6 1;8,
2/3). [V.4:11, 12, 176)
(~I ...,..;~) It is an individual duty - an obligation
essentially to be performed by each individual.
(':1...i5JI ...,..; )) It is a collective duty - an obligation which, if
performed by one person, suffices for the rest; as it does
not have to be performed essentially by all.
(~_,;,JI) (Plural: Fara'id) An enjoined duty.
(•\.:.Q.11) A female slave or a young lady.
(;.,..;\A.!1) The first Surah in the Qur'an.
(':..l..i.ll) Compensation for a missed or wrongly practised
religious obligation (like in Ha.i.J), usually in the form of
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money or foodstuff or offering (animal by slaughtering it).
(Wll) Islamic jurisprudence.
A/,-Firdaus:
C.rJ)_,A.! I) The middle and the highest part of Paradise.
Fitnah:
(L:.....::....i.1) (Plural: Fitan) Trials, persecution, mischief,
confusion in the religion, conflicts and strifes among the
Muslims.
(•_..,;JI) This word covers a wide meaning : jealousy as
Ghairah:
regards women, and also it is a feeling of great fury and
anger when one's honour and prestige is injured or
challenged.
(.sj LJ I) A Muslim fighter returning after participation in jihad
Ghtizi":
(islamic holy fighting).
(•J_;.;..11) (Plural: Ghazawat). A holy battle or fighting in the
Ghazwah:
Cause of Allah consisting of a large army unit with the
Prophet ~ himself leading the army.
Ghazwatul-Khandaq:(J..i..:..>...JI •J.;S) The name of a battle between the early
Muslims and the infidels in which the Muslims dug a
Khandaq (trench) round Al-Madinah to prevent any
advance by the enemies.
Ghulu1:
(J}AJI) Stealing from the war booty before its distribution.
Ghuraf:
(.....;_,;J1) Special abodes.
Al-Ghurrul-Muhajjallin: (.J~I _,;JI) A name that will be given on the Day of
Resurrection to the Muslims because the parts of their
bodies which they used to wash in ablution will shine
then.
Ghusl:
(J.-0.ll) A ceremonial bath. This is necessary for one who is
junub, and also on other occasions. This expression 'taking
a bath' is used with the special meaning of Gbusl mentioned here.
(il,>JI J,>) There were two forms of this trade called
Habalul-Habala:
Habalul-Habalah. The example of first form is that to buy
an offspring of an animal which itself is yet to be born by
making the payment in advance. Second form is to sell an
animal on condition to have the offspring of the sold
animal. Both forms of this kind of transaction are prohibited.
A/,-Hadath A/,-Akbar: (r.5'~1 -:...WI) State of uncleanliness because of sexual
discharge.
A/,-Hadath A/,-Asghar: (;..+.~I -:...WI) Passing wind or urine or answering the call
of nature.
(~.WI) (Plural: Ahadith ~)l>-i). The sayings, deeds and
Hadah:
approvals accurately narrated from the Prophet~·
Hady:
(.s-'fll) An animal (a camel, a cow, a sheep or a goat)
offered as a sacrifice by the pilgrims.
Hajj:
(~I) Pilgrimage to Makkah.
A/,-Hajj-al-Akbar:
(r.5'~1 ~I) The dayofNahr (i.e the 10th ofDhul-Hijjah).

Fiqh:
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~\11 ~I) 'Umrah.
(~l)'XI ~)In it a pilgrim enters in the state of Ihram with
the intention of performing Hajj only.
(Cil_;ll ~) In it a pilgrim enters in the state of Ihram with
the intention of performing Umrah and Hajj together.
(~I ~) In it a pilgrim enters in the state of Ihram with
the intention of performing Umrah, and then after performing Tawaf and Sa'y, he comes out of his Ihram. With
the commencement of Hajj days, he enters in the state of
Ihram again and performs Hajj.
Ct_I~ _,.I I ~) The last Hajj of the Prophet ~ the year before
he died.
(.;Jr.JI ~I) Hajj accepted by Allah for being perfectly
performed according to the Prophet's Sunnah and with
legally. earned money.
(J")\..JI) Lawful.
(~I) Pure Islamic Monotheism (worshipping Allah
Alone and nothing else).
(ob) An expression used when you don't want to call
somebody by her name. (It is used for calling a female).
(rl~I) Unlawful, forbidden and punishable from the
viewpoint of religion.
Cr _,..JI) Sanctuaries of Makkah and Al-Madinah.
(~_,..JI) A short spear.
Cc~ 1) Killing.
(;_,..JI) A well-known rocky place in Al-Madinah covered
with black stones.
(•w_,.....ll) A special unorthodox religious sect.
(.~1) A place outside Makkah where pilgrims go after
finishing all the ceremonies ofHajj.
(;Ji~I) The transference of a debt from one person to
another. It is an agreement whereby a debtor is released
from a debt by another becoming responsible for it.
(Ciji_ttll) A tribe of Quraish.
(.t.,.JI) This term covers a large number of concepts. It
may mean 'modesty', 'self-respect', 'bashfulness', 'honour', etc. Haya' is of two kinds: good and bad; the good
Haya' is to be ashamed to commit a crime or a thing
which Allah ~J f' and His Messenger ~ has forbidden,
and bad Haya' is to be ashamed to do a thing, which
Allah and His Messenger ~ ordered to do. (See Sahib A/Bukhari, Hadith no. 9).
(4.,+11) It means to present something to someone as a gift
for Allah's sake.
(;;;L,a..J1) The nursing and caretaking of children.
(...,...~I) A long dress prescribed for Muslim women to
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cover their whole body from head to feet.
(r...>JI) The unroofed portion of the Ka'bah which at
present is in the form of a compound towards the north
of the Ka'bah.
(•Ml) Literally it means 'migration'. This term is used for:
(i) the migration of Muslims from an enemy land to a
secure place for religious causes, (ii) the first Muslims
migration from Makkah to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and later
to Al-Madinah, (iii) the Prophet's migration journey from
Makkah to Al-Madinah, and (iv) the Islamic calendar year
which started from the Prophet's migration journey from
Makkah to Al-Madinah.
(...,.., ')(.,.) A kind of scent.
(~I) A private pasture.
(<:,~) A kind of belt, part of which serves as a purse to
keep money in it.
(.WI) (Henna) A kind of plant used for dyeing hair etc.
(w...!1) A three-year-old she-camel.
(.!_,.JI) A well-known cave in a mountain near Makk:ah.
(J.,A) The name of an idol in the Ka'bah in the Pre-Islamic
Period of Ignorance.
(.).,..JI) A kind of desert tree.
(.I.WI) Chanting of camel-drivers keeping time of camel's
walk.
(~.WI) A well-known place about 16 kilometers from
Makkah on the way to Jeddah. At this place a treaty was
made in 6 H. between the Prophet ~ and the Quraish
who stopped him and his Companions from performing
'Umrah.
(>_,.WI) (Plural of Hadd) Allah's boundary limits for Halal
(lawful) and Haram (unlawful).
(•.r.-11) Courtyard or a room.
(~I) A judgement of legal decision (especially of Allah)
(..,......,..) The tribe of Quraish, their offspring and their allies
were called Hums. This word implies enthusiasm and
strictness. The Hums used to say, "We are the people of
Allah and we shall not go out of the sanctuary of
Makka.1' · · They thought themselves superior to the other
people.
(.:.r:;...JI) , valley between Makkah and Ta' if where the battle
took place between the Prophet~ and Quraish pagans.
(.;_,,.JI) Very fair females created by Allah as such not from
the offspring of Adam, with intense black irises of their
eyes and intense white scleras. [For details see the book
Hiidi Al-Arwah by Ibn Al-Qayyim, Chapter 54).
c_,.,.....;)' I ~) The four days' festival of Muslims starting on
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the tenth day ofDhul-Hijjah (month).
()...ill-'::&') The three days' festival of Muslims starting from
the first day of Shawwfil, the month that follows Ramadan.
Fitr literally means 'breaking the Saum (fast).' Muslims
observe Saum (fast) the whole of Ramadan, the ninth
month of the Islamic calendar and when Shawwfil comes,
they break their Saum (fast) .
(;..WI) Allah's prescribed waiting period for a woman after
divorce or death of her husband, after the expiry of which
she can remarry another person. (See the Qur'an, Surat
65).
(;.>-~'XI) It is a kind of grass which is used in the process of
melting of the metals. The same is laid down on the roofs
and floors of houses, and is also used in spreading in the
graves.
(;l.W'XI) The opposite of Saum (fasting), (breaking the
fast).
(~l..1>-'XI) Mourning for a deceased husband.
(rl_,.,.. 'Xi) A state in which one is prohibited to practise
certain deeds that are lawful at other times. The duties of
'Umrah and Hajj are performed during such state. When
one assumes this state, the first thing one should do is to
express mentally and orally one's intention to assume this
state for the purpose of performing Hajj or 'Umrah. Then
Talbiyah is recited, two sheets of unstitched clothes are
the only clothes one wears, (1) Izar: worn below one's
waist; and the other (2) Rida': worn round the upper part
of the body.
(.JL->-'XI) The highest level of deeds and worship,
(perfection i.e. when you worship Allah or do deeds,
consider yourself as if you see Him and if you cannot
achieve this feeling or attitude, then you must bear in
mind that He sees you).
(.t.,.::..> ~I) A sitting posture, putting one's arms around
one's legs while sitting on the hips.
(.~'XI) The oath taken by a husband that he would not
approach his wife for a certain period.
(.~l) Jerusalem.
(r L. 'XI) The person who leads others in the Sa/at (prayer)
or the Muslim caliph (or ruler).
(.J ~'XI) Faith, Belief.
(~I) A kind of transaction. One form of it is that if a
person asks someone to lend him a certain amount of
money, he refuses the money in cash, but instead offers
him an article at a higher price than his demand of the
required money, and later on buys the same article from
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him at a less price i.e., equal to the money he wants. In
this way he makes him indebted for the difference. It
shows that two things are the causes of Muslim disgrace
- one is giving up of]ihad and the second is fraud and
swindling.
(;,,.li'XI) The wording of Adhan is reduced so that the
wording that is repeated twice in the Adhan is said once
in Iqamah, except the last phrase of Allahu Akbar, and
the prayer is offered immediately after the Iqamab.
(•')l..,a]I ;..\.i!) The performing of As-Sa/at (the prayers). This
is not understood by many Muslims. It means:
(A) Every Muslim, male or female, is obliged to offer his
Sa/at (prayers) regularly five times a day at the specified
times; the male in a mosque in congregation and as for
the female it is better to offer them at home. As the
Prophet ~ has said: "Order your children to offer Sa/at
(prayers) at the age of seven and beat them (about it) at
the age of ten". The chief (of a family, town, tribe) and
the Muslim ruler of a country are held responsible before
Allah in case of non-fulfillment of this obligation by the
Muslims under his authority.
(B) One must offer the Sa/at (prayer) in a way just as
Prophet Muhammad ~ used to offer it with all its rules
and regulations, i.e. standing, bowing, prostrating, sitting
as he ~ has said: "Offer your Sa/at (prayer) the way you
see me offer it." [7246 - 0.B.] Please see Ahadith nos.
735, 736, 737, 756, 823, 824, Sahib Al-Bukhari for the
Prophet's way of offering Sa/at (prayer), in the Book of
Characteristics of the Sa/at (prayer) and that the Sa/at
(prayer) begins with Takbir (Allahu Akbar) with the
recitation of Surat Al-Fatihab etc. along with its various
postures, standing, bowing, prostrations, sitting etc. and it
ends with Taslim.
(. ~ 1) Late evening Sa/at (prayer). Its time starts about
one and a half hour after sunset, till the middle of the
night.
(J_r.:...l) ThickDibaj (pure silk cloth).
(vb.::...\11) Any bleeding from the womb of a woman in
between her normal periods. (See Sahib Al-Bukhari,
Hadith no. 306 and Chapter no. 10).
(•)>.::...\11) A Sa/at (prayer) consisting of two Rak'ah in
which the praying person appeals to Allah to guide him
on the right way, regarding a certain matter he wants to
undertake. (See Hadith no. 1162, Hadith no.6382, Hadith no. 7390, Sahib Al-Bukban).
(.U-::.....\11) A Sa/at (prayer) consisting of two Rak'ab,
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invoking Allah for rain in seasons of drought,
(.....;L.S:..:.s')'I) Seclusion in a mosque for the purpose of
worshipping Allah only. The one in such a state should
not have sexual relations with his wife, and one is not
allowed to leave the mosque except for a very short
period, and that is only for very urgent necessity e.g.
answering the call of nature or joining a funeral procession etc.
(_;lj')'.1) A sheet worn below the waist to cover the lowerhalf of the body.
(~~I) A four-year-old she-camel.
(~) Hell-fire.
(~\.:.JI) (i) Ignorance belonging to the period before the
advent of the Prophet ~· (ii) Un-Islamic practices which
either existed or were inherited from the era before the
advent of the Prophet ~.
(4>-1_,:;.... '>'1 ~) The brief sitting between rising up from a
prostration position to the standing position in a prayer.
( r l ) Al-Muzdalifah, a well-known place near Makkah.
(i~I) A small stone-built pillar in a walled place. There
are three f amrah situated at Mina. One of the ceremonies
of Hajj is to throw pebbles at these ]amrah on the four
days of 'fd-al-Adha at Mina.
(:y..JI ;~1) One of the three stone-built pillars situated at
Mina. It is situated at the entrance of Mina from the
direction of Makkah.
(~L.;__,_JI) The state of a person after having sexual
intercourse with his wife or after having a sexual discharge
in a wet dream. A person in such a state should pedorm
Gbusl (i.e. have a bath) or do Tayammum, if a bath is not
possible.
(ij4-]I) (Plural:fana'iz )4-Ji) Funeral.
(~I) Paradise.
(>~I) Holy fighting in the Cause of Allah or any other
kind of effort to make Allah's Word (i.e. Islam) superior.
jihad is regarded as one of the fundamentals of Islam.
[See the footnote of (V.2:190) The Noble Qur'an).
(Jl.~1) Plural of]amrah.
(.:r.JI) A creation, created by Allah from fire, like human
beings from dust, and angels from light.
(<-;1~1) A place, few kilometers from Makkah. The
Prophet ~ distributed the war booty of the battle of
Hunain there, and from there he assumed the state of
Ibram to pedorm 'Umrab.
(;;.,,~1) Head tax imposed by Islam on all non-Muslims
living under the protection of an Islamic government.
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[See Sahib Al-Bukhari, Chapter I, and Ahiidith no. 3I56,
3I57, 3I58 and 3I59.]
A/,-Juhfah:
(~I) The Miqat of the people of Sham.
Jumu'ah:
(~I) Friday.
Junub:
(~I) A person who is in a state of]aniiba.
Jurhum:
(r-" ?.) Name of an Arab tribe.
Ka'bah:
(~I) A square stone building in Al-Masjid-al-Haram (the
great mosque at Makkah) towards which all Muslims face
in Sa/at (prayer).
(.;Jl...iSJI) The pledge given by somebody to a creditor to
Kafa1ah:
guarantee that the debtor will be present at a certain
specific place to pay his debt or fine, or to undergo a
punishment etc.
Kafftirah:
(•..Jl...i.s:ll) Making atonement for uttering or committing an
unlawful thing in Islam.
Ka.fir:
(}lSJI) (Plural: Ku/far ..Jl...i.s:ll). The one who disbelieves in
Allah, His Messengers, all the angels, all the holy Books,
Day of Resurrection and in the Al-Qadar (Divine Preordainments).
~I) Hoarded up gold, silver and money, the Zakat of
Kanz:
which has not been paid. (See the Qur'an V. 9:34).
(~I) A plant used for dyeing hair.
Katm:
(;_,s:JI) A river in Paradise (see the Qur'an, Surah no.108).
Al.-Kauthar:
A/,-Khamsah:
('-->JI) The five compilers of Ahadith - Abu Dawlid,
Nasa'i, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah and Ahmad.
~) An oasis and date-growing village, about IOO
Khaihar:
kilometers from Al-Madinah. During the Prophet's time, it
was inhabited by a Jewish tribe called Bam1 Nadir. It was
conquered by the Muslims in 5 H.
(~I) (Plural: Kbulafa ,L.i.J.>JI) Caliph, a successor, an
Khalifah:
Islamic term used for the first four rulers after the death
of the Prophet ~ .
Khalil.:
{J,l>JI) The one whose love is mixed with one's heart and
it is superior to a friend or beloved. The Prophet ~ had
only one Khalil, i.e. Allah, but he had many friends.
{_,-;JI) Wine, Alcohol, intoxicant etc.
Khamr:
(~I) A black woollen square blanket with marks on it.
Kha misah:
(JJ.:;JI) See Ghazwatul-Kbandaq.
Khandaq:
Khartij:
(cl_;...11) Zakat imposed on the yield of the land (I/10th or
I/20th).
{c..! 1_,.;J I) The people who dissented from the religion and
Khawtirij:
disagreed with the rest of the Muslims.
Khazir or Kbazirah: (•_r._:,;...11 •_r._:,;...11) A special type of dish prepared from barleyflour, meat·soup, fat etc.
Khilafah:
(:U')\;.JI) (i) Succession. (ii) Islamic leadership.
(..Jk;JI) A piece of cloth with which a woman covers her
Khimtir:
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head and neck area.
(U>..11) Leather socks.
cr1) A kind of divorce in which a wife seeks divorce from
her husband by giving him a certain compensation, or
returning back the Mahr which he gave her.
(•_,..>..JI) A small mat just sufficient for the face and the
Khumrah:
hands [on prostrating during Sa/at (prayers)].
(_,->JI) One-fifth of war booty given in Allah's Cause (The
Khumus:
Qur'an, V.8:41).
Khushri':
(cr>JI) Humility before Allah.
(......;.,.._;JI) Lunar eclipse.
Khusrif:
(<.,k>JI) Religious talk (sermon).
Khutbah:
(c_LS::.ll ;_,b:.) A speech delivered at the time of concluding
Khutbatun-Nikan:
the marriage contract.
(~1_;>-.)1) Banu Khuza'ah, an Arabian tribe.
Khuza'ah:
(j>.SJI) Antimony eye powder.
Kohl:
Kiifah:
(;;~1) A town in 'Iraq.
(;S:JI) It is basically disbelief in any of the articles of
Kufr:
Islamic Faith and they are: to believe in Allah (God), His
angels, His Messengers, His revealed Books, the Day of
Resurrection, and Al-Qadar (i.e. Divine Preordainments
whatever Allah has ordained must come to pass).
(;;,,:.s:ll) Calling a man, 'O father of so-and-so!' or calling a
Kunyah:
woman, 'O mother of so-and-so!' This is a custom of the
Arabs.
Kusrif:
(......; .,...s:J 1) Solar eclipse.
Labbaika wa sa'daika: (-4 ..........J ~)I respond to your call and I am obedient to
your orders.
u ;1a11a illallan:
(41 'YI .J) 'Y) None has the right to be worshipped but
Allah.
Lailatul-Qadr:
(.J...l..i.ll <l:J) One of the odd last ten nights of the month of
Saum (fasting) (i.e. Ramadan), Allah Jt..u describes it as
better than one thousand months, and the one who
worships Allah during it by performing optional prayers
and reciting the Noble Qur'an, etc. will get a reward
better than that of worshipping Him for one thousand
months (i.e. 83 years and four months).(See the Qur'an
Surat 97 (y.97: 1-5)). (See Sahib Al-Bukhari, Haditb no.
2014 and Chapter no.1).
(w;..;.JIJ -:..')\JI) Well-known idols in Hijaz which used to be
LtiJ and Uzza:
worshipped during the Pre-Islamic Period of Ignorance.
(.:.iWll) An oath which is taken by both the wife and the
Li'an:
husband when the husband accuses his wife of committing illegal sexual intercourse. (The Qur'an, Surat An-Nur,
24:6,7,8,9,).
(.U....UI) Article or a thing (a pouch or a purse tied with a
Luqatah:
Khuff:
Khul':
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Ma'tijiri:
AJ-Madiilah:

Maghtifir:
AJ-Magluizi:

Maghrib:
Mahr:
Mahram:
Makrun:
Mamlu1c
AJ-Mantisi":
Mantisik Al-Hajj
wal-'Umrah:

Manihah:
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string) found by somebody other than the owner who has
lost it.
(<.?)\.....)A type of garment of Yemen origin.
(t..:...;~1) Well-known city in Saudi Arabia, where the
Prophet's Mosque is situated. It was formerly called
Yathrib.
(r..ilA....11) A bad smelling gum.
(cSjlA....11) Plural of Magbza, i.e. holy battle; or the place
~here the battle took place; or the deeds and virtues of
Ghii.zi (fighters in Allah's Cause)
(...,.._,A..JI) Sunset, evening Sa/at (prayer).
(H.11) Bridal money given by the husband to the wife at
the time of marriage.
(i_,.-...I I) See Dbu-Mabram.
(._,µ1) Not approved of, undesirable from the point of
view of religion, although not punishable.
(.!.l_,4...JI) A male slave.
~l:...ll) A vast plateau on the outskirts of Al-Madinah.
(;_,..JI_, ~I ..!LL:..) Acts connected with Hajj like Ibram;
Tawaf of the Ka'bah and Say of As-Safa and Al-Marwah;
stay at 'Arafat, Muzdalifah and Mina; Ramy (throwing
pebbles) of ]amarat; slaughtering of Hady (animal) etc.
For details, see The Book of Hajj and 'Umrab, Sahib A/Bukhari.
(~I) (Plural: Manii!ib) A sort of gift in the form of a

she-camel or a sheep which is given to somebody temporarily so that its milk may be used and then the animal
is returned to its owner.
Maqtim lbranim:
(("""'1..r.l il.i.) The stone on which Ibrahim (Abraham) ~
i')\.....11 stood while he and lsma'il (Ishmael) i')\.....11 ~were
building the Ka'ba.
(~_,.-..JI il.i..ll) A station of praise and glory, i.e. the honour
Maqtim Mahmlid:
of intercession on the Day of Resurrection. (See Haditb
no. 4718, Sahib Al-Bukban).
(;_,_,..JI) A mountain in Makkah, neighbouring the Sacred
AJ-Marwah:
Mosque (i.e. Al-Masjid-a/-Haram)
(..iii .t..:.L..) An Arabic expression meaning literally, "What
Mti shti' Alkzn:
Allah wills," and it indicates a good omen.
AJ-Mash'aral-Hartim: (il_,...JI _,...:..JI) A sacred place at Muzdalifah.
AJ-Masihad-Daijtil: (J4-...Lll ~I) Pseudo Messiah or Antichrist (see the
footnote ofV.6:158 the Qur'an and also Haditb no. 3439,
3440 and 3441, Sahib Al-Bukhari).
Masjid:
(~I) Mosque.
(._.....;\11 ~I) The most sacred mosque in Jerusalem.
AJ-Masjidal-Aqsa:
AJ-Masjidal-Hartim: (il_,...JI ~I) The Sacred Mosque in Makkah. The Ka'ba is
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situated in it.
(dl:...ll) Oft repeated Verses of the Qur'an, and that is
Siirat Al-Fatibab, recited repeatedly in the Sa/at (prayer).
Maula:
C) ,,..JI) It has many meanings. Some are: a manumitted
slave, or a patron, protector, supporter, or master or the
Rabb [Lord (Allah)).
Maukiya:
(c>'lr) My lord, my master (an expression used when a
slave addresses his master) (also used for freed slave).
Mauqtidhah:
(•;;,,..JI) An animal beaten to death with a stick, a stone or
the like without proper slaughtering.
Mawa1f:
C)l,,..JI) Non-Arabs and originally former slaves.
Maytithir:
()l,,.-J1) Silk cushions.
Mihjan:
(~I) A walking stick with a bent handle.
Mijann:
(~ 1) A place at Makkah.
Mina:
C..;.-) A pilgrimage place outside Makkah on the road to
'Ararat. It is eight kilometers away from Makkah and about
sixteen kilometers from 'Arafat.
Mfqtit:
(..;;~I) (Plural: Mawaqit ..:....,..t1_,..JI) One of the several
places specified by the Prophet ~ for the people to
assume Ibriim at, on their way to Makkah, when intending
to perform Hajj or 'Umrab.
Mi'rtij:
{cl~I) The Ascent of the Prophet~ to the heavens (by
soul and body). (See Haditb no. 349, Haditb no. 3207
and Haditb no.3887, Sahib Al-Bukhari). [Also see
(V.53:12) the Qur'an)
Miswcik:
(.!ll_,.....JI) A tooth brush made of Arak-tree roots.
Mithqti/,:
(JU!...-JI) A special kind of weight (equals 4217 grams
approx., used for weighing gold). It may be less or more.
[20Mitbqiil= 94 grams approx.)
(.:.i;yJI) A call-maker who pronounces the Adban loudly
Mu'adhdhin:
calling people to come and perform the Sa/at (prayer).
Mu'allafatul-Quluo: (...,.,).4!1 <..il_;..) New Muslims who were given Sadaqab by the
Prophet
to keep them firm in the fold of Islam.
Mu'arras:
(er'~I) A place nearer to Mina than Ash-Shajarah.
Mu 'awwidhtit:
(..;;1;_,...._.J1) i.e. Surat Al-Falaq (113) and Surat An-Nas
(114). [The Qur'an). ·
(..;;IA-JI) Glad tidings. [See the footnote of (V. 10:64),
Mubashshirtit:
Sahib Al-Bukhari, Haditb no. 6990).
(..;;~,,..JI) Great destructive sins.
Mribiqtit:
(r...l.....li) A slave who is promised by his master to be
Mudabbar:
manumitted after the latter's death.
(.WI) A measure of two-thirds of a kilogram (approx.) It
Mudd:
may be less or more.
Mufassal or Mufassalat: (..;;~I •J..a.WI) The Surab starting from Qaf to the
end of the Noble Qur'an (i.e. from no. 50 to the end of
the Qur'an, no. 114).
Mathanf:

*
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Muhtijir:

Muluiqa/ah:
Muharram:
Al-Muhassab:
Muhkam:
Muhrim:
Muhrimah:
Muhsar:
Muja"hid:
Mujazziz:
Mujtahidlin:

Muklitab:

Mukhadram:
Mulli'anah:
Mulhidlin:
Musallli:
Mushriklin:
Mustahadah:
Mutafahhish:
Mut'ah:

Mu'takif:
Mutashaoiluit:
Mutras:
Muttafaq 'Alaih:
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~ 4--.J 1) Anyone of the early Muslims who had migrated
from any place to Al-Madinah in the lifetime of the
Prophet ~ before the conquest of Makkah and also the
one who emigrates for the sake of Allah and Islam and
also the one who quits all those things which Allah has
forbidden.
(Ui~I) It is selling un-harvested grain in the field with an
already harvested grain like wheat.
(r__,,......I I) The first month of the Islamic calendar.
(~I) A valley outside Makkah sometimes called Khaif
Bani Kinanah.
(~I) Qur'anic Verses the contents of which are not
abrogated ..
(r __,,....JI) One who assumes the state of Ihram for the
purpose of performing the Haff or 'Umrab.
(4_.__,,......I I) A female in the state of Ihram.
~I) A Muhrim who intends to perform the Haff or
'Umrah but cannot because of some obstacle.
( .v. ~ 1) (Plural: Mujahidun) A Muslim fighter in jihad.
(j_r....11) A Qa'if: a learned man who reads the foot and
hand marks.
(0_,~1) Independent religious scholars who do not
follow religious opinions except with proof from the
Qur'an and the Prophet's Sunnah.
(..,.._;w:_.._i1) A slave (male or female) who makes an
agreement with the master to pay a certain ransom for his
(or her) freedom.
(r~I) (Plural: Mukhadramun) A person who became a
Muslim during the Prophet's lifetime but did not see him.
(~')WI) The act of performing Li'an.
(0_,..b..WI) Heretics.
(~1) A praying place.
(0_,5"_,..;....ll) Polytheists, pagans, idolaters and disbelievers in
the Oneness of Allah and His Messenger Muhammad~
(vl>..:.-..l I) A woman who has bleeding from the womb in
between her normal periods.
(~I) A person who conveys evil talk.
(<..:..JI) A temporary marriage which was allowed in the
early period of Islam when one was away from his home,
but later on it was cancelled (abrogated).
(~I) One who is in a state of I'tikaf
(u4,l.:.::..JI) Qur'anic Verses which are not clear and are
difficult to understand.
C. r' _,::..) A Persian word meaning "don't be afraid."
(~ J.i:.) Meaning 'Agreed upon'. The term is used for
such Ahadith which are found in both the collections of
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Muwatta':
Muuibanah:

Muzdalifah:
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An-Najtishi:
An-Najsh:

An-Najwa:

Namiinah:

Naqib:
Nash:
Nawtifil:

Nikefh:
Nisao:
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Ahadith: Bukhari and Muslim.
(0_,.;:..JI) The pious believers of Islamic Monotheism who
fear Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil
deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah much
(pedorm all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained).
(tl.rJI) A Hadith book compiled by Imam Malik bin Anas,
one of the four Fiqh Imam.
(~l_r.11) The sale of fresh dates for dried dates by measure,
and the sale of fresh grapes for dried grapes by measure.
In both cases, the dried fruits are measured while the
fresh ones are only estimated as they are still on the trees.
('-4.b_;..JI) A place between 'Arafat and Mina where the
pilgrims while returning from 'Arafat, have to stop and
stay for the whole night or greater part of it (the night),
between the ninth and tenth of Dhul-Hijjah and to perform the Maghrib and 'Ishii' prayers (together) there.
{_,:...:JI) (Literal: slaughtering of the camels only and is done
by cutting the carotid artery at the root of the neck); the
day of Nahr is the tenth of Dhul-Hijjah on which pilgrims
slaughter their sacrificial animals.
c_,.;.~1) (Title for the) king of Ethiopia (Abyssinia) N-egus.
(~I) A trick (of offering a very high price) for
something without the intention of buying it but just to
allure and cheat somebody else who really wants to buy it
although it is not worth such a high price.
(..s~I) The private talk between Allah and each of His
slaves on the Day of Resurrection. It also means a secret
counsel or conference or consultation. [See the Qur'an
(V.58: 7-13), and also see the footnote of (V.11:18)).(See
SahihAl-Bukbari, Hadith no. 2441).
(~I) (Calumnies) conveyance of disagreeable false
information from one person to another to create hostility
between them.
(..,..,.a:JI) A person heading a group of six persons in an
expedition; a tribal chief.
{J.:JI) A measure of weight equal to 1/2 Uqiyyah (64
grams approximately).
(.)>1_,:.ll) (Plural of Naji/ah) Optional practice of worship in
contrast to obligatory (Faridah).
(cLS::.ll) Marriage (wedlock) according to Islamic law.
('-7'WI) Minimum amount of property liable to payment
of the Zakat, e.g. Nisab of gold is twenty (20) Mithqal i.e.
approx. 94 grams; Nisab of silver is two hundred (200)
dirhams, i.e. approx. 640 grams; Nisab of food-grains and
fruit is 5 Awsuq, i.e. 673.5 kgms. Nisab of camels is 5
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Nun:
Nusub:

Nusuk:
Qadar:
Qadi:
Qahb:
Qari':

Qarin:
Qarnal-Manazil:

Qasab:
Qassiyyi

Qatifah:
Qatttit:

Qiblah:

Qi1 wa Qtil:
Qintlir:
Qirat:

Al-Qistis:
Qithfim:
Qiyam:
Qiyas:
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camels; Nisab of cows is 5 cows; and Nisab of sheep is 40
sheep.
(.:i_,.;) Fish.
(~I) An-Nusub were stone alters at fixed places or
graves, etc., whereon sacrifices were offered during fixed
periods of occasions and seasons in the name of idols,
jinn, angels, pious men, saints, in order to honour them,
or to expect some benefit from them.
(..!.L:JI) Religious act of worship.
(_,.AA.II) Divine Preordainment.
(cr"Wi) A Muslim judge.
(.:,..,.WI) A well.
(•..s_,WI) Early Muslim religious scholars were called Qurra'
(plural of Qari' - this. word is also used for a person
who knows the Qur'an by heart). The plural is Qurra'.
The Qurra' were teachers of the early Muslims.
(.:i_,WI) One who performs Hajjal-Qiran.
(J_;WI .:i}) The Miqat of the people of Najd. It is situated
on the way to Makkah. (Now it is known as As-Sail-alKabeer)
( ..,._,...;.J 1) Pipes made of gold, pearls and other precious
stones.
(._....4] 1) A kind of cloth containing silk; some say it is called
so because it is manufactured in Egypt at a place called
Qiss.
(~I) Thick soft cloth.
(..::;\::Al I) A person who conveys information from someone
to another with the intention of causing harm and enmity
between them. (Sahib Al-Bukhari, Hadith No.6056).
(~I) The direction towards which all Muslims face in
Saliit (prayers) and that direction is towards the Ka'bah in
Makkah (Saudi Arabia).
(Jli.J J.,i) Sinful, useless talk (e.g. backbiting, lies, etc.).
(_,\.!.:.ill) A weight-measure for food-grains, etc., e.g. wheat,
maize, oat, barley (1 Qintar = 256.4 kg.).
(.l.l_r.<]1) A special weight; sometimes a very great weight
like Uhud mountain. 1 Qirat = 1/2 Daniq & 1 Daniq = 1/
6 Dirham.
(U""WI) Laws of equality in punishment for wounds etc.
in retaliation.
(r \!.OJ I) A plant disease which causes fruit to fall before
ripening.
(rl,AJI) The standing posture in Salat (prayer).
(._,...L,,..Lll) Verdicts and judgements given by the Islamic
religious scholars. These are given on the following proofs
respectively:- (A) From the Qur'an; (B) From the Prophet's
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Qubti':

Qumqum:
Qunrit:
Quraish:

Qurashi:
Rabb:

Rabbuka:
Rabt'ul-Awwal:
Rani/ah:
Rahn:

Raiyytin:

Rajah:
Ar-Raj'ah:
Rajaz:
Ar-Rajm:
Rak'ah:
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Sunnab. (C) From the unanimously accepted verdict of the
Mujtabidun; (D) Qtyas: i.e. the verdict given by a Mujtabid
who considered the case similar in comparison with a case
judged by the Prophet ~. Qiyiis is not to be practised
except if the judgement of the case is not found in the
first three above mentioned proofs, A, B and C.
(.Llll) A place on the outskirts of Al-Madinah. The Prophet
~ established a mosque there, which bears the same
name. A visit to that mosque on Saturday forenoon and
offering a two Rak'ah Salat (prayer) is regarded as a
performance of 'Umrab in reward according to the
Prophet's saying.
(~) A narrow-headed vessel.
( .:-y:.i! 1) An invocation in the Salat (prayer).
(~}) One of the greatest tribes in Arabia in the PreIslamic Period of Ignorance. Prophet Muhammad ~
belonged to this tribe, which had great powers spiritually
and financially both before and after Islam came.
(~~.All) A person belonging to the Quraish (well-known
Arab) tribe.
( '-:"')1) There is no proper equivalent for Rabb in the
English language. It means the One and the Only Lord for
all the universe, its Creator, Owner, Organizer, Provider,
Master, Planner, Sustainer, Cherisher, and Giver of security. Rabb is also one of the Names of Allah. We have used
the word "Lord" as nearest to Rabb. All occurrences of
"Lord" actually mean Rabb and should be understood as
such.
(~J) Your Lord, your Master.
(J_,~1 t:u) Third month of the Islamic calendar.
(il>-1)1) A she-camel used for riding. (Literally means: a
mount to ride).
(J" )1) According to Sbari'ab, Ar-Rahn (mortgage) means
to give some property or belonging to a creditor as a
security for payment of a loan or debt.
( .:i ~) 1) The name of one of the gates of Paradise through
which the people who often observe Saum (fasts) will
enter.
(~J) The seventh month of the Islamic calendar.
(~ )1) The bringing back of a wife by the husband after
the first or second divorce.
(~)1) Name of poetic metre.
0 )1) To stone to death those married persons who
commit the crime of illegal sexual intercourse.
(w)1) The. Salat (prayer) of Muslims consists of Rak'at
(singular-Rak'ah, which is a unit of prayer and consists of
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Ramadan:

Ramal:

Ramy:
Riha:

Ritlti':
Riktiz:
Runullah:

Ruqba:
Ar-Ruqyah:
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one standing, one bowing and two prostrations).
(.Jl.4-.;) The month of observing Saum (fasts). It is the
ninth month of the Islamic calendar. In it the Noble
Qur'an started to be revealed to our Prophet ~ and in it
occurs the night of Qadr and in it also occurred the great
decisive battle of Badr.
(J-)1) Fast walking accompanied by the movements of the
arms and legs to show one's physical strength. This is to
be observed in the first three rounds of the Tawaf around
the Ka'ba, and is to be done by the men only and not by
the women.
(..s")1) The throwing of pebbles at the]imar at Mina.
(~.,.-JI) Usury, which is of two major kinds: (a) Riha
Nasi'ah, i.e. interest on lent money; (b) Riha Fad/, i.e.
taking a superior thing of the same kind of goods by
giving more of the same kind of goods of inferior quality,
e.g., dates of superior quality for dates of inferior quality
in greater amount. Islam strictly forbids all kinds of usury.
(•b)I) A piece of cloth (sheet) worn around th upper
part of the body.
()S )1) Buried wealth.
(.!ii c_J.J) According to the early religious scholars from
among the Companions of the Prophet ~ and their
students and the Mujtahidun, there is a rule to distinguish between the two nouns in the genitive construction:
(A) When one of the two nouns is Allah, and the other is
a person or a thing, e.g., (i) Allah's House (Baitullah ~
41), (ii) Allah's Messenger; (iii) Allah's slave ('Abdullah'
41..1.~); (iv) Allah's spirit (Ruhullah 41 c_J.;) etc.
The rule of the above words is that the second noun, e.g.,
House, Messenger, slave, spirit, etc. is created by Allah
and is honourable with Him and similarly Allah's spirit
may be understood as the spirit of Allah, in fact, it is a
soul created by Allah, i.e. 'isa Oesus), and it was His
Word: "Be!" - and he was created (like the creation of
Adam).
(B) But when one of the two is Allah and the second is
neither a person nor a thing, then it is not a created thing
but is a quality of Allah, e.g., (i) Allah's Knowledge
('Ilmullah 41 ~); (ii) Allah's Life (Hayatullah 41 •\..:>-); (iii)
Allah's Statement (Kalamullah .!ii r'%); (iv) Allah's Self
(Dhatullah 41 u1;) etc.
(.:.,,>.;) It is the house which is gifted to someone for
lifetime only to live at, and not as a belonging.
(:c,.i )1) (Incantation) Divine Speech recited as a means of
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curing disease. (It is a kind of treatment, i.e. to recite
Surat Al-Fatihah or any other Surab of the Qur'an and
then blow· one's breath with saliva over a sick person's
body-part).
Sti':
(t_L.a.ll) A measure that equals four Mudd (3 kg. approx).
As-Saba:
(L,..all) Easterly wind.
As-Sab'aal-Mathtini: (J~I r.-JI) The seven repeatedly-recited Verses i.e. Surat
Al-Fatiliah. [See the Noble Qur'an (V.15:87)).
As-Sab'ah:
(.....,_ii) The seven compilers of Ahadith Bukhari, Muslim,
Abu Dawl1d, Nasa'i, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah and Ahmad.
(.L>~) An exclamation indicating an appeal for help.
Sabtihan:
(.:i~L.a.ll) A people who lived in Iraq and used to say Iii
Saoi'rin:
ilaha ilia/lab (none has the right to be worshipped but
Allah) and used to read Az-Zabur (the Psalms of the
Sabi'un) and they were neither Jews nor Christians.
Sa'dtin:
(01..u...JI) A thorny plant suitable for grazing animals.
Sadaqah:
(<!.L.all) Anything given in charity.
Safa and Marwah: (;J~IJ L..i..a.11) Two mountains at Makkah neighbouring AlMasjid-al-Haram (the Sacred Mosque) to the east. One
who performs 'Umrah and Hajj should walk seven times
between these two mountains and that is called Say.
Sahbti':
(•4-o) A place near Khaibar.
Sahihain:
(~I) The two Hadith books of Imam Bukhari and
Muslim.
(Jr-JI) A meal taken at night before the Fajr (morning)
Sahrir:
prayer by a person observing Saum (fast).
(,+.JI) Forgetting (here it means forgetting how many
Sahw:
Rak'at a person has prayed in which case he should
perform two prostrations of Sahw).
(~UI) A she-camel which used to be let loose for free
As-Sti'ibah:
pastures in the name of idols, gods, and false deities. (See
the Noble Qur'an V.5:103).
(~I) Tranquillity, calmness, peace and reassurance.
Sakinah:
(..,.._l-JI) Belongings (arms, horse, etc.) of a deceased
Sa/ab:
warrior killed in a battle.
(i~I) See Iqamatas-Salat.
As-Sa/tit:
Sami' Allanu
liman hamidah:
Samur:
Sarif:
Sariyyah:
As-Saum:

Sawi"q:

(•-4> u...J 41 c:--) Allah hears him who praises Him.
(,..-l I) A kind of tree.
(.....;_,....)A place about ten kilometers away from Makkah.
(4;_,..JI) A small army-unit sent by the Prophet~ for jihad,
without his participation in it.
(p...all) The fasting, i.e., not to eat or drink or have sexual
relations from before the Adhan of the Fajr (early morning) prayer till the sunset.
(<Y..y-11) A kind of mash made of powdered roasted wheat
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or barley grain (also with sugar and dates).
(._....JI) The going for seven times between the mountains
of As-Safa and Al-Marwah in Makkah during the performance of Hajj and 'Umrab.
(.Jl,.....:.) The eighth month of the Islamic calendar.
Sha'ban:
Ash-Shahtidah:
(•>\.+.!JI) (i) Testimony of Faith. (ii) "None has the right to
be worshipped but Allah, and Muhammad ~ is the
Messenger of Allah.''
(rl.:.ll) The region comprising Syria, Palestine, Lebanon
Sham:
and Jordan.
(JI_,_!.) The tenth month of the Islamic calendar.
Shawwtil:
(;lA..!.li) A type of marriage in which persons exchange
Shighlir:
their daughters or sisters in marriage without Mahr.
Ash-Shiqaq:
(Jl.A.!Ji) Difference between husband and wife or any two
persons.
(.!.l_r.JI) Polytheism and it is to worship others along with
Shirk:
Allah.
Shufah:
(<....<..:Ji) Pre-emption.
Siddiq and Siddfqlin: (.J~-1......HJ ~..\...<2.ll) Those followers of the Prophets who
were first and foremost
to believe in them (See the Qur'an, V.4:69).
(..1..WI) Lote tree (or Nabiq tree).
Sidr:
Sidratul-Muntaha:
(~I •..1..WI) A Nabiq tree over the seventh heaven near
the Paradise (the lote tree of the utmost boundary)
SijJJn (battle of):
~) A battle that took place at SiJfin between 'Ali's
followers and Mu'awiyah's followers after the killing of
'Uthman ~ .&1 ~..1.
As-Sihan As-Sittah: ('-:...JI ct.......dl) The six books of Ahadith: Compiled by
Bukhari, Muslim, Abo DawOd, Nasa'i, Tirmidhi and Ibn
Maj ah.
As-Sirat:
(.1.1_,....JI) Sirat originally means 'a road'; it also means the
bridge that will be laid across Hell-fire for the people to
pass over on the Day of Judgement. It is described as
sharper than a sword and thinner than a hair. It will have
hooks over it to snatch the people.
As-Sittah:
(:<:...JI) The six compilers of Abadith - Bukhari, Muslim,
Abo DawOd, Nasa'i, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah; and their six
collections are called Sihah Sittah.
Siwa""k:
(.!.11_,..JI) A piece of a root of a tree called Al-Arak, used as a
toothbrush.
Subhlin Allan:
(.ii 1 .:i ~) Glorified is Allah.
Sundus:
c_,,..J.:.....11) A kind of silk cloth.
(U I) The legal way or ways, orders, acts of worship and
Sunnah:
statements of the Prophet ~, that have become models to
be followed by the Muslims.
(•;:.-JI) An object like a pillar, wall or stick, a spear etc., the
Sutrah:
Sa'y:
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height of which should not be less than a foot and it
should be in front of a person offering Salat (prayer) to
act as a symbolical barrier between him and the others.
(~lk.11) Another name for Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah.
(~L:JI) One who has met or accompanied any Companion
of the Prophet ~ .
(!l_,,.;) A well-known town about 700 kilometers north of
Al-Madinah.
(..:;.,~L.h..JI) The word Taghiit covers a wide range of
meanings: it means anything worshipped other than the
Real God (Allah), i.e. all the false deities. It may be Satan,
devils, idols, stones, sun, stars, angels, human beings,
who were falsely worshipped and taken as Taghiit. Likewise saints, graves, rulers, leaders, are falsely worshipped,
and wrongly followed. [See Ta/sir Ibn Kathir and
(V.2:51)].
(~I) Night optional prayer offered at any time after
'Ishii' prayer and before the Fajr prayer.
(~I) It is the Islamic customary process of chewing a
piece of date etc. and putting a part of its juice in the
child's mouth and pronouncing Adhan in child's ears.
(See Sahib Al-Bukhari, the Book of 'Aqiqah).
(<,JJI) One of the names of Al-Madinah city.
(-..Allk.11) A well-known town near Makkah.
(r.,5::.li) SayingAllabu-Akbar (Allah is the Most Great).
(•~I) A single utterance of Allabu-Akbar
(~I) A dish prepared from flour and honey.
(µIi) Saying Labbaik, Allahumma Labbaik (0 Allah! I am
obedient to Your Orders, I respond to Your Call).
(~\) A place towards the north of Makkah outside the
sanctuary from where Makkans may assume the state of
Ihram to perform 'Umrah.
(~1) Putting coloured garlands around the necks of
Budn (animals for sacrifice).
~_,\_;JI) Optional Salat (prayers) offered after the 'Ishii'
prayers on the nights of Ramadan. These may be performed individually or in congregation.
(~_;JI) Repetition of the words of the Adhan twice by the
Mu'adhdbin (call-maker).
(.y....:....:J!) The recitation of the invocation: At-tahiyatu
lillahi ... (up to) ... wa ash-hadu anna Muhammadan
Rasiilullah'', while in Qu'iid, i.e. sitting posture in Salat
(prayer). [See Sahib Al-Bukhari, Hadith no. 831, and it
also means: to testify La ilaba illallah Muhammadun
Rusu! Allah (none has the right to be worshipped but
Allah and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah).
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(r-1--=lt) On finishing the Sa/at (prayer), one turns one's
face to the right and then to the left saying, Assalamu
'Alaikum wa Rahmatulliih (Peace and Mercy of Allah be
on you).
Tauhtd (Islamic Monotheism):
(..t,> _,.:JI) Tauhid (Islamic Monotheism) is to believe in the
following six Articles of Faith:
(1) Allah, (2) His Angels, (3) His Messengers, (4) His
revealed Books, (5) The Day of Resurrection, and (6) AlQadar (Divine Preordainments, i.e., whatever Allah has
ordained must come to pass).
And to act on the following five Principles of Islam.
(1) To testify La ilaha illallah, wa anna Muhammad-urRasul Allah (none has the right to be worshipped but Allah
and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah), (2) to offer
the (compulsory congregational) prayers dutifully and
perfectly (Iqamat As-Sa/at), (3) to pay Zakiit, (4) to perform Hajj (i.e., pilgrimage to Makkah), and (5) to observe
Saum (fast) during the month of Ramadan.
And to believe in Allah means declaring Allah to be the only
God in the heavens and the earth and all that exists. It has
three aspect; (A), (B) and (C):
(A) Oneness of the Lordship of Allah; Tauhidar-Rububiyyah: To believe that there is only one Lord for all the
universe and He is its Creator, Organizer, Planner, Sustainer, and the Giver of security, and that is Allah.
(B) Oneness of the worship of Allah; Tauhidal-Uluhiyyah:
To believe that none has the right to be worshipped [e.g.
praying, invoking, asking for help (from the unseen),
swearing, slaughtering sacrifices, giving charity, fasting,
pilgrimage, etc.], but Allah.
(C) Oneness of the Names and the Qualities of Allah;
Tauhid-al-Asma' was-Sifat: To believe that : (i) we must
not name or qualify Allah except with what He or His
Messenger
has named or Qualified Him; (ii) none can
be named or qualified with the Names or Qualifications of
Allah; e.g. Al-Karim; (iii) we must believe in all the
Qualities of Allah which Allah has stated in His Book (the
Qur'an) or mentioned through His Messenger (Muhammad ~) without changing their meaning or ignoring
them completely or twisting the meanings or giving
resemblance to any of the created things; e.g. Allah is
present over His Throne as mentioned in the Qur'an.
(V.20:5): "The Most Gracious (i.e. Allah) rose over (/stawa) the (Mighty) Throne" over the seventh heaven; and
He comes down over the first (nearest) heaven (to us)
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during the day of 'Arafah (Hajj, i.e. 9th Dhul-Hijjah) and
also during the last third part of the night, as mentioned
by the Prophet~, but He is with us by His Knowledge,
not by His Personal Self (Bi-Dhatiht), "There is nothing
like Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer." (The
Qur'an, V. 42:11).
This Noble Verse proves the quality of hearing and the
quality of sight for Allah without likening it (or giving
resemblance) to others; and likewise He also says:
"To one whom I have created with Both My Hands," (The
Qur'an, V. 38:75); and He also says:
"The Hand of Allah is over their hands.": (V. 48: 10, the
Qur'an). This confirms two Hands for Allah, but there is
no similarity for them.
This is the Faith of all true believers, and was the Faith of
all the Prophets of Allah from Nuh (Noah), Ibrahim
(Abraham), Musa (Moses) and 'isa (Jesus) till the last of
the Prophets, Muhammad~· It is not like as some people
think that Allah is present everywhere, here, there and
even inside the breasts of men.
These three aspects of Taubid are included in the meanings of La ilaha illallah (none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah).
It is also essential to follow Allah's Messenger Muhammad
~ : Wajub Al-Ittiba' and it is a part of Tauhid-alUlubiyyah. This is included in the meaning: "I testify that
Muhammad~ is the Messenger of Allah" and this means,
"None has the right to be followed after Allah's Book (the
Qur'an), but Allah's Messenger ~." [See the Qur'an (V.
59:7) and (V. 3:31)].
(._j\ykll) The circumambulation of the Ka'ba.
(:W.L>~I ._;1_,i.) The circumambulation of the Ka'bah by the
pilgrims after they come from Mina on the tenth day of
Dhul-Hijjah. This Tawaf is one of the essential ceremonies
(Rukn) of the Hajj.·
(t1> )1 ._;1_,i.) The Tawaf made before leaving Makkah after
performing Hajj or 'Umrah.
(~I) To put or strike lightly the hands over dean earth
and then pass the palm of each on the back of the other,
blow off the dust and then pass them on the face. This is
performed instead of ablution (Wudu') and Ghusl (in case
of]anaba).
(~J\!JI) The three compilers of Ahadith Abu DawUd,
Nasa'i and Tirmidhi.
(t1>)1 ~)A place near Al-Madinah.
(-'!.;Ji) A kind of meal, prepared from meat and bread.
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(Jfii) A well-known mountain in Al-Madinah.
(• Wkl 1) Those persons who had embraced Islam on the
day of the conquest of Makkah.
{J)..ll) A mountain.
(..1.>~ A well-known mountain in Al-Madinah. One of the
great battles in the Islamic history took place at its foot.
This battle is called Ghazwah Uhud.
(•_,.....JI) A visit to Makkah during which one performs the
Tawaf round the Ka'ba and the Sa'y between As-Safa and
Al-Marwah. It is also called 'lesser Hajj'. (See Sahib A/Bukhari, the Book of Al-'Umrah).
( .k.i _,..JI) The tree which pro~uces Maghafir.
(r....ll) One-tenth of the yield of land to be levied for
public assistance (Zakat). (See Sahib Al-Bukhari, Hadith
no. 1483).
c_,_,...,JI) The Revelation or Inspiration of Allah to His
Prophets.
(.!b.,_,) 'May Allah be Merciful to you.'
(..!lL_,) 'Woe upon you!'
(•:/_,JI) Al-Wala' is a right to inherit the property of a freed
slave to the person who has freed him. Ahadith has made
it clear that Wala' is a part like a lineage. It cannot be sold
or gifted, so selling it or offering it as a gift is prohibited.
(.J,,_11) (Plural Auliya') Protector, guardian, supporter,
helper, friend.
(<....,J_,Ji) The marriage feast.
(U._,Ji) Religious endowment.
(,.J_,Ji) A kind of shrub used for colouring yellow.
(4L... _,Ji) Wills or testaments. (Singular: Wasiyyah ~_,JI)
~1_,JI) One who keeps good relations with his kith and
kin.
(U,.... _,JI) The means of approach or achieving closeness to
Allah by getting His favours.
(J..-_,Ji) (Plural: Awsaq or Awsuq) A measure equal to 60
Sil.'= 180 kg. approx. It may be less or more.
(JL... _,Ji) Observing Saum (fast) for more than one day·
continuously.
(;_,Ji) An odd number of Rak'at with which one finishes
one's Salat (prayers) at night after the night prayer or the
'Ishii.' prayer.
(•_,..,.;_,Ji) Ablution, which is washing the face and the hands
up to the elbows, wiping the head and ears with wet
fingers, and washing the feet up to ankles for the purpose
of offering prayers or doing circumambulation round the
Ka'ba.
(~) The Miqii.t of the people of Yemen.
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(~I)

Perfect absolute Faith.

(!l_,..,.)1) A place in Sham.

('-:'_;.,_) One of the names of Al-Madinah.
(ri:JI i y;) The 12th or 13th of Dhul-Hijjah when the
pilgrims leave Mina after performing all the ceremonies of
Hajj at 'Arafat, Al-Muzdalifah and Mina.
YaumAn-Nahr:
(r.;.JI i y.) The day of slaughtering the sacrificial animals, i.e.,
the 10th ofDhul-Hijjah.
Yaum-Ar-Ru'ris:
(.,,.JJ)I i-"') Meanin~ 'day o[ heads'. It is the name of the
day following the 'Id day ('Id-al-Adha).
Yaum At-Tarwiyah: (~y:.11 i y.) The eighth day of the month of Dhul-Hijjah,
when the pilgrims leave Makkah for Mina.
Zaktlt:
(i\5)1) (Obligatory charity) A certain fixed proportion of
the wealth and of every kind of the property liable to
Zakii:t of a Muslim to be paid yearly for the benefit of the
poor in the Muslim community. The payment of Zakii:t is
obligatory as it is one of the five pillars of Islam. Zakii:t is
the major economic means for establishing social justice
and leading the Muslim society tri prosperity and security. [See Sahib Al-Bukhari, the Book of Zakii:t]
(,k.<ll i\5..i) An obligatory Sadaqab to be given by Muslims
Zaklitul-Fitr:
before the prayer of 'fd-al-Fitr (See Sahib Al-Bukhari. The
Book of Zakii:t).
(r r-- ..i) The sacred well inside the Haram (the grand
Zamzam:
mosque) at Makkah.
(<>)t; )1) Atheists.
Zantldiqah:
(...,...;_;..!)A kind of good smelling grass.
Zarnab:
U+lill) One's telling to his wife, ''You are unlawful to me
Az-Zihtir:
for cohabitation like my mother."
(,+!all) Noon, mid-day Salii:t (prayer) is called Zuhr prayer.
Zuhr:

